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ABSTRACT

The analysis and discussion of Elizabethan sermon styles and

major psychological and conceptual problems which participate in the

formation of these styles is approached in two ways, of which the

first investigates the sermons themselves, and the second, specific

controversial and discursive works. Gince the primary evidence of

style is the distinctive existence of any given sermon, the sermons

are analysed for the information which they provide on three deeply

implicated fields: the context of the sermon, with special attention
fif

given to the preacher's perception^and theories about his •own function,

about his relation to his audience, and about the individual and cor¬

porate natures of that audience; the text of the sermon, that is, the

manner in which the Biblical text is interpreted and influences the

organisation of the sermon; and the modes of argumentation by which

the multiple possibilities of the text are made to realise particular

purposes. In order to indicate more exactly the nature of changes

taking place in the Elizabethan sermon, the period has been broadly

divided into two parts, with Archbishop Grindal's letter to the Queen

on 20 December 1576, defending the puritan exercises,as the symbolic

point of division. For efficient comparison it has been necessary

to make reference to preachers of the generation before 1558, and to

provide a specific control upon interpretation three sermons from

each portion of the Elizabethan period have been chosen and are the

subject of comparative analysis. The purpose of this analysis is to

discover ivhat may be calleid semantic forms in the three sermons, under¬

standing these to be verbal structures synthesising dominant experiential

and cognitive concerns which have been progressively elaborated in the

preceding discussion. Sermon style is identified with these expressive
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forms, and not only with rhetorical categories or literary-aesthetic

de te rminations.

The second part provides another perspective upon particular

questions which arise in the sermons, and upon the broad underlying

movements in T experience and conception of which style is the most

sensitive register. Once again this part is divided into two sections:

in the first, certain aspects of two major controversies of special

relevance in the formation of the Elizabethan church, those between

Jewel and Harding, and Whitgift and Cartwright, are shown to localise

issues of much more general significance; and in the second, three

subjects which further reveal conceptual problems fundamental to the

evolution of Elizabethan thought,in the areas of psychology, logic

and rhetoric, and science are investigated. While these subjects in-
an

volve all thinking men of the period in some way,/interactive relation

with the sermon analysis is maintained by concentrating principally

upon clerical representation of them.

It becomes apparent that consideration of style in terms of

literary values or terminology is inadequate both to characterise

th^se elements of prose expression which represent the distinctive

features of the thought and experience of individuals or groups, andto

correlate the descriptions of these expressive forms with areas of de¬

velopment in the culture of aparticular period where contemporaneous

definition of concepts,apart from these forms, is necessarily lacking.

The classifications attenptdd are understood to be indicative rather

than definitive, since the relation between the content of a culture,

the quality of its realisation in individual and group consciousness,

and its communication and transformation, is of extreme complexity. It

is more clearly focussed in the consideration of what was known or be¬

lieved, and what was perceived as uncertain or unknowable, about human

nature itself and the external world, and particularly about the nature

and function of language as the means of relation.
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"And so, diving in a bottoralesse sea, they
poppe sometimes above water to take breath, to
appeare to say something, and then snatch at a loose
preposition, that swims upon the face of the waters..."

John Donne, LXXX Sermons
(London, l6*f0), p.296.
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CONVENTION

The specimen sermons will be referred to throughout

by using the author's name, underlined, followed by line

numbers which are marked on the copies provided.



INTRODUCTION

1.

The Elizabethan sermon and its companion forms, the

scripture commentary, treatise, lecture, and controversial tract,

have been the subject of historical and literary appraisal ever

since their first publication, whether from pulpit or press. It

is immediately apparent, from even a brief survey, that these

works and their accretion of interpretative literature represent

an extraordinary diversity of approach, both disciplinary and

dispositional. Since the works of interpretation, like the

originals themselves, are marked by their time and place of

composition, and in the particular case of scholarship, by aca¬

demic conventions, and especially by the orientation of historical

analysis, it is necessary to be as explicit as possible about the

aims of this study, and the principles which it seeks to exemplify.

Apart from Charles Smyth's The Art of Preaching. 747-1939

(London, 1940), which so absolutely divides the period before the

nineteenth century into medieval and Tillotsonian that the Eliza¬

bethan period vanishes and its members uneasily inhabit both,

only three published works have recently discussed the stylistic

character of its sermons, namely those by A.F.Herr, The Eliza¬

bethan Sermon (Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, 1940),

Millar Mac lure, The Paul's Cross Sermons. 1534-1642 (Toronto:

Univ. of Toronto Press, 1958), and J.W.KLench, Preaching in England

in the late Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries (Oxford: Basil Black-

well, 1964). The former conprises an introductory survey and

bibliography, Maclure is principally interested in the changing

social and political function of sermons preached at the Cross,

and Blench deals with the period bounded by the works of G.R.Owst
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and W. Fraser Mitchell on the medieval and seventeenth century-

English pulpit.1
Blench, Smyth and Mitchell belong to a clearly defined tradi¬

tion of scholarship, in which representatives of the Anglican tradi¬

tion and stylistic conventions associated with them, are taken as

normative. It must be said that this is less obviously the case

with Blench than with either Smyth or Mitchell, but its influence

cannot be ignored. Naturally enough, this disposition is not re¬

flected in recent American doctoral dissertations on this subject,
'

2
which have concentrated upon the stylistic conventions.

The chief limitation of these studies lies in their adoption of

a stylistic norm, usually determined by contemporary manuals written

to define a particular doctrine and formal theory of literary <y ex¬

pression, which results in the provision of positive criteria for

only one part of the total literary production of the period. Mitchell

illustrates this point when he mentions the importance of •method' to

early seventeenth century puritans, and comments that for them "the

sermon became a kind of manual of spiritual technology divorced alike

from literature and oratory". It "has no interest for the student of
3

literature."*^ A much wider treatment is made possible by Blench*s
-•» i1 u -J „.

-J*

^.R.Owst, Preaching in Medieval England. An Introduction to sermon
manuscripts of the period c. 1350-1^50 (Cambridge: C.U.P.. 1926);
W. Fraser Mitchell, English Pulpit Oratory from Andrewes to Tillotson
(London: S.P.C.K., 1932). See Blench. Preaching in England, for an
extensive bibliography of both primary and secondary sources for this
period.
2
Wilma Sherwin, "The Rhetorical Structure of the English Sermon in the
Sixteenth Century", Has. Illinois 1958} Dorothy J. Parkander,
"Rhetorical Theory and Practice: The Sermons of the English Puritans
from 1570-16M*", Diss. Illinois 1962; Thomas King Ehret, "Four Ser¬
mons of Henry Smith: A Critical Edition", Diss. IHfinoass 1968.

^Mitchell, English Pulpit Oratory, p.11^.



division of his subject according to the main parts of the sermon as

these are variously illustrated in the preaching manuals, but to a

lesser extent the same limitation is repeated, since particular ser¬

mons or preachers are discussed in terms of their exemplification of

features described as necessary or characteristic by the manuals.

This approach is explicitly defined in the introduction to his second

chapter, in which he notes that "From the time of the Fathers until

perhaps the beginning of the present century, the sermon has been

regarded by all except the least cultivated or the most self-consciously

Puritan preachers as a sacred oration, governed by the rules and em¬

it.
bellished by the ornaments of rhetoric." This chapter and the next

repeat the classical distinction between form and style, and so em¬

phasise how impossible it is, by following this scheme, to relate

purposes and means of expression or to perceive the integrity of con¬

ception in any particular composition. An extreme example of the

distortions inherent in the criteria in combination can be found in

the dissertation of Wilma M. Sherwin, who describes her approach as

follows: "It is also the purpose of this dissertation to show that

the sermon is merely a special type of the oration and that it makes

use of essentially the same basic parts as the oration except the

inventio of subject matter... Writers of sermons in the sixteenth

century have simply used the rhetorical apparatus which was common

in that day, and writers of text books have normally assumed that a

5
preacher would derive the fundamentals from school training." All

lf
Preaching in England, p.71.
5
"Rhetorical Structure of the English Sermon", p.3.



apparent differences in attitude to rhetoric and to sermon form are

replaced by a universal theory of the latter, to which all preachers

are understood to conform, and the manual of Hyperius particularly

to represent.

The most important consequence of choosing such criteria is

that judgements based upon them must inevitably be conservative,

since it can be supposed that preceptive theories formalise a situ-
6

ation which has by the time of formulation already begun to change.

A second reason is that such theories may be as significant for what

they omit to explain or advise as for their positive schemata, since

they share the inability of any ageto perceive its imminent future

with any precision. To achieve an interpretation as well as a

description of stylistic change it is first necessary to go to the

primary resource, the sermons themselves, and to invent if necessary

terms or categories unknown to the formularies contemporary ivith them,

in order to accurately describe their most characteristic qualities.

The first and most obvious consequence of such an approach is a re¬

vised initial question - not, what is this style?, but, what is

this style for? If we attempt to free ourselves from conventional

categories the first problem becomes one of purpose, since the use of

a particular form of expression is not immediately explained by its

conformity to a prescriptive precedent. An answer to this question is

only possible if the whole environment of the sermon is investigated,

and tendencies towards coherence with or dissociation from what has

^For an introductory discussion which supports the following in many
useful ways, see Lancelot Law Whyte. The Unconscious before Freud
(London: Tavistock Publications, 1962), Ch. 1. By way of contrast
note Mitchell's observation: "Practice, it may generally be assumed,
follows upon theory, and tends to be modified by criticism." (English
Pulpit Oratory, p.3^7).



already been achieved in that environment perceived in their parti¬

culate origin. Only after this initial process has been completed

can the elements which form that unique verbal structure perceived

as style be properly weighed and their wider significance understood.

To describe every particular sermon as unique may seem far¬

fetched if it is thought to include aesthetic criteria. As an esti¬

mate it is both lower and more democratic, in that it simply assumes

that any man who makes the effort to express himself in some way

contributes to the balance of culture of his society, whether his

tendencies and sympathies are conservative or reformative. A much

more dynamic set of relations is presupposed between a man, his lan¬

guage and the speech community to which he belongs, and these are

usefully defined by Gerhard Ebeling: "what makes someone a person

is not what is present in him and what proceeds from himself, but, if

I may so phrase it, what goes on in and about him. Thus the de¬

cisive element in our picture of the intellectual features of a person

is supplied by the linguistic process in which he encounters the

traditions which press upon him, deals with them, comes into con¬

flict with them, and in some cases changes them into something that
7

is his own, which it is his task to utter." Such an experience is

common to more men than the few whose names personify historical

and iitellectual change; to appreciate and interpret such men is to

experience their society aspectively in all its temporal dimensions,

to graap both its inward process and outward achievements. As Ebeling

implies, of such men our chief records is the written word, in the

many ways the most significant resource since it makes available as can

no other single medium the range of mind within which they lived.

7
Gerhard Ebeling, Luther; An Introduction to his Thought. tran3.
R.A.Wilson (London: Collins, 1970), p.3^.
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One more point requires some comment. In most social or

historical analyses it soon becomes apparent that the weight of im¬

personate "causes" is so great as to deny all but a very few any

significant claim to be sources or innovators, although all neces¬

sarily represent some part of the process of change. This is apparent

even in literary composition, where the purity of resuscitated tradi¬

tion is less significant than the changing profile of a source in

various hands. What this means for the organisation of my dissertation,

and its underlying approach to the mode of relation between particular

works, is well described by H.A.Oberman. In justifying his application

of the term "forerunner" to pre-J?eformation thinkers, he says that

we do not feel that it should be the task of the histor¬
ians of ideas to establish causal connections in the
historical succession of these ideas ... the standard
for a Forerunner cannot be that he 'caused' the Reforma¬
tion in one respect or another, for example by exer¬
cising direct or indirect influence on Luther; the study
of the Forerunner is determined rather by the wish to give
Reformation thought its proper listorical context. The
importance of the study of economic, political, social
and psychological factors is by no means denied by such
a study. On the contrary, the shift from a causal to a
contextual reading of the history of thought has the
advantage of not entering into competition with any of
these approaches but provides instead a perspective for
measuring the changes in the configuration of questions
and answers. Thus the use of the category of Forerunners
does not function to establish the nature of the cause

but to describe the structure of the change.&

Since ay concern is ultimately with expressive form, something

more composite and diffuse in its relations than ideas, the concept

of the forerunner itself is not immediately relevant. However,

Oberman's attitude J 3 towards the relation between ideas and historical

events is most important and defines the intention behind Part Two

of this study, which is to describe "the configuration of questions

Heiko Augustinus Oberman, Forerunners of the Reformation (London:
Lutterworth Press, 1967), pp. 38-^9.
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and answers" in certain loci of conflict in the Elizabethan period.

I hope that, in combination with Part One, which will attempt to

describe and analyse the style of Elizabethan sermons in con¬

textual terms, this discussion will achieve a well-grounded inter¬

pretation of stylistic forms regarded as a significant index of the

structures of change in the period.

Two more particular aspects of this study require some intro¬

ductory definition, the problem of the audience and the choice of

terminology. Any attempt to categorise events, persons or attitudes

is open to the general charge that actual diversity and change in

values and attitudes is obscured by a false impression of consistency

or uniformity, and to the secondary difficulty that the chosen terms

may mislead the reader or misrepresent those elements of an organic

society to which they are applied. Since my intention is to delineate

those aspects of esqpression in Elizabethan sermons which signify

basic differences of conceptual and social orientation, it is neces¬

sary to adopt terms which have a recognised field of reference, the

use of which will harmonize with usage in other analyses of tiis

period. The very particular complications surrounding descriptive

titles used in the discussion of Elizabethan society, especially

those 'which have their roots in ecclesiastical controversy but have

achieved wider implications either at the time, or later, is indicated

by the variety of approaches taken to this problem.

If a survey of prefatory definitions is made, it soon becomes

apparent that one of the fundamental principles involved is the degree

to which immediate and intimate, or large scale and long term, pattern

variations are the subject of investigation. The immense possibilities

for interpretation can be readily indicated by a comparison between

two statements, one the opening words of William Haller's The Rise of
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Puritanism (1938; rpt. New York, Harper & Row, 1957), and the other

the summary conclusion to a terminological discussion by C.H. and

K. George in their book, The Protestant Mind of the English Reformation.

1570-l6*»0 (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1961). Haller observes

that "Who was the first Puritan and who may prove to be the last are

questions one need not try to answer. There were Puritans before the

name was invented, and there probably will continue to be Puritans
"9

long after it has ceased to be a common epithet," and the remainder

of this work could be described as the qualification of this universal

character into its Elizabethan and Jacobean shape, whereas the Georges

conclude that "we cannot make a list of 'puritans1 on any doctrinal

basis ... and we have discovered no other set of adequately-defining

elements.""^ They are consequently led to the identification of a

character common at least to the clergy of their period, entitled

"the Protestant mind" and to be discovered in the fundamental teach¬

ing of the English post-Reformation Church.

The limitations of this latter approach, and the position gener¬

ally adopted by social historians like Knappen, aire set out in

Christopher Hill's finely balanced opening chapter to his Society and

Puritanism in Pre-Revolutionary England (196*+: London: Mercury Books,

1966). He speaks of a "body of opinion which can be usefully labelled

Puritan", centred on a "core of doctrine about religion and Church

government, aimed at purifying the Church from inside," but which had

9
The Rise of Puritanism, p.3.

10The Protestant Mind, p.7. The first half of this statement also
describes the approach taken by a.G.Dickens, The English Reformation
(London: Batsford, 196*0, p.3^1, who terms the whole Elizabethan
period "Anglo-Puritan" and links "the recovery of a medial tradition"
with Bishop Bancroft after 1599.
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for contemporaries, "no narrowly religious connotation." This

latter qualification is a key to Hill's approach, since his analysis

of what is distinctive about "this body of opinion" is achi.eved by

the establishment of links between its teaching and contemporary

social, economic and political conditions with which it interacted.

How much delicacy has come into the analysis of this period is fur¬

ther shown by Hill's unwillingness to identify separatism and puritan-

ism as Knappen does in Appendix II of his Tudor Puritanism (Chicago:

Univ. of Chicago Press, 1939)» on the grounds that it represents

more than a cluster of theological terms, and by Collinson's unhappi-

ness with the terms available to describe that part of the church not

identifiably puritan. Knappen accepts the term "Anglican" as a given,

not including it in his second appendix of terms needing definition,

but Collinson believes that "Anglicanism, which was a term unknown

to the sixteenth century, and, as an indication of a distinct, system

of divinity, an invention of the nineteenth century, is best avoided

altogether", and uses "Anglican" only because there is no other term

available. He uses "Puritan" and "Anglican" to represent a difference

of degree, a matter of "theological temperature so to speak, rather
12

than of fundamental principle."

This does not mean that there were no doctrinal differences of

any significance between the parties. Haller is a suitable point of

reference for later discussion, since he describes "the central dogma

of Puritanism" as "a conception of an all-embracing determinism,
13

theologically formulated as the doctrine of predestination." This

^Society and Puritanism, pp. 28, 2k,
12
Patrick Collinson, The Elizabethan Puritan Movement (London: Jonathan
Cape, 1967), pp. 13t 26-27.
The Rise of Puritanism, p.83.
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judgement has been disagreed with by the Georges, who argue that

the teaching of the English Church on sin, faith and predestination

is common to all its clergy, and by John F.H.New in Anglican and

Puritan. The Basis of their Opposition, 1558-1640 (London: Adam &

Charles Black, 1964), p.32, who sees predestination as a minor doctrine,

a corollary of the doctrines of justification by faith alone, and of

God's absolute sovereignty. It will be clear from the title of New's

work that he disagrees also with the Georges, for although his ap¬

proach is determinedly distinguished from the sociological and chrono¬

logical histories already mentioned, it nevertheless is based upon the

principle that "variations within the®me broad framework - even

under the rubric of identical statements of doctrine - gave rise to

behaviour patterns that at times became diametrically opposed. Even

small distinctions aroused antagonism because the subtleties were

14
meaningful to those who lived and felt them."

This relation between doctrine and experience is very important

but it is doubtful whether simple precedence can be given to the

former since to do so involves a prior assumption that new forms of

behaviour do not precede those verbal formulations which are under¬

stood to represent them. Difficulties of interpretation are en¬

countered at this point, and particularly in any general consideration

of the audiences to whom this doctrine was expounded, or assessment of

its educative effects. To make any extrapolation from the doctrine

and behaviour of the clergy, who, as the Georges emphasise, have a

15
"consistent religious orientation" unlike any group of lay men, to

14
Anglican and Puritan, p.6. For a summary of the points of dis¬
agreement, see pp. 104-6.

15
The Protestant Mind, p.5. This statement should not be interpreted
to mean that secular affairs had no effect upon the clergy. It
simply aefers to their professional competence.
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patterns oi behavioural change in society at large, requires consider¬

able caution. Nonetheless, a tacit admission that puritan doctrine

represents both a theoretical structure upon which behaviour is to

be modelled, and a sensitive indicator of secular change, is made

in Hill's description of his intent "to examine some of the themes to

which doctrinal Puritans attachedimportance, and to account for their
16

appeal to laymen." I am convinced that it is in this area, the

conjunction between experience and its formal!sation and reciprocally,

between knowledge and its communication, that much of value can still

be discovered about the nature of change and development within the

English church in the Elizabethan period, and its implications for

the future evolution of English society. To do this, it will be neces¬

sary to acknowledge a division between those who continue to accept

the orders and organisation of the Church and those who seek further

reform, following the clear demonstration of such scholars as Hill

and Collinson. What it is most inportant to retain is Collinson's

emphasis upon "tendency" within apparently rigid theological formu¬

lations, so that neither the quality of dynamic response to changes

in the social context of doctrine nor a the individual capacity to

gather elements of a doctrinal cluster into a personal order is for¬

gotten. It will be apparent how indicative of areas of movement

within adoctrinal consensus are the disputes over "things indifferent".

These considerations are of special importance in the discussion

of expressive forms, since as I have already suggested, they are a

more sensitive indicator than any other we have of changes in the

character of mental experience, and in the comparison of individual

styles we are witnessing the momentary achievement of partial struct¬

ures in v/hich the private search for understanding becomes public

Society and Puritanism, p.29.



and so contributes towards the communal resource of knowledge and the

whole structure of what is thought to be truth for that generation.

Because the primary source of this study is the Elizabethan

sermon^ conventional oral and literary form suitable for variation but

like the Church itself common to the experience bf all, inherited

rather than invented by this period, it will be useful to choose dis¬

tinguishing terms which inrply something of the stylistic character

of those tendencies to be discussed. The term "puritan" is suffi¬

ciently clarified in its reference to the reforming party within the

Church to be used to represent stylistic tendencies associated with

that group, but the term "Anglican" is too unspecific to serve this

purpose. Instead,I .intend to adopt a title applied by puritans to

the conservative party, which was reported by Robert Sanderson in the

course of a sermon defining the main points of puritan teaching.

The term is "formalist" and it carries a more precise significance

than "Anglican", especially as it emphasises a quality or tendency

rather than an affiliation. The position as Sanderson understood it

is as follows: "I see not but that otherwise the Name of Puritan.

and the rest, are justly given them. For appropriating to themselves

the Names of Brethren. Professors. Good men, and other like; as

differences betwixt them and those they call Formalists: Would they

not have it thought that they have a Brotherhood and Profession of

their own, freer and purer from Superstition and Idolatry, than others

have, that are not of-the same stamp? and doing so, why may they not

be called Puritans."^
The third major grouping is that represented by adherents to the

"^Robert Sanderson, XXXVI Sermons (London, 1689), p.l6, quoted in
George, The Protestant Mind, p.fr02.
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Church of Rome, and out of the diversity of terms available to

characterise them that which seems most descriptive and least parti¬

san is "roraanist". It is appropriate in that it refers principally

to those English men who sought the return of the Church of England in

obedience to Rome, whose experience of the former was recent, and

whose activity was built uppn the knowledge that "the reformed faith...
18

had not finally triumphed in England or elsewhere," at least in the

early part of Elizabeth's reign.

Concerning the audience, previous studies of the Elizabethan

sermon say little. An assessment is made by Smyth of the relationship

between an uneducated audience and the use of anecdote and exemplum

in medieval sermons, and he observes that "the 'metaphysical' style

of preaching was hardly suited to the capacities of the parochial
19

clergy, nor ... a rustic congregation", and Blench devotes a chapter

to preaching themes in which the main targets or conventions of pulpit

social criticism are described, but in each case no more extensive

analysis of the audience occurs. However, it becomes apparent that

any satisfactory discussion of changes in sermon form must attempt to

account in some measure for the nature and influence of the audience.

Such a requirement is self-evident if it is assumed that any formal

change, even that of sermons, derives from a dynamic relationship be¬

tween existing forms, current thinking and the less specific but

powerful pressures of social evolution. Whether these groupings are

called auditors, the congregation, the people, some assessment either

18
John E. Booty, John Jewel
(London: S.P.C.K., 1963),

19
Art of Preaching. ».lj52,
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of their character or of their particular composition, or the dis¬

covery of some means of discussing formal qualities so that their

presence and its effects are acknowledged, is essential.

Broadly speaking there are two possible approaches. One is a

socio-cultural description, which would endeavour to weigh all that

is known of the mores of all identifiable groupings in Elizabethan

society, and variations in these during the period, against observable

and discoverable variations in sermons preached to these groups. Such

a discussion would produce a social map of great complexity, and is

the only completely adequate way of describing the pattern of inter¬

relations between dynamic historical processes and those changing

stylistic forms which both shape and index them. We may see this

in a definition of "historical event" which is used to support the

contention that current forms of historical analysis give no

"systematic account of the historical development of the human mind

within a given civilization". In Problems of Historical Psychology

(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, i960), Zevedei Barbu says that an

historical event must be regarded as that which marks "a change in

the way of life of a community of people". It includes not only the

"political, economic, or technological conditions prevailing in that

community within a given period of time," but "psycho-cultural

conditions, such as current ideas and ideologies as well as dominant

values and beliefs", and "collective emotionality ... dominant

feelings, or collective emotional states characterising a people ...
20

at a specific stage in their historical development."

However, a study both intensive and extensive of that magni¬

tude is beyond the scope of this thesis, although I hope that the

general principles defined by it are also effective here. A second

20
pp. 11-12; c.f. p. 24 , n.6 below.
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approach is that of giving prior attention to the sermon, rather

than to the society of which it is but one expression, with the aim

of discovering from internal evidence to what audience the preacher

supposed he addressed himself, and reciprocally, whether that audience

had any significant influence upon him. These two aspects do not

have equal weight, nor are they properly to be considered as two

sides of one coin. It has generally been agreed that the puritan

lecturers were more susceptible to pressure from their congregations

when these also were, or contained, their paymasters (a point made by

Whitgift himself against the congregational election of ministers)

and on one particular issue, the vestments controversy, Collinson

states that parishioners were more absolute in their opposition to
21

vestments than were their clergy. The point is made generally by

Kocher during an appraisal of Elizabethan natural philosophy, in

which he says that the preacher was bound by the views and needs of

his parishioners in his choice of preaching subjects. "By so shaping

the theology of the times, the masses were a great central reservoir
22

of resistance to an exact scientific concept of nature."

The forms of dependence upon their audience recognised by

ministers will be discussed in Part C)he„ but in anticipation of the

conclusions to be drawn from their remarks one principle can be

affirmed, and that is the principle of ministerial authority. From

whatever source this authority is thought to be derived (a matter

which represents an important aspect of the minister's self-

conception), the inescapable fact is that the ministers were

21
'The Elizabethan Puritan Movement, pp. 9**—97.

22Paul H. Kocher, Science and Religion in Elizabethan England (San
Marino: Huntingdon Library, 1953), p.117.
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determinative in the formation of values amongst those who seriously

attended to their sermons. It is of course impossible to assess

accurately what proportion of their audiences is represented by this

group, but the evidence of attendance at sermons, the growth of

private devotional activity and the development of spiritual counsel¬

ling, is sufficiently well documented to demonstrate that more than

a minority was involved. The very multiplicity of preaching styles,

commented upon critically by preachers at the time and singularly
27

apparent at Paul's Cross, is itself an indication of ministerial

independence. More significant, ,, is the fact that while preachers

respected the place, time and circumstance clause in iheir choice of

particular matter, variations of a more fundamental sort, in the

general articulation of the sermon, the maimer of scriptural inter¬

pretation,. the choice of language, are uncommon. Dering, Whitgift

and Playfere preach before the Queen as they did in the Tower to

romanists or to a general audience at Paul's Cross, Perkins preached

to the University as he did at Stourbridge Pair - the most obvious

indication of a preacher's importance is simply that a consistent

identification is established between himself and a consenting audience,

whether this be a London or rural parish, or the court. Both to some

degree exercise choice, but it is the preacher who has made the ini¬

tial (and therefore authoritative) decision about the content of his

teaching and its mode of presentation. His task is then to convince

his audience that his knowledge can usefully interpret and explain

their personal experience, and if necessary, to generate demand for it.

23
See the preface to John Udall's A Coprnientarie vpon the Lamentations
of Jeremy (London, n^7), and Maclure, The Paul's Cross Sermons.
pp. i4cm+5.
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Emphasis upon the preachers' authority leads to another curious

extremity of interpretation. When assessing the puritans' educational

achievement Perry Miller writes that "the evidence would seem to show

that whenever a people were taught for any length of time by a Puritan

ministry the level of their information's definitely raised. Leaving

aside the question of whether the sort of knowledge purveyed was worth

while, or whether the people were more harmed than benefitted by their

acquisitions, the fact remains that for better or worse the people were

instructed. By the light of history it might seem that the chief

function of Puritanism in the development of modern civilisation was

the education it gave to a segment of the British public ....

Puritan education did not intend that students should think for them¬

selves, but it did intend that they should take in the vast quantity

of received and orthodox information."

The importance of this supposition cannot be denied,and its

concern with the centrality of puritan educational activity in any

judgement upon the significance of that group underlies much of my

subsequent discussion. However, Miller's dual assumptions, that

there sire some sorts of information which are necessarily or uni¬

versally harmful, and that "thinking for oneself" is an activity

associated only with certain sorts of subject matter, is highly

questionable. Before his judgement could be accepted in its entirety,

it would be necessary to know what relation this information bore to

the circumstances of life lived beyond sermon-time or the classroom,

and the extent to which it affected, and was affected by, capability

and attitude in that environment.

24
The New Englmid Mind; The Seventeenth Century (New York: Macmillan,
1939), pp. 86-S7. A similar implicit value judgement is made by
Wright, see below, p. 21.
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The way in which this second approach to the audience through

the sermon represents a simplification of the first can be indicated

by anticipating another conclusion of the descriptive analysis of

Part One. Louis B. Wright, in Kiddle Class Culture in Elizabethan

England (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1935)» recog¬

nises three major groupings in Elizabethan society, "the titled

nobility, the landed gentry, and more important members of the

learned professions", his subject, "the great class of merchants,

tradesfolk, and skilled craftsmen", and "unskilled labourers, illi¬

terate peasantry, and those small artisans whose trades required
25

little training." These three classes are distinguished in another

way by Carl Bridenbaugh, who uses the estimates made by Sir Thomas

Wilson in 1600 to divide the English into two groups, the rulers and

the ruled, the latter representing about 90°/o of the population.

The former is then divided into yeomen and landed gentry, these re¬

presenting approximately 8°/o and 2°/° respectively.** This division

is more helpful in that it shows the proportionate composition of

these three estates, and it is particularly relevant when a matter

such as the influence of the court as a particular audience is to be

considered. However, the limitations of these classifications taken

by themselves is also suggested by the fact that Wright's middle-

class obviously extends a considerable distance into the mass of the

ruled, and by the extensive scholarly debate over their actual compo¬

sition and importance in English society prior to the Civil War, part-

cularly represented in such issue clusters as gentry / court and

protestantism / capitalism / rise of science. What becomes evident

from the sermons as the period progresses is a changing perception

of the audience, which at the beginning still tends to be thought of in

26
Carl Bridenbaugh, Vexed and Troubled Englishmen. 1590-16^2 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 19^8), PP« 175» Ib-J-'/7•
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terms of the four estates built upon the fundamental division between

rulers and ruled but later seems to recognise a more "parliamentary"

arrangement of common people, those of local or middling authority,

including the three professions of law, medicine and divinity, and

the court. This change is paralleled in the preacher's evolving

self-conception.

Another and in many ways more potent division of the audience

into learned and unlearned is developed in the sermons. These cate¬

gories represent a fosaof differentiation which, while it has strong

economic and political class links, nevertheless concentrates more

upon the development of individual skills than on inherited or

achieved social status. There is good reason to suppose that this

classification represents a more significant indicator of change in

Elizabethan society than shifting membership of economic or social

groupings, since it makes available a discriminant effective between

individuals of whatever class and points to that area crucial to the

strength and growth of a culture, the character and quality of its in¬

dividuals' mental life.

Evidence of this is discoverable in sermon reports on personal

behaviour, and available by inference from the forms of expression

habitually used by preachers. When discussing and evaluating this

material, it would be inaccurate to suggest that a description of the

inner mental life of any individual member of an audience had been

achieved. Instead, it is sufficient to interpret this material as

representing ideal or general models of behaviour to which an indi¬

vidual may be thought, or encouraged, to conform. In discussing the

sermons one is dis~"ssing both what the preacher believed to be the

case concerning his audience, and that ideal state of mind towards

which he was trying to guide both himself and them. That is, an audience

will not be described from a sociological perspective (as it was),

although particular details mentioned by a preacher are useful for
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clarifying his choice of theoretical position, but in terms of a

theoretical model (as it was thought to be). Such an approach does

not altogether overcome the difficulties of inferring actual forms

of mental behaviour from reports and principles, but to establish

working models from the sermons is to provide an objective criterion,

the preacher's conception of the audience, by which audience-

respective characteristics of the sermons may be isohted and defined.

One very important aspect of this whole question, upon which much

of the ministers' educational effort depended, was the growth of liter¬

acy. Surprisingly little attention has been paid to this phenomenon,

perhaps because its proper investigation depends more upon our under-

\ standing of learning processes and the function of language in this
27

respect, than upon historical analysis. A.G.Dickens expresses the

commonly accepted view when he says that "one of the great formative

factors in the origins of the Reformation" was "The gradual yet por¬

tentous growth of a literate laity, already discernible in fifteenth

century sources, ... far from limited to the gentry and merchant
28

classes." The question such a statement prompts is whether it was

literacy as such which made these changes possible, or whether, while

it is a necessary condition for intellectual advance, it is of itself

a neutral instrument. A tentative answer may be suggested in two

ways. Firstly, J.W.Adamson in a lecture first published in 1929 and

later included in "The Illiterate Anglo-Saxon" and Other Essays on

Education. Medieval and Modern (Cambridge: C.U.P., 19^6), shows that

literacy was much more widespread in fifteenth and sixteenth century

27
bee Appendix One.

28
The English Reformation« p.9.
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England than had commonly been supposed,although he is unwilling to

accept as exact Sir Thomas More's estimate that 60°/o could read.

His key point is that England at this time was "by no means an

illiterate society and that facilities for rudimentary instruction

st least were so distributed as to reach even small towns and villages",

and with the important corrective that literacy merely connotes the

ability to read an English book, and does not include the ability to
29

write or the possession of number skills. The difficulties which

prohibit any immediate transfer from this condition to assumptions

of general intellectual development are hinted at by Wright, whose

discussion of "middle-class culture" is heavily dependent upon the

popularity of certain types of printed book. For example, he notes

that "between the secularization of education and the reform movement,

there is roughly a century during which citizens placed an uncritical

faith in the grammar schools and regarded with infinite respect the
30

learning of the universities." This conservative attitude towards

the institutions and content of education is complemented when, during

a discussion of the subject - matter and popularity of handbooks

dealing with natural science, Wright remarks that "The Elizabethans

were particularly tolerant of undigested compilations that provided

them with what they accepted as facts. Although the exact purport of

the information was often not clear, the reader naively believed that
31

it would turn to some good once he had mastered it." While this

situation represents a perennial problem of education, its importance

2^pp. 61, 38.

"^Kiddle Class Culture, p.^3.
^ Ibid., p.562.
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for the equation "literacy m intellectual advance" cannot be over¬

looked. Especially if it is distinct from writing, literacy in its

primary manifestations ought perhaps to be regarded as a means of

elementary learning and conmiunication, however qualitatively different
32

the abstract symbolism of language is from pictorial representation.

The equation becomes historically significant, it may be suggested, when

knowledge itself is complicated or reformulated, or more especially,

when the structures in which thisknowledge is presented, or by which
33

it i% organised,themselves undergo change, and when an individual has

achieved a sufficient degree of literacy for Mm to become more than

a receptor. To isolate these structures is also to isolate the funda¬

mental constituents of stylistic change.

In summary, no characterisation of the audience in sociological

or class terms will be attempted, although reported behaviour which

illuminates the judgement or beliefs of a preacher will be frequently

used. What will be attempted is a delineation of the complex idea of

the audience, that composition of theory and fact in terms of which

the preacher perceived a particular audience and framed his sermons.

32
See Appendix One

33 ?
^See Walter J. Gng, S.J., Ramus. Method, and the Deday of Dialogue
From the art of discourse to the art of reason (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard Univ. Press, 1958;, throughout.
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PREAMBLE

The following discussion has been organised to serve two inter¬

related purposes. Firstly, to concentrate the analysis of the founda¬

tions of sermon style upon the sermons themselves, in an attempt to

discover with greater accuracy than is permitted by the use of ex¬

ternally derived criteria the major structural and conceptual uni¬

formities which together compose the stylistic form of any given whole

sermon.1 Secondly, to support and extend the conclusions derived from

the sermon evidence by reference to non-sermon literature.

The justification for close analysis of certain comparable ele¬

ments in particular is simply this: to avoid the lose of particularity

and diversity within a period of change and settlement, while never¬

theless attempting to discover the nature of underlying relationships.

Whatever order is achieved will consequently not be based upon a prin¬

ciple of contribution, that is, an attempt to decide who ware the key

figures in the development of English religious expression, but upon

2
a principle of formal evolution. Simply, it is quite clear that

sermons published in 1603 manifest formal arrangements different from

those of 1558» although there are comparable features: the difficulty
3

is to decide without prejudice what areas of reference significant

features have, and the ways in which these areas change during the

process of time. It is perhaps to do nothing more than to take up

Drant's challenge to the reader of his sermons: "Of the Sermons I will

1See Appendix Two.

2Ibid.
3
See above, p.2.
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say no one worde, they are Printed, and men have eyes, God geue
*

them Judgement".

I intend therefore to follow an approach rather different from

that used in previous studies of sermon form in the Elizabethan period.

Instead of treating the period as a whole, a division into what might

be loosely called "generations" leads to a readier appreciation of

formal evolution. While any such division is necessarily artificial,

it is not difficult to establish a symbolic point in the history of

the church which will serve this purpose, namely, 20 December 1576,

the date of the letter written by Archbishop Grindal to Elisabeth

arguing against the suppression of exercises, which led to his sus¬

pension and is evidence of the growing conservatism of the established
5 6

church. Investigation of the sermons within these periods respects

the principal factors in their environment and constitution, as this

is revealed by the sermons themselves, and proceeds under three head¬

ings: the context of the utterance, comprising the preachers' beliefs

Thomas Drant, Two Sermons preached, the one at S, Maries Spittle on
Tuesday in Easter weeke. 1570. and the other at the Court at Windsor
the Sonday after twelfth day, being the viij. of Ianuary. before
in the yeare. 1569.A (London 7X57(7). Dedicatory Epistle.

5
Edmund Grindal, The Remains, ed. for the Parker Society by the Rev.
William Nicholson (Cambridge: C.U.P., 18^5)1 pp.*376-90. The title
given to the letter reads: "To the Cueen, concerning the suppressing
the prophesies, and restraining the number of preachers. Dec. 20, 1576."

^Where a useful illustrative or comparative purpose is served, reference
will be made to sermons of Edwardian and Marian preachers during the
discussion of first period sermons, in order to provide the sort of
perspective which this discussion naturally provides for those of the
second period. The concept "generation" is discussed by Robert
Mandrou, Introduction a la France Modeme: Essaie de psychologie
historique. 1500-1640. L'Evolution de l'Humanite. Bibliotheque de
Synthese Historique, 52 (Paris: Editions Albin Michel, 1961), p.4.
The view of history which shapes his analysis is finely caught in the
description of his subject as "l'equilibre nerveux a l'outillage
mental", and in his insistence that "chaque civilisation, mieux
chaque moment d'une civilisation presente un Stre humain passablement
different de ses predecesseurs et successeurs." (p.13).
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about and attitude towards their role and their audience; the

Scripture text and its interpretation and use; and, modes of argu¬

mentation. Such a division does not assume that a point of theory

stated hy any particular preacher and clearly typical in that it is

widely repeated by others can be taken without qualification as an

accurate description of his sermon practice. As the Georges noticed

in their study of English protestantism, all preachers regardless of

party identify their task in the same way, usually upon the founda-
7

tion of a small number of key biblical texts. Differentiation in

the English Church of this period is expressed principally through

the controversies over "things indifferent"; rather than deny sig¬

nificance to them, it is reasonable to believe that through things

indifferent - variations upon a common theme, often difficult to

interpret because they are mediated through the personal idiosyncracies

of the preacher - are expressed the actual pressures of social and

intellectual change, in one of their manifestations.

It is in this respect that, at the end of each part when more
8

particular attention is given to the specimen sermons, analysis is

extended to "formal units", defined by Spencer and Gregory in their

monograph, "An Approach to the Study of Style", to be "meaningful
9

stretches of language of any extent", which I have called "semantic

forms" to make the point that they represent particular combinations

of lexical and grammatical features, or of "content" and "function"

n

C.H. and K.George, The Protestant Mind, pp. 320-41,
g
See Appendix Three.

9
Nils Erik Enkvist, John Spencer, and Michael J. Gregory, Linguistics
and Style. (London! O.U.P., 1964), p.82.
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10
words. The identified units are not given precise linguistic cate¬

gorisation because it is their semantic function and psycho-cultural
ll

character which is of most interest to the whole discussion. Further¬

more, discussion begins at the level which Spencer and Gregory define

as the "intratextual context". with which there is, in their words,

"no formal linguistic way of dealing." Their readiness to permit a

general separation of text from situation (which is understood to be

the sum of factors represented in "cultural contextualization"). except

in the case of literary works which generate their own "situation", is

questionable since it is apparent that the psycho-historical context

of the sermons is equally, "so to speak, embedded in the text with

the result that there can be no clear separation ... of text from
12

situation". In this respect it is more useful to regard works of

art as a special type of history than to distinguish amongst forms of
13

written expression in this way.

Because the sermon is focussed upon society now, accepting the

degrees of variation possible in individual responses to this character¬

istic, its traditional forms and orders should evidence the stress of

change in society at the same moment as they symbolize the attempt to

formulate for that society a working model of ultimate truth and of

10Peter Harriot, An^Introduction to the Study of Language (London:
Methuen, 1970), pp.36-37.

^See Appendix Two.

^Linguistics and Style, pp. 100-1.
13
See Appendix Two. To regard literature, as Spencer and Gregory do,
as "part of the total patterning of a culture, as a relatively self-
contained 'institution* of that culture" (p.60), is to stress its
conservative, "Ciceronian" aspects, rather than its habitual respon¬
siveness, whether conservative or reformative, to dynamic historical
process.
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human involvement with that truth. Consequently, there is a deeply

reciprocal relationship to be kept in mind when reading and attempt¬

ing to order the often confusing detail of sermon performance,

especially in the first period cf Elizabeth's reign. This is not to

say that one is faced, like Latimer, with the problem of singularity,

since his sense of exposure within an institution the principles of

which were still only tentatively defined becomes transmuted into

Jewel's basic confidence in the stability of Church doctrine and

his wish to extend' h this stability outward from the Church into
lif

society at large. Discussion of sermon evolution takes place in

the context of a dominant movement towards unification and establish¬

ment: conversely, individual sermons can be said to ^present moment¬

ary resolutions of those antagonistic tendencies towards conservation

or redefinition of what has been achieved. It is only upon the basis

of a tentative identification of the formal expressions of these

tendencies that any satisfactory description of the sermon and assess¬

ment of its possible contributions to intellectual growth and com¬

petence in England can be made.

Chapter One

PERIOD ONE: 1558-1576

THE CONTEXT:

The printed page is all that we have left of what is more pro¬

perly a dramatic action, its nature varying according to the theo-
15

logical disposition and personal qualities of individual preachers* ^

14
See below,pp. 3^+3-^6.

15
This is an important element in the controversy between Whitgift
and Cartwright, for example. See below,pp.387-91.
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However, a residue of the performance remains embedded in any sermon,

and the extent of its influence is an important element in the sermon's

final form. The preachers are generally talkative about their function

and their audience, partly it seems because that relationship and its

constituents provided a constant and immediately invokable illustration

of important doctrines and ecclesiastical functions. Broadly speaking,

the separation and contrast cf audience and preacher exemplified the

absolute consistency of God's judgements and promises, the authority

of the Bible, one version of the nature of the church, the fulfilment

of vocation, and the reciprocal powers of church and state, whereas

the problems and peculiarities of human nature and of life both in

the world and in the sight of God were exemplified in their identifi¬

cation. It is certainly true that the duties of the ministry deeply

absorbed (and troubled) the men whose vocation it became, and not

without reason when their understanding of those duties is appreciated.

With considerable precision Thomas Lever defines the nature of

his office for his Paul's Cross audience in a paraphrase of the Pro¬

phet Isaiah, each element of which establishes a single-faceted

character of massive authority unaffected by the particular composition

of his audience. His words provide a useful point of reference:

Heare therefore, and I will now reade my Commission by
the whiche ye shall wel perceiue, that I speake nothyng
vppon myne owne heade, but euery thyng accordying to
the commaundemente of the Lorde your God, whiche hath
sente me vnto you his people. The staple of this pro¬
clamation. Esay. lviii. Clama. Make proclamation openly,
that al men maie heare ne cesses. Ceas not for feare of
theim that maie kill the bodie, and can not hurte the
soule, quasi tuba exalta vocem tuarn. Lifte vp thy voice as
a trumpet, giuyng men knowledge of the comyng of the
enemies, in the tyme of warre. So geue theim knowledge
of the swearde of vengeaunce, whiche shall folowe im¬
mediately after this wamying. Et annuncia populo meo
scelera eorum. And shewe theim their faultes that in
the bearyng of my name, and professyng my religion will
be my people. Et domui Iacob pe'ccata sua, and vnto the
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house of lacob their owne sinne: vnto all sortes of ^
menne euen those sinnes which© they them selues do vse.

Proclamation ofjudgement and reprehension of sin are the severe

fulfillment of this commission. The preacher stands in declamatory

solitariness, free from the coercion of power - "If Balaac would

giue vnto me his house full of siluer and golde, I can not chaunge

the woorde of the Lorde my God, to speake more or leas" - and preach¬

ing with the oversight given him by the scriptures - "cause not .Eng¬

land to bee destroied with Gods vengeance, as was the Citie of the

Sodomites. But repent, lament©, and amende your liues, as did the

good Nineuites." The task of his auditors is to "case when ye be
17

called from greedy couetousnes wherewith ye haue beene blinded."

The source of his authority and his matter is absolutely extrinsic

to him, his principal activity being to "delcare, and applie"

scripture, a function which is expounded in a later phrase, "in the

name of God, I aduertise you to take hede." Jewel echoes this

role in the words, "I haue vttered vnto you Gods truth", and speaks

in the character of the watchman so fully accepted by Lever when he

insists that his audience cannot claim ignorance as an excuse for
1Q

sinful living. More defensively, Dering also suffers this separ¬

ation of preacher and audience when he says, "I dare not but speake

the trueth, seeing God of his goodnes hath called me hither", and,

"I will rehearse the plain Law of the Lord".^ Many comparable

Three frultfull SeraSs. made tar Thomas Leuer, Anno dondni. 1550.
And now newlie perused by the aucthour (London. 1372), sig. wfev.

17Ibid., sigs. L3V, A5V, 02r"v.
l8Ibid., sigs. E5r, E7V,
^Jewel. 11.280-90} Lever, Three ... SermSs. sig, K7r""V.
20Lering. 11.448-49, 462-63-
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statements areavailable: from Latimer, who proposes a prophet for

example - "Micheas the Prophet also did not spare to blame King

Achab for his wickednesse according to Gods will, and to prophecy
21

of his destruction contrary vnto many false Prophets"; to Brant's

readiness to inform the world of its true state - "Then be thou?b

strong my spirits, and go and fly out my voyce to tell the sonnes of
22

this earth, tbys sinne, and that sinne to Cooper's submission

to his duty as he finds it in Isaiah - "3o that with like earnest

boldnesse, are wee in this place, willed to crie out agaynst sinne,
23

and wickednesse, and to tell men plainely, of their iniquitie."

However, only one and perhaps the most extreme aspect of the

preacher's authority is suggested here, and as it will become apparent

when discussing the audience in some detail, this prophetic duty is

modified (or, perhaps, "humanised") in a variety of ways. The Bible

does offer other models, which Jewel succinctly categorises when in

a summary of his exposition of the text, "Surely the haruest is great,

but the labourers are few" (Matt. 9. 37-38), he says, "Therefore, if

they be Pastours, let them feed the f]ocke: if they be Doctours, let

them teach the people: if they be watchmen, let them stand vpon

2k
their watch: if they be messengers, let them doe their errhnd."

21
Hugh Latimer, Fruitfull Sermons Preached by the Bight Reuerend Father
in God, and Constant Martyr of Iesus Christ. M. Hugh Latimer. (London.
16>07), fol. 23V. A particularly good example is the opening Bection
of his last sermon preached before King Edward, fols. 100v-106r.

PP Y*

Two Sermons, sig. Gk .

23
Thomas Cooper, Certaine Sermons wherein is contained the Defense of
the Gospell newe preached, against such Cauils and false accusations.
as are objected both against the Doctrine it selfe, and the Preachers
and Professors thereof, by the friendes and fauourers of the Church of
Rome (London. 1580). p.210.

2k
John Jewel, The Works of the Very Learned and Reuerend Father in God,
lohn lewell. not long since Bishop of Sarisbvrie (London. 1609). This



This statement clearly puts the office before the man as something to

be fulfilled, but there is the implication that personal capacities or

25
gifts determine which of them a man may occupy. They can also pro¬

perly be regarded as potentialities, and an important part of the

whole achievement of any preacher can be appreciated through an esti¬

mate of his skill at combining and articulating these various characters.

What is constantly affirmed is the authority of the preacher,

whatever role or combination of roles he adopts, and of its deriva¬

tion from an utterly extrinsic source. What is of more importance,

however, is how that authority is interpreted and used. The most

immediate clue to the preacher's orientation is simply the use of

the pronouns 'I' and *we' and their cognates, or the presence of im¬

perative or impersonal structures. These are manifested in three

distinct contexts, respecting the principal motive of the preacher

at any given moment in his sermon. Without placing them in any order

of importance, they can be defined as the matter of the sermon, the

application of that matter to human actions and affairs, and the

formal articulation of these. The latter is overtly present within

the sermon in transitions, which are useful guides (as they are clearly

meant to be) to what the preacher is doing and incidentally reflect

his attitude towards his performance. The most typical formula, "And
26

of these I wyl speake by Gods grace", is found after the division

single volume of Jewel's works is divided into four parts, the Jewel-
Cole correspondence and the Challenge sermon, A Defence of the Apologie
of the Church of England. A Replie Vnto M. Hardings Answer, and
Certaine Sermons Preached before the Qveens Maiestie. at Pauls Crosse,
and elsewhere, with several treatises. Since each of these parts has
separate pagination, subsequent references will indicate the part and
page number found in this volume. This particular reference is to
Certaine Sermons, p.200.

25
This inference is derived from the parallel between Jewel's words
and those of Paul in Ephesians 4. 11-12; cf. below^p. 154-56, 396-407.

26Bedel, I.83.
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and omits any mention of the audience but does affirm the preacher's

submission to hi® matter and his dependence upon God, It does not

however define what that matter is, or the degree and effects of hi®

dependence, but it does indicate that his authority is much more bound

up with the former. Bedel qualifies hi® own approach by arriving at

his "purpose", which is to speak of the "twoprofitable notes" contained
27

in "these wordes of the Prophet". The exact relation of his pur¬

pose to the choice of text is discussed more fully below, but hi®

sermon title, a lenaon exhortying to pitie the poors, indicates that

his purpose determined hi® choice of a text, as we see more explicitly

and for different reasons in Grindal's Funeral Cermon, where he says,

"I purpose therefore by occasion of this text, to put you in remem-

2§
brance of .3. ihinges", or when latlmer advertises a pause with,

"Keere I haue occasion to speak of offences" and bases his subsequent

discussion upon a philosophical distinction between "Scandalum acceptum"

and "Icanualiaa datum" which is only "implied" in the text. It is use¬

ful to obeerve at this point that Bedel's only other references to

himself are correctives ("I speake not this" concerning the point of

doctrine in the preface), or procedural ("But what should I speake of

chrysostomos counsell, or vee mine own persuasion, or infer the verses

of Poets, when as there are good and godly laves appointed for the

same in this Bealme of England?" and, "Bow must I epeake a little of
"50

the second, which X ah&l not need© to stand long about"). These are

2?Ibid., 11.78-79.

Edmund Urindal, a lerraon at the Funeral soleonitie of the most high
and mighty Prince Ferdinandus the third' of" October.' 156** (tendon.
156*0, aig. Ayr.

29Fruitfull lermons. fol. 259*.
^°3edel. 11.42, 688-92, 790-91.
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almost wholly neutral and far removed from that prophetic identity

assumed by Lever; it ia indicative of this neutral maimer that a

reader of sermons should be surprised that the above transition ends

not with an injunction to return to the scriptures, but opens up an¬

other area of aecondaiy authority.

Whitgift employe a similar form (with parenthetical diminution

of the influence of grace) in his Greenwich sermon, concluding his

first paragraph which comprises both preface and division with the

words, "of these poyntes I will speake (by the grace of GOD) as

breefly as I can."31 His first concern is his matter and its manage¬

ment; the intrinsic authority of what he intends to say is confirmed

by a corrective issued during the development of his first point,

when he says, "My meaning is not to condemne al the people of this

crime, I know there be many both constant and godly: but I speake of

of the most part, and I declare that, which most commonly commeth

to passe."32 Much of the preacher's overt (or "official") authority

is displayed in this statement, and especially in the word "declare",

of primary importance in this question of the preacher's relationship

to his material since while the phrase "speak of" implies a given or

determined subject but is consistent with an unemphatic mode of utter¬

ance, "declare" signifies a decidedly emphatic manner of presentation.

Lever's use of the word has already been mentioned, and it properly

represents his unvarying mode of imperative declamation, that is, a

strongly outgoing movement based upon the singular authority of his

office and message, his whole effort and attention committed to its

discharge. However, its more common use indicates the first modification

31
John yhl tgift., A Godlie Sermon preehed before the Queenes Maiestie at

--Grenewiche the.26. of March last past (London. 157*0. aig A2^.

32Ibid., sig. A5V.
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of the prophetic voice, into what may be designated "the declarative

mode" and exemplified by Whitgift, Grindal, and Cooper. As the sentence

quoted from Whitgift shows, the use of "declare" is determined not by
pre^ck-e^ bvrf btj ^rv ^ICWYV*.! MflTtoi-el 14 KtohqL

an extrinsic external authority expressed immediately through^, con¬

sensus, whether of the Church or human knowledge. This distinction

may be reinforced by reference to Latimer, whose situation contrasts

with each of the former in some respects. In his sermon "of the

Plough" Latimer combines these in his own way when he says to his

hearers, "I told you in my first Sermon, honourable audience, that I
33

purposed to declare vnto you two things..." Although "declare"

refers to the matter, and his sense of purpose is derived fundamentally

from extrinsic authority, through "tell" in phrases like, "I haue to

tell you at this time of a certaine Pilgrimage ..." and, "Thus much I
3k

was minded to tell you of this gospell", is revealed a large measure

of purely personal authoritativeness which is projected over that

inherent to the office.

A close affinity between declaration and autplification can also

be observed in some cases. When preaching on the text, "What doth it

availe a man ... if he win the whole worlde and loose his owne soule..."

(Matt. 16.26), Thomas Cooper says that "In the Gospel Christ first

noteth these signes and tokens that shall appeare before the later day,

in the sunne, the moone, the starres and planets, in the ayre, in the

water, in the earth, in the Church, in the state of principalities and

kingdomes, in the life & behauiour of me, which if I shoulde stande to

rehearse particularly, and for proofe adde the testimonie of times and

^Fruitfull Sermons, fol. l6v.

^Ibid., fols. l86v, 303r.
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witnesse of histories in this latter age, an whole day would not suf¬

fice for the declaration thereof. Haue we not had within these few

■35
yeres aboue an hundred eclypses of the Sunne and of the Moone? ..."

It is hardly necessary to point out how "rehearse" and "adde" confirm

the declarative mode as a "speaking out" of affirmatives, whether these

refer to events or to doctrinal propositions. A more complete example

in that nearly the whole energy of the sermon is directed to this end,

is to be found in Thomas Brant's sermon "at £. Maries Spittle", best

characterised in a phrase he uses after the division: "Iwill geue

charge and vehement exhortation to the world ..." He does not con¬

centrate his vehemence solely upon a recital of the sins of the

estates as Lever does, but having taken a text traditionally re¬

ceiving an allegorical interpretation, he promises after his division

to "poste through my maiy matters with what possible speed I can".

These matters respect the preacher's duty to teach as well as proclaim

the law, but the declarative mode is common to both. He identifies

himself with Origen, who "did alwayes wishe that he could poure all

his knowledge into all kinde of men", and follows this statement with

a triumphant list of learned protestants: "I tell them fihe Papists^
the great Beuclarkes and chaptaine scholars of all christendome are

ours, and on our side". Another one of his "matters" is the inter¬

pretation of the allegory - "Of gathering of Lilies, many thinges may

be spoken many wayes" - but he will only on this occasion "say some¬

thing of one exposition". On the matter of sin, however, he does not

limit himself. "If our Protestantes aske me, what sinne? I will tell

the our protestantes are most of them all like vnto mice. Mice will

-^The true and perfect copie of a godly Sermon, preached in the
Minster at Lincolne (London, /I5757). sigs. Blv-B2r.
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be still in the house, but never be acquainted with the master ...

They are like to Iudas". and then "I speake now to the worlde and

beastly worldelinges", commencing this section in declamatory breath-

lessnesss "Aske me not, aske me not (0) what sinne, I lacke witte

and memoiy, sides, and strength: I die, I faint, I should famishe

to stand still, and holde out in telling the world their particular
36

sinnes by that sinne, and that sinne". Drant exhibits to an un¬

common degree his role as maker and speaker of the sermon, and the

phrase, "I tell", similar in effect to "declare" as I have defined it

but more familiar and controversial in tone, sounds as a refrain
37

throughout.

To explain why none of the three sermons I have chosen to re¬

present this period conforms with Drant in this respect, it is neces¬

sary to look at the other major role of the preacher, a role evidently

more congenial to many Protestant preachers in England at this time,

and certainly more frequently defined and commented upon. Jewel

precisely locates it when he changes the Pauline order in Eph. 4.11

by grouping "Pastours" and "Doctors" together and in advance of "watch-
-tQ

men" and "messengers". He does find it necessary on occasion to

adopt the latter function, as in the section already quoted and in a

sermon before the Queen on the text, "The zeale of thine house hath

eaten me" (Ps. 69.9)• in which he says, "These words happily seem

sharpe, and ouer vehement: but the daxknesse of our hearts against
39

God, and the lacke of zeale of his house, inforce me to them". His

?6Two Sermons, sigs. B5r, B5r, C3r, D2r, H3V, G4^~V, G7V, G6V-G7r.
See above pp.33-4.

^8See above,pp.30-1.
39
Certaine Sermons. p.l93»
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deprecation of the tone he finds it necessary to adopt is quite unlike

those strong affirmatives to he found in Latimer, or Lever, or Drant,
bO

but very similar to Dering's attitude. The alternative authority

which tends to exercise both the functions of "Doctour" and "Pastor"

in variable combinations is described by Jewel in one of his frequent

discoursings on the necessity of the ministry. "You are children,

the Preacher is your nurse: you are a ship in danger of many wrecks

thorow the boisterous tempests of iiis world, the Preacher is your

Pilot to guide you safely towards the hauen of rest: you are the

flocke, the Preacher leadeth you from dangerous places, to feed vpon

the holesome pastures of Gods holy word". The ultimatd source of

authority is unchanged, for as Sandys notes, "To stand before the
kp

Preacher is to stand before God"; part of the difference lies in

whether the God of judgement or the God of mercy dominates the preacher's

self-image, and hence whether his subject is principally the old or

the new law. The changing balance between these extreme possibilities

is signalled by the subtle change in the texts chosen to specify the

terms of the preacher's commission, from the prophetic to a less

severe, more situationally sensitive description in the texts used

by Hyperius to provide the skeleton of his preaching manual: "we

reade, 2. Timothy 3. All scripture inspired of God, is profitable to

to learning, to reprouing. to correction, to instruction which is in

righluousness. Moreuer to the Rom 15. What soeuer thinges are written

before are writt<? for our learning, that thorow patience & consolatic

bo
See above, p. 29.

Certaine Sermons, pp. 199-200.
1+2
Edwin Sandys, Sermons of the most Reuerend Father in God. Edwin'- Arch¬
bishop of lorke Primat and Metropolitans of England (London. 1616).
fol. 120r.
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of the scriptures we might haue hope."

Jewel himself indicates the diversity of approach to and reali¬

zation of this commission in a prefatory apology to his sermon on

Eom. 13.12, regarding the frequent exposition of that text. It is not

unprofitable, for, "albeit the proportion, and ground of matter be

one, yet some difference may be in the maner of vtterance." That

phrase, "some difference", encompasses the whole range of variations

which make up the situation (place, time, audience) and the preacher's

own characteristic approach. We find in Jewel a teaching character

which adopts the declarative mode, but not without qualifications.

The prayer to this sermon is introduced by the phrase, "But before I

proceede further to declare that which is to be spoken at this

present ...", but there is something of a warning in his indirect

reference to his matter. In the one sermon in which he treats a

text allegorically, he introduces his division with the words, "Three

things therefore I haue thought good by Gods sufferance to treat of",

a variant on the convention which suggests a distinction between God's

authority and the authority of the preacher's performance. That this

does not make the declarative manner any less appropriate is confirmed

when he asserts that a true servant of God is identifiable by the fact

that he "declared the will of God", that he "setteth foorth and shew-

eth abroad the mysteries of his holy Gospell", these mysteries being

that which "the Ministers of Christ the seruants and stewards of God

^Andreas Hyperius, The Practis of Preaching, otherwise called the
Pathway to the Pulpet. trans. John Ludham (London. 1577). fol. 18 ;
cf. fols. 8v-9r. See also Latimer, Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 25v;
Jewel, An Exposition vpon the two Epistles of the Apostle Paul to
the Thessalonians, pp. 120-21; Cooper, Certaine Sermons, p.209.

Certaine sermons, p.210.
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do vtter and declare to Gods people." However, at other transitional

points Jewel says, "Good people you have declared vnto you", or, "But

to declare further vnto you, that God accepteth not our Sacrifices...;
46

he crieth out by Esay his Prophet ...", statements which lack an

immediate subject for "declare". What is suggested by this omission

can be substantiated by referring to a very direct remark by Latimer

who, wishing to affirm that the authority of his text, "Take heede

and beware of couetousnes" (Luke 12.15), derived from Christ who spoke

it and not from his speaking at that moment, says, "Christ spake these

wordes at that time, and nowe he speaketh them by his preacher, whom
47

ye ought to beleisue; and so it is all one." Authority is invested

primarily in the words, and only attributively in the preacher, whose

own authority in front of his audience is nevertheless said to be as

complete as that of Christ by virtue of his office, which is to act
48

as a mouthpiece, speaking these words again at a pciit in history

remote from the person of Christ. Latimer emphasises the historical

distance and the distinction of persons, but does not recognise the

ambivalence implicit in the obligation upon the congregation to accept

his equation and ignore the evidence of the eyes in favour of the

truth and power of the word spoken. He interprets rejection of this

authority as pride or sinfulness generally, but does not modify his
49

theory of the preacher's office to accommodate it. Jewel's in¬

directness, on the other hand, involves a consideration or at least

^5Ibid., pp. 159, 221-22.
hfs
Ibid., p.225; Jewel. 11. 155-60.

^Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 108V.
48

See below, pp.152-54.

^See below, pp. 43-45.
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a representation of this second aspect, in which the preacher builds

more of the ambiguousness of his activity into his thinking about it.

An example which helps to make this point is to be found in the

specimen sermon, when Jewel sets about the application of his text:

"And euen as this Prophet Lauid spake and pronounced these words vnto

Saul, and his wicked company, to reduce vnto their memory the power of
50

God So may we likewise well vse the same in these our daies..."

Here the historical distance is emphasised, and the preacher also

joins his congregation as subject to the authority of the words

spoken. This does not mean that the preacher in Jewel's case is

less firmly committed to "speaking of" or "speaking out" a matter,

but that the precise nature of that matter, and the relationship to it

of the various manifestations of authority, are undergoing change.

'Throughout Jewel's sermons the dominance of "we" is very apparent,

as a feature which distinguishes the prophetic from what might be

called the expository mode. Since it is equally present in Dering

and Bedel, this feature is not by itself necessarily a discriminant,

but in combination with other elements, for example, the "voice" of

the preacher, it has important indicative functions.

The expository sermon, so far defined only in terms of the
51

preacher's self-characterisation, provides outlets for the declarative

voice, for example, in transitional phrases most frequently using

"consider" to signal the advent of matter to be learned. "First I
52will let you vnderstand the causes why Christ came in fleshe ..."

5°11.125-28.
51
Blench defines the main sermon types of this period as "ancient",
"modern", and "new Reformed modern", in terms of their relation to
the traditional homiletic practice of the Church. (Preaching in
England, pp. 72-7^, 100-2).

52
Certaine Sermons, p.230.
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is a strong variant used by Cooper which is as emphatic about the

didactic authority of the preacher as Latimer's "But you must vnder-

stand that when I speak of pouertie, I speake not of this wilfull
53

pouertie of the Monkes and Friers" is concerned to emphasise a

step in the declaration of what is to be known. More usual is the
3k

phrase, "Now let vs consider", which implies a common approach by

preacher and congregation towards the matter but retains a strongly

presentational aspect, as is indicated by Sandys' distinction,

"but the matter is cleare enough, and needeth rather to be considered
CC

than proued". * Variations like "consider that" and "consider how"

preserve this distinction, the former more authoritative and with a

tendency to enforce acceptance, the latter with a tendency to encourage

an act of inspection, or judgement, or meditation. There can be no

doubt that this teaching character by itself is an important means

of closing the gap between preacher and auditors, partly because the

preacher is assisting his congregation towards ends more comfortable

and less final than those available to the prophet, and partly because

the activity itself contains a potential for reciprocation (notably

realised by Latimer in many ways, but especially in his use of the

question and answer form).

What this means is that the matter to be communicated is much more

either the focus of attention for itself (something to be spoken of

and considered as well as to be declared or applied) or more generally

available to both preacher and audience. There is a tendency for the

53 . r
Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 290 .

5^* 0v v
e.g., Latimer, Fruitfull Sermons, fols. 278 -279 5 Jewel, Sertaine
Sermons, p.223; Bering. 1.40; Sandys. Sermons, fol. 7ky.

55Ibid., fol. 159V.



preacher's purpose to be shown as governed by, rather than governing,

his material. In this limited context, Dering's variation upon the

•speak of' formula is particularly interesting, for he says "These
56

arguments wil I speake of, as God shall giue mee vtterance". There

is no implication of a purpose, apart from the intention to speak; there

is no mention of a matter other than the text; there is no overt

translation of the text into the preacher1s order, a form which nor¬

mally bridges the gap between Biblical words and preacher's intention,

but instead the identification of the psalmist's arguments which are

attributed to the psalmist either by quotation of the words themselves,

or by the preacher's showing them to be necessarily deducible from the
57

words; and finally, there is a very close relationship affirmed be¬

tween all the words Dering will speak, and God's immediate involve¬

ment. This last characteristic is submerged in his other extant ser¬

mon, as Dering uses a different form, "Out of this place (dearely

beloued) I will note vnto you, as the Text giueth me occasion, these
58

three points", but his submission to the formal discipline of the

text is unequivocal and a closer comparison of the two sermons reveals

a much higher concentration of scriptural phrases and reference em¬

bedded in the text of the former. To "note" something out of the

text is a common procedure, referring to the preacher's act of selection

amongst the many particulars which may be derived from the text, but

^Paring. 11.29-30.

"^Ibid., 11.336-42; cf. his comment in the first of his XXVII Lectyres,
or readings, vpon part of the Epistle written to the Hebrues. in
Workes (London. l6l4). that "touching the Author of this Epistle, who
it was, skilleth not. For if the name had beene heere, what had it
shewed, but that GOD vseth the ministry of svch a man? & now the name
is not known, it teacheth expresly; the doctrine is of God." (sig.
A2r-v.)

58
A Sermon preached at the Tower of London, by M. Edward Dering, the
11. of December. 1569.. in Workes (London. I6l4). sig C/*"M 73r. The
same principle is expressed by Grindal, for example, and is the reason
for his apology for the apparent conflict of the two "occasions", the
funeral and the text (A Sermon, sig. A3r~v).



laying no constraints upon how these chosen particulars are to b© ex¬

pressed or discussed. What is immediately apparent if one compares, for

exaaple, Whitgift and Dering with respect to this usage, is the quite

different relationship established by each between text and audience,
59

Whitgift tending to note matters for "our comfort and erudition",

Dering to force his audience constantly back to the specific or under¬

lying "arguments" of the text itself.

A surer assessment of the significance of Bering's waiting upon

God for words can be made by conparing forms of the prayer used by

various preachers as they are recorded in the printed sermons, pre¬

cisely because these are requests for help, both for the preacher and

his audience. Having begun with Lever it is useful to do so again, as

his prayer is firmly centred upon the preacher as active voice and the

people as receptive ears in his performance. He prays that the grace

of the holy ghost will "so prepare your hartes, and open my raouthe,

that I male declare, and shewe, and that you maie heare, vnderstande,
60

remieber, and practise in your liuyng, his liuely woorde...", attribut¬

ing an important mediating function to the holy spirit, but relating

the words spoken to the words contained in the Bible. Similarly,

in a Stamford sermon, Latimer asks with reference to his text, "For

whose words should we delight to heare and learne, but the wordes and

doctrine of our Lauiour Christe? And that I may at this time so de¬

clare them, as may be for Gods glory, your edifying, and my discharge,
61

I pray you al to help me with your prayes." However, a more

^Bedel. 1.151.

^°Three ... Sermos, sig. 15**.
^Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 88v. See fols. l?7V-178r for an expanded
version.
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significant element of cooperation is evident in the act of prayer

itself (which for Latimer is of fundamental importance in the proper

pursuit of the Christian life, as he repeatedly emphasises in his

sermon series on the Lord's Prayer), although his primarily declara¬

tive sermon performance concentrates upon repetition of the scriptural

word. A notably different emphasis is found in a sermon by Sandys on

a text from Acts 10 which records Peter's sermon to the household

of Cornelius. The key text is found in the words, "Wee are all present

here before God, to heare all things that are commanded thee of God"
62(v. 33 )» and Sandys' definition of the respective roles of preacher

and hearer relates them equally to one centre, which is not the

preacher but God and his commandments. Their roles are distinct, in

that one must hear all the doctrine of God, and the other must teach

only that doctrine, but each is dependent upon God for what he has

to give or is to receive. A similar view of this relationship, as

one of equality before God manifested in functional distinctions

only, is expressed by Jewel when he opens a sermon by saying, "That

it may please God so to order both my vtterance, and your vnder-

standing, that whatsoeuer shall be spoken or heard, may turne to

the glorie of his holy name, and to the profit and comfort of his

Church| before I enter into the exposition of these words, I desire

you to call vpon our gratious God with your earnest and hearty praier."

What is revealed here is the preacher's sense of his dependence upon

spiritual direction in the very order, composition, and effectiveness

of his sermon, and furthermore, an awareness that his audience has.
6*t

a significant influence upon these things. Before his audience he

^Sermons, fols. 120r-121r.

^Certaine Sermons, p.202.
6*f

See Udall's description of this dependence quoted below, p. 161.



does have the authority of his commission, but the word which he is to

preach is not so immediately the scriptural word, accompanied by cen-

65
sure, as it is for Lever or Latimer. By making his task the ex¬

position rather than the declaration of the Biblical word, Jewel and

preachers like him become as exposed to tie authority of the Bible

as do the auditors of the prophet. The direction and implications

of this modification are fully demonstrated by Bering when he rounds

off his division by saying, "Let vs therefore consider of these argu¬

ments, & stirre vp as wee may the guift of God that is in vs, that
66

at length we may learae by them more holy obedience."

An element of uncertainty is here injected into the preacher's

exercise of his authority, which derives from an elaborated per¬

ception of what his commission means, particularly in the context
r

of teaching. While Lever's watchman is uncertain only about the sub¬

sequent behaviour of his audience (although probably convinced that

the broad way remains as open as ever) the pastor or doctor has

diminished personal or immediate authority, both with respect to his

audience and to the words he speaks. Bering partly expresses it when

he says, "But I hope (dearly beloved) better of you. God I trust
6*7

hath lightened you and you do vnderstand his holy Scriptures."

This may be contrasted with Whitgift's approach, which derives certainty

from immediate reference to traditional authorities, that is, he speaks

from within the certainty of human confirmation of his observations

and so diminishes the personal immediacy of any particular confrontation

65
Or the words of received authorities, as for Bedel.

^Bering, 11.40-^-2.

A Sermon ... at the Tower, sig. B^ .
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68
with a contemporary audience.

The form of the sermon is also variously influenced by two

aspects of the character of the audience: one, its diversity or

uniformity of social grouping and accomplishment; and the other,

its potential as a theatre or microcosm of human nature. Both of these

relate to the public or extrinsic aspect of the audience, the latter

being most fully exploited in the prophetical mode, since it allows

large generality with immediacy of effect, while the former is more

consistent with sermons in the declarative mode. A further distinction

may also be made if the preacher places more emphasis upon the in¬

visible than the visible Church, that is, upon the Church as a

gathering of individuals joined by a common spirituality, rather than

as an institution to which people belong. One correlate of this em¬

phasis is an approach to the audience in terms of categorical criteria

of a more private, less readily exemplified nature.

The main principles governing the preacher's behaviour as it is

influenced by the public characters of his audience aire defined with

useful breadth and specification by latimer in his first sermon before

Edward the Sixth, where he observes that "All things written in Gods

book, are most certaine true and profitable for all men. For in it

is contained meete matter ... for all states. Wherefore it behooueth

euery Preacher somewhat to appoint & accomodate himself and his

matter agreeable vnto the comfort and amendment of the audience, vnto

the which he delareth /eic? the message of God. If he preach before
69

a king, let his matter bee concerning the office of a king..."

68
The most obvious example is the way in which he builds each new
topic or part in A Godlie Sermon upon the words of some appropriate
authority.

^Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 26r.
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Lever respects these principles - if his sermons lack comfort it is

70
not his wish - and agreement may be found in the sermons of almost

any preacher who concerns himself with social duties and individual

behaviour. Such groups as the clergy, parliament, magistrates,

patrons, the commons with their traditional responsibilities and

faults provide much matter for declamation and exhortation, as do
71

universal sins like usury, covetousness, pride and lebhery. The

preacher addresses England, or London, or the Court, or the Uni¬

versities: his orientation is very much to the commonwealth and
72

its maintenance and reformation.

In his third sermon before the King Latimer reminds his audience

that a preacher has two offices, to teach true doctrine and often to
73

reprehend, convince, and confute gainsayers. While his sermons do

accommodate both, the balance achieved between the roles of teacher

and social critic is tentative, and his assessment of the condition

of his audience strongly supports his concentration on behaviour,

whether in matters of controversy or morality. Even in the treatment

of doctrinal matter, he shows a deep sensitivity to his audience and

their possible deficiencies in knowledge, an in this example in the

sermon "of the Plough": "Now if I should preach in the country among

the vnlearned, I would tell what propitiatory, expiatory, and remissory

7°Three ... Sermos. Bigs. I5V-l6r. See also Cooper, A true and perfect
copie. sigs. A2^-A3r.

71A good example is Latimer, Fruitfull Sermons, fols. 100v-108v; also
Jewel, Certaine Sermons, pp. 189-93* and Whitgift, A Godlie Sermon.
sigs. B5*>-C4r.

72
See Blench, Preaching in England. Ch. V.

7^Fruitfull Sermons, fol. l4r~v; see above, p. 37.
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is, but heere is a learned auditory, yet for them that bee vnlearned,
74

I will expound it". This state of affairs is defined into prin¬

ciple by Sandys in a sermon before the Queen: "All men are not of

one kind of constitution. Some are able to receiue and digest

strong meat, high nysteries, deepe secrets of God: Others must be fed

with milke, simple and plaine lessons, yet auaileable to their salu-

ation. These differences are in the food itself. The manner of

diuiding it, standeth in doctrine, and exhortation. Doctrine, is for

the ignorant to instruct them: exhortation for the learned, to monish
75

and strengthen them: both may most profitably be ioyned together."

He goes on to support this division by referring to Paul, who is

mostly doctrinal because the Gentiles were his audience, unlearned in

true religion whatever their other accomplishments, and to James, who

wrote to the Jews and was therefore able to spend his energies in ex¬

hortation. In this instance it is James who provides his text, al-
76

though,on another occasion, he finds an exhortatoiy text in Phillipians.

Following his own recommendation, his sermons are usually a profitable

74 r
Ibid., fol. 15 . See below p52.Another notable example can be derived
from a comparison of two sermons, one preached at Bexterly on Christ¬
mas Day 1552 and the other at Grimsthorpe a day later. The former is
a very simple expository sermon, dispersing the text describing the
shepherds' attendance on the infant Jesus regularly throughout, tb°
sentence best summarising this approach being, "Therefore let vs
not be ashamed to learne of these poore shepheards to follow their
examples", qualified further in his comments on the words."The Angels
returns to heauen, &c. Heere I will not dispute before you, where
Heauen is, nor how many Heauens there be. Such obscure questions
appertaine not to you that are ignorant and unlearned," (fols. 271r,
270v). The latter sermon, which by contrast deals with/topics ..like
the two natures of Christ and the Arian heresy, and the debate
whether Jesus was Mary's only son, is more emphatic with words like
"know" and "consider", and contains much less retelling of the
scriptural narrative. Cf. also sig. Clr and fol. 288r.

^Sermons, fols. 53V-54r.

?6Ibid., fol. 39r
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77
mixture, with emphasis upon the exhortatory.

A clear sequence of events is implied by this discrimination be¬

tween learned and unlearned audiences, and it stands in striking con¬

trast to what was expressly represented in pulpits throughout England

as the despicable and summary attitude cf the Roman Church to its con¬

gregations, captured in the phrase unfortunately spoken by Dr. Cole

during a debate with Jewel and others, namely, "Ignorance is the mother
nO

of devotion." Harding, in his debates with Jewel over matters like

the Mass, the vernacular scriptures, and prayers in English, finds it

impossible to convincingly maintain his submission to church tradition

and the mysteries of the faith and at the same time avoid condemning

any attempt by the people to think about what they are told to believe
79

and do as dangerous curiosity. One of the chief areas of conflict

is precisely whether knowledge destroys or assists faith, with its

pressing corollary, whether the people are capable of being safely

taught. Protestant preachers at least from Latimer onward assert the

positive principle, stressing its sequential nature, that "knowledge

must goe before beliefe, we must first heare the Word of God & know

it: and afterward wee must beleeue the same,and then we must wrastle
86

and striue withsin and wickednes ..." To say this in no way defines

precisely what is to be known or how much independent activity is

available to non-professiorals£ut it is likely that Latimer's pre-

8i
viously quoted statement indicates that, for him, to know the word

77
See below, pp. 52-53-

78
Jewel, The Trve Copies of the Letters, p.43.

79A Replie. p.159.

^Latimer, Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 258v.
^See above, p. 43.
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of God is simply to be familiar with it as a written document, and
82

to be capable ii those truths necessary to salvation. So close is

he to the effects of the Latin liturgy that he justifies prayer at

the end of the sermon by saying, "when I am at home, and in the

Countrey where I goe, sometime when the poore people come and aske at

me, I oppose them my selfe, or cause my seruant to oppose them of the

Lordes prayer, and they answers some, lean my Latine Pater noster:

some, I can the old Pater noster. but not the new. Therfore al that

can it not may learn. I vse before the Sermon and after to say it.
83

Wherefore now I beseech you let vs say it together". He also com¬

ments upon his manner of preaching to unlearned audiences - it is

"very tedious to them that be learned, I am wont euer to repeat

those things which I haue sayd before, which repetitions are

84
nothing pleasaunt to the learned." As with his decision to ex¬

plain "propitiatory" regardless of his audience's taste, his over-

85
riding concern is for the "profits of those which bee ignoraunt".

Whenever Jewel speaks about the state of the ministry, this

concern is dominant. He observes that "the poore people lieth for¬

saken ... they are commanded to change their religion, and for lacke
86

of instruction, they know not whither to turne", and elsewhere

makes it plain that the knowledge which he and all Christians must

possess concerns the mysteries of the gospel,which are "none other

than the Articles of our Faith", that is, the affirmations of the

Creed. Furthermore such mysteries are unavailable to natural wisdom,

see Frvdtfull Sermons, fols. 136 -137 .

83Ibid., fol. 100r.
8!fIbid., fol. 128r*
85Ibid.
86
Certaine Sermons, p.201.
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being "onoly opened by the Spirit of God ... not by any cunning
87

and great learning of this World". This in many ways, as he shows

in A Treatise of the Holie Scriptvres, is to the advantage of the
8B

simple mind.

Such a description of the mysteries of the gospel reflects a

degree of formalising to which Latimer has little recourse. For each

tie written word is their focus and their constraint, but Latimer
89

lacks the firm substance of the church. He is constantly aware of

controversy and of opposition from within his audience,and is pre-

90
pared to accept singularity: Jewel speaks within the certainty of

91
agreement on fundamentals, and he speaks both to and for the church.

92
Sandys calls himself "the publike Minister of the Church", a

description which offers a subtle modification of that direct re¬

lationship with God so fully manifested by Lever by adding a more

proximate, more readily identifiable authority, even if it is finally

subject to the word of God.

^Ibid., p.221; cf. Sandys, Sermons, fol. 12^fr"v*
88p.l*7: Cf. Certain Sermons, pp. 257-58; Dering, 11.538-Mf.
89
Cf. Cranmer's position as it is described by W.M.Southgate, John
Jewel and the Problem of Loctrinal Authority (Cambridge, Mass:
Harvard Univ. Press,1.962), pp. 173-7^.

•^Fruitful1 Sermons, fols. ^3V-^6V.

91Certaine Sermons, pp. 308-10, 2^9. In the former Jewel speaks cf the
past when he mentions the martyrs who are "yet so fresh in your eies,
and spoken of in your hearing", whereas Latimer speaks of martyrdom
as a present possibility (Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 139v). See Booty,
John Jewel as Apologist, pp. 29-30,who argues that the confident
stance of the Challenge sermon is intended principally to assure
that protestantism was firmly established under Elizabeth.

92Sermons, fol. 23r. See also fols. bOT-klr.

o
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These perspectives involve, for the purposes of teaching, a cate¬

gorising of the audience into two groups rather than the many repre¬

sented by the traditional states of the realm. The latter are still

available, of course, but the significant demand upon the hearers,

made with increasing insistence in the early years of Elizabeth's

reign, is not simple conformity to behavioural norms but a personal

understanding of the grounds upon which these norms are established.

The preacher is thus committed to having something at least to do
93with the minds of his auditors, a requirement which may be ful¬

filled by a rehearsal of the main points of the Creed, the Command¬

ments and the Lord's Prayer, or by reading the Homilies provided by
9*t

the Church as authorised doctrine. For those who keep their teach¬

ing within these boundaries, the tendency to minimise the complexity

of doctrine and to concentrate upon the encouragement of dutiful

responses by presenting doctrine prescriptively or "declaratively"

is very strong. Furthermore, the dichotomy between knowledge and be¬

haviour.- . reinforces this tendency, as is apparent, for example,

when Sandys, speaking of grace, says that, "With the doctrine ...

we are thoroughly enough acquainted. We haue no need to be taught

what the name doth signifie, the nature, properties, and parts there-
95

of are knowne. Only the practise wanteth ..." The tension implicit

93
"Jewel, An Exposition vpon... Thessalonians. pp. 53-55; Certaine
Sermons, pp. 224. 226>.

94
Latimer describes the first office of the preacher as "a busy worke
to bring parishioners to a right faith, as Paule calleth it. And
not a svaruing faith, but a faith that embraceth Christ, and trusteth
to his merites, a liuely faith, a iustifieng fayth, a fayth that
maketh a man righteous without respect cf workes. As ye haue it very
well declared and set forth in the Homily." (Fruitfull Sermons,
sig. B8V).

95 i* v
Sermons, fol. 137 ; cf. fol. 123 • la this sermon he also ob¬
serves that "there is none so well learned but he may learne more."
(fol. 120r).
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in this issue is brought to the surface when a comparison is made

between this statement by Sandys and a section in Grindal's letter

to the Queen. Grindal is concerned to argue the importance of preach¬

ing, and does so in terms of the superiority of sermons to homilies.

Not only can the preacher "apply his speech according to the diversity

of times, places, and hearers," and can utter "exhortations, repre¬

hensions, and persuasions ... with more affection, to the moving of

the hearers", but homilies "were never thought in themselves alone
96

to contain sufficient instruction for the Church of England."

Although Grindal's argument did not gain authoritative support

from Elizabeth, nor in the r1a t:-r more public confrontation between
97

Whitgift and Cartwright, from his successor, there is nevertheless

a further development in this apprehension of the audience in terms

of their learning which must be mentined. It is introduced by Dering

in a most unusual statement, to be found in the specimen sermon, which

he addresses directly to the Queen. After quoting severed, verses from

Deuteronomy onthe subject of kingliness, he says, "This Lawe I know

not how your Maiesty shall interprete, because I knowe not your

spirits", and a little later he notes that in a "good spirit" the
98

law would have its proper effect. An ejqsosition of what he means

by the word "spirite" is given in his lectures on Hebrews, where

he interprets the Apostle's use of "soule" and "spirit" in Heb. 4.12

as follows: "By soule, heere he meaneth, that parte of vs, in which

our affections are, as ioy, sorrow, loue ... or any such motion in

vs of good or euill. 3y spirit, he meaneth, themost excellet part of

^Remains. p.382.
97See below, Pt. 2, Ch. 3.

9811. 475-76, 490-92.
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vs, in which is reason, wisedorae, vnderstanding, to consider and

meditate of all the workes of GODI' He goes on to note that one is

a true Christian when "his mind thinketh, his soule desireth, his
99

bodie executeth nothing, but what is faultlesse before God and man".

This means that not only does the Christian have to practise his be¬

lief, but he only becomes a true Christian when the complete harmony

of all his faculties is achieved, a state unperceivable by anyone

except God ("I knowe not your spirite") but at the same time fully

personal and centred upon "the most excellent part of vs". That

Dering is more insistent about this matter than Sandys is readily

shown by comparing their respective expositions of "milk" and "meat"
100

with respect to learning. For both this figure describes the

difference between learned and unlearned, but whereas Sandys opposes

"high mysteries" and "simple lessons" and makes it clear that it is

poss&Le to learn sufficient, Dering interprets the difference in

terms of intellectual independence:

you must knowe this figurative speeche of the Apostle,
of miIke and strong meate: by milke, he meaneth the
generall principles of doctrin ... set out" brieflie
in generall tearoes, and according to the capacitie
of children, with which they are prepared to the
kingdoms of heauen, and must still grow vp in more
vnderstending, till they do see with all the Saints,
the height, the depth, the length, the bredth, of Gods
vnsearchable goodnesse in Iesu Christ ... that is
milke, which agreeth to beginners, and such as haue
little experience: that is strong meate, which is for
old practitioners, and such as haue wisedome to iudge
betweene trueth and falshood.101

A later reference shows how "experience" not only means that

"we must haue our senses exercised", but refers to intellectual com¬

petence as well: "it is milke, to knowe these things in the

"xXVII Lectyres, sig. T6r.
100See above, p. kS.

101XXVII Lectvres. sig. Aa8V.
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simplicitie of the words: it is strong meate, to be able to distri¬

bute them into euerie part, and apply it to our selues in our life".

Bering completes this comparison between the degrees of knowledge

and the ages of man by characterising as "babes" those "with whom

if you will reason of their religion, to perswade them by the twoord

of trueth, they will say, I am not booke learned, I cannot dispute

with you; let me alone with my faith, other men haue beene as well
102

learned as they be now, I am sure they beleeued otherwise ..."

Equally, the gap between learned and unlearned is in principle

at least diminished, if not altogether removed. If the Queen for

all her learning is still open to question on a point of knowledge
103

who can be said to have achieved full competence? A much higher

premium is clearly being placed upon knowledge*, and upon a more

familiar relationship between preacher and auditor, but with the

irony that the gap separating them is felt to be greater at this

personal level. This has been recognised in principle in the prayers

discussed earlier, and other statements, like that of Jewel's,

"We must admonish the people outwardly, and God will moove their
IQJf

hearts inwardly", also recognise that there is no necessary re¬

lation between the preacher's words and an auditor's response to them.

In fact, there are many occasions on which the preacher momentarily

takes off his commission and in what he says suggests that his audience

habitually failed to appreciate that crucial distinction between the

man and the office, Latimer shows it in reporting the charges of

102Ibid., sigs. Bb4V-Bb5V.
103

For praise of the Queen's learning, see Jewel, Certaine Sermons,
p. 194; Sandys, Sermons, fol. 62*.

104
Certaine Sermons, p.251.
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singularity and sedition, Jewel in his piece of self-criticism,

bandys in his most interesting assessment of the large troubles
105

and few satisfactions promised by the bishopric of London.

Strong terms characterize these statements. Jewel elsewhere ob¬

serves that "Many already bewray the weaknes of their stomaks,

they brooke not the Gospell: yea, they seem already weary of these

Preachers, they cal them pulpit men, men of the spirit, and I know

not what, as though they themselues had nothing to do with Gods
» 106

spirit". He warns them: "Despise not good brethren, despise

not to heare Gods word declared ... If thou heare Gods word spoken

by a weake man, an ignorant man, a sinner as thou thyselfe art,
107

and yet writ beleeue it ... it is able to open thine eies". Sandys

makes the chief point in a nice inversion of the McCluhan aphorism:

"There is no respect of persons with God, neither ought we ... to

respect the messenger, but the message", and he usefully amplifies

Jewel's point about criticism of the preacher: "We are naked to

the eyes of the whole world; ... no blemish be it neuer so great in

others halfe so soone found or halfe so much pointed at as the least
108

and lightest thing awry in vs ...". There is only one criterion

by which a minister can be judged, Jewel claims, said it refers solely

to his performance, not his personal attributes and failures. Against

their tendency to "iudge rashly" he opposes the one acceptable trial,

105
For Latimer, see above, p.51.

106
Certaine bermons, p.l84.

1C7Ibid., p.209.
108 v i z*

Sermons^ fols. 122 , 1h7 ; cf. Jewel, quoted below, p. 62.
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109"the touch stone of Gods word", or in other words, knowledge* 7

Although this standard is made the ground of a positive view

of their audience by such as Jewel, Sandys, and Bering, when, on

occasion, they submit their doctrine to the judgement of the reason¬

able man,11*"* the general view of the audience reflects much less an

achievement of concord than a persistent tendency to fragmentation.

In matters of a public nature concerning the peace of the state or

the church, this situation orch'aracteristic condition is very im¬

portant,"*"11 but in the immediate context of the sermons it is more

usefully approached at the more private level of persons, in the
112

matter of judging one's own and others' actions. The fact that

an alternative is available is in itself an indication that qualitative

changes are taking place among the members of the audience themselves,

or at least in the preachers' perception of them.

We may take Lever again as a point of reference. In the course

of fulfilling his commission to "openand declare that ye be all
113

synners", he makes some references to his audience's behaviour

under this proclamation. There is first of all the general principle,

"No man can saie: my harte is cleane, I am pure without faultes",

which leads Lever into a consideration of attitudes: "lette vs not

1<^Certaine Sermons, p.226.

110 i v

Ibid., p.207; Sermons, fol. 5 » XXVII Lectvres. sig. K4 .

Southgate says that it is a "basic assumption" of Jewel's "that
human beings are reasonable, that the human mind is capable of
recognizing the truth when confronted with it." (John Jewel, p.139).

See, for example, Jewel, Certaine Sermons, pp. 184-83, 228-31;
Whitgift, A Godlie Sena6n, sigs. A2v-B3r.

112 r v
Sandys, Sermons, fols. 122 -123 .

11 7V
''Three ... Sermos. sig. N .
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enuie, grudge, or disdaine one an others faultes, but euery one

acknowledge, lamente, and mende hys owne faultes. Doe not triumphs

and be glad, when ye perceiue that other mennes faultes be noted,
114

or rebuked ..." His emphasis here suggests that attention to

overt behaviour, which one man would perceive in other men and not

in himself, put great difficulties in the way of communicating the

more private, inward origin of this behaviour and hence of dis-
115

cussing such topics as the nature of sin. It is not to be

thought that this difficulty derives solely from the nature of

the audience; for as Lever states, there is another more fundamental

problem. Whether using doctrine or experience, it is possible to

assert convincingly that no man's heart is pure, but it is hardly

possible to be more explicit than that. "Paule saieth, that no raanne

should iudge, meanyng that no man, as concernyng secretes of the

mynde, should iudg© other to be euill, and them selues to bee iust".

From an audience which seems to tend habitually and aggressively away

from self-appraisal, the preacher can only demand attention to a

principle which he himself can not extend. The most convincing demon¬

stration would be an exposure of the "secretes of the mynde" but

this is the very thing which is not attempted. In this respect con¬

centration upon the sins of the estates, and on the traditional cate¬

gories like pride and covetousness, seems to represent more than the
117

continuance of a medieval tradition, to represent in fact a profound percep

ll*f v
Ibid., sig. K3 .

T 1 Cx "'bee below, pp.^87-92, for discussion of the distinction in homi-
letic theory between "scholastical" and "popular" modes of teaching,
which represents another aspect of this problem.

Lever, Three ... Sermos. sig. N6V.
117

See Blench, Preaching in England, pp. 308-14.
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inability, shared by preacher and people however intensely the former

was aware of its existence. It may be further suggested that the

practice of the preacher reflects not only a literary, or homiletic,

tradition, but the persistence of certain behavioural patterns across

the whole range of society.

These inferences can be substantiated by reference to one of

Latimer's sermons, delivered on cimon and Jude's Lay, 1552. The text

is John 15.12! "This I coiamaund vnto you, that ye loue one another."

He affirms that Christ "lappeth vp all things in loue" and quotes

another versei "gy this shall all men know that ye are my Disciples

if ye shall haue loue to one another" (John 13. 35) which he expounds

by saying, "So that he maketh loue his cognisaunce, his badge, his

liuery. Like as euery Lord most commonly giueth a certaine Liuery

to his Seruaunts, whereby they may bee knowne that they pertain® vnto

him, and so wee say yonder is this Lordes seruaunts ... so that

charity may be called the very liuery of Christ ... For like as Christa

liuery is Love and Charity, so the fieuils liuery is hatred, malice,

and discord." By a metaphor Latimer refers his discussion of love

to its outer manifestations, to the particular and recognisable forms

it takes in behaviour. To "know which bee in his liuery or not", the

Pauline description of love in 1 Cor. 13. 7 is taken section by

section and referred immediately to specific behaviour, which is either
1;Lg

in or out of "liuery". In his conclusion, Latimer says, "Howe let

vs enter into our selues, and examine our owne 1 harts, whether wee be
119

in the liuery of God, or no", which is to say, although the seat of

ll8Frultfull Cermons, fols. 266r-268v.

119Ibid., fol. 269r.



trouble is "the flesh", any inward examination is conducted solely

in terms of broad representational classes derived from overt be-
120

haviour. The metaphor is thus a means to organise a class of be¬

havioural relations rather than to expose covert or otherwise unde-

finable aspects of behaviour, its purpose being to show that the word

"love" means certain types of performance. In a sermon on concord

which in fact spends its time with dissension(quite properly, since

Paul's words in the text, Rom. 12. 16-18, instruct by negatives),

Jewel relates all his cases and observations to the one centre, pride,

and concludes by quoting Latimer's text and using the words "token"

and "cognisance" in the same way. "I have not the keies of your hearts

he says, "I am not able to loose and open those stony hearts of yours:
121

God make you all one ..." In another context, Jewel notes that

we axe most ready to be taught when we feel a lack within ourselves.

He follows up this thought with the observation that "Plato the old

Philosopher imagineth that the God Loue was borne of the Lady TPs Uio. ,

that is to say, Madam lacke or necessity. For, no man loueth a thing

before he feele himselfe stand in neede of it: so, loue is the child,
122

and lacke or need is the mother". It hardly needs to be stressed

that this example can in no sense do the work of a key, since it is

a pictorial generalisation which converts a complex of overt and

covert behaviour into the mode of perception of overt features only,

and is hence a re-presentation of that mode's limitations rather than

120
Cf. Sandys' presentation of "the pictures of an hawty and wanton
minde." (Sermons, fol. 59r). See below,pp. 65-66.

121
Certaine Sermons, p.260; cf. Jewel. 11,. 267-72.

122Ibid., p.197J Cf. Latimer, Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 269r.
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the provision of additional, explanatory information. He has heard

that "yee take vppon you to iudge the iudgements of the Iudges", and

his response is to issue a directive to "thinke the best". The reason

he offers in extenuation of the magistrates conceivable misjudgements

is "Paruum cor hominus. Mans heart is vnsearchable, it is a ragged

peece of worke, no man knoweth his owne hart, and therfore Dauid

prayeth and sayth: Ab occultis meis. munda mea. Deliuer mee from

mine vnknowne faultes. I am a further offender then I can see. A

man shall be blinded in loue of himselfe, and cannot see so much in
123

himselfe as in other men." What is particularly important here

is that Latimer will insist that the ultimate source of all sin is

inward, while being unable to provide any information about it. It

is worthwhile quoting in full the example he uses to conclude this

sermon, because it expresses his wonder at the mysteries of human

nature and his deep interest, however limited by well established

social conventions, in human motivation.

I will tell you what I remembred yesternight in my
bedde, a maruelous tale to perceiue how inscrutable a
mans hart is: I was once at Oxforde (for I had occasion
to come that way when I was in mine office) they told mee
it was a neerer way, and a fairer way, & by that occasion
I lay there that night. Beeing there, I heard of an exe¬
cution that was done vpon one that suffered for treason:
it was as you know a dangerous world, for it might soone
cost a man his life for a word speaking.

I cannot tell what the matter was, but the ludge set
it so out that the man was condemned: and xii. men came

in and said guiltie, & vpon that he was iudged to be hanged,
drawne, and quartered: when the rope was about his necke,
no man could perswade him that he was in any fault, and
stoode there a great while ii the protestation of his innocencie.
They hanged him, and cut him downe somewhat too soone afore
hee was cleane dead, then they drew him to the fire, and hee
reuiued, and comming agine to his remembrance, hee confessed
his fault, and said he was guiltie. 0 wonderfull example,

123Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 50r"v
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it may well bee saide, Prauum cor hominis &
inscrutabile; A crabbed peace of worke, and
vnsearchable.*24

A clue to this interest may be offered by another criticism of

the ministry reported by Jewel. "Some men say, they preach they

cannot tell what, they speake against praier, against fasting,

against almes deeds, and all other good workes; they allow nothing
125

that good is, they disallow in maner all things". One very speci¬

fic doctrine to which these criticisms have direct reference is that

of justification by faith, a doctrine which is sufficiently important

for Bedel to give a rapid summary of it before going on to spend the
126

remainder of his sermon discussing works. The implications of

this doctrine which have most relevance here are set out at length

by Sandys in a Christmas Day sermon which provides a remarkable summary

of how an important Elizabethan churchman perceived the difference
127

between "true Christianity and Popery". He orders them under

three headings, the ground and foundation of doctrine, the end,and the

means and manner of proceeding. Under the second heading, the prin -

ciple, "Whatsoeuer me do, they do it to som end", is affirmed and

used immediately to show why a criticism of the ministry such as

that reported by Jewel is based upon a misunderstanding, in that it

is the quality of those actions, whether they tend to a good or bad

end, which is important. He then advances a mile: "that religion
128

no doubt is best, which most aduanceth the glory of God", and this

124 v
Ibid., fol. 50 .

^^Certaine Sermons, p.226.

126Bedel, 11. 42-77. A similar order can be found in Latimer. Following
the affirmation already quoted on p. 49 above, he places his whole
emphasis upon works and their reward, with the reformed caveat that
this reward is "a gift of God, a free gift." (Fruitfull Sermons.fol.258v),

\j_ fol. 6r.
, fol.
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leads him to the doctrine of original sin (with corruption "all the
*129

powers and faculties of our nature are infected") which means that

"naturally we cannot perceiue the things which are of God; ... if

our hearts be enclined to doe his will, because this cannot eorae of

our selues (our nature bending a cleane contrary way) we acknowledge

most willingly, and vnfeignedly. The good we doe, is his, it is not

ours; ... it is he which giueth both to will and to doe ... In our¬

selves wee finde nothing but pouertie and weaknesse; praise and
130

honour, and glory we giue to him." Against the rigour of this

doctrine of human nature is opposed that of the church of Rome, who

"seeke not his glory, but their owne". They restrict man's corruption

"to the inferiour part of the soule, and make it onely a mother of

some grosser desires ... after Baptisme, they make no more account

of those inward rebellious motions against the spirit, than they doe
131

of the beating of a mans pulse." The chief difference rests in

the answer to the question, How do we will the good? "We say onely

by the grace of God; they say, partly by grace, but principally, by
132

the power and strength of their owne nature." The chief implication

of the belief a man may merit grace by his works is, for Sandys, that

it would be possible to claim, "My heart is pure" and "I haue done all

that is enloned me." His rejoinder is based on the inscrutability of

the heart; we could "in no wise be iustified, because of secret
133sinnes hidden, euen from our own selues".

129Ibid., fol. 6V.

13°Ibid., fols. 6v-7

131Ibid., fol. 7V.

132Ibid., fol. 8r.
133Ibid., fol. 8V.
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I have noted this argument at length because <v its rigorous

insistence that all human faculties, even the noblest, are equally

our nature, and that these are by nature totally opposed to spiritual

things, paradoxically complicates any discussion of the origins and

patterns of human behaviour. On the question of free will, for ex¬

ample, Sandys categorically asserts that "the will of man being free

vnto natural and ciuill actions, hath of it selfe no freedoms to

desire things heauenly & spirituall; not because the eternal purpose

of God, but because the corruption of our nature hath addicted vs onely
134

vnto euill", thus separating utterly the spheres of human and spiritual

existence. The matter is not simply doctrinal, because it refers to

a condition of constant inward activity, not of the pulse but of the
135

whole psychology, that is, neither physiological nor "natural",

in the sense that it lies below the threshold of awareness. As Jewel

says cf the sacrament, "To eat the body of Christ, and drinke his

blood, is not the part of the body: it is rather a worke of our
136

mind." Like Latimer, Jewel offers in this sermon no explanation

of this distinction except through Biblical metaphor. He understands
137 138

the "new heart", (Dering's term is the "wise in heart" ) to be

the crucial element ii the reformed Christian, affinning Sandys'

concern with the inner quality of a man's life, and not solely with

^Ibid., fol. 8r.
"^^See below,pp.421-29.
136

Certaine Sermons, p.216.

137Ibid., p.249.

138XXVII Lectyres, sig. Q4r.
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that

139what/life outwardly performs.

Sandys captures the change,and its difficulties, in a very

significant comparison. We must, he says,

looke vpon our selues, and vpon others, but not
vpon both with the same eies: vpon our selues with
the eies of strait iudgement, vpon our neighbours
with a fauourable and a charitable eye. ... looke downe
to thy sinnes, there shalt thou see an vgly sight: ...
If thou truely enter into thy selfe, and consider of
thy sinne, thou shalt say with the prodigall child,
lord I am not worthy to be called thy sonne .... But
the prince of darknesse hath dimmed, or rather put out
both these eyes: we can neither see our gifts that be
good,to be of God, nor our sin, as we should, to be of
our selues, and therefore we esteeme most Highly of
our selues, most vilely of others.1^0

Paradoxically once again, this is a means of giving value to human

life. God says to Samuel, "I regard not that which man doth regard."

(I Sam. 16.7). Sandys paraphrases these words and then uses them

commandingly: "For man regardeth that which is before his eyes;

but God regardeth the heart ... Iudge not according to the sight,

lest in opinion you condemne the good, and iustifie the euill ...

God respecteth not the outward person, but the inward man. He re-

1*f-1
gardeth not the shape, but his owne image that is in man." The

eyes see only what is overt, and yet discussion of what is hidden,

represented by "the heart", can only proceed in terms of a metaphor

derived from that condition of perception. Even God "regardeth ...

his own image", intensifying rather than resolving the perceptual

139^'See sermon 7 on these matters and the problem of hypocrisy, or
"double-hearted men"; and Bedel, 11. 12*1—36.

<I2j.Q V I X*
Ibid., fols. -45 . Lever makes a similar observation, but
with notable differences. He begins by saying, "Wherfore, if ye
can not espie your owne fautes in your selues, yet looke one at an
other" (Three ... Sermoa, sig. lAv), and opposes clergy and laity
for this purpose. There is no mention of the self-directed eye,
nor of the "inward mau",.

-^Sermons, fols. 122r-123r
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142
and descriptive dilemma.

We have moved from refflactions of the audience in their re¬

lations with the preacher and each other, to a more extensively-

articulated theory of human nature which involves a reformation of

these relations, not with reference to a new code of behaviour,

but essentially through a determined effort to force people into a

deliberative self-awareness, and to insist that all, equally, must

conceive of behaviour as a revelation of inner quality, rather than

simply as a bodily (or"quantifiable") performance. The exact status

of this change in terms of public and private behaviour, and of the

forms of self-knowledge and the means of its achievement, is very

difficult to estimate from a consideration only of the evidence offered

by the sermons. When Jewel says, "In time past, if any one man would

have sought comfort for his afflicted conscience, where should he

have sought it? ... what comfort could we haue of our own merits,

what help by our own deserts, and good deeds? what consolation of
li+3

the Popes Buls and Pardons?", the obvious implication is that all

men experienced affliction of conscience but there was no official

understanding of, or formal means of properly dealing with, that

condition. But if we put Bering's remarks in the specimen sermon

1*4*4
egainst these, it may be more accurate to regard Jewel's question

in its polemical context as a currently accepted universal truth of

human nature which is anachronistically applied to a period (before

the Reformation) unaquainted with it as a prime doctrine. This would

^See below,pp. 364-70.
143

Certaine Sermons, p.248.

1^11. 642-60.
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mean that the preachers are indeed educating their audiences (and

also themselves) into a new theory of the character and operations

of the mind. The terra "new heart" assumes an almost symbolic character

as the locus of these developments, and in Bering's phrase "the wise

heart" a further extension or elaboration of this theory is advertised.

Also, in the last quotation from Sandys a crucial principle is asserted

in the form of a warning: That what is learned of others by observa¬

tion of their overt behaviour has only the status of opinion, not
1^5

certain knowledge. The double reference of these words, to the

religious concept of the total corruptibility of human faculties, and

to the more universal problem of "the secretes of the mynde", is a

clear indication that a demand for a new awareness of human nature is

1^6
being made upon the whole society, in a formulation both doctnnal

and metaphorical which lacks descriptive or analytical precision. The

difficulties created by this inadequacy sire discussed below in differ-

ent contexts, but it is important to note here that rather than

appeal to traditional psychological description, the preachers ex¬

pound these complex questions strictly through Biblical and doctrinal

terms. Assuming some familiarity with the traditional forms of

psychological explanation, this restriction of reference may be under¬

stood to ®present an awareness that those forms provided little which

could help to define the nature or objects of the work of the preacher

in the expository mode, or the constitution of the "new heart", and

that they were intimately associated with the Roman system of be¬

havioural. explanation.

1 ^See above, p. 65; Bering, XXVII Lectyres, sig. S5r.

''^The sermons by Sandys referenced in n. I*f0 and n. 1^1, for example,
were preached before the Queen, and at the Spittle, respectively.

1^7
See, for example,pp. 9^-97 below.
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THE TEXT:

It is immediately apparent that in Bedel. Jewel. and Bering the

chosen texts are used in notably different ways. For Bedel, the

text is identified with David in phrases like "Dauid doth note it

wel in this Psalme", but his use of it conforms strictly to its status
148

as a good sentence concerning our duty to the poor. David's words

are given a specific context by Jewel as part of a general insistence

that their importance is situational, but in terms of the sermon as

a whole his voice is one of many which testify to the character and
iZfQ

purposes of God. Bering also uses this principle of consistency

or continuity within scripture, but by an inversion of Jewel's em¬

phasis, in that other voices are brought in to extend and substantiate

the prophet's arguments rather than to diminish the particularity
150

of his utterance. He enphasises the prophet's purpose much more

strongly than its conformty to the pattern of God's self-revelation.
151

These differences can be given an immediate, superficial

context by a brief account of the discipline exercised upon sermon

form by the nature of the chosen text. At its least influential in

Bedel, the text provides for a bipartite division but is taken as a

"saying" without context and provides no further control over subse¬

quent development of the sermon. The two public sermons by Lever

similarly take the text as an injunction, and follow it by a flowing ,

lif8ll. 86-87.

^ll. 46-82.

15°11. 336-446.
151
i.e., the following observations do not explain these differences,
which derive from the influence of the subject (and what that is
thought by any particular preacher to incorporate), and of homi-
letic theory, which represents a more general, and evolving, co¬
ordination of doctrinal, psychological, and historical factors.



formally uninhibited application to the present which calls upon some

scriptural reference but no other authorities, a complete contrast

to Bedel in this respect. His other sermon before King Edward breaks

up the text (the feeding of the multitude), and coherent parts of

the event become as it were section headings, but contemporary refer¬

ence is still absolutely dominant and formal divisions are lacking.

This latter sermon is however more typical in its basic expository

form, best illustrated in the series by Hooper on Jonah in which each

sermon is introduced by a topical preface and then adheres to the
152

narrative order of the book. A general division of the book into

four parts is made in the opening preface, and each sermon subsequently

treats a convenient number of texts in sequence and with very precise

subdivision, each text being expounded with close attention to the

particular circumstances of the prophet and then applied to the pre¬

sent. Latimer's sermons genera% conform to this sequential treat¬

ment of the text, a typical transition being, "Now it followeth in
153

the Text". This is most commonly to be found in the single ser¬

mons on gospel texts where the narrative provides order and Latimer

explicates the significant features of the events which are then

turned into lessons for the present. It is notable that his concern

for immediate application is like that of Lever, and in the series

of sermons before the King this c/ominates to the point of formless¬

ness, any text providing "occasions" for long dissertations upon

social questions. Each sermon on the Lord's Prayer is much more

152
John Hooper, -An Oversight and Deliberation upon the Holy Prophet
Jonas', in Early Writings of John Hooper, ed. for the Parker Society
by the Rev. Samuel Carr (Cambridge: C.U.P., l8^3)»

^^Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 270r.
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self-contained, but there ie no formal division between exposition

and application of the text, the whole matter being treated with im¬

mediate reference to "us". One other feature occasionally used by

Latimer to order sermon development is the figure, for example, the

parable of the marriage feast, or the plough, or the seeds. The

latter conforms as well to a larger expository interest, but it is

generally necessary to distinguish this approach from the expository

because construction about a figure may be adventitious, as in the
154

sermons using the card or the pilgrimage for structural purposes.

Nearly all of Jewel's sermons are like the specimen in firmly

separating exposition from application. Even vthen the text is com¬

posed of several parts, as in Romans 13. 11-14, Jewel expounds each

part and then says, "Now, somewhat more specially to apply the words
155

of the Apostle to this present time." There are only two which

employ a detailed division, those on Joshua 6.1-3 and Haggai 1.2-4,

the first being complicated by its allegorical treatment and the

second being wholly immediate application, the preface recounting the

historical circumstances of the text. The form most common amongst

preachers contemporary with Jewel tends to be that of his Joshua

and Haggai sermons? a topical preface, detailed division based upon

the "situation" of the text, and repetition of the parts of the divi¬

sion during the progress of the sermon, a form which it would be appro-

156
priate to call "Hyperian". Grammatical features of the text are

used by Drant when he discusses questions because his text is in the

154
Ibid. The sermons using these figures are, respectively, "vpon
the gospell on the 20. Sonday after trinity Sonday',' "the sermon
of the plough", "the last sermo ... before k. Edward", "on the
Card", and "vpon all Saints".

155-^Certaine Sermons, p.217.
156

A very complete example of this pattern is to be found in the first of
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157
interrogative, but this is exceptional; also, Sandys does use a

158
figure on one occasion for organisational purposes, but his

sermons are generally several repetitions of the exposition/

application form within a divisional sequence derived from the

internal order of the text and a precise description of the writer's

purpose. A general definition of this procedure is in fact to be found

in the conclusion to one of Sandys' sermons • "Thus haue you heard the

occasion, explication, and application of these the Prophets words ..."

and it is apparent from a brief comparison that this procedure re¬

presents a particular perspective upon the relation between sermon

and text. Most directly, the movement from the prophetic towards

the expository mode, or from the multiple to the binary categorisation

of the audience, is represented in an increasing concentration upon

the historical situation of the text, which is stressed by the formal

distinction between exposition and application. That this should have

important effects upon the scope and sensitivity of the application

can be inferred here, and is discussed below. From an organi¬

sational point of view, the text becomes more effectively the source

and subject of formal discipline, even if the manner of its exposition

within the parts may vary, a condition which is most explicitly

Thomas Watson's Twoo notable Sermons, made the thirde and fyfte
Fridaves in Lent last past, before the ueenes higfcnes. concerning
the reall presence of Christes body and bloude in the blessed
Sacramente: also the Masse, which is the sacrifice of the newe
Testament ^London. 155*0. endorsing Drant's reference to his edu-
cation under Cheke (Two Sermons, sig. D2V).

157Two Sermons, sig. B4V.
158

Sermon 6 builds upnn "sundrie significations "of" the word WAY".

159ibid., fol. 101v.
t fin0

pp. 114-19, 156-58.
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demonstrated by Dering when he refuses to acknowledge an hortatory

purpose or structural principles other than those which the text

itself permits.

A closer investigation of the issues which most particularly

cluster about this question of the text and its transformation into

a sermon can be most suitably introduced by askinghow the preachers

of this period understood the phrase, "the word of God". Firstly,

in order to establish a context, useful points of reference can be

taken from Hooper and Latimer. In his first sermon upon Jonah,

Hooper notes that there are two questions with which the devil, who

has "left ih the world no truth nor verity, which by argument and

question he hath not called into doubt", has troubled the minds of

men. The first is, "How and from whence the will of God may be

known?", and Hooper's answer, contrary to the devil's persuasion

that it was to be known by the works of men, refers to Moses who

tells the people to look for it in "the word of God". This is con¬

firmed by St. Paul and St. John: "God, therefore, and his blessed

will, is known unto us, because he hath spoken unto us by his dear

beloved Son, Heb.i, as he spake before time unto the world by his

prophets". It is useful to note also that the reference to John is

not, as one might expect, to John 1.1 but to John 1.18, which speaks

of the Son who has made God known and does not imply the notion of

the logos, that is,the emphasis is on persons, and speech as a function
- 161
of persons.

Latimer expounds Romans 15. ^ by saying that "the foresayde

wordes of Paule are not to bee vnderstood of all Scriptures, but

onely of those which are written in GODS Booke ... The excellency of

this word is so great, & of so high dignity, that there is no earthly

-j £-1
Early Writings. p.Wf.
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thing to be copared vnto it. The Author thereof is great, that is,

God himselfe, eternall, Almighty, euerlasting. The Scripture be-

cause of him, is also great, eternall, most mighty, and holy".

This statement parallels that by Hooper, the only difference being

that it emphasises its written rather than its spoken form. For

each, its authority rests simply in its authorship.

That the spoken word: should exist scripturally is however a

matter of crucial importance. Sandys observes that "There was neuer

no Lawmaker so simple, as to make statutes for perpetuity, & not

to jpgister them in books, or engraue them in tables." Not only does

this apply to the ten commandments, but also to the histories, God

"not leauing these neither to men, to deliuer vnto their children

by word of mouth, but all by writing". Sandys summarises the sig¬

nificance of God's concern to preserve all his laws untouched by

human interference in the words: "Thefoundation of our religion i s

the written word,the Scriptures of God, the vndoubted records of

the holy Ghost. We require no credit to bee giuen to any part or

parcell of our doctrine, further then the same may bee clearely and

manifestly praued by the plaine words of the law of God, which re-

163
maineth in writing to be seene, read, and examined of al men".

The two most important elements of this affirmation are the notions

of endurance and objectivity. The word of God is a "record" which
16^

"reiaaineth", its form and content neither "changed nor altered",

the doctrines of the Prophets equally available to us as they were

to Christ, and Christ's life and teachings no less known to us than

"^^Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 25*".
1 ^Sermons, fols. 2v-3r.
16/f

Jewel, Certaine Sermons, p.225.
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they were to Paul. It is the foundation of the church because it

is unalterable, not "a tale that passeth from man to man, & is told
166

as many waies as there are men to tell it", but the source of un¬

equivocal proof, the standard against which any human determination

may be tested. As Lering says, it "hath been assaulted with tenne

thousand imaginations of men, and yet abideth pure without al in¬

fection of falshood: ... the word of God hath al his credite in it

selfe".167
This internal self-consistency is an immensely important prin¬

ciple, but before discussing it, a comment is needed concerning the

effects on the notion of the logos of this explicit equating of the

word of God with the written word. Hooper simply quotes the two

Johannine texts in a list of Christ's attributes, but he expounds

the text, "In him dwelt the.fulness of the Godhead bodily" (Col. 2.9)

and emphasises that attribute most concisely summarised in the Nicene
168

Creed, which "calleth him Lumen de lumine". The implication of

Sandys' statements quoted above, that Christ occurred at a certain

point in the history recorded by the Scriptures, is expressed by

Jewel in a way which preserves the doctrine, that Christ was in the

beginning with God (John 1. 2) and yet completely affirms his histori¬

city. This has two aspects, the first being the historical record

which contains the foreshadowings of Christ's birth: "hereunto wit¬

nessed al the Patriarchs & Prophets, euen from the first beginning

"^Sandys, Sermons, fol. 3V.
l66Ibid., fols. 3v-kr.

XXVII Lectvres, sig. G2V; cf. John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian
Religion, trans, by John Allen, 6th Amer. ed., rev. (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1935)« I» 6.1-2, who speaks cf the scriptures as
comparable to "the light which presents itself to all eyes" or to
"spectacles" by which we may "read, distinctly", that is, gain "a
clear view of the true God". This section of the Institutes is re¬

ferred to by Paul L. Lehmann, "The Reformers' Use of the Bible",
Theology Tbday 5 (19^6-^7)» 333.

168
A Treatise of Christ and his Office' , in Early Writings, pp. 16-17.
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of the world, vnto the time of the comming of our sauior Iesus Christ.

And therfore, because the whole Scriptures ... spake thus plainly of

Christ, and declared his comming, Christ said! "Scrutamini Ccripturas.

illae enim testimonium perhibent de me: Search you the scriptures.

169
for they do beare witnes of me". "God's word" and "Christ" are

held apart, the one being a witness of the other, but no identity is

suggested. This distinction is confirmed when Jevel defines the pur¬

pose of Jesus' births "to this end liued he here among vs, to this

end preached he, and taught the people Gods holy word, that we by

his example, and the doctrine of his gospell, should liue an vpright
170

and holy life". While it is true that God's purpose in the coming

of Christ was "to reveale himselfe, ... to open & declare his gospell",

"the word" assumes no mystical status but is used only in its literal

signification, that which is spoken or written. Jewel himself classes

as a figure the naming of Christ sus "the word of God" or "the Word
171

made flesh", and uses it as such in his sermon on Rom. 13. 12.

Bering refuses to attempt either explanation or use of the phrase,

saying "of this mysterie I cease to speake; for we cannot knowe it,

our tongues cannot speake it: and these very words which I now vse,

or any man can vse of Gods maiestie, thinke not that their sense &

meaning is according to Gods nature, they are only helpes of our

169
Certaine Sermons, p.2^3.

170Ibid., p.231.
171
Ibid,, p.211. This matter is discussed in A Replie. pp. 315-16,
where Jewel is concerned to establish the status of "factum
est".
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172
weakenesse". He goes on to expound with greater assurance the

texts quoted by Hooper which refer to the revealed form or image

of God, the historical figure of Jesus.

Both the separation of Christ's life and his words (Jewel) and

the sense that a phrase like "the Word of God" pertains to God's

essence rather than Christ's humanity (Dering) are used by Thomas

Watson in his proof of transubstantiation. To a man who wishes to

interpret all Christ's sayings figuratively, he says: "For lette

him considre throughoute al the Scrypture whersoeuer he shall find,

that Christ spake ani thing of him selfe by woordes of our common

speache (for the godhead and the properties of the godheade be in¬

effable, & can not be expressed to our capacitye, but by wordes and

names of worldly and natural thinges here among vs). He shall

alwayes fynd that Christ was a better and more syngulare thyng
173

then the word did properly signifye, that was attribute vnto him ..."

His underlying divergence, his emphasis upon the ineffability rather

than the historicity of Christ, does not conceal the important simi¬

larity in principle, even if it is one of the supports for a totally
17*t

opposed sacramental doctrine and theory of scriptural interpretation.

What is generally agreed here is that the Scriptures are unique

in their authorship and in their significance for human life, but that

172 y
XXYII Lectvres, sig. B1 . 'The principal qualities associated by
Bering with the "word of God" are expressed in words like "liuing",
"light", and "power" (sig. TM"), discovered in the attempt to
"behold the liuely image of Christ" (sig. Z6V). By contrast, he
claims that the Church of Rome describes the Scriptures as "dead
ynke, a thing without life, a dumbe judge, a nose of wax, a blacke
Gospell. ynken diuinity" (sig. AaS^).

173 v
Twoo notable Sermons, sigs. D2

'^See below,pp.336-^1.
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they use the same materials (words) and serve the same purpose (r

written record) as any other history of human origin. Jewel makes

this connexion explicit when in order to support his contention

that God's ministers have always been persecuted, says, "Whoso

list to peruse either the whole course of the Scriptures, or other
175

stories and records of antiquity, shall find ..." The Bible is

also the history of unique, unrepeated moments in time, but it is

notable that the more social-historical aspect, in which the will

of God is revealed through human history rather than by means of

special acts, becomes increasingly the centre of expository interest.

Criteria of biblical interpretation are seriously affected by this

development, one of its most interesting consequences being the

acceptance that empirical or historical actuality is normative for

interpretation. Latimer gives direct expression to this criterion

in his second sermon before Edward VI. He wishes to deal with a

portion of text left over fromhis first sermon, the place being,

"And when the King is set in the seate of his Kingdome, hee shall

write him out a Booke. and take a Coppy of the Priestes. or Leuites."

(Deut. 17. 18), and to "furnish it with an History or two", taken

from 5 Kings 1 and from the reign of Henry VI. Each is used

factually to illustrate and underline observations already made in

his previous sermon about aspects of England under Edward VI, but

of more particular interest is his way of referring to his sources,

notably the scriptural because it is more fully developed. His

introduction runs: "I would shew you an history which is written

in the third of the Kings". He dramatises his narration: "Well,

what happened to King Dauid in childhood, by the child of the deuill?

^^Certain Sermons, p.202} of. Jewel, 11. 188-214.
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Ye shall heare." Points of instruction also continue the narrative:

"But see how God ordred the matter", and "Now giueth Dauid an ex¬

hortation to Salomon, and teacheth him the dutie of a king, and

giueth him a lesson, as it followeth at large in the booke, as he
176

that list to reade it, may see ± there at full." The other vari¬

ation which may be noted concerns his introduction to the second

history: "I tolde you in my last Sermon of Ministers, of the Kings

people, and had occasion to shew you, how few Noble men were good

Preachers, and I left out an History then, which I will now tell
177

you." What is immediately apparent is an indifferency in the

use of the terms "shew", "tell", "heare", "reade" and "see", and

this in two ways. Firstly, the object may be either the written word,

Or the event recorded by that word; and secondly, the subject may

be either the preacher or the reader/auditor. One implication is

that there is a transparency in the words, in that to see them on

the page is to see the historical event in its full temporal and

spatial dimensions; another is that the word is an invariant and
178

it presents the same appearance to all eyes; and a third is

that the only additions the preacher makes are instructive notes

directly related to the event. Otherwise the material represented
179

"as the booke saith" is dominant and emphatically factual. Each

^^Fruitfull Sermons, fols. 33r-35r. A little further on Latimer notes
that the king would not have to make his own copy; David "speaketh
of writing, because printing was not vsed at that time." The im¬
portance of the book, rather tHin its means of production, is em¬
phasised by a marginal note: "Note of what force education is."
(sig. E3V, fcl. 35r).

177Ibid., fpl.36r.
<inO

cf. Sandys' statement quoted above, p. 73.

17^Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 35r.
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of these observations is confirmed by the narrative tense which

largely respects the event as past and finished, but also reflects

the direct speech elements of its report in the Bible and the manner

of its retelling during the performance of the sermon. What this

means is that no information is being presented which requires any

unusual mode of reception or interpretation, but the norma}, outward

senses are appealed to and used in the normal way. This, as it will

be shown, has important implications for the choice of exemplary

material and the use of allegory; also, while such a procedure

does not conform with Watson's requirements, it does correspond

with the interpretative principles defined as fundamental to English
180

Protestantism in the sacramental debates.

Another example which will help confirm these points can be

found in the sermon by Jewel on Luke 10. 23-^, already quoted in

this section. He is speaking of Christ's nativity and says,

we neuer saw Christ in the flesh, we neuer beheld
his body, we were neuer conuersant with him on the
earth. But Christ hath told vs by f. Thomas:
Beati qui non vident & credunt; blessed are they
that beleeue and haue not seen: blessed are they
that see not, and yet beleeue. These things be for
our great comfort. For although we neuer saw Christ
with our eies, though he was neuer conuersant with
vs, as he was with his Apostles, yet have we through
him the same saluation that the Apostles had, wee haue

xSo
Lee below, pp. 33^-^3. The record of the disputation with
Latimer after his imprisonment by the Marian romanists reveals
many points of transition, and in particular the difficulty of
maintaining either the protestant or romanist distinctions be¬
tween material and spiritual states. See "The Disputation had
at Oxford, the l8th day of April, 155^, between Mr Hugh Latimer,
answerer, and Mr Smith and others, opposers." in The Works of
Hugh Latimer, ed. for the Parker Society by Eev. Geage Elwes
Corrie (Cambridge: C.U.P., 18^4—^5), II, . 265-75. Dickens
raises this question in the form, "To what degree was the diffi¬
cult doctrine of transubstantiation misunderstood by men untrained
in scholastic philosophy?" (English Reformation, p.12).
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him our redeemer and Sauior as they had him.

Now let vs compare this saying of Christ vnto
our selues and our time: let vs see whether this
that Christ then spake to his disciples, may not be
spoken of vs, and our time. For thus ought we to
reade Gods word . ..-"fr-

The distinction between Christ and the word is very clearly drawn

here, Christ being strictly associated with a particular point in

the past, the word only being present. Hence by a strict test

it is not possible to claim knowledge of him, because the prime

condition, that he should be seen "with our eies" like any other
lg2

object, cannot be fulfilled. As Drant says: "l^y sense can

not shewe it, and therefore I beleue it: for if I see it, belief

is in vaine: for where sence faileth, and can go no further, there
183

beliefe beginneth." This is of course to view the problem of

making a claim to know about spiritual questions from the human side

alone, and does not take into account the principle that the help

of the spirit is necessary before even belief is possible. Hew-

ever, it is important that the criteria should be unequivocally

those of the natural senses, sight, or its surrogate, hearing.

When Jewel invites his audience to test whether Christ's saying may

not equally apply "vnto our time", he does not use "see" to mean

"understand" but presents his hearers with a catalogue of notable

practices out of their immediate ecclesiastical past: "looke what
184

they said, the same haue wee seen fulfilled."

Certaine Sermons, p.246.

182Jewel. 11.150-55} cf. Bedel. 11.209-12.

^"8^Two Sermons, sig. F4v; cf. Latimer's statement that "There be
two maners of seeing God: as long as we be here, we must see him
by faith, in beleeuing in him: yonder we shal see him face to
face how he is, therfore beleeue here & see there. And so it

lhgil,,8S?>Et§dG§l^!ne the
(Fruitfull Sermons, fols. 19lv- 192r).

184
Certaine Sermons, p.246.
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It is worth noting here that Jewel much more precisely than

Latimer distinguishes between events in the past (common records)

and events in the present (common experience). It has already been

pointed out that the majority of Jewel's sermons are divided by

this means and the specimen sermon is a good example. The first

part is a demonstration at large of the first sentence, by reference

either to what God promised or what he did as it is recorded in

scripture. Each quotation has full historical value, and no other

dimension of meaning is invoked, Jewel's only addition (as with

Latimer) being to rephrase the quotation for emphasis or to general-
185

ise into a sentence. When he concludes this part with the phrase
186

"Thus you see", "see" does not refer to an actual event as it

w>uld in its proper usage, but equally its metaphoric value is very

low, being a near equivalent to "read" in that all that Jewel has

done is to present "places" of scripture, to repeat what God does
"1 $*7

"often times". The second part continues this direct relation¬

ship between word and event, either with Jeremiah who "saw" and
l88

"cried out", or "Lauid in his time" and the "iust man ... now".

t>avid "considered" and "cried out", but it is important to note

that what he says is in no way an abstraction, as it retains the

full particularity of what he saw "in his time". Equally, "con¬

sider" is used in the context of "I doe not here repeat to your

189
memories our particular offences" and "remember", which suggests

l85ll.52-53.
l86l.?5.
l87e.g. 11.73, 78.
"1 PtPi
°°11.259-60, 263.

l89ll.247-48.
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that "consider" means "to hold an image, a particularity, in the

mind", rather than "to exercise judgement".

A large problem of interpretation is encountered at this point,

one which involves discriminations not readily or clearly made by

the preachers themselves and yet bearing intimately on their function

in one of its most important areas, that of education. The question

simply is, what type of mental event is suggested, presupposed or

encouraged by the word •consider', and does it represent an extension

of interest beyond that of the declamatory "learn"? Other usages by

Jewel are, "Thihke of this in your hearts: consider with your

selues", and, "forasmuch as we haue heere seen and considered the
190

state of Gods Church ...", but there are many contexts in which

it appears. It is much too detailed and complex an area to attempt

a full discussion here, but it may be suggested that "consider" is

a discriminant in the area of teaching theory, in that infrequency

of use accompanies instruction by unqualified affirmation, with the

preacher expecting his audience to learn by memorisation only what

he says, whereas a higher frequency indicates that the preacher

seeks a reflective response and thus gives some value to individual

mental activity. One definition of a hierarchy of values is given

by La Primaudaye when he says "vnder this facultie of vnderstanding,

there is simple and particular intelligence, after which Consideration

followeth, next Recordation, then Conferring, and discoursing after
191

that, next judgement, and last of al Contemub.tion ..." He himself

admits that all this is "excellent and wonderfull, and somewhat obscure

"^Certaine Sermons, pp. l8l, 229.
191

Pierre de la Primaudaye, The French Academie. Fvlly discoursed
and finished in foure Bookes (London. 1618). p.^25.
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withall", but it is important to note how early in the thinking pro¬

cess consideration comes, and as he describes it, how obviously simi¬

lar it is to what the preacher does whenever he "rehearses" a matter.

Latimer is perhaps describing this mental process when, in his Con¬

vocation sermon, he advises his clerical hearers in strong words to

"sticke not you to such your imaginations. For if ye inwardly hehold

these wordes, if ye diligently role them in your mindes, and after

explicate and open them ... Ye shall perceiue very plaine, that God

setteth before our eyes in this similitude, what we ought most to
192

flee, and what we ought soonest to follow." At the least, the

appearance of the word "consider" suggests a certain pressure upon

the auditor towards personal mental activity, although at a level

lower than that of judgement, a point which may be reinforced by

Sandys' exposition of the phrase, "To doe iudgement", that is, "doing
193

all tilings with reason and ripe consideration."

A return to the question of the scriptures may be made through

bering, because his procedure offers a notable variation upon the

general consideration of "the word" as recorded event. The section

concerned (11. 518-621) begins with a general problem in scriptural

interpretation. If Dering teaches a doctrine contrary to that taught

by the Pope, how can he be sure he is right, and since Dering has no

doubt of that, "How is it then that the Pope seeth not this?" It

is on this question, and more particularly on the word "see", that

the whole of his discussion is built, as his expansion of the matter

at line 556 shows. We are thrust into a questioning which approaches

^Fruitful! Sermons, fol. 5V; cf. Andrewe$,p. 187 below.

"^Sermons, fol. 96r~V.



the problem at all its levels, from that of the outward visible

event and its agents, to the mind of the man who acts in an in¬

comprehensible manner. The event, like the rest of "the truth of

GOD that is so plain in the Scriptures", is very specific and Dering

uses all its elements, stressing that each plague was an act of Moses

and Aaron, so putting the question fairly. This is what Pharaoh could

see, so why then did he not know that God was the cause? Dering

provides no positive answer, but he insists that it is a problem of

the understanding, and rejects as "vntollerable blindness" the use of

any criterion based upnn "mans eye-sight" as a means of reasoning

against what Scripture says. This does not mean that he denies sight

as a means to knowledge, because even those "that reade and knowe

the Scriptures" do not necessarily see the truth. There is a two-

fbld difficulty in his way to an answer: "I knowe not his eyesight"

indicates Dering's incapacity to know what is the inner state of

mind of another person, and "his eyes are very sicke" describes very

accurately his sense that the trouble must lie in the major organ of

knowledge, but without penetrating beyond metaphor (the outward

sense) in his analysis. Also, even with his concern to approach the

understanding, Dering sticks very firmly in particulars. When he

turns to speak of self-knowledge, he refers to those things which we

ought to know, not by abstract doctrines but as we "see it that reade

the scriptures", in terms of how our life and God's character and

actions typically appear. "Seeing" confirms that our situation is

like that of Pharaoh: there is an objective and manifest state of

affairs ("Scripture is the Scripture") but we like Pharaoh cannot

interpret it. As Hooper says in a way which emphasises the in¬

variant status of the word, "The Scripture saith in the letter, that

God would all men to be saved; yet we see such as follow not the
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194

Spirit offered be damned".

The word of God (the Scriptures) thus primarily signifies an

event, and the words spoken by actors in that event. Latimer, when

discussing the problems of explaining aspects of the resurrection of

Jairus' daughter, denies the doctrine of purgatory on the sole basis
195

that "the Scripture tells me not where £Rer soulj was". Even the

kingdom of heaven, which, unlike purgatory, is named in Scripture, can¬

not be an object of knowledge, as Lering finds no assistance from any

of the sensible means, or scripture itself: "Wee know not what the

kingdome of heauen is, neither can wee knowe; for our eye cannot

see it, our eare can not heare it, our heart cannot comprehend it,
196

neither hath the spirit of God reuealed it vnto vs". Our resources

for knowledge are emphatically concentrated in history, and dependent

upon the means God chooses to reveal himself, these having changed

through time: "Before, God spake many wayes ... but now he hath

spoken one way, euen by Christ made our brother, with the voyce of a

man, in the middest of the congregation, plain and euident in all mens

197
hearing and all variety shall cease for euermore."

^"Expositions upon Psalms XXIII, LXII, LXXIII, and LXXVII" in Later
Writings of Bishop Hooper, ed. for the Parker Society by the fiev.
Charles Nevinson (Cambridge: C.U.P., 1852), p.325.

"""•^Fruitful! Sermons, fol. 222r.

"""^XXVII Lectvres. sig. P5V; cf. Latimer's statement that "The King-
dome of Heauen is taken sometime for the office of preaching."
(Fruitfull Sermons, fol. l87v). For Latimer this remains a scriptural
"fact", but Dering attempts to translate it into psychological terms:
"Nov; in this body of sinne, this happiness is tasted of, when we
feele the spirit of adoption to crye vnto our spirit, Abba. Father.
When the mercies of Tissue Christ doe so compasse the inner man,
that wee see and feele the kingdome of heauen pictured in our con¬
sciences." (A Sermon ... in the Tower, sig. N3*"). Lee above, pp.
65-6.

La; 11 Lectvres. sig. A*fv; cf. pp. 76-79 above, and the characteristics
of the prophetic mode.
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It is upon this episteraological base that much preaching and

teaching of scripture in this period is built. One consequence is

the delineation or discussion of context or circumstances as a pre¬

paratory opening of the text. As Latimer puts it, "For the vnder-

standing of this text, it shall be very needfull to consider the cir¬

cumstance going before: whichthing duely considered, giueth a great
198

light to all places of the Scripture", a method strongly con¬

trasted to that mentioned in his admission, "I told you of racking

Scriptures. And I haue beene one of them my selfe, that hath racked

it." The Bible is to be interpreted from within itself, and only

on its terms.

A practical example of Latimer's interpretative discretion can

be found in his exposition of a parable "very darke & hard to be

vnderstoode", recorded in Matt. 20.1 et seq., in which he rejects

an allegorical interpretation on the grounds that "it is not requisite

in a parable to expound euery word of the same: .;. it is enough for
200

vs when wee haue the meaning of the principall scope ... " This

confidence is based upon his definition of a parable, which runs:

"Parabola, est rerum dissimilium comparatio. that is to say, A Parable

is a comparison of two things that are vnlike outwardly, but in ef-

POT
feet they signifie but one thing." In this case (Matt 13.24 et

seq ) the two "things" are the sower and the word of God, and the

point of comparison is a similarity of unseen effect, the germination

^^Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 88r.

"^Ibid., sig. B8r.
200Ibid., fols. 322v-323r.
201Ibid., fol. 3l8r.
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of the seed in the earth, and the establishment of the word in our

202
hearts. The comparison, in other words, is between actuals, and

is not only a verbal transaction.

Discussion of the use of allegory is relevant here because

while in its traditional form it has no respect for this historical

and nominalist bias, it is still used by reformed preachers. A com¬

parison which clearly illustrates two ways by which allegory is ren¬

dered acceptable under the new theory can be made between Jewel and

Sandys in their sermons on Joshua 6. 1-3 and Luke 21. 23 et seq.

respectively. Both egress their concern for the state of the church

by quoting the same text in which God asks, "What might I doe for my
pA7

Vine, which I haue not done?" (Isa. Jewel uses it to con¬

clude his prefatory remarks which deal with the variety of ways God
20k

"spake and opened himselfe to our Fathers", whereas Sandys de¬

velops from it the backgr und to Christ's prophecy of the destruction

of Jerusalem. For both, the text is the central point of attention,

although Sandys expounds the meaning of the events described by it

as events, while Jewel structures his exposition according to

schematic values extrinsic to the text itself. The only parallel

usage among his sermons is the preface tothat on Romans 6.19 et seq.

in which he establishes a point of references "For the better under¬

standing of these words ... we must consider that there be two Princes

of contrary dispositions and natures, which haue therule and

gouernance of this world; that is to wit, God, and the Liuel; and

202
See below,pp,539-40, concerning the analogical use of organic
processes.

203 v
^Sandys, Sermons, fol. 133 i Jewel, Certaine Sermons, p.157.

Ibid.



and that neuer was there man, sithence the first foundation of the

world, but was in subiection and vnder obedience either of the one, or

205
of the other." It is upon this same universal principle of the

opposition of good and evil, light and darkness, that he builds in

interpreting the destruction of Jericho, and it is this which seems

to invoke the use of allegory, since his next sermon, on another Old

Testament text (Haggai 1. 2-4) is not developed in the same way.

Jewel's definition of allegory as a special form of communication from

God to man, is as follows: "Sometimes he expressed his holy will,

not in words, or visions ... but only by some mysticall or secret

Allegorie, by some deed which the people saw done before their
206

eies." Now, the other examples he gives of the rock, the manna,

and the brazen serpent, have their status as foreshadowings of Christ

defined in various texts of the New Testament, but Jericho is only

referred to once, and simply as one of the many examples of faith.

Further, when it is considered that Joshua himself received a vision,

which is recorded at the end of Joshua 5 and not mentioned by Jewel

in his summary narrative of the event, it appears that his other de¬

finition of allegory, "that is to say, certaine resemblances and sig¬

nifications of secret matters",describes more satisfactorily why

this mode of interpretation does not deal properly with the full re¬

corded event. It is the "secret matters", rather than that the people

of Israel were themselves led to understand anything of the Church,

which animates this interpretation of the text. Something of this

discrepancy is perhaps admitted in the injunction, "let no man thinke

205Ibid., p.231.

206Ibid., p.157.
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these things /rock, manna, serpent and sacrificial lamb^ are im¬

pertinent or from the purpose: They are incident vnto the matter,
207

and grow necessarily of the things we haue to speake of." Hence

the whole sermon concerns the constant opposition through history

of tie spiritual communities, Jericho and Jerusalem, the former being

characterised as "a spirituall power of darknesse, that resteth only

in flesh, and in worldly promises, that withstandeth Gods people,

and exalteth it selfe against God. For euen in this life, as there
?o8

is a Ierusalem. so is there a Hiericho". Each quality of Jericho

is delineated in terms of some specific event or statement in either

Biblical, ecclesiastical or secular history. Even in his discussion

of the "good remedies", Jewel does not refer his points solely to

the English experience. Guch particularity of reference is the

substance of his other sermons, including that on the text from

Haggai.

Sandys defines the principle underlying his use of allegory at

a transitional point after his exposition of part of the text. He

says, "The word being literally thus vnderstood, may be morally

applied, not without great fruite, vnto the vnderstanding and wise

hearer, which can discerne betweene interpretation of Scripture

and application thereof. ... For the vse of scripture may be very

wel shewed, not onely by such collections as doe probably gather,

or necessarily conclude one thing out of another, but also by those

allegoricall comparisons which shew how in one thing another is

207
Ibid., p.158. The scriptural references are as follows: the rock
and the manna, 1 Cor. 10.3-4} the brazen serpent, John 3.1^5
Jericho, Heb. 11.29.

208t, . , nIbid., p.359.
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209
shadowed, and a spirituall thing resembled in a corporall". The

contrast is between two distinct methods of scriptural interpretation,

the one called interpretation and the other application, the latter in

Sandys' practice indistinguishable from the traditional method. The

important change is that the older method is granted no authority in

the question of the proper meaning of a text. Chrysostom is quoted

for his interpretation, which has a literal and an anagogical aspect,

referring the whole text firstly to the destruction of Jerusalem,

and then to the second coming, but is followed by the other view (to

Sandys, the more acceptable), that there are two events spoken of in

the text, and accordingly two groups of signs with separate, not

dual, reference. He anticipates his own distinction in describing

Chrysostom as thinking that the signs "may be applyed to the end of
210

the world", although the object of the application is of course

different, not ourselves but a criticaJ. unknown in sacred history.

What application through allegory does do is to give the

preacher unlimited scope for teaching its "profitable use", in the

course of which its mechanics are made very obvious. As Sandys says

in concluding the paragraph defining the difference between literal

and allegorical interpretations, "for example,if heere we referre the

Sunne to Christ, that Sonne of righteousnesse, the Moone to the Church,
211

and the starres to the Pastors and Doctors of the Church", and

later during his application, "The same wordes might giue me occasion

to touch sundry other kinds, both of persons and things: I might

2Q^Sermons, Big. X8V.
210Ibid., fol. 156v.
211Ibid., sig. X8V.
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212
shew ..." Unlike Jewel, who agrees with Sandys in his de¬

finition of allegory by distinguishing "the plaine story" and "the
213

matter which therin lieth couered", but who finds substantiating

examples from "story" which themselves could be shown to "dover" this

universal conflict if the order were reversed and the allegory pro¬

fane, Sandys' application of the allegorical mode is in fact more

verbal than proper. It is very important for Jewel that what he

shows to underlie events should be seen to be properly there, as he

intends to make plain something of God's consistent purposes other¬

wise hidden in the history of his Church. In this respect, his

nomination of the forces of darkness as the "spirituall Hiericho"

is a metonymy valuable as a short hand means of referring back to

the text and its status as allegory. However, since Sandys has

shown little interest in finding examples of the signs in eclipses

and earthquakes and other contemporary phenomena as Latimer in a

21k
sermon on the same text and Cooper do, to apply these signs he

is forced to find another mode of representation. This problem is

further aggravated by his accepting in the paragraph preceding this

section, that such words are commonly used by the Prophets "when they
215

foreshew great plagues", thus making it a verbal matter. In

fact, his procedure depends upon verbal transactions in that he

converts a thing, the sun, into another thing, Christ, and builds lis

212lbid., fol. I62r.
213

Certaine Cermons, p.159. Further confirmation of this difference
can be given by quoting two other contexts in which Jewel uses
"allegory". In this sermon, he says of the manna and water that
"it was an allegory, as all other Cacraments be" (p.158), and in
The Keplie he distinguishes between "the Grammaticall or plaine
vnderstanding of the Scriptures, that riseth of the letter'1, and
"the ...llegorie, or profound sense, whereunto the vnlearned cannot
well attaine." (p.156).

2.1k
For Cooper, see above, pp. 3^-35 ; for Latimer, see below, p. 93.

21^Sermons, Big. X8r.
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application of the text upon the result of the transference, a pro-

cedure similar at one level to parable in Latimer's definition.

He seeks no textual support for his attribution, although biblical

passages with the same metaphors, and other figurative phrases, are

subsequently used to confirm his doservations about the Contemporary

state of the Church and individual behaviour. His actual method,

then, is more properly shown in his use of "resembleth" and "compare"

to describe the relationship between the textual event and his con¬

struction, and the phrase "allegorical comparison", which implies that

he is using a certain type of comparison, what we might call a

"spiritual comparison", in that the matter discussed concerns the
217

spiritual state of the Church and the times generally. The full

force of "covered", which insists that there is a real revelation

of the spiritual through the corporal, the form of the one being de¬

lineated through the figure of the oiher, is diminished to Sandys'

conclusion: "What shall I say? Surely all things doe shew, that the

end of all things is at hand."218 It is not precisely the allegorical

sense of scripture as that was taken to convey certain knowledge about

the Church, but rather the allegory of rhetoric which is defined simply
219

as an extended metaphor, a verbal potential of manifold uses.

2l8bee above, p. 86.

"^-■ermans. sig. X8r.

2l8Ibid., fol. l62r.
219'

When oandys interprets the parable of the sower, he has the
authority of Christ's own application. Nevertheless, he uses
"shadowed", "resembled", and "compared" as equal terms to describe
the relationship between the parable and its signification, notably
diminishing the philosophical implications of "shadowed" (fols.
132r-133v). Of Matt. 8.23-4 Sandys says, "This short history doth
by way of a type or figure set forth the state of the church ..."
Because he offers no scriptural authority, he offers a defence in¬
stead: "It is not my peculiar conceit: but Tertullian and Chrysostome
do note that this ship representeth the church of Christ ... troubed
in this present world" (fol. l63r~v).
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220
"We may make allegoryes enough of euery place in Scripture",

says Latimer in rejecting an argument by Cardinal Pole for the supre¬

macy of the Pope based on an allegorical interpretation of the story
221

in Luke ("he racks it, and violates it" ) of Christ's preaching from

Simon's boat (Luke 5.1-H). Respecting this principle in his sermon

on the text prophesying the second coming, he claims no knowledge of

its time and no wish to expound the signs, but instead concentrates

his attention on history and ttedatriour, insisting upon the imminence

of the day and contemporary experience of the signs and offering com¬

fort to the godly: "I will bether spend the time in exhorting you to
222

make readie against that day". Exhortation is the principal aim

of Sandys' use of allegory, for he, like Latimer, rejects its use for

interpretation of the text, and it plays an incidental part in the

larger form of the sermon, which parallels that typically used by

Jewel.

Two other potentials of scriptural interpretation which focus

attention upon the verbal rather than the referential aspects of

words, are the exposition of individual words separated from their

context, and of textual figures. In this period, there is almost no

evidence of interpretation leading to instruction which is based upon

individual words of the text. In the preface to his Shrouds sermon,

Lever explains that the word Anima ("the soule ... the chief parte of
223man") is a metonymy for the whole man, just as "bodye" is in English.

No specific connection is made, however, with any larger argument

about matters of conscience, although these are discussed later in

220Eruitfull Sermons, fol. ?2V.

221Ibid., fol. 69r"vj cf. Lerii&t XXVII L©c t»vr©s | As.6 •

222Truitfttll Sermons, fol. 2¥tr.
XT

"Three ... Sermos. sigs. A6 -A? •
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the sermon and he deals with the Anabaptist teachings about common

ownership immediately afterwards. Less incidental occasions are

found in Latimer's sermon on the text for the first Sunday after

Epiphany, when he builds a lengthy discussion of salvation upon the
ppk

meaning in English of the Hebrew name "Jesus", and in the preface

to* a Grimsthorpe sermon, where he briefly compares English, Latin,
225

and Greek translations of the text for an instructive purpose.

It is only by a preacher like Drant that such an approach is used

with any frequency, in a way which marks his performance, for all

its aggressive Protestantism, as distinct from the general practice

amongst both protestant and romanist preachers who have been in¬

fluenced by humanist critical and procedural principles,

A much larger question is posed by the existence of textual

figures, because the demand for something more than a strictly literal

interpretation is made by the text itself. There are several points

not discussed in the earlier discussion of allegory which it is use¬

ful to raise here.

Jewel proposes the basic principle as it derives from the prob¬

lem of knowing and representing God when he cautions against anthro¬

pomorphic conceptions and sharply distinguishes the creatures from
227

God's attributes. However, in a less absolute contrast the diffi¬

culties of interpretation are not so readily solved, a very good

example being his exposition of the text, "But put you on the Lord

Jesus Christ," (Rom. 13.1*0. He begins by affirming our corrupt nature,

22ZfFruitfull Sermons, fols. 297r-299r.

225Ibid., fol. 266r.

226Two Sermons, sigs. D8r-E2V, H3V-H6V, I2r-I3V.
227Jewel. 11.92-96.
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our "nakednesse", and then having quoted the text says, "Let him couer

vs with his bodie, and with his blood, as with a garment: his blood

hath clensed vs from all our sinnes." This is followed by references

from Jerome and Basil on the subject of good deeds which Jewel inter¬

prets as "apparell" in line with earlier quotations from Job and

Isaiah, and then he says, "Let vs therefore put on vs Iesus Christ.

Let vs couer vs vnder his apparell, as Iacob couered himselfe vnder

the coat of his Brother Esau, and so let vs present our selues before

our heauenly father. The phrase of putting on is vsuall: whereby he

meaneth, we must be wholly clad, and possessed with Christ." This

leads to a further collection of quotations "in like phrase'', as with

the earlier references having as their common point some figurative

use of "clothing" or its cognate forms serving to confirm his claim

that this usage is usual rather than to expound its meaning, and is

concluded by a paraphrase from Chrysostora:

It passeth all sense of nature, it passeth the
iudgement of flesh and blood.

Heere remember, these words may not be taken, as
if Christ were a materiall and earthly coat, made of
cloth to couer our bodies: they are spirituall words,
and haue a spirituall vnderstanding.22o

What is evident here is that Jewel is not capable of breaking down the

figure into a literal form, and he rather surprisingly uses a comparison

with Jacob which would tend to confirm understanding of it in the very

materialistic terms he then speaks strongly against. "Possessed with

Ch rist" suggests a way out of the figure, but he instead rests in the

inability to give these words any alternative, even paraphrastic, form.

This is exceptionally important precisely because the text is an in¬

struction to men to do something, and it is this action which Jewel

22^Certain Sermons, pp. 215-16.



does not explain or define.

The same issue arises when Dering expounds the words, "For we

are made partakers of Christ ..." (Ileb. 3,1*0, a text which he refers

back to the fourteenth lecture in which the words, "Christ ... whose

house we are", are discussed. Dering uses a series of figures, "members
\

of Iesu Christ", "grafted into him", "members of his bodie", Which have

a complex reference because he tes previously shown that we, and not

the church, are the house of Christ. He seems tofollow Jewel by

expounding these phrases by another comparison, "Euen as the vine

branch, can haue no life nor bring foorth any fruit®, except it abide

in the bodie of the vine; no more haue we either life or righteousnes,

except we be, and abide in Christ. This is the mystical vniting, and

spiritual! ioyning wee haue with Christ ..." He goes on however to

encourage his hearers to "haue therefore a wise and vnderstanding

faith, know how you are made one with Iesu Christ ..." and proceeds to

sake this possible by saying, "this beginning of our Substance, is

faith by the preaching of the Gospell, by which wee bee now spirituallie

vnited vnto Christ: this faith by hearing the voyce of Christ through

which wee are one with his, by the same word wee must nourish it,

and keepe it stedfast vnto the ende: this is the same thing which

Paule teacheth to the Colossians; that Christ hath reconciled vs in

his bodie, if wee abide in faith grounded and settled, and be not

mooved from the hope of the Gospel, which we haue heard preached vnto
229

vs."

What is evident here is that to break the figures down into

plain terms, Dering is forced to emphasise more completely than any

other preacher so far discussed, the fundamental importance of language

^XXVTI Lectvres. aigs. P8v-Q2r.
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as the only "visible form" of spiritual events.2^0 It is not simply

a sign, but the only adequate means by which knowledge of spiritual

things is mediated to men. His insistence on plain terms is in con¬

formity with his definition of "spirit",2^1 in that they are the

material representation of spiritual (or mental) operations, lacking

the potentially deceptive (because materialistic) and imprecise

character of figures and as proper to move the mind as figures are

to move the affections.

Language provides the bridge between natural and spiritual mean¬

ings, but without the implication that spiritual meanings can only be

represented metaphorically. Figures are broken down into plain terms

upon the assumption that knowledge of actualities which are not exter¬

nally perceptible entities is capable of a literal rather than a meta¬

phorical formulation. Thus, we know that we abide with Christ when we

experience ("feel") hope, a phenomenon which is in itself capable of

definition (that is, an object of knowledge), although neither materiate

in composition nor an entity in the normal sense. In this context,

language itself comes to be thought of more as an instrument of communi¬

cation than of reference (or science), according significance to per¬

sonal as well as objective states of affairs. Such an understanding does

not involve a divergence from general doctrines concerning the nature
233

of Scripture, ^ but it does impel an extension of those principles in

230
Latimer makes the point generally in his statement quoted above,
pp. 72-3.

>

2^1See above, p.33.
232

See below, pp.^68-71, on the subject of conviction.
233

For a summary statement of these see Jewel, A Treatise of the Holie
Scriptvres. pp. 28-30.
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the direction of a '•natural" rather than "Mystical", a "discursive"

rather than "revelatory", Mode of knowing.

It Bright be objected that this cospariaon of passages from Jewel

and Bering is Misleading, in that while Bering speaks of thera as

"serraons", the lectures are nevertheless more strictly expository than

the specimen eernon. It aay be justified in two ways: firstly, by a

comparison of the Coring piece with a passage of eirailar length on the

Church in Jewel's exposition of 1. These. 1.2-5 in which he simply

declares a Mixture of Scriptural texts and figures liiking Christ,
2"3«5

the word, the company of the faithful, and the Holy Ghost; and

secondly, by observing that, in the divisiaa of the text in the speci¬

men sermon, Bering replaces its particular and figurative detail by

generalised statements ("reasons" or "arguMente").2*^
One further example, which has interesting implications in this

context, is an exposition by Sandys of the words, "Cleanse your hands,

yee sinners, and purge your hearts yee double minded" (James ^.8).2*^
The sentence order represents the order of repentance, and hence the

text itself is a figure which ia not so Much explained as paralleled

by other figures like, "If the fountain® and spiring bee not pure and
238

sweet, the risers that issue fro® it, oust needes be unsauory".

However, Sandys notes that "the hand hath sundry significations in the

Scriptures. Sometime it is taken for counsel1 Again,"the

word Hand is also taken for cruelty mid oppression, because the band

2^XXVII Lectvree. sigs. A^v-A5r, a6t,
235
•'•'Jewel, Ai| Exposition vpon ... Theasaloaians. p.53.
23611„ 18-^2.

ergons, fol. 53*.

23SIbid., fol. 57v,
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is the instrument to work these things", and because the hand

wo liceth most of all the members of the body, in the necessary

actions of mans life: therfore al pollutions in our outward deedes
239

are contained in the name of vncleane hands". Each of these sig¬

nifications is supported by the quotation of texts or histories in

which the word "hand" appears, and this section is concluded in the

words "It were infinit to goe through all particulars. We defile our

hands, whensoeuer our actions are corrupted, infected, and polluted

with sinne; ... These foule hands our Apostle biddeth vs wash,
240

Mundate manus vestras 0 peccatores." What is most notable here

and in the section following which deals with the purging of the

heart (its infections are pride, banqueting and drunkenness, chamber¬

ing and wantonness, emulation and contention, which we cannot purge

ourselves but can only give evidence of intent: "our hearts must be
2^1 n

resolued into tears, and our hands washt in the water of our eyes" )

is the way in which the figure is not so much expounded as maintained

as the vehicle of instruction and representation of what is properly

inner behaviour and states of mind. The principle is shown in a para¬

phrase of Isaiah 3. 16, which is suitably emphatic: "A lofty counten¬

ance, a stretched out necke, and a wandring eye, are the pictures of

an hawty and wanton minde". and which has close affinities to the
242

working of the Pope's emblem mentioned earlier in the sermon.

These comments are intended to help substantiate a formal problem

which is indicated in Sandys' treatment of figures. Firstly, his

259Ibid., fols. 57V-58r.
240T1_ . , _ t c0r-vIbid., fol. 58

2fflIbid., fol. 60r.
2^2Ibid., fols. 38V-39r (my underlining).
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exposition is based largely upon particulars and any generalisations

(for example, "The hand is but the servant, to execute that which the
2^3

heart hath devised" ) are simply summations of particulars which pre¬

serve intact our orientation towards things and their visible relation¬

ships, that is, there is no tendency to abstraction. Thus Sandys does

not, when he gives some significations of "hand", distinguish strictly

between hand as thing and "hand" as word; in fact, he is concerned pri¬

marily with the word as a window through which a physical object is

immediately and clearly perceived, and a class of events like oppression

or pollutions is understood to be represented by a word or a name in

the precise way that an unclean hand "pictures" the essential elements of

any corrupt action. The notion that language designates entities is

accepted as completely as outward actions are used to represent inner

states: indeed, as Sandys' constant use of figures when referring to

spiritual or psychological events shows, the means to knowledge are

things, and the form of knowledge is the sentence or proverb. When

discussing qualities, unavoidable because of his insistence that it is

the quality of an event which is significant, he habitually turns to

figurative expressions.

while Bering will maintain the same primary relationships be¬

tween words and things when he has to expound a textual figure, he does

not only follow common usage but presses his exposition always towards

definition, as in his treatment of the word "scepter" which has its

ordinary significations mentioned and then its precise contextual use

22f3Ibid., fol. 55V.
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defined: "The scepter is the word of his mouth, that is, the preach-

ing of the Gospell". In another case, the spiritual sense of the

word "rest" is nothing other than "a ceasing from our own works, to do

the works of GOD, and after this, to dwell in the peace and rest of his

glorie for euer •••", that is, an inward spiritual state in which "we

should liue". The means by which this condition of life may be

achieved are fully set out in this section in a discussion of how we

should "keepe holy his Sabboths", the key being to "teach all our

senses, ... so that in the creatures of God, we can see his glory ...
2b5

expresse his image in all our conversation". It is worth noting

that when Dering defines "our likenesse with Christ", he does not seek

a figure by which to express this state, but retains only the word for
2k6

a quality, "holinesse". His previous analysis has distinguished

between the "worke" and the "vertue incident", and it is the latter,

"the qualitie with which they are indued", which most accurately de¬

fines this spiritual likeness. This attempt to find a way of conceiv¬

ing and representing non-material states or conditions which avoids

analogy with material entities, that is, which represents them "naturally"

or "plainly", is explicitly if indirectly advertised in an analogy the

principal target of which is the unresponsive churchgoer. In it Dering

links individual words with substantive entities, implies that larger

verbal units are equivalent in their composition to simple aggregations

of such entities, and endeavours to distinguish spiritual states from

this mode of representation by rejecting language itself. "Godli-

nesse," he says, "is not made of words, as a wood is made of trees,

2^XXVII Lectvres. sig. I*r.
2^Ibid., sigs. S2r-SJv, S6r, S*fr.
2if6Ibid., sig. 15r.
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but it is an earnest loue, proceeding from a pure heart, and a good
2^7

conscience, and an vnfained faith."

MODES OF ARGUMENTATIONS

F|y concern now is to investigate more closely the question,

how does the preacher organise and support his affirmations concern¬

ing either the principles of the faith or learning and behaviour?

It say be approached, in two ways, one evidential, asking the question,

what sources are authoritative?, and the other formal. It has already

been shown that notably different potentials of scripture are realised

in each specimen sermon, but further implications of this difference

can be approached through discussion of more local homiletic elements,

in particular, proof, example, and figures of speech.

In a situation where the Bible is regarded as an unequivocal

and total authority, proof of affirmation may not seem to be an es¬

pecially significant factor. However, the very fact that on fundamental

doctrines there could be an absolute difference of opinion and assertion

between romanist and protestant which was not simply an international
248

scholarly dispute, and that debates on "things indifferent" could

still be very intense, even if after 1559 there was an agreed doctrinal

basis for the English Church, means that attention should be paid to

this matter. Furthermore, commitment to the principle that knowledge

came before belief and action meant that some explication or sub¬

stantiation of doctrine was necessary as an aid to its comprehension.

2^Ibid., Big. B5r; cf, the terms in which he describes the difficulty
of explaining what it means to "put on Christ": "the spirituall
ioyning wee haue with Christ ... is a great mystery which neither
our eye seeth, nor our hart can vnderstand: but yet it is a reall
ioyning of vs with him, which our faith dooth easilie comprehend."
(sig. Qlr).

?48
See below. Part 2, Chs.l..and 2.
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In its primary form this latter motive, which is dominant unless the

sermon has a specifically controversial aim, for example, Dering's

sermon in the Tower, is represented simply by recourse to the direct

quotation of scripture, any particular text sharing the common attri-
249

bute, "It is written", or, as more generally in Jewel, being pre-

feced by its speaker. In this form, as a witness or a testimony, it

may be used simply at the level of a "saying" with behavioural appli¬

cation, as by Bedel, or as a rule or warrant, a higher degree of pre¬

cision in that it respects doctrine from which implications for be-
250

haviour are derived. As Jewel says when speaking of church re¬

formation, "This standard shall be able to warrant vs, if we can say

truly, jcriptura est ... It is rashnesse to beleeue without the war-

251
rant or direction of the Scriptures." The principal quality re¬

quired of statements which are to be used in this way is that they
252

diould be "cleere and manifest", requiring the preacher simply to

order them with reference to his subject, and possibly paraphrase them
253

to emphasise further the important point. Even this much is sus¬

ceptible of emphasis, however. Interest in the conformity of judge¬

ment on the problem of the poor leads Bedel to quote only those words

which deal directly with the subject, without any reference to time or

place. The sermon is in this respect merely a pond of sayings, which

are definitely attached to an author but only as a means of emphasising

2l*9Jewel. 1.161.

2^°e.g. Latimer, Fruitfull Sermons, fol. l87V? Bering, 11. 447-474;
Sandys, Sermons, fols. 128v-129r.

^Certaine Sermons, p.173? cf. Sandys, Sermons, fol. 85r.
252Jewel. 1.23? cf. Bering. 11. 3^0-42, 359-60, 417-20.

'"^Bedel. 11. 216-43 etc.? Jewel. 11. 15-19? Bering. 11. 391-93.
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diversity of origin. In Jewel we find careful specification of con-
to

text, principally to emphasise that the words have reference/or are

contained within an actual event, or, as in the latter part, hy ex¬

tension to serve an exemplary function. The same concentration on

situation can be observed in Bering, although it is notable that he

tends to paraphrase scriptural reference into an uninterrupted se¬

quence of events, which has the effect of heightening emphasis upon

25k
the human actor and his use of words. Considering that the matter

("Gods mercy") is similar, this distinction can be clearly brought out

in their respective statements, "Gods spirit in his holy word doth so

oft imply it" and "the same Irophet Jeremie. or rather God by this
255

Prophet, saith ..." Their correspondence in the notion of God's

presence in the word distinguishes them both sharply from Bedel,

whose authors possess equal value even though some have a scriptural

background. What is important is that they speak with authority, that

they "prescribe" duties which we "satisfie", and that they do it

"plentifully" rather than "plainely", that is, he is not adding re¬

ferences under duress, but that we might "credite" the necessity of
2^6

this duty towards the poor.

His positive attitude towards the use of Church fathers is

paralleled by Jewel, even though he uses them only as examples of true

Christian living in the specimen sermon. The important qualification

about their \se is recognised by both Bedel and Jewel, in that the parts

of their sermons which deal with fundamental doctrines or explication

of the text only quote their agreement (or conflict) witha point already

2^Pering. 11.57-119.

2^Pering. 11. 50-51; Jewel. 11. 1*9-50.

2'6bedel, II. 85-92, 239-^3, 3^2-75.
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made by scriptural reference. This does not mean that their authority

is negligible: as Jewel puts it, "It is not our doctrine that we

bring you this day, we wrote it not, we found it not out, we are not

the inuentors of it, we bring you nothing, but that the old fathers of

the Church, that the Apostles, that Christ our Sauiour himselfe hath
257

brought before vs", a position which retains much of the practical

effect of the consent of the church, even if in principle the fathers

cannot confirm any doctrine which is not able to be confirmed fully
258

from scripture. As the body of Jewel's sermons shows, the fathers'

authority is particularly important in the business of establishing the

reformed church and condemning the practices of Rome, a matter to which
259

he makes only a passing reference in the specimen sermon.

A more emphatic position is adopted by Dering who, although pre¬

occupied with confuting romanist doctrines in his Tower sermon, a task

which would seem to require authoritative support, nevertheless refers

in a very offhand way to the fathers, "I woulde alledge you their own

sayings, but that the time passeth ... and you may reade them when you

will", and he follows this statement with a strong affirmation. Having

already quoted from Christ, and Saints Peter and John, concerning

what it is to confess Christ, he says, "These places alleadged out of

the Scriptures, one expounding another, they are the surest witnesses,
260

to knowe the meaning of the holy Ghost." This heightening of the

authority of scripture against that of other writers is given even

more explicit expression in the lectures on Hebrews: "We must looke

257
Certaine Sermons, p.209.

2"^See Southgate, John Jewel, pp. 172-78.

2^°sig. C/W8V.
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vnto our ovne charge, and for all other men, though they seeme to be

pillers, what they are it skilleth nothing to vs, we are not accomptable

by their gifts. Augustine, Ambrose, Jerome, Gregorie, or any else, they
had their own charge of God, and we have ours by warrant from God: they

did speake, and so must we. If I speake out of the Church, and know

it to bee the woorde of God, why doe I attribute it to man, rather

than to God, whose truthe it is?" The context in which the fathers'

authority in placed is one of historical relativism; they are dis¬

tinguished as are the prophets and apostles (the "times ... meanes ...

man ... place ... people"), from the universality of the "one couenant

in Iesu Christ", since "they were all taught of the Lord: .... they had

the credit of their woru euery one in himselfe, and none iudged by
262

another® gifts." What is central is the unchanging word of God,

the same at any moment in time, and all men who have written upon it

have written primarily with respect to their own times and with their

own vision. What is expressed more nakedly in this total disjunction

between spiritual and human words and their authority is that sal¬

vation is strictly a matter between God and an individual, and it is

no surprise to find that Dering regards the church not as a formal in¬

stitution, but as a solely spiritual community: "the house of God,

is not any building of wood or stones, not any Citie or any material

temple, but man is the house of God."2^3 This is no more than an ex¬

tension of the principle already mentioned, that the fathers can only

confirm doctrine already established from scripture, but it represents

26lXXVII Lectvres. sig. A6r"V; cf. sign. Glv«62r.
262Ibid., sigs. A5r-A8r.
263Ibid., sigs. N5r-H8r.
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significant restriction of sources and diminution of traditional

authority.

To this point the use of authority as confirmation, defined most

accurately in the word "alleage", has been mentioned, but since the

word "proof" is often used, it is necessary to notice to what class

of evidence we are referred and whether other criteria are invoked.

Latimer provides a useful equivalence in a paraphrase of the text,

"The workes which I doe, beare witnesse of me", in the words, "As if

he should say, I prooue my selfe what I am by my works. Againe he

saith, If I doe not the works of ny Father, beliue me not. So that

most manifestly he proueth himselfe to be that Prophet, which was

264
spoken of before by the prophets and other holy men of God." This

point is made in extension of an earlier observation, that when Christ

was asked by John's disciples "whether he were Christ or not, he
265

aunswered by his workes", which indicates a tendency to regard

proof as consequent upon acts rather than formal methods. He notes

further in this piece, that "Jesus hath done many things which are

not written, but these are written, that wee should beleeue him to
266

be Christ11, a distinction which has close affinities to that be-

tween "see" and "believe". Bedel follows this same principle when

he introduces his second part with the words, "the scriptures plenti-
268

fully teache the same, & experience doth proue it." In his dis¬

cussion of abuses in the church, Jewel offers lists of them with a

26/fFruitfull Sermons, fols. 257V-258r.

265Ibid., fol. 257V.

266Ibid., fol. 258r.
2^See above, p. 80.

26811. 792-93.
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commentary from the fathers, which he summarises by asking, "What

greater proofes or authorities doe we looks for?", the proofs being

found directly in that "We see with our eies, how far we are straied
269

from the originall." This is no minor issue, as the greater

portion of Jewel's writing both in sermon and controversy shows: an

appeal to experience, to what actually happens, is widely regarded as

the surest form of demonstration. It partly derives of course from

the nature of scriptural authority and the recognition that the funda¬

mental Christian doctrines are not adducable by reason, but what is

important is that there is no tendency towards passive acceptance of

or dependence upon revelation.

Proof by experience is a criterion called upon by Bering in a

phrase which stresses the notion of clarity in a way not apprehended

in Latimer's otherwise similar point. He concludes that a "metaphore

of bearing" in Heb. 1.3 is properly meant of Christ, "this manifestly

agreeing to Christ, by cleare proofs of all his workes here in the
270

flesh, in which he reuealed the image of God in him." A more

radical use of this "cleere proofe" based on Christ's words rather

than his works shows Bering pushing that episteraologieal emphasis

endorsed by Jewel to its extreme. In expounding the "vndoubted

trueth" that "To ©ate Christ, to drinke Christ, to come vnto Christ,

to beleeue in Christ, these are all one", he says, "And what if here

I should reason out of our Christea own© wordee, to prooue there can

be no transubatantiation? He sayeth for proofe, that his natural!

body is risen, See my handes and my feete. touch mce and handle mee.

it is euen I, Seeing Christ wil haue our sences to iudge of his body,

""^Certaine Sermons, p. 177.

27°XXV1I Lectvres. sig. B1V.
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let vs doe so. See, feele, touch, taste, is it ought but bread? This

argument me thinketh is good and well warranted by Christ himselfe,

and it seemeth so no t onely to me, but Saint Augustine thought so

nowe eleven hundred yeares agone. See, de doctrine Christiana.
271lib.3.cap.16: and there you shall finde it." Such a criterion

can take a form more abstract than the historical or the sensible,

and one which has potentially large implications. In seeking the

"absolute meaning" of a text from Psalm 1CA which makes reference to

Angels, Pering discusses both Old Testament parallels and what the

apostle seems to intend by his allegation. These things being de¬

cided, he asserts that the Apostle has another more precise purpose:

"Beside this, in these words the Apostle will prooue, what is the

nature of Angells, which requireth that hee should speake in the
272

natural1 sense of the Prophets words." Not only are Angels actual

things (the Prophet's words are "a naturall description" of them) but

it is quite unequivocally stated that a proof is to be based only

upon the natural sense of the words. That this is also a hermeneutic

principle is confirmed by the fact that it, and nothing said by Pro¬

phet or Apostle, determines how the Prophet's words are to be under¬

stood.^^
Since the existence of angels is attested primarily in Scripture,v

the question of scriptural authority is again relevant. It has a power

271 11 v jto-ZIrtV
A Sermon ... at the Tower, sigs. C/W7 , C/H/o I cf. Christopher
Hill, Intellectual Origins of the English Revolution (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 19^5)» who says that "Sir Thomas Smith, to quote
another of the Edwardian forerunners, prided himself that he did
not write about 'vain imaginations, fantasies of philosophers, to
occupy the time and to exercise their wits.' He described England
as he knew it, 'so that whether I writ true or not, it is easy to
be seen with eyes (as a man would say) and felt with hands.'"
(pp. 29^-95).

272XXVII Lectyres. sigs. C2r-C3r.
273

See above, p.100-101.
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for proof which can be found expressed but not exploited by Lever when

in opening his discussion of social duties, he says, "Now to proue

that these bee the ordinauncea of God, we haue by Gods worde both© in

the old Testament©, and the newe, their names rehearsed, their offices
27if

described and their duetie commaunded," but his subsequent proce¬

dure conforms more to the practice of shewing or confirming, which is
275

basically aggregative or declarative. This same attribution of

proving to scripture is made by bering in the specimen sermon with

similar consequences, except that his emphasis is upon something im¬

plied rather than immediately accessible in the face value of the

words. A different context which shows the same idea in operation

is the division, where from the text the Prophet's arguments are de¬

rived and expressed in a form altogether devoid of the textual elements
276

of situation, description and event. This same procedure is followed

in much greater detail in the lectures, and is described Ja a way which

defines the relationship between the notions of proof, and scriptural

authority. After precisely setting out the Apostle's larger intention

in the whole epistle, in his third lecture on Heb. 1.4-7 bering says,

"He prooueth Christ to be the natural1 Sonne of God, by textes of

Scripture witnessing it; he denieth the Angels are so, because GOD

is his Scriptures neuer spake it ... Because the Scripture said it not,

therefore he prooueth it is not so: making his argument negatiuely

from authority of Scripture: which in all thinges, whatsoeuer man is

required to doe or know® in matters of religion, is euer a most certeine

^ Three ... senrios. Big. A7r.
275
'-'He describes this procedure when he says, "By these textes well set
together, you male conclude and learn©, that ..." (Ibid., sig. B3 ).

^ll. 48-49, 18-29. See also p.42, n.57, above.
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277
conclusion." Scripture as the supreme authority is fully affirmed

although its sphere of reference is precisely delimited (a restriction

which does not contradict Bering's conviction that there is nothing

else of comparable significance), but what is stressed in a way not

apparent in other preachers is its power for proof based upon argu¬

mentation, rather than the direct alleging of texts. A much more

dynamic sub-structure is proposed for Scripture than unitary sayings

or narrative texts which focuses upon the act of expression with in¬

tent as the chief character of any particular Biblical writer's
278

utterance. Thus it is possible for Dering to raise a question

about the development of the epistle which could materially reduce

our respect for its conclusions: "Now, least wee should thinke the

Apostles exhortation is weake, in that hee taketh it for graunted,

which is in controversie (for he calleth our Sauiour Christ high

priest, which yet it seemeth hee hath not proued) wee must consider

what hath been spoken before, and so wee shall see good arguments in
279

this exhortation for the proofe of his cause." These words make

less idiosyncratic the repeated use of "perswade" and "argument" in

the first part of the specimen sermon. What is being stressed is not

simply the view that scripture seeks to convince us of the truth of

its propositions, but that there is a fundamental rationality as the
280

primary structural means of articulation. The preacher is not

understood to add this element through the organisation of his dis-
281

course, but to reveal its presence in the text.

XXVII Lectvres. sig. B8V.
2^8See above, pp. 4-1-2, and below, pp.4-74—78.

279XXVII Lectvres. eig. Vlr"v.
pgn

See below,pp.265-78.

28le.g., XXVII Lectvres. sigs. D3v-I)4v, T3r-T5r.
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A brief notice of the use of formal reason will help confirm

this point. The syllogism is sometimes although not often used by

preachers, and in most instances it carries with it its aura of

controversy and disputation. One example which it isuseful to quote

in full occurs in a sermon preached by Ponet, and his comments in¬

dicate both its infrequency of use and its restriction to a specific

context. The question concerns the king's supremacy over the church

(an example of fallibility in the "latyn church") which

may be proued by two reasons, which be of such strength,
that they can not be auoyded, And this kinds of reasoninge
the Logicians call Syllogismus, it was my chance to vse them
ones in a lyke argument® at Paules crosse. The fyrste of
them is thys.

Whosoeuer concluded that the kynges mayestye is not
supreme hed of the churche he is a traytorj but whosoeuer
saithe latyne church can not erre concludeth that the kynges
mageste is not supreme hed of the churche. Ergo

Whosoeuer sayth that the latyn churche can not erre he
is a traytor. ...

The partes of thys Sylogisme be so trew, and the con-
sequentes doth folow, insuche a dialecticall forme that al
the Sophistry in Christendom can not reproue them.

Then good Christian audience, let not this carnal
saiyng, and Anthechrigtian talke diuisyd by romyshe oynisters
any more blynde you.282
This section is quite distinct from others in which the author-

283
itles of scripture and fathers are quoted to "plainelye affyrme"

points of reformed doctrine, and yet it does confonn with Ponet's

repeated description of his general approach to his subject and

audience in the phrase, "For declaracio whereof ye shall vnderstande .

282
John Ponet, A notable Sermon conceminge the gyght vae of the
lordes supper and other thynges very profitable for all men to
knowe (London. 1550). Big. Fo«'-F7*'.

285Ibid., sig. D7r.

281fIbid., sigs. A2V, A4V,
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The form used has no particular association with the text but is the

application of a general procedure in its traditional or proper manner.

A goodexample of its serious use may be found in Latimer's last ser¬

mon before the King when he is discussing covetousness: "For

couetousness is the cause of rebellion. I haue forgotten my logicke,

but yet I can iumble at a Sillogisme, & make an argument of it to

proue that couetousnes is the root of all euill: Rebellion is an

euill, ergo, couetousnes is the root of rebellion. And so it was

285
indeed. Couetousnes was the cause of rebellion this last sommer ..."

also, in a disputation on the main differences between romanist and

protestant doctrine the syllogism is frequently (and ineffectively)

used against Latimer who clearly regards it as a skill which like his
286

Latin can be lost through insufficient use, but its indifference

to the "truth" is much better demonstrated in a telling reference

to romanist arguments for the preeminence of Peter: "And theyr

argument is this: he spake to Peter onely, and hee spake to him in

the singular number, ergo he gaue hym such a preheminence aboue the

rest. A good argument, I weene it bee a syllogismus, in que1 terra

pontus. I will make a like argument", in which he shews how the
287

college of Cardinals is derived from Judas. Most instructively,

these syllogisms are followed by the example of the wherryman, a

splendid insistence that human experience explains much more truths

fully than logic what meaning can properly be drawn from the circum¬

stances of Christ's preaching from Peter's boat (the wherriman gives

28"*Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 1C&V.
2 ^Worka. II, pp. 268-69.

28?Fruitfull Sermons, fols. 7^V-75r.
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"a natural reaeon of it-288). By using the word "proof" to cover

both these demonstrations, Latimer is on the erne hand giving high

significance to conclusions confirmed by experience and on the

other is seriously diminishing the credibility of formal reasoning.

Its chief use in fact seems to be negative: an opponent's false

reasoning is shown by breaking his sentences down into syllogistic
pSg

form, " but the important positive proofs are fully evidential,

being based upon direct reference to Scripture, the fathers, and

history or common human experience. Most importantly, in compari¬

son to the flow of reason out of the text into the discourse as a

290
whole which characterises Dering, the syllogism is a distinctly

formal unit with no necessary connexion to any text, its use being

incidental and at the discretion of the preacher.

Landys uses these positive proofs in a way which suggests

that the general status of examples found in the sermons in such

large numbers requir.es some attention. When speaking of liberty

of profession, he refers his audience to the "stirres diuersity of

religion hath raised in nations and Kingdoms," but then says that

since "the Histories are so many, andso plaine, and our times in

such sort haue told you, ... with further proofs, I need not trouble
291

your eares". .-.a with scripture references, the number of similar

cases is accepted as sufficient proof of a proposition. The question

which may be asked here is, while scriptural authority is self-

evident, is there any criterion of acceptability for examples, or

28SIbid., eig. K**r.
2897

See, for example, the Jewel/Harding controversy.
290

See above jpJLll.

^1Berraong.fol. 19V.
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is their use primarily rhetorical? Latimer on one occasion uses 'h
292

pretty story of a Fryer to refresh you withall", but he typically

puts examples in the same context as other proofs when he says,

293
"by these stories, it manifestly appeareth ^ He shows a high

regard for the factual status of examples he uses, for instance,

"at this time we haue a story written by a Spaniard in the latine

tongue, and affirmed by many godly and well learned mens which story
29k

happened in a towne of Germany", although a narration which

will make a paint effectively is welcomed with a warning about its

doubtful source, as in, "We read a story, take it as you will, though

it be not a true story: The Deuill came once into the Church whilest
295

the Priest was saying masse ..." His conclusion to the Spaniard's

story is emphatic: "Here you see how the devill will go to work with

us, when we are sick, therefore let vs learne now ...", which makes

the link between sound evidence and knowledge explicit. There is

no question of course about the factualness of Scriptural history,

a good example among many being his demonstration that a man should

not seek offices but wait upon God, in which he refers fully to events

concerning John the Baptist, Joseph, Moses, Saul, David, Jonas ("what
296

happened <mto him?") and so on. The key phrase is, "Heere yee

see most manifestly", which refers equally to the events described

and the point for which they had been adduced. It is in this same

sermon that what is undoubtedly the standard against which examples

292 r
Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 210 .

293Ibid., fol. 2*f6r.
2?ifIbid., fol. 299v.
295Ibid., fol. 28lv.
296lbid., fols. 236r-238v.
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are to be tested (and, in this case and that of the wherryman,

interpretation® of Scripture also) may be found: "Ye see by dayly
297

experience, what paine fishers and hunters take ..." It is with

respect to this estimate of evidence that Latimer quotes Josephus
PQO ^

when giving the background to the shepherds' behaviour and llaWekr
Aristotle on the nature of sheep2" - factual information which

clarifies an event or word in Scripture,

An inspection of Latimer's examples indicates a strong pre*

ference for those which concentrate upon an individual, whether

king or commoner, contemporary references to his own experience and

that of other reformers like Luther, Bilney and Stafford being one

aspect of this preference. Jewel does not personalise his examples

to the same extent but his use of historical event conforms to the
)

same standard with the same instructive intent; "But wherefore

speake I of these things? Wherefore doe I here repeat vnto you

these old and ancient histories? why recount I vnto you the ouer-

throw of Rome? the destruction of the Grecians? the desolation

of Jerusalem? which all hapned through Diuision, I would to God

I saw nothing euen now before mine eies, that causeth me thus to

say: ... But these examples (my brethren) God hath placed before

our eies, that we might take heed by them, that we might the better
300

looke to our selues, and beware of our owne destruction." Lati¬

mer's definition of "history" as "a thing done indeede"3^" is fully

297Ibid., fol. 233V.
298Ibid., fcls. 271v-272r.
299Certaine Sermons, p.195*

3°°Ibid., pp. 258-59.

301Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 5r.
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respected when Jewel in this mum sernon uses "a story, or rather

a fable, written of S. Anthony*" He himself is not particularly

concerned which way his auditors take it, because "it serueth wel

for this purpose", which is to confirm the importance of humility.

He does however immediately follow the narration with a strong affirma¬

tive: "But Hauid. the Prophet of God, saith indeed: Sacrificium Deo

spiritus contritus: The contrite and humble heart is a sacrifice vnto

God". The latitude allowed by Jewel in the historical correctness of

his example is not common to his sermons as a whole, and does occur

in a context similar to that of the specimen sermon which concen¬

trates upon personal sins rather than the sins of the church. In

this latter sermon he exhorts by using examples from the lives of

saints (who are also church fathers) rather than their doctrinal

pronouncements. Generally, an example both "serueth wel" and is
302

historically attested,/source either scriptural or profane history.

Where we might expect to find many examples, considering that

his intention is to exhort, we find instead that Bedel uses only

one in the sense so far discussed, and that all his quotations are

"lessons" and hence generalisations. He does wonder why the poor

remain unassisted, and he describes excessive luxury by reference
303

to eating habits, but there is no insistent movement from an

atemporal (or verbal) to an historical or situational dimension. At

the point where he says, "I might apply histories, the reportes of

good & godly men", he refers only to "Helena Queens of the Albanes"

after having questioned the need for such references since the Gospel

302
e.g. Hannibal, Phidias, and Noah together confirm a point
(Certaine Sermons, p.190),

5°311. 410-44, 767-88.
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was so explicit on the subject. More typical is his qualification

upon the power of the Gospel - God's commandments "night be easely

satisfied if Diues woulde leaue his daintye dishes" - in which the

New Testament parable becomes a type or emblem of the spiritual

condition."^ Fully contrasting with this approach, Dering constantly

relates his "arguments" to people and events, stressing the link be¬

tween knowledge and experience. So strongly is this connexion

affirmed and yet so problematic is it in fact, that the greater part

of the sermon is taken up with the contradictions of knowledge and

ignorance, sight and blindness, hearing and deafness; "But because

we are so dull of hearing, that a little teaching of our dutie is

not sufficient for vs, I will shewe out of the Scriptures some what
305

more plainely if ought may be plainer, what is Hie duty of a Prince."

From a "general rule" (which we hear) he moves to scriptural events

which show the operation or power of the rule, but he communicates

some doubt about the efficacy of recorded examples in comparison

to immediate events when he says, "If there be no where examples that

wee can looke vppon, let vs beware of the Tribe of Ephraim, that wee

abuse not Gods mercies ... Lever makes the same point when

he notices how little effect God's threats and promises have, and

says, "yet hauing corporall iyes, and naturall reason, consider the
307 i •

decade of this realme thus underlining the relationship between

seeing and knowing, and the function of examples in this process. That

30ifll. 717-46.

^Dering. 11. 417-20; see also 11. 62-66, 131-55, 272, 329-30, 420-21.

^Ibid., 11. 288-91.

Three ... £ermoe. sig. N2r.
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it is a sequential proces is confirmed by Sandys who finds that "God

himselfe giueth an example and applieth himselfe to our sencest
7^0

that he may instruct our minds herein." He also observes at an¬

other point that "Examples are a great deale stronger then words, and
309

the voice doeth not so fully instruct as the life", which, while

its primary meaning is clear, in the context of his practice seems

to suggest a parallel distinction between verbal examples and other

classes of words, a distinction which is registered with consider¬

able impatience in Dering's criticism of his audience for their apparent
310

inability to comprehend even "plaine and expresse words." He

particularly relates examples to the memory, and asserts that their

function is to make doctrine accesable, for "remembring of the say¬

ing bringeth necessarilie into memorie, the word of God also, for

which it was alledged."31'1 This is both the justification for his
312

references to classical literature"^ and the grounds for criticism

of others whose use of "a storie, or prophane sentence" encourages

only its recollection for itself, a "foolish delight of a vaine man."

It is difficult to know whether Bedel would be susceptible to this

criticism, since while he uses a great number of secondary authorities,

these are not elaborated upon or ornamented with circumstances; such

a doubt does however emphasise the difference between Dering and Bedel

in their respective attitudes towards the function of history and

example in the sermon.

"^Sermons, fol. 96V.

309Ibid., fol. 30r.
310Pering. 1.359.

311XXVII Lectvres. sig. T5V.

312e.g., Dering. 11. 316-32.
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Deririg recognises a difficulty of comprehension and his ex¬

asperation here ("I can assigne no other cause""^ *"*) seems to re¬

present the inverse of his confidence expressed at a point in his

lectures when he is discussing the gift of God's spirit, which

"maketh vs see in the Scriptures, a doctrine without all earthlie

thoughtes. As it is only in the written word that this doctrine

is to be found and our lives amended through knowledge, he makes a

315
crucial affirmation, "chaunge your selues with reading", a

personal inward activity which is impossible if even "plaine and

expresse words" need to be reinforced by the gathering of many ex¬

amples before they are comprehended. This problem is felt by many

preachers and expressed not only by Latimer in his acknowledged

repetitionmess, but also in a more common phrase which ex¬

plicitly relates amplification (the number of cases or references)

to the audience's state of knowledge. Sandys uses it negatively

in a sermon before the Queen when he says in his preface that "I

mind breuity, because I know before whom I speak. Few words will

be sufficient for the wise; and to a mind well instructed already
317

a short putting in mind will serve. Such complacency is clearly

not endorsed by Dering, and he offers a penetrating reason which

indicates how much further his awareness of this problem goes. He

is speaking about three aspects of hope as""markes and properties"

by which the Christian is known, and he comments that "all this I

313Ibid., 1. 5^2.

3lZfXXVlI Lectvres. sig. G2r.

5l5Ibid., sig. G2V.
316

See above, p.50.

^^Sermons, fol. 62r.



speake more plainlie and in moe words, because there are so many

which either cannot or will not vnderstand it, for they conceiue

no other thing when we speake of hope, but a desire to haue a thing
318

whereof we doubtJ ... they make them a hope of their owne..." The

problem is not solely to make unfamiliar knowledge available to people:

since the preacher cannot be certain that the words he speaks are

properly conceived in the minds of his hearers, his task is not simply

to remind them of what they have already heard, but to challenge their

misconception of what has already been spoken. This is in many respects

the same problem as that revealed in the sacramental debates, where

the ability to move between reformed and romanist doctrines can be

argued to depend upon perceptual limitations and a lack of conceptual

Subtlety, especially since that doctrine cannot be reinforced by other

evidence, but can only be discussed in terms of philosophical and

linguistic distinctions.'' Such reinforcement is a constant feature

of Jewel's preaching, and brings us back to the relationship between

examples and proof. In his sermon on Haggai 1. 2-4, he intends in

its first part to "proove (by Gods grace) that our Church hathe

beene ouergrowen with errours and abuses, as then the Temple of

Hierusalem was defaced by the Chaldees", and then in introducing his

proof says "I shall not need many words; for God halhin our daies

sufficiently reuealed, and we haue seene the state of the Church in

time past". However, since he knows that "some are not thorowly

perswaded" of the errors of the Church of Rome, "I must of force stand

vpon this matter a little; not because I thinke it needfull, but that

•^^XXVII Lectvres. sigs. N7r, N8\
^See above,pp.58-9, p. 85 a.l9$, p.102 n.2^7; and below,pp. 316-19.
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320
all men may be satisfied."^ His assessment of how much he must

speake is based,like thoseof Bering and Sandys, upon the state and

need of his audience, and he shows that it is inappropriate to

describe this procedure as rhetorical amplification, in so far as

it respects only the expansive capacity of the matter, when he is

criticising Christian failure to act as they profess: "I amplifie

not, nor inlarge the matter: I would to God it were no more than I

make of it."^^

FORMAL UNITS:

The issue pointed to by Jewel which concerns the relation, or

proportion, of forms of expression to that which is designated by

them, is the last to which attention must be given. At this more in¬

timate level, at which statement and development of the matter at

any point in a sermon takes place, it becomes possible to describe

underlying formal constituents of expression. A brief investigation

of the specimen sermons at this level provides both confirmation of

the preceding distinctions made between different types of sermon

performance, and an indication of the minor role which rhetoric, at

least in the common Elizabethan conception of ornamentation or em¬

bellishment, plays in the articulation of meaning.

In Bedel may be detected two aspects of what I will designate

as "the substantive form", defined as an order of words representing

a state unaffected by temporal or qualitative change. The typical

elements of the first aspect are demonstrated in the words, "For as

God ...: so Toby .... euen as S. Ambrose also ..." (11. 12*1—31), in

which quotations in series are given equal status, being either trans-
322

lated if they are taken from a non-scriptural author, or paraphrased.

320
Certaine Sermons, pp. 172-73.

321Ibid., p.209.
322

There is one exception, at 11. 530-31.
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These are similar procedures since they provide a means of re¬

stating the basic instructional point, without distinction of tense

or complication of meaning. In one example, 11* 155-201, which

manifests all these characteristics, the universal injunction,

"respect the poore", dissipates distinctions of time between past and

present audiences: "And for this cause we do not so, Basil chargeth

vs ..." Besides "and" and "also", "therefore" and "againe" provide

the main means by which another quotation or aspect of the matter is

introduced (e.g., 11. 201-43), this basically additive procedure

being explicitly described in the phrase, "Vnto whose wordes we may

fitly for our comfort and erudition ioyne Syrache saying ..." (11.

150-52). "Therefore" and its alternative phrasing, "and for this

cause" (l. 178), do not express an argumentative so much as a sequential

relationship corresponding to the dominance of particular by absolute

conveyed in words like "satisfie" (l. 616), "uerifie" (1. 573)» and

"prescribe" (l. 240). That is, as repetition of the one primary

form shows most clearly, the human fact is strongly subordinated to

the general truth and simply exemplifies that truth, permitting judge¬

ment upon typical, single instances but neither the combination of

instances into more complex representations of fact nor the reciprocal

qualification of absolutes by discursive analysis of these repre¬

sentations. On the one occasion when doctrinal disharmony threatens

as a result of his introductory analogies, Bedel hastens to a confused

statement of reformed doctrine in two paragraphs which treat of

doctrine without the incorporation of authorities (11. 42-77). These

comprise the longest section of expository prose in the sermon, and

are notable for their lack of order or clear argumentative sequence.

The second aspect is found in contrastive contexts, but has

otherwise the same function, as may be most fully shown in the form:



"For it be knowen to all, that as to steal ... is criminall ... so

is it no lesse but equal synne..." (11. 221-26). The contrast is not

used to distinguish between different things, or to highlight the

qualities of one by comparison with another: its purpose, as may be

shown also in the "Neither ... neither on the other side" or "Not ...

nor" sequences (11. 590-97, 471-82), is simply to make two or more

affirmative statements with no element of continuity between them.

That all statements are shown in this way to have equal value is

clearly an aspect of the lack of order in the first part, and this

incidental or lateral manner of arrangement is confirmed by the means

Bedel employs to intensify a lesson.,Since there is no distinction be-
/

tween the statements themselves, hisantensives are characteristically

schematic, properly described as colours to heighten a monochromatic

statement and like the statement itself establishing no larger con¬

tinuities but remaining purely local in effect (11. 267-84, 550-62,

747-54).

The substantive form is one of two basic types in Jewel's

sermon, the other of which I will designate "the situational form",

defining it as an order of words with a temporal aspect relating the

substantive to other, historically distinguishable subjects. Through¬

out the first part of this sermon these two types are introduced in

characteristic ways: the former by "thus" or "so" (11. 9, 15* 21 etc.),

which together with "and" and "likewise" (11. 19, 25 etc.) do the work

of emphatic confirmation, and indicate the equal value of each group

of words so introduced, in that each re-states but does not modify the

matter; the other by "therefore" (11. 53* 58 etc.) and "when/then"

(11. 59* 45-46 etc.), which establish an eventual, consequential re¬

lationship between the substantive and its particular manifestations.
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While a temporal element is always present, its main effect is to

strengthen the idea of necessary consequence which is mediated through

"then" by its ties with the substantive and which dominates these

groups. Properly temporal distinctions, like that between David and

ourselves (11. 122-32), are in fact expressed in an unasserted differ¬

ence of tense, the important element being the equivalence of situations

("And euen as ...: so ...") A form of logical consequence is used

once (11. 82-84) in the question asked by "some men", and Jewel

replies to it in a way which shows why argumentative forms are lack¬

ing. The answer is a fact found in Scripture, and "therefore" simply

signals a statement of the consequence of this fact. Another notable

example is the translation and paraphrase of a text (11. 138-41), in

which the more abstract conditional of the translation is converted

into a stronger situation-centred directive indicating that its alter¬

native phrasing in Bedel as "for this cause" is interpreted to apply

not only in the realm of authority, but literally in the world of

event and action as well. His use of "therefore" is similarly to

be distinguished, since its scope is significantly enlarged by the

elaboration of situational context although its consistent occurrence

in these contexts emphasises its function as an agent of consequential

performance rather than logical consequences (e.g. 11. 291-300). In

fact, when Jewel mentions reasons, as he does once when referring to
323

a confrontation between Christ and the Pharisees, of the two reasons

he notes that Christ uses against them, one is framed as a syllogism,

the other as a question, and both are developed by substantive and

not argumentative forms.

•^Certaine Sermons, pp. 204-5.
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In comparison to Bedel, Jewel's intensives are closely in¬

tegrated into the larger arrangement of the sermon, and relate to

the larger context in which his citations occur. Just as confirmation

is basically a repetitive procedure, so repetition is the major in¬

tensive used by Jewel, whether through single units like connectives,

imperatives and interrogatives (11. 301-23), or through phrase length

substantives either equivalent or parallel to each other (11. 68-71,

96-114). This may be extended (in other sermons particularly) to ex¬

amples (11. 188-214), but the principle is the same, that is, the

provision of matter sufficient to fulfil the double f-unction of the

sermon, which is "the ordinary place, where mens hearts be mooued, and
324

Gods secrets be reuealed."

What is most surprising when Dering is compared with either

Jewel or Bedel, is that there seem to be no formal similarities what¬

soever. He concentrates as strongly as does Jewel upon the merciful

and just nature of God, but it is difficult to find any examples of the

substantive form, and there is a strong situational element which is

however not properly accommodated within the terms of the situational

form. This latter point provides a key to the primary elements of

arrangement inhering's sermon in a way which shows his similarity to

a certain point with Jewel and his remarkable distance from Bedel in

this respect.

It is useful to determine upon two forms, on which various modi¬

fications are made. The primary form, as complete or finished as the

substantive in Jewel or Bedel, will be designated as "the eventual

form", that is, a group of words which provides a description of some

32Shid., p.209.
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event involving a human actor. There are numbers of such groups

throughout the sermon (e.g. 11. 194-98, 251-62, 316-29, 479-89,

622-30, 709-15, 838-52), all of which serve as examples but whose

major characteristic is their strong emphasis upon human performance.

It is with respect to this characteristic that the second form can

be defined as the conditional, signalled primarily by "if" but using

a number of other connectives like "except", "though", "but" and "yet".

Its different use in Jewel can be indicated by comparing 11. 314-23

and 11, 227-33 with Bering 11. 207-30. For Jewel "if" and "now"

perform a primarily intensive function, linked with exhortation centred

upon a substantive, either the blood of Christ or God's vengeance,

and "now" not a moment in time so much as a season, an intensified

moment which is not temporally located. For Dering, "if" represents

an area of uncertainty, not arising from any doubt about the occurrence

of the events themselves or their relationship (11, 194-98), since it

is change through time which is strongly euphasised, and no specific

subject isinferred by "whomsoeuer" (although "prisoner/Princesse" is

rather a give-away). In this context, in conparison to its use by

Jewel, "now" represents an evident state of affairs, whereas "if"

pertains to inner personal events. It is not simply that the preacher

was not a witness in the past, because he uses the same construction

when speaking of the Queen's present responses (11. 475-76). Equally,

Dering has no doubt about God's defence of England (11. 131-55)1

but he nevertheless refers that matter to the Queen in the conditional

(11. 218-42). At almost every point where a scriptural certainty is

stated, it is hedged about by conditionals which emphasise our com¬

pletely unpredictable reception of this certainty (e.g. 11. 586-606).

It is expressed by means of "though " (11. 47, 104) and "except"
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(11. 53, 136), and complicated by "yet" (11. 63, 412, 458) which

introduces a further exception within a temporal range. "Then" occurs

as a terminal point in a temporal range (l. kl3), and has a logical

function in conjinction with "if". Both are used in a sentence fol¬

lowing the division (11. 50 33), and it is useful to note that in

this form both the hypothetical, or ideal, event, that the argument

is effectual for all, and its unlikely accomplishment (shall ...

more/than ... were), are expressed together. As the form of reason

it makes a notable appearance in the section which has already to
325

some extent been discussed, ^ at first, in a manner somewhat simi¬

lar to Jewel, as an objection fromthe floor. Bering's confident

framing of the doctrinal problem may be compared with Bedel's diffi¬

dence and incoherence in a similar situation, although his develop¬

ment of the matter is still highly specific. The statement of the

problem ushers in a long sequence of direct questions concerning

human behaviour which are not answered with certainty, and in the

section at 11. 581-58** are explicitly associated with the operation

of reason, both formally (If/then) and eventually (when/doe). This

latter form, the question based upon an evident state of affairs,

is frequently used by Dering positively with "because" and "for this

cause", connectives which explicitly relate their subject to a

specific event and have no implied logical or abstractive function

(11. 91y 25^-58, 297-98, 427-32).

Twe other examples of the conditional indicate how strongly the

whole sermon is oriented towards the likelihoods of human nature.

Where Jewel refers to actions without qualification, for example,

~^See above, pp. 83-4.
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326
whenever he speaks of God or when he returns to the text, Bering

will stress the intentional aspect of the action (11. 57, 66, 102), or

the uncertainty of response (11. 9^, 98). Even more clearly, what

seems like nothing more than an intensive, "if this be the saying of

the Prophet", "if this be the saying of the Prophet, (as it is in¬

deed)" (11. is a direct extension of his opening remark,

"the same argument if we can wel think of it, will bee effectuall in

vs ..." (11. 55-57), the preacher both anticipating doubt over even

a textual reference and encouraging "cogitation" (11. 158-191). The

preacher, like his mentors the prophets and apostles, seeks to per-

327
suade by arguments, isy providing incentives for considered action.

In this respect the conditional form is also his major intensive

device.

Nomination of the basic form as eventual may be confirmed by

noting in what context absolutes occur. Firstly, God's promises,

sayings, and judgements are communicated always through person and

event, in the diversity of their expression rather than in bare sub¬

stantive form: "Thus God dealt oft" (1. 84), "Wee were in times

past ..., nowe Christ hath ..." (11. 138-9), "So God gaue ..."

(1. 251), "Seeing we have a righteous God ..." (11. 590-91), "when

God would specially blesse the people ..." (1. 678). Otherwise, in the

context of a reference to the "Lawe of nature" (11. 160-86) Dering

uses a series of passive infinitives and the word "nothing" to establish

common human experiences, the last in the sequence bringing us back to

the point of doctrine, "that he hath so long continued mercifull vnto vs

This last reference contains one further element which must be

briefly discussed, the propositional form, characterised by a that-

clause. There is no consistency of practice in any preacher of this

326
An exception is Jewel.,, 11. 15-19.

327
Cf. Jewel's insistence that, "If we mislike ^The preacher's teaching^
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period with reference to this form, a good example of which is pro¬

vided at the end of Jewel's sermon (11. 32^-26). In this case, as in

one example in Bedel (11. 587-90), it has a conclusive or summary

function and occurs with the verb "learn". Latimer uses this form

more frequently than most, extending it to "believe" and "know",and

it has an important introductory function as well, for example, "Heere

ye see most manifestly, that when God will haue a thing to be done,

he can finde such meanes, whereby it must needes be doone", and, "Now

therefore let vs well consider this, that if God will have a man to

beare an office, he can and is able to fetch him ...", the following
328

paragraphs expounding the proposition. Dering uses this form in

the same way (1. 2^8), but more especially when reporting the words

of a prophet or apostle (11. 114, 117, Such a form respects

the intent to persuade attributed to them, and it is somewhat sur¬

prising that the arguments of tie division are not expressed in this

way. However, there is no consistency of usage, other connectives

like "how", "what", and "to" preserving the immediate injunction to

act which is the chief purpose of these statements. On the one hand

part of the difference between remember/learn and consider/learn is
329

suggested by this usagey on the other, it has more typical respect

to a general truth or commandment, as in Latimer's, "take this for a

certaine rule, that when a man is not ashamed, or hath no conscience

to breake this law of God, that is, to sweare, hee will not be ashamed,

let vs read the Scriptures, and know wherefore we mialike it."
Certaine Sermons, p.209).

328Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 237r"V.
-^See above, jp. 40-^3.
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to haue no conscience to lye."33 It is only in Hooper that we find

a deliberate link being made between partition of the text, exposi¬

tion and the propositional form. This is not consistent, and varies

from reasons or arguments concerning the Sacraments, one of which is
331

expressed propositionally, another syllogistically; to declaration:

"By this text we learn two things: first, how ...", or, "in that is
332

declared, that ... idleness and sloth must be chiefly avoided";

to admonition: "I admonish all the Jonases of this realm, that they
333

acknowledge ..." to the statement of doctrines. In many ways this

latter aspect is the most interesting because it is not used in pre¬

cisely this way by other preachers we have discussed. The word

"doctrine" generally means "teaching", in the form, "our doctrine" or

33*f
"Christ's doctrine", but besides this Hooper uses it to nominate

the parts of his division of the text, that is, what it teaches. For

example, in the exposition of Jonah, there is no enumeration of parts

until the paragraph beginning "The third doctrine of this first part
335

declared, forasmuch ...", the doctrine itself being given in the

previous paragraph, in the words, "That Jonas is bid to rise and go

to Nineve, in that is declared, that of all things in every vocation

idleness and sloth must be chiefly avoided." In this section the pro-

positional form follows "learn", immediately after the transition.

The fourth doctrine is mentioned as such, but there is no formal

33°Fruitfull Sermons, fol. 26lr.

33'Early Writings, pp. 515, 519.

332Ibid., pp. 569, 506.

333Ibid., p.4-90.

33^Ibid., p.562.

333Ibid., p.506.
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statement of it. Perhaps its most concise expression occurs in Sermon

IV, where, following quotation of Jonah 2.2., Hooper says: "Out

of this first part we learn two doctrines: the one that we should

not despair, not cleane cast off God in adversity; the other, that

in adversity we should not fly, nor seek any forbidden or unlawful

means of help."336 What may be suggested about this usage, to be

confirmed later, is that it involves a movement away from example and

imitation towards the provision of verbal formulae which lack visual/

imagistic elements and are directed primarily towards the understand-
337

ing, to provide material for independent judgement, although the

examples I have quoted from Hooper are basically eventual and

possess an abstraction of the type common to sententiae.

SUMMARY:

It is possible to identify clusters of values about the prophetic

and expository types of sermon form discussed in this section, which

may be constituted by terms already used, namely: declamatory, imi¬

tative , substantive ; and, expository, cognitive, eventual. Each

cluster may be regarded as polar, as these terms specify only formal

potentials, that is, the declarative is regarded as transitional be-
338

tween them, although it is the form most commonly found in this period."^

Each value represents part of the complex choice made among possible

responses to the three constant although not invariant elements which

make up the sermon context, the preacher, his audience, and the Bible,

and indicates a tendency which has significant theoretical consequences.

336Ibid., p.493.

33^See above, pp.50, 97-8.
338

Cf. Maclure1s tentative identification of "two theories of the sermon,
both deriving ultimately from the tradition of apostolic preaching:
the first orthodox, catholic; the second, Puritan." (The Paul's
Cross Sermons, p.165).
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The former cluster taken as a base reflects a sharp demarcation of

public roles and categories which not only shapes the preacher's per¬

formance, but permits an extensive simplification of what is to be

known (learned) by the audience. That this should be expressed and

defined largely in behavioural (exemplary) terms is consonant with

the substantive orientation towards absolutes which demand simply

conformity testable in behaviour, the problem being not to convince

an audience of the truth of a proposition so much as to substantiate

it in accessible terms. That this substantiation should use behavioural

patterns as its major resource, in the first instance contemporary but

later extended to historical event, indicates an important adjustment

to the conceptual abilities of the audience (communication is through

visualised models) much more than it demonstrates a preacher's conformity

to the rhetoric text books, a point which is pertinent to any assess¬

ment of rhetorical theory and its experiential base. It would also be

relevant to suggest that the preacher himself is at one with his

audience in this respect, a gauge of his wider scope being the extent

to which he is aware of limitation or constraint by his audience. By

the majority of preachers frustration is felt in the judgements made

upon their performance, and not in the reception of their material.

Amongst those discussed it is perhaps only Dering who expresses ex¬

asperation at the conceptual limitations of his audience, the majority

being satisfied by the learn/act sequence and critical primarily of

the failure to act.

There is clearly an important connection between this and the

scattered references to formal reason, not primarily because the

ancient distinction between logic and rhetoric as modes of persuasion

is respected so much as that a correspondingly high value is given to

the behavioural demonstration of doctrine. It has been shown that
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examples are not offered simply for their conformity to the doctrine

although this does happen, but that considerable emphasis is placed

upon their actuality, that is, their status as reliable evidence. As

the expository element grows proportionately to the declamatory, the

necessity to provide sound evidence for assertions also grows. Pri¬

marily it is the authority of the Bible which undergoes investigation,

and common reformed doctrines concerning its status as objective and

universal truth are more widely discussed when preachers explain and

justify their expositions. The obligation to leam more than hehavioral

imperatives, to witness instead the process of their "discovery" by

means of systematic and overt procedures for interpretation, involves

certainly a shift towards a greater degree of mental involvement and

hence a greater need to offer evidence testable by objective canons

of truthfulness which were consistent with the natural operation of
339

reason. This movement occurs in the context of a psychological

imperative connected with a key reformation doctrine, that of justi¬

fication by faith, and is observable in the manifold attempts to

understand and give dimension to human inner nature. One aspect of

this imperative is the concentration on individual behaviour and in¬

tent found in those sermons characterised by the eventual form, and

a conferring of the intentional with a cognitive or argumentative,

rather than affective, element. A potentially significant connexion

can be suggested here, between thisorientation and linguistic prefer¬

ence as it relates to figurative expressions, which are associated with

the imaginative and affective, rather than judgmental faculties of

the mind. One consequence is a penetration into, or invocation of,

the abstractive conceptualising powers of the mind, although in a

^^See below,pp.33^-^1.
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context which otherwise conforms to the general practice of sticking

firmly to particularised reference. Hints of more abstract, propositional

forms may be found, but these are not consistently developed or used.

What is evident is that language itself is required to do more com¬

plicated work, in the areas of the definiiion and communication of

what can be, as well as what is to be, known, and that it may be sug¬

gested reciprocally that the sermon forms represent a broadening ex¬

ploitation of human mental resources. One crucially important aspect

of their total educative function is the publication of these re¬

sources through the offering of working models in the sermons them¬

selves, the audience being encouraged to imitate not only patterns of

behaviour, but also forms of evidence and Judgement. This function it¬

self and its comprehensiveness has its imperative source in the re¬

formers' explicit and intimate connection between knowledge and

salvation, and the single authority of Scripture.
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PERIOD TWO: 1576-1603

THE CONTEXT:

As I said in the preamble, this chronological division does not

imply that Elizabeth's reign divides into periods which are modally

or categorically distinct from each other. It will be necessary to

be attentive both to the continuance of modes, or of aspects of

them, characteristic of the first period, and to the modifications

brought about by this second generation.

In Certaine Sermons Bishop Cooper gives strong expression to

that character of the preacher associated with injunctions of the

Old Testament prophets, and earlier represented in the person of

Thomas Lever. When describing what it means to preach the Gospel,

he sets out a commission which places maximum emphasis upon the

authority of the preacher and upon his dominance over his audience:

We must not doe it slackly, but zealously, lyfting vp
our voyce with strength, wee must not doe it coldly,
but boldly, fearing no authoritie of man, to Freache
Iesus Christ crucified. Againe, in the same Prophet,
Crie and cease not ..., So that with like earnest
boldnesse, are wee in this place, willed to crie out
agaynst sinne, and wickednesse, and to tell men plainely, of
■their iniquitie. In Ezechiell we are compared vnto watch¬
men, that should alway stand in the watch tower of the
Church of God, and if wee espie either corrupt doctrine,
or false worshipping of God, or wickednesse of life by
any meanes, eyther openly, or colourably to thrust them-
selues into the Church of God, that wee presently, ring
out the alarme, sound the Trumpet, to giue warning to
the inhabitants of the Citie of God, the celestiall
Hierusalem. that they take heede, and beware of them-
selues, otherwise, the blood of other that perish with¬
out warning, will be required at our handes.l

The task of the brotherhood of preachers (he identifies it in

corporate, rather than individual terms2) is to "tell men plainely"

"WlO.
2
Cf. Sandys' use of the term "publike minister of the Church", quoted
on p. 51 above.
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of sin, to "declare ... what danger hangeth ouer them", and they

occupy the forward defences in that continuing battle between the two

spiritual armies of Jerusalem and Jericho.^ As watchmen, it is their

duty to present unequivocally to the people, what is their state of

life and their standing before God; it is the duty of the people to

accept their warning, and to adjust their behaviour accordingly.

I observed earlier that the preacher's commission defined in

these terms implied a distance between preacher and congregation pro¬

portionate to that distance by which God as just judge and men as

sinners are separated, and because of which "we must be contented

this daye to heare him make terrible proclamation of his iustice".

However, in this period it is very difficult to find a preacher who

understands his commission to mean that, during the time of the ser¬

mon at least, he is the active principle and his audience are simply

receptors of what he declares, or proclaims. Instead, the exposi¬

tory mode achieves widespread acceptance and continues to evolve.

Before discussing these developments, it should be noted that

remnants of the authoritative character associated with the prophets

(and especially Jonah) are to be found in sermons of thisperiod. In

a series of lectures on Jonah, John King notes on the words "And hee

cryed" (3.4) that "His manner of preaching was by proclamation, lowde

and audible ..." He then adds references to Isaiah, Jeremiah,

Ezekiel, the Apostles, and John the Baptist, and affirms that "The

commaundement then and practise of God himself is to crie. to leaue

the worlde without excuse."^ Henry Smith makes similar points in a

^Certaine Sermons, p.208; cf. Jewel's sermon on Haggai 1.2-4
(CertaincTermons. pp. l8l-l85).

4 r
Cooper, The true and perfect copie. sig. A3 •

5
John King, Lectvres vpon Ionas. Delivered at Yortee in theyeare of
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sermon entitled Marie's Choyce and testifies to personal complications

which follow attempts to fulfil this ordinance and to achieve a proper

distance from the auditors: "so should the preacher reproove the people

for their notorious offense, notwithstanding some fauours and curte¬

sies received" from them."^ It is evident that, for these preachers,
7

the requirement "to lift vp their voices like a Trumpet" does de¬

scribe a part, but not all, of the preachers' duty, and that it finds

expression in different ways. If King, for example, does not speak

with that emphasis or directness apparently required by these scriptural

phrases, he does tend to stand aloof from his congregation, expound¬

ing his texts with reference to their doctrinal content and to moral

universale, and distinguishing himself from his listeners both in ex¬

hortation ("Will you not feele the warnings of Gods wrath"), and in

his determination of the subject matter of the sermon ("I haue chosen

the Doue ... to be the subiecte of ay labour and travell vndertaken
8

amongst you" ). Smith concludes the specimen sermon with the words

"Thus I haue proclaimed", a phrase which describes his treatment of
q

"this Theame", the seventh verse, in contrast to his exposition of

the sixth.

our Lorde 159^ (Oxford, 1597), pp. Mf8-^9. Also in this volume are
A Sermon Preached at the Fvneralles of the most Reverend Father.
Iohn. late Arch-bishop-ge of Torke. Novomb. the 17. in the yeare of
our Lorde. 159^ and A Senaon Preached in Yorke the Seventeenth day
of Noveu.;er in the yeare of our Lorde 1595. being the Queenes day.

^Henry Smith, The Sermons (London, l6l8), sig. F8r. Since this
volume is a collection of separately published parts, with separate
or no pagination, subsequent references will cite individual sermon
titles.

^The Calling of Ionah. sig. G5V.
a
A Sermon, p.703; Lectvres vpon Ionas. p.3.

^11. 5^5-46, 362. This is in conformity with Hyperian methods.
See The Practis of Preaching, fols. 21 -22 , andjp.228-31 below,
on the use of topics and themes.
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There is in fact a sensitivity to the implications of a com¬

mission derived from the example of prophets like Jonah, which does

not lead to a denial of the necessity of affirmative speech but which

seeks to provide a different context said therefore to require differ¬

ent behaviour from the preacher. This gradual redefinition of role,

already mapped out to some extent in the analysis of first period

sermons, can be given greater precision by looking again at one of

the key words of the previous period, the word "declare". In the

prophetic mode it is the preacher who declares or proclaims God's

will, his character to be an instrument of that will, paradoxically

identified by an emphatic "I". This paradox is broken by the in¬

trusion of scripture as that which represents God's voice and which

becomes an instrument by which the preacher's act is distinguished

from God's promulgation of his will.^"® Its effects are most clearly

to be seen in a shift which occurs in the environment of "declare".

Most typically, the word is used reportively or descriptively,

corresponding to that close attention to the particulars of the text

characteristic of exposition, that is, it is the writer or speaker

with whom the scriptural words are identified who "declares", or

simply Scripture itself, for example, Greenhams "In that he sayth,

he will not make mention of their names with his lips, he declareth

his through hatred vnto them"; Smith: "I have chosen this place to

the Corinthinans, which is the clearest and fullest declaratio of

this Sacram. in al the Scripture"; Udall: "The parties that the

1U£ee above, pp. Mf-45. In Workes, William Perkins makes a comment
of special interest on this point, saying that "the ministerie fc
an high and excellent calling (especially the office of extraordinarie
Prophets in the old testamet) and is therefore subiect to pride, and
to be puffed vp with self conceit" (III, Mf2).
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Scriptures tell vs doe tempt, ..." ^ By some preachers this usage

is further extended, so that the association of "declare" with an act

of speech is replaced by a more general reference to any object, act^

v;ord, or event which clarifies something. Rainolds describes his

sermon procedure in this way, noting that he has "sufficiently de-
12

clared by examples of the Bcriptures" the whole duty of man,and

speaking of that which is to follow a division of the text as "the
13

declaration hereof." It is used of events, as by Chaderton when he

observes that "the common and vsual conuersation of Christians is so

corrupt, that it euidently declareth them to be contented and satis-
14

fied with an outward seruing of God"; and of recorded events, as in

Udall's exposition: "He was afterward hungry) that is for the space

of the *f0. days he was not hungry. But when they were ended he was:

15
which declarethplaynly that it was an exceeding miracle." To make

this association with what may be seem.more specific still, Perkins

at the beginning of A Golden Chaine provides a most significant dia¬

gram which he describes as "A suruey, or Table declaring the order of

the causes of Saluation and Damnation, according to Gods word. It

"^Greenham, 11. 2^1-Vf (see also 11. 557-68)? A Treatise of the Lords
Supper in two Sermons, p.^3? The Combate betwixt Christ and the
Deuill, Foure Sermons vpon the temptations of Christ in the wilder-
nes by Sathan. wherein are to be sene the subtile sleightes that the
tempter vseth agaynst the children of God, and the meanes that God
hath appointed to resiste him, sanctified to our vse in the example
of our Sauiour iesvs Christ (London. /T5907 sig. B6r.

12
John Rainolds, The Prophecie of Obadiah. Opened and Applyed in
svndry learned and Graciovs Sermons preached at All-Hallowes and
St Maries in Oxford (Oxford^ 1613). P»69.

13Ibid., p.lH*.
Laurence Chaderton, An Excellent and godly sermon, most needefull for
this time, wherein we liue in all securitie and sinne. to the great
dishonour of God, and contempt of his holy word. Preached at Paules
Cross the xxvi. day of October. An. 1578 (London. 1850). sig.

^The Combate. sig. C6r""v.
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may be in stead of an ocular Catechism to then which cannot reads

for by the pointing of the finger they .may sensibly perceiue of the

chiefs points of religion, and the order of them". The key words

here are "declaring", "ocular", and "sensibly perceive", representing

the approximation of this form of communication to the most typical

means by which knowledge is gained, that is, by visual perception of

the external world. That the diagram itself is unlike anything which

could be directly perceived in the external world is a matter of con-
16

siderable importance which is discussed below.

For those preachers identified with the radical tendencies in the

Church and the appellation "puritan" or "precisian", "declare" is to

be associated with those values represented by a cluster of words,

including "shew", "manifest", "appears", "plain", and "see".17 It has

reference sore to the qualities of that which is external or objective

than to the behaviour of the sinister, and clearly corresponds to a

reduction in the use of the emphatic or assertive 'I*. Many preachers

continue to use the "speak of" formula, usually during the division

or at some point of transition, for example, "And heere I should

now speake some what of the applying or use of iti but the time hath

overtaken me"1^ or, "I will speake of euery word as they lie, for
to

your aeaorie." "Declare" in these contexts is not common, said it

2.6
See the frontispiece, and below,pp.533-55.

17
See, for example, Richard Greenham, The Worices. *»th ed. (London,
l6055, pp. ?8?-88, and Greenhaa throughout.

1
Lancelot Andrews, 1CVI Sermons (London, 1629), p.65 (s.o). The
sermons to which reference will be made are those preached in the
Eliaabethan period. A group, Certaine Sermons preached at sundry
times, upon sevemll occasions, completes the 96 but is separately
paginated. A quotation from this group will be indicated by the
abbreviation "(s.o)".

19
'Smith, The Betraying of Christ, p.590.
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is noteworthy that some further limitations are placed upon the pre¬

sence of "I". In some cases, the preacher's determination of the

subject matter, best characterised in King's phrase, "I will draw
20

the substaunce of mine intended speach..." is replaced by the
21

authority of the text itself, in phrases like, "this text of
22

Scripture ... offereth me three speciall things to be considered",
23

or "This text doeth deuide it selfe into foure principall partes",

although a characteristically Janus-like usage can be found in Smith's
24

words, "I am to speak of some vices which this Text calleth mee vnto."

By preachers adopting this approach, "I" is admitted only in the or¬

ganisation of the sermon, as in Chaderton'e "I will lay out the
25

parts hereof more plainly" or negatively, in Knewstub's attempt,

advertised by its awkwardness, to suppress 'I' altogether: "Hauing

spoken thus much of the Schoolemaister, order requireth to tell you

what the lesson is, which this good Scnolemaister, would so gladly

learne vs."^

20
A Sermon, p.691.

P*1
See my interpretation of Dering's approach, pp. 42-43 above.

22
William Fulke, A Sermon preached at Hampton Court, on Sonday being
the. 12. day of Nouember. in the yeare of our Lord.3570. Wherein
is playnly proued Babylon to be Rome, both by Scriptures and
Doctors (London. 1572). sigs A3V-A4 .

23
John Knewstub, A Sermon Preached at Paules Cross the Fryday before
Easter, commonly called good Fryday, in the yeere of our Lorde.
1576 (London. 1579). sig. Plr.

24
The Way to Walke In. pp. l60-6l.

^Lawrence Chaderton, A Frvitfvll Sermon, vpon the 3.4.5.6.7. and 8.
verses, of the 12. Chapiter of the Epistle of S. Paul to the Romanes,
very necessary for these times to be read of all men, for their fur¬
ther instruction and edification, in things concerning their faith
and obedience to saluation (London. 1584). p.37.

^A Sermon, sig. P4V.
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A comparison between Knewstub* s statement and a comment by Hooker

which follows a long list of the characters and actions of proud men

("To declaime of the swarmes of evils issuing out of pride is an

easie labour. I rather wish that I could exactly prescribe and per-

swade effectually the remedies whereby a soare so grievous might bee
27

cured" ) does much to emphasise how differently focussed at their

extremes are these manners of preaching, even if Hooker's wish to

prescribe remedies registers the pressure of new concerns. &nphatic

statement associated with the preacher is apparent in another con¬

text, that of the polemical or controversial sermon, in which confi¬

dence in the substantiality of proofs to be offered is accompanied by

a strong use of 'I*. A good example is William Fulke's, "I will

plainly prooue vnto you, that ..." from a sermon preached "in the

hearing of ... obstinate Papistes" in the Tower of London. As in

the earlier sermon preached at Hampton Court, in which he sets out
29

to "plainly shew & proue that Babylon is Rome", this usage re¬

presents the typical organisation of a sermon derived from a topic,
30

rather than generated by the order inherent to a text.

This confirmation of tendencies observed in sermons of the pre¬

vious period is underlined by a remarkably widespread agreement on

27
Richard Hooker, A Learned Sermon of the Natvre of Pride (Oxford,
1612), p.l4.

28
William Fulke, A Sermon Preached vpon Sunday, beeing the twelfth of
March. Anno. 1581. within the Tower of London: In the hearing of
such obstinate Papistes as then were prisoners there (London. 1581),
sig. D&r.

2^sig. A4r.
■^Cee pp. 32, 41-42 and 70-72 above, and pp.289-90 below. Udall
describes one of the advantages of the latter method as that of
freeing the preacher from "the slander of running out of hife Text"
(Commentarie vpon the Lamentations, sig. A3r).
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the character of the preacher, and his most appropriate title.

Within this agreement, which is increasingly centred on the preacher -

audience aspect of that triangular relationship bdween God, minister,

and congregation, degrees of strictness may be observed. These re¬

present modifications of the concepts of ministerial authority, which
31

occur concurrently with the growth of the expository mode.

A useful way of approaching this question of the preacher's

self characterisation is through a distinction made by Bainolds be¬

tween commission and function. Ey contrast with King, who identifies

a range of prophets and apostles because c the word "cry" is associated

with each of them, Rainolds refers to the historical circumstances of

two of thera, Jonah and John the Baptist, and says, "I haue not the

function of Ionah, but the commission of Iohn Baptist, to tell you
3?

that even now the axe is laid ..." He distinguishes, that is,

between a special directive and a general call, or vocation, and im¬

plies that the preacher's performance is not strictly conformable to

any particular title or to the behaviour of any Biblical personage.

A collection of various characters is in fact provided by Eainolds

when he lists, in two separate places at the beginning of his exposition

of Obadiah, "messengers", "Embassadours"."husbandmen"."Stewards". and

'baptaines". and "messengers". "rod". "feete" and "trumpet".^ It is

important to note that "messenger" is common to both and that the

contexts of each list are respectively the Church and its teachings

of the word, and the battle agaiist spiritual evil, principally

31
See above, pp. 40~4l.

32
Lectvres vpon Ionas. pp. 448-50? Obadiah. p.110. A distinction
similar to Eainolds' is made by Smith in The Calling of lonah.
sig. Giv.

^Obadiah. pp. 7, 28.
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represented by Rome but generally manifested in the people. These

titles are clearly understood to represent aspects of the one function,

that of preacher or minister, conceived in terms of the question.

How should this office be performed? That this rather than the

question, What is the office?, is dominant is shown generally in con¬

troversy over theories of the ministerial duty, and particularly in

the use of the word "function" to distinguish between Biblical titles

or injunctions and the performance and experience of a particular man

much later in history. For instance, on one occasion Andrewesis con¬

cerned to show that granting absolution is a particular power of the

ministry. To do this he shows that the Apostles, who were granted

this power, may be regarded in three ways: as Christian men; as

ministers, preachers or priests; or simply as a group of limited

membership. He decides that "it must needes be committed to them as

Ministers. Priests or Preachers;and consequently to those, that in

that Office and Function doe succeed them, to whom, and by whom,
jMt

this Commission is still continued." The problem is cleared by

recognising the special quality of the Apostles' characters and actions

as that which gives substance to the general commission, rather than

by deriving any doctrine directly from the words of the commission.

An even more pertinent example is provided by Perkins, who takes the

example of Isaiah and deduces from it this doctrine, "That all true

Ministers ... oust be first of all stricken into a great feare, in
35

consideration of the greatnes of their function."*^

^XCVI Sermons, p. 57 (s.o).

^Workes (London, 1631), III, hkZ.
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Perkins widens this perspective upon the ministerial function

by including the social context in which the preacher works out the

implications of his role. The preacher is only a particular case of

.'hat should be the state of all men, that is, as he says in the

second Treatise of the Duties and Dignities of the Ministrie.

"Magistrates in their places, and Ministers in theirs, and euerie

man in his function, is to apply this to himself, and to be stirred

vp thereby to a cheerfulnes and quicknes in their duties, for there¬

in they resemble the blessed Angels, and then their deeds accord with
36

their praier." The minister is thus a man with a "place", part of

a coherent pattern of social organisation rather than distinguished

from it, for whom the difficulties of his function are in many respects

Similar to those experienced by any other man, particularly in

fitting personal action to the requirements of the commission. It

is worthwhile noting that for Perkins "commission" is rather too

categorical a term, a less formal relationship between Word and voca¬

tion being indicated in his emphasis upon the "calling" and its

effects on an individual's behaviour in his social context. For ex-

anjie, he generalises from what is said of Christ's going into the

wilderness to conclude that "all that are appointed and set apart by

God for any special calling, are in some sort changed by his spirit ...

when Dauid was made of a shepheard a king, hee was furnished for that
37

place, as his behauiour shewed."^

36
Ibid., Ill, 4^4. See also Greenham, Workes, p.790, and Chaderton's
application of doctrine to all men "what calling or function soeuer
they be in the Church or common wealth" (An Excellent ... Sermon,
sig. A4V).

37
Ibid., Ill, y?k (my underlining). A relationship may be posited be¬
tween this understanding of the preacher's role and the almost com¬
plete absence of invocatory prayers in printed sermons of this period.
The latter may be explained as a matter of book publishing policy
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It is a sign of this concentration upon performance and of the

more complex mode of thinking about it, that comparison with the

Apostles rather than the Prophets should be made. Smith's sermon,

The Dialo&ve betweene Pavl and Agrippa, on Acts 26.27, is only the

most complete example of a general understanding that the behaviour

of Christ, the Disciples, and the Apostles, provides more illuminat¬

ing models than does that of the Prophets. He makes the point in a

way peculiarily suited to this distinction when he states that, "Heere

the Preachers may take example cf the Freacher of the Gentiles, the

louing phrase is the Apostles phrase, and he which beseecheth shall

perswade easier then he which thundreth. Many haue been drawne with

the cords of loue, which could neuer bee haled with the chaines of
7Q

yron." These words take us to the very heart of the preacher's

character, in the contrast between "loue" and "yron", and in the in¬

tention to "persuade". In a statement of priorities which, with the

exception of its personalist emphasis on gifts rather than a commission,

is endorsed by most preachers, Udall affirms that the first gift of

God's ministers is " (... euery where in the word of God) saide to
39

be the gift of the teaching, the knowledge of his mysteries". Perkins

comparable to Playfere's reason for removing source references to
the margin (see p.230 below); or, not exclusively, as a change
of attitude whereby increasing emphasis upon the "reasoning" of the
sermon either made of "the assistance of the spirit" a formal phrase
rather than a sought experience, or intensified awareness of its
presence as a private event having no necessary correlation with the
truth or falsity of the sermon's arguments.

^The Humility of Paul, pp. **28-29; cf. Hooker, Pride, pp. 1-2; John
Udall, The true remedie against Famine and warres. Fiue sermons vpon
the firste chapter of the prophecie of Ioel. wherein the Councell
that the holy Ghoste gaue the Israelites to redresse the famine which
they felt, and preuent the warres that were threatened to come vpon

them; is applied in particular vnto our present time: Preached in
the time of the dearth. 11586 (London. /T587 ?7)« fol. 71r"v.

39 /~ic
Famine and warres. fol. 6 . See above, pp. 50-51*
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describes teaching as the duty of the ministry as ruling is of the
40

magistrates, Smith as the end of Biblical study, Rainolds as

42
a particular office in the church, juuirewes as the second of two

parts, "Recognosce" and "Cognosce", which make up the office of
43

preaching. These are of course only specific verbal references:

there are many other indications, for example, in the relatively

greater importance of doctrinal discussion over moral injunction, or

in an increasingly discursive relationship with the audience, that

to teach has come to be regarded as the definitive character of the
44

preacher.

Individual interpretation and practice, as might be expected,

differs widely, and at bottom such variations can be related to

particular conceptions of the ministerial authority and consequently

to the degree of identification between the minister and his audience.

One variation is advertised by the title which Andrewes adopts from

Isaiah which represents a function rather than an imperative, and

which remains the most accurate description of his preaching manner:

The prophet Deal doth call us, that stand in this place,
the Lord's Remembrancers: As to GOD, for the People, by
the office of Prayers: So from GOD, to the People, by the
office of Preaching. In which office of Preaching, we are

iraployed as muchaiBOMtRecognosce, as about cognosce; as much
in calling to their mindes the things they know and have
forgott, as in teaching thera the things they know not, or
never learnt. These things,.are many, we have Commission
to putt men in mind of.^5

ho
Workes, III,

41
The Affinitie of the Faithfull. p.27.

If2
Obadiah. p.5.

^XCVI Sermons. p.30u
hh

See below,pp.387-91.

^XCVI Sermons. p.JCl.

*
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In these terras, teaching as the provision of new knowledge is less

insisted upon than the provision of incentives for recall of that

already taught but forgotten. This approach assumes either a highly
46

educated audience, or an audience educated to an acceptable level,

but it also speaks of that audience in a curiously impersonal, dis¬

sociated way. Speaking from identification with the body of preachers,

Andrewes is orientated more towards the origin of his commission and

the doctrine of the Church than towards the people to whom his speech

is directed. It is certainly the case that, whether at any point he

is concerned more with recollection or with teaching, he refers not

to any personal revelation or directive (not Jonah's commission) but

to that which is generally available to all in the Bible.

That Scripture is the source of a preacher's knowledge, and that

the teaching character can absorb a considerable amount of that de¬

clarative authority associated with the prophetic mode, is evident

in several preachers. Udall puts the difference between preacher and

audience simply in terms of this teaching function: "what soeuer

concerneth the good or hurt of the whole Church of God, or anie

member of the same ... is to be taught by the Minister of God,
48

vnto the Church, and learned of euerie hearer", and would agree

with Greenham in the latter's expansion of this speak/hear, teach/

learn dichotomy: "if the people must learne the will of God at the

Ministers mouth, it is requisite that he himselfe studie and reade

the word of God diligently, where his holy vail is reuealed, that

46
bee above, pp. 54-55, on interpretations of "milk" and "meat".

47
Cf. Cooper, p.136 above, andpp.387-95below.

IfS T
Famine and warres» fol. 10 „
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he may be able to declare the same vnto the people, to the which end

the Lord hath placed them ouer his people." This authority is

caught in Biblical parables like that of the good Shepherd, and in

a revealing comparison by Smith which makes explicit his view of

the dependent status of the audience: "As the little birds perke vp

their heads when their damme comes with meate, and prepare their

beakes to take it, striuing who shall catch most (now this lookes to

be serued, and now that lookes for a bit, and euery mouth is open

till it bee filled): so you are here like birds, and wee the damme,
50

and the Word the food; therefore you must prepare a mouth to take it.""^
>

Perkins deepens and extends the range of this authority, as it

concerns the behaviour of the preacher and the singular importance

of the sermon, by formalising a growing emphasis upon the word
51

preached. There is a highly significant difference between this and

the Word itself, as the controversy over the necessity of attending

sermons and the insufficiency of private reading of Scripture testi¬

fies. In this context, Perkins preserves the role of the teacher,

who must "build up Gods people in the true knowledge of his holy
52

Word" in the title of "Interpreter". For Perkins there are three

aspects to this function: he must be able to "open and explaine the

couenants of grace", to "rightly and justly apply meanes, for the

working ... out" of reconciliation, and to recognise the operations

^Worises, p.?8l.
50
The Art of Hearing, p.515. A remnant of the prophetic mode is to be
found in Smith's complaint that "while I denounce the great judge¬
ments of God against you ... you fall a sleepe, and so I preache in
vaine." (The First Sermon of The Punishment of Ionah. sig. B2 ).

^See beloy,pp. 275-77.

"*TJdall, Commentarie vpon the Lamentations, sig. A2V.
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53

of grace and publicise them. What must be known is not here some¬

thing only objective, only contained in Scripture, about which we

are to be reminded: the preacher must actively seek, and seek to

incite, the operation of the word in momentary and particular expert-

ience. Hence the prior title, Gods Angels, which invokes much of that

complete identification with God's utterance of his will characteristic

of the prophetic mode, but in a way which stresses the individual

competence and spiiituality of the preacher. To be God's angel is

to "preach Gods word in euidence and demonstration of the spirit of

God." Significantly,the only test is the hearer's response, and it

is clear that more than studiousness, more than an ability to draw

attention to what should be known, is required. As Perkins defines

the difference, "It is thought good commendation before the world, when

men say of a Preacher: Surely, this man hath showne himselfe a proper

scholler, of good learning, great reading, strong memorie, and good

deliuerie: and so it is, and such commendation (if iust) is not to

be contemned: but that that commends a man to the Lord his God, &

to his owne conscience is, when he preacheth so plainely to the capa-

citie, and so powerfully to the conscience of a wicked man, as that
54

he thinks, doubtlesse God is within him." What in fact is stressed

here is a dominating sense of the man in the pulpit,of teaching.through

personal spiritual authority, based upon rather than represented in

the correctness of doctrine. Perkins emphasises this in a telling

comparison: when the word is preached "by a lawfull Minister, it is

^Workes. Ill, 431. The "Instrument" of reconciliation is understood
to be the "glad tidings of the Gospel", not the preafcber, Greenham
also makes this distinction (Workae, p.4l9).

54
^TEbid., III, 430. See below, pp. 501-7, on the subject of plainness.
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as much as if Christ himselfe in his own person should speake vnto

55
them, by vertue of Gods ordinance." All the fear of excess and of

heretical doctrine which this extension of the preacher's duty to

teach "in euidence and demonstration of the spirit" set at work in

the Church is counter-balanced by the word "lawfull", and Perkins'

constant public support of the Church as it was established.

Apart from those qualities affirmed in the term "angels",

there is a general consensus about what it is which distinguishes

preacher and auditors, that is, superior knowledge, a direct corollary

of the teaching function. Most criticisms of the clergy from within

the profession refer to ignorance, and most jusification of the

preacher's right to preach (besides the less challengeable calling

and ordination) is summed up when Udall represents God as speaking

of "they whom I haue made your guydes, in the matters of religion,

who know more then you doe, and who are to haue that estimation

among you, which becommeth messengers of so great assayers fro so

mightie a prince."*^7
These words introduce the title which more accurately than any

other describes the whole function of the minister as it was generally

understood in this period, and which embraces the teacher because

that represents only the manward aspect of a median josition between

God and men. Various expressions of this reciprocating function can

be found, using words which clearly represent a writer's particular

emphasis within a general formula. Perkins notes that not onlyis the

"^Ibid., II, ^67. See also Greenham, Workes. p.790. The situation
envisaged here is that of Christ preaching, not the repetition of
the words which are simply summaries of his sermons; cf. Latimer,
p.39 above.

56
See Rosemary A. Sisson, "William Perkins, Apologist for the Eliza¬
bethan Church of England", Modern Language Review, k? (1952), ^98-502.

57 r V
Famine and warres. fol. 60 .
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preacher "Gods Interpreter to the people," but "hee is also the
58

peoples Interpreter to God." Andreves describes the same relation-
59

ship in terms of the offices of prayer and preaching, and Green-

ham says that just as the preacher is "themouth of God to speake

vnto the people, so he must be the peoples mouth and pray vnto the
60

Lord both for himselfe and for them." In whatever words, the

fundamental notion is the same and is summed up in a revealing com¬

parison, under the titles of "ambassador", or with less elevation,
61

"messenger". These terms represent a clarification of the elements

implicit ii the transition from the prophetic or declarative to the

expository mode of preaching, in which ministerial authority is de¬

fined and modified by a function conceived to be mae extensive than

the pronouncing of judgements, and based upon the mutually confirm-
go

ing actions of teaching and reconciliation. To pronounce judge¬

ment is a task for the minister, but it is only one part of a larger

work centred on the multiform character of God's self revelation as

it is expressed in Scripture and communicated by those who have been

appointed as intermediaries. As Smith says, "it is no report of mine,

^Workes. Ill, ^31.

*^See above, p.1^8.
An
Workes. p.783.

61
This title is used by Rainolds, Obadiah. pp. ll-12j Greenham, Workes.
pp. 790-91; Perkins, Workes. Ill, ^30; Smith, The Art of Hearing.
p.316, and The Trve Triall of the Spirits, pp. 137» 1^1; Udall,
Famine and warres. fol. llr. It is alsoto be found in certain
preachers belonging to the first period, namely, Brant, Two Sermons.
sig. B3*; Bering, XXVII Lectvres. sig. A5r; John Foxe, A Sermon of
Christ crucified, preached at Paules Crosse the Friday before Easter,
commonly called Goodfryday (London. 157o). fols. 5r-6^.

See above, pp. 37-38.
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63but that which I have receiued from good witries", or Knewstub,

"is not teaching, exhorting, and rebuking, the edgecf the wcrde, which
64

maketh it cut?"

Two important innovations which involve further exploration of

possibilities inherent in these views of the preacher's function must

be briefly mentioned. They are explicitly associated with ministers

who were identified as puritans and concern both a partition in teach¬

ing modes under the titles "Pastor" and "Doctor", and a specific de¬

velopment of the Pastor concept.

It has already been shown that Jewel focussed his attention on

"Pastor" and "Doctor" as terms seemingly more accurate to the nature
6*5

of this ministerial function than "watchman" or "messenger", and

the significant underlying conflicts in principle in the controversy

between Cartwright and Whitgift, and in the sermon reply of Rogers to
66

Chaderton, are discussed below. At this point it is useful to note

the cluster of associations, and the special weighting which these

terms received.

In the specimen sermon, Smith repeats Jewel's distinction but

mixes the titles in a curious manner. In one group he has "Pastors,

Doctors, and Teachers", and in a second,"Bishops, or Pastors, or

Doctors, or Preachers". In the second, "Teachers" disappears as a

title and is equated with the activity of the doctor, and bishops

are said to "watch" although "Watchmen" as a general title has been

g-Z
The Dialogve betweene Pavl and King Agrippa. p.4oS.

64 v
A Sermon, sig. £3 .

^See above, p.37.
66

See below, pp.396-407.

6?Smith. 11. 306-331.
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deleted from the first group of which it was a memberin the preced¬

ing edition of 1591. These changes suggest that Smith was very much
a

at point of transition, accepting the doctrine of the disciplinary
A

party, but neither systematically nor in practice at any depth. The

distinction between pastor and doctor is, however, clearly drawn by

Greenham when he says, "It is one thing to speake daily by meditation;, ,

and to beate vpon the conscience as a Pastour, and another thing to

set downe a thing with iudgement and deepe studie, as a Doctor must
68

doe." It is clear from its context that Greenham is not directly

concerned with the formof church government when making this distinction,

although it obviously has repercussions there. Andrewespoints this

out in an early comment on the puritans who, he says, divide "The

Llders Preachers ... into Pastors and Doctors; and these they sever

in function; limiting the one to his exhortation onely, the other to
69

point of doctrine onely." Greenham's main point concerns the ex¬

tent to which a man must seek knowledge as such and deepen his own

learning, and the necessity that the teacher at one level needs to

be himself taught by a teacher of high competence. It also reflects

the various needs and capacities of different audiences (different

by educatinnal attainment, not by other social categories), but has

the reverse implication to that of Andreves' words in that it does not

simply separate teaching and exhortation, knowledge and practice, and

suggest that there can be sufficient of the former, but rather assi¬

milates the necessity of practice as a constant into a scheme of values

which demands persistent improvement in knowledge and regards

—* ■ . .

68
Workes. p.^19. Chaderton makes this distinction in psychological
terms. See below, p. kOk.

69
XCVI Sermons, p.5^ (s.o).
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70
"meditation" as less adequate than "iudgement and deep studie".

This observation points directly to the second innovation,

which concerns a transfer of this demand for knowledge into the field

of exhortation, or, as it is more correctly called, application. It

will be apparent that these two terms are subtly different, in that

the former is primarily injunctive and derives its behavioural
71

categories from forms associated with moral philosophy, whereas the

latter deals in particularities of experience both immediate and

scriptural, deriving its injunctions from the process of establishing
72

doctrine. The principles underlying this development are several,

but closely related. Firstly, there is the character of Scripture

itself - "the written word beeing otherwise generall, is made speciall

by application" - a character which has immediate consequences for

the preacher since "this application is effectually made by the

ministerie of the word, in which men called therto, applyparticularly

to the consciences of their hearts, the commaundements and the promises
73

of God, & that in the name of God."^ This act of application makes

special demands upon the minister, and also, according to Udall, is

the area of his special freedom. White, he says,

it is a sure ground for the hearer to learn to
discern of, and chuse his Teacher by his ability
and dexterity in expounding the Text, and gathering
the Doctrines out of the same; so it is hardly
within his power to judge either of lis choice of
Doctrines, or of the use and application that hee

70
See above, pp. 52-53t where this distinction is discussed with
reference to Sandys and Dering.

71
See above,pp. 58-59.

^See below, pp. 250-59.

^tforkes. I, 708. In other editions, "hearts" reads "hearers".
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maketh (so that he use none but that which is sound
and agreeable to the Text).74

This freedom is shown to derive solely from knowledge, not just in

the matter of sound exposition of the text but in an additional quality
75

which is called "the worde of wisedome", ' or, the "spirit of dis-
rpC.

earning", based upon possession of "that tongue of the learned."

The latter is general to all aspects of the preacher's knowledge,

being a compound of "humane learning", "diuine knowledge", and of the

condition of being "inwardly learned", of which "the two first he
77

must learne from men, but the third from God." The others refer

to a more personal quality of character, experience and pereeptiveness,

the capacity to weigh up a situation, an audience, or an individual.

While this is not a new idea in itself, that the minister should ad¬

just his teaching to circumstances, the circumstances to which he must

be sensitive are particularly private, the root causes of individual,

not categorical, behaviour. This concern is not only new, but it

leads Greenham to make a most Baconian statement about himself when

he notes that, "by howe much in the manner of proceeding I differ

from the most sort of men herein /In the "visiting of afflicted con-
78

sciences^ I am not ignorant." This manner of proceeding is based

upon a psychology different from that of the older forms, characterised

by Greenham by impersonation of those who "cry still, Ohi comfort

7*f v
Commentarie vpon the Lamentations, sig. A3 .

75 r
Famine and warres. fol. 68 .

76Workes, III, 437, 431.
77
Ibid., Ill, 431. Hooker's account of the preacher's education omits
the third. See the first of Two Sermons vpon Part of S. Jvdes Epistle
(Oxford, l6l4), pp. 3-4.

78
A Frvitfvl and Godly Sermon; Containing Necessary and profitable
doctrine, for the reformation of our sinfull and wicked liues. but
especially for the comfort of a troubledConscience in all distresses
(Edinburgh, 1595). p.59.
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them, oh! speake joyfull things vnto them", and it makes a new de¬

mand upon the doctors as Thomas Pickering points out in his dedi¬

catory epistle to Perkins' Treatise of the Cases of Consciencet

"it were to be wished, that men of knowledge in the Ministerie that

haue by the grace of God attained vnto the Tongue of the learned,

would imploy their paines this way; not only in searching into the

depth of such pants as stand in bare speculation, but in annexing
80

therunto the grounds and conclusions of practise."

It is by these men, then, that the teaching character of the

preacher is further articulated through an even greater insistence

on the necessity for extensive knowledge in all subjects, and, most

significantly, in those exploratory areas of experience in which they

believe the rules of an as yet unknown art, the art of the cure of

souls, may be found.81
Having established such high requirements for themselves, the

preachers do not hesitate to assess their performance. There is no

suggestion in the sermons of this period generally that the clergy

felt themselves to be under persistent criticism from dissident

auditors. Greenham does remind his audience that "if any shall preach

Iesus Christ sincerely and purely, hauing some Infirmitie, we must

not therefore reiect him, but obey him for the truths sake; and con-

gp
ader that we are all subiect to infirmities", but sensitivity to

attack and concern with the person of the preacher is notably

concentrated among those who might be called innovators in the

9Ibid.

^Workes, II, sig.R8r.
^ee below, Part 2, Sect. 2, Ch. if.

gWorkes. pp. 789-90.
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church, and most vehemence against ignorant or proud or place-
83

seeking clergy comes from them. Not surprisingly, there is in

this group a strong sense of accord between congregation and preecher,

partly a development of that relationship implicit in the expository

"we", and partly because the "mockers" clearly increased their sense

84
of an identityof values.

Chaderton contrasts Paul as "a perfect paterae of a good and

faithfull seruant of God", and his words to Timothy as "that true

and perfect patterns of preaching", to "our miserable imperfections",

and he goes on to define negatively what he means by the word preached,

saying, "alas, our kinde and maner of preaching ... giueth no life

to those which are dead in sinne, it hath no power to strike in sunder,

or to vnloose the holde of sinne, no sharpenesse to cutte a sunder

the cordes of wickednesse, it cannot enter into the deuiding a sunder

of the soule and spirits, the ioyntes and the marowe, neither can it
85

discerne between the thoughts and intentes of the heart." He

agrees with Perkins, Udall, and Greenham that, in Perkins' words,

"Ministers (euen the best) are men, and this comes to passe by reason

of the corruption of their nature as they are men, the nature of

which corruption is to apprehend any euill where euer it finds it,

and to partake with it: regeneratio qualifies & abates this corruption,
86

but takes it not away perfectly in this life." The theory of total

83 r v
e.g. Chaderton. An Excellent ... sermon, sigs. G2 -Gv , and A Frvit-
fvll Sermon, pp. 33-35> John Stockwood, A Short Catechisme for
Househonlders. With Prayers to the same adioyning. Heervnto are added
vnder the Aunswer vnto euerie Question, the prooues of the Scripture,
for euerjeVoynt of the sayd Catechisme (London. 1582). sigs. A5v-A6r;
Greenham. Workes. p.7&2.

84
e.g. Greenham. 11. 8l6-l8; Perkins, Workes. Ill, 421; Udall, The
Combate. sig. E7V.

^An Excellent ... sermon, sigs. G2r-G3r.
86
Workes. Ill, 446. See also Greenham , Workes. p.100; Udall, Obedience
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corruption discussed with reference to Sandys is here integrated

into the preacher's notion of his public function, and gives the

demand for a conjunction between private and public behaviour much

greater sharpness and penetration than the earlier approach, which

dealt in terms of categorical sins and public behavior, and is repre¬

sented in Cooper's vigorous justification of the clergy s

Which of you is able to accuse vs, that we liue loosely,
in chambearing & wantonnesse, or riotouslye, in banqueting
& drunkennesse, or contentiously, in striefe and enuie...
Which of you is able to saye, that wee wast the treasure
of the lande, in feedying three Cankers ... I meane, Mon¬
strous Vanitie in Apparell. Needelesse pompe in Sumptuous
building, and Excessiue charge in daintie feeding?0/

This type of criticism is not reported in other, later sermons. Apart

from Andrewea' attempt to "answer the question (more vsually than
88

advisedly oft cast out) What good do these churchmen?". the criti¬

cism reflected in sermons centres on the manner of preaching and

"the gadding of the multitude (where they may easily come to the
go

varietie of Teachers)." They are concerned with the private state

of the man, more than with his public appearance, and this has a most

interesting further consequence for the relationship between preacher

and audience. Smith puts it most concisely when, having described

what a man might do if he thought about his inevitable death, he says

90
"I can but teach you with words, as Iohn baptized with water." The

to the Gospell. Two Sermons, conteyning frvtefvl matter, both of
doctrine, and exhortation; very needefull to bee knowne. and prac¬
tised in these our dayes (London. 158*0, sig. A2Y.

89
Certaine Sermons, pp. 226-27.

88
.XCVI Sermons. p.l87.

®^Udall, Commentarie vpon the Lamentations, sig. AJV. See also Green-
ham, Workes, pp. 830-31. and Smith. The"*Calling of lonah. sig. G^f*.

•^The godly Mans Reqvest, p.282.
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preacher is powerless to achieve conversion by his own effort because

he can have no control over the presence or working of God's spirit,
91

which is determinative. Furthermore, the behaviour and responsive¬

ness of the audience assumes greater importance the more the preacher

endeavours to locate the effects of the spirit in the moment of preach¬

ing, to preach in the "euidence and demonstration of the spirit".

This ranges from frustration - "While I preach, you heare iniquity
92

ingender within you" - to more subversive effects on character and

performance: "lamentable experiece daily lets vs see, that ... where

the people bee Popish, there the Minister is too superstitious: where

the people are ignorant, there the minister is no great dark ... and

it is seene that the best Ministers, and most carefull of all, doe

complaine bitterly of the pollutions of their people", because "they

alwayes finde at the least a dulling and decaying of Gods graces in
ox

themselues, where the people are vntoward and disobedient." The

minister is thus in many respects dependent on the character of his

congregation for the successful performance of his function, an

awareness that human limitation acts more variously than by individual

91
Smith talks of "the vaile of sinne ... drawne like a curtaine ouer

your hearts" which must be removed before preaching can be effective,
in Foode for New Borne Babes, p.and Udall sums up the extent
of his power in the sequence, "for Paule planteth. Apollo watereth,
but God giueth the increase", in Peters Fall. Two Sermons vpon the
Historic of Peters denying Christ. Wherin we may see the causes of
mans falling from God, and the manner how.both of the wicked tho¬
rough 'jacredulitie, and of the godly by infirmitie: and also the
way that God, hath set downe in his word to^rise againe (London.
15o4), sigs. F2v-F5r. See also Greenham. Workes. p.783.

92 v
Smith, The Trvmpet of the Soule Sounding to judgement. sig.D2 .

^Perkins, Workes. Ill, Mf7-48; Mali's description of the effects
of an audience's "sinnes, and colde attendance therevnto" upon the
preacher is very specific. They "freeze his affections, and stoppe
his mouth" (Famine and warres. fol. 57v).
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git
corruption or typical sine, to compromise God's work. The de¬

gree to which this exposure and sense of compromise is felt is a

function both of the character of the audience and of the preacher's

self-conception. This may be demonstrated in its applicability to

all group relations, when the prblem of how to preserve one* a re-

generacy among the unregenerate is discussed, or the principle that

one must experience sin to know what it is and to test one's "election"
95

is attacked. Greenham demonstrates the power of the group when,

in giving advice on the former question, he says that any contact

with the ungodly, that is, with "foolish, vaine, and prophane world¬

lings", is dangerous and mst be understood as a severe test of cue's

profession. Their impact is vigorouslyphysical: "our eyes shall be¬

hold vanitie, our eares shall be filled with vngratious and grace-

96
lease graces in lying, swearing and blaspheming." The alternative

to a direct, reciprocating relationship is suggested in a phrase of

Andrewes, used in a discussion of God's absolute power and its re¬

straint to ordinary means: "where God proceed©th by the Churche's

act, as ordinarily be doth, it being his own ordinance; there, who-

oeuer wil be partaker of the Churche's act must be partaker of it by

Oi}
How deeply preachers were affected by this pressure of ignorance is
attested by Smith's warning to his successor at St. Clement lanes
that "it may beafter some three of foure yeares labour and traueil,
he shall win some two or three vnto Christ, which shall extinguish
all griefe" (The Petition of Moses to God, p.405), and by the de¬
parture of Greenham from his parish of bxy brayton after some twenty
years ministry there, because of the "untractableness and unteach¬
ableness of the people amongst whom he had taken such exceeding great
paines." This is reported by Samuel Clarke in The Lives of Thirty-
Tvo bhglish bivines. Famous in their Generations for Learning and
Piety. And most of them Sufferers in the Cause of Christ (London.
1677), p.15. This work republished together with .. Gc-neral Martyr-
oloftie. 3rd ed. (London, 1677).

Worksa. Ill, p.373.

^Workeg. pp. 770-771; of# GrQ|8nliiBB| XX© SO^XO^#
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the Apostle's meanes." Here the preacher and congregation are

united under an ordinance and by an institution, with the impli¬

cation that actions performed in conformity to the ordinance are

understood to be identified with the Church, rather thanthe indi¬

vidual who performs them. Like Scripture, the Church here arguably

becomes a fourth element in addition to the trinity of God, ministers

and scripture, further separating God and his prophets, in this case

98
in the area not of knowledge but of the spirit.

Such a difference in orientation does not mean that social dis¬

tinctions, pride in learning, and concern with status which are im¬

portant constituents of criticism of the ministry, are simply the

prerogative and fault of those who were, or became, disposed towards

institutional authority. As it has already been shown, division of

the people into learned and unlearned gave the knowledgable man some

immediate authority which was extended by the provision of lawfully
99

established social functions. Also, presumption may appear in

"our common speaches: Tush, the Preahcer is but a man, as I am; I am

sure he hath infirmities sis others have: we are no Angel?* our

100
nature is corrupt, wee sire butmen", something which Greenham wsirns

against as a device of the devil, as it is clearly a misuse of the

preacher's self-criticism. But, equally, Perkins warns that "Magistrates

^XCVI Sermons, p.38 (s.o).
98
e.g. "this time of the fast ... ministred an occasion to call for
an abstinence from sinne: This day, and this time being sett out
by the Churches appoyntment to that end" (Ibid., p.184); cf. Hooker's
view of the Church in terms of the "administration ecclesiastical"
(Two Sermons vpon ... Jvde. p.52). See above, pp. 44-45, 106.

99 .
See above, p.146.

1 OP

Greenham, A Frvitful ... Sermon, pp. 48-49.



and Ministers, must learne to be farre from contempt of their in-

feriours: & to doe their duties of ruling and teaching carefully,
101

though the people be farre their inferiours". and Chaderton re¬

fers to what must have been the mcefc testing of personal difficulties

experienced by those who fully accepted their educative mission

when he asks, "where is that Minister amongst vs, which through

loue humbleth him selfe, and beareth with the infirmities of ignor¬

ance, lacke of knowledge, wisedome, and discretion in his flocke and

fellow brethren?"102
It is the nature of this relationship between the preacher and

his immediate society which is of extreme importance. Evaluation of

a minister's performance is based upon a complex of beliefs, prin¬

ciples, and dispositions which are in the first instance personal but

in this period come to identify particular groupings in the Church,

and which are most fully revealed in this relationship. The diver¬

gence in view which distinguishes these groups can be readily exem¬

plified. For instance, there is Andrewes' treatment of Lazarus in

his fifth Lent sermon on Luke 16.25, preached "in the Covrt at RLch-

monde", when, in his division he asks, "why should we deale with

Lazarus? This place is not for him; nor he no roome in this Audi-

torie."10^ In a pointed contrast to this exclusion on the grounds

of social status, based on the principle that knowledge of everything

is necessary, Udall says, "albeit the practize of a Kinges office

belongeth not vnto the ploughman, yet the doctrine is needful for him

101Workes, III,
102An Excellent ... sermon, sig. Glr.
10^XCVI Sermons, p.311. See also his treatment of Judas (pp. 288-91).
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to know. For seeing the Lorde will be praised for the blessing that

wee reape by good and vertuous rulers, and praied vnto for the amend¬

ment of them that bee euill, howe shall this bee perfourmed of him
10k

that hath not beene taught it out of the woorde." Evidence of a

transitional stage between these views can be found in the work of
105

Cooper and John King, who both speak of the estates while on

other occasions emphasising how important it is that each man should
106

"haue his portion of meat most wholesome for him." Increasingly

in this period, thought in terms of social categories is confronted by
107

the concept of the vocation or calling, centred explicitly on the

"priuate man","*"0^ or "particular Cases", or "the partie"7°^
Chaderton makes this poinc generally, in defining the church as

one body and many members: "it is certaine that as it pleased God

vnder the lawe to establishe this distinction of callinges, in Israeli:

so hath he done now vnder the Gospell in the new Ierusalem. For our

Apostle ... straitly chargest every one to walke in that callinge,

wherein he is", having already searched the New Testament to show that

"distinctions of vocations" applies equally to those now living under
110

the regime of the Gospel, as it did to those who lived under the law.

While this is evidently a means to conserve social order, and while

categorisation of some sort is always necessary, the groups sire

^^Famine and warres, fols. 9V-10r.
^^Certaine Sermons, pp.226-27; King, Lectvres vpon Ionas. p.4. See also

his paragraphs beginning "Let the prowde by name remember •«•", and
"Le»t the covetous also remember ..." (a Fvnerall Sermon, pp. 67^-76).

106
Rainolds, Obadiah. p.57? cf. Hooker, Pride, p.2? King, Lectvres
vpon Ionas. p.5? Smith, The Art of Hearing, p.515.

107
e.g., Greenham. 11. ^25-56.

3 08
Smith, A Treatise of the Lords Svpper, p.80. Perkins says that "so
long as Christ was a priuate man, he lived with Ioseph and Mary a
priuate life" (Workes. Ill, 57*0.

109Perkins, Workes^ II, sig.7r. "Partie" is used throughout the Cases
-of-'GoamtiWBce.» See also XCVI Sermons, pp. 5^1, 76 (s.o). In the latter
example, the word is explicitly related to Christian, rather than
philosophical, conceptions. Seepp. 170-71, 208-9.
Frvitfvll Sermon, pp. 16-17. See also Udall, Obedience to the
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flexible and reflect personal functions and roles rather than moral

or political conventions. Greenham precisely illustrates this priority

when he speaks of personal reformation and the "manifold blessings

in our land", which would follow: individual repentance must come

first: "For of particular persons come families: of families tovmes;

of townes prouinces; of prouinces whole realmes: so that conueighing

Gods holy trueth in this sort from one to another, in time, and that

shortly, it would so spread into all parts of this kingdome."11"1"
A direct transition can be made from evaluation of the minister

in terms, of his relationship with his audience to a more detailed con¬

sideration of the audience itself. Much of what w$s said about audience

behaviour and "particular persons" by ministers of the previous period

occurred in the context of criticism of the ministry, but in this

period it is found more directly expressed in the context of exposition

and application, being used comparatively with biblical examples for

explanatory and exemplary purposes. Those who continued to develop

concepts of the ministerial function also show themselves to be much

preoccupied with questions concerning the nature of individual be¬

haviour.

Just as Sandys provided for the preceding period an important

clarification of beliefs about human nature by making detailed comparisons

Gospell. sigs. F1V-F4V; Smith, The Yong Mans Taske. pp. 215-16;
Cooper, The true and perfect copie. sig. Elv.

Workes. pp. 88-89. In contrast to this hope there is the more
frequent expression of discouragement, measured in terms of the
distance in time (which Chaderton describes as the "golden yeeres")
from the accession of Elizabeth, e.g., Chaderton and Greenham
mention 20 years (An Excellent ... sermon, sig. F2**; Workes. p.775)»
Hooker, 24 (Two Sermons vpon ... Jvde. p.23), Smith, 30 (The
Dialogue between Pavl and King Agrippa. p.415), ®uad Perkins, 35
(Workes, III, pp. 420-21. 424;. Notice also Andrewes' exposition
of "populum" as a pejorative term (XCVI Sermons, pp. 278-79).
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112
between protestant and romanist doctrines, for this period also

the Church of Rome, and the beliefs and practices designated by the

word "Papist" or its cognates, provide a valuable means by which

English protestant thought achieves focus and definition. Many of

the large issues of natinnal security and international relations

are summed up for the whole Elizabethanrperiod in the words of two

preachers, William Fulke and Laurence Humphrey. When preaching be¬

fore the Queen at Hampton Court in 157C, Fulke described in stark

terms the nature of the conflict (and the hopes of reasonable men)

when he stated that "The greatest controuersye that this day troubleth

the world, is wher the true Church of God should be, the Papists mak¬

ing great brags that it is on their side, & we affirming that it is on

our side. This controuersye wil soone be cut of, and brought to an

ende, if it may be shewed that Babylon is Rome. For then cannot

Rome be the church of Christ, but the church of Antichrist.""'""''^ Reason

was not sufficient, needless to say^ and almost twenty years later

Laurence Humphrey published A View of the Romish Hydra and Monster,

Traison, Against the Lords Annointed: Condemned by David. 1 Sam. 26.

and nowe confvted in seven sermons; To perswade obedience to Princes. Con¬

cord among our selues, and a general Reformation and Repentaunce in all states

(Oxford, 1588). These sermons are filled with canon law and church and

secular history (especially English) to demonstrate the falsity of Papal claims

to secular and spiritual authority, traversing in a less scriptural and

112
See above, pp. 62-6^.
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argumentative manner than Fulke the same public issues.

Internal disorders and the general condition of the peopley

are also widely discussed, and it is the second, of which the first

is seen to be an effect, that is most important. The controversies

of the previous generation are referred to by Stockwood in a

vigorous reference to the doctrine, "That Ignorance was the mother of
114

Deuotion." He states that "this absurde and blockishe doctrine,

hath engendered in the minds of many a sottish readines to beleeue

any thing neuer so false and impious, that popish Preistes would

teach ... thinking themselues sty11 to be deuoute inough, so long

as they continue styll ignoraunt inough," This state of affairs,

which Stockwood says, "We haue seene by too manifest and hurtfull

experience", is contrasted to the principle that "common weales doe

no where better florishe, then where learning is had in most price

and estimation"; so that to keep the people in ignorance is to keep

the state in subjection. These principles lie behind all the pressure

for learning, and do much to give urgency and priority to the teaching
115

function of the ministry.

1
Stockwood, A Short Catechisme. "The Epistle Dedicatorie", sig.
*2V-*3V5 cf* Smith, The True Trial! of the Spirits, p.1595
Udall, Amendment of life. Three Sermons vpon Actes 2, verses 57.38.
Conteining the true effect of the worde of God, in the conuersion
of the godly: and the inaner how it changeth their harts, and re-
formeth their liues. which is the true worke of regeneration (London.
158^), sig. C3V. See above, p.^9.

115
Cf. Maclure's suggestion that the demand that congregationsshould
be able to detect false doctrine developed in response to the growth
of Arminianism (The Paul's Crosse Sermons. p.95)» This opinion is
endorsed by Parkander (Rhetorical Theory and Practice. p.ll8).
Preachers believe that they are observing a new tendency in this
period and generally describe it in the following way: "seying
Satha can not preuayle in the world, to keepe it still drowned
in blinde ignoraunce, and superstitious deuotion: but that the
same is described openly vnto men, to be detestable and leading to
finall destruction: now doth he labour to bring men vnto Athe isme,
and to be iust of no Religion at all." (Udall, The Combate. sig. Fir-v).
This suspicion, that the principal effect of the Reformation was to
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The universal possession of knowledge is believed to be criti¬

cal for the preservation of the state, but this fundamental belief

appears in many different guises! for example, in the principles

of the sufficiency of Scripture for certain knowledge, and the nec-

116
essity of access to itj in the subject of idolatry, which is

taken by Perkins as a subject suitable to show those to be deceived

who believe that "Protestants and Papists differ not in the substance

of religion, but in circumstances", and which is central to any con¬

sideration of what is true worship, since "the remainders of Popery

yet sticke in the mindes of many of ^The ignorant multitude/', and they

thinks, that to serue God, is nothing else but to deale truely with

men, and to babble a few words morning and euening, at home, or in
117

the Church, though there be no vnderstanding"; in condemnation of

doctrines like that of Purgatory end ceremonies like masses for the
X3tS

dead} and most significantly for this discussion, in doctrines

concerning human psychology.

The important contrasts between protestant and romanist in this

area have already been defined from the protestant point of view by

Sandys, but Perkins extends them in a most significant way. He makes

explicit an equation already present in beliefs concerning the natural

man, that is, whether he was totally corrupted by the fall, or whether

"^"

liberate people from all true religion, is more widely repre¬
sented in the title, "carnall Protestant" or "timeserver",
applied by iany preachers to those who engaged in religious ob¬
servance only out of conformity to the law, and whose attitude
was corroboration in reverse^ pf the Machiavellian principle that
religion was nothing more t3&nAgovemment. (cf. Greenhan, 11. 223-
37, 400-3; Perkins, Workes. II, 463). Maclure locates concern
with these matters towards the end of this period (The Pauls Cross
Sermons, pp. 78-80).

ll6Fulke, A Sermon ... within the Tower, sigs. C6V-X)lr.
Workes. I, 670. See below, Part 2, Sect. 1, Ch. 2,

■^Sudth, The Pilgrims Wish, pp. 259-60.
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119
he retained some capacity to will and performgood actions, ? when

he observes, on the matter of loving God and one's neighbour,that

"it is the common opinion, that a man may doe so by nature, and that

he is not worthy to liue, who doth not loue God with his heart, and
120

beleeue in lesus Christ." This attitude is condemned, not simply

as ignorance, but more fundamentally, as innate; and Perkins else¬

where observes that "the thoughts of euery man, be he what he will,

are plaine Papistry, for Popery is naturall: One chiefe pillar

and ground thereof is justification, and saluation by workes; which
121

opinion euery man brings with him from his mothers wombe." The

terms 'Papist', 'Popery', 'Popish' come in this way to represent

a natural psychology, descriptive of the behaviour and opinions of
122

unregenerate men. It is the human substance and what is true

about it which is at issue, and not simply ideological and institution¬

al theories. The latter are built upon explicit principles and hidden

assumptions concerning human nature, and it is only in these terms

that the fundamental question of human sinfulness can be approached.

Greenham, for example, distinguishes between "papists" and those with

valid self-knowledge by saying that the former "haue imagined a

coloured perswasion of the law", and have measured "the interpretation

of the law and the obseruation thereof by grosse sinnes, and not

otherwise", comparing them with the Pharisees and the "worldly wise

^e.g. Greenham, Workes. pp. j&8-51; Udall, The Combate. sig. E6r.
'l ?n

Workes. Ill, bl2.
121
ibid., II, V7I5 see also Fulke, A bermon ... within the Tower,
sigs. A8r-B2v.

"'^Udall, Peters Fall, sig. E6r"v.
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Philosophers" and contrasting than with XJaul who "saw further, that

euery little thought rebelling against the spirit and fighting
a»

against the law, was sinne, which they neuer dreamed of."

"Papistry" is thought to lads any notion of introspection or self-

knowledge, for those to whom the term applies "neuer knew what sinn
12k

was, neuer searched nor saw into their own© heartee", a mode of

perception mid analysis neatly distinguished by Perkins in another

context fro® the philosophical ethics of the past. "CertStie /of

saluatiojy'", he says, " is either of faith, or experimental!, which
125

Papists call morell." Behaviour is understood and interpreted net

in terns of a legal system, out by its conformity to a paradigm life,

that of Jesus Christ.

ikying declared by the historical Reformation that the Church

of Rome was not the true Church, and having established an alternative,

ministers began to seek personal reformation through the identifi¬

cation and description of psychological types by which men might per¬

ceive their private condition. The term "papistry" does not only

designate the inherited system of beliefs and practices entrenched

amongst the common people in liagland after 1558, but, particularly

amongst those of puritan inclinations, it coma to represent the

essential character of fallen man.

This conclusion must be balanced by reference to those who were

1?~3Workes. p.SO?.

1^\orkes. Ill, ^12j cf. Greenhorn's assertion that "Papists ...
because they haue no knowledge, but rest vpon their doings, they
con haue no conscience", which follows his definition of con¬
science* (Workes. p.8l6).

I£\orkog. I, 5^0.

l2^-.ee above, pp. 7**»?6, 9^-96, and below jp. 223-27.
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not of the "ignorant multitude" but who, while affirming key re¬

formation doctrines like justification by faith, did not fully accept

the larger psychological implication of these doctrines. In Andrewes,

Hooker, and Playfere we may find statements, already made by such as

127
Bedel, which can be gathered under a heading like "the ease of

good", and which tend to place greater stress on God's promises and

his necessary fulfillment of them if man does as he is commanded, than
128

on the impossibility of adequate human response to these commands.

Such a disposition tends to find satisfaction in the performance of

ritual actions, rather than in a constant, inward, "dialectical" re¬

lationship betweenGod and the individual, and may be typified in

general by a proportionately greater concentration on ecclesiastical

orders, "literary" exposition of Scripture, and devotional behaviour,

than on "experimental!" discussion and analysis, or particularly

in these words of Playfere from The Meane in Mourning: "For God

hearing a sinner in true contrituion vtter but this one word of three

syllables, peccaui, I haue sinned, is so in a manner charmed and in-

chanted with it, that he hath no power ouer himselfe, he cannot but

127Bedel. 11, 48*1-91.
*1 oft

Andrewes, XCVI Sermons, pp. 345-46; Hooker, A Learned Discovrseof
Ivstification. Workes.and how the fcnuidation of faith is ouer-
throwne (Oxford. 1612J. pp. 11-14, 26-28; Smith. The Law-givers
Answere to the Lawyers Qvestion. p.569; Thomas Playfere, The Power
of Praier. A Sermon preached in the Cathedrall Church of Exeter in
August. 1596. pp. 9. 31-53. and The' Me'ane in Mourning. A Sermon
preached at S. Maryes Spittle in London in Easter Weeke. 1595. p.l8,
in The V.'hole Sermons (London. 1623). Since this volume is a col-
lection of parts previously published separately, without continuous
pagination, subsequent references will specify the sermon title and
page numbers as they are found in this volume. As the date when
each sermon was preached is given, and the latest is 27 August
1605, I have not restricted my discussion to those of the Eliza¬
bethan period.
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grant# remission.

A correction such as this is also necessary if the statements

of theory, opinion, and expectation which preachers make concern-

ing the behaviour of audiences and individuals axe to be evaluated

with any accuracy. There are distinct categories of audience, the
130

Court and the people, and the assumed difference between them is

education (of a certain type, with its concomraitant cluster of cultural,

social and behavioural values). I say "assumed" because, in weighing

what is said about human nature and psychology to courtly audiences

an element of idealising must be taken into account. This is apparent,

for example, in a demonstration by Andrewee of the strength of love.

In the course of showing that one type of response always frustrates

love, he says ,"vnkindnesse is a mighty enenriLe, and the wounds of it,

deepe. Nay there be, that of themselves are most kind, inall the
O

three degrees before remembred, as was King David, and as all noble

natures are; why Selfe-love is nothing in their hands. But, let them

be encountred with unkindnesse (as David was in Nabal) they cannot
131

stand the stroke." The notion of the noble nature and its qualities

and susceptibilities is also used by both Andrewee and Playfere to

characterise Christ's behaviour throughout his passion, in his refer¬

ences to Christ as a "noble Champion" and to his "heroicall heart",

or to the Cross as "that victorious Chariot", a mode radically different

pie Keane in Mourning, p. 135 cf. Playfere. 11. 175-8^, 5^-97,831-59; Smith. 11. 531-^0. Its dangerous tendencies are en¬
capsulated for the puritans in the terms, "hypocrisie", "formall",
and "ceremonlall" (Perkins, Worices. I, ^82).

^C£ee above, pp. 18-19.
131

XCYI Sermons, p.327. See also his dismissal of Laaarus, quoted
above, p.l&4.
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from that conformable to the conditions of the common people.

Most exemplary or illustrative material is drawn from ordinary

and not courtly society, which means that it cannot be assumed to

be fully representative. However, in discussions and formulations

of theory the problem is different. The major theoretical distinction

which comes to the surface in this period is that betweenwhat might

be called moderate and rigorous Calvinism, a distinction exemplified

at first in the controversy between Whitgift and Cartwright, and
133

later in the opposition to Arminianism. Aspects of this difference

have already been mentioned, but central to it is the interpretation

of the doctrine of total corruption and the increasingly divergent
134

tendencies towards regarding original sin as a formal, or as an

actual psychological factor. It is necessary to distinguish three

separate manifestations of these tendencies, in the employment of

authoritative theories by which human biriaviour is ordered, of descript¬

ive and analytical theories which seek to explain and interpret this

behaviour, and of illustrative material. What is common to all three

is an intention to educate, to provide people with greater insight

into their own psyphological processes. For this reason, the subse¬

quent discussion will not be concerned with the problem of psycho¬

logical universals or constants,and its corollary, whether one

1^2The Meane in Mourning, pp. 90, 35* The seventh part of this ser-
mon is a consideration of "three vertues that were in Christ.
Wisedome, Benignitie, Magnanimitie" (pp. 77-78).

"^See below, Part 1, Sect. 1, Ch. 3, and also Collinson, The Eliza¬
bethan Puritan Movement, pp. 36-37 , 236-37 , 368, 434-35> Dickens,
The English Reformation, pp. 313-14; C.H.and K. George, The
Protestant Kind, pp. 66-68; Maclure, The Paul's Cross Sermons,
pp. 94-95? Charles Davis Cremeans, The Reception of Calvinist
Thought in brig land. Illinois ~ Studies in the Social Sciences, 31,
No.' 1 (Urbana: Univ. of Illinois Press, 1949), pp* 73-74, 8l,
98-102.

134
e.g. Hooker discusses sin in terms of its being a departure from
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theory is more truthful thananother, but with what it means that

certain models of mental behaviour were evolved in the course of

this investigative and educational activity.1^
Something of the importance of this topic may be indicated

by brief reference to several views of the character of the sancti¬

fied life. PIayfere, after complimenting the court, and especially

the King, on the exceptional example givenby them to the country of

diligence in the performance of Christian duties, observes that

"wee must not labour so much to knowe the word, that wee may sub -

tilly dispute or discourse of it, as to practise it that wee may

shews the fruite of it in the amendment of our liues. Therefore

King Dauid ... saith in one of the P&almes; 0 Lord teach me good-

neese that I may shewe the fruit of it ... But first goodnesse
x 136

and then knowledge." Of course, the importance of good works is

never denied, and throughout the period criticism is directed

against those who seek knowledge for its own sake. However, when

Smith defines "the right way to heaven", he does not imply the simple

existence of two states, knowing and being good, which can stand in

an uncomplicated relation of precedence to each other, but expands

on what Playfere calls "the fruite" and in so doing shows that good¬

ness, like knowledge, is not so much a given as a hard-won possession

involving hidden aspects of the person:

The way, by which the word doth set thee into heauen, is
to doe vnto other as thou wouldest haue other do vnto

thee, to exercise good workes, and yet beleeue that Christs

a mean (Pride, pp. 3-5, 7-8), and Andrewee describes a comparison
made between animals and men as "no small disgrace to our Nature"

(XCVI dermons. p.199).

belct^ Pt. 2, Ch.
136
•^Good Ground, A Sermon Preached before the Kings Kaiestie that
day he en'tred into Oxford, at Woodstoeke, August 27. l605, p.192.
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workes shall saue thee: to pray without doubting,
and yet be content that thy prayer be not granted:
to keepe within thy calling, and doe nothing by con¬
tention: to bring thy will vnto Gods will, and suffer
for Christ, because he hath suffered for thee: to re¬
pent not onely for thine open and grosse faults, but
for to count euery sinne great, to apply all things to
the glory of God, & of euery thing to make some vse.137

Such conditions are nevertheless established primarily in terms of

Christian exercises rather than knowledge, although with care never

to equate performance and reward, and it is to a preacher like Green-

ham that one must look to find a thorough integration of knowledge

and virtue. He says, "In iudgement men doe see that the onely

treasure of man is the saluation of the soule: this is a granted

rule, neither doth this need so much be proued vnto vs, as that it

is not one.Ty to bee confessed of vs in words, but also in vnderstand-

ing to be conceiued, in affection to bee well liked of, and agreed

vnto, and in life to be expressed. For blessed are they that can so

138
thinke of and make vse of this treasure", that is to say, although

the dichotomy of the understanding and affections parallels that of

knowledge and goodness, priority is placed upon the hidden, mental

actions of the individual, and this terminological disjunction, un¬

broken by Flayfere because his description remains categorical, is

bridged by Greenham in the representation of a psychological process.

What is evident here is that within a broad general agreement

on the necessity for action to confirm and validate knowledge there

is a significant difference of opinion on the inportance of knowledge

and in what sufficient knowledge consists, and a corresponding differ¬

ence of concentration on the psychological origins of behaviour.

^^lacobs Ladder, or The Way to Heaven, p.5^3.

158Workes, p.99.
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139
These differences were hinted at in sermons of the first period, ^

but it is only in the following generation that they begin to

assume distinct characters.

One notable instance is the expression of concern at the ig¬

norance of the people, which seems to intensify rather than diminish,

especially amongst those associated with popular or, more accurately,

non-courtly audiences. It occurs in two contexts,one of report and

the other of theory, each obviously a confirmation of the other.

The most extensive summary of common opinion is given in thirty two

points comprising Perkins* dedication "To all ignorant people that

desire to be instructed" of his work, The Fovndation of Christian

Religion. He rebuts a possible defence against the judgement made

throughout the dedication by defining the extent of "sufficient":

You will reply vnto mee thus: that ye are not so bad
as I would make you. If need be you can say the Creede,
the Lords prayer, and the tenne Gommandements: and there¬
fore ye will be of Gods belief, say all men what they
will, and you defie the diuell from your hearts.

I answer againe, that it is not sufficient to say all
these without booke, vnlesse ye can vnderstand the mean¬
ing of the words, and be able to make a right vse of the
Commandements, of the Creede, of the Lords Praier, by
applying them inwardly to your hearts and consciences,
and outwardly to your liues and conuersations. This is
the very point in which he faile.1^0

"*^See above, pp. 52-55*
1/fO v

Workes. I, sig. A2 . Some of the "common opinions" are:
3. That ye haue beleeued in Christ euer since you could

remember.
14. That merrie ballads and bookes, as Scoggin, Beuis of

Southhampton. &c. are good to driue away the time, and
remooue heart qualmes.

19. That it was a good world, when the olde Religion was,
because all thinges were cheape.

26. That a man eates his Maker in the Sacrament.
28. That a man neede not haue any knowledge of religion, be¬

cause he is not booke-learned.
32. That ye haue go strong a faith in Christ, that no euill

company can hurt you. (Ibid., I, sig. A2*0.
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By Greenham and especially by Udall, these opinions and this

principle, the necessity of inward personal application of the word,

are often reiterated. The quality most necessary is a desire for

knowledge, that is, motivation which reflects a personal awareness

of its value rather than a »sponse to the preacher's authority, an

action which goes beyond the receptive "desire to be instructed "

to the active ability to "iudge betweene false religion and true, be-

tweene the workes of the flesh, and of the spirit, between that which
l/f2

is good, and that which is euil and displeasing in the sight of God."

Such a skill develops in the process of an unending search, for

"euery poynt of Gods word is of most weightie importance, needefull

for vs to be knowne: and that (doe what we can) we shall neuer knowe,
llf3

but in part", and encouragement to persist is accompanied by re-
lij4

spect for latent capacities, in the principle previously mentioned,

that a man will respond more readily to reasons than to authoritative

assertion.

There is every reason to think that this attitude represents

a new found confidence in, or awareness of, human intellectual capa¬

cities.1^ There is much evidence (usually in a negative context,

of threats to the established . secial order, or more narrowly, of

Ikl T
Workes. pp. 511-12. See also Udall, Peters' Fall, sig. A7 .

1^2
Greenham, Workes. p.53-

"^Obedience to the Gospell, sig. B6r.
"^See above, p.1^7.

e most complete statement of this attitude in the vicinity of
the sermons is Udall's "Epistle Dedicatory" to Peters Fall.
Particular aspects are statements like: "The natvre of man
beeing (as it is) desirous of knowledge ..." (Knewstubr A Sermon.
sig. P2r)j Udall, Obedience to the Gospell, sig. C3r-V); or,
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heresy) that people experienced a kind of intellectual vigour, un¬

known to previous generations. That it is general and not restricted

solely to esoteric groups is suggested hy frequent references to

compelling interest in "mysteries", and the sense that the bound¬

aries of the properly knowable were being constantly, and dangerously,

breached by undisciplined speculation. This is a persistent

element in, for example, criticism by the puritans cf the Family of
147

Love, but instead of suppression, the corrective applied was an

endorsement of this quality or capacity through advocacy of the

right to knowledge and the need for it "within the corapasse of the
148

word". The puritans after all were themselves subject to silencing,

and, as Udall points out, were especially vulnerable in their con-

149
venticles, which represent the other basic corrective and a

prime educational weapon, the discipline of a self-critical group.

It is evident that the formalist theory of the relation between hear¬

ing and doing, based as it is on a linear, sequential order of psycho¬

logical events (a sort of "domino theory" in the area of communications),

makes no allowance for any discursive interaction between them.

"the thoughtes of men are endlesse" (King, A Fvnerall Sermon.
p. 676; Perkins, Workes. II, 459).

146
Qualifications to the fundamentally positive attitude towards
human mental powers are expressed through disapproving references
to "a foolish speech, that is common amongst vs. Thought is free"
(Greenham, Workes. p.353; Udall, The Combate. sig. H3^), or to
the fact that "Men seek rather profound knowledge, then faith work¬
ing by loue" (Greenham, Workes. p.819; Smith, The Calling of Ionah.
sig. G4V).

lif7See below,pp. 264, 396-98.
148

Greenham, Workes. p.537.

Obedience to the Gospell. sigs. B8r-C2V.
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The ideal auditor has his paradigm in Acts 17.10-11, in the

men of Beroea who "received the word with all readiness of mind, and

searched the Scriptures daily", an occasion which is widely used to

show what should be the auditor's response to instruction. Play-

fere limits the comparison by adding to it the example of Mary, say¬

ing that "they that jure wise will heare, nay they will ponder and
150

keepe those things which they haue heard", effectively inter¬

preting "trie the scriptures" to mean that his auditors should not

only hear what is preached, but also read it in scripture and so

151
reinforce their memories. Such an acceptance cf what is given is

put aside by Smith, who instead emphasises that just as Paul "was

tried himselfe" by the Beroeans, so each hearer must equip him¬

self to do likewise: "if you use to reade the Scriptures, you shall

be able to try all doctrines: for the word of God is the touchstone

of euerything.This more aggressive possession of the word

is neatly characterised in another figure, in the command to John

to "eate the book" (Rev. 10.9). Udall takes this to describe the

basic Christian duty, the foundation upon which the Christian life

is built; ^ by contrast, by analogy with Job. 51.36, Playfere

^^°Good Ground, p,l84.
151

When expounding this text Udall defines "ponder" with reference
to Mary: "she pondered them, that is, called them often to her
remembrance, and was alwaies muzing of them" (Obedience to the
Ooapoll. sig. E5V).

"^The True Triall of the Spirits, p. 1^55 also The Art of Hearing,
pp. 313-1^.

153 T V
"^Famine and warres. fols. 9 -10 • See also Smith, An Alarvm from
Heaven: Svmmoning all Men vnto the Hearing of the Truth, p.517.
It is for this reason Greenham argues the necessity of private
reading of Scripture since, without it, "the people cannot tell
when a sentence is alleadged out of the Canonicall Scriptures,
when out of the Apocrypha, when out of the Scriptures, when out of
other writers ... they cannot discerns when he speaketh his owne,
or a sentence of the Scripture" (Workes. p.225); Bee also the
question of the objectivity of the word, pp. 73-7^ above.
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indicates his quite different emphasis upon a direct continuity

between injunction and action, saying that "we must studie ^lods

booker", not so much that we may bind it to our head, or beare it

in our memorie to teach it, as that we may beare it vpon our shoulders

to DOE it."15if
The radical nature of this difference can be clearly demon¬

strated by a further comparison. Perkins demands much more than

Playfere when he insists that "They that would haue knowledge in the

booke of God, must doe more then heare a Sermon: they must strike

against their ignorance, and blindnes, and laboriously exercise their
155

senses in the discerning of good and euill." This reiterated

sense of persistently effortfull activity centred not in the material

of knowledge so much as in the nature of the knower is quite foreign

to Playfere, but it is confirmed by Chaderton in a more general

point, the basic notion that "we are very dull tor conceiue and

learne: and althogh lecture be vpo lecture, doctrine vpon doctrine ...

yet we shall remaine ignorant, and proceed slowly, if the truth be
156

not soundly beaten into our heads." In his reply to this sermon

Rogers does not refer generally to "doctrines" as that which is
157

to be taught, but to "the principles of true Religion; th'

articles of the Faith: the commaundements of God; the doctrine of

158
the Sacraments." His duty is "to make his people knowe" that

"^Saye Well.Doe Well, p.131,

155Workes, II, 328.

"*"^A Frvitfvll Sermon, p. 67.
157

See above, pp. 132-33.
158

Thomas Rogers, a Sermon vpon the 6. 7. and 8. Verses of the 12.
Chapter of S. Pauls Epistle vnto the Romanes; Made to the con¬
futation of so much of another Sermon, entituled. A Fruteful Ser¬
mon &c. as concerneth both the depriuation of the praesent

fouerment. and the perpetual, and vniforme regiment of our ChurchLondon, 1590), p.33.
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these things concern them; there is no suggestion of "natural"
150

psychological barriers to his teaching. ^ These conflicting

estimates of the demands a preacher should make upon his auditors are

neatly juxtaposed in Smith's sermon, The Dialogve betweene Pavl and

King Agrippa. in which Smith addresses Festus and his sympathisers

by questioning their opinion, "How then doe some say, Too much zeale

hath made thee mad? If the people know the Lords Prayer, the ten

Commandements, and the Articles of beleefe, it is enough", and then

disagreeing with it: "is this to be like Paul? No Festus. the

knowledge of the word doth not make a man mad, but makes him wise

to saluation ... They which loue you e people^ like Prul ...

wish ... that yee abound in all knowledge, and all zeale.It

becomes apparent here that the views of some who could or did hold

positions of authority correlate with those of the "ignorant people",

for diverse reasons (for example, fear of the effects of zeal

mixed with undisciplined knowledge, on the one hand, and unwilling¬

ness to undergo the discipline of learning, on the other) but with

an equal inclination to inertia; and also, that "knowledge of the

word" is understood to differ in scope from knowledge of the formal
l6l

articles of the Church.

This contrast resolves an apparent contradiction in the pre¬

ceding discussion, between the puritan recognition of speculative

powers and their criticisms of diUness. If the object of discussion

is human nature itself, then the former can be given & high value,

but in the context of the word these human powers become insignifi¬

cant and potentially dangerous. A further development in this area,

^■"^See above, pp. 171-72.
160 1

p. 425.

"^See above, p.52.
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involving either an enlarged investigation of covert behaviour or

an intensified concentration upon those mental faculties already

involved in the inherited modes of representation and preaching

confirms this point. There is in the former a sense of discovery,

of approach to previously unexplored areas of human nature, and con¬

sequently more definitions are attempted and more descriptive material

is given; whereas amongst the latter these mental processes, which

are the ultimate object of educative efforts, are either barely

mentioned, or do not appear to be identified as a subject for re¬

flective thought. In order to investigate this development, it

iidll be most useful to follow the broad contemporary division of

psychological functions into reason and affections, or mind and

heart; what will become apparent is that the former group concen¬

trate upon the cluster of reason, judgement, and understanding,

with much attention given to the affections, whereas, for the

latter, memory is the significant and almost exclusive point of re¬

ference.^"^
During his exposition of Christ's temptations in the wilder¬

ness, Udall makes a singular statement concerning the powers of the

mind. "We knowe", he says, "that the mynde of man (in such wonder-

full maner hath GOD created it) can at once conceiue and see those

thynges that are farre distant, and (as it were) lay them together,

and make one common obiect vnto it selfe of all the world: thinkyng

sometymes of all at once, and sometimes of one part, sometimes of

an other, and such is the wonderfull celeritie & quicknesee thereof,

that it is now here, fc forthwith at Ierusalem. or in any of the
163

vttermost partes of the earth."

l62See below, pp. 253-59.

l63The Combate. sig. H6r.
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Points of particular significance in this statement are dis-
l6*f

cussed elsewhere. What is .important here is the sense of wonder

at the niind's power which is expressed not in conventional philosophi¬

cal terms but with reference to aspects of its operation. Although

the context is a sermon, the mind is spoken of generally, just as it

is by Perkins when he insists that "Christian religion consisteth

not in outward shewes and behauiour (though thereby we may giue com¬

fortable testimonie of Gods inward graces) but it stands principally

in the minde, and in the heart, which must therefore bee reformed
165

with the powers and faculties thereof." This approach is derived

from an attempt to understand how religious experience occurs in the

human constitution, with the immediate aim of increasing the effective¬

ness of such experience, and it is quite different in these respects

from the categorical, static, inoperative representation of the same

general conception by a preacher like Playfere, who says on one

occasion that "Philosophy defineth Him, that is a man, by his reason,

and the morall vertues of the mindej But Diuinite defineth a Christ-
166

ian man by his faith, and his coniunction thereby with Christ."

The "wonderful celerite" of the mind is a characteristic which,

from his repeated reference to it, also very much impressed Greenham

and is used by him to differentiate mind and heart. Accompanying

this positive attribute of motion is a heavily qualified associate,

instability. In his first published sermon, which is something of a

personal charter of theory and method, he notes that "many will be

1 fh
See below,pp.359-65.

l65Workes, II, k77.
166

The felicitie cf the faithfull. A Fvnerall Sermon preached in
S. Maries. May 10. 1^05. pp. 208-9i cf. Perkins' statementthat
"the place and seate of faith (as I thinke) is in the minde of man,
not the will: for it stands in a kind of particular knowledge or
perswasion, and there is no perswasion but in the minde" (Workes,
I, 12*0.
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found in this ripenes of knowledge, and barrannes of conscience, to

speak and dispute of all these things very skilfully, which

flickring. in the circumference of the braine. & not setling at the

heart, do seale vp a more just sentence of condemnation against
1 f/7

them." He elsewhere speakes of knowledge which "swimmes in
168

the braine", and when discussing the irapermanence of joy uses

the same phrase, followed by a definition which shows that he is

concerned not with the characteristics of particular faculties or

qualities of the mind, but with the characteristic or fundamental

behaviour of the mind and heart in themselves. "Many cannot dis¬

tinguish", he says, "betweene this ioy of the minde and the ioy of

the heart. But let such men know, that a temptation may change the

minde, and motion the braine, but the heart and affection being
169

rooted in goodnesse, it can neuer change it."

That the problemcf distinguishing is great is indicated not

only by Perkins' use of this same distinction in the context of
170

different terminological definitions, but by Greenham's in¬

sistence that men generally did not conceive of their own experience

in this way, and that the organisation of psychological experience

towards which he was moving would provide a way of understanding

previously incomprehensible events. Because he insists upon an

integration of these parts of the mind with the affections ("hearts")

167A Frvitfvl ... Sermon, pp. 5^-55 (ay underlining). See also
Greenham. 11.^-53-56.

168
Workes. p.23.

l69Ibid., p.lC*.
17°Workes, III, ^31.
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and not reason as the source of stability, it is right to regard

this sense of the mind as a constant activity or flow as a descriptive*
of oias«rv4^ &>£-<"(&«•ol <*v\A v\tfY Spi 3 c*t\. Wcu 1

^convention. Its importance is considerable, and will be evident
later when "the heart" is discussed.

For Greenham, the primary instrument of stability is medi-
171

tation, corresponding to the outward act of conference, and similar
172

to the act of consideration except that it is a two-fold process,

of the mind and understanding (the "refining of iudgement") and of the

heart and affections ("a continuall searching of our selues") .

In what could be an earlier formulation, but in any event indicates

the transition in thinking on this subject, Greenham defines medi¬

tation as "that exercise of the mind, whereby wee calling to our

remembrance that which wee know, doe further debate of it, and applie
17lf

it to our selues, that wee might haue some vse of it in our practise."

Here the knowledge/ action sequence is much more directly evident,

the act of meditation not so fully analysed. However, there is

still the characteristic attention to operation, expressed in terms

accurate to its mode of occurence, rather than perceived through a

175
metaphoric screen in the manner common in period one. A good

^'Workea. p.19. See above, p. 179.

"^^See above, pp. 82-83.
17*
^Workes.p.227. Note that the phrase "the refining of iudgement"
is attributed to the "wise of the Heathen" (cf. Perkins* use of
the word "morall", quoted above, p.171), and that it is the second
aspect, the "continuall searching", which is both determinative
and distinctive (cf. Perkins' phrase "a kind of particular know¬
ledge", quoted above, p. l8*tt n. 166).

"^Srforkes. p.22.
175

See above, pp. 59-60.
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example of this same complex of ideas expressed figuratively, with

the immediate mental operation distanced into a formal pattern

having no similitude with that operation, is provided by Smith when

he notes: "It is strange to see, how wisedome, and knowledge, and

iudgement doe shun the wicked, as though they were afraid to be de¬

filed. As Barak would not go, vnlesse Deborah would go with him:

so knowledge will not stay, vnlesse vertue will stay with her."'^
Such a mode of representation is suitable for categorical statement,

but not for the description of the operational character of mental

events.

Greenham's complication of his thought may be compared with

Andrewes' own account of consideration (corresponding to the first

part of meditation), which he gives when showing that the meaning

of the word "iudgement" may be truly understood if "we would but

pause on, and rowle it a while up and downe our thoughts, duely
17*7

weighing it and the force of it." ' The context from which this

quotation is taken would seem to imply a version, not clearly de¬

fined, of Greenham's two-fold meditation, since the intended conse¬

quence of "duely weighing" the word is that "we should say, and

say that God should heare it, What have I done?" This represents,

however, a devotional act, not a "continuallsearching", since for

Andrewes clarity of understanding is itself sufficient: "0 Judgement!

of the very mention of this word Iudgement. if a perfect view were

178
taken of it, that only were enough." It is noteworthy that in

Playfere's sermons no substantial reference to these processes occurs

(the previously quoted distinction between philosophical and Christian

1?6The Heavenly Thrift, p.331.

177XCVI Sermohs. p.201.
17ft
Ibid.; cf. Hooker's notion that pride is a "misconceit of ... ex-
cellleny" and is overcome when the proud "see their errour in over¬
seeing the thing they were prowd of" (Pride. p.l*f).
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views of man is not expanded but is simply followed by the in¬

junction, "Feare God, and keepe his commandements: for this is all

of man"), and the only other reference in Andrewes* Elizabethan ser¬

mons to the process of learning in these terms is in the broad

figurative convention. He condemns those who come to sermons "with¬

out purpose after by meditating on /the word^, to chewe it, and

so tokindle a fire within himselfe, whereby it may bee digested,
l8l

and turned into the substaunce of the minde."

What is not available here, but is, by such as Greenham and

Perkins, sought for and offered in so far as it is known, is an effect¬

ive model of the operations of the mind, by which men can achieve the

true measure of responsibility which they should exercise over the

search for and maintenance of a regenerate Christian life. Green-

ham seeks it primarily in an investigation of the heart, but Perkins

concentrates upon further elucidation of the processes of under¬

standing. A good example is his treatise Of the nature and practice

of repentance. In Ch. Ill, "How Repentance is wrought", he says

Repentance is wrought in the heart by certaine steppes
and degrees. First of all, a man must have knowledge ...
Then in the second place must follow the Application of
the former knowledge to a mans owns person ... and this
application is made in a forme of reasoning, called a
practicall syllogisme, on this manner.

179 «

See above, p. 18^,

l8°See below,pp.^12-17.
lSl

The Wonderfvll Combate (for Gods Glorie and Mans saluation)
betweene Christ and Satan. Obened in seuen most excelent. learned
and zealous Sermons, vpon the Temptations of Christ, in the wilder-
nes, &cT (London, 1592), fol. 6*F"^. These sermons, if correctly
attributed to Andrewes, are his earliest printed works. On this
question, see Paul A. Welsby, Lancelot Andrewes, 1555-1626 (London:
S.P.C.K., 1958), pp. 36-37. The problems of theological develop¬
ment raised by his use of phrasing and sentiments characteristic
of the puritans are similar to those posed by Hooker's sermons.
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The breaker of the law is guiltie of eternall death,
saith the mind: But 1 am a oreaker of the law of God.
saith the conscience, as a witnesse and an accuser:

Therefore I am guiltie of eternall death; saith the same

conscience, as a iudge.1^
Two things are particularly notable. Firstly, the chief

183
quality of meditation, a "priuie discourse■ between hearing and

acting, here becomes the scene of an action which is entirely in¬

ternal and which has a sense or dimension of time, in that there

are "steppes and degrees" in its achievement. Furthermore, Perkins

provides a verbal form by which these steps, or the critical ones at

least, can be described, understood, and imitated: for the "practicall

syllogisme" does serve these various functions confirming the re¬

ciprocal worth of all the faculties of the mind, and the affections,

and making available a model by which others may conceive and frame

their own mental experience. It is significant that the consistency
184

of reason is placed at the centre of this form.

More typically the process of turning what is heard or known

into "the substance of the Blind" is understood as a function of

memory, and it is this activity which permits the immediate transfer-
185

ence from knowledge to action already discussed. It is in relation

to this activity that Andrewes describes preachers as the "Lords Ke-
l86

membrancers". and from his sermons, particularly IV and V Lent,

the characteristic and presupposed mental event can be inferred. In

182
Workes. I, 452. Since Perkins' discussion of the nature and function of
the conscience is unique among the writings of English preachers in the
Elizabethan period, I have left consideration of it entirely to Part 2.

"^^Greenham, Workes, p.84.
184

See below, pp.439-42 , concerning the practical syllogism.
|Qr

A matrix of thought about and experience of mental events could be ex¬
posed if it were possible to distinguish precisely the variations be¬
tween the use of "substance", its meaning in Andrewes* physiological
analogy, and its philosophical and theological significance in the
controversy over the doctrine of transubstantiation (see below,ppi 339-40).

186 ,,o
See above, p. 14o.
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expounding Luke 16.25 he says:

And sure, next to the Crosse of CHRIST, and the
memorie thereof, this Crosse of Abraham's invention
and exaltation, is (of sill others) most effectuall.
And I verily perswade my selfe, if v;e often would
fixe it before our eyes, and well marke the In¬
scription, it would be a speciall preparation to our
Passeover (meaning, by our Passeover, our end) ...
but whither of raiserie, or blisse, it will lie much
in the use of this word Recordare.-*- '

What dominates this passage is the concept of a visible ob¬

ject, whether this is actually perceived or communicated through

words. Even words themselves are thought of as visible objects,

as the inclusion of the inscription shows, and the activity most

encouraged is repetition of association with the same "sight".

Important correlations exist between these points and Andrewes'

expository method, best caught in a later reference to the text:

"These five words are (all) within the compasse of the Verse it

selfe; and may serve (every one) as a naile. to fasten our memory

188
to this Crosse." While there are no objects as such, his common

mode is to endow words with object-statue, or to project them with

object figures, like the Cross, which are to be directly realised

as memory images,

An explanation based upon experience rather than tradition can

be suggested for this orientation, although with a curious refraction.

1
XCVI Sermons, p.311. See below, gp.258-.59 , on the use of history
and example.

188
Ibid., p.31^.

189
A comparison underlines this interpretation, even if Smith's em¬
ployment of the idea does not take him as far as others. In¬
stead of concentrating upon the materiality of objects repre¬
sented by words when thinking of knowledge and its reception, he
emphasises their immateriality: "a breath goeth from vs, and a
sound commeth to you, and so the matter is ended" (The Art of
Hearing, p.301). This contrast is put in a larger context below,
PP. 553-57.
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Preceding the section already quoted, Andrewes takes up the problem

of our habitual weakness of memory, explaining it by analogy with

the effects of a "full diet" (which "breeds stoppings" in the

190
"vessells of our body"). On the same subject, in the fourth Lent

sermon, he says, "For, naturally (as saith the Apostle) we do

TTapappbcMJ leake, and runne out: and when we have looked in the
191

glasse, we straight forgett our fashion againe." Now, there is

no apparent way of stating affirmatively that Andrewesbelieved this

latter condition to be actual in experience, either his own or his

contemporaries, or whether he is simply quoting a recognised authority.

However, in another place, when preaching at Saint Marie's Hospital

before "the rich", as he calls them (and hence not the common people),

instead of discussing the question, "what is it to do good?" he

goes "grossely to work. Those that you see heere before your eyes,

to do them good ...; use the goods that you have ... in diverse
192

workes of Charitie ... This is to do good". which represents a

complete reliance upon a direct relation between memory (images of
. 193

the poor) and appropriate acts. What can be shown, however, is

that other preachers do refer to this manner or condition of appre¬

hension, saying that it may be found among the common people. Green-

ham uses behaviour with a mirror comparatively, as a means of illus¬

trating the point that "opinions carrie the common people: for they

be like children, if they see a face in a glasse,they thinke it is

a man, and begin to talke of it and to it ... a shew is sufficient
igif

to moue the multitude." In their context, these observations refer

191Ibid., p.301.

^^Ibid., p.l6 (s.o).

19;5Cf. Bedel.

1
Workes, p.^87.
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to the problems of deception and hypocrisy and the latter comment

about a "shew" is substantiated by a reference to Absolom and

Jesabel, rather than to contemporary behaviour. However, the same

observation is made by Smith when comparing past moderation of diet

with current excess: "better now to fill the bellie than the eye,

although to content the common multitude, the eye is the onely
195

thing which must be pleased."

These references suggest that emphasis upon the memory rather

than other aspects of the mind ultimately represents an adjustment

to a particular level of education and kind of private experience (or,

more correctly, limitation of them), which is not restricted to

particular social classes. It also represents an attempt to approxi¬

mate in teaching most nearly to the commonly used (and experienced)

powers of the outward senses and those parts of the mind most directly

corresponding to them, that is the sight and image forming faculties.

Udall gives an historical perspective to this point in order to crit¬

icise contemporary behaviour, observing that

in the primitiue time of the Gospell, the Ministers
of the word were knowen by their doctrine, and other
notes belonging vnto them, and not by any outwarde
forme: but as religion decaied, so the true notes of
Gods Ministers vanished away, and because the people
were become blinde, in discerning the £pirites, they
must haue notes applied to theyr sight: to wit, to
knowe him by his garment ... and this fond, or rather
obstinate blindnesse (the more is the pitie) remaineth
yet among vs, that carnal1 men, whose knowledge is fleshly,
must have sensible and pompous shewe in the worlde, to per-
swade them that such and such be ministers: but (my
brethren) ... let vs labour to find out 1ay the markes that
r * * ** • " * t the badges of iron ...

195
The Poore Mans Teareg.p,507.

196Peters Fall, sig. E5r~V.
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Without evaluating his interpretation of history, or discussing

the particular issue of vestments, it is evident that Udall does make

an unequivocal link between the quality, or complexity, of mental

activity on the one hand, and forms of representation on the other.

It is of very great significance if the forms of thought, however

sophisticated, conformed to that primary set of relations between

world and mind described as characteristic of "carnall men", and that

what is being witnessed in this period is a radical change in the
197

structure and composition of the constituents of mental behaviour.

To demonstrate that such changes must be spoken of as degrees

of transition, it is useful to look more closely at Henry Smith, who
198

has much xn common wxth Andrewes. He retaxns the basic emphasis

upon sight - "remembrance is not of things present, but of things
199

absents we remember not, but we see, that which is before vs" «

and in setting out to explain how to profit from sermons, puts a

similar stress on objects. To be "taught to heare" is to learn "what

things to obserue, and the way to remember them", and, as for Andrewes,

there is a precise verbal form which satisfies these conditions,

namely, the sentence. Andrewes succinctly defines its value: "In

them, the shorter, the better? the better, and the better varied

away, and the better kept; and the better called for when we need

197
See below, Part 2, Sect. 2.

198e.g. Smith. 11. 1-14, 19*f-222.
199 rr

A Treatise of the Lords Svpper. p.66. See also The Art of Hearing.
p.298. Note however that Smith also seems at least superficially
to share Greenhams' position in comments like "if ye could apply
your hearts as throughly to knowledge and goodnes ..." (The Godly
Mans Request, p.280). I think that the clue to Smith's traditional¬
ism in many ideas and, in the context of conventional expressive
forms, his strong identification with the puritans, is found in
his failure to penetrate fully into the individualising, psycho¬
logical implications of their teaching, e.g. The Christians
Practice, p.2^7.
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200
it". How this might be done is shown by Smith when he affins®,

that two scriptural sentencee,if borne carefully in mind, will ensure

thsfc "no affliction shall take you before you be armed for it, and in
201

euery trouble you shall know where to haue remedie." He also

points to the aspectcf judgement which may be insinuated: "some

sentences which you haue heard, shall gnawe you at the heart with a

memorandum of hell."2*'*2 khile this later use of the sentence approaches

the problem of psychological behaviour, the auditor is clearly at the

mercy of the sentence, whether comfortable or threatening. It is a

given, and as such provides, not further information about its subject,

but only an injunction to act in the interests of one's salvation, to

fulfil preceptive conditions and obligations. Neither the personal

inner process of coming to understand, nor its strong ratiocinative

element, is implied by this form of words and its use. It is sufficient

to quote Greenham in one of his few references to memory - "it is a

good way to remember a thing, diligently, to remember the reason of

it"2**3 _ to show how divergent are these positions.

A further element in this divergence, important because it

shows that the debates about sermon style are themselves a manifesta¬

tion of these developments in the awareness of psychological functions,

200
XCVI Sermons, p.299. It is presumably to the sentence that Play-
fere refers when he says of the faithful Christian that "his heart
is filled with a treasure of comforts, gathered out of the olde and
new Testament" (Good C-rounde. p.l82).

201
The Triall of the jRighteovs. p.235. Andrews* enlarges upon the
power of the es&ence in The Wonderfull Combate. fols. 30v-33v;
cf. King's statement that "there is more good done by one ex¬
ample than by manie precepts" (A Fvnerall Cermon, p.677).

202
The Benefits of Contentation. p.l8.

203Workes, p.515.
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is the role of the imagination. This is best demonstrated by several

examples. Fleshly pride is seen by Smith as one of the chief reasons

why men do not early consider the last judgement, and in an attempt

to make them understand their danger, he brings everyiaan into the

pulpit. "Imagine you see a sinner going to hell and his sumner

gape at him, his acquaintance looke at him, the Angels shout at him,

and the Saints laugh at him, and the deuils rayle at him and many

looke him in the face, and they that said they would liue and die with

him, forsake him, and leaue him to pay all the score ... Woe, woe,

204
woe, that euer we were borne." The same mode of representation is

used by Piayfere and offered as a means of protection, like the sen¬

tence, against temptation: "let euery one as soone as he is tempted

to any sin, thinke straight-waies that he sees Christ comming to¬

wards him, wrapt vp in white linnen cloathes, as he was buried,

with a kercher bound about his head, and crying after a ghastly and

fearefull sort, Beware, Take heed what you doe ... Haue pitty, haue
205

pitty vpon me poore Iesus." At another point the connection be¬

tween imagining scenes and remembering forms of words like the sen¬

tence is made clear by Smith, who concludes that "Epistle" is a good

term for the Word, because "These are good remembrances for all
206

hearers, to thinke that the Word is an Epistle from God vnto thenil

that is, imagination and memory are intimately linked faculties, the

former simply providing objects for the mind when these are not pro¬

vided by the outer world and consequently a principal means of per¬

suasion.

PQk x*
The Trvmpet of the Coule sounding to Iudgement. sig. I>5 •

The Meane in Mourning. pp. 64-65.

The Art of Hearing. p.3l6; cf. Andrewes, XCVI Sermons, p.76 (s.o);
Eainolds, Obadiah. p.115.
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That this was the very activity against which so much thought

and criticism was expended by the reformers and continued by the

puritans under the name of idolatry will be discussed in Part Two.

In this context it is necessary to provide a contrast, to show what

was the nature of the alternative. Udall explains how error occurs

in the pursuit of truth - "sill naturally doe erre,for they seeke
207

it after the course that their own fancies doe imagin" - through

emphasis by noun and verb upon the very centre of subjectivity,
208

opposed to the utterly objective "stricte rule of Gods worde."

It is Perkins who once again provides the effective alternative model

in The Foundation of Christian Religion. Having asked the question

"How manie Gods are there'.-'" and receiving the answer, supported by

a biblical text (1 Cor. 8.9), "No more but one", he then asks,

"How doe you conceiue this one God in your mind?", a question which

directly raises the issue of personal mental behaviour and does not

admit a credal answer. The reply strikes at any use of the imagination

and links such use with ignorance: "Not by framing an image of him

in my mind (as ignorant folkes doe, that thinke him to bee an old

man sitting in heauen) but I conceiue him by his properties and workes.

Instead of retaining a "static image, the believer seeks to comprehend

God's nature in terms of event and operation, that is, through the

means available for the discovery of true knowledge about natural

things. In making this contrast I do not wish to suggest that Play-

fere or Smith or any other reputable (reformed) preacher painted such

'^Obedience to the Gospell, sig. C3V? cf. Greenham, 11. 165-9^,
598-603.

208t..,Ibid.

Workes. I, 3.
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simplified pictures of God in the pulpit, although considerable free¬

dom is shown by some in their "imaginative" representation of spirit-
210

ual events. What is important is that their approach to the prob¬

lems of persuasion and the representation of their matter is ulti¬

mately related to that state of mind so completely rejected by

Perkins' model Christian.

It is significant that in the sermons o f the first period there

was almost no information on these topics, just as there was apparent

unanimity of doctrine and principle in the Church. Differences in

emphasis were detectable, but it is only in the latter half of the

Elizabethan period that the consensus fragments into areas of con¬

flict at many different levels of thought and behaviour. This situ¬

ation is paralleled in discussion of the nature and functions of

"the heart", an area in which the first signs of speculative acti-
211

vity were shown in the earlier period. Because the heart is

understood to have the most immediate influence upon outward be¬

haviour, its operation has great significance for all aspects of the

problems of regeneration and sinfulness. Before discussing theoretical

developments, it will be useful to notice what is shown of typical

private and public behaviour as the preachers record it.

Its single, most characteristic quality corresponds to the
212

common element in analogies used to describe the mind's operation,

and is pointed to, for example, by Andrewes during a demonstration

that it is human character rather than inherent evil which causes

210
e.g. Playfere, The Pathway to Perfection. A Sermon preached at
Saint Marie's Spittle in London on Wednesday in Easter weeke.
1593« p.l6j5; Playfere, 11.207-44; Hooker, Two Sermons vpon...
Jvde, pp. 33-35.

211
See above, pp. 64-66.

^"^See above, pp. 184-88.
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an object or experience to be forbidden. The example he uses is

that of Abraham and Lot, Lot being forbidden to look back at Sodom,

but Abraham free because "he was a man of better ruled affections."

His conclusion from this contrast, in the form of an injunction,

discovers the crucial fact: "Be sure of that within, that it be

vpright: and then thou maist the better looke with that which is

without. But euer be warie, for the tinder of thy nature will
213

soone take fire." That this view of human nature as highly com¬

bustible refers to facts rather than an authoritative tradition is

214
confirmed not simply by Perkins' use of the same metaphor but

by its central location in all particular descriptions and criticisms

of conduct, and by the way in which alternative modes of behaviour

have to be learned. That it is general and not restricted solely

to sinful actions is made clear by Udall when, speaking of prayer, he

advises his congregation to "learne neuer to enterprise any ...

action rashly, or soddenly (as commonly men doe) but reuerentlie,
215

& diligently consider with our selues aforehand, what we goe about."

He says later that men must "bridle the vnrulinesse, & amend the
2l6

abuses that rest in euery onef,f or, ,fwatchf and contendf that we

213The Wonderfvll Combate. fol. 77r""V.

21V>rfces.II. 469.

2^The Combate. sig. E6r.
216 y»

Ibid., sig. F2 . He links this matter with church discipline,
quoting those who oppose attempts at the reformation of behaviour
with the slur, "(oh say they) that were euen to become slaues vnto
Poperie agayne", and stating what he believes the alternative to
be; "they wil be sure to geue them selues to all libertie and
looseness," See also Greenham. 11. 726-33.
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see, that these fleshly and inordinate motions (that seeke so greatly

to extinguish euery good thing) may be dayly more and more kept
217

vnder." The sense of constant and forceful movement is emphasised

by Greenham in his notes on Ps. 119. **3: "So he said, forsake me not

ouer long: This then sheweth that our case doth alter and change,
2'I8

ebbe and flowe, as it pleaseth God." In another series of com¬

parisons with natural phenomena, Smith extends this idea when speak¬

ing of perseverance:

There is nothing in our life which suffereth so many
eclipses and changes, as our deuotion; hot and cold,
in and out, off and on, not in one mood so long as the
sparrow sits vpon the ground, but looking like the
Chamelion to the colour of it which we see: if wee

see good, it puts vs in a good thought; if we see or
heare euill, it turnes vs from good to euill againe:
thus man is rolled vpon a wheele that neuer stands
still, but turnes continually about, as though he were
giddie and treading of a maze.219
I have quoted thispassage at length because of its emphatic

linking of outer events and inner psychological responses. The word

"reactions" would clearly be more appropriate, as the image of human

behaviour he presents is one of pressures from outside the person, to

which that person instantly reacts, taking like the chameleon or a

220
mirror, the "colour" of its environment. The world dominates the

I IA_ 'H'VC.
psyche, and its ceaseless activity is paralleled is -the cnnrrl nrr»

V
Obedience to the Gospell. sig. A2 .

21^Workes. p.5*H.
219

Iacobs Ladder, or The Way to Heaven.p. 5^6. See also Udall,
Famine and warres. fols. 2&r-26r; Greenham. 11. 771-78.

220
When Andrewes says that "A common thing in Scripture it is, thus
to delay one word with another, Si peccaverit in te frater tuus:
Peccaverit stirres our choler streight; but then, Frater makes
us hold our hand againe" (XGVI Sermons. p.279)» what seems super¬
ficially to be no more than exegetical conjuring may nevertheless,
given the time scheme allowed by the sentence, reflect (and
formalise) actual experience. See also Smith. 11. **11-23.
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In what is

clearly a record of widespread experience Greenham tries to ex¬

plain why "many are on a sudden cast into great sadnesse and

heauinesse of heart, and yet they know not for what cause." His

explanation ("one among the rest"), is, "because they vse not to

meditate in Gods word, therefore by this means would the Lord

driue them to his word," What is notable is that the experience,

and its sudden unanticipated occurrence, is known and widespread but

explanations are difficult to find and tentatively offered.

The nature of its contrary is further confirmation

of this character of experience. Greenham captures it when he

describes a condition called "Stoicall numnesse", the condition of

those who are "past all feeling, and now more brutish and blockish

than any brute beast, in their life, neither tremble at Gods

iudgments, nor reioyce in his promies; in death they feare not

hell, they desire not heauen." In other words, they are "alwayes

in the same case". Death is an occasion on which this mode of be¬

haviour shows itself most offensively and where it receives mistaken

approval: "They liue like stockes, and die like blockes. And yet the

ignorant people will still commend such fearfull deaths, saying, he

221
Greenham speaks of this as "buffeting" (Workes. pp. 83-85). The
vigorous campaign for "method" and "order" is explicitly linked
by him to his psychic condition, being the alternative to the
habitual "now in this place, now in another" (Ibid., p.226).
See also Greenham, 11. 7^1-44, 771-90. In The Problems of
Historical Psychology Barbu describes as "fluid and almost shape¬
less" the "mental structure of sixteenth-centuiy man" (pp. 160-
63).

222
Ibid., p.513.

pp7
^Ibid., p.8l, In other words, they are "alwajrea in flit) lLUIic ease"

p.542). See also Greenham, 11. 803-6.
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22k
departed as meekely as a lambe, he went away as a bird in a shell."

Such a model is rejected because it represents not the proper dis¬

cipline of feeling but its denial, and hence a denial of that "ex-
225

perimentall faith" in which faith and feeling are conjafaed.

Besides these general observations, more particular examples

are given which concern personal decisions and what the preachers re¬

gard as besetting social problems. In each that which is to be avoided

is excess of one sort or another, but especially violence. This can

be seen in a summary by Greenham which states succinctly the chief

sources of social discord as these were constantly referred to in

one form or another by every preacher with an eye openupon his con¬

temporaries.: "Are we lesse wrathfull, and more mercifull? Are

we lesse riotous, and filthie defilers of our flesh? and are wee more

sober, chast and holie? Are we lesse giuen to oppression, to hard

dealing one with another, and more iust, righteous, and carefull

to maintaine the good estate <f our brethren? Are wee not backbiters,

slanderers, or Bowers of discord, causers of contention among our

neighbours? being farre off from maintaining loue, vnitie, and the
22(S

good name of our brethren?" Comparable is Perkins1 assessment

that the "maine and proper causes of violent distresses" are speci¬

fied by the third, sixth and seventh commandments, that is, blas-
227

phemy, murder, and adultery. Furthermore, Greenham gives several

22k
Ibid., p.8l. A positive model is provided in a description of the
events at John Knox's death bed. See Appendix Four.

^^Ibid., p.5^2. Perkins condemns "the Stoicall Fate" when he is dis¬
cussing "necessitie" and "free will" (Workes. II, 6l8-21).

226t,.. __Ibid., p.95.
227

Workes, II, kZ, The reviewer of F.G.Emmison's book, Elizabethan Life:
Disorder (Chelmsford: Essex County Council, 1970- summarises
the range and variety of disorder culled from Essex local records
in the words, "There was a tradition of violence insocial re¬
lations ... These records show ^Tiuman nature^ in the process of
being curbed and civilized" (TLS. 8 Jan. 1971, p.33).
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"case studies" when preaching on the text, "A good name is to be de¬

sired aboue great riches" (Prov. 22.1), in which typical and model

Ksponses are given. One concerns misinterpretation of a good in¬

tention: "when thou hast done wel, and yet are ill reported of,

doe not straight way atorme against him which hath raised vp this

report against thee; neither doe thou ouer hastely cleere thy
223

selfe: but rather before the Lord examine thine owne heart ..."

The aim of this self-examination is purposefully to break an instan¬

taneous action/reaction cycle, to interpose circumspection and reduce

conflict. Another case, a wrongful accusation of theft, is shown to

be more usefully dealt with by the same method, but the typical

response, also described, is filled with self-assertion and violent

emotion: "What? doth the churlfeo accuse me without a cause? ...

surely he shall not say so for naught, I will make his sayings true,
229

and will doe the thing indeed."

There is a purpose, too, in the impersonation of common be¬

haviour, as in Smith's attack on drunkenness: "it is a wonder almost,

that any man would be drunke that hath seene a drunkard before, swell¬

ing and puffing, and foming, and spuing, and groueling like a beast

for who would bee like a beast for all the world? Looke vpon the

drunkard when his eyes stare, his mouth driuels, his tongue faulters,

his face flames, his hands tremble, his feete reele: how vgly, how

monstrous, how lothsome doth he seeme to thee? So lothsome dost
230

thou seeme to others when thou art in like taking." This is not

rhetorical amplifiction, as the reiterated "hath seene", "looke vpon",

"doth he seeme" show: what Smith refers to here is that aspect of

22^Workes. p.7*t (my underlining).
229

Ibid. This utteranceis said to be caused by "the contrairie worke
of Satan in the heart."

23°The First Sermon of Noahs Drunkennesse. sig. G7r.
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conduct which was more noticed than any other in the sermons of

period one, men's inability to be self-aware, to see their own

actions as others see them. This inability is often mentioned,

and is portrayed as an intense subjectivity. Udall defines it

most representatively when he says that "we see the whole world so

caried away in pride and presumption, that euery man swelleth in

his own conceite, seeking to disgrace all other men in respect of

him selfe, and liketh of nothing bee it neuer so good, holy, or

wisely done, or sayd, but that which is forged in his owne imagination.

It is made a condition of acceptibility into Christian brotherhood

that a man should be seen "to doe good to others with cheereful-

nesse, and to speake of the infirmities of others with compassion

and griefe", the behaviour of the many being "to bitterly raile and
232

declaime against their infirmities." Udall speaks against the

"quicke eyed" who "prye into the doings of others, especially the
233

godly", but fail to perceive their own condition (who, says

23b
Rainolds,"reioyce at the adversitie of others" ) and Perkins in¬

structs his congregation in a doctrine of privacy and individual

responsibility, directly opposed to this common behaviour: "our

owne hearts and our own liues are our charge and burthen: the liues

2^"*"The Combate. sig. F2V. See above, pp. 196-97.

2^2Greenham.Workes. p.lb.

'^Obedience to the Gospell. sigs. A4V-A6V. See also Smith, A Glasse
for Drunkards, p.288; and Thomas Rogers' comment in his A -philo¬
sophical! discourse, Entituled, The Anatomie of the Minde. (London,
1576), that "We haue a clere sight in others business, but in our
owne matters, wee are eyther starke blinde, or at the least poore
blinde" (fol. 9bv)m

2^0badiah, p.98.
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of other men concerne vs not, beeing priuate men, further then
235

either to follow them beeing good, or take heed of thembeeing euill."

The necessity of application in preaching is also directly related

to this general pattern, the "worde of wisedome" applying "the

trueth in general ... so neerelie vnto vs, that euery one of vs

haue no way to shift the doctrine from being specially spoken to

our selues."2"^
The factualness of these comments contrasts with a figurative

237
representation often occuring in the first period, but here notably

restricted in use, although the idea behind it remains in an adapted

form. Smith uses the two figures which commonly appeared in the con¬

text of the Pauline injunction to "put on Christ". To those who did

not "put on his garment", Christ says, "I know you not ... You

weare not my liuerie, you beare not my cognisance for all your
238 239 240

shewes ." These terms are used also by Andrewes and Flay fere,

and retain their strong link with overt acts, stressing what is ob¬

servable and typical more than the covert sources of individual action.

The problem of "shewes" in the sense of "false appearance" is of

course implicit in this mode of perception and representation, but

in this period it is openly investigated and discussed through the

adoption of a non-metaphorical term, "hypocrisie". A more neutral

word, like "mark" or "sign", is used in place of the figure, as in

2^Workes. Ill, p.*fl9.

2^Udall, Famine and warres. fol. 67V.
pxt'

See above, pp. 59-60, 9^-96.

2^Tfae Wedding Garment, p.151; cf. Greenham, 11. 9^-98.

^The Wonderfvll Combate. fol. 93V.
2*f0

The Meane in Mourning, p.^1.
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Smith's five "signs of fitnesse, & godlines," in a potential marriage
242

partner, or Greenham's "marks of hypocrisie" (the fourth is "no

resolute purpose to endure, but ... wauering and inconstant in all

his waies"^*'), or Udall's 'taarks that the word of God painteth /"the
pi|if

children of God/ out with all." These are very inportant because

they gradually become the means of access into the character of an¬

other person, rather than the representation of typical human character¬

istics. Because such access is inevitably problematical, an intensified

uncertainty about motive and intention would naturally accompany a develop¬

ing interest and ability in the comprehension of one't own, and others',

behaviour.

"Hypocrisie" represents the antithesis of those values of consistency,

constancy, sincerity, resolution, circumspection, self-knowledge, which are

245
so inportant to the puritan concept of regenerate man. In terms which

reverberate throughout the range of critical issues to which the puri¬

tans address themselves, Greenham defines it as "a sign® without a

246
thing signified." Pride is no longer the cardinal sin, but

rather "Atheisrae", with its three aspects, "Hypocrisie, Epicurisme
2k7

& Witchcraft." It is in this respect also that criticism directed

against the puritans showed its real subtlety of aim,in the terms
248

"precisian" or "puritane", and in the more persistent cari¬

cature, exemplified in Jonson's Zeal-of-the Land Busy, of the perfect

hypocrite, a charge admitting of no defence as Greenham was painfully

2k2
A Preparative to Marriage, p!5. His warning, "All these properties
are not spied at three or foure commings" (p.23) is another example
of the circumspection in behaviour sought by the preachers.

2^Workes, p.365.
Phil y*

Amendment of life, sig. C8 .

2k5
See Appendix One.

246
Workes, p.512.

^Perkins, Workes. II, 460.
nhQ

Udall, The Combate, sig. Clr; Smith, The Petition of Moses to God,
p. 405; Smith. 11.194-96; Greenham. 11. 258-60; Perkins. Workes.
Ill, 4l3; cf. Andrews, XCVl Sermons, p.29 (s.o).
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avrare, since "the children of God ... cannot with any outward wit¬

nesses or compurgators so well discharge themselues of being
2^9

a sin in the heart."

These terms incorporate much of what is meant by the puritan

goal of an "experimental! faith", and focus much of their own criti¬

cism of individual behaviour and ecclesiastical practice. Typical

of such criticism is Perkins' reference to the common understanding

of baptism: "most men wil say, they neuer felt by experience in

themselues the truth of this doctrine; for they haue not perceiued

any suchcombate in themselues, though they haue been baptized many

yeares agone. Ans. Such men whatsoeuer they be, haue indeed the

outward baptism of water, but they neuer yet receiued the inward

baptisme of the spirit, they weare Christ's liuerie, but as yet they
250

doe seruice vnto Satan." The intimate connection between experience

and knowledge of inner psychological processes, and the inability to

learn about such experience through formal actions such as baptism,

is underlined by Greenham when he says that, "as they onely knowe

what the peace of minde meaneth that feele it, so they alone can in
251

truth speake of a troubled minde, that haue tasted of it by experience."

What saves such views as these from being merely sectarian, an in¬

sistence on special or exclusive experiences to differentiate one

group from the majority, is the fact that they build upon a foundation

of common h&aviour and its potentials, and make manifest what can be

described as a cyclic or reciprocating incentive. Having advocated

the possibility and the necessity of a religious belief and practice

2ff^Workes. p.51^.
^^Workes, III, 371-72; cf. Greenham, 11. 77-80.

Frvitfvl Sermon, pp. 28-29. See also Udall, The Combate. sigs.
C«r-D2v.
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centred in the individual rather than the group, they are forced

to understand, order, and explain what is fundamentally a new

experience for the majority, an awakening sense of the responsible

A good description of the mystery surrounding psychological

processes is given by Richard Turnbull in his exposition of Psalm 15,

which is concerned principally with the question, "Who shall dwell

in thy tabernacle?" following the text he notes that

therein the Prophet flieth vnto God, because it
passeth the knowledge of man, who onely looketh
into the things apparat and outward ... It is the
Lord, whose propertie and prerogatiue it is by
right, to know the heart; which this holy Prophet
cofesseth; when he sayeth, the righteous Lord,
knoweth the heartes and reines ... The Lord by the
Prophet Ieremy auoucheththis doctrine; the heart
is wicked & deceitfull aboue all things: who can
know it? ... lob therefore setteth forth the nature
of God in these two things; first, that he can do
all things; secondly, that there is no thought
hidden from him, which two, are plaine euidences of
the divinitie.253

This collection of quotations recapitulates the typical re¬

ferences of period one, and embraces with its quotations from Acts

and St. Ambrose a very long tradition of thought which defines know¬

ledge, principally of other minds but also of mental processes in

general, as a prime attribute of divinity. Turnbull does not stop

short of this as John King does when, after quoting Jeremiah, he
254

says, "I leaue it to the searcher of all hearts to examine", but

in his exposition goes on to discover in "S. Johns rule, diligently

252
See ppendix One, and Greenham.Workes. p.774.

253
Richard Turnbull, An Exposition vpon the XV. Psalme« Devided
into Fovre Sermons (London. 1592). fols. 3r-4*h

254
A Fvnerall Sermon, p.676.
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to trie the spirits concerning their doctrine", or the examples of

the Prophets, means by which fitness for church membership can be
255

determined. His approach is characteristic of the period in

ite belief that a measure of knowledge of the inner self is possible,

and even obligatory.

What might be called the first entrance into the matter (not

in time, but in degree) is indicated in Rainold's assertion, "The

summe is this, that we look to our heart the fountaine of these

affections, and purifie it. The heart, as the Philosophers saie, in

naturall generation is first framed, and so in spiritual regeneration
256

it is first formed." This use of philosophical knowledge is also

found in Hooker, where the classical terms of perturbations,

appetite, will, and reason in their turbulent relationship are used
257

in the sermon , The Natvre of Pride. and in Andrewes, where it

is obviously regarded as esoteric. When speaking of the good, he

refuses to discuss its characteristics because the terms of such a

discussion would be "as in the Schooles" and,consequently, "I feare,

I should not be understood."2^ He is not similarly restricted in

a sermon preached to the Court, however, and identifies the "per¬

fections and signatures of Love" by reference to scholastic Latin
259

categories "as in Schooles we reckon them." What is important

about these discussions is their brevity and their abstract, cate¬

gorical characterj that is, they are similar in effect to Jewel's

2"^An Exposition, fol. 10V.

2560badiah, pp. 98-99.
257 rj OPP. 7-0.

2*^XCVI Sermons, p.16 (s.o).

259Ibid., p.323. See also pp. 3**0-*tl.
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2(So
personification of love in that they represent a form of ex¬

planation which is magisterial in its concentration upon the abstract

quality and its categories and, in iis imposition of an order to which

experience must conform. There is also a significant correlation

between this view of knowledge as a privileged possession, and the

hear/act sequence. In both, knowledge does not generate more know¬

ledge, but is a stock to which more may be added from authoritative

sources. In the period of time investigated in this study, it is

principally in the region of personal behaviour that fragmentation

of such a unilateral procedure takes place.

A second entrance may be found in Henry Smith, who, as we have

seen at various points in this discussion, tends to move in the area

between the two broad tendencies, formalist and puritan. In The

Law-givers Answere to the Lawyers Question, the second sermon on

Luke 10.26, he asks,

If God had required this of thee, that thou shovL&st
bee able to dissolue doubts like Daniel, and to dis¬
pute subtile questions: what should then become of
thee that art vnlearnedt ... But now he requireth such
a thing of vs, as the poorest and simplest may performq
as well as the wealthiest or wisest man inall the world...
for all these vnspeakable ioyes which God hath prepared,
he requireth no more of vs but loue.^®"1
Thus learning remains privileged, and the single requirement

is that of love, so that when Smith asks "if you would know whether

you haue this loue of God in you", the instruction which follows

is to "examine your actions, whether they be done with delight

and comfort", that is, although examination is called for, it applies

to that which is done, and to consequent feelings, thus retaining

^®See above, p.60.
26l

pp. 570-71.
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262
the notion that God is the only searcher of the heart. •» example,

Naaman's cure from leprosy after bathing in the river Jordan, is used

to complement this pdht, and the comparison sticks firmly in figurative

terms when Smith concludes that "all our actins and labours and

afflictions ... become ioyous and pleasant, and comfortable, after
26^5

wee are once bathed in the loue of God."

Human affections, and their special identification with the heart,

are exploited more by Playfere than by any other preacher in this period.

This disposition and the principles which are its formalisation do not

change after their appearance in one of his earliest published ser¬

mons, The Heane in Mourning, In a later sermon he does note that

"how euery man hath been* wounded, not onely with felopidas in seauen

places of his body, but euen in all the parts and powers of his soule,

each one knoweth best by experience in himself',' but without fur¬

ther penetrating its implications. Similarly, he affirms that it "is

proper to the child of God, to baue the law of God in his heart ...

noted & written in the fleshly tables of his heart",bait in a

figure which corresponds closely to the link between memory and sen¬

tence. What really involves him, however, is a highly affective sub-

missiveness upon which is established a set of basic relations to the

world and to God. In The Meane inMourning he condenses its nature

into a figure: "Therefore sayeth Aicuinus. we must wash our hearts

262 r
The Galling of Ionah. sig. G7% He also discusses the problem of
anticipating actions, however. See below, p. 215 . For the im¬
portance of this matter to the theory of the conscience, see below,
pp. kkj-A7.

267<
""The Lawgivers Answere to the Lawyers .<vestion. p.571.

26k
Christs wounds our health. A Sermon preached at the Court at
Whitehall. March 10. 1598. p.8^1

^Maood ground, p.183.
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in the troubled poole of Bethesda. in the troubled tears of re¬

pentance. For as in a well, except there be some water in it, we

cannot easily see the baggage that lieth in the bottom: so in the

depths o f the heart without teares we cannot see our sinnes. Tearea

snake our sinnes not seene, and seene. Mot seene to God, and seen®

266
to v£i Later in the same sermon he calls this state of mind

"Leuotion", and defines it in his own derme without reference to any

authority, which suggests that he was formalising a mode of spiritu¬

ality which represents one of the potentials of a widespread concen¬

tration upon the heart incontemporary psychological discussion. "But

here especially by Leuotion; I vnderstand a certaine softness#

and tendemesse of the heart, which often times is reeolued into teares,
267

considering the mischiefs and miseries of this world."

It is difficult to imagine a stronger contrast than that be¬

tween Playfere's description of the compunctious Christian and the

energy released in Greenham whenever he speaks of the heart. In ask¬

ing the fundamental question, "How shall we disceme our hearts to

be vpright?", he repeats the primary scriptural texts, but with a

positive accretion of quotations from the Lpistles:

'Of it selfe, aboue all, the heart of man is
vnsearchable, Jerem. 17. But how comes this? be¬
cause there is a labyrinth of hypocrisie in it, there
is a gulfe, and depth, and priuie discourse in it,
that no man can gage but the Lord, who is said, Prouerfc
16. to bee the searcher of the raines, howsoeuer our
heart is hollow. This secret searching is by the Spirit
of God, 2.Cor.2. and by the word wrought vpon by the
spirit, l.Cor.l't. Heb.^.^. The Spirit rebukes vs
of sinne, Ioh.lJ. but by the word searching the very
hidden intents of the heart.268

266pp. 11-12.

267P. 93.

2^Workes. p.753.
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In the usual phrase, the key to any progress into this "prluie
269

discourse" of the mind is Mth© touchstone of the word", or, as

Greenhorn put it in a significant paraphrase of Jeremiah, "Ho man can

know his own heart but try God, (Jerera. 17.) and by the word, which

ia of the same nature that God is."^^ The reformation principle

that the Bible is the ultimate source of truth here achieves a new

significance, in the belief that it is the word of God itself which

breaks: the impasse between man's natural way to knowledge through
271

the outward senses and the inner mysteries of his nature. What

was beyond knowing now seems accessible, for a man may at least know

himself if not other selves, although in the model given by Perkins

it is no easy matter; "in true Repentance * conuersion, we must

not search so onely, as to fir.de the groose and palpable ainnes of

our Hues; but so as we may finde those sinnes which the world

accounts lesser sinnes, and espie our secret fault©s and priuie

corruptions ... what is he counted but a curious and precise fool#

which stands vpon them?!' He draws a pertinent comparison between

this man and the activity of "a good Iustiee of the Peace in searching

for traytore or Seminary Priests", and confirms it by advising that

he should "erect an Inquisition ouer his owne heart and conscience,

and not ... spare his most secret and dearest sinnes, & such as are

272
nearest allyed to his own nature ." This point in particular

stresses the way in which the private man has forced the categorical

269
Smith, The Lawgivers Answer# to the Lawyers .vestion. p.567.

2^°Workes, p.559. See also Perkins, Workes. I, 458-9.

2^1Perkins, Workes. I, 485-84.

272Ibid., Ill, 412-15.
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sins into the background, secondary to the particular behaviour and

character of individuals. In direct and precise terras the proper

procedure is given:

rip vp they heart, and looke into thy life, and when
thou has sinned, enter into thy selfe, aske they con¬
science what thou hast done, and be not cuiet till thou
has found out thy sinne, and the foulenes of it; &
neuer thinke that thou knowest any thing in religic?,
till thou knowest what is in thine owne heart, end what
are thy speciall and priuiest corruptions; and looke
into thy owne faults, not with a partiall eie, but
with a censorial s, and a straight iudgment.^7*
That this was an unfamiliar activity is implied in all those

references which correlate ignorance and lack of self awareness, or

274
which stress that self-awareness is a skill to be learned. Those

who perceive sin "in generall, and not specially" must, says Green-

ham, "enter into the secrets of the heart, for they haue not yet

learned to discerne of thoughts, they must euen haue their very
275

hearts aid thoughts laid open vnto them." This is not a matter

of actions or words only, but of penetration into "the fountaine

of all these, euen our corrupt nature", an insight achieved through
276

the "proper working" of the word of God.

That the principle, the labyrinthine nature of the heart, did

not necessarily produce the corollary that great effort must be made

to perceive its true condition, may be illustrated as well from Hooker

as from Flayfere. In his first sermon on Jude, Hooker expresses

opinions which seem to align him with the puritans. "I haue tolde

you already, that we must beware we presume not to sit as Gods in

iudgement vpon others, and rashlie, as our conceipt and fancie doth

273Ibid., Ill, 4l4.

27ife.g. Perkins, V/orkes. Ill, 412; Smith, A Treatise vpon the Lords
Svpper. pp. 78-85.

27^Workes, p.772.
^^See above, pp. 156-58, on the "tongue of the learned." It should
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lead vs, so to determine of this man, he is sincere, or of that man,

he is a hypocrit, except by their falling away they make it manifest

and knowne what they are ... Judge thy selfe. God hath left vs in¬

fallible evidence, whereby we may at any time giue true & righteous

sentence vpon our selues. We cannot examine the harts of other men,

277
we may our owne." A sign of his later position, that of align-

pnO
raent with the "formal Calvinists", follows in the very next

paragraph. "It is an easie a matter for the spirit within you to tell
279

whose yee are, as for the eies of your body to iudge where you sit."

He then gives an "account", itself offered as a model, in which past

behaviour is checked off against the present, for example, "I was

fierce, heady, proud, high minded; but God hath made me like a

2gQ
child that is newly wained." Itsiv most notable omission is

any suggestion of an inner conflict at the semi-colon, either at

the moment of inversion or on any subsequent occasion.

There are two further aspects of psychological behaviour which

require comment, both concerning the experience of self. Through¬

out this discussion, implicit ii descriptions of behaviour and in

the methods of self-examination, has been a recurrent sense that the

self, the "I", is conceived of as a spectator, passively the subject

be noted here that although knowledge of other minds is generally
said to be impossible, Greenham and Perkins do define a distinct
function for the "Physician of the soule" (see below, p.),
and the interpretation of marks and signs is believed to have
rules and predictability by those who work with them. A sample
list is given by Smith (see n. above). In different places,
Perkins affirms both the possibility and the impossibility of
one man knowing anything of another's mind (Worices. II, ^59» ^75;
III, ^31).

277„ ?np.tO.

See above, :p. 17*U

279Ibid.
pftO

See above, p. 199#
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of forces which originate beyond its influence or perception. To
2$'I

extend the figure of the wheel, the 'I* is like the hub, at the

centre but not the cause of movement. This concept (or experience)

has massive ramifications through natural and moral philosophy, but

at this point it is particularly useful for the clarification of

what was thought about good and evil actions, and by contrast to

illustrate tentative changes in theory which may reveal significant

changes in the nature of self-experience.

Henry Smith offers the most direct access to these matters in

a discussion of temptation which is worth quoting in full for ifc

summary of much of the preceding argument. He is describing how to

oppose Satan:

lastly, consider, first, how thy spirit is affected:
for our own spirit (by nature euermore hard) if it
be moued by the Spirit of God, is sad, soft and slow:
but if it be moued by the spirit of Satan, is proud,
boysterous, and stout: then, whether that which thou
art indeed moued to bee good or euill: if good, that
is agreeable to Gods Word, then acknowledge, it comes
from God, for all good motions are the worke of the
Spirit of God, howsoeuer they seeme to proceede of our
selues. But if it be euill, that is, not agreeable
with the Word of God, then it is alwayes either a lust
of our corrupt nature, or a suggestion of Satan. Where¬
fore it is a sure way to say when we are tempted to euil,
This motion is of the deuil, for euen our corruption
came of his suggestion. For the spirit of man is alwaies
tossed between these two contrary spirits, the Spirit of
God procuring our saluation, and the spirit of Satan seek¬
ing our condemnation.2^
On the side of good, the holy ghost is everywhere "the principall

283
agent and beginner thereof" whether the actual experience is self-

knowledge by means of the Scriptures, or the love of God, or devotion,

which in Playfere's general definition is "a supernaturall dexteritie,

wrought by the Holy Ghost, in the heart of a devout man, whereby hee

oft'I
See above, p.199*

282The Rebellion of Ionah. sigs. H6V-G7r,

28^Perkins, Workea. I, 5^7.
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is made prompt and ready to performs all those duties which apper-

284
taine to the seruice of God." A striking view in detail of this

experience and the place of the self with respect to it is given in

Greenham's sermon on the text, "Quench not the Spirit" (1 These.

5.19), which is a definitive; treatment of the puritan concept of

spiritual life. The "notes" of the experience of justification are

set out as they "arise", that is, following the order of the event

as the text disposes it; the fourth note, "when wee finde it in
n

our selues1 , is the life and nimbleness that is in vs to doe good:

for when

a man doth, finde fauour from God, for the forgiueness
of sinnes, then the loue of God constraineth him, that
ioy which he conceiueth inforceth him, and putteth life
into him, for the performance of those things, which
are pleasing vnto God: then hee beginneth to finde
himselfe not onely reclaimed from euill, but also applied
and framed to that which is good. ^85
The experience of the self is the experience of "effects", and

in the performance of good acts, at whatever point the analysis stops

the only act of will performed by the actor is the decision to submit
286

to the power of the holy spirit.

It will be apparent that no account is here taken of thenatural

man and his view that he is capable of some independent good. That

this view is persuasive and the demarcation lines impossible to draw

once polar extremes are abandoned, is suggested by Smith's reference

to the feeling that "good motions ... seeme to proceede of our selues

284
The Meane in Mourning, p.93.

28^Workes, p.53.
286

e.g. William Fulke, A Comfortable Sermon of Faith, in temptations
and afflictions (London, 1574), sig. C3r-vt 0n those occasions
when God seems "deafe or dombe", and a Christian experiences
"great discouragement & discomfort."

287The Rebellion of Ionah. sig. H6v.
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A much more detailed study would be needed to understand why a

polar rather than a median theory was so strongly argued for and

represented at this time. At this point it is useful to notice

one other discrepancy which suggests something of the excess load

the word "spirit" was being cade to carry. On one occasion Greenham

says that "the men of this world ... craue many things before know¬

ledge, and if they haue knowledge, they rest therein, and neuer

looke, nor aske for the teaching of the Spirit ... wee must^desire
288

the reuelation of the Spirit without the word." That this de-
289

scribes frequent contemporary experience only emphasises the

existence of an aspect of experience described as the revelation or

teaching of the spirit, not immediately attributable- either to

God or to Satan because its manifestations are not readily differs
290

entiated, regardless of their putative origin.

The fact that a decision to submit to "the teaching of the

spirit" is critical does not seem to give the self any more authority

or status in these conflicts, in which the scale remains the same

even if "Ierusalem" and "Hiericho" are reduced to "motions" and

"cogsitations". As Udall puts it, "when so straunge and subtle an

enemy, so greatly experienced in deceite, shall be vanquished by so

raeane an instrument as a ma, weake & subiect to so many infirmities,
291

the power of GOD appeareth most mighty." The situation is in

288
Workes. p.550. A most interesting collection of variant meanings
for the word "spirit" is provided by Jewel, Replie, pp. 146-42.

289
-See Greenham's disapproval of the "Familists" (Workes. pp. 4l8,
557? Greenham, 11.471-99)» and Smith's encounter with Robert
Dickon (discussed below, p.296 ).

^^e.g., Smith. 11. 57-65, 106-11; Chaderton, An Excellent... sermon.
sigs. cSr-Dlv; Greenham, Workes. p.4l8; Perkins, Workes. II,
458-59.

^"The Combate. sig. C6V.
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many ways more acute in the matter of evil, because not only is there

an aggressor, the devil, but there is corrupt human nature as well.

It is apparent by the frequency of reference that the devil is very

important to the puritans as a way of ordering and explaining the
292

range of experiences contrary to those linked with the holy spirit.

The form of explanation offered is very significant, since it parallels,

and at some points, intensifies, discussion of the nature and sources

of human experience. Having referred to one place in which Smith makes
293

an impeccably puritan statement, another reference, to a sermon

entitled Satans Compassing the Earth, on the text, Job 1.7-8, shows

him defining Satan in terms of categories and personifications of

sin: "name Satan, and thou hast named the verie spawns of all sinnes ...

Avarice seith, I will make thee amiable: tyrannic saith, I will make

thee dreadfull: sloth saith, I will make thee beautifull ... So the
294

poor sinner stands distract how he may follow all sins at once."

Examples of this mode may be found in Andrewes, who affirms, for

example, that "the E&uell hath two shapes; in the one he tempteth

and allureth ... in the other, hee assayleth vs, that is, by assault

and violence, Ephes. 6.11. The first is the temptation of hypocrites ...

The second, of ludas."2^
However, this mode of discussion is rejected by the puritans.

Any personification simplifies the character and hence minimises the
296

power of the Devil, as Peikin's reproof of the ignorant shows.

2^~Cf. the importance of the term "hypocrisie" (see above,pp.204-206).

2-^£ee above, p.215.

294p.490.
^The Wonderfvll Combate. fols. l8v-19r.
296See above, p.177.
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Squally, the danger of rejecting personification is shown by Green-

ham in what seems a surprising attempt to rehabilitate Satan. He

observes that while the devil "was made knowne to man onely by horneB,

by clawes, or by a hollow voyce, he was wonderfully feared: but now

being reuealed to be a more secret aduersarie, a spiritual tempter,
297

a priuie ouerthrower of the soule, no man almost regards him."

All these qualities of the devil are complementary to those qualities

of the mind so constantly insisted upon by the puritans, and the de¬

mand for close self-examination is balanced by a characterisation of
298

the evil in terms of hypocrisy and "subtilitie". The importance

of the former after what has been said about hypocrisy is evident,

and the latter correlates closely with the puritan demand for self-

knowledge. Satan, as Greenham characterises him, "is spirituall, in-

uisible, not to be discerned, and therefore more dangerous in that

we can not preuent him nor his temptations being aboue nature and

^VcrkegyopsffHg Both Greenham and Udall use this explanation to
account for the fearful state of the world since the reformation
which saw the end of "blinde ignoraunce, and superstitious de-
uotion" (Udall, The Combate. sig, Fir). Greenham asks, "What
shall we say of the rage of sinne in these dayes? What shall we
say how Satan dayly bewitcheth ve in Paganisme, Atheisme, Macheuilisme,
Anabaptisme, &c? Is not all this sufficient to proue, that Satan
taking vp the wisest men of this world to his seruice is a spiritual
wickednes? Whereof comes it that ... silly soules should be sub-
till disputers? ... Why do men to maiiEtaine Papisme forgoe all
their goods, suffer their bodies to be whipped? Do not all these
proue, that Satan is a spiritual wickednes?" (Workes. p.750). Such
events as these do provide a problem of interpretation which is
clearly complicated for Greenham by his approach to them in terms
of their psychological origins, rather than, for example, as prob¬
lems of legal jurisdiction or doctrinal authority. It is especially
important that "Atheisme" rather than either a return to the Church
of Rome or sectarianism should be seen as the predominant condition.
While this may be to idealise the past, it is nevertheless the case
that most criticism which centres on the "papist" or the "carnal
protestant" makes it evident that in the critic*s mind religious
activity as such was for the majority an aspect of conformity to
law and social convention, and hence of no real force either in
the lives of individuals or in the reformation of society. See
above, p. 168.

^^Udall, The Combate. sig. EifV.
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aboue reason", so that "we fight not against our selues only, but
299

against such aduersaries as whet vp ourselues against our selues",

a representation which intensifies the need for self-awareness and

derives from experience of the complexities of human behaviour and

motivation. In Perkins * words, "we must labor the more diligently,

to be throughly acquainted with our naturall dispositions & inclina¬

tions, yea with our bodily infirmities, for the Deuil will search

vs."-* Men are in fact most vulnerable through the senses of learn-
301

ing, sight and hearing, an awareness which leads to the con¬

clusion, in conformity with all this insistence that the devil is

a spiritual tempter, that "the diuel cannot worke his wil vpon mans

302
affections, or preuaile ouer mans will, but by thoughts", that

is, he has no physical authority and does not attack a man through

outward circumstances directly. Consequently, "It is euident", as

Udsll says, "that the temptations of Gods children be inward by
303

cogitations," an<: emphasis which agrees with a general principle

of human behaviour, that "what men doe practise, that first of all
301^.

they thinke, for the thought is the beginning of euery action."-^

Examples given of the devil's activity demonstrate again that

the self is perceived as uninfluential in the events of its mind and

299
Workes, p.7495 cf, Playfere's derisory reference to the devil,
in The Meane in Mourning. p.35. Kocher discusses the implications
of this view of the devil with reference to Reginald Scot's The
Discoverie of Witchcraft (158%), in Science and Religion in Eliza¬
bethan England, pp. 130-34. 144-45.

^°°Workes, III. 381.
'

11 1 w /

301Ibid., Ill, 398.

302Ibid., II, 477.

3°3The Combate. sig. C8r.
304

Perkins, Workes. II, 469. See below,pp. 436-38.
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body. When a man is weighing the benefits against the troubles of

the Christian life, the devil is especially active:

Some againe hee maketh thus to thinke; Alas, if I
shall giue my selfe to this seuere and strict examin¬
ation of my selfe, then I shall bee plunged into ex-
treame sorrow and griefe, and brought into melancholia,
oh I shall neuer be mine owne man ... therefore I can

neuer come to be a Christian- Thus hee causeth thee
onely to see and to looke into the perill which shall
come vnto thee in professing the word of God: but the
price of thy saluation and the ioyes of the life to
come, he neuer telleth them to come into thy minde, and
this is also a most perilous temptation.^0?
The identification of particular thoughts, or classes of thoughts,

as signs or marks, is common in these discussions, and the momentary

nature of thought intensifies the immediacy of the devil's activity:

"if at any time this motio shall come into our mynde: I may doe

such a thing, and I trust God will forgeue me ... let vs know, that

it is the very temptation of Satha, that seperateth the promise from

the commaundem£t.

What this advice stresses is that while the Devil was brought in

to explain an observable pattern of events, all such mental events

were not interpreted by reference to him. This is evident in the form
the

of/statement, which initially attributes no origin to the "motion", and

to the preceding sentence, which begins, "if wee shal at any time,

reason to our selues thus ..." without mention of the devil except by

association with the next sentence. Even more interesting is a

description in Perkins' A Treatise of Mans Imaginations, of Eve's

temptation - "first Eue looked vpon the fruit, and saw that it was

beautifull, and then entred into her heart a thought of distrust,

after this manner; It may be it is not true which God hath said to

305
Greenham, V/orkes, p. 110 (my underlining)

506Udall, The Combate. sig. G5V.
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vb concerning this fruit, and it may be God regarded vs sot as wee

think© he doth, in that he denieth ve this fruit; hereupon her will

and her affections were carried to the breaking of Gods commande-
309

merit ..." - in which the sequence of sight, thought, movement

of the will and affections, and the sinful act, is given without in¬

voking the devil, although the notion of complete receptivity is re¬

tained. Although his immediate concerns are different, the fact that

the behaviour of the devil was principally a means of explaining

psychic events is also emphasised by Greenhaa when he asks, "lid we

beleeue that Satan could sit in our consciences deluding iudgement

and vnderstending, and casting a mist on reason, would we not be

more iealeus of reason?"^® a question which complements the distrust

of the imagination in its naturally corrupt state.

Given this basic concept of the spectator self, it is instruct¬

ive to see how the notion of responsibility is accommodated. Two broad

hints are given, although their implications are not worked out but

seers to represent zones of weakness in the fundamental idea. The first

is a remarkable increase in the use of a reflexive construction which

seems often redundant in the context of words which have now incor¬

porated that element but which, it must be assumed., they did not at

this time. The reflexive is associated primarily with circumspection
VVQ

or decision, and appears almost exclusively in this context. Thus,
*

•^workes. IX, %66 (ay underlining).

308Worke3. p.7**9.

*^e.g. ,Greenhsm» 11. 5*>5~50| Andrewes, The Wonderfvll Combatc. fol.
59*} i-layfere, U. 336-55# The occasional use of the impersonal
"one" may be associated with this development. See Perkins, Workes.
I, 16; Greenhaa, werkes. p*7%5f Aadrewes, The Wonderfvll ComWte.'
fo;.9^r.
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auditors are asked to "meditate and consider of that with your selfe

310
which you haue learned", and an individual is described as

311
"thinking with my selfe", or "reasoning with ray selfe thus".

Each of the last two is followed by direct speech which, especially

in the context of reasoning, implies imitation. The problem which

this unfamiliar construction presents is that of a conflict between

willed activity which has no perceptible incentive but is purely an

inward activity of the self, and the sense that the self is neverthe¬

less separate from all those events which implicate it. It may now

be suggested that "consideration" in period one lacked this addition,

appearing comnonly in the form "let us consider" because the audience

was expected primarily to learn, remember and act, and the sermon

itself represented a public act of consideration performed by the

minister on behalf of all. The reflexive addition emphasises by con¬

trast the movement towards individualising personal responsibility

for and knowledge of psychological events, and the attempt to achieve
312

a stronger, more deliberative self-awareness.

There is a clear potential conflict between this tendency and

the concept of the spectator self, which may be underlined by reference

to one other matter, the state of regeneration. Mc re than almost any

other aspect of the Christian life, conversion as a personal event is
313

perceived through metaphor, particularly that of Christ as garment.

■^°Greenham, Workes. p.535. See also, Udell, The Combate, sig. E6V;
Cooper, Certaine Sermons, p.229.

311
Smith, The Benefit of Contentation. p.3; Udall, Obedience to the
Gospell, sig. E2**.

■^^Greenham, 11. 696-702. See Appendix One.

•^See above, pp. 94-96; also Hooker, Two Sermons vpon ... Iude. pp.
36-37, and Playfere. 11. 764-800.
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A significant change of metaphor occurs here, signalled by the quota¬

tion of a different text, Romans 12.2: "be transformed by the

renewal of your mind."

The issue is the same, that is, what does it mean to be converted,

but the possibility of a more descriptive, less figurative form of

explanation is offered. Smith, when discussing the text, "Put ye on

the Lord Jesus Christ" (Rom. 13.14), gives an equivalent to the

figure in the words, "wee must put on his garment, that is, his righteous-

nesse, his merits, and his death, which is as strange a vesture to vs,

as our flesh was to him.0^^^ This equivalence alone does not really

advance knowledge beyond the conventions of the creed, but its con¬

text is more significant. Just preceding this part, in the opening

section of the sermon, Smith stresses that "This phrase is read in
315

none but Paul" and he describes its importance in the words, "as
3X6

though this word did contains all our duties vnto Christ." What

this means to him in effect is that, "In stead of gluttonie, and

drunkennes, and strife, & chambering, and wantonnes, and other patches

of the deuill, wherewith man cloatheth himselfe as with a garment; the

Apostle giueth him another garment, which hee calleth Iesus Christ.

He doth not oppose vertue to vice, as one would think© when he had

said, Cast off gluttonie, he should haue said, Put on sobrietie ...

But in stead of al vertues he coSendeth the example of Christ for
317

euery vertue, and opposeth it to euery vice." What is most re¬

markable about these words is that they explicitly distinguish between

3lifThe Wedding Garment, p.151.

315Ibid., p.150.

31^Ibid., p.149.
317Ibid., pp. 149-50.
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the categories of vices and virtues, and "a straight paterne",

and between "all preceptes in the world", and "his exanple", as

means of discussing human beaviour. It is not possible to 'oppose'

aspects when all one has is a unity, the example of Christ, to
318

emulate. Hence, although this does not overcome the problems

cf a descriptive terminology, what it implies in principle is a

changed perspective. Man is not to be discussed in terms of dichc-

tomous, abstract qualities, but in terms of his unique behaviour, in

terms not of inherited knowledge, but of what can be observed. Hence,

when Smith in another sermon says that "the Scriptures calleth so

often for a new man, a new creature, a new heart", in exposition of

the phrase, "By this renuing of our minds," he defined "this renuing"

as "the repairing of the image of God, vntill wee bee like Adam when

he dwelt in Paradise. As there is a whole olde man, so there must
319 320

bee a whole new man." These new men are to be "fashioned" S

See above, p.17}.. t Greenham speaks of "one example, whome we af-
firme to be the perfite annotomie of an afflicted mind; that is,
the Lord and Saviour of vs all, Christe Iesus" (A Frvitfvl ...
Sermon, p.1*0. Smith makes a notable attempt to represent the
organic nature of this relationship when he says that "Vfe must put

p..'on Christ, as if we did eate him, not as the Papists doe in their
Masse; but as the meate is turned into the substance of the body,
and goeth through euery part of man: so Christ and his word should
goe from part to part till wee be of one nature with them, that
they bee the very substance of our thoughts, and speeches, and
actions as the meate is of our body" (The Wedding Garment, p.158).
See above, p.l88. The question of Christ's status in puritan thought
is a very important one. Knappen notes "a surprising lack of
Christological thought in this avowedly Christian movement" (Tudor
Puritanism, p.376), an evaluation substantially endorsed by Dickens
although he says that "the final word should perhaps wait a still
further investigation of the theological content of Puritan writ¬
ings" (The English Reformation, p.321). The issue is rather more
©he of interpretation than investigation, as Dickens' rather formal¬
ist phraseology and his reference to Gal. 2.20 demonstrate.

3I9The Hvmilitie of Pavle. p.*f37; cf. Smith, 11. ¥t-52, 131-37.
320

Greenham, '.vorkes. p.38.
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321
(implying the steps and degrees discussed above ), to be "changed

in your shape, by the renewing of your mindes", a process which is

the subject of those recurrent models of mental behaviour and which

achieves its own technical terras, "a Transmentation or turning of

the mind, whereby a man determines and resolues with himselfe to
323

sinne no more as he hath done, but to liue in newnesse of life."
One other text which contains these same problems is Galatians

2.20: "Christ liueth in me". Hooker's exposition of it and other

synonymous texts in his sermon on pride offers a useful conclusion

to this section, because his argument parallels the preceding in

principle and method while reaching a significantly different con-

324
elusion. " He notes first that some think it "a point inexplicable,

a mystery which all must hold but none is able to open or understand",

and then says that others have "expounded our conjunction with Christ

to be a mutual participation whereby each is blended with other, his

flesh with ours, and ours in like sort with his, even as really

materially and naturally as wax melted and blended with wax into one

lump." He calls this a "gross conceit" and refers to Gregory Hazian-

zene for the correct view, that "Christ is in us ... not according

to that natural substance which visibly was seen on earth: but ac¬

cording to the intellectual comprehension which the mind is capable of.

bo that the difference between Christ on earth and Christ in us is

no less than between a ship on the sea and in the mind of him that

321pp. 199-89.

322Udall, Amendment of life, sig. E?r.
323Perkins, Workes, I, 4-57.

"^Hooker, The Workes, ed. Rev. John Keble (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1863), III, 612-13. For an account of the origin of this part of
the sermon, not included in the 1612 edition, see the Editor's
Preface (I, xlv-xlvi). bee alsG A Learned Discovrse of Ivstifi-
cation. pp. 35-36.
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builded it: the one a sensible thing, the other a mere shape of

a thing sensible. That whereby the Apostle did therefore form Christ,

was the Gospel. So that Christ was formed when Christianity was com¬

prehended." Christ is not so much a "straight patterne" as an idea,

a shape in the mind, a function of knowledge such that renewing of the

mind need mean only a change of thoughts, the correction of false
325

conceptions. Prom e similar beginning, the clarification of a

meaning lost in figurative language, Hooker moves to represent a new

man whose life is conducted in terms of a rationalised example, Christ

formalised in the tenets and preceptB of the Church.

Summary:

There is much evidence of marked changes in the context of the

sermon in the second period. The view of the ministerial function

articulated by preachers in the latter half of Elizabeth's reign identi¬

fies the minister much more closely with the community, both profess¬

ionally and individually. fjc^becomes not the isolated prophet but the

human mediator between God and man, aoting on behalf of both in prayer

and preaching as a messenger or ambassador. The question asked in the

earlier period, what is the minister's office?, changes to, how should

this office be performed?, and orientation which places considerable

emphasis upon the minister's personal attributes and qualifications. The

tendency towards exposition is confirmed by the general adoption of

teaching as the principal activity of the minister, expressed through

comparison with Apostles rather t^on Prophets, although in practice

different conceptions of this function develop. The formalist is con¬

cerned principally with a defined body of knowledge or doctrine and a

set of exemplary behaviours which may satisfy t&a requirements of

•^See above, pp.212-14.
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this doctrine. The puritan, on the other hand, regards practical action

as a means of improving upon knowledge which is itself not static and

is defined by the limits of scripture rather than the Church. For

the preacher, application of doctrine becomes an area of freedom

in which his own qualities as an experienced and experiencing individ¬

ual are permitted their proper expression. It is out of this sense that

doctrinal knofctLedge and experience combine in an infinitylyf individual
persons rather than in exemplary patterns of general human nature,

o
that interest in psychtherapy or the cure of souls develops.

A

A close identification with other men in society also seems to

be important for the changing pattern of criticism of the ministery.

Most is centred upon or proceeds from the puritan group, although

we find some instances of the earlier criticism in terms of traditional

categories of sins. Congregations experience scorn and abuse from

less dedicated members of their communities, and ministers castigate

other clergy for their ignorance and lack of spirituality. Complement¬

ing the latter is the insistence that ministers are as susceptible to

failure as ordinary men, and that regeneration is a gift from God

communicated perhaps in association with the minister's activity,

but in principle independent of it. As stress upon preaching with

power grows, so does the awareness that fulfilment of the ministerial

function is profoundly dependent upon the disposition of the audience.

For those ministers who identify themselves principally with the in¬

stitution of the Church, this relationship does not assume a similar

importance.

Conception of the audience in terms of social classes, common

in the first period, is generally replaced by emphasis upon individual
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vocation. Although this need not have revolutionary implications,

it is a significant correlative of the growing stress upon a know¬

ledgeable audience and a teaching ministry, and upon the distinctive

implications of the doctrine of justification by faith. In this

period these are positively developed in terms of human psychology

by the puritans, among whoa the term "papist" comes to denominate

the psychology of the unregenerate or natural man. The major theor¬

etical difference which appears in the English church in this area is

that between moderate and rigorous calvinisa, distinguished by whether

the doctrine of original sin is thought to describe a formal or an

actual psychological factor. Distinctive psychological models are

associated with these groupings, the former affirming that limits

to the amount and kind of knowledge required by a believer can be

defined readily and prescriptively. Memory, in conjunction with

sight and imagination, and the employment of sententiae, are the

principal faculties and forms involved in the process of knowing and

learning. The rigorous calvinist establishes in principle no pre¬

script limit because the Bible as a whole is the exclusive source of

spiritual knowledge. What can be known, however, is understood to

depend on hidden aspects of human nature, on individual motivation

derived from awareness of the value of knowledge, and on its

presentation in the form of reasons rather than authoritative

statement.

These models represent an intensified concentration upon those

faculties most active in the inherited modes of knowing, on the one

hand, and a greatly enlarged investigation of mental behaviour, on

the other. Except for the particular case of the Court, audiences
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come to be distinguished in terms of particular levels of education

and private experience. While the formalist is preoccupied by the

memory, the puritan seeks to ground knowledge in the cooperative

relation of reason, judgement, understanding, and the affections.

Emphasis upon the visible and, by analogy, upon distinct entities as

the units of all knowledge, characterises the former, while the latter

is concerned with knowledge derived from experience, and from the

dynamic relations between entities. Frequent comments upon the vigour

and constant activity of the mind are complemented by a search

for a non-metaphorical, descriptive account of all mental events, by

the identification of an entirely interiorised action called "priuie

discourse", and by a belief that the affections rather than the reason

are the ultimate foundation of stability in human life.

The achievement of personal stability is fundamental to the pur¬

poses of those preachers who insist that it is the life-time work of

an individual and cannot be found simply by association with the stable

institution of the Church. In contrast to typical behaviour portray¬

ed as a compound of rashness, self-assertiveness, violence, and

little or no self-knowledge, puritan preachers emphasise the need

for considered action, and seek to base their demand for deliberative

self-awareness upon each individual's knowledge of himself. Access

to this knowledge, the knowledge of the "mystery of the heart"

thought to be unattainable in the earlier period, is achieved

by the use of evidence from the Bible, and by conversation with trained,

experienced men.

Such a model of human nature represents an ideal which in

practice incorporates many theoretically incompatible elements.
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These have been summarised in the concept of the spectator self, and

in the attribution to the Holy Spirit and the Devil of motivations

to good and evil acts, the spiritualisation of the Devil correlating

closely with the puritan emphasis upon the complexities of human

behaviour. Some intimations of psychological experience which cannot

be explained by immediate reference to extra-personal motivation are

conveyed in the multiple applications of "spirit", and the uniqueness

of each individual life history, the locus of all puritan preaching,

is perceived in terms of the unique history of Jesus.

THE TEXT;

Change and variation can also be observed in scriptural inter¬

pretation, corresponding to innovations and developments already in

some measure discussed. Not only are the specimen sermons for this

period in many respects unlike the first, but there are very wide

differences of approach to the use and interpretation of texts

apparent amonng the three preachers. In general terms these differ¬

ences concern the relative status of parts of Scripture, the preceptive

and the narrative, the significance attributed to the verbal surface

of scripture, and the use to which the doctrine of Scripture's self-

interpretation is put. These are to be noticed particularly in the way

in which its meaning and points of instruction are derived from the

text, the extent to which its circumstances are involved, and whether

the meaning of the text is presented directly in the terms of the text o1* thro

or through restatement and reformulation. We can perhaps typify

Playfere's approach by his phrase, to "say with the Psalmist",'^

326Plavfere. 11. 329-30.
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and by Ms concentration on "names" (either individual words or

substantive phrases), and Greenham's by the words, "his meaMng may

327
thus briefely be gathered" and Ms persistent reiteration of "see".

If these are understood to represent contrary tendencies, Smith will

be seen to occupy the sMfting middle ground, with Ms emphasis (in

the specimen sermon) on "names" and substantiating Mstory. Key

differences with the first period devolve out of an expanded interest

in the verbal substance of Scripture, and in the means by wMch truth

is to be found, that is, whether by analysis of the intimate forms of

Scripture (individual words and their grammatical and syntactical

relationsMps) or by the interpretation of larger eventual forms.

The variety of possible approaches to the text, as tMs is mani¬

fested in overall sermon orgaMsation, is neatly summed up for the

period by Greenham in an explanation of his procedure wMch follows

the opeMng paragraph of Ms first sermon on Matthew 13.V*. He says

that "Although I might make a diuision of tMs Text into two parts,

as first, the inestimable value of the word of God: and secondly,

the precious account that is to be made thereof, yet because euery

word hath Ms weight, and the text yeeldeth a sufficient method as

it lieth, I will omit the diuision, and come to the words as they
7pO

lie." His own method varies between these possibilities, and is

generally prepared for in particular sermons by their titles, since

if the treatment of a text is basically thematic, a title wMch re¬

presents the theme is used, for exanple, "Of zeale", or, "Of hurnili-

litie", whereas if the text is expounded, as in Greenham.no topic

327Greenham. 11.303-4.

"^Workes. p.97.
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title is given. It will be evident that these two methods are con¬

tinuations of those developed in the first period, in which the text

is either chosen to represent, or expounded as though it did repre¬

sent, a topic or theme, or expounded according to the order and

variety of subjects which constitute it.

Both methods are employed by Henry Smith, the specimen sermon

being an interesting example of their conjoint use. In comparison
329

to Greenham, however, his use of the topic, or the Hyperian form,

is less bound to the detail of the chosen or illustrative text, as

his sermons on usury and marriage clearly show. As he says when in¬

troducing the former, "I haue spoken of Briberie and Simonie, and

now I must speake of their sister, Vsurie. Many times haue I thought

to speak-- of this Theame." He does in fact go on to acknowledge the

priority of the text, when he claims that the subject is unavoidable
330

since it "At last ... falleth into my text", and does not take
V

liberties with the arrangement of his text as Playfere does, by a

331
device of the form, "I may well shift the words, and begin thus...",

in order to achieve textual conformity with the development of his

theme. However, the text in this mode does not often provide the

divisions which determine the basic arrangement of a sermon. It is

^^See above, p. ^ 0 .

•^°The Examination cf Vsurie. p.93? cf. his introductory statement to
The Benefit of Contentation. in which he advises his audience that,
"Because when wee preach, we know not whether we shall preach
againe; my care is, to choose fit and proper Texts, to speake that
which I would speake, and that which is necessarie for you to heare.
Therefore, thinking with ny selfe what doctrine were fittest for
you, I sought for a Text which speakes against couetousnesse" (p.3)
Cfp.138, n.9,above,

331
The Meane in Mourning, p.10.
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generally necessary to invent these, in conformity with the preacher's

purpose, for example, Smith's sermon to "shew the excellencie of
332

marriage", or Andrewes' Of_the..Morshipping of Imagination, in which

333
before he can begin, he has to "find some heads of them." It

is this method which makes it possible for Playfere to advertise as

an innovation for readers of his sermons a form of presentation

which puts all scriptural and other references into the margin, "the

sentences /Tieing? so framed, as thou maist reade them without any re¬

gard of the Marginall notes, as though they were not set downe at all."

This separation of margin and text also represents a significant

reduction in the degree of constraint exercised by the Bible over in¬

terpretation and instruction. However, the expository mode opposes

this tendency, affirming the priority of the biblical text both in

the choice of subjects to be discussed and in the order of their pre¬

sentation. The principal development upon practices already described

for first period sermons which employ this method is the use of

bracketed tables to demonstrate "the Methods and order of the whole

335
matter." What these tables demonstrate most emphatically is the

systematic narrative or argumentative character of the text, and the

way in which the text's arrangement dominates, or disciplines, sermon

organisation. This primary characteristic of tie expository mode is

expressed in the discursive equivalent to a table by Wilcox, when he

332
A Preparative to Marriage, p.9.

~^XCVI Sermons, p.26 (s.o.).
rJ The Pathway to Perfection, sig. KL . This method is clearly an

attempt to remove graphic elements which would frustrate the prin¬
cipal end of Playfere's sermon arrangement, that is, the patterning
of simple affective responses.

*5*55 r»V
Udall, Peters Fall, sig. Ao . Other examples are to be found in
Chaderton, A Frvitfvll Sermon, sig. Akv; Turnbull, An Exposition,
sig. A8v. See below, p. 243 , for other references to Perkins and
Udall.
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describes bis method in An Exposition vpon the Booke of the Canticles.

otherwise called Salomons Song as "plaine and profitable ... First,

connecting the Chapters together, then diuiding them into their

seueral parts and portions, afterwards giuing the sense of them

verse by verse, and lastly obseruing such doctrines, as most fitly
336

agree with the place." A good example of this method in operation

is Perkins' The nuties and Lignities of the Kinisterie, since the

subject is eminently suited for thematic treatment but is instead

developed in s.tcict conformity to its definitive egression by the

prophets Job and Isaiah. Beginning his exposition of Isaiah 6: 5-9,

Perkins notes that "The first point in order is, the feare and ex-

337
tasie into which the .'Lord drove his holy Prophet." Greenham is,

of course, a very complete realisation of this mode.

Another potential of submission to the text, the concentration

upon its substantive constituents, is manifested in Andrewes' typical

procedure, of which his sermon preached on Ash Wednesday, 1602, is
338

fully representative. However, his concentration upon substantive

elements represents a fundamentally different orientation towards

exposition and the way in which meaning is communicated by the text,

matters which are to be discussed below.

It can be said immediately that, whatever the approach to inter¬

pretation, the absolute authority of scripture as the word of God is

maintained by all and in the same terms as those used by first period

preachers. The essential principle is that "the Lord is not contrarie,

33^Thomas Wilcox, The Works (London, 1624), sig. A2V.
337Workes, III, 442.
338

XCVI Sermons, pp. 200-2 especially.
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nor vnlike to himselfe ... there- is with him no variafclenes nor

shadow of change, but hee abideth euer the same, most like vnto hiis-
K-XQ

selfe: and so doth his word, which is of the same nature." This

attribute of constancy and certainty has evident importance, generally
"5^0

when the experience of change is so intense, and particularly ia

the matter of certain knowledge, which is absolutely distinguished

by Andrewes from that of human origin: "what are men's titles,

but mens breath; but a blast of ayre, but winde ... But the names

of GOB'S imposition, are not so. They ever carry truth in them.'"'

Lven in the historical range and diversity of the Bible these prin¬

ciples hold good, one argument of the "certaintie of the word" being

that "it is the most ancient /H.earning, & all other religions come

farre short of it. It is cne and the same, euermore consenting with

it selfe, without change or alteration. The Apostles agree with

the Prophets: the Prophets with ff:ses: and all with the first re»

3^2
uelation made at the creation." / uch agreement is extended by

Greenhorn to include the idea of a progressive revelation, in which

one period in history is able to understand more of God's purpose than

** Greenham, b'crkes. p.V?2. £©e also Perkins. Workes. II, 222;
Chadsrton, An excellent ... sermon, sig. B2 ; Smith, The Calling

of^Ionah. sig. G2r; Fulke, A i.ermon ... within the Tower, sign.
340Ddall, Aaandraent of life, sig. c6r""V{ leaderton, ,\n Excellent...

sermon. ®ig. i?r. --co above, pp. 19S-2CC.

^"XCVI hormone, p.69. descriptions of "the word" as a "touchstone"
can be found in John btockwood, A very fruiteful Sermon nreched at
Paules Crosse the tenth of Hay last, being the first runday in
faster Tenset in which are contained very necessary and profitable
lessons and instructions' for tils' time (London. 1579). siK. Afe**;""
Udall. Obedience 'to the Gogpeii. sik'." &5r? Greenha®, Workea, p.?89l
uaith, see above, p.212.

-***2Perkias, Workes. X, ^3»
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that preceding it, but such an idea does not detract from the

unique necessity of eripturo, which resides in its disclosure of

the "secret hidden mysteries of kingdom© Its special,

capability is clearly defined by Fulke when he distinguishes

two kind® of truth, "The trueth of matter perteining to this life,

is opened by GOD in the world®, and in the men of this world©:

but the trueth of the life to come, is not in the power of man to

find® out, but coram©th altogether by the reuelation of God ... out¬

wardly by hi® word®, and inwardly by his spirit."3*4*5
From this separation two corollaries are generally drawn, on©

concerning the reason why the "trueth of the life to come" is a

hidden mystery, and the other, a refinement upon its area of refer¬

ence. If the two truth® were understood to be, not discontinuous,

but distinguished only by degrees of difficulty in their attainment,

the mystery would be consonant with obscurity, with parabolic and

esoteric utterance. However on the basis of this complete disjunction

between the two kinds of truth, Perkins offers a definition of

"mystery" which conforms to that other distinction between natural

and regenerate man. as ho puts it, "The whole body of the Gospel1

is therefore called a mystery, because the thing© therein contained

and reuealed are such, as neuer came into mans heart to think.

3lfr3
^tforkes, pp. ^70-73* be® also Fulke, A Semon ... within the Tower.
^EgTW, and Daring, quoted above, pp. 83, 105-6. This principle is not
adopted by King, who emphasises the derivation of the Bible from "one word©
and*wisdom© of God" and relates,the diversity of book® and writers.to it©

ataiU)-
^Ibid., cdg. 02^.
346Workes, II, k?3.
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Hence, while these things are "aboue the reach of mans reason",

they are not contrary to reason "because we may discerns a truth
347

in them, and that by the grounds and principles of reason."

Here we find clearly expressed a view of the Bible which both

restricts its field of reference to knowledge of spiritual matters,

in which it has absolute authority, and yet does not violate the

principles upon which knowledge of the world is built. While it is

difficult from the available material to be certain, it is worth

asking whether this explicit definition sscognises a process of dis¬

engagement, by which claims to knowledge about the world were first

in principle and then gradually in fact detached from Biblical

authority. The same two principles were found implicit in Dering,

but for the majority the Bible was important for the formulation of

doctrine and the establishment of the church, and the question of
348

its relation to other knowledge was not intrusive."^

A special etapliasis to this point is given by certain preachers

in expositions of the word "treasure". Udall's interpretation, for

example, is directed towards an elaboration of doctrines of the Bible's

internal consistency and sufficiency, and its "hidden mysteries". The

Bible is described by him as "that inestimable treasure",and it is

infinitely.Hch euen in every sentence for every branch of edification",

the preacher's task being "that heavenly labour of searching out the

unspeakable treasures of knowledge and wisedome, that lie hidden in

^7Ibid., I, 484.

^®See below, pp. 512-21.

Obedience to the Gosnell. sig. A2 • See also Perkins, Workea. I,
553I Francis Bacon, The Advancement of Learning, ed. William
Aldis Wright, 5th ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963), p.265.
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350
his blessed Word." What is implied, of course, is that it will

always have more to yield, and therefore, that no one man will

achieve a completely adequate explication of any part of it.

Such a conclusion does not mean that the search for knowledge must

be an esoteric activity, but is understood to argue its communal
351

and co-operative nature. ^

The second corollary represents a decisive intrusion into one

area of knowledge with a long tradition and notable literature, but

seemingly unproductive. In the first part of this chapter it was

shown that for the puritans of this period knowledge of psychological

events seemed possible and that the means to it, besides experience,

was the word of God. The clearest evidence of this development and

its importance is given in this context (that is, the theory of

Scriptural authority) by Perkins, who uses it to substantiate his

whole doctrine of biblical truth. The very first argument he offers,

to show that in Scripture may be found "a wonderfull Euidence of

the truth, not to be foud in any other writings in the world" is this:

"that the writers of Scriptures fully & plainly set down their own

faults, yea their chiefest faults, not sparing to shame themselues in

in mans reason: and this argues; that in writing they were guided
352

by the spirit of truth," He re-states this value in a way which

emphasises the intimate connection between God's nature and that of

his word when he says that the latter "discouers and reueales the

350 v * v
Coalmentarie vpon the Lamentations, sigs. A3 , AH . See also Green-
ham, Workes. pp. 99-101.

351 v
e.g. Wilcox, An Exposition vpon ... Canticles, sig. A2 j Turn-
bull , An Exposition, sigs. A6v-A7r.

•^Workes. I, cf. Bacon, Advancement. p.263.
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secret thoughts of men, that no arte or learning can discouer:

and this argues that it was penned by him who is the searcher of all
353hearts.!* A new perception or requirement is irevealed here,

refining the concept of scriptural authority while depending upon

that authority for its persuasiveness and much of its primary material.

A further dimension is given to the discussion about the nature

of Scriptural authority by the admission that the positive arguments

could be called into question, a situation not reported or publicly

discussed by the preachers of the preceding period. Since these

problems are usually reported fey puritans, they are important for

severed reasons. Firstly, because they may indicate more widespread

opinion concealed by the regular affirmation of positive doctrine; secondly

since puritans tend to deny any significant authority to the Church,

dependence upon the iruth of this doctrine is more complete for them

than it is for those for whom the Church has authority in doctrinal

matters, and consequently their sensitivity to any weakness in the

arguments is likely to be greater; and thirdly, there may be amongst

the puritans a greater awareness of the claims and criteria of

natural knowledge. The most distinctively opposed groups in England

in the first part of the Elizabethan period were the protestants and

the romanists, but in the second part the group in opposition to the

truth had widened its membership to include "Anabaptists, Libertines

and familie of Loue", and the opposition is expressed in terms not

simply of scripture and tradition, but ofobjectivity and subjectivity,

since they "haue this common principle for their foundation and be¬

ginning: that the Scriptures being but an ABC to Christianite, the

spelling and reading thereof must be drawne from their Spirite,

353Ibid., I, Jf83.
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as if the Gospel should giue place to reuelations, and so carie with it

the staine of imperfection ... they will allow© no sence vnto

,£Ehe written worde/, but suche as their Spirit® shall sette vppon

it. So that in verie deede ... they doe leade their Disciples
35I1

onely to the dreames and deuises of their owne heade." This

subversion of truth through the mixture of scriptural and individual

doctrine was a constant threat and has its root in the very nature

of the material by which the objective criterion was constituted,

that is, the written word, but the persistence must be seen against

the background of a powerful desire for a properly objective standard

by which knowledge could be tested and validated.

Both the form and origin of the Bible also give cause for con¬

cern in this fundamental respect, and resolution of difficulties

posed by the history of the Bible's composition has important impli¬

cations. On the problem of form, Perkins notes that readings often

vary between editions and translations, and explains this by saying

that "these differences are not the fault of the Scripture, but of

the men which vsed to write out the Bible: for the Bible heretofore

was spread abroad, not by printing, but by writing ... Gods prouidence

hath so watched ouer the Bible, that the sense thereof remaineth in-

tire, sound & incorrupt, specially in the grounds of religion: and

not the words principally, but the sense is the Scripture.Perkins

thus separates the meaning of Scripture from particular words and

instead rests heavily on paraphrase and the method of conferring
■^56

texts of similar intent if different phrasing.

^Scnewstub, A Sermon. Big. K4r**vj Grcenham. 11. 476-99. The con¬
trary error is that of "ficademicks'. folding no certaintie of any
parte of it" (Udall, The Combat©. sig. F6r).

^Worfees. II, 221.

""^e.g. Andrewes, The Wonderfvll Com late, fol. 58r; Smith, £
Treatise of the Lords Svpper. p.48;Mall, The Combate. sige.
G2v-G3v. a particularly clear statement is made in Greenham.
11. 4o6-7. Udall links this issue to the whole question of alle¬
gory and metaphor by paraphrasing "sense" in the words, "the
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The problem of origin also involves the theory of single author¬

ship as the source of invariancy, and the function of the various

human personages under whose names, or hands, the books of the Bible

appeared. Given the great difference between these books both in

the character of their writers, and the time of their composition,

how could there be uniformity of teaching? The answer as it is

given by Greenham involves two important conditions, firstly, that

"the Prophets were exempted from all possibilitie of errour in those

things which they receiued by diuine reuelation, indeede they must

be voide of errour, because God teaching them immediatly euerie word

and writing is voide of errour." The obvious implication, that there

are other "things" in the Biblewhich are not revealed and hence may

be wrong provided the second condition, that is, "In things of arte

or reason be they Prophets, bee they Apostles, be they Euangelists,
357

or be they Pastors, they may be deceiued." This startling admission,

that the Bible may be in error in matters of natural knowledge, re¬

presents a most emphatic separation of the two truths, divine and

natural. In its context, the problem of certainty, this answer

serves as avarning agairdt the improper use of the doctrine of Scriptural

authority, rather than as an incentive to scientific experiment, but

it is clearly a condition with important implications.

Interpretation of the phrase "the word of God" to mean the written

word persists throughout this period. No preacher admits, as Dering

did, that other possible meanings for the phrase are incomprehensible,

although the majority refer to Christ primarily as an historical figure

spirituall sence and meanyng" (The Combate. sig. F7 ). See below,
in the context of the sacraments, and above, p. 217, on uses of the
word "spirit".

•^Workes. p.419.
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His chief property, as both Perkins and Andrewes put it, is "to
758

bee be gotten." When affirming that knowledge of the truth is

achieved only by "the hearing of the word", Smith notes that "By

the very same name doth our Sauior Christ call Gods word, when

making his prayer to his heauenly father (for the elect) he saith,

Father, sanctifie them in thy truth: and immediately addeth. Thy
359

word is the truth." thus emphasising Christ's personal existence,

relating the word firmly to God and avoiding any consideration of the

doctrine of the Trinity. From this historical base reference to

types and figures is common, and a preacher like Playfere frequently

uses texts or scenes associated with Jesus for devotional purposes,'

but there is at least one preacher who approached very close to th*

human character of Christ in a way which dramatised the actions and

state of mind of an individual. John Knewstub represents Christ

by his often passage, as a man greatly distressed, and
in sore anguish: from his Apostles,to the place where
he prayed, and from thence, to them againe. Sometimes
waking them and seeking comfort from the sight of them,
and sometimes againe 1intreating his father for fauour.
Neither doth hee this once and away, but sundry times
doth he renewe it and make often attemptes to haue ©use
by it. This was the beginning of this his conflict.3°^

These words are part of a section concerned with the burden

of human sinfulness which weighed upon him, but unlike Playfere's

use of the same subject, they offer a sympathetic and sensitive

"^Workes. I, 15; XCVT SermonB. p. ^5*
359

An Alarvm from Heaven; Svmmoning all Men vnto the Hearing of
the Trvth. p.51£

'^e.g., The Meane in Mourning. p.4l; Difference betweene the Law
and Gospell. A Sermon preached at Whitehall before the King on

Tuesday after Lo Sunday. 160^. pp. 242-43. See above, pp. 19^-95.

Sermon, sig. R8V.
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362
perception of a man undergoing great mental distress.

History rather than metaphysics is the universally preferred

environment in which discussion of Christ as Saviour and Son of

God takes place, but discussion of other interpretations of the

phrase "the word of God" is not lacking. This occurs partly at least

because there are texts in the Bible which use the phrase and are not

readily explicable by reference to the historical Jesus, but also it

seems that there was an increasing willingness to discuss the doctrine

of the Trinity. There are a number of references in Perkins' works, '

in expositions of the Creed, of the first commandment, of the doctrine

"Of the Vnion of the two natures in Christ", and of the text, "euery

word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God" (Matt. 4.4.),^^ but

it is notable that explanation of the phrase "the word of God" is

carried out with rather more assurance in references to Creation

("the operative word") than to the second person ("the substantial

word"). On the latter, like Hooper before him, Perkins finds that

"the Council of Nice hath said well, that the sonne is of the father
364

as light of light, not proceeding but begotten."

Two of Andrewes1 sermons suggest that there is a line of develop¬

ment in his understanding of the phrase, "the word of God", more

evident than anything which could be determined for Perkins. In the

See above, p.225, n,3l8. A notable contrast to this manner of
representing Christ's suffering is a Playfere-like description
by Smith, in The Sjnfvll Mans Search, sigs. E2V-E3V.

563Vorkes, I, 142; I, 1?2; I, 25-26; III, 385. A similar exposition
of Matt. 4.4 is given by Playfere in Gods Blessing. A Sermon
preached at Vinsor before the Kings Maiestie, the 11. day of Septern.
i6c&,r p.4. "

364
Workes, I, 171. In another place he reveals perplexity, saying
that "What may be the essenti&ll difference betwixt proceeding
and begetting /That is, between the properties of the Holy Spirit
and Christ/', neither the Scriptures determine, nor the Church
knoweth" (Workes. I, p.15).
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third sermon of The V/onderfvll Combate, he distinguishes "two words",

the first that which created and sustains the world, and the second,

the written word. This distinction is said to be made by Christ in

his answer to Satan at the first temptation, and Andrewes' treatment

of the passage concentrates attentiai on his historical words and
365

actions and does not implicate his divine nature. However, a

full exposition of "the word" as "the Only begotten of the Father"

may be found in the sixth Nativity sermon, preached in l6ll.^ Since

no sermons for the Christmas season are collected from the Elizabethan

period (and none for Lent from the Jacobean) it is possible that none

were preached and that his exposition of this subject at this point

in time represents a fortunate conjunction between Andrewes' own theo¬

logical development and the religious disposition of the Jacobean

court.

In spite of these occasional discussions of the Logos, the "word

of God" is overwhelmingly the written word, in the form of history.

Both in references to texts and passages and to the right or typical

approach taken to reading and hearing the word, this concept of it as

an historical document with special status is dominant. This attitude

in its two aspects is most completely expressed by Fulke when he says

that

The whole Scripture of God (as the holy Apostle lames
teacheth) is copared to a glasse, wherein al estate and
degrees may see, what to imbrace and what to eschew;
and it is comonly said of al histories, that they are the
looking glasses of mans life. Therefore this text beeing
both a story and parcel of holy Scripture, must needes be a
most cleare glasse, in which are represented vnto vs diuers

365 y * r
-rols. 38 -**0 . Most untypically, Andrewes goes on to set out a
model thought on the consequences of earning a living "contrary to
Gods word", introducing it with the instruction that "euery man is
thus to thinke with himselfe" (fol. 39r~v).

•^^XCVI Sermons, pp. Mf-4-7.
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367
things worthie to bee seene & looked vpon.

From this point several directions are possible, which can be

briefly itemised here and more fully discussed in connection

with allegory and typology. The history may be kept intact as a past

event, and compared with other events either present or past with
368

full recognition of their particularity; or the event may

be taken in its own right and more fully investigated, either for

the articulation of its parts, as in Greenham's words, "we may see

369
in the processe of the historic";"' or for the individual exper¬

ience, as in Udall's description of his sermons on Matt. 26. 34«35»

72-74 and Luke 22. 54—58» 60-62, entitled Peters Fall"^^ or the

particularity of an event may be retained, or diminished,while its

significance is interpreted with respect to ^historical conditions or

371
states of affairs.

A very good example of the variation within the first two of

these possibilities can be given by making a comparison between three

groups of sermons on the same event, the temptation in the wilder-
372

ness, preached by Andrewes, Udall, and Perkins. While there are

many points of difference, it is useful here to concentrate on three:

367
William Fulke, A Godly and Learned Sermon, preached before am
honourable auditorie the 26. day of Februarie. 1580 (London.
ft&Kftt, sig. A2r-v.

368
e.g. when discussing how to differentiate hypocrites and true
Christians, Chaderton refers to "the Prophets, who ... had greate
experience of both these kyndes of men" (An Excellent ... sermon,
sig. A7V). See also Smith, A Glasse for urvnkards.

^ ^A Prvitfvl ... Sermon, p.33. See Udall, Peters Fall, sig. E8r.
^°See p. 161, n.91 above; also Greenham, 11. 702-4.
371

e.g., Playfere, Difference betweene the Law and Gospell. pp. 237-3°.
372

Th° Wonderfvll Combate. The Combate. and The Combate betweene Christ
and the Deuill displayed: or, A Commentarie vpon the Temptations
of Christ.
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that is, how literally the biblical narrative is taken, how the

temptations are understood to have occurred, and how the two pro¬

tagonists, Christ and the Devil, are presented.

None of the three doubt that an historical event is to be dis¬

cussed, but from the very beginning perceptions of it differ

markedly. Andrewes conceives of it as a spectacle, and in intro¬

ducing the scene tells his auditors that, "Though there should come

no profit to vs by the victorie, yet were it worth the sight, in this

respect, onely to behold how these Champions behaue themselues• that

so we may be warned before hand, by seeing the strength of our Ad-

uersarie; and that also seeing the manner of his fight, and of our
373

Sauiours defence, we may be instructed how to arme our selues."

He then makes an even more imaginative projection of the event by
374

inviting his audience to "goe out into the wildernes to see it."^

To complement their introductions, both Perkins and Udall provide

analytical tables which each respectively call "A Generall View of
375

the strange Combate betweene our Sauiour Christ and Sathan", and

"A Methods of the whole matter in this Booke."^^ Even in the wording

a diminution in the element of spectacle is apparent, and attention

is focussed more deliberatively on the page than on imaginative

reconstruction of the event. There is, also, a further difference of

considerable importance between the two analyses. Each partof Perkins'

analysis (on its right-hand side) is linked with a verse, and connection

with the event as a whole is emphasised (on the left) by an introductory

373 v
The Wonderfvll Combate. fol. 2 . See above, p.173*

37ifIbid., fol. 3r.
rices. Ill, facing p.371.

376 v
The Combate. sig. A5 .
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phrase "The Description of this Corabate between Christ and Datan

containeth ..." which leads into the parts of the event, "A Preface",

"The Combat it selfe", and "An happie issue and euent". Udall, how¬

ever, separates his analysis from the organisation of the text, con¬

cerns himself with subjects rather than verses, and for an introductory

title has the words, "The temptatios of Christ", which concentrates

attention upon Christ's person rather than upon the confrontation as

mch. The confrontation is described elsewhere as "an experience, both

of the subtiltie of our enemie in our afflictions, and also of the
377

meanes how to beate him backe." This difference between Perkins

and Udall can be put into a definitive framework by referring to a

summary sentence used by Chaderton to describe the first part of hi^

regular procedure. Having set out the underlyLng arguments and reasons

for what Christ says in the part of the sermon on the mount upon which

he is preaching, he recapitulates in the following words: "Thus we

see both the summe and true meaning, and also the plaine and naturall

disposition of this part of Christes sermon contained in these three
•jnQ

verses", that is, he has gone beyond verbal or textual organisation

as such to the very constitution of the event in its "naturall dis¬

position". One consequence of this approach, or one perceptual free¬

dom which it allows, is made apparent by a close inspection of Udall's

"Methode", which reveals that he believes only one visible person to
379

have been involved, whom he calls the "Partie : Christ Iesus."

A further indication that the same historical narrative permits

quite different representations may be found in the treatment of the

^^Ibid., sig. AbT.
378 V

An Excellent ... sermon, sig. A5 .

~^The Combate. the Table.
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third temptation, when Christ was shown the kingdoms of the world.

Perkins approaches these words circumspectly, and seeks an accommo¬

dation between what can be thought to be physically possible and the

exact words of the text. The devil, he says, "might doe it two

wayesi either by vision, or by real and locall transportation of

his body from the temple to some high mountaine ... I rather thinke

that Christ was really and locally transported ... for Christs tempta¬

tions were not imaginarie, but true and reall." The text confirms

this conclusion, but does not answer the next problem, that "there

is no mountaine so high in all the world, whereon if a man were

placed, he could not see one halfe or one quarter of the kingdomes

of the world." To satisfy the text, the necessity that Christ's

temptations should be "reall", and the physical inpossibility of the

event taken at its face value, Perkins concludes that since the devil

"can represent vnto the eie in his visions, such strange and' admirable

sights", he must have provided for Christ "a notable shew and re¬

presentation", not "inward in Christs minde ... but cunningly set

forth ... vnto the eies of Christ.""'80
No problem presents itself to Andrewes at this point. Having

earlier dealt with possible scruples concerning "locall transporta¬

tion" (which, he says, may offend "those that are weake ... in giuing

them to thinke, that the Diuell had such power ouer Christ, as to

carrie him whether he listed"), and, by means of a verbal analogy,

asking the doubters to "consider, that euen the lymbes of the Diuell
38l

haled and harrowed him too and fro, from Annas to Caiphas" he

58°Workes, III, 397.

"^The Wonderfvll Combate. fol. V7v.
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explains the move from temple to mountain simply by reference to

Jerusalem's topography. "For though J/The pinacle of the Temple^'
were high, yet there were diuers hills about Jerusalem, which would

•382
haue hindred the sight of taanie things."

A statement such as this, centred on a small section of the

narrative, does not satisfy Udall, who uses this temptation near

the beginning of his exposition to demonstrate categorically that

"this comniyng of the tenpter vnto him, is onely in motion, for where

it is sayd in the wordes following hereafter, that hee showed hira all

the kyngdomes of the world in a moment, if his temptying of him were

in a corporall maner, it were vnpossible. For though Christ be God

(and therefore infinite) yet is hee in his body finite ... & so con¬

sequently he came vnto him not in bodely manner, but by offerying
383

vnto him such cogitations." What is evident here is Udall's

rigour in his application of natural criteria. He rejects completely

Andrewes' unqualified representation of a fully visible encounter

and also disagrees with Perkins in his unwillingness to allow mental

events to be "reall" rather than "imaginarie". Instead he concen¬

trates upon the confrontation between a man and the "Spiritual tempter",

insisting that the devil does not appear visibly, and that there is
384

no question of "locall transportation".

On the question of the devil's appearance, Pericins cannot reach

a certain position since the narrative contains no description. How¬

ever, holding firmly to what evidence the Bible offers, he says that

"it is probable, though not certaine, that the deuill tooke vpon him

32Ibid., fol. 75V#
•^^The Combate. sigs. C7V-c8r.
5fiifSee above, pp. 217-21.
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the forme of some creature, and so appeared vnto Christ; thus hee

came to Eue in Paradise, abusing the serpent to further his assault

against the first Ada®; and it is like, that in his combate with the

second Adam, he came in the shape of some creature, for otherwise he
385

could not properly be said to come and speake."^ Probability is

based upon the exercise of considerable discretion and honesty, as

Perkins will neither compromise Scripture by stating categorically

something for which there is no possible authority, nor lose his grasp

of the proper meaning of words. Andrewes by contrast is both cer¬

tain and readyto characterise the devil, not in the "forme of a

creature" but in a personification suitable to the plan of attack

adopted in each temptation. In the first he is "like a malecontent,

or a murmurer", and in the second, "like a flattering parasite": but

his performance in the third seems to Andrewes almost different in

quality from the others, since he "vsed himselfe do cunningly, that

if he euer was transformed into an Angell of light, here it is vere-

fied ... for he commeth here lyke a white diuell, or like a Diuine,

hee comes with a Psalter in his hand, and turnes to the place, &
387

shewes our Sauiour the 91. Psalme. vers. 11. and 12.K In each

temptation the words spoken by the devil imply a visible presence

which Andrewes delineates to fill out the combat spectacle.

Intimate connections between this mode of representation and

larger perceptual categories or conventions is hinted at by Andrewes'

exposition of the first temptation. Ey calling the temptations "darts"

^Workes, III, 381.
•2 O r
^ On the problem of "locall transportation" he specifies three possible

interpretations and concludes with what "is thought to be of the
best Diuines" (Ibid., 388),

~^The Wonderfvll Combate, fols. 50V, 5^r*"V«
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he maintains the visual aspect of the combat, and by reference to

"the Fathers" adds a further detail, that each arrowhead ("which is

distrust in God") is surrounded by "(as it were) balls of wyldo fire..,
*«A

to wit, the vsing of vnlawfull raeanes.**"^ this division of the first

temptation Into two parts derives from the presentation of two authori¬

tative but differing expositions and a decision to prefer the more re¬

cent. He begins by sayingthat it may well be called "the hungrie

temptation. The stream© of the Doctors, make 'dams offence the sinne

of gluttonies but Bucer thinkee, that this temptation is rather

to be referred to distrust and despair®." The difference in approach

is most important, for "the Doctors" are completely literal in their

treatment of Adam's actions, whereas Bucer moves beyond the words of

the text to a larger consideration of the personal history represented

by it. Andrewee agrees with Bucer, but in a manner which rests upon

textual rather than experiential discriminationsJ "if the tempta¬

tion had beene to Gluttonie, Christ® answers had been nothing to the

purpose ... For gluttonie is to be answered by a text willing sobrietie,

whereas this text which Christ answer®th by, containeth rather an

3&9
assertion of Gods prouidence . .." The form of the text is there¬

for© prior in interpretation, and a categorical (pictorial) tradition

is rejected. It is noteworthy that personification of the sin, sug¬

gested in the title, "the hungrie temptation", is transferred to the

devil, a participant in the event.

No mention of this nevertheless extremely literal interpretation

is made by Perkins or Cdall. They both concentrate, as Andrewee does

3g8Ibid., fola. 28V-29r.
389Ibid., fol. 23****.
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subsequently, on the argumentative form of the temptation, for ndrewes,

it is an enthymeae for which he informally provides the middle terns

"If thou be the sonne of God, (as it may be doubted, you beelisg in this
390

case) then, wake these stones bread." ^ In Perkins* terms, the

devil "doth here assault our sauiour Christ like a cunning ; qphister,
391

& frame his argument lyllogistically."" The syllogism follows

in proper form, with an explanatory paraphrase of its key points.

Less formally, Udall combines syllogism and paraphrase in a discursive

address by Catan which is introduced by the words, "he reasoneth

thus","9"1 which, while keeping the "person of the devil nevertheless

approximates more closely to the forms of "reasoning with my self"

discussed above.He does in fact give an example of this in th <

third sermon, showing how a wan who has come to power is taught by

the devil to reason himself out of obedience to moral principles,

emphasising in conclusion that he is describing a mental event,

prior to action!, "I would to God that we had not too manifest
394

experiece of such reasoninges."

In summary, although each preacher insists on the historicity

of this account, exposition varies along two axes: the first is the

degree of identification between text and event, that is, how the

biblical description of the event and the preacher's sense of its

actual occurrence are accommodated, and how literally the proper

sense of the wards is taken; the second is the extent to which the

39°Ibid., fol. 25r.
391Workes. Ill, 381.

392The wornbate, sig. L2V.
393P.223.
39^lhe Combats, sig. F5V.
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event is considered as public spectacle (fully objective) or as

personal experience (fully interiorised). What is unmistakable is

the correlation between these variations in the sphere of textual

interpretation, and the earlier discrimination between formalist

and puritan in their willingness to investigate psychological
395

events.

Much more «s tentatively, although with more references than were

arailable in period one sermons, the experience of using the Bible,

and modifications of this experience following at some distance be¬

hind developments in psychological theory, may be constructed. At

this point it is useful simply to touch upon this topic with general

reference to the text regardless of its content or context, since

it will be more fully discussed when allegory and figurative forms

are considered. The key sense is the sight, but in a manner which is

not co-extensive with the act of reading if this is understood to be

primarily discursive and verbal. References to the text under dis¬

cussion often evoke the curious sense of a physical distance between

words and reader, a distance which often seems to reflect that primi-
396

tive distance between objects in space and the receptive eye.

This is apparent, for example, in an obviously non-figurative description

of a text given hy Henry Smith in the opening paragraph of his sermon

entitled The Sinfvll Mans search (Job 8. 5-7). It is described first

as "a light to shine vnto vs in darknes, ... & a lanthorne to our

paths", a scriptural figure used frequently in the context of instruction,

and in general references to the nature and function of the Bible, but

he then asserts that "The text is plaine and obiect to euery mans

•^^See above, pp. 17^75.

39gGreenham. 11. 160, 671, 771-90.
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capaeiti©, naturally budding vnto blossomes". % adding the word

"obieet" ..mith seems to insist that the analogy between verbal and

material iorms is complete and that perception of the text parallel®

perception of an object in its unitary visual appearance, that is,

the text is not principally perceived as a composition of discrete
398

signs, but as the single sign of a compound object," This quality

is emphasised by Andrewss when he divides the text (sech. 12,10) of

the first Good Friday sermon;

The principal! words are but two, and set uewne unto
us, in two points. ^-The sight it self®, that is, the
thing to be seen©: ''and the eight of it; that is, the
act of seeing or looking, Quota transflxerunt is th©
Object, or spectacle propounded, Respicient in .oaa. is
the Act, or duety enjoined.

Of which, the Object though in place latter, in
nature is the former, and first to be handled: for that,
there must be a thing first set up, before we can set our
eyes to looke upon it.599

It has already been noticed how Andreves exaggerates this cuality

of th© text, in the description of Luke 16,25 as in "figure and pro-

koo
portion, an exact Crosse" but its direct connection with memory

is more relevant here. As he say© when concluding this sermon, "It

will be good to set this title before our eyes: to approch and

read it over; Yea, not once, but often to record this Recordare",

a characteristic of words which he says wao exploited by ft, Augustine

in the different circumstances of his death bed when he bad the peni¬

tential psalms painted upon a wall of his room to enable Mm to confute

I?~T-

e.g. Aadrevee defines "what it is to worship" by saying, "It is
that which Cornelius did to Peter, he met him, fell down® at Ms
feet©, and worshipped Ida ... It is when one on the knees doth a
bodily worship. I will ©hew it you in i.auida words: for I cannot
tol it y© better. When Hichoi ..." (The bonderfvll Combat©, fol. 9^).

*^Q€)-,y7XcVI icrtaons. pp. 33W35. Bather than emphasis© context, Andrew©®
prefers to "never go out of the confines of our owns verse" (ibid.,
p. 313).

Leo above,pp. 189-90.

***€VI sermons. p.319»
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hO2
the devil by pointing, should he lose the power of speech.

References to the conference of texts, or to their argumentative

relations to each other, employ this same visual quality. When de¬

monstrating the devil's misquotation of scripture, Udall says to

his congregation, "If you looke vpon the wordescf the text alledged,

and conferre them with the Psalme ^1.117 from whence he had them, you
k03

shall see a notable peece of cunnying", that is, it is not so

much that the meaning of each text is to be considered as that the

visible difference between two verbal objects is to be observed.

The devil also causes confusion "by settyng before our eyes texte

agaynst text, by shewyng vs the diuers sences wherein it hath bene
if05

taken", a process which suggests the gloss or commentary with

its collections of alternative readings each having equal!, weight when

perceived as objects. Confirmation of a point of instruction is

achieved by Andrewes in the same way, when he quotes from the first

epistle of John: "If we be named the Sonnes of GOD, we are so (saith

Saint lohn:) and therefore, from his Names, a sound and substantiall
406

argument may be drawen, as (we see) the Apostle doth." In these

cases "see" is not being used to mean'Understand", at least in the

discursive sense of that word. Its nearest equivalent would be the

action of identifying on the page the place to which the preacher

refers, for the text is perceived as a visible object and the act of

^°^Ihe Wonderfvll Combate. fol.^r.
^°^The Combate. sig. F?r.
IlQIL

e.g., Greenham. 11. 2^1-^9, see above, pp. 237* 176-l8l.

^^The Combate. sig. F7r.
^d^XCVI Sermons, p. 69 (s.o).
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perceiving ie identified with the outward sense in a very literal

It ie even mere difficult to interpret this usage correctly in

the context of exemplification, variations in the handling of which

illustrate clearly the possible modes of interpretation generally
4o8

described above. However, a close correlation can be shown to

exist between the degree of explicit attention given to the verbal

surface of a text, and a tendency to perceive history as the mani¬

festation of qualities (static) or events (dynamicwhich is of

considerable assistance in interpreting the many appearance© of this

form in both exhortation and proof.

The way in which the text as a visible object is used to partition

the history which it represents can be demonstrated from an exposition

of the text describing Mary's anointing of hrist. Andrewea notes

that "this her act, that was well done ... we see, it is disdeigned.
410

grudged at. and she molested for it: {all three, are in my Text.)"

While the cocmient in parenthesio partly refers his audience to his

authority, its principal purpose is to reinforce the response pattern

implicit in the whole section: see the text, visualise the event.

407
cf. Jewel's distinctions made in the course of his presenting his
case on the question "Of Praiers in a strange tongue." Firstly,
"if the kreiet ... vtter his words, which are the tokens of his
meaning, in an vnknowen tongue, and the people vnderstand not what
is tokened ... he spe&keth, and yet saith nothing; and eheveth
tokens, and yet tokensth nothing"; and, secondly, "this word
(Vnoerstanding) hath two significations. For we vnderstand the words,
and we vnderstand the moaning of the words " (Replis, pp. 128, 157).
See also iering's comment, quoted above pp. 101-2, and Pt.2fect» 3,
Ch» 2 below.

J,
See above, pp. 24l«44.

above, pp. 247-49.
4lo

XCVI Sermons, p.297. ee also his statement, "Which two words doe
plainly lead us to two Acts" (ibid., p. 55 (s.o)){ and Cooper's,
"In which wordes you see Christ doth two things" (Certalne Cerwons.
p,208).
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Smith treats the history of Nebuchadnezzar's fall similarly. The

verses describing it are "the discouery of his shame, which shew

him in his miserie", and they

Declare this Kings fall, when and how, and from whom
it was. While the words were yet. &c. there is the
time. A voice, &e. there is the Iudge. 0 King. &c.
there is the arraingment. Thy kingdoms. &c. there
is the iudgement. He was driuen from men, and liued
with beasts in the wildernesse. till his haires were

growne like Eagles feathers; there is the execution
and manner of his punishment.

While his audience in these words is said to "heare what the voice

sounds from heauen", the division of the text concentrates that which

can be visualised in the description into self-coriained, named units.

These units are the equivalent of Andrewes' "the hungrie temptation",

or the use of individual figures to represent behavioural types,

as in Smith's injunctions

Thus if you haue not considered the beastlines of sinne,
looke vpon Nebuchadnezzar like a beast. If you would
see the guilt of it, looke vpon wandring Caine ... if
you would see the shame of it, looke vpon Hainan hanging
vpon his own gallowes. If thou wilt see the end of it,
looke vpon the Glutton frying in hell. These are the
pic$$ijpes of sin, which God hath set for a terror before
vs.

What is significant here is the sudden transition from "consider" to

"looke vpon", and the implication that what is known is principally

retained in the form of images rather than any higher degree of ab¬

straction. A similar implication is conveyed by Andrewes' words:

"The perfection of our knowledge in, .or touching CHRIST, is the know¬

ledge of Christ's piercing. This, is the chiefe Sight; Nay (as it

411
The Fall of Nebuchadnezzar, pp. 180, 183; cf. Playfere. 11. 24O
44, 398-406.

412
Ibid., p.190. This is an argument used by Perkins as part of
his demonstration that the devil must have appeared to Christ in
an objective form. (Workes. Ill, 381.)
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shall appeare) in this sight, are all sights: Co that, know this
lfl3

and know all." A delicate question is whether Andrewes requires

his congregation to know about this event in a discursive, explanatory,

or paraphrastic manner, or whether he requires that it should be re¬

tained in the memory as an object to which great value has been at-
klk

tributed.

What is clear is that for Andrewes the chief end of exemplifi¬

cation is the provision of instructive models. The general principle

underlyiig this aim is undoubtedly that stated by Hooker when he says,

"That which wee drinke in at our eares, doth not so percingly enter,
ifl5

as that which the mind doth conceaue by sight", and its usual

manner of realisation is conveyed by Cooper in his advice, "This deal¬

ing of Christ, all Christians ... ought to set before their eyes, as

/fl6
a right paterne." The obvious implication of Cooper's state¬

ment is that the visualised figure, or event, is experienced with

the same degree of actuality as a visual perception of some object
kl7

or event in the external world, a model in a very literal sense.

Just as Smith draws this use from his presentation of Nebuchadnezzar,

that "I may say vnto them which beare high mindes, and proud lookes,

and stout wordes. Remember King Nebuchadnezzar. how God resisted
4l8

the proud", so Andrewes summarises this procedure in the phrase,

"Ex factis facienda discere. by report of that which hath been done

**13XCVI Sermons, p.355.

^See above, pp. 193-9^.

^Pride. p. 12.

Cooper, Certaine Sermons. p.208.

^17Cee below,pp. 330-3^, 362.
£flg

The Pride of Nebuchadnezzar. p.l89.
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heretofore, to learne, what to do in like cane, heereafter." 7

The mode of learning in this case is quite clearly the storing of

representative images in the memory, with their significance attached,

in a form equivalent to the sentence, or the motto of an emblem.

The appropriateness of this comparison can be readi.ly demon¬

strated, In his sermon, The Pathway to J crfection, Playfere illustrates

these remarks by the reverse procedure, using emblems. Whereas Smith

divided up the event in a sequence of discrete, static forms, Play¬

fere composes a "picture", by the addition of discrete objects,

which represents a spiritual condition, otherwise defined in the words,

"if our seale be unbridled, it cakes vs follow too fast". Having re¬

ferred to Minerva and Pegasus, he then says, "Cctauian the Eraperour

did bear© in hie Escutcheon, a Crabfish and a Butterflie, with this

Motto, Soft pace goes farre. A Crabfish creepes; That is, soft pace.

A Butterflie flies; That goes farre. A Crabfish, a Butterflie, Soft

pace goes farre. And Vespatian the Kmperour did stamp on his coins,

a Dolphin and an anchor, with this Impress, Foone enough, if well

enough: A Dolphin out-strippes the nhippe; That's soone enough:

An Anchor stales the shippe; That's well enough: A Dolphin and an

anchor, Bonno enough, if wel enough."^*20 This extreme example of
ioi

language used as though its components were material entities is

not however qualitatively different from the other more moderate

examples already given, since it only removes a temporal distinction.

**19y.CVI Sermons. p.286.

*20p. 160.
421

Fee Bacon on the inutility of things as instruments for communi¬
cation, The Works of Francis Bacon, ©d. James Lpcdding, Robert
Leslie Ellis and Douglas Denon Heath (London, Longman® etc. 1857-
?*»), vol. k, pp. ^39-40.
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Underlying them all is the belief that human behaviour is consistent

and finite in its variations. This principle is expressly defined by

Andrewes in his fourth Lent sermon, in which he says,

the store-house, and the very life of memorie, is the
Historie of time; and a speciall charge have we, all
along the Scriptures, to call upon men to looke to that.
For, all our wisedome consisting either in Experience
or Memorie; Experience of our owne. or Memorie of others;
Our daies are so short, that our Experience can be but
slender ... and our own time cannot afford us observations
enough, for so many cases, as we need direction in. Needs
must we then ... search the Records of former times, wherein,
our cases we shal be hable to match, and to paterne them aLl.^22

What is particularly notable about this division between experience

and memory is the suggestion that individuals have no memory of their

own acts, a surprising implication but one which conforms to the view

that men see only what is beyond them and so do not see (visualise;
i+23

themselves. Thus Smith encourages his congregation by saying,

"In what extremities ought not we to hope in our most mighty Sauiour,

remembring Ionah in the Whales belly, Ieromie in the mire of the
hzk

deepe dungeon ..." and stresses both the primary nature of these

images as the substance of knowledge, and the secondary but parallel

function of verbal forms in the injunction, "when you heare that

tf.p2*"
"XCVI Sermons, p.301. This is exemplified on pp. 306-7.

kz7-
While this interpretation may take too literally iindrewes' setting
up of a satisfying binary contrast, the point must be related to
previous observations, especially the notions of the spectator self,
of the sense of rapid change in personal experience, and of short¬
ness of memory. On the one hand Fulke describes "histories" as
"looking glasses of mans life" (A Godly ... Sermon, sig. A2r~v);
Udall describes those who "heare the word and doe it not" as "like
vnto a man that beholdeth his naturall face in a glasse, but when
he hath considered himselfe, he goeth away, and forgets imediately
what manner of one he was" (Amendment of life, sigs. E4v-E5r. See
also Andrewes, quoted above, p.191).Andrewes' distinction,
"Memorie of things past, and Experience of things present" (XCVI
Sermons, p.311; see also Smith, p.193 above), emphasises the point
that these "things" are objective, and that "experience" means not
so much a complex of personal activity, both subjective and object¬
ive, as the collision between the world and the individual, brought
about by the former, in a continuum without clear lines of demarcation.
Consequently, the development of an awareness of history as more than
a gallery of moral examples is implicated here, in the matter of the
personal experience of time and sense of the past, both historical
and private.

l+2k i v
The second Seraon of the Punishment of Ionah. sig. C*f .
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saying ^Ehe text^, then remember these examples, how hee hath ful¬

filled it before.

To distinguish variations upon this triad of sight, memory, and

history requires considerable care because the attitude that learn¬

ing and acting occur by imitation is universally held. Greenham, for

example, says that "Gods people must haue a multitude of examples ...

men, faile in reproch, or anyother crosse, because men haue not

store of examples ait of Gods word, especially out of the stories, to
426

strengthen them." However, he and others change the weighing

given by Andrewes to experience in his dichotomy between Experience

(present, personal) and Memory.(past,public), which has the effect

of removing temporal distinctions and of bringing all exemplary re¬

ferences into the sphere of experience. After a series of questions

addressed by him to careless sinners Greenham seeks to comfort those

in unmerited difficulty by reference to the Crucifixion. They are

encouraged to

remember how he laboured in a sweate and agonie, not in
a cold sweate, but so as the warme blood was faine to
runne out of their veines: behold, how he was hanged
betweene heauen and earth ... and suffered the heauines
of his soule to free thee from presumption by his mightie
humilitie, and to help thee from desperation by his paine-
full crosse.427

When compared with Andrewes' words already quoted, it is evident that
428

Greenham moves in a quite different direction. Rather than attempt

to catch an aspect of the event in a quasi-object form ("Christs

piercing"), he emphasises its active and personal elements so that what

^The Heavenly Thrift, p.351.
iip/C

Workes, p.544.

^2^Ibid., p.807. See above, pp. 194-95.
428

See above, ip.255« In a comparison based on the quoted instances,
Knewstub has moved even further towards representation of Christ's
human individuality.
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If29
is witnessed has all the attributes of experience.

A similar approach to Biblical personages is shown by Fulke

in his lengthy treatment of Abraham and Sarah, by whom "we see what

good intents sure, if they be not directed by Gods woorde." The

theological point is expounded through a discussion of their fear

of age and the physical impossibility of conceiving the promised

child, of Sarah's strate^ and Abraham's agreement, believing it to

be good, of the births of Ismael and then, much later, of Isaac, a

discussion which pays much attention to the particular case and to

the problems in experience of adjusting God's promises to limited

humanknowledge. This emphasis is repeated in a discussion of David,

who is spoken of in these terms:

Howe excellent a man hee was, and how plentifully
indued with the graces, and giftes of God ... is
sufficiently knowne vnto you: and yet he is not
exempted from the common fragilitie of men. Heeis
highly commended in the Scriptures, and his example
alledged for a patterne of all good Kings that fol¬
lowed him, and yet you see his Chronicle is blotted
with this, & two or three other offences. Of whose
fall we ought to make thisprofite to ourselues, that
therein we may see our owne weaknes, and when we see
our owne frailtie in an other mans faultes, we may be
admonished thereby.^30

What Fulke emphasises is the gap between a simplified or static "patterne"

and a life history, and he describes David's relation to us as "an other

man" who may be the means by which we can perceive our own weakness.

The comparison is from experience to experience, a pcdnt which is force¬

fully confirmed by the frequent counsel given by these preachers to

their auditors, to "learne by the harmes of other men, to be more warie

^Greenham. 11. kOk-22.
if30

A Godly and Learned Sermon, p.55. Having deduced a doctrine, Udall
says that "we see ^Lt7 verified by experience in the booke of God"
(The Combate. sig. A8r).
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If31
and circumspect©."

By preachers who are concerned to develop this approach to Bib-
history

lical/the "spiritual law" replaces examples used as memory images of

generalized experience. For exanple, Greenham answers his question,

"Why cannot men come to the sight of their sinnes3" with the reason,

432
"because they know not the law." Implied in this position is the

thought that it is impossible to make sufficient laws to cover every

If33
contingency. In the matter of personal behaviour it is suggested

that the combination of precept and example is inadequate for the same

reason, and that skill in interpretation has to be built upon another

foundation. It is necessary to have the "right vse of Gods word in
434

euery particular action", which means that "his seruants shoulde
435

learne it all." What this does not mean, at least in principle, is

that it is learned in the same way as precepts and examples. Green-

ham touches upon the process in a metaphor, which suggests by con¬

trast with his usual practice how tentatively and little understood

it is, remarking that the word of God must "Boke into vs, to haue lis
436

proper working." What is sought is a basis upon which "we may

— 437
discern what we may with gootfi cokxece do or leaue vndon", and what

is offered is an approach towards Scripture which fulfils individual

1+-Z4 y
Udall, Peter's Fall, sig. B4 . See Appendix Four.

^32Workea. p.807.
^33Ibid., p.772.
^Perkins, Workes, I, 553.
1*35 y

Udall, Obedience to the Gospell. sig.B.5 •

**36Workes. p.772.
^3^Perkins, WorkeS. i, 553.
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and particular requirements while also permitting the interpretation

of actions generally. concentrating upon the analysis of experience,

and by showing how, from this analysis, general points may be derived

which can then be used in the interpretation of other experience,
438

these preachers are establishing a mode of individual "gouerniaent "

which could in principle accept the uniqueness of every situation while

retaining stability. At this early stage much more attention is given

to direction than to freedom, but the relegation of memory to a second-
439

ary position is very important. Throughout the section containing

Greenham*s question which began this paragraph, "see"is used meta¬

phorically to mean "understand" and to relate to the comprehension
44o

of verbal forms which have no imagistic equivalent. This procedure,

which is strongly contrasted to the imagined histories of the Church
44i

of Home, evolves its own verbal for®, the doctrinal proposition.

It will not be surprising that allegorical interpretations are

generally infrequent, although typological references are frequent in

the sermons of that group identified as formalists. That emphases;,

differ is shown, for example, in Smith's desire to keep the figure while

stressing the personal experience and character of an historical person.

Having stated that Biblical writers "haue a set number of examples

before our eyes, like banners", of cures wrought by patience, he

allows David to "report of his experience, what this plaister hath

done for him: for being a figure of Christie was alwaies hedged about

^^Udall, Obedience to the Gospell, sig. B5V.
. p

*^e.g., Greenham, 11. 728-30. See above, pp. l80-8l.

A particular manifestation of these developmeite is Greenham.
11. 160-94.

/ill"!
'see belowpp. 307-10.
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with the crosse, which proued his patience like a touch-stone
i|J|2

euery day," This accommodation of typology and the details of ex¬

perience is most unusual, for commonly the particular eharacter of the

man or the event is suppressed or diminished, as this passage from The

Pathway to Perfection eloquently demonstrates:

Tell me wherefore did the Israelites, when they had
pitched in Mithkah, remoue their tents from thence,
and pitch in Cashmonah, but onely to teach vs, that
And folow hard is the fourth degree to perfection? For
euen as they, as soone as they had pitched in Mithkah,
which signifies sweetnes, by and by remoued their tents
from thence, and pitched in Cashmonah, which signifies
swiftnesse: so we must ioine Mithkah and Cashmonah
sweetnesse & swiftnesse both together and as soone as
we haue pitched in Mithkah, as soone as we haue tasted
and seene how sweet the Lord is, presently we must re¬
moue our tents from thence, and pitch in Cashmonah,
presently wee must follow hard, & runne not onely sweetly,
but also swiftly in this way of peace, which leadeth vnto
life.^3

Much of what has been already said in an attempt to define basic ele¬

ments of the formalist character is exemplified here. A less complete

subjection of history to instruction is to be found in a principle used

by Andrewes with respect to words spoken by and of the "Patriachs,

Prophets, and People before CHRIST ... were themselves "types:

and their sufferings, forerunning figures of the great suffering of

the SONNE OF GOD", that Christ "may take them to him selfe, and the

Church ascribe them to him, and that in more fitnesse of terms and

more fulness of truth, then they were at the first spoken by David,

or Ieremy ..." This principle allows considerable freedom in the

interpretation of personal and general history as preachers like

ififP
The Triall of the Righteous, pp. 233-3^.

^^p. 214. See above, p. 256.

XCVI Sermona^.330.
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Andrewes, Smith, Playfere, King and Hainolde demonstrate. The

latter makes more extensive use than most of this hermeneutical

principle in its application to historical events and institutions,

in his sermons on Obadiah. He takes care to distinguish the historical

event exactly, when he says of a text that "the first sense and mean¬

ing of these words is, that "the lewes, which should be carried captiue

to Babylon, should returns again," but his chief intention is to
447

find as many parallels as he can (to show "by coparison of other points")

between the Churches of England and Borne, and the historical event.

Crucial to the persuasiveness of tiis argument is the belief that the

"first sense and meaning"ie only a partial sense, "Wherein as in a

picture slenderly shadowing the lineaments, some part only is ob-
448

scurely expressed." However, there is reason to doubt that this

analogy carries much conceptual force, as the procedure, and the most

frequently used words, "comparison" or "like" and "represent" or

"see", suggest that a traditional mode of interpretation is being
449

employed for its convenience and exhortatory force. This approach

may be usefully compared with Fulke's demonstration that "Babylon is

Rome", in which, while not rejecting the practice of figurative and

typological interpretation, he nevertheless insists that it is a two-

edged weapon. He chooses to cite only such places "as be plain©,

**^The Wonderfull Combate, fol. 43V; The Sweet Song of Old Father
Simeon, sigs. Flv-F3v, and A Memento for Magistrates, pp. 530-34;
Say Well. Doe Well, pp.130-31. and Playfere. 11. 184-94.

446
Obadiah. p.121.

447Ibid., p.59.
448

Ibid., p.122.

e.g., pp. 106-7. See Sandys, quoted above, pp. 89-92.
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euident, and manifest, & can receiue no other interpretation to satisfie

the iudgemet of any reasonable roan", as others "might be wrested to

some other meaning". Such caution does not, however, stop him from

noting that "for asmuch as all figures, types, and coulors contained

in this booke ^RevelationJ7" may so conueniently be applied to Rome.

as though they had ben properly appointed to describe her (as they

were in deede) it is great preiudice against Rome, although no

^■50
plainer prooues might be brought."

References to allegory are few, and mostly critical, especially

when directed against the Family of Love. Perkins adequately de¬

fines the basic values opposed to allegory when he says that the

Familists also "hold the Bible for the word of God; but come to the

true meaning of it, therin they faile, turning all into Allegories,

euen most true histories, as the fall of our first Parents, & such
If51

like, which are maine grounds of religion in their naturall sense."

The same point, with quotation of some characteristic interpretations,

is made by Greenham, who emphasises his distaste for their teaching

by exclaiming that "after Poperie yet some cause was giuen of re-
if52

ioycing, in that the truth of the historie was left vnto vs."

These comments do not deny that parables and other figurative forms

exist in the Bible, but the criterion for their interpretation is

emphatically settled in the natural use of words, or as Greenham
455

describes it when preaching restraint, in "the analogie of the things."

The other point, which makes strongly against the allegorical mode of

if50
A Sermon preached at Hampton Court, gig. B2

^\orkes. Ill, 392; cf. PIayfere, The Meane in Mourning, pp. 104-6.

^^Workes, p. 803.
^Ibid., p.100; cf. Playfere. !1. 666-718.
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interpretation,is the diminution of figures generally from the high

status of signifying special knowledge to a prejudicial identification

with the wicked in their blindness, "The word ... is said to be full

of mysteries or parables to all those, whose eyes the Lord hath not

inlightened, and whose hearts hee hath not touched by his spirit."

However, parables "ought to be verie easie and plaine", since, accord-
454

ing to David, "fathers must teach them to their children."

In ought to be noticed, however, that there is one example in

Andrewes of 'racking' scriptures, that mode of interpretation put

aside by Latimer and characteristic of Playfere. While attributed to

others, it is fully developed and is introduced by the words, "There

want not, that streth it farther: that by these foure foules, there

is not only taught the time, but even the manner also, how to per-

455
forme our Repentance." Playfere himself repeates the common criti¬

cism of Origen when referringto the interpretation of Mark 9.47:

"As for Origen, strange it is, that peruerting so many other places

by Allegories, onely he should peruert one place, by not admitting

an Allegoric."***^
Discussion must also be extended to the interpretation and

use of figurative language which does not imply allegory or type,

because it is apparent that the breaking down of scriptural figures
457

identified with Dering in the previous period, is in this period

much more in evidence. It was noticed then that in discussions

of psychological or spiritual behaviour, scriptural figures were re¬

tained and embellished rather than replaced, an approach to them which

Workea, p.537. See Latimer's principles, quoted above, p.86.

^XCVI Ssrmons, p. 200.
456

The Sick-mans Couch. A Sermon preached before the most noble Prince
Henrie at Greenwich, Mar. 12. An. 1604, p.20; cf. King, Lectvres
vpon Ionah, pp. 11-12.

^'See above, pp. 97-8.
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remains a principal characteristic of Playfere, and to a lesser ex¬

tent, of Andrewes and Smith. A good example may be found in The Meane

of Mourning. where Playfere defines "compunction" by reference to a

variant translation of Psalm k.h. He takes the Septuagint reading,

"haue compunction in your chambers" instead of the more common, "be

still in your chambers", and goes on to show that

the hebrew word which they translate, haue compunction.
doth signifie to be prickt to the quicke, till the
bloud follow againe; And by Chambers our Hearts are
meant. As when thou praiest, enter into thy chamber,
that is, into the silence and secresie of thine heart.
So that Haue compunction in your chambers, is as much
as if hee should haue said, Bleed you inwardly at the
heart ... But seith Bernard, wee must be let bloud, and
haue a veine opened with the lsunce of compunction.^^

The movement of interpretation here is consistently from the word con¬

taining the figure to larger figurative groups, so that compunction is

defined not so much by descriptive or analytical terms as by a series

of representations which produce a composite figurative image. With

much greater strictness, Andrewes follows the same procedure. Figures

are used inthe Bible because "flesh and bloud conceiveth but what it

If59
feeleth, and must be spoken to, as it may vnderstand", and a use¬

ful example of what this implies in practice for Andrewes is found in

his first Good Friday sermon, preached in 1597. He asks,

may a soule then be pierced? Can any Bpeare-point go
through it? Truly Simeon saith to the Blessed Virgin.
by way of prophecie, that the sword should go through her
soule. at the time of His Passion. And as the sword
through hers; so, I make no question, but the Fpeare
through His ... Howbeit, it is not a sword of Steele.
or a Speare-head of iron, that entreth the soule, but
a metall of another temper: the dint whereof no lease
goreth and woundeth the soule in proportion, then those
do in the body.^^O

^p.97. See also, Playfere, 11. 803-81.
if59

Andrewes, XCVI .Sermons. p.513? cf. p. 52 (s.o)

46°Ibid., p.336.
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What matters here is "proportion" and the fact that it enables Andrewes

to "extend this piercing of CHRIST further" by reference to other

texts from which he derives names for the sword and speare, that is,
46l

sorrow and reproach. Discussion of them remains couched in the

proportionate relation to natural, things, and is animated by a

purpose defined in an earlier sermon in such terms that the direct

relationship between this mode of interpretation and all that has

been said before about memory and sight is fully confirmed. In his

sermon on justification, preached in 1595, he is concerned to define

true righteousness and at one point says that the use of "judiciall

terms" in scripture means that "the HOLY GHOST would have it ever thus

understood, and us ever to represent before our eyes, this King

thus sitting in His judgement-seate. when we speake of this righteous-
462

ness." Thus the figure is enlarged rather than being emptied of

its image-content.

In a context which seems otherwise to follow this practice an

important change of attitude is advertised. When expounding the words,

"Edifie your selues", Hooker first refers them to their place in St.

John's Gospel and then carries the metaphor on throughout his expo¬

sition by linking it with equivalent expressions. However, his open¬

ing words warn that "The speech is borrowed fro material builders,
463

and must be spiritually understood", that is, he is concerned to

make his audience aware that "edifiee" is being used metaphorically.

This caution is a notable characteristic of the puritan group of

46lIbid., p.357.
462

Ibid., p.76 (s.o). Gee also his treatment (similar to that of Sandys
discussed above, pp. 98-100) of the word "hand" (p,28l).

463
Two Sermons vpon ... Jvde. p.36.
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k6k
preachers, and a figure rarely appears in an exposition without it.

The dominant impulse is quite the reverse of that manifested by

Andrewes, since what is emphasised is the discrepancy existing between

the natural thing to which the word properly applies, and the thing

for which some representation is sought. Furthermore, amongst the

puritans there is no attempt comparable to Hooker's to elaborate or

extend the figurative image. A very good example is Greenham's ex¬

position of the text, "Quench not the spirit", during which he says

that, since "nothing can properly bee said to be quenched, but the

fire", Paul intended to suggest that "the spirit is in same respect

like vnto fire: therefore if wee dee but a little consider of the

1*65
nature of fire, we shall a great deale better iudge of the spirit."

It is apparent that Greenham approaches such figurative language

with great circumspection, and that his stress is very much on the

natural thing, the fire, that which is known to us. He sets out

several major properties in some detail, and then says, "Thus we

see what likelihood there is betweene the spirit and fire, for which

cause the spirit in the Scripture is compared vnto fire: nay it is some¬

times called fire: for Iohn sayth, That our Sauiour should baptize with

with the holy Ghost, and with fire: that is, with the holy Ghost, which
^■66

is like vnto the fire." An ascending scale operates here, at the

top of which is the proper identification of word and thing. So

important is the propriety of this identification that even when it

is wholjy made in Scripture, Greenham still breaks it down to stress

kfh
©•g« Greenham. 11. 615-619.

^^Workes. p.
466Ibid., pp. 5^55.
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467
the distinctness of things. It is useful to add that he concen¬

trates, not upon the qualities of fire, but its effects, that is,
468

he is concerned with process and operation.

Furthermore, the figure is not singly accepted but its purpose

is investigated in terras of the question, Why was this figure used?

There is no intention of arguing the inappropriateness of a scriptural

figure, but instead of presenting and amplifying it by the addition

of others, the figure is fragmented by attempts to discover the reason

for its use. William Fulke uses this procedure explicitly when he

notes that the justice of God "is described in these wordes. And

the wrath of the Lord was yet more kindled, against Israel. &c.", and

then says that "there are two reasons which may be yeelded of this

figuratiue speache, wherefore Gods righteousnes is called his wrath,

the first is to strike through our hearts with terror of his iustice,
469

for the name of wrath is more terrible than the name of iustice."

He moves persistently from Hie word to the thing or experience. No

purely verbal relationships are established and verbal forms are

explicitly distinguished from the modes of experience or existence

which they signify in accordance with the desire to penetrate below

the historical surface in the search for causes and reasons. History

itself slowly ceases to be a set of discrete or isolatedunits, like

substantives, and becomes a process represented by the sequences of

discourse. ^

|(/*n
See also Ddall, Famine and warres. fols. 39v"40r; Chaderton,
Frvitfvll Sermon, pp. 11-12: Fulke, A Sermon... within the Tower.m rii in—■ ■ ■ ■■ ■■ ibm i* *■ in mmmmmmmmmammmttm • — —tmmmmmmtmmi9

sigs. For-Gl**. Perkins, when discussing the second Commandment,
• emphasises that the "speech", "A jealous God".is "taken from the

estate of wedlocke" (Workes. I, 3^'). '
"l^See below, pp. 539-40.
469 v r

yA Godly ... Sermon, sigs. A2 -A3 .

470
See above, pp.96-102. See Appendix One.
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These differences are further clarified by commenting upon

discussion of the fundamental relationships betweenword and thing.

Direct: access to this subject is gained through Andrewes' equation
471

between knowledge and "the imposition of names". That this identi¬

fication has more than passing importance for him is shown by his

usual expository reduction of his text to a series of substantive

terms which are nothing other than the names of the actions or re-

472
lationships conveyed by its words. The notion of a hierarchy of

values is implicit in this discipline of objects and events into signs

which are said to properly represent them, and which share most

particularly that quality of boundedness which characterises material

objects. Smith makes both these points when he asserts that "Euery

word may be defined, and euery.thing may be measured", and the con-

473
text of this statement, the sermon entitled The Benefit of Contentation.

shows the logical consequences of this equation for the process of

knowing and the forms of knowledge. Firstly, every object presents

itself, or may be seen, in different ways, so that when a name for

something non-material is required, it must be derived by a process

of comparison and addition with those already named objects which are

474like it in some ways, that is, which have "respect" to it. In the

circumstances of this sermon Smith is actually accounting for the

number of names applied to godliness, but his procedure follows this

^^XCVI Sermons, p. 69 (s.o).
472

e.g. Ibid., p.68 (s.o)J "with me^ there be Nominalls. and there be
Realls: Names and things, are many times two."

474
See Andrewes, XGVI Sermons, pp. 342-46. He defines a "Systasie. a
consistence" in these terms: "Not heere onely to be seene; but all
the Scriptures through, with like aspect" (p.90 (s.o)).
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principle, for example, "godliness is not called gaine, in respect

of God, but in respect of vs; it is gaine to vs, but it is duty to

him. So it is called a health in respectof vs, because it is the
k75

health of our soules." By this means we learn all the attributes

of godliness, but these remain distinct and separate, because their

combination is simply the addition of discrete entities. "Put all

the good things in the world together, and the goodnesse of all is

found in godlinesse, & therefore godlinesse is called by the names

of those things that men count best, to shew, that the godly are as

well, as merry, as content with their loue towards God, and Gods loue
h76

towards them,as other are with health and wealth, and pleasures."

Just to confirm this mode of dealing with non-material states or con¬

ditions, Smith adds an analogy which stresses both the discreteness

and visibility of "those things" which are named: "As a woman trims

and decks her selfe with an hundred ornaments,only to make her amiable,

so the holy Ghost setteth out godliness with names of honour, and
If77

names of pleasure, & names of happiness, as it were in her Iewels."

This connectinn with sight does not remain implicit, but is clearly

drawn by Andrewes during his discussion of "Christs piercing". From

a reference to Ps. 119.132 he takes the words: "Respice in me, &c. 0

looke thou upon me, and be mercifull unto rae, as thou usest to doe to

those that love thy Name. That love thy name, which is, IESV5 a SAVIOUR;

and which love that sight, wherein (most properly)thy Name appeareth,

^^The Benefit of Contentation. p.11. See also Smith, 11.19^-213.

^^Ibid., p.11. See Appendix One.

^Ibid., p. 12,
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478
and wherein thou chiefly shewest thy selfe to be IESVS a Saviour."

Something of the importance of etymology is suggested by the

way Andrewes deals with distinct names. He notes at the beginning

of a sermon on absolution that "The termes of remitting and reteining

may be taken many waies. To the end then that we may.the more clearly

conceive that which shal be said, it will be expedient, that first of

all we understand,in what sense especially, and according to what

resemblance, those termes are to be taken." This end may be best

attained by reference to "our Saviour Christ's owne Commission", which

he describes as follows: "to preach (that is) Remission, as it

turned heere; or deliverance, as it is turned there: but the word is
479

one in both places, and that respectively to captives." Thus that

which seems to mean two things is in fact reduced to one by finding,

as it were, a word behind the words. Smith similarly uses a reference

to the Hebrew to emphasise his view that "it is well noted, that

Vsurie :hath her name of biting: and she may well signifie biting,

for many haue not onely been bitten by it, but deuoured by it... If

there were one biting Vsurie, and another healing Vsurie, then Vsury

should haue two names, one of biting, and another of healing: but
48o

all Vsury signifieth biting."

It is to Playfere that one must look for the elevation of this

approach into a cardinal principle of interpretation. He presents it

unequivocally in his memorial sermon for Edward Lively, professor of

Hebrew at Oxford, in terms which compare with Andrewes' distinction

/f?8XCVI Sermons, p.347.

^79Ibid., p.52 (s.o).

^8^The Examination of Vsvrie. p.96* The reference is marginal:
"Because it signifieth an aduersary: Keshec,"
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between divine and human naming except that an equation is drawn

between the divine word and Hebrew. "A great part of wisedoin, as

Plato sheweth, is in the knowledge of true Etymologies. These in

other tongues are vncertaine, in this taking out of the naturall

qualities of euery thing ttet is named. In so much as when any man

481
hath found the Hebrews Etymology, then he neede seeke no further^

He does not in fact apply this principle with any precision, as his

characteristic mode of interpretation shows, but rather uses it as

a general justification for the choice of that reading of a word (or
482

an event)which best satisfies his homiletic intentions.

Amongst the puritans a quite opposed exegetical rule is formed. One

aspect of it is the comparatively little attention given to individual

words except when precise definition is wanted, as when Chaderton
483

seeks to define the nature of true disciples of the Church, or

when an English word does not give the full sense of its Greek or

484
Hebrew original. The underlying principle is declared by Perkins

in his analysis of Christ's reply to Satan during the temptation on

the mountain, which is a quotation, not verbatim, from Deuteronomy.

Perkins believes that Christ's use of the reference is a "most worthy

allegation" for two reasons: "first, that Christ and his Apostles

in alleadging the scriptures of the old testament, did not so much

respect the words, as the true & proper meaning of the place. Secondly,

that they oft expound the places which they alledge, & thereupon do

481
The felicitie of the faithfull. p.2l8,

482
e.g. Playfere, The Meane in Mourning, p.97? Hie Kings Crowne.
A Sermon preached before the Kings Maiestie at Drayton in Northampton¬
shire. August 6. 1605. p.152; Andrewes. XCVI Sermons, p.269.

83 V
An Excellent ... sermon, sig. G6 .

484 v
A Frvitfull Sermon, pp. 2-3} Udall, Peters Fall, sig. B3 .
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485
sometimes vary in word, but stil retain the true sense and meaning."

The crucial point is clearly that the precise form of a word is not

regarded as determinative or fundamental in the search for meaning.

This difference can be readily appreciated by reference to the

specimen sermons, for example, Greenham, 11. 457-76, Smith, 11. 325-

36, and Playfere, 11. 67-74. Whereas Smith and Playfere modify the

form of the text by means of its substantive elements, so that it

serves a confirmatory function which does not involve the text's

local or contextual significance, each modification made by Greenham

is in the form of a paraphrase and is pertinent for its clarification

of the confirmatory text. What is important in the determination of

meaning is the place, an undefined sequence of words from which the

meaning is to be derived. That it should be a sequence rather than

bounded units like substantives gives force to the idea that the pre¬

ference of the puritans for "natural" over "literal" when speaking of

the proper signification of words is an emphatic rejection of any con-

486
tact with verbal forms as such. The process of derivation is it¬

self named when Perkins, after showing that Christ's allegation con¬

forms to the second rule, asks his congregation to "blesse God for
487

the time and plaine explaining of the words." As far as I have

observed, Udall, and Turnbull are the only other preachers to use

488
"explain" to describe their mode of exposition; however, its im¬

portance lies in the fact that it accurately characterises the puritan

485^Workes, III, 402. See above, p.273,n.356; cf. Andrewes method,
the discovery of a common word referred to above, p.272.

486
Chaderton and Perkins, quoted above, pp. 244 and 264.

^Workes, III, 403.
488 v v

Peters Fall, sig. G1 , and Famine and warres. fol. 39 ; An Exposition
vpon the Canonical Epistle of Saint lames. (London. 1592), sig. A^r.
It is \sed frequently in Hyperius, The Practis of Preaching (e.g.
fols. 42r, 5lv, 75V).
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orientation away from the certification of the proper word towards

a paraphrastic, discursive presentation of the sense. A good example

of what this means in practice can be found in one of Udall's sermons

on Famine and warres. in which both the primary dimension of know-

ledge, sight, and word, and this second dimension, a meaning which

derives from the words of the text but is not formally located in

them, are seen at work. In introducing his text he says, "Now if wee

looke into this that the Prophet speaketh according to the action don,

there was none of the people that needed to be so prepared, that they

might vnderstand it, for it was apparent euen before their eies ...:

but wee must vnderstand that it is not simplie thething, that the

prophet nameth them to consider of, and no more, but it is their sence-

lessenesse ... so that, the meaning of the holie ghoost being euident,

it remaineth that we obserue those thinges out of the words that are
489

to be noted for our instructio."

This belief that words as such a«not limiting points of inter¬

pretation, but are rather the material from which meaning, expressed

in units larger than single words, is derived by explanation, leads

to a peculiar invention of the puritans, named by a compound title

which binds scripture and the time of the sermon into a single

489 v T .

fols. 20 -21 . Explanation and the discursive prose which is
characteristic of it can be clearly related to the problem of
defining and communicating knowledge about spiritual (that is, non-
material) things. By refusing to tolerate figurative language and
by insisting on its reduction to words used only in their natural
signification, these preachers could not use only substantive
(imaginable) forms. The alternative is clearly displayed in
Andrewes' response to the story of Dives and Lazarus, which he takes
not as a parable but as a "plaine storie" which "openeth us a Case¬
ment into the other life, and sheweth us, whether we goe, when we
goe hence." (XCVI Sermons, pp. 310-11. see also p.290.)
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activity. ^ The significance of this phrase, "the word preached",^"*"
is that it represents a concern with "the mighty power of the word

imp
of God" as it is invoked, for example, by Isaiah in the words,

"He should smite the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the

breath of his lips should slay the wicked" (11. 4). When referred

to the prophets, as by Rainolds when he quotes this text, the

prophetic mode discussed earlier is recalled. However, New Testament

authority for a similar conjunction between the teacher and the word

is found in Romans 10.17. Greenham expounds this verse as follows:

"True faith maketh us the onely heires cf the Kingdom of Heauen: faith

cannot be attained without the hearing of Gods words preached; but the

word of it selfe is not preached without a preacher: therefore

preachers are the onely means appointed by God to worke faith in his

children by the preaching of Gods word and the secret working of the
493

holy Ghost." It is in the last part of this exposition that the

key value of power is added in a way which stresses that faith is

achieved by cooperation between the scriptural word, the preacher's

word and the holy spirit. Matthew 1.16 offers an alternative way

of describing this relationship, since it provides authority for

saying that the word of God, the means of instruction, is "the very

490
Its direct antecedent is Bering's attempt to give the text absolute
priority, in the general context of protestant emphasis upon learning
by hearing rather than sight. See above, pp. 38-45.

491 i 37
e.g. Udall, Amendment of life, sig. B4 ; Smith, The Sinners
Confession, sig. B4t; Greenham, Works's,p.43.

492
Rainolds, The Discovery of the Man of Sinne (London, I6l4), p.16.

493
V/orkes, p.779. The centrality of this concept to the activity
called "the word preached" is negatively confirmed by a remark in
Playfere's sermon, The Pathway to Perfection. He refers to 1 Peter,
1.23, and says that Peter "avoucheth that the eternal word, is the
preached word: meaning thereby that the onely way to the begotten
word is the written word" (pp. 170-71). He thus equates the word
preached and written, making no significant distinction between them.

494
See above, p.151, concerning the word "instrument".
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gate of heauen, and the keies thereof are given to the true Ministers

of Gods word with such power, that whatsoeuer they bind on earth,
if95shall be bound in heauen." The qualities of the word invoked

496
here are those referred to principally by Dering earlier, and

described by Perkins when he says that "the second propertie of the

Ministrie of the word, is, that it must be powerfull and liuely in

operation, & as it were crucifying Christ within vs, and causing vs

to feele the vertue of his passion. The word preached must pearce
Zf97

into the heart, like a two-edged sword, Hebr.' 4-. 12." The concern

is not for knowledge as such but for self-knowledge and the means to

use it. This is not to deny the necessity for other knov»ledge; in¬

deed, as I have shown, the most rigorous demands for increasing in

knowledge are made by preachers who give "the word preached" the high¬

est significance.

The important transition can be briefly stated. The preacher

is concerned to present scriptural truth, but what he endeavours to

imitate is not the visible form of that truth, but the conjunction be

tween that form and the receptive mind. Hence the absorption of ob¬

jective truth by means of the spoken word, a much more fluid mediu©^

than images, which is also the instrument of thought. This does not

mean that the grasp of objective truth is surrendered, but that it is

the principal term of a more complex event, marked out in Chaderton's

instruction to his auditors: "Nowe that we may the better see and know

of which sort of professors euerie one of vs is: let vs heare and

^XXVII Lectvres. Sig6.TIV-T7V.
49?^

Workes, II, 222. See also Chaderton, An Excellent... sermon, sig.
G2v~G3r.
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learne how our Sauiour Christ doeth describe this profession;" that

is, knowledge cones through hearing rather than sight, through the

activity of the word preached which is able "to transform the minds
499

of men," History is transformed into personal knowledge only in

the minds of individuals and it is this process which these preachers

seek to influence, Eence it is about the instrument of the mind (the

signifying word) and the minds experience of history, rather than the

material of knowledge (that which is signified) and its objective ex¬

istence, that their ehergies turn. As Greenham says, a word is that

"wherein one may expresse the excellent meaning of his mind to an¬

other, and man may open himselfe to man a word is without question
(T/V)

the best of al to increase our knowledge,"

Summary;

As in the first period, the absolute authority of Scripture is

universally endorsed in the second period, with special emphasis upon

its self-consistency and upon the doctrine that, although the truth

revealed by the Bible is not discoverable in any other source, its

expression is organised upon rational principles. Two further character¬

istics are discussed by the puritans, its inexhaustible reserves of

knowledge and its power to make known the hidden sources of human

behaviour. Bach of these additional points is a response to the growing

^^An Excellent ... sermon, sig. Blr (my underlining). See also Smith.
11. 337-39, 411-12; Greenham. 11, 530-614.

499 r
Smith, The Sinners Confession, sig. B4 .

5(XWkes. p.332. See below, pp. 547-55.
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demand for self-knowledge and for the individual achievement of an

independent ability to criticise and validate personal actions and

private mental experience. Difficulties inherent in this criterion

of truthfulness, not brought out in discussions in the first

period, are exposed by puritans in terms of interpretative

problems. A single, monolithic authority encourages subjective
individualistic Interpretations. Translation errors lead to

doubts about whether the written word could be a stable vehicle

for the communication of truth, a problem which is side-stepped in

the important affirmation that meaning is not inherent in the

particular words of a text but in its "sense", which is to be derived

by paraphrase and by conferring the chosen text with other similar

texts. Concern with the personnel of the Bible as historical figures

also has important consequences, in the acceptance of a necessary

distinction between that which the writers of Scripture received by

revelation, and that which they knew by the normal processes of human

learning and trhich could therefore be open to error* An implied

demarcation between religious and natural knowledge underlies each

of these concerns, the former being the source of true knowledge

about society and the person. The "Word of God" remains emphatic¬

ally the written wordj an historical document with special status.

More interest is shown late in the period in the doctrine of the

Trinity, but Christ is identified with "light" rather than "word" and

is most frequently discussed in terms of his historical existence.

The range of possible approaches to interpretation is indicated

in my comparison between three sets of sermons expounding Satan's
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tempting Christ in the wilderness. Andrewes* fully literal

interpretation, considering the Biblical narrative as a public

spectacle, a completely objective event, is distinguished sharply from

Mali's representation of it as a fully intoriorised, private

experience. This distinction corresponds to that between moderate

and rigorous calviniem as it was defined in terms of attitudes to

psychological events.

Another means by which these differences can be described is by

reference to the modes of reception of Scripture. Broadly speaking,

two can be discerned. The more traditional, formalist mode treats

the text as a visible object, each significant word of which is as

distinct as an object in space. To "see" the text is to visualise

immediately the scene which it represents. Exemplification is a

parallel procedure, the provision of instructive, representative

images with their significance attached, as in the emblem. One

important corollary is the belief that the varieties of human behaviour

are finite and fall into patterns or classes of consistent form

throughout history. The other, puritan mode concentrates upon the

"sense" of the text and emphasises its dynamic and personal elements,

the conjunction most frequently sought being that between the experience

of individuals in Biblical history and present history. The "spiritual

law" expressed in a new verbal form, the doctrinal proposition,

replaces examples used as memorable images of generalised experience,

its purpose being to enable reflective judgements to be made upon

infinitely various individual experiences.

Although formalist preachers tend to embellish figurative ex¬

press! ns, and to stress the typological attributes rather than the
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private significance of events in the life histories of Biblical

personages, there is a strong movement among those of puritan

tendencies to fragment all figurative expressions in the attempt to

discover the reason for their use. The general intention is to

penetrate beneath narrative and metaphor to causes and reasons, to

divert attention from isolable entities to processes represented by

the sequences of discourse. The activity of explaining, which becomes

characteristic of puritan exposition, is contrasted with the formalist

search for the precise meaning of individual words. For the formalist,

power lies in the word certified as a true name, whether written or

preached} for the puritan, it lies in the experience of preaching, the

discursive exposition of written words supported by the participation

of the Eoly Spirit.

HOPES OF ARGPHHKTATIOH

After what has been said of him already it is perhaps surprising

to learn that Playfere should regard himself as an innovator, but in

one of his first authorised publications, The Keane in Mournln/r. he

asks of his congregation that "you would not prescribe mae any methode

or order, how I should handle this Text, but that you would give me

leave to follow mine owns method and order: whereon I perswade my

selfo and I hope also truely, I have been directed by Hie spirit of
501

God." This request for self-determination indicates that he shares
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the general concern for the methodical presentation of the matter

of a sermon, but his realisation of it questions most of the rules

agreed upon by his contemporaries for the proper conduct of inter¬

pretation and argument. Much later, John Eachard made this point

with considerable sharpness when he commented that Playfere's method

of dividing a text must be of greater value than the invention of

the compass because "what he did, was done by undoubted Art, and ab-
502

solute Industry." What this art and industry consolidates is a

more completely literary treatment of interpretation and exposition

than that used by any other preacher in this period, unique not for

the discovery of new principles but for the full exploitation of

several which were becoming the foci of controversy as positions and

directions clarified.

Although many elements of these positions have been delineated

in the preceding sections, a consideration of argumentative procedures

is particularly useful for clarifying the expressive character of a

sermon. The point at which it is necessary to begin is unchanged from

the first period, that is, the use of testimonies or witnesses to con¬

firm any statement made by the preacher. While neither of those words

are explicitly mentioned in the specimen sermons, frequency of quota¬

tion both from the Bible, and from other writers in the form "B saith"

shows this method operating at its simplest and most general level.

Since it depends only on the authority of the source, confirmation by

this method has no limit beyond what might be best termed ministerial

discretion, a constraint without guaranteed effectiveness and responsive

502
John Eachard, Grounds & Occasions of the Contempt of the Clergy and
Religion. 8th ed. (London, l6?2), p.$5.
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to differing notions of what could constitute adequate confirmation.

Basically, the question concerns the degree to which quotation of

authorities represents a secondary or principal element in the

whole composition of a sermon. This point is made by Chaderton when

he justifies his own procedure in the remark, "It were too long, and

in deede needelesse in so plaine a matter, to cite and alledge the
5C3

witnesses of all the Prophets", , which stresses that the use of

authorities depends upon the difficulty of the subject, and their

power for clarification, rather than simply their ability to support

a pabt of doctrine. Whether the matter is preceptive or doctrinal,

exhortatory or consolatory, the order and distinction of its parts

follows a comparable, clearly defined pattern in each specimen sermon

from both periods, except in Playfere. A good example of this basic

arrangement can be found in Smith's sermon entitled The Poore Mans

Teares, From Ps. *fl.l, "Hereby appeareth that we shall receiue

our almes againe, except we doubt whether Gods word be true or no.

For confirmation whereof, the Prophet Dauid saith, The testimonies of

God are true and righteous. And God speaketh by the mouth of the Pro-

phet Esay saying, fhe word is gone out of my mouth, and it shall not
50if

returne." Apart from the fact that this is an excellent example of

what Perkins means when he describes the Bible as "both the glosse, and

505
the text", the order of matter, confirmationly authority, and (not

quoted here) examples for further support and illumination is clearly

set out. The nub of contention in this arrangement is the weight

503 v
An Excellent ... sermon, sig. A? .

^Workes. II, 222.
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given to the first element in proportion to the second and third.

As Perkins says,

God® ministers must ... be carefull in alleadging
any text of Scripture, that the same be fit and
pertinent; for to wrest the same fro® the proper
meaning of the holy Ghost to serve their own conceit,
is the practise of Sathan ... Which also may serue
for a good advertisement to those that vse to heape
up manifold allegations of Scriptures in the doctrine
of a Sermon; for as in many words there cannot want
iniquitie. as Salomon eaith: so in affected multipli¬
er tiec<3f quotation® can the abuse of Scripture be hardly
escaped.5"®

He goes on to add that, when making citations from the Bible, it is

necessary to have "carefull respect to the evidence of truth; and

therefore that sparing course is very commendable whereby in quoting

men make sure to keepe themselues to the Lords true meaning." His own

practice, and that displayed in Greenham. fully accords with this ad¬

vice, since quotations are used only where there is an exact conjunction

with, or more usually, an extension of, the matter under consideration.

There is certainly no blurring of the distinction between teaching

and example, as there is, for instance, in the sermons of John King,

%hich consist in large measure of extended references to history from
507

any authoritative source: nor is any vise made of the verbal form

of a text, a procedure suitably exemplified by PIayfere in The Meane

in Mourning in the re-arrangement of the text; "The Psalmist saith,

that God giueth his snow like wooll; But here wee may turne the sen-

508
tence, and say, that Christ giueth his wooll like snow ..."; or

^ Ibid., ill, 393; cf. above, p. 260, where this distinction appears
in terms of attitudes towards human experience. In both cases the
individual variation upon what seems superficially or in some re¬
spects the same is sought.

•^A Sermon, pp. 685-87» 692-93# Lee also Anthony Rudd, A Sermon Preached
at Richmond before Queene Elisabeth of famous memorieT vpon the 28.'
of March. 1596 (London. 1605). PP. 27-33.
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in personification; "The temple also wept for Christ. As L-auici rent

his garment when he heard of lonathane death: so the temple rent

his vaile when it heard of Christ® death. As Playfere himself

comments insmnmarising another exposition, such a use of scripture

texts "may seeme to some verie incredible", but his justification is

that "the meaning of them is plain enough", and that "they which can

gather no good meaning out of these words" show small awareness of

spiritual realities.^10
What essentially differentiates these positions has been de¬

scribed in the preceding discussion in terms of distinct approaches to

the questio of the relation between "word" and "meaning", and the ten¬

dency to associate meaning either with a verbal entity, in which it
511

inheres, or with a verbal sequence, of which it is the "sense".

It Is not primarily a dispute about the use of rhetoric, and especially

amplification, although these expressive procedures do derive from

principles associated with the former approach, but about the dis¬

covery and certification of truth. What is clearly revealed in Perkins'

objection to "manifold allegations" is Ms sense that each biblical

text may possess a subtlety of meaningwMch will not be apparent if
51?

it is collected together with other texts having some element in common,

for example, King's employment of a word like "cry", in his discussion

of the ministerial office,or Playfere's "lyon".^1^ It is equally

^Ibid., p.86.
51©

The oick-mans Couch, pp.72-73.

^13"See above, pp. 275-77.

*^See above, pp. 234-35.

'^See above, p.l44.
^Plaviere. 11. 891-989.
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clear that Playfere regards this freedom of combination as a proper

means by which texts may be made to yield their significance, although

his negative phrase, "no good meaning",implies a less rigorous, less

urgent demand for certain knowledge.

This point may be briefly made in another way which incidentally

gives a useful indication of at least one difference between the

sermon preached and printed. In those sermons the publication of which

he supervised, Playfere presents his citations with great care and

goes to the length of distinguishing those quoted verbatim from those
515

which "only the matter contained in them was preached." Supplying

the exact quotation seems to be a technical or scholarly matter only,

since the principal demand being made upon any given text, that it

should be congruent with its immediate environment, has already been

met in the preached sermon. Contrasting with this attitude is that

expressed by William Hinde, the editor of John Rtinolds' sermon, The

liscovery of the Man of Sinne. Hinde says that he found the sermon

"very naked & bare" and made himself responsible for "searching out,

and setting downe testimonies of Scripture and Controversie recordes

of Story and Antiquities (sis the great varietie of matter herein
516

contained did evidently require)." His purpose in doing this,

in conformity with the command to "trie the spirits", was to "glue

some better contentment to such as should desire to see, and search

farther into such things", that is, source references for material

used in the sermons are important primarily for the access to wider

knowledge which they permit.

515 r
The Path-way to Perfection, sig. K1 .

*^"An Advertisement to the Reader."
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A phrase used by Udall when discussing the problem of affliction

emphasises this difference. The problem is resolved, he says, if a

man "will truly enter into the consideration of the thing by the word
517

of God." Hera the orientation is outward towards the experience

to which the word is applied; an approach like Playfera's may be

properly characterised as "a consideration of the word of God", to

identify its inward orientation towards the word and also to explain

how it is that the word "warrant", described in the discussion of the

first period as a high-order testimony, is used almost exclusively
518

by the puritans. The function it designates is not the confirmation

of doctrines as such, but the principle of certainty upon which a

Christian life is lived. It is expressed in other phrases like "the

vndeceiuable line of gods holy word" or "a true and certain rule to
519

liue by," in which the underlying concept of self-authentication

is transferred from the realm of word and sermon to that of action

and decision, and is the proper correlative of a "careful respect for

the evidence of truth."

No distinction has been made to this point between the various

sources of authority available for the purposes of confirmation, al¬

though it is clear from a superficial inspection of the specimen ser¬

mons that while those sources are restricted solely to scripture by

Greenham and Smith, they are not so limited by Playfere. This differ¬

ence represents not only a sharpening of principles roughed out in the

first period, but also the mounting of a strong defence of extra-

scriptural authorities.

517 r
Obedience to the Gospell. sig. G1 .

518
e.g»» Greenham. 11. 665; cf. Andrewes, XCVI Sermons, p.350.

519 V
'Udall, Famine and warres, fol.25 ; Greenham, Workes. p.779;
cf. Hooker, Pride, p.5.
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An early sign of these developments is a piece of self-justifi¬

cation contained in Stockwood's preface to his Paul's Cross sermon

of 1579. He had been accused of denying any authority to the

Fathers, and of criticising the grammar schools, parental attitudes

towards the education of their children, and the parties to a

forced marriage. Concerning the first he states that he did not seek

to condemn the "Fathers and Doctors, as I doe reuerence them in their

sound iudgements, & writings", but rather those whose "preachings are

full of their authorities and sentences, whereas they should vse the

proues of the woord."*^® In other words he feels that some preachers

are not using these references to support biblical citations, but

in preference to them. For the fathers he says as much as Deririg did,

that is, they "haue their due & deserved praysea, so farre foorth as

theyr woorkes and writinges will abide the tryall and touchstone

of the Scripture.The contrary response, also to criticism but

this time directed against the use of authorities other than Scripture,

is put in its polar forms by Bilson in his preface to a Pauls Cross

sermon preached to counter interpretations of the redemption taught

by some who were "conceited and too much addicted to nouelties."

The sermon was thought sufficiently important by "man of greater

place then I will name" for it to be printed, but a parliament inter¬

vened and because of the "great hurle raised against it by certaine

popular preachers", publication was withheld, thus allowing an oppon-

522
ent to pre-empt his arguments. Part of his criticism of his

very fruiteful Sermon, sig. A6r.

522
Thomas Bilson, The effect of certaine Sermons touching the Fvll
Redemption of mankind by the death and bloud of Christ lesvs:
wherein besides the roerite of Christs suffering, the manner of his
offering, the power of his death, the comfort of his Crosse, the
glorie of his resurrection, are handled, what painea Christ suffered
in his soule on the Crosse: together, with the place and purpose
of his descent into hel after death ('London. 1599). Bigg. A2**-Blv.
For an account of the background to this dispute, and, in passing,
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opponent reads:

he scornefullie reiecteth th© iudgement of the Fathers
when I alleage them, the scriptures he turneth and
windeth at his pleasure, he wadeth desperately through
thicke and thinne in matters or most importance,
his best reason is euerie where his own opinions, out¬
facing the world with his ignorance: in sumrae, he
sheweth vs by his example what it is for a man in matters
of faith to despise both authority and antiquity, and
trust onely to his own fancie.523
These polarities can be seen to derive from a fundamental belief

in the inability of the human mind to perceive the truth without dis¬

tortion. Both condemn any reliance upon individual claims to true

knowledge, and are differentiated only by the scope given to its

application, a formalist associating it principally with contemporary

and individual thought, a puritan with all human cognitive activity.

Occupying the centre ground between these positions is the Bible,

theoretically unchallenged in the primacy of its evidence of the truth
524

although in practical terms of variable significance."^ It is im¬

portant to remember that the majority of preachers discussed here in

fact recognise and argue against both extremities, although it is

notable that the puritan group is more sensitive to the charge of

deviance and more concerned with the problems of verification and

certainty. That the arguments which could resolve these problems
in

were not found internally buy controversy with Rome is clear not

only from the orientation of debate towards reinforcing the Protest¬

ant case which fully occupied the two decades after Elizabeth's suc¬

cession, but from the continued discussion of these questions in this

its involvement with issues similar to those raised in expositions
of Christ's temptations, see Knappen, Tudor Puritanism, pp. 370-71.

^Ibid., sig. B2r.
"^siee above, pp. 102-107.
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context.Sainolds, for example, admits the fallibility of

the fathers but says that they can usually be corrected from their

own writings and that suitable examples may be adduced to "confirme
526

the truth against the foundations of Popery." An objection by

Smith to the romanist principle that "we must beleeue as the Church

beleeueth" rejects Fathers, Doctors, Councels, Angels and Popes

and places supreme value upon the single authority of the Bible in a

most significant analogy: "the word of God is the touchstone of

euerything: like the light which God made to behold all his creatures;
527

so is the Scripture to decide all questions."

What is more interesting is not this inherited dispute but the

defence of secondary authorities which in this period is drawn up

against the puritan opinions represented by Smith. Its outline appears

in one cf the earliest of Andrewes' sermons, Of the Worshipping of

Imaginations, in which he questions opposition to the use of Latin

and Greek, the Apocrypha, the Talmud and especially amy "heathen

examples or authority (for, with allegations of the ancient Fathers

I have often dealt) a matter which the Primitive Church never imagined

unlawfull." J lis justification is important because it does not rest

on an articulated general theory but on the example of biblical writers,

and it fails to comprehend the significance (for the puritans) of the

unitary authority principle. This failure is emphasised when he sup¬

ports his use of Latin and Greek in the pulpit by reference to Paul,

525
Lee the literary consequences of the Great Controversy, referred to
below, p. 34-H-. Puritan concern and frustration at being subject to
the disciplinary authority of the Church is another example, see
Collinson, The Elizabethan Puritan Movement, pp. 271-72.

526
The Flscovery of the Man of Sinne, p.32.

~^The True Triall of the Spirits, p.1^5.
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who used foreign terras in Corinthians and did not express them in

the vernacular because "it liked him to reteine his libertie in

this pointi1 The vulnerability of his arguments, in that they rest

more on preference than any clearly stated episteraology, is shown in

his summary of this section in which the triple negative only re¬

inforces his unfortunate choice of example (and his ingenuity, if not

disingenuousness, in the transfer of argumentative force from "Nature"

to "natural"): "And surely, if it be lawfull to reason from that which

Nature teachetij as S. Paul doth against mens wearing long hayre; it

is not unlawfull neither, to reason from the wisest and most pithy
528

sayings of naturall men." In this instance he goes on to restrict

his claim for them, saying that they are actual^ used only in an ex¬

emplary fashion to show Christian men "their owne blindenesse in

matter of knowledge." However, it would be difficult to show that

his use of secondary authorities is consistently respects this limita¬

tion. More typically, for those who habitually use them it is the

freedom "to reason from the wisest and most pithy sayings" which is
529

sought. Even the Schoolmen are allowed a qualified entry, by

Andrewes through their "soliloquies, meditations, or devotions, and
53O

specially in directing how to deale with men in their last agonye",

and by Playfere through a distinction between "appretiation" and

"intension", which he applies to his topic, "That a great act of sinne

must be bewailed with a greate acte of Repentance", and then rejects

"^XCVI Sermons, pp. 31-32 (s.o).
*

e.g., Playfere, God be with you, a Sermon preached before the King
Maiestie at the Lord Sayes House called Broughton beside Banburie,
the' 2. day of Septem. 1604. p.55s King. Lectvres vpon Ionas. p.49:
Andrewes, XCVI Sermons, p. 4 (s.o); Turnbull, An Exposition, fols.

21^-v; Rainolds, Obadiah. p.70.

•^XCVI Sermons, p.79 (e.o).
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531
as "vncoth wordes of the Schoolemen." Of all the preachers,

Playfere's use of the ancient writers is most intensive, as the

specimen sermon amply demonstrates. The best definition of their

use (and incidentally, a clear indication how he establishes a general

point or doctrine by selection, addition and accumulation rather than

by analysis and argumentation) is given by Playfere himself when

he affirms the accuracy of his interpretation of his text "Weepe

not for me", by saying, "if these ancient and holy Fathers, Fulgentius.

Ignatius. Cyprian. Chrysostome. Ierome. Isidore. Paulinus. Ambrosius.

should now sill arise, they would (I assure you) say no other thing,

but euen as you haue heard them speake alreadie in those sentences

and allegations which I have quoted and cited out of them. The summe

of al which is this, That it is great folly and childishnesse to weepe

immoderately for the dead, and that it is on the other side a hie
532

point of wisdome to be moderate in this matter."

The lines of this disagreement are more soundly drawn in the

controversy between Hooker and Travers over Hooker's teaching on the

doctrine of reprobation. The issue itself is of considerable import¬

ance, but at this point it is his justification for the citation of

secondary authorities which is most pertinent. Hooker claimed that

Travers was particularly upset by his "alleging of other men's words

to shew their agreement with mine", and could not see how it was both

necessary to support his interpretation and yet wrong to use the con¬

firmations of "human authority". The principle which he went on to

state goes far beyond Andrewes' conception of the issue:

^•^The Sick-mans Couch, pp. 57-58.

^•^The Meane in Mourning, pp. 83-84.
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I alleged therefore that which under no pretence
in the world be disallowed, namely reason; not
meaning thereby mine own reason as now it is reported,
but true, sound divine reason; reason whereby those
conclusions might be out of St. Paul demonstrated,
and not probably discoursed of only; reason proper
to that science whereby the things of God are known;
theological reason, which out of principles in Script¬
ure that are plain, soundly deduced more doubtful in¬
ferences. 533

This position seems identical to that of the puritans, but there

is one crucial difference. Whereas the puritans located this universal

principle of consistency in the structure of the Bible, and the single

authorship of the Holy Spirit, Hooker locates it instead in the opera¬

tive power of reason which is general to all members cf the human com¬

munity. Wider reference shows that he does not use the qualification,

theological reason, to disguise a dependence on revelation: what it

means is that the principles of the Christian religion, which reason

534
could not find out, must be the point of commencement. The paral¬

lels with Perkins* own positionseem exact, but the shade of differ¬

ence rests in the degree to which this fundamental rationality is

sought in the Bible itself, or in the history of human attempts to

define its meaning.

One attribute is however consistently withheld from these sources.

Regardless of how much or how little nos-sTiptural authorities are used

by any preacher, their authority is always by weight and is never cited

as proof. Only two sources have sufficient certainty, the Bible and

experience, and a notable discrimination between preachers is the fre¬

quency of their reference to the latter. Proof by experience generally

concerns the demonstration of a point verbally defined, and the difference

^The Works. II, 59^-95.

"^See above, p.lC8.
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is put in terms of the senses, that we should "see it true by proofe,
535

which heare it by ppsuerb. Smith emphasises this relationship when

in The Triall of Vanitie he shows how Solomon, "schooled with ex¬

perience" because "hee had gone through a thousand vanities", is able

to prove the truth of his sentence, "All i s vanitie". In true in¬

ductive form, "his proof is because there is no stabilitie in them,
536

nor contentation of minde." In this case Smith does not invite his

audience to make an identical experiment, since "Salomon hath prooued
537for thee", but the procedure of verifying the propositions of

doctrine by experience is much encouraged. An example which demonstrates

the common approach is Udall's question, "For (if we shal trye the

truth hereof by the proofe and euent) how many are foude whose myndes
538

are infected with false and erronious opinions?" , in which both

confirmation that such a state of affairs does exist, and learning in

an exemplary manner that it is so, are accomplished by the same means,

the identification of appropriate cases which may be endorsed by any

539
individual in his own time. Solomon's method, if not his subject

matter, is however the characteristic way to self-knowledge, and it is

notable that Perkins, Udall and Greenhara each refer to knowledge or to

a method which they have derived from experience. In the preface to

his Commentarie ypon the Lamentations Udall engages in an extensive

discussion of v/hat constitites an adequate preaching method and, faced

with widely differing ' theories and practice, builds what he considers

535
Greenham, A Frvitfvl Sermon, p.19.

536P.355.
557IM.d., p.356.
538 r

The Combate. sig. A7 .

•^See below, pp. 295-96.
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the "heat and most profitable" method from what he has "seen ...
5kO

in continuall experience." Similarly, the advice given by Beza

concerning "what epirituall comfort is most meete to bee ministred vnto

consciences so troubled" is, like Greenham's,based on what "I my selfe
541

haue often found to be true in mine own experience."

All this evidence comes from one source, human social experience,

whether from historical record or contemporary life. Greenham links

them both when, after a list of scriptural personages, he concludes,

"Now as we haue by these examples of others, and experience in our

542
selues proued, that an hautie mind goeth before destruction..."

However, both Greenham and Odall emphasise the secondary status of

examples for proof. In the letter's words, "Their particular example

doth not proue a generall doctrine in this case, seeing that the com-

5^3
mandement of God ... is expresse on the other side." Other sources

are occasionally used. Material concerning the constitution or be¬

haviour of natural objects and creatures is quoted by many preachers,
an

but with/important difference in the use to which the material is put.
From one point of view it can be described in terms of curiosity, that

is, whether that which is reported is in any way connected with con¬

temporary eaqserience or knowledge. The four referenced below adduce

the "fact" and immediately use it for an ecemplary purpose, a practice

which this exanple from Flay fere's sermon The Pathway to Perfection

shows in its extreme form:

CL/J y y
Commentary vpon the Lamentations, gis. A2 , A3 .

^Perkins, Workes, I, 115.
cUxp v r

frorkeB. p.79? also Odall, Famine and warres. fols. 29 -30 •

^•'ibid., fol. 80r; also Greenham, Workes. p.9.
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The ostridge neuer flies with his wing, but onely a
little lifts vp his body with them when he runs; and
in the pinion of each wing he hath a sharp spur where¬
with he pricks his own selfe, that he may run the
faster. So that God hath giuen wings to the Ostridge,
not for the Ostridge, but for vb; that we might thereby
learne, how we ought by gill good meanes to quicken our
dull dispositions, that we may follow hard, euen as we
see the Ostridge eggeth his owne selfe forward with the
flapping of his wings.5^

The element of fact is emphasised, not for itself but for its parti¬

cipation in a universal system of moralising signs. The principle of
545

selection which operated in the first period, preferring free fact

to that tailored for moralising, is here set aside by the authoritative

source which provides appropriate admonitionary material. In such

examples as there are in Perkins and Udall, the reverse is the case.

The latter, when showing how the essential doctrines of Christianity

elude natural reason, expands somewhat on the topic of reason and

its possession by animals. He believes that they have "some speciall

kinde of reason" and quotes in ascending order the case "if (it be

true that Homer reporteth)" of Ulysses' dog and then more generally,

that "which we read of in Pliny and Aristotle, writing of the nature
546

of Beastes, and which by our owne experience we dayly see." What

he rejects here is a prime characteristic of the mode of reference

exemplified by Playfere, the use of unique cases. Whereas one instance

is sufficient to permit Playfere to declare the spiritual truth which

it is used to represent, Udall draws his conclusion inductively from

many cases, not all of them from written sources. The same can be

observed in Perkins' discussion of the "mechanics" behind Satan's

^^p. 164. See also Andrewes, XCVI Sermons, p.20G; Smith, The Benefit
of Contentation, p.l5» King, A Fvnerall Sermon, p.668.

*^See above, pp. 114-19.

"^Peters Fall, sigs. A3V-A4r.
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transporting of Christ from the desert, and whether it is humanly
547

possible to fast forty days and nights. The ultimate point of

reference is what "experience teacheth", and discussion of these events

is limited to their natural signification.

There are two aspects of this concern for certain evidence which

must be mentioned. The first shows how a principle of textual inter¬

pretation (the importance of context), and consequently an aspect of

sermon organisation and argument, is transferred to the analysis of

experience. The interpretative procedure as it relates to a text is

defined by K?inolds to be "not only to note the event, as namely that
548

shee was turned into a pillar of salt, but the causes also ..."

Chaderton to all intents and purposes completes this sentence when he

says of another text that "the knowledge of which causes will breede

in vs a perfect knowledge of this vpright maner of woorking, whether
549it be inwarde in minde, or outwarde in maners." It is upon this

basis that the working relationsliip between self knowledge and the word

of God is built, in which "wisedome (is) the right discouerie of the

cause" and the ignorant are those, in the case of affliction, for ex¬

ample, "who looke onely vpon the curse of God, they neuer consider the
550

appertinances thereof.

The second is demonstrated in another aspect of that many levelled

difference of opinion between Hooker and Travers, namely Hooker's

attempt to specify the nature of certainty. By dividing it into two

^Perkins, Workes. Ill, 577-78, 388.
548

Obadiah. p.74.
5*f9 . -v

An Excellent ... sermon, sig. C6 .

^°Greenham, A Frvitfvl Sermon, p.60; Workes, p.774.
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distinct parts, "a certainty of evidence, and a certainety of adherence",

he appeared to give the former higher value when he described it as

the process by which "the rainde doth assent vnto this or that, not

because it is true in it selfe, but because the truth is clere, because

it is manifest to vs ... That which we see by the light of grace,

though it be indeed more certaine, yet it is not to vs so evidently

certaine, as that which sense or the light of nature will not suffer

a man to doubt of ,,, I conclude therefore that wee haue lesse cer-

/jfhings7
tainety of evidence concerning things beleeved, than concerning/sen-

551
sible or naturally perceived."*^ What is most relevant here is not

the other aspect of certainty, which rests uponn things true in them¬

selves, but the fact that Hooker so systematically distinguishes them

and so unequivocally affirms the greater forcefulness and power for

proof of that which can be experienced, or, more specifically, that

which can be seen. This distinction is made with precision by Rainolds

when he defines "vision" as "a doctrine Revealed from GOD, so called

because GOD Revealed them so evidently, and delivered them for such

certainety as though they had presently seene before their eies the
552

things which they foretold", and is insisted upon by Smith in a manner

which draws together learning and experience. Those who have "renued

their mindes ••• shall proue what the will of God isi that is, they

shall try all that they doe heare, and learae by all that they see,

553
vntill they tracke out the will and meaning of God," A suitable

551
A Learned and Comfortable Sermon of the certaintie and perpetuitje
of faithin the Elect; especially of the Prophet Habakkuks faith
(Oxford, 16>12), pp. 2-3. ^ r ,

*^Obadiah, p.3.
553^6 christians Practice, p.2^7.
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exemplification of this procedure is his exact duplication of the

terms used by Dering to state his opposition to the doctrine of

transubstantiation: "I say vnto you as Christ said vnto Thomas.

touch, feele, and see. In visible things God hath appointed our eyes

to be ludges."^*
In spiritual things, of course, the Bible is the only sufficient

source of proof, and citations from it, whether described as proofs
ccc

or not, always have that status. ^ Before proceeding to discuss

two developments beyond the general practice in the first period,

brief mention must be made of a case which brings together many as¬

pects of this whole question of evidential certainty. .mongst Henry

Smith's sermons is one entitled The Lost Sheepe is Found, on the text

"Prooue the spirits, whether they are of God or no" (1 John *+.l),

which was preached during an investigation conducted by Smith into

the claim of one Robert Dickons ("a Prentise in Mansfield") to have

had visions which led him to believe that he was the Prophet Elias

reincarnated. In this sermon Smith does not simply denounce Dickons

and use the weight of ecclesiastical authority against him. Instead,

he seeks Dickons' conversion and an admission of error by attempting

to prove to Dickons and the congregation that his claims and state¬

ments in no way agree with the proper signs of a true prophet as

these are defined in Scripture. The cardinal principle is set out in

a pointed contrast: "Marke the strong reasons of our new Prophet, hee

prooues not as wee doe, by Scriptum est, but doth speake as one that

hath some authoritie, Ipse dixit; for how would you haue him prooue

55k s
A idealiserbf the Lords Svpper. p.65.

555
e.g. Andrewes, XCVI Sermons, pp. 337-38; Playfere, The Kings Crowne.
p. 146; Greenham, Workes, pp. 77-80; Stockwood, A very fruitful
Sermon, sig. A6r; Bacon, Advancement, p.261.
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else that bee walked vpon the elowdes, and that the roofe opened to

let forth a soule ... But what saith Paul? Say I these things of

ay aelfe? Caith not the law the earn als©?"*^ This procedure

of comparing each claim against either an appropriate text or a

deduced principle like "The Spirits of truth speak©th plain©ly to

edifie in truth" contrasted to Dickons' ©peaking "in parables and

figures", ^ depends absolutely on the objective truth and internal

consistency of the Bible. Of this Smith has no doubt, and his

superior learning and skill, exercised with a mixture of force and

sympathy, persuaded Dickons to renounce hie claims in a confession,

part of which reads: "I did beleeue my vistas to be true, before I

heard the Scriptures prooue the contrary, and now X esteem© them but

as a delusion of Lathan. It is useful to add that these principles

are not the special preserve of the ministry, for Smith enumerates

them in five points to make "a rule to trie others spirits." This
self-

rule is one of four which define the type of ^examination to be used
"at all times", and which are set out by Smith in A Treatise of the

Lords Svpper.^^
The two developments are readily specified. On© power of proof,

claimed it seems only by P!ayfere, is that dependent upon etymology

and translation. An indication of its importance to Mm is not only

it® frequent use but hie acceptation of it as having the status of

proof. The most typical exasple occurs in The Pathway to Perfection:

"Wee reads according to the Greek© translation, that Abraham was veiy

rich. But there is a latins translation which saith, that Abraham

was very beauy. And the original! Hebrew indifferently beareth both,

_____

557pp. '•7, 50.
55V*.
559^ gj|»QiPP#
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560
which proueth that riches are a heauy burthen." His practice here

56l
conforms with other aspects already discussed,"^ the proof being

converted directly into admonition, but another example may be quoted

to show that this method could be thought to determine 'facts' as well.

Later in the same sermon he notes that "A iuniper tree maketh the hoatest

coale ... Therefore whereas we read in the hundred and twentieth Fsaline,

With hot burning coales; it is in the Hebrew, as S. Hierem noteth, with

Iuniper coals. Which prooeth that Iuniper coalee be the most hot burning

coales that are.""^ It is tempting to regard the procedure as frivolous,

but it is used with great seriousness by Playfere and must be regarded

as consistent with the value he accorded to Hebrew and the more general

belief in the informative character of words as such.

Much greater significance must be attributed to the development

of the expository mode which was identified with Bering in the first

period, the major characteristic of which was the attribution of argument

and proof, not to the sermon at large but to the structure and organisation

of the text. The narrative order of the text, associated with the de¬

clarative mode and generally followed by preachers in the first period,

is most frequently retained in division by preachers like Smith, King

and Andrewes. However, it is further modified by Andrewes and Playfere,

by the latter into a phrase by phrase exposition admirably illus¬

trated in the specimen sermon, and by Andrewes into the

exposition of significantly ordered words. The order adopted by Play-

fere is transparently simple, but a comparison between Andrewes and

■>6l
See above, pp.au—-11.

"^Thrists wounds our health.p.100 See also, The Power of Praier.
pp. 31-321 The Meane in Mourning;, pp. 46-47.
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Greenham demonstrates the basic variations with greater subtlety.

The initial response of each to the chosen text seems very much the

same, in the following respective quotations: "As for order, I will

seeke no other, then as the HOLY GHOST hath marshalled the words in the

text it selfe. Which of it selfe is right exact: every word, in the
563

body of it, conteining matter worth the pausing on"; "Although I

might make a diuision of this Text into two parts ... yet because euery

word hath his weight, and the text yeeldeth a sufficient method as it

lieth, I will omit the diuision, and come to the words as they lie."

However, the most important difference may be described by a certain

exaggeration in terms of movement: Andrewes appreciates each word in

its discreteness, as a craftsman might inspect the stones in a complex

jewel, whereas Greenham 1 takes the words linearly, as in the processive

sequence of frames in a film. It may be further and more clearly ill¬

ustrated by example: firstly, from Andrewes' sermon, in which he

says, "Of these two then. Remittuntur. though latter in place, yet in¬

deed is by nature and order first, and from it doth proceed the other

Semiseritis; Which howsoever in the sentence it stand before it,
565

yet without sill question it is derived from it, and after it" ; and

secondly, the opening words of Greenham's sermon on Ephesians 6.10-12:

"After the Apostle had vsed generall doctrine and inforced thereupon

particular exhortations, he returneth from his specialls to generall

exhortations againe, as we may see in these verses, wherein he ex-

horteththem to stand strongly, and therefore putteth them in minde of

armour, without the which they must needes lie open to their aduersaries.

*^XCVI Sermons, p.27^.

^^Workes, p.97.
*^XCVT Sermons, p. 55 (s.o).
^ ^b'orkes. p.7^5.
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In these examples the difference in orientation is palpable, Green-

hats representing a demonstrative situation in which the Apostle's

intent to persuade and the needs of a particular audience inter¬

relate, and Andrews* the correlation between order in words and the

disposition of tidings and events. If an argumentative passage does

occur within the range of hie exposition, Andrewes distinguishes it
567

by reference to formal patterns of reasoning. However, this is

uncommon since it is only The Wonderfvll Corabato series which con¬

tains the kind or expanse of text capable of this treatment. His usual

choice, narrative and seasonal texts, are like the precept in that they

are neither personalised nor particular and do not invite the sane de¬

velopment as texts directly attached to the purpose and situation of

the writer.

The example quoted from Greenhant characterises what becomes

during this period the usual mode of initial exposition. Subsequent

development of the exposition may differ, but nearly all make the

attribution of proceeding by reason to the Bible generally, whether

in the person of the Holy Spirit ("let vs mark® what reasons the holye

Ghoste vseth to persuade ve therevnto" or an individual writer

("let vs nowe consider ... the reason which the Prophet vseth, to

see whether it bee of force sufficient to perswade them to mourne"*^ )»

It is in the context of this mode of exposition that Hooker's affirma¬

tion of belief in the processes of reason, comparable to appeals to

the reasonable man, gains most force. He claims that confusion between

salvation by merit and by faiti still exists because of "the lack of

"^boe above, p. 2^9.

^Udall, Peters Fall, sig. Clr.
*^Ibid., Famine and warres. fol. $8V.
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diligence in searching, laying downs, and inuring mens minds with those hidden

grounds of reason, wherevpon the least particulars in each of these are most
570

firmly and strongly builded." What h© means by "hidden grounds of

reason" is shown at the beginning of the sermon, where he affirms that "what¬

soever we be taught ... it then taketh root and abideth when w© conceive not

onely what God doth epeake, but why", and that which God speaks "hath besides

the substance of doctrine delivered a depth of wisdome in the verie choico
571

and frame of words to deliver it in", a recognition that the processes of

reason are as intrinsic to the st ueture of the Bible as they ere to human

nature. The effective disappearance of the syllogism except in its psycho¬

logical form (the practical syllogism of Perkins^72) is only another indica¬

tion of the extent to which this formal instrument has been replaced by
573

reason understood as an experiential structuring process.

Summary: The use of authority in the exposition of texts and confirmation of

doctrine respects the pattern established in the first period, with intensified

consideration both of the Scripture as sole authority, and the importance of

tradition. The puritans limit the quotation of Biblical texts as proof, on

the grounds that important differences of meaning ("sense") may be obscured

by the juxtaposing of texts in terms of superficial verbal similarities. Por

those who associate moaning with a verbal entity, in which it inheres, verbal

similarity is a basic means of discovering underlying relationships and hence

proof of doctrinal affirmations. The authentication of truth is based upon

the existence of a fundamental rationality in the sources of knowledge,

whether this be the single source of the Bible or the multiple, cumulative

sources of tradition. The crucial disagreement between puritan and formalist

in this matter is whether tradition is at all trustworthy, and whether the

Bible is sufficient for its own interpretation. Consciousness of human

57QPride. pp.6-7. 571Ibid.,pp.l-2.
"*72See above, p.189, and below, pp.443-44.
573

These observations should not be interpreted to mean that no attention

(Contd on p.302)
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encourages the formalist to seek confirmatory judgements in doubtful questions,

and to use them as a powerful weapon against individual interpretation. This

subjective distortion is, for the puritan, characteristic of all individuals,

whether contemporary or past, and is only avoidable by clear perception of

the one absolutely objective and present source of spiritual knowledge,

the Bible.

Whatever position is taken on these questions, traditional authorities

are allowed by no one to have power to prove doctrines central to faith

which cannot be supported by scriptural texts. In place of confirmatory

authority puritans turn to human social experience as the most potent

source of evidence after the Bible. Distinct from examples, which are typic¬

ally shaped to conform to received doctrines, and etymologies, which show

this conformation even more clearly, factual experience is often used

inductively to support doctrine by the strength of its claim to objectivity

and veriflability. These emphases represent developments from the concern

enunciated in the first period for unequivocal sources of proof, and

elaboration of the expository mode which was initially characterised by its

attribution of argument and proof to the structure and organisation of the

text than to the eermon.

FORMAL UNITS

To continue my comparative analysis of the specimen sermons, I will take

as normative the forms determined by analysis of t! e first period sermons.

It is most useful to begin with Eenry Smith, whose expressive character is

generally nearest to preachers of that period.

Typography provides a clue to the disposition of forces in The

Magistrates Ccriptvre since the principal action of the sermon, the
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informing of present experience by scriptural truth, is signalled at

every point by the intrusion of italic type. The italicised words

and phrases may be regarded as substantive forms and their contents

as situational, as these terms were previously defined. Similarity

with Jewel is therefore implied, but these forms exist in a modiy-

fied relation to each other if their use in Jewel is taken as

normative. Rather than sepa^e them Smith absorbs the substantive

into the situational and limits it to units of name length, that is,

the substantive is conceived not as a prescription or precept to be

exemplified by particular situations so much as an authoritative
574

situation or object which is to be made relevant by comparison

firstly with other scriptural examples and then with ourselves. The

substantive form is thus a name, or a name and its qualities, and not

a doctrine, which derives from the authoritative situation instead of

preceding it. The dominance of the situational form is confirmed by

the more frequent use of "as ... so" than of any other relation,

which serves to connect either parallel situations or a situation and

its application to our selves (11. 2k-25, 53-54* 60-62, 69-74, etc.).

At a point of transition (11. 277-78) Smith himself describes this pro¬

cedure as teaching by consequence, the accuracy of which is confirmed

by the fact that "so" in its second use, and "therefore" are the major

intensives. Instruction comes through the comparative by slight changes

was paid to rhetorical forms in scripture. Any form of words which is
used to express or excite feeling is commented upon when exposition
or application requires. However, even these forms are generally con¬
ceived as contributing to the pattern of reasons and arguments un¬
covered by exposition. As Udall says, "The ende of all these so manie
wcofdes to expresse the thing, is, that the people might be brought
vnto a deep consideration therof." (Famine and warres. fol. 4or).

5?ZfSmith, 11. 411-19.
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of wording in a text (11. 53-5^» 81-82) which gives "so" a conclusive

force more generally the function of "therefore", since it introduces

a statement affirming what has already been affirmed by comparison with¬

out significantly greater abstraction (11. 27-3^, 69, 75» etc.). On
✓

one occasion (11. 277-81) the substantive "Gods" appears in an approxi¬

mation to formal reasoning, but this is successively broken down,

firstly by the comparative, "like", which suspends the full identifi¬

cation of name and thing necessary for formal reason to be effective,

and then by the addition of other names which provide instruction through

their group character as "names of honour" (1.282).

The situational form itself is modified in the direction of Ber¬

ing's practice, but the substantive permits only a weaker movement to¬

wards either eventual or conditional forms. Modification occurs most

consnonly through the introduction of a qualifying element, either ex¬

planatory, in "because" (11. 18, 32, 56, etc.) or condition, in "as

though" (11. 47, 67, etc.) and "though/yet" (11. 8-10, 3^7, etc.) whch

has the effect of articulating in more detail the structure of the situ¬

ation and hence of concentrating; more attention upon it than upon the

substantive as such. The conditional qualifier is used more frequently

when Smith comes to the second part of his text, after 1. 337, to ex¬

press the disparity between momentary status (visible difference in

situation) and final equality in the grave. That this could be developed

into Bering's condition form is evident from 11. 262-71, in which the

ideal and the likelihoods of human beaviour are brought together in

a similar way. What follows, however, transfers attention back to a

further presentation of authoritative situation and substantive name.

The concluding section, 11. 419-5&6, one of the most obviously

rhetorical passages in any of the specimen sermons, only confirms this

tendency. Specification of human experience leaves even the exemplary
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invocation of scriptural names and develops the promise "ye shall die"

into a simple situation, the activity of death in the life of every

man. Smith describes it as a "remembrance" (1. 24o) an invocation by

means of conventional comparisons (images) of a timeless (and hence

substantive) condition. The only difference between the latter part

of this section (11. 470-546) and the rest of the sermon is its achieve¬

ment of general reference by the omission of personal names. The

visible particulars upon which it builds carry the same weight of de¬

limited significance as they do in the context of the names of person¬

ages from classical or scriptural history. The process by which the

generalised state is brought close to the present audience is a gradual

and simple movement from the exemplary names to the personal pronouns,

firstly, "they" and "we", and finally, "I" and "you" at the moment when

the preacher expresses his sorrow at the ignorance of their true con¬

dition shown by the congregation.

Playfere's sermon is dominated by a tendency which reverses

Smith's encapsulation of the substantive within the situational. The

substantive form is effectively the only form, and it is modified by

what must be termed a principle rather than a distinguishable form,

what I will call a principle of consonance. This principle is in evi¬

dence at all levels of the sermon's operation, whether in interpreta¬

tion, exhortation, or example, and is often explicitly mentioned in

phrases comparable in effect to "How then may these two agree together?"

(11. 7k, 97, 203-4, 409-10, 511-514, 672-73, 691, 821, 836, 1033,

1072). Its employment is substantival in that consonance is achieved

by exploiting the visual and aural qualities of word§', and to have

truth-value in any sense consonantal structures must be built upon se¬

cure foundations of meaning. It is for this reason that these extrinsic
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word-values are derived from and used to establish demonstrative re¬

lations between substantive forms only: the Bible is the principal

because unquestionably authoritative source, but authorities and ex¬

amples are woven into this uniform verbal texture by virtue of

their extrinsic qualities. The harmonising of matter by means of

verbal manipulation necessarily involves an intensification of the

substantive and diminution of any sense of situation, order being

achieved in the environment not of the event but of the word.

In the section discussing the promise til. 482-646) this mode is

summarised in the two phrases, "hee chaungeth the words " (11. 512-13)

and, a certaine Figure ... it is a very possible thing" (11. 568-

71). By the devices of verbal transference and figurative signifi¬

cation used constantly throughout the sermon in conjunction with the

comparative "as ... so", elaboration of a basic point is unrestricted

and is achieved simply by the addition of substantive forms. Two ex¬

amples are 11. 221-51 and 11. 751-802. Connectives like "if" and

"though/yet" which in Dering indicated situational contradiction or

complexity are here used to balance static contraries (11. 116-26,

757-84, 1079-49, 1245-84). All of these instances with the exception

of the first represent states of human behaviour compressed into titles

which characterise regenerate and unreganerate. These are opposed ab¬

solutely, each contrary being built upon a substantive form untrammelled

by situational elements.

Greenham, like Dering before him, does not invite analysis or

description in these terras. What is most immediately apparent is the

organisation of every sentence about a personal subject, either David

or ourselves, and the actions or thought of that subject, a mode which

corresponds to the conditions designated by the eventual form. An
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important modification which distinguishes Greenham's use of

this form is its internal expansion to accommodate a more detailed

analysis and comparison of event and thought. Connectives like

"wherein", "herein", "whereby", and "hereby" stress the inter¬

relationship between an action and its parts, or an action and its

effects, in each case either perceived or influenced by thought

(11. 14-19, 65-77, etc.). This latter quality is conveyed particularly

through connectives like "so that" (11. 19-20, 74-75, etc.), "in

that" (11. 71-73, 241-44, etc.), and "as ... so" (11. 217-20, 306-8,

etc.), the thid being the clearest indication of Greenham's distinct

practice. Its function is not exemplary or comparative, but is to

bring together two consequential statements which represent different

aspects by use of contraries, commonly the regenerate and unregenerate

(e.g. 11. 118-22) or by the use of conditionals like "yet" (11. 78,

271-75, etc.) and "if" (11. 25, 136-38, etc.) in matters of individual

action.

Unlike Dering, Greenham does not use conditionals with suffi¬

cient frequency to distinguish them as a significant form. His pur¬

pose is to discover the certainties within an event, which are expressed

in the forms of propositions intimately linked with the particular

event from which they are derived (11. 58-64, 106-49, etc.). This

form is not identical to the substantive because it retains personal,

temporal, or eventual elements, and its function is to identify that

which is significant for knowledge in the eventual form (11. 124-

29, 250-54, etc.). By perceiving what is to be known through an event

rather than by means of the verbal characteristics of its description

generally or the substantive form in particular, Greenham correlates

knowledge and experience in a continuously reciprocating relationship
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of mutual confirmation. At the heart of this relationship is an act of

reason, signified by "therefore" (11. 19-20, 27, 38-41, etc.) and "if

then" (11. ^9-51» 373-75, etc.).

The presence of reasoning as a significant form indicates a

development beyond the indeterminate usage observed in the sermons of

the first period. While that- clauses appear in contexts similar to

those noted earlier, that aspect of their use identified particularly

with Hooper is more widely exploited in this period. This can be seen

in two features: in the distinction of a group of words, usually general

in application, by the word "that"; and in the use of the word "doctrine"

either to introduce or to refer to such a construction. The first is

in general use, as the following exaaples and references indicate:

"Hence wee may learne two special points for our instruction. One is,
575

that our repentance must be continuall"; "... this point: That our

goods may go, not, to some end; nor, to some good end; but, to the
576

very best end of all. The relief of the poore"c "... these two

heads: 1. That the greatest honour and happinesse to kings is to
577

vphold religion..."; "This is it which Paul would haue vs learne,

That nothing in this world is so precious, that for it we should de-
578

sire to liue, or stay from God aae houre"; "The firste originall

and beginning is this, that the worde of the Lorde in that respecte,
579

is eyther not knowen, or not remembered."^ What is couanon to all

"^Playfere, The Sick-mans Couch, p.7.

^^Andrewes, XCVI Sermons, p.288.

^^King, A Sermon, p.691.

^^Smith, The Pilgrims Wish, p.256.

579gdail, Peters Fall, sig. B3r.
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these instances is the typographical identification of a form of

words which is not a precept or sentence, although it has the same

quality of general application and represents summarily that which

is to be discussed or considered. It differs from the precept in that

while the latter carries authority with it, in its recognised condensa¬

tion of thought and experience, the proposition makes a statement the

truth of which is to be (or has been) demonstrated in its immediate

environment. It is an observed abstraction whereas a precept is re¬

ceived, and hence it provides knowledge in significantly different

ways, whether or not the audience is expected to do more than memorise

the form of words. Firstly, it is not limited to rules for behaviour

or life-attitudes, but is appropriate to any sphere of knowledge;

secondly, it is seen to be derived from another form of words (the

text) which may not directly state a general truth; and thirdly, be¬

cause it is not necessarily behavioural in content, a process of dis¬

cussion or demonstration involving a more discursive approach than

confirmation by texts and examples in the manner of Bedel is required.

Regular use of this form becomes an identifying characteristic

of the puritan group, for it is by them that its equivalence with
580

"doctrine", earlier made by Hooper, is established and extended.

Its whole function is accurately defined by Udall in his delineation

of what he considers to be the best preaching method:

Secondly, seeing whatsoever was written aforetime,
was written for our learning, Rom. 15.^. it must needs
be that every sentence of the holy Scripture containeth
in it (as least) one generall Doctrine; and therefore
the sense being once understood, the next thing that is
to be considered, is, the collecting of the same out of
the text, in such plaine and manifest manner, as must
needs be acknowledged in the conscience of the hearers
to be so; which being enlarged by the examples and testi¬
monies of the Scriptures, and manifested by the force of

~

580
See above, pp. 131-32.
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reason grounded upon the same, must needs take such root
in the conscience of the hearers, as they shall either
bee thoroughly perswaded of the truth of it (if it be
rightly and effectually handled) or leave such a print
therein as shall convince the same.-*51

Bjy locating the discovery of the general doctrine at a point after

the "clear and evident declaration of the text in hand", Udall stresses

both its qualitative difference fromthe text (a difference of the

same order as that noticed in the division in Bering between the

text and the argument) and its character as a geometrical "given",

the truth of which has to be demonstrated by a process of argument

and the provision of evidence. His strong emphasis upon persuasion
t

confinns that "the doctrine" is central to the transition from simple

induction (proof by the presentation of many particular cases) to

the more complex interrelation between fact and experience, knowledge

derived from the identification iand demonstration of what is true in

fact and experience, and the conversion of this knowledge into per¬

sonal actinn. It represents a form of knowledge which is not in it¬

self imitable, but which must be made applicable by an act of judgement.

A marginal note to Andrewes* third Lent sermon demonstrates

the difference between a behavioural generalisation and the doctrinal

form. What the text of the sermon refers to as "this first consideration...

That, things well done shal be evill taken", is described in the margin
582

as "The Doctrine. 1. That Good Workes are maligned." The basic

difference between the two is that the former retains the shape of

the particular scriptural events, in the verb tense, and does not

replace the narrative as the principal means of organisation in the

sermon. Another example of the doctrinal form can be found in Perkins'

581 V
"Commentarie vpon the Lamentations, sig. A2 .

^XCVI Sermons, p.297.
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second treatise on The JBvties and Dignities of the Ministrie: "Out

of which practise of the Lord, we 1earre this doctrine, That all

true Ministers, especially such as are deputed to the greatest works

in his church, must be first of all stricken into a great feare, in
583

considerstionof the greatnes of their function." The unsystematic

employment of this form suggests that in this period the movement to¬

wards penetration of the narrative structure of the Bible, in order

to find the "evidences of the truth" upon which that history was built

and which it was intended to reveal, was evolving its own formal means

of expressing this truth once found but had not reached that point at

which a particular form achieves the status of convention. Later dis¬

cussion of the still evolving "Doctrine - Reason - Use" form of sermon

construction, and of the debate about plainness, will confirm this
. x. 58^inference.

^Workes, III, kk2.

^*See below,ppi?Ql
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SUMMARY:

The preceding discussion and analysis demonstrates a signifi¬

cant modal shift which may be concisely ejq>ressed by comparison be¬

tween polar sermon forms for this period, and those defined for the

first. The value-clusters which define these forms are, respectively:

expository, exemplary, substantive; and propositional, cognitive,

eventual. These formal potentials are realised in the context of the

three elements defined for the first period, the preacher, the

audience, and the Bible, to which a fourth has been added, the Church.

That this fourth element has a decisive influence of its own is con¬

firmed by the way in which preachers, whatever their place in the

formal spectrum, are more closely identified with tieir own auditories

as members of an institution which is either authoritative, (community

of forms or rituals) or participatory (community of persons). The

movement from a declamatory to an expository mode confirms this

localisation of authority in the mediating elements of Bible and

Church and not in the person of the preacher, the two primary and

opposed directions of exposition towards substantive or proposi¬

tional forms paralleling both the significant or negligible authority

of the Church in relatinn to the Bible, and the concentration upon

either the presentation or the demonstration of Scriptural truth.

In the latter correspondence, presentation of scriptural truth is

associated with the substantive form because of its orientation away

from the particularity of time, place and person, and because that

truth is a given which directs or is confirmed by the act of ex¬

position. The audience learns this truth in the form of a precept

or some similarly condensed verbal form which may be exemplified

by reference to typical actions or persons, but emphasis is upon the
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static or universal character of the truth and hence upon those

aspects of the type which manifest that character. While it is

generally the case that examples thought to be factual are used,

history (written records) rather than experience (contemporary events)

is the primary source and there is a notable tendency to require imagina¬

tive realisation, especially of devotional scenes, from the audience.

By this means the leara/act sequence is maintained but with a stronger

interest than in the first period in the convertibility of truths

into acts through the perceived similarity between immediate situ¬

ations and remembered examples. Attention is concentrated upon the

sign rather than the thing signified, and upon the truth objectively

signified rather than individually perceived.

The contrary direction represented by demonstration through

the propositional form contextualises scriptural truth in such a way

that it retains its local history. Exposition achieves the discovery

of this truth, which is given provisionally and then shown to be cor¬

rectly identified by a process of argumentation understood to conform

to that employed by the writer of the text under consideration. In

this case the audience is required to learn the truth in its pro¬

visional (propositional) form, which means that to apply it success¬

fully they must individually learn to find that truth in immediate

situations and argue the correctness of their interpretations. Ex¬

amples used in the sermon respect experience more than history, and

are introduced selectively as a secondary reason for, or as a means

of demonstrating, the defined truth. What is sought is application

by thought rather than memory, an activity which tends to emphasise

the uniqueness rather than the similarity of experiences or events,

and their dynamic rather than their stable elements. Just as much

more attention is paid to the particularity of the thing signified
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than to the character of the sign, ao the dynamic character of the

mind, in which this process of demonstrating represented by the sermon

must become habitual, is the centre of interest and investigation.

While this latter complex of relations achieves more precise

formal identification in the sermons of some preachers of this

period than it did previously, there is still considerable ambivalence

occasioned by the persistence of sight and those mental faculties

most immediately associated with it as the habitual means of appre¬

hension. The difficulty of breaking down figurative terms into a

form of explanation which describes and defines rather than evokes

the nature of non-material things or cognitive and emotional ex¬

perience, and of encouraging the reception of language as a system

of abstract signs which achieves meaning discursively and not by

direct, particulate equations with discrete entities, is evident in

the formal composition of many sermons.



PART TWO

This second part is divided into two sections, in the first of

which three matters of considerable importance in the process of con¬

stituting the Church of England will be discussed, namely, the oetrine

of the sacraments, the worshipping of images, and the conflict between

episcopal and preehyterlan theories of church organisation. Rather

than attest a broad coverage of these topics, I intend to centre my

discussion on sections of two works which are loci for their times,

John Jewel's A Replie vnto H» Hardirures Answeare (London, 15&5)» and

John Whitgift'e A defense of the Aunswere to the admonition against

the Beplie of T.C« (London, 15?%).

In the second section three topics of less direct doctrinal or

ecclesiastical importance will be discussed, in terns of their specific

relation to the thought and practice of ministers. These concern

developments is psychology, rhetoric and logic, and science.

• Chanter One

THE CACRAMEHT OF THE LOPl'C ■ UPPER

In attempting any appreciation of the controversies and dis¬

cussions surrounding the sacrament of Holy Communion, or the eucharistic

sacrifice, one is made constantly aware of the potential for misinter¬

pretation, not only by the complex verbal discriminations used in the

Reformation period to describe and define the true meaning of the

sacramental experience, but also by subsequent evaluation of these de¬

finitions by later theologians and church historians* Very useful

accounts of the former can be found in works on Calvin and Peter Martyr

by Ronald 5, Wallace, Calvin's loctrine of the Word and lacrament
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(Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1953) and Joseph C. McLelland, The

Visible Words of God (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1957)« and an ef¬

fective demonstration that the issues are still variously active is

given in two recent works which are almost companion volumes, those

of C. W. Dugmore, The Mass and the English Reformers (London: Mac-

mi llan, 1958) and Francis Clark , S.J., Eucharistic Sacrifice and

the Reformation (London: Darton, Longman, & Todd, i960). It is not

ny intention to attempt an evaluation of the theological and historical

issues discussed in these volumes, but instead to concentrate upon one

particular record of this extensive debate, John Jewel's A Replie vnto

M. Hardinges /nsweare.^ and upon those principles which represent

major points of divergence between Jewel and his opponent.
2

There is good reason for concentrating attention upon this work.

Although The Defense of the Apologie represents a wider justification

of the evolving English Church, Jewel's Eeplie concentrates upon the

crucial question of the sacraments, and particularly that of the Lord's

Supper. It is more accessible than the Defense, since its organisation

is directly related to the items singled out by Jewel in his Challenge

sermon and replied to in that form by Harding, as those points most

explicitly distinguishing the romanist and reformed positions. Follow¬

ing the Challenge sermon it unhesitatingly focussed upon the most pub¬

lic and most sensitive element of the people'? experience and under¬

standing of their religion, and may be regarded as culminating three

decades of discussion and heated debate within the nascent English

church.

"'"The version used is the reprint of the Replie in The Works (London,
1609).

2
See Southgate, John Jewel, pp. 80-91, for the background to this con¬
troversy. A useful account of the protagonists' relations to each
other in the context of the Marian period and the Elizabethan settle¬
ment can be found in Booty, John Jewel as Apologist, pp. 62-82.
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It is worthwhile to set out briefly two important aspects of

the general background to the Replie as a means of emphasising that

the crucial problem faced by both romanist and reformer was that of

adequately defining the esqperience represented by the Mass, or the

Communion. Clark states that Luther's "radical opposition of inner

'word* to sacramental 'work' is the theological key to the under¬

standing of the storm of hostility to the Mass which swept across

Europe. 'It was a direct attack on the traditional sacramental

concept ... the objectivity of the divine life operative in the

Church's liturgy. Sere the resolution of Christianity into a religion

of inner feeling was achieved at the very point where its victory would

have the greatest impact*.""' This attack in his view took two forms,

the theological (which he regards as most important) and the polemical

(by which reference to practice® current in the Church were used to

discredit and misrepresent orthodox Catholic teaching). It is useful

to keep this distinction for its cautionary value, although the pro¬

priety of so absolutely separating doctrine and practice is question¬

able when abuses are admitted only to be discounted as having no

effect upon the purity of doctrine. A more judicious approach to the

problem of judging the actual state of religious belief and critical

evaluations of it by the reformers is offered by ...G.Llckens when he

observe©, "That certain vulgar errors were widespread is not in dis¬

pute, yet we are not entitled to assume that they vitiated the spiritual

life surrounding the mass or that they justified the bitterness of

Protestant indignation ... The miracle of transubstantiation itself

was sometimes misunderstood in gross materialist senses, but in our

•5
■uucbarUtlc Sacrifice, p.107.
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present state of knowledge it would seem presumptuous to assert
4

that this was generally the case."

However, in many respects the danger would seem to lie in the

opposite direction, in minimising the disruptive effects of con¬

textual factors upon doctrinal purity. This mutual relation be¬

tween teaching and situation is in fact vividly demonstrated fcy

particular circumstances of the English Reformation: for example,

the widespread disorder after the authorisation of the Prayer Book

in 15^9; the fact that authorisation of the second Prayer Book (1552)

was delayed because some wished the question, "whether grace is con¬

ferred by virtue of the sacraments", to be decided affirmatively

and "others clearly saw how many superstitions such a determination

would bring with it"; of the rumours following Edward VI's death

which led Cranmer to publish a declaration denying that he was to re-

5
establish the Mass.

The centrality of the Mass to religious experience and the manner

in which it was received by the majority cannot be held apart. One

aspect of the whole question, the condition of the clergy,is referred

to in an observation made by Peter Martyr and quoted by McLelland.

"The Romanist priest thinks that he has 'no other office than to

change the substance of bread', while the common people 'think that

Christ is taken from them' if the doctrine of Transubstantiation is

6
denied." Particular difficulties with that doctrine are pointed out

in the Replie by Jewel: for example, in Article 12, "Of Figvre,

Sign, &c.", where he quotes a large number of examples showing what

is meant by saying that Christ's body is in the bread, "for that I see

4
The English Reformation, p.12. A large partof Clark's work is con¬
cerned with this problem.

*iiee respectively Eugmore, The Mass. pp. 137-^0, and McLelland,
Visible Words, pp. 33» ^3.

^Visible Words, p.253.
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many of simple men are deceiued, thinking that one thing can not

possibly be in another, vnlesse it be contained in the same Presently,

Really, and indeed"; and by Harding who, in the seventh division of

this article, advances an authority (disputed by Jewel) who is said

to support transubstantiation but whose words are then qualified

with a warning to the "vnleamed man" that he does not interpret them

to mean that Christ's bocty and blood are "to be made, as though they

were newly created of the matter of Bread and Wine, neither that they

be made of Bread and Wine, as of a matter." It is "to our weake
7

reason incomprehensible." On the larger question, whether or in

what way the mass is a sacrifice, Calvin explicitly identifies roman-

ist practice and teaching. "Nor has this been merely an opinion gener¬

ally received by the multitude; but the act itself is so ordered, as

to be a kind of expiation, to make satisfaction to God for the sins

of the living and the dead. This is fully expressed also in the words

which they use; nor can anything else be concluded from its daily
O

observance." On the more specific matter of transubstantiation ;he

notes that, "not only the people in general but even the principal

men, have now for several ages been involved" in great superstition.

What distinguishes the schoolmen in comparison with Pope Nicholas is
g

their "equal fallacy and greater subtlety."

What cannot be ignored is the reformers' intimate relating of

doctrine to the actual conditions of knowledge and belief among the

people, an approach which is positively affirmed in Article 15, "Of

Reading of the Scriptvres" and Article 27, "Of Ignorance", in Jewel's

n

Replie. pp. 339-40.
8
Calvin, Institutes. 4.18.1.

9Ibid., 4.17.12=13.
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Replie, and in the strong educational motive which underlay their

stress upon preaching and publishing in the vernacular. This does

not of course mean that their teaching was popular in the sense that

it was a skilful adjustment to what the people wished to hear, but

that by shifting the source of authority from the "closed" tradition

of the Church to the "open" contents of the Bible and the writings

of the early Fathers, the people were inevitably involved. One con¬

sequence, in this most complicated question of the nature of the

sacraments, was a kind of conceptual anarchy, symbolised in the first

Bill of the new Edwardian Parliament, entitled "An Act against Re-

vilers of the Sacraments and for Communion in both Kinds". These

revilers, according to a subsequent Proclamation, questioned "whether

the body and bloud aforesaid is there really or figuratly, locally or

circumscriptly, and having quantity and greatnes, or but substantially

and by substance only, or els but in a figure and manner of speaking;

whether his blessed body be there, head leggs, armes, toes and nails,

or any other ways, shape and manner, naked and clothed: whether he

is broken and chewed, or he is always whole."'3"0 Almost every possible

variety of interpretation is included or suggested here, real evidence

of the need for a statement of authoritative doctrine and the establish¬

ment of the structural principles by which that doctrine could be

argued and explained.

It is upon these principles, rather than the doctrinal conclusions

which they made possible, that I wish to concentrate. This is cer¬

tainly the field of theology as Clark determines it, but qualified by

10Quoted from Dugmore, The Mass. p.ll6. Dickens' warning, that "we
must beware of compartmentalising the torrent of doctrines which
by 1330 was flowing into England" (The English Reformation, p.63)*
while referring principally to scholarly dispute over the question
of foreign influence upon the direction ultimately taken by the
English church, has wider implications when considered in these
terms.
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the recognition built into Peter Martyr's two works on sacramental

doctrine, that discussion of the sacraments involves both philosophical
11

and theological topics. since this is particularly and significantly

true of the doctrine of the real presence, the remainder of this section

will be concerned to identify some of the topics which inform the de¬

bate on this doctrine represented by the Repiie.

In the last five articles of the Replie, despite Harding's view

that they are "Bchoole points, the discussion whereof is more curious,

than necessary", the particular subject of Article 22, "Of Remaining

vnder the Accidents", having been "not so much taught in open audience
12

of the people, as debated priu&tely between learned men" , Jewel con¬

tinues to investigate the meaning and interpretation of the words,

"This is my body", as if to pursue what he perceives to be the funda¬

mental error as far as that error has penetrated theological discussion.

One of these, Article 24, "Of Indiuiduum Vagvra", leads Jewel to ob¬

serve that "Vpon these few words they haue built vp their whole Re-

ligion. This is the foundation of all together." When Harding

prefaces his comments on Article 25, "Whether the Formes be the sacra-

ment", with the words, "Forasmuch, as by the Almighty power of Gods

word pronounced by the Priest in the Consecration of this Sacrament,

the Body, and Blood of Christ are made Really Present, the Substance

of Bread turned into the Substance of the Body...", Jewel adds a

marginal note describing this statement as "the 253. Vntruth, euer

14
presumed, and neuer prooued." Certainly it has not been proved in

11KcLelland, Visible Words, pp. l8l«82.

12Replle. pp. 454-55.

13Ibid., p.463.

Ibid., p.465.
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Jewel*s terns, as the constant repetition of the sane small cluster

of fundamental objections throughout the RepSe demonstrates.

The point of departure ©an be located in Article 12, "Of

Figure, Sign, &c.", although it reappears in many sections. In the

first division Jewel shows that Gardiner, Tunstall, and White rejected

any suggestion of figurative usage, and then says, "forasmuch as many,

either of simplicitie, or of the great reuerence they beare towards

that holy Mysterie, haue perswaded thersselues, that Christs words

touching the Institution thereof, must of necessitie be taken plainly,

and as they around, that is to say, without Figure: and, forasmuch also,

as S, Augustine saiths "It is a dangerous matter, and a Seruitude of

the Soule, to take the Sjgne in stead of the thing that is Signified"1
he will show what the Fathers have said on the question.

Even though Jewel suggests that it is a consequence of simplicity

or great reverence, the deep entrenchment of the literal interpretation

and the difficulty of conceiving these words in any other way, should

not be minimised. Zwingli'b account of his own discovery that the

words, "This is ay Body", required a figurative interpretation is an

eloquent witness to this conceptual problem. Gberaan provides a de¬

tailed background to this event, of great interest in itself because

it describes a web of personal and public activity, individual error

and accidental discovery, which lay behind the formation of hie doctrine.

In 152$ Zwingli published the Epistola of CornelisrHoen in which the

latter "rejects the doctrine of transubstantiation in favor of a

spiritual eating of Christ through commemoration of the offering of

l5Ibid., p.331. The full title of this article reads: "Or that, whoso¬
ever had said, The Sacrament is a Figure, a Pledge, a Token, or a
Remembrance of Christe Bodle, had therefore beene iudged for an
Heretike" (p.330).



Christ." It seems that this letter and some works of Wessel Gans-

fort were sent from Utrecht to Luther in 1521, and that the former

eventually found its way to Zwingli in 1523. Oberman refers to a

letter in which Zwingli describes the importance of Hoen's argument:

"For some time he had realised that the phrase 'This is My Body'

should be interpreted figuratively, but he had not yet found the

right key, namely, which word should be regarded as a trope: 'And

there I had the good fortune to make the precious discovery that 'is'
16

is to be understood as 'signifies'." It may be concluded from

this experience and the previous account of general interpretive chaos

in the 15^-Os in England, that perception of figurative usage, and

further, the correct location of the figure after the conviction had

formed that Christ's words required such an interpretation, was a

matter of great complexity. Neither was Zwingli's discovery the

vhole solution, as reformers like Calvin and Peter Martyr declared

in their controversies with romanists and ubiquitarians on the one side,

and sacramentaries or tropists on the other. For example, in reject¬

ing criticism that his teaching is merely figurative, Peter Martyr

stresses the words actually used by Christ: "Why did Christ use the

verb substantive Est rather than the verb Significat? ... lest we

17
should suspect it to be a light and common signification." This

position indicates further the importance attached to the proper

interpretation of these four words, and the great difficulty in speci¬

fying the nature of the experience to which they pertaLn.

"^Forerunners of the Reformation, pp. 252-53.
17
McLelland, Visible Words, p. 224; cf. Replie, p.257, and below,
p. 332. £ee also the account by Francois Wendel, Calvin. The
Origins and Development of his Religious Thought, trans. Philip
Mairet (London: Collins, 1963), pp. 101-5, of sacramental contro¬
versy within continental Protestantism in the 1550s, and of Calvin's
subsequent revision of his doctrine of the sacraments which appeared
in the 1559 edition of the Institutes.
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Jewel's argument against a literal interpretation of the phrase

(or any of the figurative interpretations which Harding will allow

and which Jewel collects at the end of this article) is based

finally on two considerations, the doctrine of the two natures of
l8

Christ and the proper definition of the word 'sacrament'. The

latter is discussed in terms of comparative usage in the Bible,

both historical, by comparing occasions when a sign was definitely

used by God to communicate with men and then finding what is common

to them, and grammatical or rhetorical, by determining the precise

verbal character of any utterance which communicates or establishes

19
a sign. The historical is treated at some length in Division 13,

of Article 12, the subject of which is the difference between the

states of the Law, the Gospel, and the life to come, and is but one

aspect of the debate in comparison to the fundamental disagreement

over the character of verbal signs generally, and this sign in parti¬

cular.

Throughout the debate there is an essential divergence which

is brought out on each occasion when Jewel and Harding cite the same

words of the same authorities and proceed to derive either justifi¬

cation for, or condemnation of, the doctrine of transubstantiation

from them. A small parenthesis inserted into Jewel's translation

of a sentence from Augustine opens this matter. In the fifth division

of Article 12 Harding claims that Augustine in another reference

supports the notion that the breaking of the bread is a figure

of the crucifixion, and in the course of his reply Jewel gives as

l8
For a full discussion of this subject in this context see McLelland,
Visible Words, pp. 101-4-.

^e.g. Reglie, pp. 3^6, 353.
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an example these wordsi "lacramentum ' anguinis Chrieti secundum

quondam modum Sanguis Christ! est: The Sacrament of Chrlsts Blood,

after a certain© aaner (of speech) is the Blood of Christ."20 What

is being attempted by Jewel here is the orientation of the dis¬

cussion away from an understanding of "figure" which respects only

the mode of relation between entities in an objective event, to

consideration of it as a mode of expression representing an event

net wholly objective. The pressure of these contrary tendencies (de¬

lineated above by Clark ) can be seer, at every level of the debate.

They may be seen clearly in three aspects, the verbal, the

philosophical, and the theological. The first directly eon ems the

point made in the preceding quotation fro® St. Augustine, end other*

wise occurs when Jewel insists that grammatical rules and rhetorical

(or logical) principles have universal validity. In the second divi¬

sion the rosaniste are said to "haue sought bo make vp a new kind of

Figure, such as neither Grammarian, nor Rhetorician, nor liuine euer

21
vnderstood before," being thereby accused of innovation. In Article

5, "Of Resll Presence", Jewel follows the same approach and pains¬

takingly points out to Harding the proper function of nouns and ad¬

verbs, saying that a® the romaniets "haue deuised a new Diuinity, so

22
must our Children learae for their pleasure a new Grammar." These

are not simply debating points, but reflect one very important

critical resource to which Jewel returns time and again in his dis¬

cussion of Harding's arguments, and particular y with reference to

the quotation which occupies most of Article 12, Tertullian's

20Ibid., p.537. ce© also p..351.

21Ibid., p.335.

^Ibid., p.243.
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exposition of Christ's words: "Hoc est Corpus meum; hoc est,

Figura Corporis mei: This is my Body: That is to say, This is a

Figure of my Body." He refuses to accept either that there could be

any inconsistency in the use or functionof language or that the

phrase, "This ismy body", could require the suspension of the normal

rules of grammar for its exposition. Apart from the fact that Jewel

can find none of the terms used by Harding in his gloss of Tertullian's

words in Tertullian himself, he observes that to make uphis argument

he has to vary the signification of the pronoun, "As if Tertullian in

the former clause had written thus: Hie Panis: This Bread is my

Body: and in the second thus: Haec Accidentia. These Accidents are

a Figure of my Body. And so whereas these two propositions should

sound both one thing, the one being onely a declaration of the other,

by M. Hardings Exposition they are made to sound two divers things,
23

the one nothing like vnto the other." While accepting the justice

of this criticism it is necessary to add that Harding does not of

course deny the general validity of these rules but is dominated by

the uniqueness of the case with which he is dealing, a point which

will be discussed below.

This objection, and the constraint it places upon the use or

interpretation of words, is specifically and powerfully used in deter¬

mining whether "This is my body" is a figurative or literal phrase.

The matter is succinctly summarised at the end of this Article, when

Jewel notes that "in these words of Christ we find Duo disparata.

that is, two sundry termes of sundrie Significations, and Natures,

Panis. and Corpus: which as the learned know, cannot possibly be
2k

Verified the one of the other, without a Figure." This comment

23Ibid., pp. 332, 339

Ibid., p.353.
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respects the double character of words (substantives at least),

their unitary reference to some "thing" and their ability to sfct

that "thing" inmeaningful relationships with other "things". It

is this latter aspect which Harding ignores in his reception of

the phrase as simply literal, and he is forced by this approach to

locate in the action of the Mass what Jewel locates variously in

language and in the "eies of our Faith", "our mind, and ... the eies
25

of our vnderstanding", that is, the conjunction between Christ

and the sacramental bread, the thing signified and the sign.

Put in another way, the problem is one of defining the nature

of a particular spiritual experience and establishing appropriate

forms for its expression. Harding understands this to be achieved

in the fully objective action of the "sacrifice of the altar", its

definition centering on the priestly office, whereas Jewel perceives

its achievement to lie in the conjunction between sign and believer,

and hence primarily to be expressed through words. * This "inward"

movement as it concerns the importance of language as such and the

problem of meaningfulness which cannot be resolved by immediate re¬

ference to that which is signified by any particular word, is in¬

directly pointed to by Jewel when he quotes St. Augustine's "We may

not stand content with the outward sight of the Letters, but must

goe further vnto the meaning", and says that this does not mean

that "the vnderstanding of the Scriptures lieth Keally hidden vnder
2(5

the Letter." It is also implied in the description of the sacra¬

ments as "visible words", as representations which are not self-

explanatory but which depend upon the Scriptures (upon the written

and spoken word) for their significance. Jerome authorises the

25Ibid., p.33^.
26
Ibid., p.33^. This analogy distinguishes in a manner rich with
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Christ a Sauiour
iust.

The vniust sinner
to be saued

Guilt.

Disobedience

Corruption.

Passion.

Obedience.

Holinesse.

Fig. 1.

/"This figure is copied from Perkins, Workes. X, 82. Together
with Fig. 2 and a similar table for baptism, it appeared in
the first edition (1591) of The Golden Chaine. or A Descrip¬
tion of Theologie. It is introduced with the words: "The forme
of iustification is, as it were, a kinde of translation of the
beleeuers sinnes vnto Christ, and againe Christs righteousnesse
vnto the beleeuer, by a reciprocal or mutual imputation. As is
apparent in this picture following.^
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statement that "the Word of God is the Body, and Blood of Christ,
27

and that more truely, than is the Sacrament."

It is not that the Mass is an event lacking a verbal dimension,

for the elaboration of it within the Catholic tradition represents

the continuing attempts of men to penetrate through verbal analysis

to the heart of the mysteiy. What is important is that the intentional

or communicative aspects of language (its connexion with the mind or

qairit rather than with things signified) are brought by the reformers

into the centre of this act of analysis, and in consequence areas of

meaning are established which have no proper "objective correlative "
28

except a sign. It is also apparent that the need for such a cor¬

relative was deeply felt and underlies the reformers' general un¬

willingness to accept a completely "subjective" interpretation of

the nature of the sign.

Opposing the literal and figurative interpretations in this way

does not mean that Harding does not refer to the word 'figure* at all

in his own exposition of the four words, although the relative brevity

of discussion shows that he is not sensitive to it as a verbal question

and so fails to encourage a more interesting investigation of the issue.

^implications between the psychological and epistemological needs
variously satisfied by sacramentaiism and scripturaiism. See above,
p. 237. When describing Calvin's indebtedness to Luther, Wendel sug¬
gests that the '"profound reason for their divergence resides ... in
their different conceptions of the relation between Christ and the be¬
liever" (Calvin, p.13^). See above, pp. 77-80,223 for interpretations
of the text, "Put you on the Lord lesus Christ", and Fig. 1, in which
there is no suggestion that the junction of the radiating lines is
the objective, transubstantiated element.

27
Replie. p.285. See McLelland, Visible Words, pp. I3O-38, and Wallace,
Calvin's Doctrine, pp. 71-75«

28
See above, pp. 96-98, and McLelland's discussion of Peter Martyr's
view that "only those properties are communicated (in reality) of
which human nature is capable', so that immensity and ubiquity,for
example, cannot be communicated in reality, only in name, by what
Martyr terms the verbalis communicatio. " (Visible Words, p.108). See
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In the first instance there is the great variety of patristic terras

for the use of which he must offer sons® explanation, but that which

focusses his discussion of these is the constant problem of the

relation between the sacramental elements and Christ's body, and

the limiting nature of the literal interpretation. The problem of

the figure is transferred from the environment of words to that of

the objects which they signify, and it is in this context that

the debates over substance and accident, transubatantiation and the

real presence, become highly significant. Jewel insists that in these

matters there are two points of initial reference, the proper defini¬

tion of a figure or sign which is itself an object and not a verbal

form only, and the philosophical problem of the constitution and be¬

haviour of objects or "bodies".

The explanation Harding adopts for the Fathers' use of man

different words to emphasise the mysterious nature of the sacrament

is unequivocal and contains the crucial point in a phrase to which he

frequently returns. The Fathers by the use of such terms as "figure",

"sign", "mystery", and "token", meane not to diminish the truth of

Christs Bodie in the Sacrament, but to signifie the Secret maner

of this being in the sarae."^ What is of most importance here is

also Fig. 2. This digram provides forceful confirmation of the pre¬
ceding argument because it shows unequivocally that the conceptual
difficulties confronted here by Jewel subsequently impelled from
Perkins a representational solution which preserved their crucial
elements. Words rather than pictures fill up the space which de¬
limits the event. Divisionof that area represents the objective
and personal/spiritual environments in which the sacramental event
takes place, and the mystery of its occurrence, of the union of these
areas, is conveyed by the space which separates them. Furthermore,
such a diagram by its very form (non-materialistic, abstract, general¬
ised representation) insists that the "meaning" of this event exists
only as a form of words and has no completely objective realisation.
S©e also the frontispiece and above, pp-»fo-4-f.

po
Heplie, p.331. See also p.3^7.
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the subsidiary relation of figure to object (with a strong value

judgement being implied) and the urgency concentrated inthe phrase,
■50

"the truth of Christs Bodie." It is not the subsidiary relation

which distinguishes Jewel and Harding in their use of the term

"figure", for this is common and is most usually defined in terms
31

of an analogy with the relation between image and thing imagMed.

The difference lies instead in the degree of correspondence between

a figure and that which it represents. Jewel's position is best sum¬

marised in one of the many patristic references cited by him in the

second division to confirm the Fathers' true intention, namely,

Chrysostom's statement that "The Figure may not be far off from the

Truth: otherwise it were no Figure: Neither may it be euen. and

one with the Truth: Otherwise it would-be the Truth it selfe. and so

32
no Figure." His addition of the last four words serves to em¬

phasise the point that there is as much error in asserting an identity

between figure and thing represented as there is in arguing a merely
33

conventional relation. It is in this making a distinction between

the use of the word "figure" in its relation to Old Testament types

of Christ and New Testament usage that Harding declares his own

principle, in which the element of value is strongly emphasised. In

contrast to the "meere Figure" which is "wont to be set against the

truth , as contrary to the same", a New Testament figure "sheweth

rather the maner of a thing to be exhibited, than that it taketh away

3°See ibid., pp. 332, 3^1» 3^» 3^7, for repetition of this phrase.

3*See ibid., pp. 3^7-8 and A Treatise ef the Sacraments, pp.
277-78. — —- -

32Beplie. p.333.
33
This point is discussed in detail with reference to Peter Martyr's
theology by McLelland, Visible Words, pp. 221-29.
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34
the truth of presence of the thing, which is exhibited." He

does not accept the point that Jewel goes on to make against this

distinction that all figures bear the same relation to that which

they signify, the difference standing "only in quality, or proportion

of more, or lesse." For Harding, at least in this case, "the words,

Figure, and Image, signifie the truth of things exhibited indeed,
35

though in secret, and priuy maner." What this amounts to in Jewel's

estimation is the destruction of the term "figure", which he demon¬

strates in the following manner: "Significat, It signifieth. is

as much to say, saith M. Harding, as Continet, It containeth; It is

a Figure, that is to say, It is the thing it selfe: It is a Figure,

that in cone usion, It is no Figure."3^
This distinction-making has at least two very serious purposes.

It is concerned to utterly disqualify the idea that there canbe identity

between objects existing in a figurative relation to each other, as

violating established formal principle^ and it involves a recognition

of the dangers of gross materialism explicit in such an identification.

As he notes in another place, "I see many of simple men are deceived,

thinking that one thing cannot possibly be in another, vnlesse it
37

be contained in the same Presently, Heally and indeed." In its

context, this remark in fact refers to the difficulty of understand¬

ing the doctrine of the sacramental union which he is arguing against

Harding, but it also partly explains his repetitive persistence in

the statement and assertion of his doctrine, suitably exemplified in

-*4
Replie. pp. 344. See also p. 347.

35Ibid,, p.3k7.
3^Ibid., p.333. See above, pp. 87-92, for the distinction I have made

between Sandys' and Jewel's notions of allegory.

37le$M£, p.3^0.
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a passage bearing upon this point. "Thus in Sacraments we see one

thing with our Tie, and another thing with our mind. With our Bodily

eie we see the Bread: with our Faith we see the Body of Christ.

Thus the Sacrament consisteth of two parts: Of the which the one is

before our eies, the other in Heauen: and so the one Visible and the
"*>8

other Inuisible." What is perhaps most important, and effectively

binds these points together, is thatthe "simple men" of his audience

and his opponent Harding are seen by Jewel to make the same con¬

ceptual assumptions. Men are differentiated not by education or

sophistication as such, but by a recognition that certairumodes

of explanation are untenable in any circumstances.

The formal principle which Jewel believes to be violated is

demonstrated in their discussion of Tertullian's argument against

Marcion, in the sixth division. Harding does not relate his citation

to its larger context, Tertullian's proof that Christ was truly man,

but is sensitive to its use of the word "figure" and attempts to

show how Tertullian does not "exclude the trueth of things exhibited

in the Sacrament." To do this he argues that a "double taking of

the word (Sacrament) afore mentined?'explains Tertullian' s meaning,

the two parts being the outward visible forms of the bread and the

"Diuine thing" of Christ's body hidden under it. Jewel finds no

mention of this "double taking" and instead sets out in syllogistic

form Tertullian's proof, which it is useful to quote in full here:

A Figure of a Body, presupposeth a very Naturall Body:
For of a Shew, or a Fantasie, there can be no Figure.

But Christ gaue vnto his Disciples a Figure of his Bodie:
Therefore it must needs follow, that Christ had a very Naturall

Bodie.39

38Ibid., p.333.

39Ibid., p.33?&
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This syllogism is framed from Tertullian's words which Jewel im¬

mediately quotes, the only significant addition being that "a shew"

is equated with "a void thing". Its chief use, apart from the con¬

troversial link which Jewel makes between Harding and Marcion, is its

support of Jewel's insistence on the integrity of the figure as a

"true thing" and not a "void thing", a point returned to later when

he shows in division 10 that by reversing this argument to say that

the bread only seems to be bread invites as a logical consequence

the proposition that Christ's body also was only an appearance and

no true body.

What is most relevant here is the centrality of a general

philosophical principle to this argument, the constitution of and

relation between natural bodies. Both Harding and Jewel are deeply

concerned that "the trueth of things" should never be compromised,

but Harding restricts this solely to Christ's body whereas Jewel

requires that the whole range of natural and created things should
ifO

conform equally to the same rules. The force of Jewel's observation

that by "significat" Harding actually meant "continet" derives from

this principle, that, as he says in Article 5» "Of Keall Presence",

to interpret the words, "This is my Body" literally is to find "a

great inconuenience, and a repugnance in Nature", because it re¬

quires making a special case in the domain of physical objects. Each

of the articles, "Of Reall Presence", "Of Being in Many Places", "Of

Accidents without Subjects", finally comes back to this basic prin¬

ciple, that objects are necessarily distinct and that it is impossible

for one object, Christ's body, to displace the substance of another

^Ibid., p.262.
l±A
Ibid., p.2^3. See also, pp. 273-7^.
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body, the bread, without affecting its external appearance.

We find this principle used with great frequency, an example

being the eighth divisionof Article 12, which is concerned with

the interpretation of "extra" and "interius" in a quotation from

Hilarius. Harding understands these words to refer to the two

parts of the sacrament, the outward form of the bread and the

inner substance of Christ's body, but Jewel criticises this view

as an "ouer grosse understanding of these words ... by the former

he can conceiue nothing els but Accidents: by the latter, nothing
kz

but Christs Body vnder the same secretly hidden." The necessity

of conceiving something else is emphasised later when in the

fourteenth division Harding takes up Augustine's use of "Forma",

"Operta", and "Inuisibilis" as support for this understanding of

the sacrament. His interpretation is roundly condemned by Jewel

when he says that "it is knowen to the Learned, that as well among

the Philosophers, as also among the old Catholike learned Fathers,

these words, Forma, and Species, are taken, not onely for the out-

ward Appearance, but also for the Nature, and Substance it selfe."

In many other places Jewel similarly insists that the criteria of

philosophy in these matters are fully acceptable and must be ac¬

cepted in any satisfactory explanation of the sacramental union.

His approach is crystallised in a stries of imperative questions

addressed to Harding ix Article 6, "Of Being in Many Places", when

he asks: "But what nedeth thisnew deuised difference, of Christs

Bodie Locall, and Christs Bodie not Locall? Or what forceth these

men to say, that onely the bare Substance of Christs Bodie is in

^2Ibid., p.3^1.

^Ibid., p.330.
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the Sacrament without length, breadth, or any other respect of

Quantitie? Will M. Harding now at the last forsake the Reuerend

Simplicitie of his beleefe, and leane to Reason? Or will he in

Gods secret Mysteries giue credit to his eies, and hearken to

the course of Nature?"

What must be stressed here is that the difference between Jewel

and Harding is not one of philosophy against theology, but concerns

the proper use and interpretation of philosophical concepts. Harding

is accused by Jewel of trying to justify a doctrine of the sacramental

union by using philosophical concepts and principles in a manner which

finally subverts the foundation upon which thoseprinciples are estab-

lished, that is, the observable behaviour aid constitution of natural

objects. Much of his effort is spent in stating and restating

these principles and in enphasising the conformity between philoso¬

phers and church fathers in their application of them. The question

which must be considered, as it follows directly from this point, is

whether Jewel is attempting to completely rationalise the problem

of the sacramental union.

Harding has no doubt of this, and an important part of his

criticism of the Sacramentaries is that they belong to that group

of men who "will search the Nature of the Sonne of God by mens reason."

His positive theological principle, to which he as frequently recurs

as Jewel does to reason, derives from the doctrine of God's omni¬

potence, and it is particularly interesting to see how Jewel deeds

with this argument.

Ibid., p.262. See above, pp. 108-9,

^Replie. p.336,
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Its general form can be found set out in the first of three

sermons preached by William Peryn, and it is uncompromisingly based

upon the rejection of empirical criteria. He states that those who

offer a figurative interpretation of the four words "deny & subuert,

the veritie of Gods word, ratified and confirmed ( by Christ and

bys dyscyples) with innumerable eignee, wonders and rayraclee. And

why semeth this incredible? Plainly for this cause onely, that in

thys most holy Sacrament, nature is altered & loseth her colnen

course, and order, reason can shew no persuasion, The senses hath
k6

contrarie ejtperiens ..." He uses the reports of miraculous events

in scripture as sufficient proof that God does in fact work in this

manner. Since, he soys, these events are "as impossible or as in¬

credible vnto nature, as is the miraculous being, of Christen body

in the sacrament ... if we beleue the one, let vs then beleue the
k?

other, for he that wroughte the one, hath also wrought the other."

The same arguments are expressed with the same consciousness of

humanist critical principles by Dr. Thomas Watson in two sermons

preached before Hueen Mary, with the addition of a further aspect of

God's power which reverses the relationship between word and thing

constantly maintained by Jewel: "In man the truethof bys word

dependeth of the truth of the thyng. Contrary® in God the trueth of

the thynge dependeth vpon the speaking of the woordo", and he follows

this with a reference to Christ's temptation and the devil's know¬

ledge that "if lesus were Christ and God, he could with his word both

create news thynges, and also chaunge the nature and substaunce of

k6
William Peryn, Thre godlye and notable Sermons, of the moost
honorable and blessed sacrament of the Aulter (London /T5^5V7).
foi, &>.

4?Ibid., fol. 1?V.
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if8
any thing," Harding also gives expression to these various aspects

of God's power, for instance in the question whether Christ's body is
ifQ

able to occupy many places at once, or in his understanding of what

occurred when Christ pronounced the words of the institution: "by

these words, Hoc est, he shewed not the visible forme of Bread, but

the substance of his very Body, into which by his Divine power he
50

turned the Bread,"

To answer this mode of explanation which requires God's fre¬

quent intervention into natural processes Jewel describes as a slander

the imputation that his doctrine is determined by what is naturally

possible and seeks instead a resolution which allows as much scope

51 \
as is proper to natural reason. Corresponding to his acceptance

of the definition of a figure which occupies the large middle ground

between complete identity and complete dissimilarity, Jewel adopts

what might be called a negative understanding of God's omnipotence

and its expression, using Tertullian for his authority. In Article

10, in reply to Harding's identification^Of Wyclif as the source of

English heresy, Jewel says, "Wee know, that God is Ctanipotent, and

able, not onely to susteine Accidents, but also to restore the Dead

from the graue ,,, But Tertullian saith: Non, quia omnia potest

facere, ideo credendum est, ilium fecisse: sed. an fecerit. requirendua:

We may not beleeue, that God hath done all things, because he can do

them: But rather we must see, whether he haue done them, or no. For

Arguments taken of Gods Omnipotent Power, were a ready Buckler in old

48 v
Thomas Watson, Twoo notable Sermons, sig. C2 ? cf, Andrewes' limited
use of this principle,quoted above, p. 232.

49
Replie. p.273.

^Ibid., p.341.

5lIbid., pp. 262, 273-74.
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52

times, to serve Praxeas, and Eutyches, and other like Heretikes.

Hence, Jewel accepts the theological doctrine, as he accepts the

other "Articles, and grounds of Christian Religion, wherein Nature,
53

and Reason vtterly haue no place" but he will not accept it

as a positive principle, providing a means to account for occur¬

rences for which natural courses may offer at least a partial ex¬

planation. The point is further stressed when Harding quotes Plato

as saying that nature £s "Quod Deus vult, That which God will."

The perverse philosophy which Jewel insists is a consequence of

Harding's approach makes it impossible that Plato should be thought

to confirm this doctrine. Instead, Jewel claims Plato meant that

"Nature is subiect, and obedient vnto God ... all things are ordered

by Gods appointment, and Naturall Causes are only the Instruments of
5^f

Gods will." Thus there is a harmony between God's ordinance and

natural philosophy, and Jewel seeks an explanation of the sacramental

union in these terms, convinced that God chooses to work by natural
55

causes rather than miraculous events.

The crucial re-orientation which allows Jewel to find a middle

ground between these two objective extremes lies in the change of

subject. Harding locates Christ in the elements, a wholly objective

if finally incomprehensible presence, the transubstantiated bread

being the means by which "(Christes fleshe whych is) life" is

52Ibid., pp. 326.

53Ibid., p.276.
^Ibid., pp. 273-7^.
55
cf. Martyr's distinction, discussed by McLelland: "the true question
is not Gods posse at all but His velle. which is revealed in the
promises of Scripture." (Visible Words. p»l8*0.

56 V
Watson, Twoo notable Sermons. sig. E5 ; cf. however, John Jtestell,
A Replie against an Answer (falslie intitled) in Defence of the
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mediated to the worthy receiver?; whereas Jewel makes the point of con¬

junction the individual believer: "That we be thus in Christ, and Christ

in vs, requireth not any Corporall or Locall Being, as in things Naturall.

This Conuiunction is Spirituall, and therefore needeth not, neither Cir-
57

cumstance of Slace, nor Corporal Presence." It is work done not by the

"force of Nature, but by the Omnipotent power of the Spirit of God and
58

by the warrant of Christs Word." The question of the mode of the sacra¬

mental union is thus turned away from elements to persons, and the sacra¬

mental mystery derives not from any unnatural change in the constitifoon

of natural things, but from the inexplicable relation between Christ and

the believer, symbolised by the conjunction of divine and human in the

person of Christ. It is notable that in the Institutes Calvin admits

that the manner of this conjunction "is a mystery too sublime for me to

be able to expresse, or even to comprehend; ... I rather experience it,

than understand it ... Only I reject the absurdities which appear to be

either degrading to his majesty, or inconsistent with the reality of his
59

human nature." He says a little later that errors arise from "want of

observing that these promises on which the consecration rests, are not

directed to the elements themselves, but to the persons who receive them."

A broad distinction such as this is necessary to bring into per¬

spective the romanist and reformed positions as these are represented

truth (Antwerp, 1565), in which the author states that we should be
able to see Christ's body "with our bodily eyes, except diuers
causes were to the contrary, of which this is one, lest some horror
& lothsomenes might trouble vs, if it were geauen in some visible
forme of fleshe and bloud, vnto vs" (fol. 197r)? quoted by Booty,
John Jewel as Apologist, p.15^.

57^ Heplie, p.2^7. See also p.3*f0. In another place he says that "we
come vnto Christ ... by the deuotion of the heart, and trauell of
the minde" (p.Mf7).

^Ibid., p.322.

17.32.

60
Institutes. H.17.39, See Appendix Five, on the concept of "substance".
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by Harding and Jewel. It is clear that Harding, Peryn and Watson are

very much concerned with the charge of gross materialism levelled at

the Mass, for each stresses its spiritual character. Peryn issues

the most explicit corrective: "Now we must not grossly ymagyne,

that he shoulde descende from heauen, passinge corpulentlye or bodely

through the cloudes ... But we must vnderstand, & beleue (with the

catholyke church) that in one instat, and tyme vnperceaueable, he

is presente ineffably, in that glorious sacramet without bodelye

motion out of heauen, and yet sty11 remaininge in heauen, is also,
£>1

verely and really in the sacrament." However, the mode of his

presence is linked essentially with the element and it is this con¬

nection which Jewel seeks to break. He is very conscious in turn of

the challenge of subjectivity, and in A Treatise of the Sacraments
e

affirms that "we rec^Lue the body and blood of Christ truly, and not
a figure or sign; but euen that body which suffered deathon the

Crosse ... Yet, lest happily any should be deceiued, we say this meat

is spirituall, and therefore it must be eaten by faith, and not with
62

the mouth of our body." The complexity is manifold, and the grey

areas in which romanist and reformed doctrines seem to shade into

each other are suggested here. Jewel is not prepared to go as far as

the sacramentaries, to say that the tokens of the sacrament are in no

way affected by the words of consecration, or that the experience of

unity with Christ is solely spiritual and needs no outward act or
63

institution with which it must be associated. But what the individual

^Thre godlye ... Sermons, fols. 17V-l8r.

62p. 269.
fa
Ibid., p.27^; cf. Calvin's statement that Christ is not received
"merely in the understanding and imagination; for the promises
present him to us, not that we may rest in mere contemplation and
simple knowledge, but that we may enjoy a real participation of
him." (Institutes. ^.17.11.)
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believer must understand to occur during the cessmuaion is radically

different from that described by Peryn in the previous quotations.

Jewel describes both the content of belief and its activation as

follows:

In this mystery of the death of Christ, his death and
passion is renued to our remembrance. We are so oooued
to sorrow for our sinnes, which haue beene cause of his
death ... as if we did see him present before our faces
hanging upon the Crosse ... Our meat is in heauen on high,
and we are here below on the earth. Row may it be, that
we may roach or taste, or eat it"? Here let vs imagine,
that there are two men in euery man, and that euery man
is flesh and spirit, body and soule. Thisiman thus doubled,
must be furnished vdthe double senses: bodily to serue the
body, and spiritual, co seme the soul... Spirituall
senses, are quieke. sharpe, and liuely. They pierce any
thing, be it neuer so thicke; they reach any thing, be it
neuer so far off, Christ saith of Abraham, Abraham reidced
to see my day: ho saw it, and was glad. He saw it, not ^
with his bodily eies, but with the inner eies of the soule.

The bodily senses are rejected as of no importance or help;

the action is completely spiritual, the participation in Christ a

spiritual (mental) event. The simplicity of this description conceals

a bold attempt to follow the implications of this wholly spiritual

experience to a psychological conclusion, to locate the centre of

the event not upon the altar but in the mind of the receiver. Where¬

as Peryn and Harding insist on the impossibility of understanding

how Christ comes to be really present in the bread, and locate the

explanatory crux in an objective, impersonal event, Jewel has to

grapple with the consequences of a definition of the sacramental

union which permits no intrinsic power to the element however changed

but understands that participation with Christ occurs by the force of

the Holy Spirit in conjunction with an inward act of remembrance.

Watson's explanation refers to both the corporal and spiritual aspects

64
A Treatise of the Sacraments, pp. 274-75; cf. Sandys on the "two
eyes", quoted above, p.65.
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of human nature, but only to emphasise that the effects of the sacra-

65
raent concern the redemption of the body as well as the soul. The

sacramental elements and not the receiver remain the object of his

attention: "the substaunce of the sacrament is neyther breade nor

wyne, but only the body and bloude of our Lorde Iesus Chryst ...

which is a sufficiet cause, able to worke in the worthy receauer

66'
these heauenlye and gloryouse effectes." The analogies he uses to

describe the conjunction with Christ are themselves instructive:

from Chrysostom, "wee are made one bodye, as mele of many graine

and water, when it is knedde, are made one doughe"} and from Cyril,

"a symilitude of two waxes melted and mingled together." These

are concretive and emphasise the conjunction of bodies, the incor-

portation of one physical and undifferentiated substance in another.

By contrast, Calvin, whose teaching and Jewel's closely correspond,

uses a more dynamic and less materialistic comparison: "if we behold

the sun darting his rays and transmitting his substance, sub it were,

in them, to generate, nourish stnd mature the roots of the earth,

why should the irradiation of the Spirit of Christ be less effectual
68

to convey to us the communication of his body and blood."

The chief importance of this controversy, besides its specific

contribution to the formulation of Anglican doctrine, is in the way

it distinguished verbal, philosophical and theological questions and

established a clear set of relations between them, especially the

65 . y j*
Twoo notable Sermons, sige. E4 -E5 •

^Ibid., sig. G6V.
67Ibid., sigs. F5V, F6V.
68
Institutes. 4.17.12. This analogy is attributed by Harding to
Bucer, and is expounded by Jewel in Replie. pp. 271-72.
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latter two. Since the subject of the debate was central to the task

of defining the constitution of the Church of England against that

of Home, and concerned the people at their point of closest involve¬

ment in the spiritual life of the Church, it can be safely affirmed

that the arguments upon which Jewel structured his position aahieved

the widest possible currency. That this became a focus of the contro¬

versy which followed the Challenge sermon and An Apologie of the Church

of England is clearly demonstrated in the list of publications directly

concerned with various of the issues raised, but especially with the
69

doctrine of the eucharistic'0 sacrifice. Booty also notes that

the Beplie was widely distributed with royal approval, and that Ban¬

croft intended the collected edition of Jewel's works to bepLaced in

every parish church because of "his skilful 'confutation of all the
70

principal points almost of Popery'." Of particular interest in the

conduct of the Replie is Jewel's deliberate and consistent application

of philosophical principles and empirical evidence where these could

be properly adduced, as in any question concerning transubstantiation

of the elements or the mode of existence and behaviour of Christ's

body, an approach to which contemporary and later apologists for the

Church and preachers to the people firmly adhered. Equally important,

however, is the control Jewel placed upon the use of this resource,

which is in the first instance neither theological nor philosophical

in character but concerns the general question, what is the source

of authoritative or true knowledge? The underlying constraint is

a fear of subjectivity, expressed strictly in the romanist denial

^A.C Southern, English Recusant Prose. 1539-1582 (London: Sands
& Co., 1950), pp. 60-67.

70
John Jewel as Apologist, pp. 60, 7.
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that any personal event was necessary to complete the sacramental

union, and with qualification in the reformers' insistence that

there was some intrinsic and necessary relation between the bread

71
and the "transubstantiation" of the believer. The reformers'

movement away from an understanding of the sacramental union as a

completely objective event is complemented by the primacy of an¬

other objective authority, the Scriptures, and it is from this per¬

spective that Jewel is able to describe Harding's character as pro¬

tean (he "altereth, and shiftethuhimselfe into sundry formes")

and his exposition of the words of institution as "strange fan-
72

tasies", "imaginations", "shadowes, and colours", and to ask gener¬

ally: "But if a man would trauerse this new Exposition, how standeth

M. Harding so well assured of the same; What Scripture, what
73

Doctour, what Councell, what Warrant hath he, so to say?"

His explicitly educative purpose, evident in the pattern of

repetitious paraphrase and explanation of his own and Harding's

arguments and the citations from principal authorities, much more

than the controversial circumstances of the conposition of the Replie,

71
Replxe, p.322.

72Ibid., pp. 333, 34l, 3^9, 334.
73
Ibid., p.333. The final inadequacy of all these authorities is
fully demonstrated above, pp. 242-50 in my comparison of three
sets of sermons on the narrative of Christ's temptations, from
which it became apparent that the fundamental issue concerned the
nature and experience of human perception and cognition, and the
extent to which true knowledge could have a personal as well as an
objective aspect. The singular inportance of the Bible to the Re¬
formers lies in the fact that it provided the only adequate form of
objective validation for knowledge related to "spiritual" or sub¬
jective states and experience. Failure to appreciate this develop¬
ment is shown, for exsmple, in Booty's perplexed attempt to decide
the relative importance to Jewel of reason, the Scriptures, and the
Holy Spirit as authorities and means of explanation. (See John
Jewel as Apologist, pp. 139-146, on the general problems of cer-
tainty, and pp. 167-71 on the mode of Christ's presence in the
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is an important indication that this work aimed to provide a primary

source for thought and reference for all those who were capable of

reading and understanding it. His remarkable faith in the self-

evidence of truth to minds properly disposed is the dominant motif

of his Preface, and his purpose is expressed in its most compassionate

aspect when he concludes with the desire that his reader may "grow

into a full perfit man in Christ, and no longer be blowen away with
7k

euery blast of vaine Doctrine." Further, since its subject is

central to all matters of Church doctrine, its argumentative prin¬

ciples are themselves informative for debate and discussion on many

other particular questions. A Treatise on the Sacraments confirms

these points by its repetition of all the significant material in

the same emphatic and deliberate manner, and notably, by its attempt

to offer an explanation of the psychological events central to the

reformers' interpretation of the sacramental union.

It is instructive to add to this discussion a comment upon a

later Elizabethan development. Weariness with debate about the mode

of Christ's being in the sacrament dominates Hooker's assessment of

the doctrinal issues. He asks,"Wherefore should the world continue

still distracted and rent with manifoldvcontentions, when there re-

maineth now no controversy saving only about the subject where Christ

is? Yea even in this point no side denieth but that the soule of man

Sacrament). It is also perceptible in the blunt distinction drawn
by J.F.H.New between "that rational stream in Anglicanism" and the
"Scriptural fundamentalism" of puritanism, which is perhaps justi¬
fied when derived from the circumstances of Laudian sacramentalism
but is of doubtful value when read into the Elizabethan period
(Anglican and Puritan, p.72).

7k
V

ke-plie. sig. T3 . On its primarily educative intent, see Southgate,
John Jewel, p.84.
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75
is the receptacle of Christ's presence." He dismisses the problem

of what happens to the elements after consecration as something about

which "we need not greatly to care nor inquire." When challenged

by the writers of A Christian Letter about this apparently casual

approach to transubstantiating against which the early reformers had

died fighting, Hooker replies that it should be opposed but is not a

77
matter of faith. He himself cannot -find any sufficiently powerful

reason to believe that the doctrines of transubstantiationcor con-

substantiation can be properly derived from the fathers, and deter¬

mines to accept as the truth "that wherein all do agree", not "in¬

quiring of the manner how Christ performeth his promise." What is

notable about his discrimination between that which is agreed and

knowable, on the one hand, and that which cannot be known, on the

other, is the guiding principle, the notion that "the mind which

resteth itself on £p&e former? is never troubled with those perplexi¬

ties which the other do both find, by means of so great contradiction

between their opinions and true principles of reason grounded upon

78
experience, nature and sense." What Hooker is doing here is to use

the philosophical and empirical approach in a manner which might best

be termed "conservative", in contrast to its use by Jewel as an in¬

strument of radical incisiveness. It protects Hooker against any

confrontation with the new area of perplexity opened up by the re-

orentiation of sacramental doctrine, thai of the inner experience of

"^Hooker, Works, II, 3^9.

76Ibid., II, 353.

77Ibid., II, 353, n.22.

78Ibid., II, 35^, 361, 360.
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?9
"a true and a reall participation of Christ" , as much as it dimishes

the importance of transubstantiation. The effective limiting point

is his belief that it is "sufficient for me presenting myself at
80

the Lord's table to know what there I receive from hia," a posi¬

tion which grants no importance or necessity to that which Jewel ap¬

proached, even if with great simplicity, that is, knowledge of the

nature of this spiritual act. Hooker in fact shows a significant

identification with romanist forms of explanation in his instructicn

that we are "to rest ourselves altogether upon the strength of his

glorious power who is able and will bring to pass that the bread and

the cup which he giveth us shall be truely the thing he promiseth,"

and in the invocation with which he closes his discussion of the

sacrament, which replaces Jewel's psychological explanation and its

utter rejection of the participation of the bodily sense, with a

grossly pictorial analogism: "these mysteries do as nails fasten us

to his very Cross, that by them we draw out, as touching efficacy,

force, and virtue, even the blood of his gored side, in the wounds of
82

our Redeemer we there dip our tongues .., "

79Ibid., II, 354.

^Ibid., II, 361.

8lIbid., II, 355.

82Ibid., II, 361.
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Chapter Two

ADORATION OF IMAGES

One other particular question debated in the Replie contains

matter of much interest even though Jewel opens his remarks in the
83

first division by saying that "the weight thereof is not great."

Article 14, "Of Adoration of Images", derives from the proposition

put forward by Jewel in the challenge sermon but not discussed there,

"that images were set vp in the Churches to the intent the people

might worship them", and at severalpoints in the article Jewel em¬

phasises that the point which concerns him is not the use of images

generally, but whether the people could properly be said to have wor¬

shipped or have been taught to worship them. It must be supposed that

Jewel's judgement of this article's importance relates to its con¬

text, that is, in comparison to such questions as the authority of

scripture, or the nature of the sacrament or of the ministerial office,

there is no great couplexity in the points of doctrine to be discussed.

The primacy of the challenge to the mass is confirmed by the

activity of Harding's English colleagues at Louvain, for Stapleton,

Sanders and R-stall each wrote a defence of his arguments against

Jewel, and Harding himself published in 1566 A Refciidre to M. Jewels

Replie which dealt solely with the first article, being replied to in
84

due course by Edward Dering. However, there was another work,

written by Nicholas bander and closely linked to this controversy, which

set out to support the romaniatcase for the use of images in much

83p. 368.
84
bee the list referred to above, p.344
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greater detail than Harding had done. Its urgency is communicated in

its title, A Treatise of the Images of Christ, and of His Saints?

and that it is vnlawfull to breake them, and lawfull to honour them

85
(St. Cteer, 1624), and the opening chapter describes and condemns

A»

a wave of image-breaking which affected the Low Countries in 1566.

An immediate reason for its being a confutation of Jewel's argument

as well is that Jewel concludes his remarks in Article 14 by noting

that the Bible nowhere speaks against tie destruction of images.

Something of the drastic change in people's experience of the

Church and hence of their religion which accompanied destruction of

the images and other appurtenances is suggested by Sander when he

describes the violence and obscenity which acconpanied these actions in

the Low Countries, and in his observation that it was done "against

the will of an infinite number of riche Monkes, Friers, and Pristes:

against the desire of the multitudes of common people, which are for
g/

the most part all geuen to the old Religion." Later in this work

he put forward the opinion that use of the word "idol" was necessary

to help those inhibited by their past to overcome their habitual

reverence for the images, saying that "the Image breakers, although

they brake Christs Image wheresoeuer they found it, yet being demanded

whether they had broken Christs Image or no, were naturally ashamed

to say, they had broken Christs Image, but turned the thing into other

85
This work was first published at Louvain, in 1567. It is note¬
worthy that it was republished because "this question of Images,
seemeth still a great stambling block, to our aduersariee, especially
to the simple sort: and hath by none of our side, been more clearly
& more excellently handled, in our English tongue, then by this
Author" (p.3).

Treatise, p.5.
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87
termes, saying, we haue broken Idols." doneem with vestments also

has this side to it, as was shown by Thomas Lever when he "reported

from Coventry that 'the multitude' was so fascinated by the vestments

prescribed for the clergy that they persuaded themselves either that
&

the popish doctrine was still retained, or that it would soon return."

Furthermore, not only the common people were affected, as the problem¬

atic events surrounding Elizabeth's preference for crucifix and
89

candles in the Queen's Chapel show. From bander's treatise, how¬

ever, it becomes apparent that there are more general aspects of this

whole question which have an importance far beyond their violent

manifestations in the destruction of window glass or painted walls or

crucifixes, and it is these which I wish to discuss.

Perhaps Jewel gave less weight to this article in his Replie

because he had already dealt with its most important doctrinal ex¬

pression in Article 8, "Of Adoration", in which the doctrine of adora¬

tion of the sacrament had been discussed. The question which is broached

in .article l*f is much more concerned with traditional practice, that

is, the use of images by the Church and justification of this practice,

87Ibid., p.l82.
88
Collinson, The Elizabethan Puritan Movement, p.35.

89
It is worth adding Southgate's opinion that records of this incident
indicate that Jewel himself "seems to have confused the crucifix and
the cross in his own thinking so thoroughly that lie was quite
capable of condemning the cross as completely as he condemned the
crucifix." (John Jewel, p.^7). If Jewel's actions represent a general
uncertainty about the degree of severity with which reformed doctrine
on images and other liturgical apparatus should be applied at this
early date it is nevertheless clear from the Replie that while he re¬
cognises a distinction between a cross which is "only barres laid
acrosse" and that which has "any Images hanging on it", the principfit
issue is still whether erecting either sort in a church would lead to,
or encourage, its "Superstitious Abuse" (p.372). The matter is raised
again by Martin, and his comments countered by William Fulke, in the
latter's A Defence of the sincere and true Translations of the Holy
scriptures into the English tongue, against the cavils of Gregory
Martin, ed. for the Parker Society by Rev. Charles Henry Hartshorne
(Cambridge: C.U.P., 18^3), pp. 2(*-5.



than it is with universal doctrine, as Harding's division of his

answer shows. Three parts are set out, the Antiquity of Images,

their purpose, and how they may be worshipped, and discussion is thus

focussed more upon the link between human nature and the practice

of the church than upon the relation between practice and doctrine.

The question to be decided is whether men have a tendency to

idolatry which images excite, and whether images fulfil valid teach¬

ing and iil»cgical functions. Fundamental disagreement here means

that Harding's opening section, the ancient origin of images, is dis¬

counted by Jewel as generally known and irrelevant to the question.

His summary treatment extends to Harding's secondpoint, the purpose

served by images, and against traditional roroanist practice and its

justification he merely asserts without significant expansion two key

reformation texts, the second commandment, and, later, St. Paul's

words, "Fides ex auditu: Faith commeth (not by seeing or gazing, but)
90

by hearing." Most of Harding's argument is briskly put aside by Jewel

in these sections because of his strict limitation of the topic to the

use of images in church, and the intention behind their use in that

place. Most of the examples quoted by Harding either refer to the use

of images with non-religious subjects, common to both Christiana and

non-Christians, or to the representation of early Christian and Biblical

events in places other than a church. Those which do not fall into

these categories receive fe.ro distinct answers from Jewel, depending

upon whether they occur within the range of the primitive church or

after the first six hundred years, a period which he uses consistently

throughout his work as the limiting point for sound authority.

9°Replie, pp. 368-69, 378.
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Its use here may be readily demonstrated. In the second divi¬

sion Harding claims that the first images were authorised by God

(the Cherubims and the Brazen Serpent), but Jewel denies this by

citing the second commandment and the opinion of "Learned, and Wise

Men" that "Heathens, and Infidels that knew not God" were responsible
91

for their invention. When Harding refers in the seventh division to

statements by some of the fathers that images were in use in the early

church, Jewel accepts this but quotes examples of bishops who destroyed

or spoke against them. The explanation for their presence is simply
92

that they were "brought first into the Church by the Heathens", and

he denies, without supporting his assertion, that these images were not

then worshipped. No comment is made about the Christian members of

the Church, and this experience is not linked with the contemporary

problem faced by the reformers. It is clear that Jewel's main inter¬

est throughout this article is to show that the romanists are the

inheritors (and supporters) of a later tradition, and his unstated

assumption can only be that images in the primitive Church were not

worshipped because the leadership of that Church promulgated no

authoritative doctrine to that effect.

S:. ch suppositional and retrospective arguments are easily chal¬

lenged,^ Sander shows when he concentrates his criticism on Jewel's

reply in the fifth division, in which the description of "the ancient

Image of Christ made in Brasse", said by Euseiaus to have been erected

in Phoenicia, is discussed. He accuses Jewel of a double mistrans¬

lation of Eusebius, first from the original Greek to Latin, and then

91Ibid., p.369.

92Ibid., p.37^.
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from Latin into English, aid insists that Eusc ius in fact says that

the heathen had become Christians, which means that they consequently

set up the images as Christians do. What follows from this textual

point is equally suppositional and most revealing of Lander's own

principles. He accepts that people do relapse after conversion to

their original condition, but insists that these particular Christians

were "not vnkind ... the Faithof Christ remained still in their

93
heartes." For him, the determinant is not the setting up of the

image, or its link with the behaviour of non-Christians, but the

persistence of the effects of conversion which neutralises any danger

in activities of doubtfull origins. That his approach respects a

matter of principle, the strength or weakness of human nature made

Christian, is explicitly stated near the end of the Treatise. "I

can but offer the choise to M. Jewel or to any other of his brethreni

asking them whether they wil haue the Christian people considered as

of a good and strong faith, and as free men from all idolatrie ...

or els as weake and fraile. which may be quickly seduced and easily

9k
caried away from the truth."

Also, it is noteworthy that in reply to Jewel's normative use

of the destruction of images by Epiphanus and berenus, bishops in the
95

early Church, Sander uses a principle which is of crucial importance

to Whitgift in his later controversy with Cartwright over the discipline

of the Church, that is, that Epjphanus "did that thing there, at that

time, which, in another countrie, and time, he would not haue done1*,

93
A Treatise, p.139.

^Ibid., p.293.

^Replie. p. 374.



or again, that his action was done "with a private zeal®, according

to his opinion in that pLace and time, whereas we must be preeentlie
96

ruled by the whole Vniuersall Bodie of Christendom®."

It is to the second Nicene Council that Jewel turns for his

proof that the later Church did explicitly require adoration of

image®, and in the ninth division he quotes extensively from that

council, contrasting its statements with those of the early fathers.

His association of the Church of Rome with this teaching is facilitated

by Harding's reference to that council in the sixth division and his

advice that "Whosoeuer is desirous to see testimonies of the lathers

97
for proof of images" should read the records of it. Also, the

authority which tradition exercises over Harding's arguments makes it

all but impossible for him to offer a justification for the use of

images which is not directly interpreted by Jewel in the bald terms

of the council. His attempt to distinguish between image and original

for example, is frustrated in this way, although it must be admitted

that he offers no defence, critique or amelioration of the council's

statements. A ready explanation for this lack can be found in bander'

Treatise, in which his extensive defence of this council rests princi¬

pally on its acceptance by the Church as a General Council and its

consequent binding authority. Contributory arguments against Jewel

derive from distinctions between the various uses of images which will

be discussed below, and from the claiu that Jewel cited the views of

individual participants in the council, and not its binding aerrees.

Because Jewel is concerned with the authority and historical

accuracy of Harding's references in this first section, his own

96C Treatise, pp.52-53.

978cplie. p.373.
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statements adopt this form and there is very little theoretical

discussion. However, two points can be mentioned. The first may be

called the reasonof the second commandment, although the connection

is not explicitly made in this article. An undeveloped citation from

Origen is its only appearance: "We make no Image of God, as knowing
98

him to be Inuisible and without Body." This principle is of course

available to Harding as well, although he draws the contrary conclusions

"..nu whom they cannot behold with senses, they reuerence and worship
99

his Image representing him." The reason why no image is permitted

by the reformers is clearly explained by John Hooper in his exposition

of the Ten Commandments entitled Declaration of the Ten Holy Command¬

ments of ..lmighty God, where he interprets the second commandment to

mean that "we in no case represent or manifest the God invisible and

incomprehensible with any figure or image; or represent him unto

our senses, that cannot be conqprehended by the wit of man nor angel."

Images "profane the majesty of God incomprehensible" as transubstant-

iation does, and reduce God from a condition of awesome otherness to
100

one of demeaning familiarity. Put another way, the purely spiritual

nature of God requires a purely spiritual mode of conception and re¬

presentation; and in this context the problem of subjectivity recurs, for

Hooper opposes creations of the unaided mind to the truth revealed by

the spirit or defined by the constraining objectivity of scripture.

"The mind of man", he says, " when it is not illuminated with the
A

bpirit of God, nor governed by the Scripture, it imagineth and feign-

eth God to be like vnto the imagination and conceit of the mind, and

98Ibid., p.377.

"ibid., p.379; cf. Sander, Treatise, pp. 81-82.
loo

John Hooper, Larly Writings. p£L7. This work was first published
in 15^8. See Calvin, quoted above, : . p.3^0.
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not as the Scripture teacheth." It should be noted that Scripture

and not spirit is the source of stable reference, a point implied by

the two emphatic words, "governing" and "teaching", and suggesting

the ambivalent, theoretically objective yet subjectively experienced

character of spiritual illumination.101
The impossibility of achieving a purely spiritual representation

is accommodated within, and mitigated by, the second point, which

Jewel develops in the process of questioning an authority advanced

by Harding in the eighth division. Doubt concerning the authority

of Harding's quotation is resolved, Jewel argues, if it is accepted

that the word "image" is used "not for any such materiall forme

painted, or grauen by mans hand, but for the whole Conuersation of

the Son of God in this mortall life, which is as much as, Verbum Caro

factum est: The Word become Flesh... And thus S. Paul saith:

Christus est Imago patris: Christ is the Image of the Father. Other-

102
wise God is inuisible." The only permitted image is that which

is given, an argument consistent with Jewel's earlier explanation

that Moses set up the brazen serpent because he received a unique and

explicit commandment from God, and with the view that in the time of

the New Testament all ceremonies, that is, all pre-figurings, or re¬

presentations of Christ, were abolished. Making "the whole Conuersation

of the Son of God" the only true image of God has the immedfete con¬

sequence that pictorial representation must be totally inadequate:

the only adequate mode is the Bible itself, the Word of God. This nay

101Darly Writings, p.318. See above, pp. 3*tW*5. The rules for dis¬
tinguishing true from imaginary revelations of the spirit sire
briefly discussed above, pp. 296-97.

In?
Replie, p.375. See above, pp. 72-76, 231-^1, on interpretation of
"the Word".
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bo Illustrated by Perkins1 comments upon an argument which was thought

to justify the pictorial representation of God. The argument, with

part of Perkins* answer, runs as follows: "Man is the image of God,

but it is lawful to paint a man, & therefore to make the image of God.

Ans. A very cauill: for first, a man cannot be painted, as he is the

image of God, which stands in the spirituall gifts of fighteousnes
103

& true holines..." Just as the natural properties of Christ's

body were used as an argument against the doctrine of transubstantiation,

so his divine nature (or man's divine aspect) is used against arguments

for representation in "materiall formes". In each case the criterion

is that of complete fidelity to what is known of the nature of the

object, and the means by which this knowledge has come to men. Per¬

kins frames a syllogism from Deuteronomy **.15-16 which concisely ex¬

presses this attitude:

If yee sow no image (namely of God, yee shall make none.
But ye saw no image, onely heard a voice:
Therefore ye shall make no image of G^d.l^
The importance of the word, and of preaching, are hinted at in

these references and will be more apparent when the second and third

parts of Harding's argument are <. considered. As a conclusion here it

is only necessary to quote Sander's own formulation of the opening

point to see how the romanist and reformed positions are built on di¬

vergent principles which are not simply supported by, but are derived

from, different primary experiences and conceptions of God and human

nature. "It is a much sweeter contemplation to consider, that (wheras

^^Workes. I, 588; cf. Calvin, Institutes, 1,11.1%,where this argu¬
ment is attributed to the second Kicene Council.

IQA
Workes. I, 3$. Gee Calvin, Institutes. 1.11.2, and Gander's
interpretation of the manner in which God published the Ten Command¬
ments, referred to below, pp. 365-66.
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our bodily and imperfite nature wold needs couet alwaies to worship

God by some bodilie Image, or other) God the Fathers owne natural

Image and Sonne, tooke of the Virgin Marie our naturall flesh, to

the end we might not lack some corporal truth of bodie and flesh,
105

wherin we might boldlie worship the diuine substance."

In the second part the three purposes said by Harding to be ful¬

filled by images in the church are discussed, that is, to help the un¬

educated attain knowledge, to move the mind to godliness, and to aid

the memory. It is somewhat surprising that Jewel should give these

arguments such sunanary treatment, since they are directly concerned

with educational and rhetorical matters and his own early lecture,

Oratio contra Rhetoricam. could have provided a useful resource for
106

a more extended theoretical discussion. However, it is in Hard¬

ing's development of these three functions, and especially the first,

that much of interest is said.

On the first, Harding summarises his comments in the words of

St.Gregory: "What writing performeth to them that reade, the same

107
doth a picture to the simple beholding it." This analogy is built

upon by reference to the comparable work of writers and painters,

"the one garnishing the matter with eloquence, the other drawing it

liuely in Tables", and is concluded by equating the two activities,

for "by these two, Reading and Painting, we atchieue one like benefit

of knowledge." What is remarkable about this series of comparisons

Treatise. p.8l.
106

See Hoyt H. Hudson, "Jewel's Oration against Rhetoric: a Trans¬
lation", Quarterly J urnal of Lpeech, 1^ (1928), 380-82, 386, 391.
Most important are the opposition of rhetorical copiousness (de¬
ceit, knowledge of words only) and simplicity of language (truth,
knowledge of things), the universality and innateness of language,
and the association between eloquence and "the ignorance of the
untutored masses."

107
This and the following references in this paragraph are all taken
from Article 14, Division 10 of the Replie. pp. 377-78.
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is that Harding nowhere suggests any significant difference between

the two forms of learning, nor does he suggest that one method is in

any way superior to the other in the quality or type of knowledge it

conveys. One reason for this is clearly the content of knowledge,

which he describes as "the mysteries of the Christian Religion, the

acts, and worthy deeds of Christ, and of his Saints", or generally,

"the story". In other words, its content is basically narrative or

pictorial. But both readers and "the simple, and vnlearned people" are

thought ultimately to learn the same thing, made vivid for the one by

"eloquence" and for the other by "drawing it liuely", and this com¬

parability in content and method is further affirmed by Harding's

statement that the mental experience of both is identical: "For things

that be read, when as they come to our eares, then wee conueigh them ouer

to the minde: and the things that wee behold in pictures with our eies,

the same also doe wee imbrace in our minde." The identity is obviously

achieved, not in any process of abstraction, but in the experience of

words themselves as images.

Significant confirmation of this analysis is given by Sander,

who justifies and explains the use of images precisely in terms of a

model of mental behaviour, of human perceptual functions. His intro¬

duction is emphatic: "It is vtterly impossible, that the making of an

Image, Xonely as it is the similitude of another thing) should be for-
108

bidden." The section in parenthesis serves to remind the reader of

his often repeated controlling definition, that an image "if it be pro-

109
perly an Image, is the likenes of some truth," in contradistinction

to an idol which "doth not represent any thing that is."''"^ It should

108
A Treatise, p.76.

109Ibid., p.133.

110Ibid., p.109.
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be noted here that these definitions apply equally to the whole field

of representations, of things actual or imagined, with a value relation

similar to that between truth and figure; whereas the English pro-

testants discussed above understood the word "idol" to mean "unlawful

images" and so distinguished sharply between the civil and religious

use of images."1"11 The range of variation within these limits is con¬

siderable and may be briefly indicated by Fulke's criticism of the
112

Lutherans for permitting images in their churches, and by Sander's

recognition, in his separation of the issues to be discussed, that "the

greatest controuersy consisteth in the question, that no Image at all

may be worshipped", a proposition upon which he notes that both Lutheran

and Calvinist are agreed, although there are some Calvinists who would

forbid the making of images in all and every circumstance either civil

or religious."11^
Sander's certainty about his judgement that images are not neces¬

sarily idolatrous when used in church derives from a psychology which

is authoritative because it is thought to describe the workings of the

human mind as God designed it.

For he hath so made vs, that we can notlearne, know, or
vnderstand any thing, without conceiuing the same in some
corporall Image or likenes. Our knowledge commeth by our
senses, of the which our eies are the cheefe. They see
visible creatures, and heare soundes or voices, whereby
the common sense being informed with such Images as it is
able to conceaue, offereth the same to our phantasie or
imagination, whence the minde beginneth to gather knowledge
and to print ( as it were) or to graue in it selfe that,
which is powred into it by the senses.

111See William Fulke, A Defence of the ... Translations. p.l8l.
112
Ibid., p.205.

11^A Treatise, pp. 18-19.
11*f ^

Ibid.. p.76.
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In the first instance, this perceptual and learning characteristic

means that there is an absolutely reciprocal relationship between

object, mental image, and any external image of the object: "as the

Imagination, is named of conceauing Images, so euery thing really

extant, that may be imagined, or conceaued in the Imagination, may

"115
haue an Image thereof. For, as he observes at another pcint, "how

can a wise man doubt, but that thing may be lawfullye set foorth in

an outward Image, which must be necessarily conceiued in an internall

Image?""*"^
Elaboration of this view, that every thing which the mind per¬

ceives and learns must be "necessarily conceiued in an internall

Image", confirms the point inferred from Harding's argument, that

words have the same mental effects as things seen, and furthermore,

stand in an inferior relation to them. The experience of knowing is

described in such a way that it is primarily an act of recognition.

Thus Sander says that it is "a thing most cleere, that as soone as

euer I vnderstand whose figure and Image it is, which is before mine

eyes, immediatlie the person him selfe cometh to my minde, and that

so sodainly, that, the knowledge of the Image, and of the thing whose

Image it is, make but one knowledge. For I vnderstand not one after
117

the other, but both together." An alternative desertion of this

same menial event states that "the minde can not diuiae the Image from

the truth ... For the minde is prouoked to passe immediatelie from the

Image to the truth, which it standeth to signifie: and that it doth

so spedilie, and sodainly, that one thought, one mouing, one act, and
118

one intention serueth both the Image, and the truth thereof." The

115Ibid., p.227.
■j i /T

Ibid., p.77.

117Ibid., p.305.
-j -j O

Ibid., p.103; cf. pp. 168-69. See above,pp.330-32.
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important characteristics of tlis operation are its speed and its

wholly imagistic quality - the image does not remain an image, but

is merely a vehicle to bring that which it properly represents, that

is, "the truth", into consciousness.

That a description such as "an act of recognition" closely approxi¬

mates to this process is confirmed by Sander's description of how it is

that we know what a particular image represents: "when so euer I know

this or that to be Christs Image, I haue Christ in my vnderstading

rather before the Image be known to be his, then after. For I con-

ferre and compare the Image offered to me, with that which I haue reade

or heard of Christ, and when I finde them to agree, I conclude this to
119

be Christs Image." Recognition thus requires some prior preparation,

even if once this preparation has taken place the process is so im¬

mediate that one is unaware of any act of sorting or comparison. It

is with respect to this question of preparation that the issue of

learning arises, and consequently, the function of language.

Sander provides a clear description of the way learning, as dis¬

tinct from individual acts of perception, occurs. Reading and hearing

play a part as the foregoing quotation shows, but the mental processes

involved are nevertheless imagistic. The question, "What skilleth it,

whether I learne by hearing, or by seing?" is shortly followed by a

statement emphatically in favour of learning by sight, which provides

all that "the Oratour" does and with less effort. The image "serueth

to me both in the whole steede of the Oratour, 8c also in part of the

steede of fourming the inward Image, because it geueth me the very

expresse fourme 8c figure already made, which my vnderstanding must

conceaue: whereas if I learned the matter by words, I must haue taken

the paine to haue chaunged the shape of the words into an other fourme,

"^Ibid., p. 306.
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120& thereof to haue fourmed a visible image." Understanding is thus

linked not with abstractions but with images. An example of what this

means in practice refers to Christ's death, Sander expressing the view,

"at what time I reade that Christ died, with his handes stretched and

nailed vpon the woode of the Crosse, I may, and necessarily must

deuise with my selfe an Imqp which sheweth so much (otherwise I can

121
neuer vnderstand that which I read)." In these circumstances, the

growth of knowledge is a strictly additive, agglomerative process which

seems to result in a more highly elemented image than those from which

that image was compounded. The imagination is defined in terms of this

function, for it is "such, as either receaueth of the common sense

Images already formed, or frameth Images to it selfe, by compounding
12?

those things together diuersly, which it learned before one by one."

What this definition envisages is the learning process described above

in which "things", or sequences of "things", for example, narratives,

are learned by a process which can be best termed "the true imagining

of an actual entity." Each thing learned is perceived as unitary and

distinct and is free to combine with other "imaginations", producing

new compound but unitary images. There is no suggestion that this form

of learning achieves a time (verbal) dimension: its material is sub¬

stantive (of object, image and name) and proscribed by the necessity

that an "extant" correlative for each element should exist. The other

capability of this imaginative power, the combination of images al¬

ready possessed into forms which have never existed, is not discussed

because the resulting image whether expressed or not is by definition

120Ibid., pp. 160-61.
121

Ibid., p.77.

122Ibid., p.227.
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. , , 123an idol.

An example of how an event is learned also emphasises the in¬

ferior function of preaching. When justifying pictorial representations

of the Trinity, ~ander draws the equation that "as I maypreache that

historie, wherein God the Father said of Christ: This is my derebeloucd

Sonne, and that the holy Ghost came downe, as it were a doue: and

as out of them I may shew, that there are three Personnes: right so

I may sette forth in painting, or in grauing, the selfe same visions,

and reuelations, to the end the people maie know and remember, that

there are three Persons ^ Furthermore, the same considerations

apply to reading, for if a reader can find visions in the Bible "why

may not he as well see on the Church wall, as in white paper, speciallie

seing moe can vnderstand the meaning of an Image, then can reade and
<j2*f

vnderstand the Bible?" This examples recalls the point earlier

made, that because knowledge and understanding consist in images, it

is more efficient both for accuracy and accessibility of learning that

learning should take place by their means, particularly since the word

is understood to imply an image. At the risk of over-emphasising this

point, reference should be made to an event which for Sander unequivo¬

cally confirms this description of man's God - given mental powers.

Its interpretation is taken from Philo: "when God gaue the ten Commaunde-

ments to the Children of Israel, his words were not only heard, but euen

visibly seene ... A flame of his fire was particularly distincted into

123
"ibid., pp. 132-33. Another reference will clarify this point. Sander af¬
firms that, if every image is an idaL,"the pictures of those who are made
with Dogs faces, are Images & consequently there are such men in deede."
An example given to confirm the preceding description of the imagination
complements this statement: "For either I conceaue a Tree, as in deede
the Tree is, and then the Image theref is alreacty extant before I vnder¬
stand it, or ells I adde to a tree the x^ings of a bird, the taile of a
fish, and so forth, and then although my Image ( as so compounded) be
monstruouse, yet euery thing alone hath a truth, whereunto the partes
may be referred " (p.227). See above, pp. 255-56, on the sulgsct of emblems.

1?4
Ibid., p.100.
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a proper forme of speache, such as the hearers were accustomed vnto,

which flame did vtter these things which were said, so clerely and

euidently, that the people did seeme rather to see the speach with their
125

eyes, than to here it with their eares." There is no exact equi¬

valence of mode, but the significance of this event as it is inter¬

preted by Philo is quite clear. On this occasion God communicated

knowledge to men in a form in which more completely than could ever

occur naturally, the outward mode of this communication corresponded

to the typical inner mode of reception by or, if it were in words,

translation into i&ages.

There are two further points which require brief comment. When

Sander refers to the fact that more people can understand an image than

can read the Bible, he would seem to be implying no more than that

images are "lay-men's books". Furthermore, he notes that the Church

"consisteth of rude and ignorant persons for the most part." How¬

ever, the model of perception and learning which has been described

above is argued to be universally applicable, and it is evident that

literacy as such seems to make no significant difference to the character

or quality of the knowledge apprehended. Preaching (by "the Oratour")

is thought of as primarily descriptive or evocative, and seems to be

effectively limited to a representational and commemorative function

parallel to that of the artist.

However, there is at least one problem with this analysis, which

I have indicated by conditionals in the preceding paragraph. The

artist is limited in what he can represent, especially when "Persons"

12^Ibid., p.162; cf. above, pp. 269-72.
126

Ibid., p.295.
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are tc be considered. He canportray only that "proper shape" which

he perceives by his senses, but "the inward nature which he neuer

saw, nor was able to see naked, and as it is in it selfe, that nature

he is not able to conceiue in his owne imagination, and therefore he
127

can draw foorth no resemblance thereof." Gander does not go any

further into the most important question, how it is that we have know¬

ledge of other persons, except in one special case, the apostles' know¬

ledge of Christ. To sharpen the significance of what he says, it is

worth recalling an earlier comment, that it is necessary to have prior

knowledge before it is possible to link correctly name and image. This

prior knowledge comes verbally (aurally), that is, it is knowledge which

is received by teaching, and does not result from an individual, private

act. Thus, "as the Apostles might lawfully see the onelye shape of man,

beleeuing all the rest accordinge as they were taught: so may we law¬

fully paint the onely shape of Christes manhood, leauing the rest to be
128

supplied by faith and by the preaching of wise & learned men." The

notable omission, then, is any treatment of the character of this other

knowledge which cannot be derived by natural means but must be taught

magisterially, raising the question, how does this knowledge participate

in the normal processes of conversion of word into image? If it has

no objective (visible) existence, ihere is presumably no imagistic equi-
|i 129

valent, but it is nevertheless crucial to the meaning of an Image."

It is to this problem of meaning that Sander gives no effective con¬

sideration, although it is touched upon on one other occasion when he

127
Ibid., pp. 9^-95? cf. the mystery of the heart, discussed above,
pp. 57-66, 207-1^.

128Ibid., p.98.
1297Ibid., p.100, quoted more fully above, p. 365. His conception of

meaning is clearly limited to the conjunction of words and images,
best exemplified in the emblem with its motto. See above,pp.253-57.
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shows how an image of Christ's death brings us knowledge: "The outward

paintinge of Christes death, moueth the bodilie eye, from the eye, our

common sense taketh aduertisement, thence the phantasie or imagination

is enformed. And ... reason draweth out of that, which the phantasie

sheweth, a deepe consideration, that this Image or representation (of

Christs death or of any other like historie) is both true and profitable
130

to his saluation." Neither reason nor consideration is discussed

at any pointin the Treatise. It must be accepted nevertheless that they

refer to an area of mental activity which is neither imagistic nor

accessible to description by the model Sander employs, but is of funds. -

mental importance to the learning process. One key at least is evidently

the nature and function of language because, although Sander keeps the

eye as the "highest and most spiritual outward sense", in some of the

most significant "spiritual" questions like the nature of persons or

the Godhead it can provide no knowledge whatsoever. This knowledge

is taught, that is, Sander appreciates it solely fromwithin an authori¬

tarian tradition euid does not discuss the problem of its origin. From

the examples of the Ten Commandments and the apostles it maybe inferred

that all such knowledge originates in revelation, but that answer does

not approach at all the problemc£ the means by which it is communicated,

understood, and correctly applied.

The field of relations between experience of the world end ex¬

perience of the mind underlying Harding's argument reflects back on

Jewel's failure to comment, except peripherally, upon its structural

centre, the conjunction and definition of the two modes of learning,

words and images. In the tenth division he accepts the comparison between

"Imagerie and Poetrie" with pleasure because it allows him to introduce

13°Ibid., p. lC*
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Plato's condemnation of the poet as a liar, to condemn the priesthood

because "they barre the People from the hearing of Gods holy Word:

and bid them goe, and looke vpon their Images", and to.state that while

something may be learned by this means it is not the ordinary way

("Faith commeth ... by hearing"). His confirmation of the latter

point is the statement that, where the mode of teaching by images is

most used, "there the people is euermore most ignorant, most Super-
130

stitious, and most subiect to Idolatry", an observation which is

more relevant to the third section.

It is evident that Jewel believes there is a difference in the

quality of the knowledge gained from the two sources, words and images,

but his higher valuation of words is not accompanied by any discussion

in psychological terms. All he says is that this form of learning

is superior because scripture affirms it to be, and because lack of

preaching co-exists with the use of inages. This latter point is made

explicitly by Calvin in his commentary on Galatians when he writes that

"wood'7 and stone, that is, dead images ... and pictures" were both "first

admitted to Christian tenples when ... the pastors had become dumb and
132

were mere shadows (idola)". and vigorously by Hooper, who says, "A

man may learn more of a live ape than of a dead image, if both should
133

be brought into the school to teach." Hooper's remark, if treated

with care, can be seen to imply the activity of both the speaking teacher

and the lively image-of-God which is Jesus Christ. Static representations

130Ibid., p.lC*.
'^Replie, p.378. See Hudson, "Jewel's Oration against Rhetoric", pp.

382-83, on the rhetorician as liar.
132

The Epistles of Prul the ^postle to the Galatians. Ephesians, fhillipians
and Colossians, trans, by T.H.L.Parker, in Calvin's Commentaries, ed.
David W. Torrance and Thomas F, Torrance (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd,
1965), P-^7; cf. Udall, quoted above,pp.192-93.

Early Writings, p.322.
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are replaced by living examples, a point made by Perkins when he ex¬

pounds a sentence from Origen: "We haue no images framed by any base

workeman, but such as are brought forth and framed by the word of God,

namely, patterns of vertue. and frames resembling Christians." While

Sander and Harding would presumably understand these words to support

the use of images, Perkins interprets Origen to mean that "Christians
134

themselues are the images of Christians." The distinction is not

therefore drawn between image (truth) and idol (fantasy) but between

truth (living) and image (dead), and the only framing of images is

that which occurs in response to hearing the word, a mental event

which seeks its correlation not in outward images but in the things

themselves to which the words refer. Since these "things" are primarily

"persons" (a point which Sander acknowledges when, having affirmed the

belief that images of Christ have power to help the faithful Christian,

he notes its rejection by the "Heretikes" who "tie all thinges to his

Person, and nothingto his other instruments" ), the problem of know¬

ledge is more clearly outlined than in Sander's scheme, in which per¬

sons are principally although ambivalently a class of things.

The importance of absolutely rejecting images in church for in¬

struction (or any other purpose) is suggested by this contrast, since
the

it is a primary means by which, spiritual as a field of knowledge can

be overtly demarcated from the natural. Before extending this observa¬

tion, discussion of Harding's two other uses and his third part will

add some more necessary information.

Moving of affections and strengthening of memory are the other

important uses, and Harding's explanation follows the line already laid

1^Perkins, Workes. I, 58?

135^ Treatise. pp. 213-14.
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down, "as when we heare apt and fit words vttered in a bermon, or

an Oration: so when we behold lookes, and gestures liuely expressed

in Images, we are moued to pittie, to weeping, to ioy, and to other

affects." Just as "the Bodie that is corruptible weigheth downe the

minde", so memory itself is weak and needs the stimulus of outward
136

images to aid recall of things'hecessary to our saluation". The

sequence of events is described by bander in an example beginning

with speech:

One telleth me, that Christ dyed, only to saue man from
euerlasting paines.Doth not this saying cause me (who
heare attentiuely and belieue those words) straight to
coceaue Christ dying for it§r sake? And am I not straight
mooued to loue him, who hath done this great good turne
euen for his enemy? ... But when the mind is loosed from
that great and sodaine affection which it bare to the
thing it selfe, and will againe solace it selfe with re-
peting and calling to remembrance the same thing, then
the Image thereof (whereunto the minde returneth) being
vewed at leisure doth please more and more ... the minde
readeth backewarde (as it were in itsinward booke) the
whole order of the historie.137

It is this relation between image and thing which leads bander to

describe images in their devotional and liturgical uses as "only
138

remembrances of holy things." These points are fully consistent

with the psychological model developed in the discussion of learning,

and show what a close relationship exists between memory and learn¬

ing on the one hand, and learning and affections on the other. In

each, the penetrating force innate to images is the crucial element,

Also, it is important to add that neither Harding nor bander makes

any distinction between learned and unlearned with respect to these

aspects of the use of images.

136Replie. pp. 378-79.

137a Treatise.pp. 158-59.
. — Q

Ibid., p. 119; cf. ..ndrewes, quoted above,pp. 189-90.
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Jewel does not deny this force but warns against it in Plutarch's

judgement that "The sight of an Image in the vnwise stlrreth up con-

139
cupisence", and he holds without elaboration to his judgement ex¬

pressed in the preceding division that the use of images correlates

with ignorance. He does not offer any alternative description of the

use of memory or of its mode of working, although his criterion would

suggest uncertainty about either the importance of memory or the

nature of its operation.

It is only in discussion of the third part, how images may be

properly worshipped, that further indications of Jewel's position can

be perceived. Harding's argument is short in comparison to Jewel's

answer and is based^n two propositions, firstly, that "the whole act ...

is ... referred, not to the Images principally, but to the things by

them represented, as being the true and proper obiects of such worship",

and secondly, that "what Reuerence, Honor, or Worship soeuer is

applied to Images, it is but for Remembrance, Loue andhonor of the

primitiues or Originals." The first is in full conformity with

all that Sander said was characteristic of perception and the dis¬

tinctions habitually made by the mind, but is not of itself sufficient

to withstand the basic criticism of the reformers, namely, that the

"simple people" are unaware of the distinction. This is not an opinion

which either Harding or Sander will admit, as Sander's complaint that;

Jewel lacks charity towards Christians clearly demonstrates. Further¬

more, their belief that this distinction is maintained by the people

generally is based not upon evidence related to the people's behaviour,

139Repli6. p. 379.

^°Ibid., pp. 379-80.
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but to beliefs about the Church as a whole. These can be summarised

in two references to Sander. Firstly, he distinguishes the Gentiles,

who referred the worship of signs and images ultimately to the creat¬

ure, and the Jews,who because of their weakness were permitted to

use a "multitude of sacrifices", from the Christians, who had been

"made free in Christ" and knew the true significance of the signs and
1^2

images they had been given; and secondly, that "knowe multitude"

which had since its inception been called the Church of God "must

of necessitie continue the people of God, and he must continue their
1^3

God, because the word of God can not faile." Although Sander

admits that this multitude is mostly uneducated, it is not this but

the fact of God's promises to the Church and their necessary conse¬

quences for individuals associated with it which is persuasive. His

awareness of the conceptual habits of the people is presented simply

as a fact, since this disability (to protestant minds) is of no

significance in the context of his belief in the efficacy of belonging

to the Church.

Confirmation of this point derives from the psychological model

itself, and leads directly into the reformers' criticism. The fun¬

damental operation is the identification of image and truth in the

mind, an instantaneous conjunction. Most impressive, if frequency

of reference is an accurate sign, was the experience of the speed

which characterised this act of identification. Since sight dominates

this process, the question may be asked, whether the conjunction was

so immediate that the beholder located the truth outwardly, as he

Treatise, p.298.

l2f2Ibid., p.238.

l43Ibid., p.23h.
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perceived the image. This would have as its primary consequence a

belief that the truth was "in" the image, as an external phenomenon,

rather than the prescribed understanding, that the image was "in"

the truth, as a mental event. Sander's explanation that honouring

"the truth" means necessarily honouring its "inward Image wherein

it is represented — (because I can not at that instant divide the

one from the other)" simply extends the possibility. Also, when

permitted beliefs about the efficacy of images are taken into account •

for example, Sander sees no reason why, "if a man had that faith,

as to beleeue that he might touch or only see ^hrist's7' Image,
he should be safe ... that faith might not make him safe ... the

seing or touching of the Image, is not the end of our affiance,t
1^5

but only Christ him selfe, whose Image it is" - it is clear that

very careful discrimination would be necessary to retain the purity

of belief.

Although Jewel offers no positive psychological explanation com¬

parable to the preceding suggestion, his negative principle could

imply such an experience. What troubles him most, in common with

other reformers, is "fear of Idolatry", or "the inclination of the
1^6

heart of man". He is this concerned with a potential rather than

an habitual mode of behaviour. The evidence which he provides is drawn

principally from St. Augustine in a series of quotations from

various sources which together describe the process by which images

come to be worshipped for themselves, but a more contemporary illus¬

tration is given by Knewstub in his Lectures on Exodus. He says

1^Ibid., p. 169.

lif5Ibid., pp. 213-4.

lif6Replie. p.383.
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that "We haue a plaine profe of this in Poperie, not onely by their

speache, that say, while they worshipped Sainctes they had store and

plentie of all thinges, but also by their practise, who had assigned

vnto seuerall Sainctes, the honor of help and aide in seuerall causes

of distresse ... To these they did resorte in their distresses,

these they called vpon, when any helpe came, they receiued it as the
147

benefite of that Sainct." However, for the most part Jewel and

others who discussed this matter preferred the approach adopted by

Calvin, described by him as an unwillingness to enumerate the "gross

errors of the vulgar, which are almost infinite, and occupy nearly

the hearts of all; I only relate what they themselves allege, when
x48

they are anxious to exculpate themselues from idolatry." This

did not mean that the arguments of the learned were acceptable since

in Fulke's view, "the grosser sort of the gentiles and papists" are

judged by the first commandment for worshipping images as gods,
149

while the "wiser sort" cannot escape judgement by the second.

What it did mean was that,doctrinal absolutes, traditional authorities

and argumentative distinctions rather than sociological description

provided the basis of attempts to disqualify the romanist position.

This is particularly apparent in Jewel's treatment of the dis¬

tinction advanced by Harding to justify honouring images, that is,

the distinction between "Latria", the honour which belongs to God

alone, and "Doulia", the honour given to one thing because of its

147
The Lectvres of lohn Knewstub, vpon the twentieth Chapter of Exodus,
and certeine other places of Scripture (London. 1577), P.32.

148
Institutes. 1.11.10.

149
A Defense of the ... Translations, p. l8c. See also Ids A Sermon ...
within the Tower, sigs. A4v-A7r,
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relation to another honourable in its own right. Jewel, like Calvin,

finds that this distinction "standeth not in difference of matter,
150

but only in words" and gives an extensive list of authorities,

from the second Nicene Council to works "well allowed without con-

trolement" and printed in 1557 and 1564, which equate "latria" and

"doulia". Jewel's argumentative intention is thus not to provide

positive elaboration of his own principles but to convict Harding

of error by reference to the teaching of his own Church.

The support given by Sander to Hardings' argument is most inter¬

esting because it rests upon an analogy with civil behaviour, and is

thus a means of keeping the image/truth relationship intact as he has

defined it while providing an "imaginative" parallel to explain how

this distinction is thought to work. One concerns kingship: "The

Kinges Garment be it neuer so base, and of small price, yet in re¬

spect that it is about his Maiestie ... is more worthie of honour then

all the Gold and preciouse Stones of the newe found Land, which are

151
not about any Prince" ; another the servant/master relationship?

"when I honour the Seruant of my friend, I honor my friend. And so

the honor is one ... but I geue not all that honor to the seruant,
152

which I geue to my friend himselfe." A variation upon the i ormer

enables Sander to hint at political subversion in a maimer comparable

to the charges made later by Whitgift against Cartwright: "It would

greue any Prince (I am sure) to heare, that his Image should be

broken ... Breake (M. Iewel) if you dare the Image of the Queenes

Maiestie ... If they take it well, then Christ may perhaps be content

15°Replie. p.382. See Institutes. 1.11.11.

Treatise, pp. 126-27.

152Ibid., p.311.
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to see his own Image destroyed." Given the accuracyof the first

two analogies to contemporary social experience, it is tempting to

speculate on the accuracy of Sander's perception of an inner logic

in the reformer's principles which only the Anabaptists had until

this time explored. Equally suggestive, of course, is the hint of a

close and intricate set of relations between the dfcructures of theo¬

logical dogma, society and the Roman Church.
*

The principal effect of Jewel's argument is to bring every appli¬

cation of images under the one judgement, achieved if his demonstration

that there is no discernible difference between "latria" and "doulia"

is thought to be successful. By arguing for this equality he exposes

Harding's argument to an appraisal similar to that made of the Mass,

since in Article 8, "Of Adoration", the question discussed is whether

"latria", or "godly honour", must be given to the sacramental elements,

and since Harding's answer is an unequivocal affirmative Jewel's reply

is equally strong! "To giue the Honour of God to a Creature, that is
154

no God, it is manifest Idolatrie." It is Jewel's statement that

nevertheless some honour is due to the sacrament as to any other thing

which is "holy and appointed, or commanded by Christ", saving godly-

honour for Christ himself, which indicates both the inner complexity

of attitudes to this question of proper worship and provides Sander

vdth an opportunity to put Jewel's argument in perspective. Whereas

Jewel "denieth any honour at all to be due to other holy Images; Yet

he geueth the honour of an Image to the body of Christ, in the Sacra¬

ment, not because he delighteth in honouring that Image, or any other

1^Ibid., p. 186.

1^Replie. p.283.
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Image, but because he is sure, that if the Sacrament may be honoured
155

only as an Image, then it shall not be honoured as the thing it selfe."

Jewel's intention, in other words, is accurately seen to be the dis¬

crediting of the Mass by association with an image rather than the

"truth of the thing", an association which has precise meaning for Sander

as the preceding discussion has shown and this statement emphasises.

An image "is a thing more nighly ioyned to the originall veritie (in

that it beareth the naturall shape thereof) then any other thing is

(such I meane as yet is no naturall part of relique of the veritie it

selfe) exceptinge only a naturall Image, which represents the very

156
substance of his originall." Besides having a positive value in

contrast to the negative implied in Jewel's use of the word, Sander

uses this distinction to argue that "the Sacrament of the Altar, is

not an image of Christs personall outward shape, but of his body and
157

blood, which are the names of his nature and substance," which

proves that latria. is due to it.

We need only to place next to this argument Jewel's interpretation

of some words of Chrysostom in the twenty-first division of Article 8

to understand both the different intention and assumptions of each,

and the difficulty facing Jewel if he were to attempt an argument to

counter Sander's psychological model. Chrysostora tells his audience

concerning the meaning of the sacrament to "goe vp vnto the gates of

Heauen ... then shalt thou see the things. I speake of", and Jewel

paraphrases this in the words, "For in the holy Communion there is none

other sight laid before vs, but only the Crosse, and Death of Christ,

and that Lambe of God, that taketh away the sinnes of the world. And

Treatise, pp. 276-77.

■^Ibid., p.168 (my underlining). Incidentally, this quotation shows
with considerable precision how degrees of truthfulness are measured
in terms of degrees of likeness to an actual object. Consequently,
relics are more valuable than images because they are a part of
the original.

1^Ibid., p.277? cf. above, pp. 368-69. See Appendix Five.
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the very cogitation hereof, saith £. Augustine.so mooueth our hearts.

158
as if we saw Christ hanging presently hefore vs vpon his Crosse."

While cn a first reading Jewel seems to be saying nothing other than

Harding and Sander concerning the relation between external and

mental images, this is to miss a fundamental distinction. He is not

making any equation between Christ's "substance" and the elements of

bread and wine as Sander has done, but conceives two quite different

actions, the sight of the elements, the "sensible" partcf the sacra¬

ment which we see "with bodily sight", and the "Spirituall cogita¬

tions" by which, with"the eie of our Soule, which is Faith" we under¬

stand or perceive or approach the truth (Christ's body in heaven) which
1^9

is signified by the elements but in no way imaged by them. None

of the degrees of literal relation which Sander defines are appropriate,

and furthermore his basic psychological mirror of these relations is

itself compromised for there is no external, present "originall"

to which a mental image may conform. Jewel has shown that this inner

response to the sacraments involves an act of imagination, but it is

an act which remains interiorised. There can be no external realisa¬

tion of this image because that would involve the communicant in a move¬

ment towards the world whereas his aspiration is to be identified with

Christ who is in heaven. As Calvin says, "the best contemplation

of the Divine Being is when the mind is transported beyond itself with
160

admiration." The problem of meaning is thus transferred from that

of finding the proper name for any image or its object, or the correct

1~^Replie. pp. 298-99.

159Ibid., pp. 298-300. See also pp. 28^-85.
160

Institutes. 1.11.3. See Jewel's attempt to give a descriptive
analysis of this experience, quoted above, p. 3^2.
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sentence which resolves a pictorial allegory, both extra-personal

correlations, to that of understanding the nature of purely spiritual

(or mental) and solely personal events lacking an exact objective

correlative in nature.

In this situation Jewel's proximity to the psychological system

set out by bander and his disruption of it can be to some extent est¬

imated. He has removed imaginative representation from only one sphere

of experience, that of church worship. Since he does not deny the

propriety of the civil and private use of images, nor of imaginative

representation, it cannot be said that he is rejecting outright the

psychological model used by Sander. In fact, the very assurance of

Sander's account of psychological behaviur, and Jewel's failure to

discuss it, confirrathat it represents a generally accepted description

of these mental processes. Nevertheless, Sander perceives that a

challenge to his system is implied in Jewel's argument and he states

its terms clearly: "lette either mans nature be made anew, and God

the author thereof be reproued (which is abhominable to thinck of)

or lette nature haue its course, in honouring the inward and outward
*16*1

image, of a truth worthy to be honoured." To challenge the pro¬

priety of honouring images is to challenge nature in two ways:

firstly, the disposition to reverence representations and appurtenances

of an honourable thing or person; and secondly, the perceptual character

which instantaneously links image and original. It is also, of course,

to challenge the romanist doctrine of Christian man. What may be

suggested, tentatively because Jewel himself does not offer any de¬

tailed psychological equivalent for the doctrine he wishes to establish,

is that Jewel's principles (and experience) are taking him further

Treatise, p. 169
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into that area unmapped by Sander's model and bounded by the

terras "person", "mind", and "word", creating the need for forms

of explanation which can incorporate the validity at a certain level

of Sander's description into a more comprehensive theory of

mental functions.
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Chapter Three

THE CHARACTER OF THE MINISTER

The other controversy which is important for its revelation of

distinct lines of divergence is that which arose out of the failure

of the 15?1 Parliament to achieve further reformation of the Church.

Resulting in the Admonition controversy of 1572-7^ which crystallised

the existence of two parties within the Church of England and estab¬

lished with considerable clarity their basic positions, this failure

to complete moderate reforms had serious and long-term consequences.

I do not intend to discuss again events which have been subject to

detailed analysis, but rather to concentrate upon one aspect of this

controversy as it is represented by The Defence of the Answer to the

Admonition by John Whitgift, a work which follows the precedent set

by Jewel in its quotation and step by step appraisal of each stage

of the sequence of attack and reply. It is not surprising that

assessment of this controversy has concentrated upon those aspects

most directly threatening the established order of the Church, and

by implication that of the state, in such matters as presbyterian or

3-62
episcopal government, eldership and the ordination of ministers,

but one particular topic, what might be termed the doctrine of the

ministerial function, has received little detailed comment. There

can be nodoubt of its primary importance, however, because it repre¬

sents a strong element of continuity within the otherwise fluctuating
163

fortunes of the reform movement.

162
See A.F.Scott Pearson, Thomas Cartwright and Elizabethan Puritanism,
1335-1603 (Cambridge: C.U.P., 1925); Knappen, Tudor Puritanism.
pp. 233-^6; Donald Joseph McGinn, The Admonition Controversy,
Rutgers Studies in English, no. 5 (New Brunswick: Rutgers Univ.
Press, 19^9); Collinson, The Elizabethan Puritan Movement, pp. 117-32.

"^Haller, The Rise of Puritanism, pp. 18, ^7-8, 93.
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A brief indication can be given by reference to two widely

spaced remarks made by Collinson. When discussing Chaderton and his

importance for the growth and development of this movement in direct

opposition to Whitgift's pressure for conformity, Collinson says

that "the typical Cambridge puritan was no extremist: practical god¬

liness concerned him more than platforms of church government." To¬

wards the end of his book, in a summary of the effects upon the re¬

form movement after 1590 of the apparent impossibility of achieving

further alteration of the Church, Collinson notes both that "the

miscarriage of the further reformation coincided with the birth of

the great age of puritan religious experience," and that "Some of the

most acceptable of the early puritanpreachers, such as those twin

fellows of Christ's, John More and Edward Deririg, had never identified

themselves closely with the protest against ceremonies and episcopal

government."

What is suggested here is that the significant positive vitality

of the reform movement as it was carried on by a section of the mini¬

stry derived from an understanding of their task which was capable

of continuous expression even if their more public and institutional

activity seemed ineffectual. The Admonition controversy brings to

the surface, and begins to clarify and define, elements both new

and old which cohere about the topic of the minister's pastoral re¬

sponsibilities. Old points of contention such as pluralism and non-

residency, and the quality of clerical and lay education, became

forcefully linked with humanist educational imperatives and the re¬

formation doctrines of justification by faith to establish a new v

model of the ministerial character.

"*"^The Elizabethan Puritan Movement, pp. 128, ^33-3^.
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Without discussing the matter exhaustively it is useful to

highlight the condition of the clergy in the middle and later six¬

teenth century to provide a background to this aspect of the /.d-

monition and Defence. When John Hooper became bishop of

Gloucester in 1551 he immediately instituted a visitation of the

diocese. Following quotation of the injunctions which he issued on

this occasion, the Parker Society editor adds a note summarising

the visitation's discoveries as these related to clerical learning.

Examination of 511 clergy showed that 168 were unable to repeat

the Ten Commandments, 51 of this number being also unable to state

in what part of the Scriptures they were to be found. Furthermore,

40 could not give a textual reference for the Lord's prayer, and 31

of this number could not name its author. ^ ^ In speaking of the

difficulties faced by church leaders in the Marian period, A.G.Dickens

describes the quality of the clergy as an important handicap for both

Protestant and Catholic reformers. He notes that, "As the mediocrity

of the parish clergy had hampered Cranmer, sonow it hampered Mary, for

they were the same clergy; they were in essence late-medieval clergy,
167

little touched by the new spirit of reform, Catholic or Protestant."

To this inherited situation there is constant reference in the

writings of those who returned from exile at Elizabeth's accession,

and of those who came of age during the Marian period. For exan$>le,

the greater portion of Dering's long epistle "To the Christian

Reader", which prefaces A briefe & necessary Instruction. Verye neede-

full to bee knowen of all Householders (London, 1572), is taken up

165
Hill, Society & Puritanism, pp. ^9-55» and Bridenbaugh, Vexed and
Troubled Englishmen, pp. 286-93.

166
Later Writings, p.151.

167
The English Reformation, p.280.
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with concern over the condition of the clergy. To justify seek¬

ing the publication of yet another book - "in these daies in which

there is so great licentiousnes of printyng bookes" - he anticipates

possible objections, the last of which is that some might think "that

euery Congregation had a sufficient Pastor to instruct those that

were ignorant, so that they should not neede any straunge Teacher."

His response is supplicatory: "God graunt that in time to come this

image be found true." Later in the preface he sets out the true

character of the minister in a series of quotations from the Gospels

and Epistles, a deliberately emphatic contrast with the avarice,

greed, legalism and ignorance which he has said are the marks of the

majority, and concludes with the estimate that "Scarce one Parish of

an hundred hath found such a Minister, or scarce two and three in a

168
Sheere whom God hath so blessed."

Luring the course of A Sermon preached at Pauls crosse on Trinity

sunday. 1571 (London, 1576) Edward Bush observed that "when I come

out of the cuntry hether to the City, methink I come into another

world, euen out of darknes into light. For here the word of God is

plentifully preached I pray God it may be as pi?tifully folowed.

In the country their wonderful great want thereof, that a man may

169
go a great way, and cannot heare the word of the Lorde preached."

In this remark Bush extends the charge of inadequacy from insufficient

knowledge of basic church doctrine to include another of Hooper's

preoccupations, the poor or negligent performance of the duties of

preaching and teaching. That this issue was to remain an irritant in

the life of the Churchm and a constant concern of its reforming

members, is stressed by the survey of the ministry carried out in

3T V V
sigs. A2 , A5 , A8 . bee Hill, bociety & l^ritaqjsm, p.52, for a
correction of Bering's estimate.

169 . ^r
sig. *2 .
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preparation for the 1584 Parliament which demonstrated the limitations

170
of the conformable clergy.

With these particular pdnts for background it can be seen im¬

mediately that the positions defined in the Defence drive towards two

radically different conceptions of the ministerial function, for

which preaching and learning, without further qualification, are in¬

sufficiently exact discriminants. Both Gartwright and Whitgift

require a preaching ministry sufficiently taught in church doctrine

to be adequate teachers of others, since both are sensitive to the

relation between the Church's teaching activity and its institutional

survival. However, this represents the point of superficial con¬

vergence of their views, behind which it is necessary to go to dis¬

cover, among other things, why it is that an unstated gulf of in¬

comprehension seems to separate them in many of their statements.

There are three issues which particularly illuminate the con¬

trary conceptions of the ministerial function held by Cartwright

and Whitgift, that is, the frequency of sermons and whether preaching

is more effective than reading to engender faith, the significance of

pluralism and non-residency, and the correct exposition of Ephesians

4.11. In interpretation of their statements, no judgements will be

made concerning the accuracy of citations or substantiality of

proofs, as McGinn has done. What becomes apparent while reading the

Defence is that neither man has a wholly scriptural position, and

yet each argues from a consistently held, if, especially by Cart-

wright, incompletely presented view of the Church and its ministry.

It is much better to regard both Cartwright and Whitgift as "coloured

by the circumstance of hie own age", as bringing "a distinctive mode

of interpretation to bear upon the New Testament", and as using

^^See Collinson, The Elizabethan Puritan Movement, pp. 280-82.
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"arguments ... more often emotional than rational", than to attri-
171

bute these characteristics only to Cartwright. What principally

distinguishes them is that Whitgift, already in possession of a

church to his mind sufficiently reformed, was able to argue from

what was known, whereas Cartwright laboured under a difficulty

comparable to that of the first reformers, that he was obliged to

discuss and establish the form of a church not present in the ex¬

perience of the people. A sufficient confirmation of this is found

in Whitgift's utter rejection of eldership on the grounds that there

were insufficient people of quality to exercise such authority, and

Cartwright's recourse to the doctrine of the calling to support his

belief that were this system to be instituted, such people would be
172

available. His difficulty was further increased by the fact that

he was seeking institutional rather than doctrinal evolution, which

necessarily led discussion into the diffuse areas of emphasis

and temporary accommodation rather than into the more precisely verbal,

situation - free environment of theological disputation. This

caution qualifies without altogether mitigating the force of McGinn's

demolition of Cartwright as a controversialist, although Pearson's

corrective, that "the polemical circumstances that inspired his

writing conspired to prevent him from setting forth the claims of

Presbyterianism in a simple and systematic manner", must also be
173

taken into account. It is more useful to regard the cmtroversy

represented in the Defence as an articulation of differing conceptions

of the Church which localised and directed much subsequent debate.

171
McGinn, The Admonition Controversy, pp. 59» 62, 92. The first two
quotations are taken from Pearson,CBurch and State: Political
Aspects of Sixteenth Century Puritanism (Cambridge: C.U.P., 1928),
pp. 121, 123-2*1-.

172
Whitgift, Defence. Ill, 186-88. The edition used lere is that contained
in The Works of John Whitjgift. ea. for the Parker Society by Rev.
John Ayre (Cambridge: C.uTp'., l851-53)«

173
Thomas Cartwright. pp. 100-101. See also pp. *f07-8, Pearson's account
of Sandys' letter to Burghley whieh affirms the importance of Cart-
wright's reply to Whitgift (pp, 105-7).
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The first issue, that of preaching and reading, exemplifies these

points. Whitgift states the generally accepted reformed doctrine that,

"None that favoureth God's word (as I think) denieth that hearing the

word of God is the usual and ordinary means where by god useth to wolpk

faith in us", and he goes on to say, "I think no learned man will deny
17k

but that faith cometh also by hearing the scriptures read." In

themselves, these statements are unexceptionable and provide Cart-

wright with no grounds for disagreement, as in Tract 13, "Of Reading

of the Scriptures", when he concedes the general point that "It is

true the word both preached and read is all one; as the fire covered
175

with ashes is the same when it is discovered." However, it is in

the qualifying similitude (which "savoureth of papism" according to

a marginal note) that his difference with Whitgift is suggested.

Three elements are significant: the content and mode of the sermon,

and the composition of the audience.

The first two may be approached through Whitgift's criticism

of "verbal sermons", those delivered by men who, "backbiting at other

men's tables, running all the day long up and down the streets, sel-

dome or never studying, do negligently, unorderly, verbally (if I

may so term it) preach every day twice." While he knows that "the

oftener a man doth preach (the former circumstances being considered)

the better it is", he insists that the best sermons are preached

by that minister who, "diligently studying and labouring continually

for knowledge, doth orderly, learnedly, and effectually preach once

in the month." While he nowhere specifies in more detail the

17 Defence. Ill, 6-7.

175Ibid., ill, 36.

176Ibid., Ill, 2.
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content of the preacher's knowledge, what he envisages can be in¬

ferred from his criticism of the "verbal" preachers and his own ex¬

tant sermons. The dominant activity can be described as reinforce¬

ment, in that the preacher must work "faith and charity" in the hearts

of his hearers, an aim contrasted absolutely with "contempt of re-
177

ligion, or else contempt of superiors, contempt of good orders ..."

Fear of disorder, change and instability makes it impossible for Whit-

gift to perceive a consistent structure behind Cartwright's piecemeal

exposition, and it is difficult to see how he could have justified

the circumstances which gave England a reformed church. His pre¬

eminent concern, reiterated throughout the Defence and his sermons,

is to support and confirm the present order of Church and State, and

it is evident that a sermon is judged to be orderly and effectual

to the degree that it fulfils this requirement. His emphasis is

thus on the presentation of what is approved or known, and is con¬

firmed by the view that "the word of God once preached and faithfully
"i rpO

received doth nourish and feed continually." Implied in this

statement is a considerable delimitation of the scope of that which

is to be known, and of the hearer's responsibility. It is apparent

that Whitgift conceives this knowledge to be precisely defined and

of itself effectual to maintain faith in the believer without per¬

sistent reiteration. Hence his definition, "to preach the gospel is

to teach and instruct the people in faith and good manner^ be it by

writing, reading, or speaking without books", and his criticism of

Cartwright's arguments in support of the proposition that preaching

177Ibid., Ill, 1. See above, pp. 33-3*S ^5-^6, 57.

178Ibid., Ill, 5. See above, p.52.
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more effectively nourishes faith than reading, because they imply

that "the power of persuasion to be ascribed to the preacher

and manner of teaching, not to the word", and that "all things

necessary to salvation were not plainly and clearly expressed" in
179

the scriptures. Furthermore, it is evident that the semmon is

not regarded by Whitgift as the principal means of confirmation

and assurance for the believer, nor the prime activity of the

minister. In 'Tract 21, "Of Subscribing to the Communion-Book",

Cartwright states that "the curate is better able to read his ser¬

vice in two places than the pastor to discharge his office in two

churches", whereas the priorities are sinply reversed by Whitgift

who asserts that "A man may better in one day preach in two

churches, than he can at them both minister the sacraments, and
180

celebrate public prayers."

In this context the significance of Cartwright's analogy be¬

tween preaching and the stirred fire can be properly estimated. It

is inportant to Cartwright because it encapsulates a theory of

preaching based upon a distinct view of the Bible,the work of the

spirit and the preacher's individual activity. At the beginning of

Tract 13 the basic text, Romans 10.14, which is used to confirm that

"the ordinarie and especial means to work faith by is preaching",

is quoted by Cartwright who then goes on to state that "preaching

is called of St. Luke an opening of the scriptures." Unlike Whit-

gift's "faith and good manners", no particular content but rather a

179Ibid., Ill, 4o, 31-32, 37.
100

Ibid., Ill, 389-91. A later confirmation of this attitude is found
in Andrewes' answer to his question, "where is the outward reuerence?"
He simply affirms that "The inward affection must appeare by the out-
warde action; Religion is outward, as well as inward" (The Wonder-
fwll Combate. fol. 93r).
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particular activity is defined, that is, "not a bare reading, but
x3x

an exposition and application of the scriptures." This activity

is referred to in another similitude (an earlier use of which Whit-

gift turns to suit his own argument to demonstrate its weakness as

*| On
a proof), the universally repeated carving of meat: "for as

when the meat is cut and shred, it nourisheth more than when it is
183

not so." Since Whitgift does not deny its importance in certain

situations, further qualification is necessary and is provided by

their respective expositions of Romans 1.15: "so I am eager to preach

the gospel to you also who are in Rome," To Cartwright but not to

Whitgift, Paul clearly distinguishes between preaching and writing,

and Whitgift says, "I think verily that the same epistle did them

more good, and wrought more with them than if the self-same matter

had been preached tinto them, and not written ... he therein only

signifieth that ... he is ready personally to preach the gospel

among them ... A man's mind is commonly much better expressed by
184

writing than by word; and that which is written continueth."

To find the source of Cartwright's interpretation it is necessary to

read the whole paragraph from verses 8-15, and especially verses 11

and 12, which expresses what Paul believes to be missing in his re¬

lations with the Romans and which is summarised in Whitgift's own

phrase, "personally to preach". The spoken word and all that it

implies of a community learning, sharing and mutually influenced by

x3x
Defence. Ill, 30. 35. Obermann, in Forerunners of the Reformation,
says that for Luther, "The true Mass is not 'said' but 'preached'.
The word of God should be preached and the sermon should be an in¬
tegral part of the liturgy" (p.251).

l82Ibid., Ill, 3.

l85Ibid., Ill, 3k,
l8k

Ibid., Ill, k3~kk* This principle is, of course, of fundamental
importance to the theory of the Bible's authority, see above
pp. 72-lk.
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the power of the Holy Spirit in an ephemeral though personally sig¬

nificant way contrasts with the objective, depersonalized written

word.

For Cartwright it is not sufficient to say, as Whitgift does,

that "the Spirit of God openeth the heart of man both to understand
185

the scriptures read and preached", since this is both too abstract

and too impersonal. A particular man must sweep aside the ashes and

blow the coals hot because, not only<bes preaching of the word make

"a greater flame in the hearts of the hearers', but the preacher must,

as Cartwright understands Malachi to affirm, "have 'the law', not in

his papers, but 'in his lips'; noting thereby that it is necessary

..l86
to have the gift of utterance." This reference is used by Cart¬

wright to show why a nan who reads another's sermon cannot be said

to preach, and it also condenses his general view that preachipg

is a personal act, sensitive to the moment of its occurrence. Whit-

gift's disagreement with this view of Malachi confirms that he asso¬

ciates that which is preached not with the preacher but with the
consensu S

doctrinal mm r1 sninnrnr of the Church, and gives no weight to the
*1 On

preacher's shaping of his utterance to a particular congregation.

It is simply what is said, rather than how or to whom it is said,

which is of importance, an approach which makes no significant dis¬

tinction between sermon and homily.

l85Ibid., Ill, 37.

l8^Ibid., Ill, 36, 42. Whitgift's opinion is that to those who are
competent, the scriptures "are as hot and lightsome read as
preached; neither shall you ever be able to prove the contrary"
(p. 37).

■^C.H. and K. George, in The Protestant Mind, define this difference
by contrasting Roman Catholic priest and English Protestant minister:
"Compared to the Roman Catholic priest, the quality and effectiveness
of his work, and hence his own value as a co-worker with God, come
to depend far more upon his personal ability and self-directed
actions and far less upon the automatic functioning of Ms office"
(p. 328).
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Cartwright summarises his objection to all this in a reference

to the "ignorance of our leaders" who "cannot find us, unless they

lead us by other men's lights,and heal us by saying a prescript form

of service, or else feed us with homilies that are too homely to be
188

set in place of God's scriptures." Each of these involves an im¬

portant diminution of effect and, as Whitgift shows when he accepts

the definition of preaching put forward by Cartwright and its conse¬

quence, that reading and preaching are not the game, the real differ¬

ence concerns the operation of the spirit. For him the meaningful con¬

junction is between word and believer, whereas for Cartwright it is

primarily through an association between the word, the preacher's
189

words, and the hearer that the spirit is felt.

These perspectives are further distinguished when the composition

of the putative audience is determined. Most significant for Whit-

gift's position is his separation of the audience into two groups,

learned and ignorant, or with almost identical reference, literate

and illiterate. As I have just suggested,his acceptance of Cartwright's

definition of preaching is restricted to a precise context, the

audience of the unlearned, because "the people be for the most part

ignorant and dull of understanding, and therefore have need of school¬

masters and teachers to open and declere the scriptures unto them

and to deal with them according to their capacity." It is this ex¬

ception which explains the chief reason why he cannot permit Cart-

wright to attribute general significance to his doctrine of the

188
Defence. Ill, 53. See Grindal*s attitude, discussed above, pp. 52-53.

"^Ibid., III, 32-33. Typical exemplifications of Cartwright's view
are the encounter between Philip and the Eunuch (Defence. Ill, 36)
or the events on the Etamaus road, used for example by Henry Smith
in his sermon, The Trve Triall of the Spirits, p.136.
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ministry, because while it is imjbssible for him to deny its appro¬

priateness at one level, it is equally impossible for him to accept

that the same criterion should be applied indiscriminately. With

this audience are associated the various evils of "confusion,', ana-

baptism, ... a popular state", "novelties and factions ... that

doctrine that seemeth to be contrary to the present state, and that

inclineth to liberty": with the other are those qualities already
190

quoted above in Whitgift's definition of his ideal sermon.

Typical members of this second audience are those who "understand

that which is read" and who therefore do not need instruction in the

essentials of the faith. Precisely what Whitgift means by this it

is difficult to say, except that this audience clearly includes those
191

who rule, and those who are conformable. That it is not restricted

to the ruling class is shown by his approving report that many who

cannot read "by the means of their children reading to them at home,

receive instruction and edifying." It must be assumed that the "in¬

struction" represented here is that of familiarity with scripture and

the catechism, and its level is implied in Cartwright's conclusion,

that if'all those which read preach; ... a child a h. or 5. years old
192

is able to preach because he is able to read."

The important point is that there is a certain body of knowledge
193

called "all points of religion" which is accessible and can be

understood as well by reading as hearing, whether privatelyor publicly,

and that this knowledge is intimately related to the general culture

190Ibid., Ill, 11; I, 1+66. See above, pp, 387-88.

191Ibid., I, 1+67-68.

192Ibid., Ill, 39. see above, pp. 5^-55.

193Ibid., Ill, 31.
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of those in authority. This is confirmed not only by Whitgift's

appeal to authority, but by the similarity in. content and mode of

address of his printed sermons which, although they vare preached

in such different places as the Court and Paul's Cross, are equally

characterised by a transparent generality.

Cartwright recognises that he is outside the circle of the

orderly and the discrete and pubishes this fact by observing, in a

comment upon Whitgift's appeal to the authorities to protect society

v.ith "sharp and severe punishment", that this is nothing other than

a means to preserve the privileges of those who "are by this meanss

194
established, and whose estates are made this way most sure."

However, his view of his audience canbe defined positively, as it is

clearly set out in Tract 4, "Of Ministers having no pastoral charge ..."

in a way which illuminates both his own tendencies and their incom¬

prehension by Whitgift.

It is important to remember that Whitgift saw in Cartwright's

version of the ministerial function a situation analogous to that

maintained by Rome, in which the people did not read the scriptures

for themselves but were entirely dependent upon the preast ..r for
195

what they knew. Also, when Cartwright endeavoured to insist that

a sermon should be preached before baptism or communion, on the grounds

that Christ's words before his institution are an abbreviated form of

"long sermons touchirg the fruit of his death and the use and end of

the sacrament," Whitgift wondered whether "the faithful which well

understand" need such instruction and detected in Cartwright's em¬

phatic and insufficiently qualified assertion that "the life of the

19^Ibid., III, 11.

l95Ibid., Ill, 46.
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sacraments dependeth of the preaching of the uord of God" a

196
tendency to anabaptism. Just as these comparisons are not simply

false, the fact that Cartwright's views were susceptible to this

interpretation implies the existence of another principle about

which his various statements are consistently orientated.

This principle is declared in the concept of a church system

which is built upon the fundamental unit of one pastor to one parish.

There can ud no doubt that the two groups in the church defined by

Whitgift in terms of their need of sermons or their capacity to

understand by reading are reduced to one group, in which individual

distinction in learning confers no special status before the word

preached but is believed instead to engender an even stronger desire

to hear sermons. This group, the "special flock" of the Cartvrightian
197

minister, is characterised in terms of knowledge, personal ex¬

perience and the minister's compassionate identification with them.

The latter aspect of the minister's function is exceptionally im¬

portant and seems to lave been overlooked in concentration upon Cart-

wright's severe interpretation of Old Testament law, and his concern

with discipline.

In ipneral terms, he attempts a justification of his arguments

against pluralism and non-residency by a series of similitudes, or

"analogies drawn from the nature of those things which the ministers

are likened unto." These are introduced by the observation that "for

those that preach to have a whole diocese, or province, or realm, to

196Ibid., Ill, 21-22; cf. Wallace, Calvin's Doctrine, pp. 135-37.

"^Ibid., I, 506. See Perkins' clear definition of these qualities,
in Workes, I, 707-16.

198
McGinn, Admonition Controversy, pp. 12^-27. Pearson takes a hard
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their flock, or city to attend upon, is contrary to the policy

or good husbandry of all those that would either have their city

safe, or their flocks sound", a point taken by Whitgift who never¬

theless does not see why "one, two, or more" should not have "a

199
general care both over the watchmen, and over the cities also."

However, in its context the direction of these analogies is plain -

the minister is understood to exercise a personal function which ex¬

tends beyond the orders of the church and is characterised by "the
200

multitude and difficulty of those things which are required."

The addition, which extends this function in so many ways that it

is impossible for a minister to meet adequately the needs of one

parish, is generally stated when he says that, "beside the preaching

of the word and ministering of the sacraments, there is required of

him that he should admonish privately, and house by house, those
201

that be under his charge." In other words, it is not only re¬

quired that the people should come to church, but an essential part

of the minister's work is his involvement in the secular life of

his parish. When Cartwright speaks of this activity, he speaks not

as an inquisitor but as a compassionate man, in a way which is later

described by Topsell when explaining why God "preferreth the seruice

of men before the seruice of angels in the building of the church."

His first reason refers to "our reconciliation made by the man lesus

Christ", the second to God's calling men to the ministry "because

line but offers some extenuation in Thomas Cartwright, pp. 90-93»
and in Church and State, pp. 105-12. Evaluation of Cartwright's
disciplinary rigour must take into account what is known about con¬
temporaneous personal and social behaviour. See above, pp.197-206,
and Appendix One.

199Pefence. I, ^75-^76.

200Ibid., Ill, kZL.
201

Ibid., I, 512. See above,pp.160-62,on the dangers of this re¬
lationship.
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none can be so neerely touched with the feeling of humane infirmi¬

ties as men can be; who knoweth a mans hart sauing a ma? If they

preach they speake by experience; if they exhort, they do it as if
202

they were exhorted." Cartwright draws what becomes a focal ana¬

logy -between the pastor and the surgeon or physician when describing

the effects of non-residency: "it is as much as if the surgeon should

apply his plaster, or the physician his medicine, when they neither

know of the wound or disease of their patients. But this knowledge
203

of their estate cannot be without a continual abode amongst them."

Whitgift's comment upon this section indicates the gulf between

them in their respective interpretations of what is meant by "know¬

ledge of their estate." All that Cartwright proposes is false, he

asserts, because it is not "so hard a matter to know the people's

manners and conditions" and, in any event, "a preacher may do good in

preaching among them whom he knoweth not; for it is God that direct-

eth him in his words and matter." In these circumstances the preacher

"(except he be void of discretion) ... will so moderate and temper
2olf

his sermon or exhortation, that it may profit all." This advice

is obviously correct in the context of what Whitgift understands preach¬

ing (and the work of the ministry altogether) to be about, but it

cannot be accommodated with Cartwright's view, in which the single

most important element is a confidential relationship between minister

and people. It is described in one place as "a familiarity between

202
Edward Topsell, Times Lamentation: or An exposition on the Prophet
IGEL, in sundry Sermons or Meditations' (London. 1399). PP. 13-17.

203
Defence. I, 5lb. See also Greenham, Workes. p.790, and above,
p.146.

20ifIbid., I, 51W5.
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the pastor and the flock", necessary so that "euery one may be em¬

boldened to come and demand to be satisfied of those things they

doubt of; which they will never do unto those whom they are not
205

by continual conversation acquainted with." Doubtful thiijp are

not simply restricted to questions about religion, as Whitgift clearly

assumes when he says that there is "not now any such general ignor¬

ance but that there may divers be found able to answer all such
206

doubts as you speake of," and is more precisely demonstrated when

he mentions a particular case: "if any man should come unto me, and

demand of me any question touching the law of God, I think I should

better satisfy him if I did read the words of the law unto him,than

if I should make a long tedious discourse of mine own to little or

no purpose." No intimation of "practicall divinity" is given here,

and as if to emphasise his complete difference from Cartwright over

the letter's attribution of special significance to the word preached,

he concludes, "It is the word itself that pierceth and moveth the

,,207conscience."

By contrast, what concerns Cartwright are doubts arising in

every compartment of life, and their personal or individual aspects.

He says that a minister "should be ready to dissolve the difficultie

that either onehath with another, or with himself,touching the con¬

science", and he adds in The second reqlie that Whitgift is mistaken

if he thinks that these cases are uncommon, since "the experience of

men, deceived in the natures of their friends, wives, and children,
pAQ

best known unto them, might have taught him otherwise." These

205Ibid., I, 520.

206Ibid., I, 516.

2^Ibid., III, *f9. See above,pp. 273-75, on the puritan's distinctive
use of "explain".

208
Ibid., I, 515 and n. 3« See above, p.203, for these qualities,
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doubts bear no relationto the instruction or edification communicated

by a child reading to his illiterate parents: they are, according to

Cartwright, endemic in "the experience of men" and their resolution

is the necessary task of the minister.

In the matter of conversion and salvation this difference is

further clarified. Whitgift agrees that "the devil most grievously

assaulteth those which have embraced the truth ... but they are suf¬

ficiently armed with faith, and with the word of God; so that, al¬

though they be tempted, yet can they be not overcome." There is,

however, no such certainty in Cartwright's view, a fact which simply

confirms the necessity for close involvement in the intimate life

of a parish. The minister must "feed them continually, and watch

over them so long as they are in dinger of hunger, in danger of wolves,

in danger of the enemies within and without; which is so long as the
209

church is here upon the earth."

Cartwright's emphasis on a personal ministry, on the "wonderful

love that God worketh in them towards their flocks, and in their
210

flocks towards them", and the obvious conclusion thst the sermon

represents instruction and insight into scriptural truth devolving

out of experience among the people of a particular community rather

than a rehearsal of known doctrine, explains much of the conflict

in understanding between the two men. It is instructive to note that,

when expounding 1 Peter 5. 2, Whitgift establishes his own trinity

of ministerial functions, which are "teaching, instructing, and govern-

211
ing the church of Christ". The oore of their respective systems is

extended to the social relations enjoyed amongst the "special
flock".

209Ibid., I, 522, 524.
210

Ibid., I, 520.
21

Ibid., I, 519.
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exposed by comparing his last function with Cartwright's private

admonition, two forms of social control which differ radically in

their conception of individual responsibility and the importance

of private experience in matters of faith and conduct.

This perspective permits a ready appraisal of the third

topic, interpretation of Paul's words in Ephesians 4.11: "And his

gifts were that some should be apostles, some prophets, some evangel¬

ists, some pastors and teachers." Cartwright initiates discussion of

this text in Tract 4, "Of ministers having no pastoral charge

by inserting into his bipartite division of "the ordinary and con-

212
tinual functions of the church," that is, between those elders

who teach and govern,and those who govern only, an undeveloped dis¬

tinction within the first group between the functions of pastor and

doctor. At this point, as elsewhere, it is the former upon which

he dwells and which clearly represents for him the most dynamic as¬

pect of the ministry, but in his discussion of the term 'doctor'

a most interesting situation is revealed, namely, that he is not
213

treating with a term,or concept, which has achieved stable reference.

Unlike the pastor who is consistently understood to be a preaching

minister, resident in his parish, the doctor is discussed with much

less assurance. Several factors co-operate in this situation; an

impetus, generated by scripture itself, to find a working definition

for this scriptural term; a personal prejudice against the university

212Ibid., I, 473.
213

cf. Pearson, Thomas Cartwright, p.97. Wendel says that Calvin
first gave a theological justification for his conception of the
four ministries of pastors, teachers, elders and deacons (derived
from Bucer) in the 1543 edition of the Institutes, indicating the
evolution of his thought since only the pastors and deacons had
been treated in the first edition of 1533 (Calvin, pp. 75-76).
See above,pp. 154-56.
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distinction, which seems nevertheless to represent a more general
214

attitude amongst reformers; and a felt need in the Church, either

in its established form or in the presbyterian model, which is in¬

completely satisfied or rationalised.

None of these uncertainties are shown by Whitgift who, on the

first suggestion that this functional distinction is to be advanced,

weighs in with ancient and modern authorities: "«.s for 'pastors'

and 'doctors', you know that divers both ancient and late writers,

as namely Hierome, Augustine, Chrysostom, Kusculus, and Bucer, &c.,

do confound them; and the reason Hierome useth cannot be well denied,

because the apostle saith not as he did before of the others, alios

pastores. alios doctores. 'some pastors, and other some doctors',

but he joineth them together, and saith, alios pastores et doctores.
215

'some pastors aid doctors'". When Cartwright several divisions

later actually specifies the nature of the office, he defines it with

reference to the pastor. Hie doctor's office'bonsisteth in teaching

doctrine, to this end that the pastor might not be driven to spend

so much time in propounding the doctrine,but might have the more

time to employ in exhorting and dehorting, and applying of the doc-

trine." Later, in Tract 8, "Of Archbishops, Metropolitans, Bishops,

Archdeacons, &c.", Whitgift's use of Jewel's previously unpublished

views on this question forces Cartwright to question the authorship

of that "half sheet of paper." Jewel is inportant to Whitgift be¬

cause he argues against the notion that Lphesians contains a "perfect

The second replie of Thomas Cartwright; against Maister Doctor
Whitgjftes second answer touching the Chu'rc'he Discipline (/Zurich7,
1575), P.634.

21^Defence, I, 4?4.
2X6

Ibid., I, 503. Theoriginiof much inadequate preaching is suggested
in, although not caused by, this division of functions, since
knowledge and its application are separated. Various loci of dis¬
satisfaction bear this out: for example, Udall's report of a
conmon opinion that there was too much preaching, and his instructions
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pattern of all ecclesiastical government" (which Cartwrlght claims

not to have asserted in the first place). However, the question

arises whether there should be a distinct office of "catechist",

and Cartwright indeterminately concludes that "if there be a pastor,

there is one which both can, and ought to instruct the youth; neither

doth it pertain to any other in the church and publicly to teach the

youth in the rudiments of religion than unto the pastor; howsoever
217

in some times and places they have made a several office of it."

The very instability of the term "doctor" is shown here by its non¬

appearance, since the connection between youth and teaching does not

immediately recall it. Whitgift points this out in a marginal note

("Whatt say you to the doctor!") and a correction of sorts is offered

by Cartwright in The Second replie. in which he notes that he has

amended these words in the second edition of the Replie by insert¬

ing "pastor as some think or doctor" for the single term "pastor",

and states that "catechist" means "doctor" since the catechist was

218
one "which tawght the groundes of religion." Earlier in The second

replie he gives a more extensive scriptural justification for the

distinction between "pastor" and "doctor" to support his previous

argument. During this enlargement, besides the direct activity -

"a supplie of teaching being nedefull/ it must be fetched at his

handes/ whose proper profession that is" - a more negative aspect is

how one should react to previously heard or familiar points of doc¬
trine (Obedience to the Gospell. sigs. G2V, E4v); or Smith's
distinguishing plain and unlearned sermons (The Art of Hearings
p. 319)5 or the critical appraisal made by Hooker of a typical
sermon composed within the limitations of "extemporal readinesse
of wit" and hence unfit for "men of capacitie and iudgement"
(Pride, p.2).

217&efence. II, 336, 340.

2^The second replie. p.634.
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declared. Those are "meet for the office off a Doctor" who are "apt

to teache" but "haue no grace in exhortation/' or mouing the affections
219

of the hearers/ and therefore not so fit to be Pastors."

From the preceding discussion it will be evident why this divi¬

sion is not significant for Whitgift. Both activities are contained

in the single office of the minister, who is much more the doctor

than the pastor as these are understood by Cartwright, with the fur¬

ther difference that teaching does not seem inferior because of its

association with youth and the first principles of religion. Tfee

chief difficulty in interpreting any further Cartwright's views

on the nature of the teacher is the highly restricted context within

which discussion takes place. His basic principle, that a pastor can

only work effectively in one parish, predominates and is incontest¬

able once his conception of the pastoral ministry is understood, but

practical icq/Lications - for example, is his training equal to that

of the pastor?, is his audience only children? - which would en¬

courage a clearer definition are not considered.

Since these views represent the genesis of a concept,it is use¬

ful to extend the scope of this discussion beyond Whitgift and Cart¬

wright into other sources contemporary with them. The most explicit

delineation of the two functions is to be found in a sermon preached

by Laurence Chaderton, to which considerable reference has already

been made in Part Cne. Taking the alternative text to Ephesians 4.11,

which Cartwright used to justify his division of ministerial functions,

Chadertbn constructs a similar model of church government. In his ex¬

position of fiomans 12.3-8"doctor"is much more positively defined and,

21^Ibid., pp. 297, 295-96. See above, pp.156-59, for the opinion that
application of doctrine requires special gifts.
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most significantly, in behavioural rather than institutional terms.

The two functions are thus distinguished: "as the teacher is

occupyed about the reasonable parte of the rainde, therin to plant

true knowledge and sound doctrine: so pas tour/' is occupied

about that part, wherein the affections haue their abode, to bring the

heart and wall to continuall obedience of the truth, which is so much

more necessary then the other, by how much the lord is more delighted
J32Q

with obedience, then with naked and bare knowledge." While the

concluding value judgement compares with Cartwright's own opinion,

important modifications of the latter*s position are suggested. First

of all, this judgement is absolute because, when consideration is

given to the ultimate aim of the minister's work, the salvation of

souls, there can be no doubt which is the most important if "bare

knowledge" is no effective test of one's spiritual condition. How¬

ever, there is no simple dichotony, for Chaderton immediately follows

the preceding statement with the words, "Doctrine is the ground,

euery exhortation not builded thereon, is fruitlesse & weake ...

though it be zealous yet it is blind and without knowledge."

Hence, in the short term, they are equally important and from

one point of view the doctor is indispensible simply because the mind

must be prepared with true knowledge before the pastor can instruct

in obedience. His precedence is described inanother formulation of

the two activities which stresses that it is from a conception of

the human mind, only hinted at by Cartwright, that this division

is derived: "Mans soul hath two partes, reason or the minde, the

heart or the affection ... First a doctour who by heauenlie wisedom

in interpreting the word, is able (the spirite working by his

220
A Frvitfull- Dcrmon. pp. 69-70.
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ministery) to translate vs from the kingdome of darkness©, to the

Icingdome of light and knowledge: then the pastor, whome /pod?
hath ordayned to subdue and tame the rebellious motions of our

heartes ..." No eraphais is placed upon lacking the gift of "moving

the affections": instead, the doctor is characterised by his possession

of "heauenly wisedom", and his activity is that of a "prophet, which

truely, soundly, and reuerently expounding the Canonical scriptures,

continueth in teaching true doctrine vnto his owne people, for the
221

establyshing of their mindes in the truth."

Whether Chaderton envisaged an alternative to the situation

suggested by Cartwright, that ideally each parish would have both

pastor and doctor, remains unclear. However, it is possible to infer

something more from the phrase, "his owne people." The sermon first

discusses the general relevance of its text to all members of the

Church, and permits Chaderton some hard words about the "many ignorant

men"in the ministry and the "grosse ignorance" of the people. When

these remarks are linked with his definition of the two functions

in terms of a psychology which is unrestricted in its application,

it becomes apparent that Chaderton is not really concerned to fit the

doctor-function into a parish system. He is, however, most concerned

that the nature of the human mind as he conceives it should be the

basis of any attempt to treat with it and affect its behaviour, and

since knowledge is necessary before salvation is possible, there must

be a man skilled in the understanding and presentation of that know¬

ledge for itself. By implication, even if the doctor should happen

to fill the role of a catechist, what is required is that he should

be able to teach the teachers of men. "How can he teach except he

221Ibid., pp. 73, 65.
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haue disciples?", Chaderton asks, and suggested in that word

"disciples" is the activity of men like Chaderton himself, or Perkins,

or Greenham, or any other who saw in the education of intelligence

the only certain means of strengthening the Church. While various

expression is given to this determination, in the growth of the

"puritan" colleges, especially in Cambridge, and in lectures and

prophesying, the significance of the division is more properly ap¬

preciated in its relation to a general theory of human mental be¬

haviour and its modification, and particularly in the increasing weight

given to informing the "reason, or the rainde."

In practice, the pastor must inevitably teach, and the teacher,
223

occasionally at least, seek to "affect" his hearers. As a theoretical

division, what is significant about it and the debate generally is the

revision of basic concepts which it represents. Within his larger

program for church reform, Cartwright partly defines and partly hints

at a social,psychological, and educational imperative which ulti¬

mately derives its force and convictions not from any global scheme

of institutional reform, but from its personal and communal centre,

condensed into his doctrine of the ministerial function. To say this,is,

of course, not to suggest that Whitgift lacked a similar depth of

222Ibid., p.6?.
223
^Calvin's treatment of this question is unambiguous. In his comment¬
ary on Ephesians he accepts that "Paul speaks indiscriminately of
pastors and teachers", and yet goes on to say that "this does not
move me to confound two offices, which I see to differ from each
other." He defines the taacher in both positive and negative terms -
"there is a particular gift of interpreting Scripture, so that sound
doctrine rosy be kept and a manmay be a doctor who is not fitted to
preach" - and then distinguishes the two functions: "Pae$$rs, to ray
mind, are those to whom is committed the charge of a particular
flock. I have no objection to their receiving the name of doctors,
if we realize that there is another kind of doctor, who superintends
both in the education of pastors and the instruction of the whole
Church" (The Epistles ... to the Galatians, &c., p.179. See also
Institutes. 4.3.4.)
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conviction or regarded the state of Church with complacency, but it

is to emphasise that within the Defence Cartwright•s partitioned

and often incomplete argument presents a radically revised and funda¬

mentally coherent definition of what constitifcea the core of the
\
^

Church. Since this revision failed to achieve conventional accept¬

ance, itseffectsare most readily perceived and charted in the changing

form of semmons in the Elizabethan period, which was the subject of

Part One.
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PART TWO

SECTION TWO

In the preceding section' 3Ti discussed three aspects of the out¬

ward form of the Church, concentrating upon principles which informed

positions and arguments in ecclesiastical and doctrinal controvert

but also possessed much more general application. They were shown

to represent beliefs concerning the achievement of true knowledge and

the nature of typical human behaviour and its correlate, the social

context of behaviour, which themselves point to some inner elements

of cultural evolution. In this section I intend to develop this dis-

oussion by a closer analysis of human nature and its functions, in

the areas of mind, language, and knowledge of the world.

Chapter Four

THE COMBAT OF THE FLESH AND THE SPIRIT

During my analysis of the divergent views of the ministerial

function as these were articulated by Cartwiight and Whitgift, I

emphasised that underlying the disciplinary cast of Cartwright's

thought there was a deep reservoir of compassion for human perplexity

and suffering. This characteristic is intimately linked with a move¬

ment away from the Stoic and Christian philosophic attempts to dis¬

cipline human nature by the application of ethical principles and to

achieve contemplative peace through the activity of reason, to a less

private, more communally centred attempt to understand the emotional

content of experience. Initial indications of the interest in the

latter view of human nature aan be derived from a variety of authors.
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For instance, while acknowledging that "everything has changed, and

continues to change", Vives says that "similar changes do not ever

take place in the essential nature of human beings, i.e., in the

foundations of the affections of the human mind, and the results

which they produce on actions and volitions."1 According to Greenham,

the classical philosophies do not develop such a view of human nature,

and he observes that knowledge of what "pierceth into the secretes

of the heart, we shall neuer finde but for some little time, and
2

straight vanishing away in the Philosophers." Marbeck, in A Booke

of Notes and Commonplaces.makes a specific contrast between romanist

and reformed patterns of worship which recalls the conflict between

subjective and objective tendencies in the Jewel-Harding controversy,

when he explains that "How to serue God in the spirit" means "to

honour God with a true affection, proceeding from a pure and cleane

heart, and not by Images, or other visible and corruptible things, or

3
else by shewes and outward ceremonies. Pet.viret."

I have also suggested in the chapter on images that the crucial

difference between romanist and reformed positions as they are repre¬

sented by Sanders/Harding and Jewel is that the former is equipped

with a doctrine of perception and knowledge which is the confident

justification of ecclesiastical forms and teaching, whereas the latter

seems to lack an equivalent certainty, or at least a doctrine which is

so readily substantiated by a developed psychological theory. When

more general questions about the composition of mind are dealt with

Foster Watson, Vives: On Education (Cambridge: C.U.P., 1913)* p.232.
2
Workes, p.404.
3
John Marbeck, Booke of Notes and Common places, with their ex¬
positions. collected and gathered out of the workes of diuers
singular writers, and brought Alphabetically into order (Londont158l),
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by reformed ministers, a corresponding situation can be observed in

the relation between positive statements of reformed doctrine con¬

cerning human nature and the development of psychological explanations

to support and expound this doctrine. That this is a very tentative

area of discussion is exemplified in two works on Elizabethan psycho¬

logy, specifically referred to Shakespeare, by Ruth Leila Anderson,

Elizabethan Psychology and Shakespeare's Plays. University of Iowa

Humanistic Studies, Vol. 3, N . 4 (Iowa City: Univ. of Iowa, 1928)

and J.B.Bamborough, The Little World of Man (London: Longmans, Green,

1952), in which a consistent psychological theory is positted for

the period as a whole although quite extensive terminological and

categorical variation is admitted. While it cannot be denied that the

descriptive principles of medical or physiological psychology remain

generally unchallenged in the period, highly significant if imprecise

changes are taking place in the theory of the soul or mind. These

movements are not to be absolutely correlated with reformed teaching,

since two important figures, Vives and Huarte, exist in a complex re¬

lationship with it and romanist doctrine; my conclusions here are

consequently restricted to the thought of writers in the reformed

tradition, with special attention to two treatises of William Perkins,
b

The Combat of the Flesh and the Spirit and A Discovrse of Conscience.

The scope of teaching on the doctrine of flesh and spirit, as

it is particularly represented by Perkins' thought, indicates a

highly significant reconstruction of the traditional theories of psycho¬

logical behaviour. Since the experience of regeneration, apart from

the initial act of conversion, is not registered as a constant state
5

but a dynamic imbalance between the qualities of flesh and spirit,

b
These were first published in 1593 and 1596 respectively.

Greenham, Workes, pp. 7^7-^8; Perkins, Workes, I, b7b.
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it is evident that if the description of psychological events de¬

veloped out of the doctrine of regeneration offers a more adequate

explanation of experience than previous theories, the enduring import¬

ance of that doctrine lies in the extent to which it focussed and

made comprehensible powers or characteristics of human nature pre¬

viously inhibited or unexplored. The integration of human powers and

functions, the attempt to uncover the hidden origins of behaviour

about a reflective self, and the recognition that man has a psychic

nature not amenable to treatment by solely physical means, are three

developments from primary Reformation doctrines which ultimately

stand -by themselves and are available to reformulation in non-doctrinal

terms. The almost totally doctrinal distinction between regenerate

and unregenerate is less significant than the teaching that no man is

utterly free of his fallen nature, and that intensity of feeling, a

highly ramified knowledge of morality, and a judicial, reflective self-

consciousness, are expressions of a particular, constructive mode of

organising auuniversally given human nature.

The context in which Perkins1 treatises must be placed is identi¬

cal to that of the conscience itself as Perkins describes it. When dis¬

cussing why conscience gives judgment on actions he says that taken

by itself conscience shows no consistency in judgement but will achieve

this only when it is "bound". He then defines that "which hath absolute

and soueraigne power in it selfe to bind the conscience" to be "the word

of God, written in the booke of the old and new Testament."^ It is this same

v/ord of God which both directs analysis of human psychology and intrudes into

the philosophical systems a set of potentially disruptive elements, a pro¬

cess evident for example, in that fine and elegant summary of humanism by La

6l
Workes, I, 519. See above, pp. 255-56.
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Primaudaye, The French Academie. Not only do the participants

in the dialogues upon which that work is built deliberate according

to the "infallible rule of the holy Scriptures", but the trans¬

lator's preface gives a further warning that all who read the work

should only so far "approoue euery sentence and example of life,
s

as it may bee prooued out of the recordes of holy Scripture."

One of the remarkable features of this work is its inclusion of a

chapter expounding the major passages of Scripture which contain* in

various combinations the terms for the Hebrew concepts of human nature.

An early, general and cfefinitive statement of the Bible's

significance for psychological theory can be found in the Loci Communes

Theologici (1521) of Philip Melanchthon. In discussing the problem

of the will, he first of all dismisses ancient philosophy, saying that

"just as we in these latter times of the Church have embraced Aris¬

totle instead of Christ, so immediately after the beginnings of the
9

Church Christian doctrine was weakened by Platonic philosophy." From

this criticism the cardinal point of Melanchthon's reordering of the

psychological functions follows, that is, his dual, insistence on the

single authority of the Bible and its specifying that the emotional

rather than the rational aspect of these functions is fundamental to

human behaviour. "Philosophy," he says, "looks at nothing except the

external masks of men: the Holy Scriptures look at the deepest, in¬

comprehensible affections. Since a man is governed by these, the

7
This work was first published in France in 1577, and translated
into English by various hands between 1586 and 1618.

^The French Aeademie, sigs.*1V. f3r.
9
Philip Melanchthon, Loci Communes Theologici. trans. Lowell J. Eatre,
in Melanchthon and Bucer. ed. Wilhelm Pauck. Library of Christian
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Scriptures judge the acts according to the motivation behind the

affections."10 While this principle, in this work, is used to support

the full sweep of the ugustinian doctrine of deterministic pre¬

destination, it is not dependent upon that doctrine. After the con¬

troversy between Erasmus and Luther on the question of free will

Melanchthon moved decisively towards a less rigorous position,11 but

his belief that the emotions are the true source of all action re¬

mained emphatically at the centre of his moral and psychological

theories, as the 1555 edition of the Loci Communes demonstrates.

While maintaining the basic philosophical notion that reason commands

action in terms of what it knows, Melanchthon reverses the> conventional

emphasis and partitions the will, so that the reason ("the rationalizing

will") becomes secondary to the "understanding, the true will which

is like the heart." What this means is that, "if the heart is not

in agreement with the will, then there is no true will, just thoughts
12

and a rationalizing will which controls only the external forms."

The other major conclusions deriving from this emphasis upon

Scripture and the emotions concern the nature and the number of divi¬

sions in human nature. On these matters Melanchthon is unequivocal.

"We divide man into only two parts ... a cognitive faculty, ... a

faculty by which he either follows or flees the things he has come to

Classics, Vol. 19 (London: b.C.M. Press, 1969), p.25. Subsequent
references are to this edition. The nature of this weakening is
described by Peter Martyr in Most learned and fruitfull Commentaries
of D, Peter Martir Vermilius. Florentine ... vpon the Epistle of
S, Paul to the Romanes, trans. H. B/arton7 (London. 1568). where tie
shows how various parts of human nature were thought by "they of
Platoes sect" to derive from utterly distinct external sources,
for example, the mind (= reason) from God, the temperature from
the celestial spheres, the passions from devils, and the body from
the elements. He concludes that "we know that the whole man is
formed of God" (fol. *12*").

10Loci Communes, p.35*

11The Loci Communes of Philip Melanchton. ed. and trans. Charles Leander
Hill (Boston, Mass: Meador Press, 19**), pp. 59-60.

1^Melanchthon on Christian Doctrine, Loci Communes 1555, trans, and ed.
Clyde L. Manschrek (New York: O.U.P., 1965)» p.53•
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know ... The faculty is sometimes called •will* (voluntas), sometimes
13

•affection', and sometimes 'appetite'." It is made quite clear in

the expansion of these statement® that what Melanchthanis describing

are psychological functions, and not the organic functions of the

physiological psychology, characterised in England at this time by Bar-

tholomaeus' be proprietatibus rerum in the translations of Trevisa

(1^95) and Batman (1582). Further confirmation of this point is pro¬

vided by an editorial note concerning what is implied in Melanchthon's

use of the term affection: "It is difficult to say what this term

meant for Melanchton. Instead of 'affections', we should perhaps say

•disposition' or 'state of mind' or 'attitude'. However, the term

itself was of great importance for Melanchthon'e entire thought."

These alternative phrasings indicate that Mel&nchthon was attempting

a description of mental functions which would stress interrelationship

rather than hierarchical structure, and was moving decisively towards

the problem of individual character which later preoccupied such
15

writers as Huarte. The very complexity of human nature as it is

conceived in terms of the heart seems to impel such considerations, for

Melanchthon subsequently asks, "v ho is able to penetrate the labyrinth

of the human heart, especially since the diversity of the affections is
16

as great as the diversity of natural talents'?"

13
Loci Communes, p.23.

lifIbid,, p. 27, n.28.
15
Juan Huarte, Kxamen de Ingenios, The Examination of mens Wits. In
which, by discouering the varietie of natures, is shewed for what
profession each one is apt, and how farre he stall profit therein.
Translated oat of the Spanish tongue by M. Camillo Camilli. Englished
out of his Italian by R/Tchard7 C/5rew7(London. 1596)'. This work was

first published in 1575. See George Sidney Brett, A History of Psycho¬
logy (London: George Allen, 1912-21), II, 171-72.

1 fi
loci Communes, p.36. See above, pp. 207-1^,55-62.
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In this context, however, it is sufficient to note that he re¬

jects the use of such terms as "reason" and "free-will" and does not

see that "it greatly matters at this point to separate the feelings

from what is called theintellect, and the appetite of the feelings

from the higher appetite. For we are speaking of the higher one, that

is, not only the one in which are hunger, thirst, and feelings like

thoseof the beasts, but concerning that one in which are love, hate,
17

hope, fear, sorrow, anger, and the feelings which arise from these."

The hierarchical concepts of vegetative, sensitive and reasonable soul

are here firmly rejected, along with their philosophical ramifications,

in favour of a theory of human nature which is based upon the two

interrelated aspects of thought and feeling. At least as important

for the theory and practice of psychological medicine is the lack of

any treatment of the influence of bodily functions upon mental states.

Although this does not necessarily mean that the whole medical tradition

is thereby replaced by another form of explanation, it is significant

that in building upa theory of human nature to fit the doctrinal

emphases of the Reformation - by adopting this bipartite division "the
l8

difference between the law and grace may be more easily indicated" -

physiological topics have no immediate importance. The chief nega¬

tive reason for this is given by La Primaudaye when he observes that

"in all these diuisions and distinctions of the faculties and powers

of the soule rehearsed out of the Scriptures, there is not one of

them wherin any mention is made of the naturall powers, by which the
19

soule giueth life and nourishment to the body"; otherwise, the

17Ibid., p.23.
l8Ibid., p.24

"*~^The French Academie. p.568.
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most typical non-figurative definition of "body" simply states that

"the members of the body are the instruments by which we perform our

actions.

What is of most interest here is the positive integrative

doctrine of sensus and intellectus and its scriptural root in the cen¬

tral concept/function called "the heart". Melanchthon continues his

critique of scholastic psychology into its very centre, the belief

that the reason can initiate good actions, that "the will (voluntas)

by its very nature opposes the affections." He asks, "what is will

(voluntas) if it is not the fount of the affections? ... For the

•Scriptures call the most powerful part of man the heart, especially

that part in which the affections arise," concluding his appraisal

of the matter with the affirmation, "I deny that there is any power

in man which can seriously oppose the affections." This leads him to

the question of the origin of actions, a proper assessment of which

depends upon acknowledging that although much that we do seems good

outwardly "we do not see the shameful affectioi|p from which the acts
21

originated." The answer lies in comprehending the incomprehensible

character of the heart, Luther's own phrase for which is "our nature ...
22

so curved in upon itself at its deepest levels."

The effect of scriptural usage on the discussion of human psycho¬

logy is perhaps best summarised in Marbeck's list of meanings for the word

"Louie". "The worde sovle is put somtime for the life, because the

20
John Calvin, The Epistles of Paul the apostle to the Romans and to
the Thessalonians, trans. Ross Mackenzie, in Calvin's Commentaries,
ed. David W. Torrance and Thomas F. Torrance (Edinburgh: Oliver and
Boyd, 1961), p.26^.

21
loci Communes, pp. 27-29.

22
Martin Luther, Luther: Lectures on Romans, trans, and ed. Wilhelm
Pauck, Library of Christian Classics, Vol. 15 (L ndon: S.C.M.Press,
1961), p.159.
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soule is the cause of lyfe, and because the life consisteth in the

soule ... Also it is taken for will, minde, or desire, because it is

the seate of the will and desire ... Many times it is taken for the

whole liuing man ... Somtimes it is taken for the breath which man dee

breath in & out, wherein consisteth the liuely mouing of the body ...
23

But most often the soule is taken for the immortall spirite of man ..."

Immediately characteristic of this set of meanings is the notion of

wholeness, most clearly and inclusively expressed in the word "life"

with its multifarious connotations, and the omission of any particular

or special references to the powers of reason. It is a further indica¬

tion of the way in which this set of terms exists both beside and to¬

gether with the traditional philosophical categories, that "heart" is

referenced separately but only as it denotes the physical organ (al¬

though the belief that a courageous man possessed a hairy heart is

quoted from Pliny, making a traditional link between physiology and
24

qualities of character).

Such a collection does not offer a coherent model relating the

various aspects or powers or effects of human nature which it includes,

and confirms that the most difficult task facing those of the reformers

who pursued their doctrine into the realms of psychology was the habitu¬

ation of a new, or perhaps more accurately, a rediscovered terminology

to the highly ramified traditional Christian Aristotelianism which
25

which supported the doctrines of the Church of Rome. An interesting

case inpoint is the expository problem posed by the words: "May the God

^Notes and Commonplaces, p. 1045.

2ifIbid., p.4?3.
25
"Urett observes with particular reference to Hugh of St. Victor
that "in all these revivals of Christian Neoplatonism founded by
Augustine the salient feature is the assertion of personality as
the central psychological fact" (A History of Psychology. II, 96).
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of peace sanctify you wholly} and nay your spirit and soul and body

be kept sound and blameless at the coning of our Lord Jesus Christ."

(1 Thess. 3.23). Jewel states the problem in a Exposi tion vpen the

Two Lpiot.iae of the Apostle ualnt Paul to the Tliosaaloniaaa. when he

encourages his reader to note that "the postle diuideth man into

three parts: The spirit, the soule, and the body. So that hee seeaeth

to sake the spirit one thing, and the soul© another, How is it then

that we diuida man into two parts, the soul© and the body, and say

that he doth stand but of two parts?" His answer follows the principles

outlined in the previous discussion of Melaachthon and is sore usefully

quoted from Calvin, but it diverges in on© respect. To aopitfy the

basic division ho turns, not to biblical parallels, but to the tradi¬

tional personification of the sighted husband, 'Reason', and the blind

wife, 'Will', with no elaboration of the crucial identification of

will and affection.

Calvin's exposition is straighiforward, being based on the prin¬

ciple that divisions beyond the fundamental two of body and soul are

simply for emphasis or greater clarity. "When, therefore, we near the

tern spirit, wo are to understand it to denote reason or intelligence,

as on the other hand by the terra soul is meant the will and all the

affections." He then notes that 'many interpret Paul's words in a

different sense", saying that "by soul he means man's vital icpulcc,

and by spirit the part of man which has been renewed", implying the

roaanist emphasis upon the reasonable soul and its qualitative differ¬

ence from the sensitive. This interpretation would make Paul't prayer

"absurd", since it implies that the eanctification speken of by Paul

would apply to one part only of human nature, and not to "the whole

26
■-.crtaine annoas. p.103.
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man entire". Beyond this Calvin shows & strong preference for an

accommodation between scriptural and philosophical psychology, a

point to which I will return shortly. The fundamental principle, that

there is a unity in the spiritual, psychic, or simply immaterial as¬

pects of human nature is, however, firmly established, and it is a be-
28

lief central to the thought of many Elizabethan preachers.

The importance of this principle can be exemplified in two

particular problem areas, the characters of the regenerate and unre-

generate, and the function of conscience, which represent respectively

a key doctrine of the Reformation, and a primary concept in the de¬

velopment of practical divinity. What I am especially concerned to

investigate is the relationship between experience and its theological

and psychological forms of explanation, in the restricted context of

these two subjects and the works of William Perkins.

The Combat of the Flesh and the spirit, a sermonupen the text:

"For the flesh lusteth against the spirit, and the spirit against the

flesh..." (Gal. 5.17), is a highly coherent example of precise and

systematic exposition and a notable presentation of English reformed

doctrine. It provides a valuable focus for the divergent and compli¬

cated issues of interpretation upon which I wish to touch.

Its clarity of conception is immediately apparent in the opening

division of the subject, which reflects aspects of the situation - the

conflict between flesh and spirit - delineated by the text, and more

particularly in the analysis of terms which immediately follows. In

the three definitions which are relevant here, the guiding principle

27
Romans and Thessalorgans, p.380.

28
cf. other expositions of these terms by Bering, discussed above,pp.53-54;
Perkins, Workea. I, 152} King, a Sermon, p.688; and La Prlraaudaye,
The French Acaderaie. p.567.
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is that of the whole man. "Spirit" and "flesh" are not respectively

"soule" and "body", because "there is no such combate between the

body and the soule: both which agree togither to make the person of

one man;" nor are they "natural! reason" and "natural appetite or

cocupiscence", since "the spirit here mentioned doth fight euen

against natural! reason." Rejecting any possibility of subdividing the

natural man, Perkins puts forward his operative definition, that "the

spirit signifies a created qualitie of holinesse, by which the holy

Ghost is wrought in the mind, will, & affections of man; and the flesh,

the noturall corruption or inclination of the mind,will, and affections
2g

to that which is against the law."

His explanation of this condition represents a significant con¬

tribution to the development of means by which the whole man can be

discussed, since what he is faced with is not the romanist division of

faculties into good but weak, the reason, and corrupting and powerful,

the affections, but two distinct types of whole man, the one a cor¬

ruption of the other but, in the regenerate, in the slow process of
30

transformation. It is not the notion of conflict which characterises

the reformed position, since post-Reformation Catholicism may have

intensified its own awareness of this inner condition. In the 1582

version of the New Testament produced by the English College at Rheims,

for example, the translators gloss Romans 7.25 with a criticism of Lutheran

teaching: "neither can the motions ^and passions or perturbations^
of the flesh ^~the flesh & inferiour parts^ in a iust man euer any

whit defile the operations of his spirit £rainde, reasonJT", as the

29
Workes, I, 469. Melanchthon recalls one of the central issues in the
sacramental debates when he says that the romanists' interpretation
of these terms derives from their "having forgotten the diction and
figurative use of language in Scripture" (Loci Communes, p.37).

"^The belief that all human faculties are corrupt and must be renewed
is expressed, for example, by Lancelot Ridley in A Commentary in Eng-
Ijrshe vpon Cayncte Faules Epystli to the Sphesyans (London, 1540),
sig. 15r~vi but it is noteworthy that he regards renewal as a decisive
change of state rather than a process of transformations, cf. Luther,
below, p.424, Ridley's view is also that of John Colet, An Exposition
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Lutherans do hold: but raake them often sore meritorious, for the

continuall cosbat® that he hath with them, for it is plaint that the

operations ©f the flesh and of the spirit do not concurre together
31

to make one act, as they isagiae." The fundamental issue between

the two doctrines is concentrated is the idea of concurrence and,

furthermore, concurrence on the tvo levels of the regenerate and the

unregenerate man.

It is this concept which Perkins' introduction of "mere qualities"

attempts to analyse and explain. ny division of inner powers or

functions is rejected, although the actual terms available make for

a complex statement. These qualities are "ioyned and mingled together

in all the faculties of the soule: The mind or understanding part, is

not one part flesh, and another spirit? but the whole mind is flesh,

and the whole mind is spirit, partly one, and partly the other. The

whole toil is partly flesh and partly spiritt the flesh and the spirit,

that is, grace and corruption, not seuered in place, but onely in reason

32
to be distinguished." The complications inherent in language are

conveyed in that last distinction between 'place' and 'reason', a

distinction not significant for romasist doctrine (at least as it is

defined by the Rhesdats), but by itself the statement clarifies very

little. However, Perkins amplifies his distinction by two analogies

which do convey the operative character of this concept, while also

demonstrating the awe inherently substantive categorisation which

makes the connotation of 'place• or entity so hard to avoid. Concur¬

rence is expressed by analogy with ths dawn, when "the whole aire is
33

partly light, and partly dark© throughout", and with lukewarm water.

of »t. Paul's Kpistle to the Romans, trans. J.II...upton (London:
Boll'and laldy, 1873), p.28, and La Frimaudaye, The French .■ ademie.

*

Thomas Cartwright, A Confvtation of the KheaLhte Translation, Glosses,
and Annotations on the Hew Testament (London.' l6l&). p.351. The ex-

panoions of the principal terms are taken from the Rhemist's gloss
on Romans 7,15 (p,350).

rtees. I, b€9i cf. the significance of "place" in the sacramental
debates, discussed above, pp.334— m.

^Worfces. I, k?Q.
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What is most notable about these analogies is their choice of "fluid

substances" to convey this awareness of immaterial but nevertheless

real events and conditions which lack the boundedness characteristic

of material objects. Luther's criticism of the "metaphysical

theologians" may be placed alongside these comparisons for emphasis'

sake. They "deal with a silly and crazy fiction when they dispute

about the question whether there can be opposite appetites in one and

the same subject, and when they invent the notion that the spirit, i.e.

reason, is something absolute or separate by itself and in its own

kind an integral whole and that, similarly, opposite to it also sen-

34
suality, or the flesh, constitutes equally an integral whole."

Whether or not his representation of these qualities could be

claimed as an innovation by Perkins, it is clearly an advance in

description if not in perception upon Luther's exposition of Romans

7.20:

So it is not he that sins, because his flesh covets
without his consent; indeed, strictly speaking, he
himself does not covet, because fcd does not agree with
the coveting of his flesh. And yet ... one and the same
person is spirit and flesh; thus what the flesh does the
whole man is said to do. And yet what resists is not the
whole man but is rightly called a part of him. Both then
are true: it is he that acts and yet it is not he.

It is as with a rider: when his horse does not trot

exactly as he wishes, it is he and yet not he that causes
it to trot as it does. For the horse is not without him
nor he without the horse. But the carnal man does always
what sin does, because he always agrees with the law of
his members.35

34
Lectures on Romans, p. 21^. See also Calvin's affirmative answer to
the question whether it is possible to feel joy and sorrow at the
same time (Romans and Thessalonians, p.191), and Perkins' general
treatment of the problem of contraries in the same subject (Workes,.i, 471).

35^Lectures on Romans, p.204.
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The immediate danger in this analogy is that it could be interpreted

as representing a mind/body distinction, since it would equally

suit romanist teaching. The reformed situation is certainly pre¬

sented, but the sense of "place" is too strong. Perkins offers

another more dynamic and conceptually complex analogy which may be use¬

fully compared. In speaking of the conflict in the will, he likens

it to "a man in a boate on the water: who goeth vpward; because hee

is carried vpward by the vessell, and at the same time goes downeward,

because he walks downward in the same vessell at the same instant."

Ho ready equation can be drawn between elements in the analogy and

parts or functions of human nature: the complicated dynamics of quali¬

tative and immaterial interactions in the same "place" are its explicit

content. Scholastic analogies only underline this point, by their use

of quasi-material relations: "virtues and vices stick to the soul like
37

whitewash to a wall, like writing to a board, like form to a subject."^

Perkins' comparison suggests something of the gap which exists

in various ways between experience (represented by the analogies),

doctrine, and the understanding of psychological behaviour. Of the

three, it is the doctrine which, in its general form, is unambiguous:

ambiguity arises in the translation of this doctrine into its behavioural

correlatives. The problem is aptly stated by Luther when he employs

Aristotelian terras to explain the process of regeneration. His main

concern is to express, in "whatever way the nature of man may be ex¬

plained", his perception that regeneration is constantly transformative.

"Man is always in not-being, in becoming, in being: always in privation,

36Workes, I, k?l.
Quoted by Luther, Lectures on Romans, p.2l6. Important conceptual
links clearly exist between this analogy and the debate over transub-
stantiation. See McLelland's discussion of Peter Martyr's charge that
the scholastics wrongly interpreted Aristotle's teaching on the re¬
lation between substance and accidents to support their argument that
substance could be separated from accidents (Visible Words, p.182.)
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in potency, in acts; always in sin, in justification, in righteousness,
lO

i.e., always a sinner, always a penitent, always righteous."

Amongst these groups of terms, philosophical, metaphysical, and

practical, there is repeated the key word "always", without which the

others would not convey his conception. It is in the modification

of the ways of explanation that the true importance of doctrinal

change is to be found.

Further discussion of concurrence can be divided into two parts,

respecting the particular characteristics of the two "men". Since the

generic difference between regenerate and unregenerate is conveyed in

terms of grace and corruption, it would seem reasonable to begin with

the unregenerate man since both share the same natural origin. Support

for this order is apparently given by Perkins' explanation of what

original sin means in constitutional terms, which is worth quoting

particularly for its summary comparison. He begins by insisting that

"we must know, that there were in -dam before his fall, three things

not to be seuered one from the other: the substance of his bodie and

soule, the Faculties and Powers of his bodie and soule: and the Image

of God consisting in a straightnes, and conformitie of all the affections,

and powers of man to Gods will." Adam's sin lies in the loss of the

third factor, since he retains the others. This is explained further

by analogy: "In a musical instrument there is to bee considered, not

oaejy the instrument it selfe, and the sound of the instrument, but also

the harmonie of the sound. N w the contrarie to harmonie, or the dis¬

order in musicke, is noneof the two former, but the third, namely the

discord, which is the want or absence of harmonie, which wee call

disharmonie." As in his other analogies, Perfcins expresses this

38
Lectures on Romans, p.322.



combination of multiple elements inn single perception, or quality

or state by reference to a fluid medium. However, he also speaks in

emphatic negatives • "Simne in his proper nature (as £eint John saith,
is an anomie

l.Ioh.3.fr. )/that ia, a want of conforraitie to the laws of God," or

"a want of that which ought to bee, or subsist, partly in the nature

of man, and partly in the actions of nature,and it is a consequence

of this orientation that the unregenerate man is himself characterised

by negatives, by contrast with the regenerate. For this reason it is

necessary to begin with the latter.

The manner ia which the battle between flesh and spirit is fought

is "by busting; To lust in this place, signifies to bring; foorth and

to etirre vp motions and inclinations in the heart, either to good or

euiil. Lusting is two-fold; the lusting of the flesh, and the lusting

of the spirit." Besides the final point, that this activity is common

to both flesh and spirit and is the indifferent means fey which these

opposed qualities encounter each other (another reference to the whole

man), there are two more which link closely with the preceding discussion..

Firstly, that the heart is the scene and first evidence of imprecise

but impulsive awarenesses which are variously termed "inclinations",

"motions", "desires", "suggestions". Secondly, that by implication

this activity represents a fundamental, pre-cenecioue element of human

nature, since it® effects are not anticipated but become known, and are
ko

experienced as appetitive, net intellective.

This second aspect is very difficult to specify with any precision,

since further discussion of the divided faculties of mind and will serves

Ibid., I, k7Q ctm Peter Martyr*svnote that there is "in the oede
and likewise in the minds of man fefepyfef* . that ia, a certayne
power, which although it be hidden, yet it is of most great efficacy"
(Most learned ... Commentaries, fol. l62r).
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only to emphasise that each is hinderedin its operation by contrary

tensions, for example, "the will partly willeth and partly nilleth that

which is good at the same instant." When Melanchthon says that "by

experience and habit we find that the will (voluntas) cannot in it¬

self control love, hate, or similar affections, but affection is over¬

come by affection", his remotest point of reference is simply the "heart",
h2

"the most powerful part of man." However, he does note thsfc self-lcve

is the greatest affection, and this may contain a clue because, unlike

every other affection, itcbes not in the first instance embrace an

object: bther than itself; as Luther says, "our nature ... does not

even know that, in this wicked, twisted, crooked way, it seeks every-

<tf3
thing, including God, only for itself." In this extreme introversion

there is indicated an emotional character which in its primary formation

requires neither extra-personal stimulus nor conscious deliberation for

its activity.

It is necessary to look elsewhere for references to the existence

of this factor, namely, in the personate correlatives of flesh and

spirit, the Devil and the Holy Spirit. A brief noting of their use

in questions of human action suggests that these sources, thought to

exist 'outside' human nature, do fulfil this inchoate "begetting"

function. % far the most useful illustrations are accounts given by

Greenham and Perkins of the sequence of events leading to sin or to the

assurance of salvation.

In Ch. 35 of Godly Instructions for the Dye bxamination and Direction

4lIbid., I, 471.
k2.
Loci Communes, p.27.

If3
Lectures on Romans, p.159.

kk
See above,pp. 215-22.
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of al Men, to the Attaining and Retaining of Faith and a good Con¬

science, Greenham discusses the nature and power of the heart, and says,

A good way, the way of the heart is not, but how it
lieth, it is to be considered. The first entrance is
the thought, either by occasion or by his owne motion.
The Scripture deuideth them into two sorts, iniected and
ascending, both naught. Iniected be those, which the
diuell casteth in, as hee did into the heart of Iudas:
ascending bee such, as rise out of the heart, which doe
breath out ... The second thing that makes the walke easie,
is when we are well affected to it ... Further when a man

conceiueth a pleasure in these imaginations, so that the
verie sent of them delighteth him ... After comes a desire
of taking fruit of it, by wishing, I would I might, as also
a consent of the will... Next followeth the endeuour and
deuising by al meanes possible to bring it to passe ...
Then ensueth the act it selfe ... Then commeth a benummed
conscience, he forgets to be sorrowfull for it, it prickes
him not.^5

The essential points in this account are that there is a sub¬

stratum beyond consciousness and that reason as a specific function

of the soul is given no place unless it be in the actof "deuising".

Consciousness is here totally bound up with feeling, stressed in words

like 'affected', 'pleasure', 'imaginations', 'desire', and 'benutaraed'.

The sub-stratum itself is not understood simply as an element of

human nature: it is rather that zone from which all subversion originates,

whether the agency is external or our natural" corruption, the "wander-
k6

ing thing", the "endlesse maze", which is the heart.

Perkins' account of spiritual operation develops out of his

definition of faith. He shows that it

2+5
Workes, pp. 352-53. The basic text for this investigation is Christ's
question to his disciples, "Why doe thoughts arise in your hearts?"
(Luke 2^.38). Another answer to this question represents both types
of thought as "inward motions" (Workes. p. Mf9)• cf. Perkins' dis¬
cussion of this topic, which preserves the inner/outer distinction
(Workes. Ill, 376), and the section discussing interpretations of
Christ's temptations in the wilderness, above, pp. 2^2-50.

2+6
Workes. p. 352.
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stands in two principall actions. First, the enlightning
of the minde: the second, the moouing of the wil. For
the first, the holy Ghost enlightens mens mindes with a
further knowledge of the law, then nature can afford ...
then comes the second worke of the holy Ghost, which is the
inflaming of the will, that a man hauing considered his
fearefull estate by reason of sinne, & the benefits of
Christs death, might hunger after Christ ... And when he
hath stirred vp a man to desire reconciliation with God
in Christ, then withall hee giues him grace to pray not
onely for life eternall, but especially for the free re¬
mission and pardon of all his sinnes ... After which he
further sends his spirit into the same heart, that desireth
reconciliation with God, and remission of sinnes in Christ:
and doth seale vp the same in his heart by a liuely and
plentifull assurance thereof.

Apart from the initial insistence that knowledge is necessary,

the major part of the Holy Spirit's work is concentrated upon the

emotions, in full exemplification of Greenhara's observation that

"vnlesse this heart be altered, let the word be preached, and say

48
the Preachers what they can, all is in vaine." On the basis of a

man's emotional capacities, the spirit to establishes their proper

object and patterns their responses. In this case there is apparently

no question of a comparable inward source, since the whole event

carries a man beyond nature and the ordinary objects of the affections.

However, this description essentially reflects a sequence of emotional

events which are understood to take their origin from some extra-

personal source even though this source conforms in its lack of bounded-

ness or location to the essential characteristics of the heart-soul.

47
Workes. I, 125. Another analogy used here suggests the extraordinary
difficulty of thinking in terms of organic processes, the simultan¬
eous development of interrelated parts or functions. He wishes to
underline thepoint that faith does not come "suddenly, but by certain
steps and degrees", and takes for comparison the child's development
in the womb, which occurs in three stages; "1. by making the braine
and the heart; 2. by making veines, sinewes, arteries, bones; 3. by
adding flesh to them all." Henry Graith uses the same analogy in
The Heavenly Thrift, p.323.

^Workes, 354.
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Since human nature in the sense of its faculties and powers is un¬

changed (although not unaffected) by the Fall, in this emphasis upon

the fundamental importance of human emotionality there would seem to

be all the grounds necessary for an integral theory of the emotions

and hints towards the problem of the unconscious, if the full

force of the flesh/spirit dichotomy could be mitigated. There does

not seem to be any explicit development of Vive^ conclusion that "be-

neath the life of thought there is the unnoticed flow of experiences."

This is, however, to look far beyond the range of this study.

While integration of psychological functions does take place effectively,

as well as doctrinally, it is insufficient against the inertia of

the traditional categories and values. Before discussing this,a few

examples of integration can be given to show that concentration upon

the heart and the whole man did represent experiential factors which

were not adequately accounted for in the reigning system. Calvin's

commentary upon Romans 7.18-25 offers one such example. He emphasises

that "our secret renewal evades and is concealed from our senses, ex¬

cept in so far as it is apprehended by faith", and then says that "the

law®? the mind undoubtedly means an affection rightly ordered." In

this interpretation the notion of law, usually associated with reason

and the mind itself, is understood in terms of the emotions, with the

implication that it is not the reason which disciplines the affections

but, on the contrary, that the order of reason depends upon and co¬

exists with their prior ordering. What is conceived here is not the

uneasy achievement of control by reason but the achievement of a state

of mind which is a complex of reason and feeling. This condition is

approached again when Calvin notes that Paul "applies the word mind.

La
Brett, A History of Psychology. II, 167.
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not to the rational part of the soul honoured by philosophers, but to

that part which is illuminated by the Spirit of God, so that it may

understand and will aright. Paul not only mentions understanding,
50

but also connects it with the earnest desire of the heart." Perkins

hints at thiB same sense of an integrated nature when in suggesting

that more people than were aware of their condition had tendencies

towards atheism,he says that "the reason wherewith many doe sooth vp

themselues, is this; because they neuer felt in themselues any such
51

conceits as this, that there is no God." The context of this obser¬

vation is ,of course,the necessity for self-knowledge and examination

of the heart.

Defnition of the proper character and function of the will also

reflects this experience of the mind. When Greenham says that the

"will consents", he implies that it is closer to reason because a

judgement by it is possible if not in fact made. On the other hand,

it is also the gate through which affections pass to become acts,

providing the reason for Melanchthon's question, "What is the will if

50
Romans and Thessalonians, pp. 153-55; cf. his comments on the trans¬
lation of Romans 8.(5 as~~"the mind cf the flesh". He says that
"Erasmus has 'affection' (affectum) for cogitatio, the Vulgate 'pru¬
dence' (prudentiam). Since however, it is certain that Paul's Td<f>j>ovi)/*<<
is the same as that of Moses when he speaks of the imagination
(figmentum) of the heart (Gen.6.5), and that this word includes all
the feelings of the soul from the reason and understanding to the
affections, it seems to me that 'mind' (cogitatio) is better suited
to the passage" (p.l6l). Thomas Wood, in English Casuistical Divinity
during the Seventeenth Century (London; S.P.C.K., 1952), p.68, notes
that Aquinas calls "synderesis" "the law of our mind" and "conscientia"
"the application of knowledge to some action".

5L r

Workes. II, ^6l. Although the mind and will are divided by reason,
it may be supposed that Perkins' description of the sequence of
events leading to assurance quoted above, reflects.a similar sense
of interrelation to that conveyed by Calvin.
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it is not the fountain of the affections?" His solution, the

distinction between the understanding and rationalizing will, directly

affirms that decision or choice is a mixed, variable activity of

the person rather than the work of a particular faculty. The same

distinction is made by Greenham, although without explicit reference

to the will, when he says thet "there are two kinds of vnderetanding,

one in iudgement, another in heart, the oneis but little, the other

bringeth practise ... when we allow in iudgement, and loue in heart,

then are wee carried willingly to that tbfag: so that if wee know a

thing which we cannot be brought to do, it is because we vnderstand
53

not in heart." The suggestion that there could be two seats of

the understanding reflects Vives' observation that "An affection or

concomitant feeling ... strengthens the memory: that is to say, an

5k
idea abides because we have not merely had it but also lived it."

It also indicates again how this concept of concurrent mental functions

and problems in experience were not easily accommodated by the avail¬

able terminology.

The difficulty is two-fold, deriving from implications of

original sin and the problems of consciousness. The former woiM not

have been such an obstacle if the implicitly value-free term "anomie"

had been consistently used, but generally the notion of taint and cor¬

ruption is too positive. When aligned with the emotions as the

strongest function of human nature and the long antagonistic tradi¬

tion which identifies them with the body and death, it produces a

reversion in thought in which the reformed definition of "flesh"

shades back into the roraanist and philosophical.

52See above, pp. 198-201, 211-1**.

•^Workes, **69.
5**
Brett, A History of Psychology. II, 167.
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Strictly speaking, as Luther says, original sin meant "the loss

of all uprightness and of the power of all our faculties of body
55

and soul and of the whole inner and outer man." Calvin's inter¬

pretation of Romans 6.12 emphasises this total corruption: "the

nature of man is termed corporeal, because he has been deprived of

heavenly grace (privatus coelesti gratia v). and is only a kind of de¬

ceptive shadow or image (fallax tanturn umbra vel imago). There is

the additional fact that this body is contemptuously referred to by

Paul as mortal, for the purpose of teaching us that the whole of

human nature is liable to death and destruction." However, in the

midst of this exposition Calvin stresses the contempt associated

with the body, by saying that "in our present degenerate state our

souls are fixed to the earth, and so enslaved to our bodies that they
56

have fallen from their proper excellence." Making all the termino¬

logical concessions possible, it remains difficult to avoid the con¬

clusion that Calvin has reverted to the soul/body antithesis character¬

istic of philosophical discussion. A similar situation is apparent

in Luther's commentary upon Galatians 5.16, 17. Before referring

to his own experience of sin he presents the counsel which Paul would

offer to a man who "feeleth this battell of the flesh." He is en¬

couraged to "resist in spirite, and say: I am a sinner and I feele

sinne in mej for I haue not yetput of the flesh, in which sinne

dwelleth as long as it liueth. But I will obey the spirite and not

the flesh." When linked with the example he gives previous to this

advice - "if thy flesh begin to waxe wanton, represse it and bridle

it vp by the spirite. If it will not be, marrie a wife ..." - the

•^Lectures on Romans, p.167.

^Romans and Thessalonians,pp. 128-29.
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distinction between the literal and the figurative "mortal bodye" is
57

not easily perceived. Although La Primaudaye gives the reformed
58

interpretation of "soule" and "spirite", "flesh" and "spirite", the

accuracy with which these doctrinal distinctions are integrated into

psychological theory can be doubted when in a summary of philoso-

phical thinking he observes that "the most sensible, common and true

opinion, which the wisest amongst the Philosophers had of the soule, is

that which diuideth it into two parts onely, vnder which all the rest

are comprised: the one being spirituall and intelligible, v/eere the

discourse of reason is: the other brutish, which is the sensuall will,

of it self wandring and disordered, where all motions contrary to
59

reason, and all euill desires haue their dwelling."

Furthermore, Peter Martyr discovers a distinction of this kind

in Pauline terminology, interpreting Paul as saying in Romans 7.5 that

natural corruption is manifest in "wicked motions and rages" ( TT^ft.Tl ),

although there are "moderate and laudable affections" ( i\§L7\. ) which

derive from "the naturall constitution of the body and of the members"

and are not condemned by Paul.^ This distinction is also used by La

Prinaudaye, who brings everything together in a reformed, platonising

philosophy which endeavours to employ concepts equally from all these

traditions. Thus, the stronger affections are "properly called per¬

turbations, according to the philosophers, from whence all the euils

and miseries of mankind proceede ... they are but affections and in¬

clinations, which come from our will, corrupted ty the prouocations and

57
A Commentarie of M. Doctor Martin Lvther vpon the Epistle of £. Paul
to the Galathians (London. 1577). fols. 262r. 26pv.

eg
The French Academie. pp. ^3^-35.

59Ibid., p.10.
6Q p
Most learned ... Commentaries, fol. 162 .



allurements of the flesh, and which vholly resist the diuine nature of

the reasonable part of the scale .Which passions the mind© of man

commonly beheld©th. cleerly ©nough, when it applieth it self# there¬

unto, if it bee not altogether peruerted and depraued: yea by the

grace and help© of God, the mind© is able to confirm it self© against
61

any passion through the discourse of reason." ' Peter Martyr, again,

note® that "renewing ... beginaeth at the adnde, and is afterward

qsred abroad into the affectes and grosser parte of the soule." He

accepts Aristotle's argument that the mind "eeemetb alwayes to encline

tc. good, thing©®", which is adduced by those who argued that it is "yet

whole and vncorrupt", and resorts to doctrinal affirmations to balance
62

this psychological observation. Beturning to Calvin we find in his

exposition ©f 1 Thess. 5»^3 the question, "how is the whole man entire.

except when his theights are pure and holy, his affections all honour-

• able and well-arranged, and when too his body devotes its energies and

service to good works alone? The philosophers hold that the faculty

of understanding is like a mistress, while the affection® are the mean®

of exercising command, and th© body renders obedience. Vt, now see how
63

well everything corresponds." v

The crucial problem thus relates to psychological experience:

although the reformed doctrine insists that all should be equally cor¬

rupt, it seems difficult to shake the conviction that this corruption

is nevertheless principally a quality of the emotions, not the reason.
gh

It may be used to explain error, m Perkins does, but is otherwise

jgte French Acadeg&e, p.13.

(*ms.teiiin £saBa$st&g&»fol« ^3V.
'""Romans and Thesaalonians. p.380.

^Wcrkes, I, **70-71.
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not readily attached to the rationalThere is clearly a

large question here, deriving iron the dependence of those functions

upon the senses and then the imagination for their basic material,

but this will b® commented upon later. The aspect of psychological

experience which I wish to toifch upon here is that of consciousness or

cognition.

. 1though Scripture was the primary authority and "heart" the key

term, it is clear that these provided insufficient specific material

for the description of human mental processes, 1orkins makes this

plain in Treatise of Bans Invaginations. an exposition of the text,

"The Imagination of mans heart is euill euen from his youth" (Gen. 8.21).

In Ch. 2 hs gives a series of possible meanings for the word "heart" and

concludes that "Here it is taken for the vnuerstending faculty of the

soule. whereby man vaeth reason: which -. i'aul calls the spirit of
66

the salad®. " The Importance of thiechoice should not be underestimated,

because it provides the means by which the scriptural emphasis upon
is

the affective functions of human nature mm accommodated to the philo¬

sophical tradition of hierarchy amongst th® f&cuitiea and elevation of

the intellective powers. That th® philosophical tradition was stronger

is shown in Calvin's exposition of Romans 12.1-2, where he gives the

reformed, figurative interpretation of "bodies" and then, speaking of

the renewal required, says that it is "not that of the flesh only, a©

the teachers in the lorfoanne explain this word to mean the lower part

of the seal, but of the mind, which is our most excellent part, and to

which the philosophers ascribe the pre-eminence. They call it
*■ / "67

oi~>
, the regulative principle. n analogy provided fcy

%®e below, pp.

^fa'orkee. II, ^58.

Romans and Thessalonians, pp. 26*1-65} cf. Is Prlmaudaye, The French
Acadeade. p.56o. '
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Perkins makes the same point in the traditional way: "Vnderslanding ...

is the more principall part seruing to rule and order the whole man:

and therefore it is placed in the soule to be as the wagginer in the

waggm."

While it is this disagreement over the corruption of reason

which separates romanist and reformed in doctrine, the central problem

is the extent to which psychological experience conformed. On the

one hand, "Mans Imagination stands in thoughts; the vnderstanding

deuiseth by thinking: and these thoughts of the Imagination are al

naturally wicked." On the other, even if "the two senses of learning,

seeing and hearing ... are the windowes of the heart and soule, and if

we keep them not well, Satan will be sure to conuey some euill into
Q 70

vs," and although error is possible even in the most regenerate,

it is never suggested that all sense data are necessarily perverted

and our information about the world universally distorted.

The underlying question, however, concerns not the capacity for

scientific knowledge, but the origins of action. Greenham's deriving

a mental sequence using the affections as origin, and Perkins' pro¬

vision of a similar model using the Holy Spirit, have already been
71

mentioned. However, this is exceptional. The fundamental principle

can be directly stated: "Looke what men doe practice, that first of
72

all they thinke, for the thought is the beginning of euery action."

This precedence, characteristic of the philosophical tradition, is

^Workes, I, 517.

69Ibid., II, 458; III, 398.

70Ibid., I, 471.

7"*"bee above,pp.426-27.

7^Perkins, Workes. II, 469.
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affirmed in another form which identifies it more closely with the

major psychological faculties gnd their concurrence: "there is a con¬

cord and consent between the heart and the braine, the thoughts and

the affections: the heart affecting nothing but that which the minde

conceiueth." In these terms, the heart is not understood as an

initiator of requests for action, but the source of power to effect

them; the springs of action are understood to be thoq£hts, which are

associated with the mind.

The link between the two functions may be very close, as Perkins

shows by way of example: "when the minde hath conceiued, imagined,

aid framed within it selfe fearefull thoughts; then comes affection

and is answerable to imagination. And hence proceede exceeding horrors,
73

fears, and despaires euen of saluation it selfe." Nevertheless,

thought and affection are distinguished,and the thought itself further

defined by a qualitative addition ("fearefull"). The implicit recog¬

nition of precedent and separate parts is made explicit in another

context, a definition of faith, which involves the key term "heart"

and shows by the way how near the surface is the principle of concur¬

rence. "The place and seate of faith (as I thinke) is the minde of man,

not the will: for it stands in a kind of particular knowledge or per-

swasion, and there is no perswasion but in the rainde. Paule saith

indeede, that wee beleeue with the heart, Rom.10.9. But by the heart

he understands the soule without limitation to any part. Some doe

place faith partely in the mind, and partly in the wil, because it

hath two parts, knowledge and affiance: but it seems not greatly to

stand with reason, that one particular and single grace should be
74

seated in diuers parts or faculties of the soule." In this judgement

^Ibid., II, 47.

^Ibid., I, 124; see also I, 517.
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Perkins maintains the notion of the singular soulo while arguing for

the strict partitionof its functions. Whereas in the definition of

"flesh" and "spirit" he discriminated between the divisions of rational

analysis and actual unity,in this instance he accepts a categorisation

of mental powers as factually descriptive. Such acceptance is clearly

encouraged by the notion of faith as a single entity, but the basic

motivation for assigning faith to the mind evidently lies in the as¬

pect of "perswasion",that is, that faith is an act of conscious assent

to dogmatic propositions 'which are not empirica. ly or naturally dis-
nc

coverable.

By these diverse references the compelling equation between mind

as consciousness and consciousness as thought is demonstrated. When La

Primaudaye interprets Paul's use of "thought" in Ephesians 4.17-18

as comprehending "both imagination and memory, and all the faculties
nC.

and powers of theinternal senses", he is describing the sum of con-

sciousr mental events. That this consciousness could be understood to

be manifested typically in a prepositional form is conveyed in Cart-

wright's interpretation of Augustine's arguments against Pelagius.

Cart' right says that, although Augustine makes "vicious desires not

consented unto, no sinne, yet he maketh every thought, bee it never

so little, proceeding from originall sinne, to be sinne ... Now there¬

fore, seeing euery moving of concupiscence is a thought, it must needs

follow that the desire which hath no consent being thought proceeding

from that concupiscence, is sinne." He makes no distinction between

"desires" and "thoughts", understanding a desire to manifest!tself

as a suit or a motion (in the debating sense), a proposition upon

75
cf. the stages between thought and action, described by Perkins in
his discussion of the topic, "Of repentance for euill thoughts" (Woikes,
II, 476).

76
The French Academic, p.568.
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which to act. This is further emphasised in his expositiaa of James,

•Who saith, that wee are then tempted when we are withdrawn and entised

by our own concupisence (1.15) which is conceiued in consent, so that

they are now actions of the minde, although they be not certaine
77

elections and determinations thereof.''

It is significant that this statement recalls Greenham's description

of the inner sequence preceding sin action, and that the point of most

interest is the scope of "Concupisence". If taken as a philosophical

category referring to ft quality of human action, it is appropriate to

equate its existence with consciousness of it, as Cartwright does in

the phrase "euery mouing of the concupiscence is a thought." However,

if it is thought of as a corrponent of human-psychology, it must exist

beyond the realms of thought as prior to it. We are thus returned to

the complex and ambivalent problem of origins, answered in different

and inherently conflicting ways by the philosophical doctrine of parts

and the supremacy of reason, and the reformed doctrine of total cor¬

ruption of all faculties and their concurrence. In each the experience

of knowing is determinative; the area of uncertain content is itself

pointed to by Perkins when he insists that "to reforme our mind of

euill thoughts" means reformation "in the most inward and secret part of

your soules, euen where the thoughts and imaginations are framed and

conceiued.

In this context the peculiar importance of conscience, and the

psychological function of the cases of conscience, are most readily

perceived. An inclusive introduction to this topic is a comment by

Calvin, that "Men are sustained and comforted by their consciousness

m.A

77
A Confvtation of the Rhemists Translation, p.3^8.

o D

Workes. II, ^77. There is an important connexion to be uncovered
between these issues and the problem of subjectivity discussed
above,pp.jkk-b^.
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of good actions, but inwardly harrassed and tormented when conscious
79

of having done evil." Here a relationship between knowledge and

emotional response similar to that between thought and action is out¬

lined, a correspondence which is elaborated in A Treatise of Conscience,

Perkins insists that conscience is "a naturall power, faculty,or

created qualitie, from whence knowledge and iudgement proceede as

effects. This the Scriptures confirme, in that they ascribe sundry

workes & actions to conscience, as accusing, excusing, comforting,

terrifying: which actions could not thence proceede, if conscience

were no more but an action or acte of the minde." This means that

conscience, while "a part of the vnderstanding", is not "a bare know-
80

ledge of iudgement", an opinion he ascribes to Aquinas. In his view

it becomes nothing less than self-awareness, the means of knowing

what we think, feel,and do, and of making a judgement upon that know¬

ledge. His description of its action concerning the first is as

follows: "The mind thinkes a thought, now conscience goes beyond the

mind, and knowes what the mind thinkes, so as if a man would goe

about to hide his sinful thoughts from God, his conscience as it were

another person within him, shall discouer all ... conscience may bears

witnes euen of thoughts. & from hence also it seeraes to borrow his

name, because conscience is a science or knowledge ioyned with another

79 1

^Romans and Thessalonians. p.*f9. Bamborough refers to remorse and
anticipation as the two commonly identified attributes of conscience,
although he notes that "Theologically there was a distinction between
Conscience, or the innate power of distinguishing Good from Evil, and.
Synteresis, the power which prescribed Good to the soul. There was a
third power, Syneidesis, which passed judgement on acts already done.
In common usage these finer distinctions were not maintained"
(The Little World of Man, p.50, n.2). Wood does not mention "syneidesis"
in his discussion of conscience (English Casuistical Divinity, pp. 68-
70), See above, p.^30, n.50.

8°Workes, I, 517.
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knowledge: for by it I conceiue and know what I know." The very

congestion of phrasing here suggests that the self is not readily con¬

ceived as a whole and proves, like the soul, to be an elusive element

amongst the cluster of parts and faculties through which it is revealed

(conscience is for example, "a thing placed of God in the middest be-

82
tweene him and man" ). It is also worth noting that conscience is

affirmed to be a witness of the will and affections, and of actions,

simply by scriptural reference without elaboration, suggesting an un¬

certainty about the manner in which the self has knowledge of tlsse if

it is not perceived as thought, a problem which is only partly dealt

with in a later distinction between mind as the "storehouse ... of

rules and principles", and memory as that which "serues to bring to
0-7

mind the particular actions which a man hath done or not done." The

affections are mentioned principally for their registering the activity

of conscience when it "beares witnes ... thou maiest feele in thy heart
84-

that it doth it either with thee or against thee." Thispersistent

emotional correlative to the working of the understanding, which we

have already discussed, is expanded upon later in the treatise when

Perkins details the "sundrie passions and motions in the heart" which
85

are the effects of accusation or excuse by the conscience. It is

perhaps not surprising that accusation is treated in some detail and

excuse hardly at all; what is of interest is the orientation of these

8x
Notice the phrasing of the section underlined, and its implication
that "thoughts" are equated with self-awareness, leaving the parti-
cipa tion of the "motions" or "desires" in this condition of the
psyche unspecified. Gn the two person comparison, see the practical
syllogisms in which conscience speaks either as a separate person to
"Thou" (Workes, I, 535) or as "I" (Ibid., I, 457). This definition
of conscience is repeated in Workes, II, 11, 4-61.

82Ibid., I, 517.
83
Ibid., I, 535. Gee above, p.257.

A4.
Ibid., I, 518.

85Ibid., I, 536.
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remarks, that while conscience makes its activity first known through

feeling, it is not this feeling but those consequent upon deliberative

or judicial self-consciousness which are clearly specified. Private,

autonomous and non-thinking activity remains unspecified although

acknowledged in various ways.

There are two other aspects of the conscience which reinforce

its personal rather than general character. Firstly, conscience is

individual - "euery particular man hath his owne particular conscience".

Secondly, "conscience meddles not with generals, onely it deals in
86

particular actions, and that not in some few, but in all." These

particularising extensions of the definition underline the initial

objection against Aquinas by insisting that conscience is not simply

knowledge of particulars, but knowledge of unique or individual parti¬

culars, and that it possesses that insight into a man's life otherwise

available only to God. It canbe suggested, therefore, that con¬

science becomes the name for the sense of identity, that capability

of a man which affirms both his self-hood and his personality and

which cannot, if it is able to function "naturally", be morally neutral.

Each judgement of conscience then becomes an act of self-recognition

v/ithin the larger framework of a principled universe, that is, God's

will or providence. It embraces the whole man in his nature and its

or

ODIbid., I, 517.
Qrp
Ibid., I, 518; Cf. Aquinas' position onthis question as described
by Bernard J. Lonergan, S.J., in Verbum. Word and Idea in Aquinas.
ed. David B. Burrell, C.S.C. (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1968):
"the human soul does not know itself by a direct grasp of its own
essence; that is the prerogative of God and of the angels. Did
man know his own soul in such immediate fashion, the roundabout
process through objects, acts, and potencies would be superfluous"
(p.76). The relevant aspect of lis theory of conscience is discussed
by John E. Naus, S.J , in The Mature of the Practical Intellect
according to Saint Thomas Aquinas. Analecta Gregoriana, Vol. 108,
Series Facultatis Philosophicae: sectio B, n.9 (Roma: Libreria
Editrice dell' Universita Gregoriana, 1959)» pp. 187-88.
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v ariable expressions,and unlike the scholastic term "sub. tance" empha¬

sises that the sense or notion of self-hood is derived from a potentially

complex awareness of psychological and bodily activity, rather than
88

from the possession of generic and specific attributes.

That the principles by which it judges are properly the possession

of the mind is made clear by the form of the practical syllogism, which

is the visible model of the inner working of conscience as Perkins

conceived it. Since Melanchthon condemned the practical syllogism as

89
it was used by the "Sophist writers of Sentences" it is useful to

question whether its use by Perkins is as close to its origins in

"the Dominican patterns of moral theology represented by the teachings

of St. Thomas Aquinas" as Merrill affirms, particularly as his subse¬

quent description of the major differences between Anglican and Jesuit

casuistry suggests that they have in common only the form of the syllo-

90
gism.

The differences specified by Merrill relate to its functional con¬

text: that is, either the confessional, the priest's assessment of

the category to which the confessed sin belongs, and his subsequent

judgement; or the believer's assessment of his own actions, with the
91

minister as a source of authority, advice, and encouragement. However,

88
See Appendix Five.

Qq
Loci Communes, p. 82 and n. 78. Brett says with respect to Melanch¬
thon 's commentary on .^ristotle 's de Amima that "we find Melanchthon
making his only distinctive contribution to psychology by insisting
ona new interpretation of conscience. He asserts that conscience is
not merely a knowledge of principles and a judgement of conformity,
but a definite approval or disapproval; God has joined head and
heart" (A History of Psychology, II, 1#+).

OA

Thomas F. Merrill, William Perkins, 1558-1602. Lnglish Puritanist;
his pioneer works on casuistry: "A discourse of conscience" and
"The whole treatise of the cases of conscience" (Nieuwkoop: B. de
Graaf, 1966), pp. xiii-xv.

91
Thomas Pickering summarises these differences in his dedication to the
Cases of Conscience, in Perkins, Workes. II, sige.1f7v-8r.
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its psychological character is also significantly changed, although
92

not, as Merrill suggests, in the content of synderesis. Both

Aquinas and Perkins accept the- existence of a "Law of nature written in

men's hearts", whether it is expressed in general moral principles or

the commandments of the decalogue, which provide® the major propo-
93

sition of the practical syllogism. Ju^t as the moral principles are

ramified into many more specialised rules either by learning or exper¬

ience, so too is the decalogue extended and particularised. It is this

developed collection of rules and principles, rather than the naked

univer&als, which provide the resources of knowledge upon which the
9k

conscience draws.

The crucial difference lies in the conception of conscience as

that which makes self-knowledge possible* While,in the Thomist system,

conscience is a particular act of the practical intellect ii its pro¬

gress towards either the judgement of an action's rightness or wrongness

in theory, or the decision to commit a particular action, that is, part

of the mental process preceding an action, for Perkins the conscience

is essentially a retrospective function, an act of "becoming conscious"
95

of the true nature of something already performed. Hence, rather

than place it somewhere between body and soul, or operation and know-
96

ledge, Perkins understands it to be an overarching power, a function

^2Perkins does not distinguish "synteresis" and "ccnscientia" in the
Eiscovrse. although he makes specific mention of "syneidesis". dee
abovep.¥+0, n.79.

^Naus, Practical Intellect, p.87; Perkins, Worices, I, 520.
QL
Naus, Practical Intellect, p.664 Perkins, Worices, I, 535.

^Workes, I, 533-36; cf. La Primaudaye, The French Academic, pp. 620-21.
Perkins' equation between "syneidesis" and "conecientia" underlines
the importance of this interlorised and individualised history, dee
above, p.257 , n.hZ3*

96
dee the table setting out the "gradation in the detachment of know¬
ledge from operation" as Aquinas defines it, in which conscience is
very near to the purely practical, in Naus, Practical Intellect, p.167.
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of the v;hole man which is placed between man and God (between the

whole manc<&f flesh and the whole man becoming wholly spiritual), uti¬

lising memory as well as knowledge. This conception clearly depends

upon belief in the dominance of the heart and, more particularly,

upon the doctrine of total corruption: "Corrupt affections doffoy a

time so blinde and ouercast iudgement, that it doth not see or at the
97

least consider what is good or bad, till afterward."" The general

expectation is that it is only in reflection that a man can truly esti¬

mate the character of his actions.

The conscience does have an important role in premeditation,

although Perkins regards this as commonly known: "Of this kind of

iudgement euery man may haue experience in himselfe, when hee is about
98

to enterprise any businesse either good or bad." In this respect

it is not simply an element of judgement within the decision sequence,

but the source of stability in the "vnknown iourney", that which inter-
99

prets or applies the "good direction of Gods word". It is clear by

his much more extensive treatment of the retrospective function that

this is both its more important and less familiar aspect. It is for

example the key to repentance, an act described in its several stages
100

as a composite of practical syllogisms and concurrent emotional effects.

Generally speaking, it represents the most complete actof self-knowledge,

since it typically occurs without the stimulus of an external demand for

a particular action and calls into consciousness for evaluation every

^Workes, I, 538.

98Ibid., I, 536-37.

"ibid., I, 537.

10°Workes, I, *57.
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detail of a man's- past life. Melanchthon's understanding of conscience

as "the consciousness of sin ... the judgment of the law revealing the

sin in our heart",*01 which he opposed to that of the schoolmen,is

developed by Perkins through his reinvigoration of the practical

syllogism as the form in which this judgement occurs and by which its

activity can be made fully conscious.

It is in this context that the cases of conscience assume their

true significance. A distinction between actions performed in doubt

or with confidence sets out the basic situational and psychological

factors: "We are to attempt only what the mind is convinced is

acceptable to God. Men would not then be so confused in many parts

of their lives, nor waver, nor plunge onward with blind impulse, where-

ever their imagination drives them. For if we are restricted in our

mode of living to such moderation that no one is to touch a scrap of

bread with a doubting conscience, how much greater caution ought we

102
to exercise in matters of the greatest importance?" Here Calvin

seems to stress the second, premeditative aspect of conscience but

only because he is opposing ideal and actual behaviour, and describing

the means by which the former may be developed out of the latter. The

basic requirement is knowledge since, as Perkins says, "ignorance ...

is a great and vsuall impediment of a good conscience. For when the

mind erreth or misconceiueth,it does misleade the cSscience, & deceiue
103

the whole man." It is knowledge of a very special sort, however,

knowledge of the proper act in every circumstance. Alternatively,

*u
,oci Communes, p.82.

102
Calvin, Romans and Theasalonians. p.301. See also Perkins, Workeg.
I, 519» and above, p.198." For a discussion of the difficulties
involved in interpreting such a comment as Calvin's simply as a
report on contemporary behaviour, see above,pp.19-20.

103Workes, I, 533; cf.I, 522.
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the aim io to be fully conacious of one's own nature, since God's

judgement will declare everything at the end. la his letter to the

.Romans, Paul "inform© those who wilfully conceal themselves in the

hideaways of their moral insensibility, that these innermost thoughts,

which axe at present entirely hidden in the depths of their heart®,
i dk

will then he brought to light."

The full implications of this goal of total knowledge or total

consciousness can be perceived when the fluid stateof the regenerate

man, caught as he is in the lifelong inner conflict with his fallen

nature,is remembered. Each action is one expression of this conflict

and no action is exactly repeated, so that the certainty promised
105

in knowledge is never more than partially available, and no action,

however externally complete,Is worth more than the degree of certainty
106

of conscience which precedes it. fhu cases of conscience are thus

step© on this particular route to knowledge, never an answer in them¬

selves but a guide to the formation of an answer in the particular

case, the public form of the private act of counselling."*^ Since

the only complete exemplification of right action is thought to be in

the Dl&Le - "God will hold that for a sinne which is done without

1Qtf
Romans and Thesaaionians. p.^. Haller describes Richard Roger's
purpose in keeping a diary to be to "get the better of discouragement
and nervous depression ly thue driving his black moods out into the
forefront of consciousness" (The Rise of Puritanism. pAU). The
aim in theory would seem to be to make this a permanent and not a
momentary condition.

105
This is most apparent when Perkins discusses the class of actions
which are "beside the law", that is, those which involve neither
breaking nor keeping a law (Workes, I, 531),and in that class in
which conflictsof law occur (Ibid., I, 5«-C).

i06Ibid., I, 537-38.

1(^Merrill contrasts the "forensic approach of the Jesuits'* with "the
spirit of Anglican casuistry ^pMch7 was not authoritarian but
therapeutic" (Perkins, pp. xii, xiv).
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direction of hie word"10® - they way properly be said to represent the

act of assimilating these directions into the for® of knowledge, and

of applying them to classes of actions, providing a model for this

same act of the whole man in judgement upon himself. The fact that

every action must be squared with the Bible shows that private judge¬

ment is theoretically accomplished under an external authority whose

capacity for surveillance is infinitely greater than any other human in¬

stitution or inquisitor, and whose sensitivity to the individual cir¬

cumstance is complete. Its objectivity and the demand that all actions

should be the product of deliberation are clearly the means by which
109

any tendency to subjectivity of judgement is theoretically overcome.

Consequently, the cases of conscience are not principally a means of

making law, but a means by which the individual may achieve certain

knowledge of what is lawfull in any given circumstance, sad thus in¬

dependence of action. This point is confirmed by the issues discussed

in the biscovrme which concern s man's relatione with authority and

the forms of argument by which a private judgement may be supported

and validated.

The certainty achieved is of another order, and is the condition

by which regenerate and .unregenerate are distinguished. It was said

of Greenham that he was "desirous still to keeps himselfe from deadnee,
no

and tried his heart with thankfulnes," and the whole tenor of his

teaching simply confirms this as a personal expression of his conviction

(requiring persistent reinforcement) that he was a regenerate man..

1 C'ifi
Perkins, Workes. I, 53?. bee above, pp. l8o-8l.

109
tee above, p.344 { cf. Hailer,
and what he calls "centrifugal tendencies*11

n°Workes. pp. 354-55.
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Whether emphasis is placed upon a therapy of knowledge, like Perkins,

or a therapy of the affections, like Greenham, the same fundamental

doctrine is taught, namely, that "we see it is easie to know sinne,

but it is hard to feele the practise again, t it.""*"""" Beyond every¬

thing that could be known lies the persona], ground upon which this

knowledge becomes actual, a ground which is wholly inward and perceived

only through feeling. Greenham makes this point analogically by refer¬

ence to the peace in England and consequent security, asking the question,

"were it so that the enemyes were in the field, would we not fearV",

after affirming that "their peace in themselues in their liues ...
112

sheweth, that men do not beleeue there is a battell." This test

is of extreme importance since it is theprimary evidence of salvation

and the most elusive. Perkins says that "we must not measure our

estate by feeling which may easily deceiue us", and yet, "we feele

corruption not by corruption, but by grace; and therefore men, the
115

more they feele their inward corruptions, the more grace they haue."

By giving a positive role to the emotions as signs of a spiritual con¬

dition the possession of which no amount of knowledge or conformable

action necessarily proves, a much more complex analysis of human nature

is demanded than by the theory of a body/spirit dichotomy. The aim

of achieving a mean is not less important than for the philosophical

tradition, but in these terms it occurs through the positive incorporation ,

Ibid., p.751- A good example of Greenham's case-work is contained
in the foliov.'ing report: "To one that said she had a thing told her
in the spirit that should vndoubtedly come to passe: he answered,
how it might be of God: who, after some great and grieuous conflict,
comforteth her. But ... seeing such inward motions, for the most
part are either offered or wrought by our owne corruption, or sent
of the diuell, as sua illusion: we must trie these motions by tie
word, whether they be for spirituall or temporall things: if they
be of God and according to his word beleeue them for the words sake,
and not onely because of the reuelations: if they agree not to the
word listen not then to them too much, and lesse beleeue them"
(pp. ^73-7*0. See also Smith and Robert Dickons, discussed above,pp236-07.

Ibid., p.7^9. This analogy may have more aptness than is immediately
apparent in suggesting socio-political reasons why the via media
settled for a minimalist psychology. See above, pp. 173-75.

1^Workes. I, k70.



rather than by the suppression, of en., tional powers. To say t!is is

not to deny that the reformed meaning of "flesh" often shades into the

traditional definition, ith all ite condemnation of emotionality. What

must be affirmed within a period of tentative approaches towards a

psychological theory which conformed more accurately than the old to

new do trine-, is that by some writers and preach-on the older structures

were being strained beyond their natural tolerance to accommodate new

experience and perceptions of human nature.

discussion of the unregenerate confirms this observation. What

is discovered is a c'.uster of dogmatic assertions about the necessary

inner condition of such people, defined negatively with respect to the
11H

positive analysis of regenerate behaviour, uince the "facilities of

the body and soul©" were not destroyed in ..dam's fall, but only cor¬

rupted, it is impossible to distinguish men by any obvious difference
115

in competence. ^ Consequently, as it is put by Pc-rkins when dis¬

cussing inner conflict preceding any sinful act, "those which bee

varegeaorate, they ne-uer felt this fight. If any say, that the worst

man in the world, when he is about to commit any sinne, hath a strife

and fight inhira; it is true indeed: but that is another kind of
116

combat©, which is between© the conscience and the heart." Less

conceeeorily, Perkins echoes a distin tion ma e by Luther between

the spiritual man who "fights with his flesh" and the carnal man who
117

"docs not fight with it but yields and consents to it," ' when h©
H 8

says that "the latter ainneth with all his heart and with fui consent.''

1 !:Perkins, Workes. II, ^59-73.

115Ibid.f I, k?2.

ll6Ibid., pA?5.
317

.Lectures on Romans, p.203.
lift

Workes. I, k?%
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a equally absolute assertion ie mad© by Calvin who declares, " 1though

the ungod y are tormented by the stings of conscience, and cannot take

such delight intheir vices without having some taste of bitterness,

yet we cannot deduce fro® this either that they hate evil or love good,*.

they approve of sin with all their heart, and therefore yield to it

without any feeling of genuine repugnance, 'Die ©tings of conscience

by which they are afflicted proceed from a contradiction, of judgment,
119

rather than from the contrary affection of the will," The unre-

generate, in other words, are a necessary doctrinal category, and the

character of their private experience has to be degraded because cer¬

tain other e aoe membership conditions are not fulfilled. The important
120

fact is that all men are linked by virtue of their "natural disposition,H

and that in psychological term they differ only in their place on the

graph of spiritual endeavour, in which there is striving but no

hierarchy of achievement except for the initial difference between

the classes of regenerate and unregonerate. Perkins• injunction

against attempts to specify who in any congregation were of the elect

seem® to represent a more general psychological truth, even if social
121

and doctrinal needs could not permit its full elaboration in this period.

Corresponding to this reorientation of psychological theory is

the invention ©f a specific ministerial function, physician to the soul,

"'""•^Calvin, Romans and The&salonians. pp. 148-49*

120Perkia®, Wortees. I, *72.
121

Ibid. See above, pp. 169-71, for Perkins' vie* of the psychology of
the natural ©an* T o different perspectives minglo in all pro¬
nouncements on. human nature* On© i® absolute, a temporal, and ethical,
the other is social, historical, and developmental* The natural man
is conceived in terms of failure with respect to each Bet of criteria;
the protectant regenerate man tend® to be thought of in tens® of the
latter set, which subsume® the former.



When locking back over the jeriod since the Reformation, Henry Hol¬

land noccJ in the preface to ids edition of Greanham's ..urnus tint the

"diet and cure of souies afflicted is a very great mystery, wherein

out few haue trauelled to reduce that matter to any good for® of art,

or to giue vs a good method of practice." Holland's belief timt

Creenliaia "could haue gluen best ru3.es for this vnknowae faculty" if

ids death had not frustrated this intention point up his other re¬

iterated concern, that "wee know the afflictions of the ainde to bee

very great and dangerous, but ho* great and perilous, all men cannot

so well conceiue, much less® how with art and skill to proceeds in
122

the practise of this cure." 1 h brief out instructive contrast with

this via. of mental distress and its complexity can be made by refer¬

ring to «.ir Thomas blyot, who say© that, in cases of disturbance in

the "affects and passions of the mynde}' men "do no tonely require the

he j)e of piiisyke corporal!, but also the counecil of a man uyse and
123

.•.ell lexm-d in aorall philosophy®." Ids own treatment of the matter

rcspocts this double source of help, although the effect of "holesome

ccunsayles" remains simply affirmed whereas the sources of medical

relief are set out in some detail. When Greenhaa makes a comparable

summary, "a fit prescription to al parties afflicted", self-treatment

by medicine is least important:

first, to labour to haue pe.'ce of conscience, and ioy
of the holy Ghost, through the assurance of their sinnes
pardoned in lenua Christ: then to be carefull to vee
the mesnes which may nourish their inward peace and ioy:
thirdly, they must reioyce and recreate theaaselues in
visedome and wel-dcing with toe . aints of God, and holie

1PP v
"Preface to the Header", nig. *5 • For the same point of view, see
Idchard Rogers' preface to his - even Treatises (L ndon, l6C;*>),
quoted ty Haller^n fhe idso of Puritanism, pp. 36-37.

"-'dhe oatel of lieith (15^11 facsimile rpt. New York: scholars
iacsicdias and Reprints, 1936), fol. uS^-v,
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companie: and lastly, they must refresh themselues
with kitchin physicke, and a thankfull vsing of the
creatures of God.^<^

Perhaps the most significant, element in this prescription is the

third, with its stress upon the importance of a supporting community.

If a case of conscience is compared with an injunction from "morall

philosophye" it is immediately apparent that the former assumes a

process of discovery or elaboration of knowledge by interchange between

one who seeks and one who gives advice. As Perkins says in the midst

of an extensive treatment of "distresse of minde". which generally

derives from a man's doubt "touching his estate before God" and can be

cured by nothing "but only the blood of Christ", the sufferer must

"disclose the cause of his particular distresse" since "the very open¬

ing of the cause is a great ease to the minde, before any remedie be
125

applyed." Eurther explanations of the steps to be taken in counsel¬

ling, including the recognition that the cause may be "hid from the

partie vdistressed", is only a further indication that this discursive,

personal relationship reveals a "supra-dogmatic" characteristic of

psychological behaviour and is far removed from the conservative appli¬

cation of "the precepts of Moral Philosophy" as "remedies for the

diseases of the mind, so that the passions may be subjugated to the

head and power of reason.

The formal break with the Galenic system of physiological analysis

and treatment occurs in the description of melancholy or sorrow, not

distinguished in Elyot but explicitly referred to by Bright on his

12\forkes. p.3^.
125

Workes, II, 22. See also Timothy Bright, A Treatise of Melancholic
(London, 1586), pp. 191-92.

Watson, Vives: On Education, pp. 251-52.
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title page, in his preface, and at length in Ch. 34, which is en-

titled, "The particular difference betwixt melancholy, & the dis¬

tressed conscience in the saae person." It is noteworthy, to emphasise

the justice of Holland's claim at the beginning of the seventeenth

century that this subject had been pursued profitably by very few

people, that La Primaudaye, while stressing the greater importance

of "Spiritual Phisicke" nevertheless says that because <f the "great

agreement betweene corporall and spiritual Physicke ... Physitions

both of the bodies and soules of men are to follow almost one and the

same methode, and obserue a like order in their art and practise."

His subsequent discussion makes it clear that he conceives this order
127

and method to be that of physiological medicine.

There can be no doubt that the doctrines of justification by

faith alone and predestination and election provided the great impulse
12S

for this development. Perkins* A Case of Conscience, the Greatest

that ever was: How a man may knov; whether he be the childe of God.

or no. and the translation of Beza's advice on this topic appended to
129

The Golden Chains make this quite clear, and the difference between

l2^The French Academie, pp. 457-58.
128

See Haller, The Rise of Puritanism, pp. 85-91; cf. Merrill, Perkins.
p. xi. As I hope I have shown in this chapter, the matter is more
complex than deterflsinism and fascinated passivity, and it is at
least as important to understand the meaning of the preachers'
doctrine for themselves as it is to define the reasons for its en¬

thusiastic reception by the people. See above, pp. 214-24, on the
problem of the "spectator self", and pp. 238-4-1, on attitudes towards
trinitarian doctrine. Interpretation of this doctrine in fact merits
very close attention, since it was the vehicle for the elaboration
of psychological theories by Augustine and Aquinas, and was rejected
or expounded unorthodoxly by humanistic philosophers and theologians
(Haller, The Rise of Puritanism, pp. 194-95).

129Workes. I, 421;28; I, 114-116.
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the huraoural and spiritual condition is concisely described in A_
130

Discovrse of Conscience. The Bible is an important resource for

specification of the essential characteristics of spiritual distress,

as Perkins shows when he insists that melancholy is not the only

"trouble of minde" and that those who disagree, if they consider "in

what case the prophet here- was, or I'auid when he made the 6. the 32.

or the 51. Psalaes, will be of another mind." It is also the means

by which the minister offers comfort ("all the company, musicke, re¬

creation ... cannot so much comfort the distressed soule of a sinner,

as this voice of a Minister spoken from god vpon good grounds, thy
131

sinnes are forgiuen thee" , and the believer finds assurance ("it

giueth for all particular Cases, speciall and sound direction ...

whatsoeuer is done ^ust have^ sufficient warrant, and assurance in
132

Conscience, grounded vponthe Word"). Host pertinently, in a dis¬

cussion of the true efficacy of scripture Perkins directs a strongly

worded statement against such beliefs as that a man can influence the

health and well-being of an other by the power of his imagination, or

that biblical words and phrases are effective as charms against ill¬

ness, and centres his teaching on the principle that "the word vsed in

a holy manner, is the instrument of God to conuey vnto vs spirituall

blessings, as faith, regeneration, repentance: but it doth not serue

133
to bring vnto vs corporall health." These words demarcate an

absolutely distinct sphere of human experience, in which words, human

or divine, can be understood to be the primary means of correcting

13°Ibid., I, 536.

^Ibid., Ill, 457. See above,pp.395-400.

132Ibid.t II, sig. Hl7r.
133Workes, I, 444; cf. above,pp.315-l6.
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disorder. Furthermore, sorrow is the consequence of a "true and certen

cause" troubling the conscience, whereas melancholy occurs because
134

the imagination conceives "supposed and fained causes." In

origin, the true and certain causes are social in the broadest sense

of that term, since they derive principally from a man's relations

"with God ... or... with man... in the Family, Church or Common¬

wealth."''^
In summary, the freeing of individual mental life from the cir¬

cumscription of an authoritarian institutionproduced significant ana¬

lytical developments in the understanding and treatment of mental dis¬

order, although in highly particularised contexts and vdth authoritative

discipline of considerable strength vested in the hands of the minister
136

and in the interpretative constraints inherent in the Bible. The

fundamental reformed doctrines revealed these conditions because they

introduced uncertainty at the centres of individual self-awareness and

security, an uncertainty formalised in the unending struggle between

flesh and spirit. Brett underlines the psychological importance, and

limitation, of these doctrines when he says that "In its psychological

13ifIbid., II, 47.

135Ibid., II, sig. fll7r.
1^£ee the prefatory remarks by Richard Hunter and Ida MacAlpine to

extracts of this period concerning the development of tolerance
towards insanity, in Three Hundred Years of Psychiatry. 1535-1860
(London: O.U.P., 1963). It would be of great interest to know
whether the Galenic theory of mental functions had effects amongst
physicians corresponding to those of reformed teaching on ministers.
Brett says that "Galen's reason is not generically distinct from sen¬
sation; the dividing line is not, as in Aristotle, drawn between
sense and reason. While reason may not be sensation, it appears to
be little more thanconsciousness of sensations and of the relations
between sensations. This self-consciousness as the permanent con¬
dition of experience attains recognition and usurps the place hitherto
given to Reason by those who spoke of Reason as a unique and super¬
natural. element in the human soul" (a History of Psychology. I, 294-
95).
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significance the doctrine of predestination ...involves the funda¬

mental position that some mental states are of such a kind as to

prevent the individual from grasping or realising the moral signifi¬

cance of actions ... If the logic of predestination had been clearly

understood, later ages would never have lapsed into the psychological

absurdity of supposing that sin is necessarily wilful or crime always
137

a conscious rejection of the good."

History of Psychology. II, 21-22
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Chapter Five

THE EXERCISE CF KNOWING

A significant extension of the account of developments in the

understanding of psychological behaviour given in the preceding chapter

can be achieved by referring to sixteenth century discussions of the

function of language as an instrument of knowing and as a vehicle for
138

the communicationof knowledge. Apart from science itself, there

are three areas which particularly require some discussion of these

functions, namely, the arts of logic and rhetoric, preaching theory,

and the practice of the plain style. In each, the problem of language

and its relation to thought and expression, to the formation and communi¬

cation of knowledge, is central, and it is with this in mind that these

subjects will be discussed.

Although much has already been written on various related topics such
as science, logic and rhetoric, preaching manuals, and sermon style,
by far the most stimulating and demanding work on the whole subject
is that by Walter J. Gng, S.J., Ramus, Method and the Decay of Dialogue.,
especially because of the author's willingness to extend his argument
towards the complex, underlying issues of cultural and psychological
history. While this section is in no way intended as a commentary
on the theories and scholarship of that work, it will attempt to
qualify its conclusions as these relate to the Elizabethan period.
An adequate reinterpretation of Gng's argument, in its relation to
the logical tradition generally, the use and understanding of classi¬
cal logic by medieval interpreters, and the place of individual and,
more particularly, Renaissance works within this tradition, would need
to begin at the point of greatest importance, the psychological and
epistemological assumptions of any given text, however, tentative or
ill-informed these may seem to be. Gng tends to assume consciousness
of these in the writers concerned, saying of «gricola, for example,
that he "wants a dialectic purged of psychological and epistemolo-
gical implications" (Ramus, p,106), while later suggesting that he
was casual or unthinking in his reconstitution of dialectic. A more

helpful light on the Dialectical Invention's "inadequate ... re-
presentationof psychological realities involved in the processes of
literary composition and the mystery of communication between person
and person" (p.119) would be cast if that representation could be
interpreted in terras of what those "realities" were in the culture
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(i)

The Arts of Logic and Rhetoric

The most vigorous contemporary introduction to what was under¬

stood to be the significance of Ramist reforms in logic and rhetoric

is a question addressed to a "raging and firey faced Aristotelean"

by Abraham Fraunce in his introduction to The Lawiers Logike (London,

1588): "Coblers bee men, why therefore not Logicians'; and Carters

haue reason, why therefore not Logicke? ... the best thing in Logicke

you make to be the woorst, in thinking it lease commendable, because
139

it is more common." Many of the key issues of humanism are involved

here, especially the principles; that all men are capable of learning

and that learning should be universally available, the preference for

the vernacular languages before Latin, the opposition to privilege
140

in the possession of knowledge. What is more important, however,

is that these principles can be seen, in the works on logic, to en¬

courage thought about the relation between language and rationality

in terms of any act of knowing, that is, more in terms of its psycho¬

logical than of its epistemological character. McNally makes this

point precisely when describing the essential features of .gricola's

De inventione dialectica. a work which contributed much to sixteenth

141
century discussions of dialectic. He says that "Agricola is

of the time. This is a problem area as Ong admits when he speaks
of the relevance of /.gricola's work to the "unstated and complex
needs, pedagogical, linguistic, and literary, created by the maturing
humanistic outlook" (p.123). Many important suggestions are made
throughout this book about the nature of linguisticcommunication,
but usually in evaluative contexts in which the centre of attention
is not the state of the culture contemporary with any given logic
so much as its standing with reference to the whole tradition, and
notably that part of European intellectual history represented in
the development of science, or encapsulated in the McCluhan world-
view. A larger, and at the same time more intensive historical
analysis is necessary, understanding history to shadow, as Ong sug¬
gests in a later work, The Presence of the Word (New Haven: Yalfe
Univ. Press, 196?), the "continuous reorganisation of personality
structure" (p.3l6).

"^sig. 1|H3r. A fuller account of this engagement canbe found in
W.S.Howell, Logic and Rhetoric in England, 1500-12PQ (Princeton,
Hew Jersey: Princeton Univ.Press, 1958), pp. 223-25.

iko
For repetition of some or all of these principles, see Dudley Fenner,
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attempting to reveal the ultimate foundation of discourse in the
lk2

nature of language in a single comprehensive theory."

This interest is most apparent in definitions of the term "logic"

and the sometimes lengthy annotation which they receive. Thomas Wil¬

son, in The rule of reason Conteining the 'rte of Logique (London,

1552), defines logic as "an arte to reason probably, on bothe partes,

of all matters that bee put furth, so farre as the nature of euery

thing can heare." It "accidently also belongeth to the same, vpon all

thinges to entreate, which coSonly by witte are examined, or maie

through reason be at al discussed." He goes on to say that "Vise men

therefore, consideryng the weakenesse of mannes witte, and the blynde-

nesse also, wherein we are al drouned, invented this arte, to helpe
143

vs the rather, by a naturall order, to finde out the truthe." What

is emphasised here is the technique, the art formulated to compensate

for the inherent weakness of fallen man, and Wilson's attention is

given principally to the act of disputing and the procedures of dis¬

putation. This, apart from his inheriting and sharing a solely magis-

tral tradition of learning, is clearly one reason why Wilson gives

priority to judgement over invention.

The Ar.tes 6f Logike and Rhetorike (Riddelburg^, 15$0» sig. A2r*"V;
Thomas Blundeville, The Arte of Logike (1599: facsimile rpt.
Kenston; Scolar Press, 1969), "To theReader", sigs A3r-A4v;
•and William Temple, A logical! Anaysis of Twentie Select Psalmes
(London, 1605), "To the Header", sig. 1)2v.

i^1'L©e Qng, Ramus, pp. 93-95» and Howell, ^ogic and Rhetoric. p.l6.
i|tp

J.R.McNally, "Rudolph ngricola'i he Inventione Dialectics Libri Tres:
A Translation of Selected Chapters", bpeech Monograph's. 3** (--96/),
39^.

1 r

Howell, Logic and Rhetoric, pp. 23-24; Gng, Ramus, pp. 151-60.
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The more psychological orientation of the next, Ramistic gener¬

ation is declared in expositions of the terra "logic" by writers like

Temple, Fenner, and Fraunce. Since the most extensive commentary

is that by Fraunce, in the first book of The Lawiers Logike. it

is useful to let him,^ppeak for all three. To find the proper
English equivalent for the word "logike" he refers to etymologies

u . v n
and adopts the more general of the two available, Ao^S , signi¬

fying "reason" rather than "speech or talke". One difference from

Wilson is immediately apparent because, whereas Wilson accepted the

equation of "logike" with "Reason", Fraunce goes further to emphasise

neither a faculty nor a procedure so much as a process, in his choice

of "reasoning" as the proper English equivalent. He justifies his

choice suggestively when he says that "reasoning may be without talk-
qlf5

ing, as in solitary meditations and deliberations with a mans selfe."

Furthermore, while he repeats Wilson's reference to the deficiencies

of human nature following the fall, his comments are much more positive

and dwell on the powers of "naturall reason ... that ingrauen gift and

facultie of wit and reason shining in the perticuler discourses of
146

seve-all men ... to no man giuen in full perfection." The power

and efficacy of logic is in fact measured in terms of natural reason,

for "As farre then as mans reason can reach, so far extendeth it

selfe the vse and vertue of this art of reasoning, whose most ample

and almost infinite vse and power, hath neuer had in anie toong a more

147
general and yet proper name, than this of reasoning."

1*5fol. lr.

llf6Ibid., fol. 2r.
1 Xj.7 v
Ibid., fol. 3 • Temple describes logic as "the expresse image"
of natural reason (A Logicall Analysis, sig.X'+rX
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The differences between Wilson and this group do not end here.

In a further discussion of etymologies, Fraunce shows how the Eng¬

lish word "reasoning" is preferable to "disputare" and "disserere"

used by Ramus, and "docere" used by Cicero and Melanchthon. The first

two terms express "rather particular functions of method®, than the

general operations of the whole art", and the third, while being more

general, still represents a limitation of the art to the act of teach¬

ing, of making "anie other man know that, whereof before hee was ig¬

norant." The true scope of the art is then described, the "general

operations" of which are seen "not onely in teaching others, but

also in learning thy selfe, in discoursing thinking, meditating and

framing of thine cwne, as also in discussing, perusing, searching and

examining what others haue either deliuered by speach, or put downe
148

in writing." These distinctions indicate a most important broaden¬

ing of thought and show that Fraunce is not "stubbornly" defending

Melanchthon's "blunt identification of dialectic with teaching",
149

as Qng asserts. This is confirmed when Mcllmayne's translation of

Ramus' definition of the term is compared with this exposition by

Fraunce; for Mcllmayne "dispute", which is the key word in the de¬

finition, does designate the single idea of presentation by and re-

150
ception from one who teaches to another who learns. A section

of the Lialectiqve (1555)» translated by Howell, underlines this point,

for Ramus compares knowing with sight in the following terms: "As

Ibid., fol. 3a. All these points are made by Thomas Granger, de¬
scribed by Gng as "an exceptionally urbane and competent Ramist",
(Ramus, p.178) in his Syntagma Logicvm, or The L-ivine Logike (London,
1620), sig.A2r.

149
Ramus, p.159.

150
The Logike of the Most Excellent Philosopher P. Ramus, Martyr,
trans. R. Mcllmayne (1574; facsimile rpt. Kenston: Lcolar Press,
1968). This conception pervades the "Epistle to the Reader".
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sight is common in viewing gill colours, whether permanent or change¬

able, so to the art of knowing, that is to say, dialectic or logic,
151is one and the same doctrine in respect to perceiving sill things."

In this context Howell's interpretation of invention in scholastic

;ogic as the "process in which an author found subject matter by con¬

necting his mind with the traditional wisdom of his race and by allow¬

ing that contact to induce a flow of ideas from the general store to
152

himself" is clearly appropriate, but Fraunoe's commentary implies

something core. What he is concerned to stress, more than anything

else, is the universality and therefore the commonness of reasoning,

and hence its individualised, constantly active nature. There is thus

a strong if undeveloped suggestion that the individual may actually

invent the matter upon which his reason works, a hint of Bacon's pro¬

bative method. Certainly, all situational elements which previously

constrained logic to higher learning are removed in favour of the

recognition that "the common use and practise of all men in generall...
153

hath sowen the seede" of the art. It must have seemed somewhat

ironic to the anti-humanists that the commonly used exaple of a de¬

finition - man is "a sensible body endued with reason, or apt to
15lf

speake" - should achieve #uch populist significance.

One of the corrosive influences is clearly conflicting doctrine.

Rainolds makes this point aggressively against all Aristotelians who

have recourse to Aristotle's "thred-bare Maxime, The Scholar must be¬

lieve the Master", by asserting that "if you rill not discharge your

duty in teaching, I rill not discharge mine in hearing; for oftentimes

151
Logic and Rhetoric, p.154.

152Ibid., p.24.
153 v
"'"Tenner, Artes. sig. A2 .

''"^Blundeville, Art of Logike, p.48.
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the leachers authority is very prejudicial to the Scholars profit."1^
Less of a university matter is the situation impelling Fenner to

write his art of logic, for what he finds is a "famine of provision

to discerns of so many strifes and subtelties, to vnderstande and

iudge of so many Treatises as are written both to hurte and benefite

the world, both in regard of matters ciuill and diuine, humane and
156

spirituall." The situation envisaged here is that of a literate

individual confronted with conflicting claims to truth and the prob¬

lem of recognising which may have the greater portion, in a context

much freer and more immediate than that of the scholar-master relation¬

ship. Fenner's observation is important because it is an explicit

recognition of the way in which the ready supply of books was laying

greater stressupon, and, in principle at least, permitting greater free¬

dom in the gaining of knowledge and making judgements by wider, less
157

strictly educated sections of the community. That this was a new

situation, impelling new personal and social awareness, is apparent

not only from ministers' preoccupation with and ambivalence towards

the growing volume of book publication, which was expressed in many

letters of dedication preceding volumes of religious instruction and

centred on Ecclesiastes 12.12 (a verse quoted by Bacon in his account

158
of the objections to learning ), but also in the more important and

effectual recognition that the activity of reason was not restricted

to specific vocations or areas oflearning but, in however primitive

155
An Excellent Oration, trans. ycester^ (London, 1638), pp.
3&-4l. The oration was delivered in"1573.

1^Artes, sig. A2V.
157

See the discussion above on the implications of presbyterianism,
pp. 39^-99.

158
Advancement, p.5.
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a form, was an innate power able to be exercised and hence developed
159

by all men.

A further comparison between Fraunce's previously quoted exposi¬

tion and Macllmayne's introduction to his translation underlines this

point. While his translation is addressed to "the Reader of what state

and qualities soeuer he be", Macllmayne thinks principally of the pro-

160
fessions and wholly of "wrytyng, teaching, & ... learnyng." There

is no distinction made between writing and teaching, since these occur

as paired terms throughout the introduction, undoubtedly as a recogni¬

tion of the book's importance in the communication of knowledge, but

also indicating that the two activities are not distinguished in any

significant way. No suggestion is made that this universal logic

could be applicable to immediate, personal, private actsof judgement

and deliberation. Initially, such a view was characteristic of those
161

who were prepared to exhort their congregations to "try the scriptures",

to deliver their knowledge "in such form as may be best believed, and...

as may be best examined," but by iraplication it is extended to

all knowledge and human action in the belief that these sire, in their

proper manifestation, built upon a foundation of human rationality,

the art of which is logic, abstract beeause unidentified with any

particular content but expressed in the verbal configurations of discourse.

159 j v*r
Fraunce.Lawiera Logike. fols. k

1
The hogike. pp. 7, Ik.

See above, pp.52-55, 177-82.
1

Bacon, Advancement, pp. 170-71. This application of Bacon's con¬
trast is justified below,pp.553-57.

163
On the distinction between rational and real, see below, p.530.
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Before entering upon the subject of discourse, it is necessary

to comment upon corresponding developments in rhetoric, although it

must be said at theoutset that there is almost no discussion or anno¬

tation of texts in any way comparable to the logic which might assist

in giving proper weight to the evident changes which occur. Wilson

again provides a suitable point of comparison with what comes after

him when he says in The Artec of Rhetorique (London, 1560) that "I

moche marueile, that so many seke the only knowledge of thinges,

without any mynd to commende or set forthe their entendement: seing

none ca knowe either what thei are, or what thei haue, without a gift

of vtterance." This attitude is consistent with the priority which

he givesi&o judgement in logic, and it helps put in perspective his

following remarks on the 'Tower partes belonging to Elocucion.i,

Plainnesse. ii. Aptenesse. iii. Composicion. iiii. Exornation;" the

first warns against the use of unfamiliar terras and the two following

extend this notion of plainness into the setting out of the matter,

while the fourth permits the "gorgiouse beautifiynge of the tongue with

borrowed wordes, and chaunge of sentence or speache, with much vari-
165

etie." Wilson seems to feel no inherent tension between the ten¬

dency of the fourth to dissipate the concentration of thought by dif-
166

fusing it through "goodelye coloures and delitefull translations."

Each anti-Ciceronian treatise, like those of Jewel and Harvey, is a

witness to this tension, and it may be suggested that Harvey's sudden

discovery of Ramus and his beginning "to observe ^~in Cicero^ not

only the oratorical eloquence ... but also consular and senatorial

1^fol. 82r.

l65Ibid., fols. 82v-86v.

l66Ibid., fol. 86V.
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i
wisdom" is a particular cane of a general need for guidance more

l68
specific than a concept of decorum ("cameiinesse" in Wilson) or

the instruction given by Jewel to his students that "we are to find
169

our pleasure in the knowledge of things.*'

Jewel's injunction focusaes the problem, for while it permits

a certain "intellectual pleasure" it in no way connects those

things which Wilson indicates are explicitly distinct, namely, the

"plain© teachyng" of the logician and the "large amplification,
170

and beautifiyng of his cause" of the rhetorician. The fact

that no theoretical resource is available to overcome this difficulty

and that it is only the operation of reason which is given treatment

in detail until Bac n develops his theory of rhetorical address with

its "peculiar function of the imagination in relation to reason and
173

the affections", ' must be attributed in great measure to the strictly

dichotomised psychology which, as I have shown, was firmly entrenched

even though undergoing tentative modification towards the end of the

Clisabethaa period.Both the irrationality of the affection® and

the common analogy drawn between them and massor popular behaviour

effectively prohibited any revised discussion of their part in the

formation and reception of knowledge.

ift?
Gabriel Harvey, Gabriel Harvey's ciceronianua. trans. Clarence A.
Forbes, intro. Harold b." Wilson, University 'of Nebraska Studies,
studies in the Humanities, H . 4 (Lincoln, Neb.j Univ. of Nebraska,
19*>5), P.79.

*^The Arte of Rhetorione. fol. 55V. It is noteworthy that Wilson can
only affirm that "nature teachoth what is comely", which implies,
as does his remark quoted above (n.l64) an inability to penetrate
beyond the fact of speech. Cm the theoretical difficulties posed by
the concept of decorum see John. R. Spencer, "Ut Rhetorics Picture.
A : tudy in Quattrocento Theory of Painting", Journal of the Warburg
and - ourtauld Institutes. 20 (19157), bo. " ' *"

"^Hudson, "Jewel *a Oration against Rhetoric", p.39i.

"l^°The Arteof Rhe torique, fol, 12r.

17Wi R. Wallace, } rancis Bacon on communication and Rhetoric (Chapel
Hill: Univ.of North Carolina Press,' i9^3)'» p.'49. "*

*^£ee above,pp.3*n-V| and Ch. b.
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There is however at least one source in which an attempt is mad©

to clarify these relations, namely, in the second book of the De

inventione dialectics, in which Agricola's purpose is to show how

"moving" is an integral part of invention, whereas "delighting" belongs

vholly to the rhetorician. He notices three sorts of argument: "that

whereby we try to produce a pure belief uncorrupted by any affections...

such argument holds the mind attentive and as it were purified, so that

no affection can easily creep in and snatch it away"; "everything in

which we discuss things dubious and uncertain... such subjects require

the arousing of the affections"; and the sophistical arguments un-

173
vittingly or deliberately used to deceive. Agricola deals with the

latter first, in a way which explains why the fallacies are down-played

by the Ramists, saying that only he who performs the art of dialectic

to a good end can be considered a dialectician. The other two are

connected by the same fundamental understanding of dialectic which

issues in the universal logic of Ramus, the idea that the subject and

not the audience determines what can be said about it, that is, as he

sayef, "to teach in accordance with the potential of the subject of
174

discourse." Using Cicero's Pro Milone he shows that "all the places

whereby the affections are moved are drawn from the same places as

those from which we teach", and then goes on to distinguish these

functions from that of delight, which "is not an end of speech since

it depends, not upon speech, but upon the mind of the hearer", that is,
175

upon the fact that men take pleasure in different things. This

means that dialectic's method of teaching is not affected by its audience,

173pp. 410, 407.

1?IfIbid.. p.409.

173Ibid., p.412.
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whereas presumably the rhetorician gives all his attention to cal¬

culating his effects, .gricola admits both that at points of great

passion the argument, the instrument of dialect, may be negligible,

and that "things are so inter-related that the language which is

especially pleasing instructs also best, although sometimes plea-
"j rp£

sure takes the place of belief," admissions which tend to blur the

outlines of his theory, but his separation of the two functions of

dialectician and rhetorician remains clear. While it is, broadly

speaking, that represented by the Ramist separation of the two functions,

the most important element lacking in the later formulations is ary

attempt to explain how the affections can be positively involved in

the interest of truth, in non-scientific subjects, and even more parti¬

cularly, how a prose may be written which both aigues with the full

rigour of dialectic and yet at the same time shapes the receptivity of

the listener to the argument as it is progressively declared. The

inclusion of poetical examples in Ramist dialectics is consistent with

Agricola's definition of "argument" and his views on the function of

dialectic, but does not lead to any further investig-ation of this

process. The implicit explanation is the Wilsonian series of steps,

whereby the argument is finally clothed in its affective, as well as

its logical, apparatus.

Agricola is also sensitive to the sslation between imaginative

expression and its strong emotional concomitants. While this is assigned

to rhetoric as ornamentation, and more completely to poetry, in which

"the language does not follow the thing, but instead the thing is

adapted to the pleasure of the language", and which often creates such

176Ibid., p.413.
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powerful imitations of actual events and people, as in Plato's

dialogues, that "the speech brings it about that the thing seems

not to be said but to be done, and the mind of the hearer, though

a sort of transparent image sets itself as it were within the
177

turbulence of the action", it is nevertheless given a positive place

within the range of operations able to be performed by language.

Notably, these distinctions are made in terras of what is known about

human emotional behaviour, and Agricola does not simply relate his

discussion to traditional descriptions of the schemes and tropes.

Most of his examples in the theoretical sections translated by McNully

are in fact themselves references to, and in the case of the Pro Milone.

an analysis of, complete arguments and so by implication models of good

arrangement.

I have developed these points at some length because in compari¬

son with them the poverty of such reference in Elizabethan rhetorics

is shown more clearly. While what might be termed the theory of dia¬

lectical affects is uncertainly separated from rhetoric, the problems

and questions are approached in a manner significant enough to raise

doubts about the implications in Ong's assessment of the Dialectical

Invention that "What Book III - or, for that matter, Book II, had to

do with 'invention* ... was not entirely clear to Agricola's contern-
*1 rjiO

porariee." In so far as Agricola is conducting his discussion from

the point of view of the psychology of composition, what he is try¬

ing to do is clear even if the questions broached in his discussion

remained unmanageable for later generations.

This point is made explicitly by Wallace in his assessment of

Bacon's importance to the development of rhetorical theory. He observes

177Ibid., p.420. See above, pp. 250-59, 96-102^530.

178Pamus. p.100.
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that "the Elizabethan scholar gradually became aware of two mental

operations in composition which, to them seemed entirely different.

There is, first, a literal or rational operation and movement of the

intellect, embracing the processes of discovery, arrangement, and

judgment or criticism. Then there is an imaginative operation which,

although definitely felt, is only hinted at in terms of 'dress',
179

'ornament', or 'heightening*, and 'garnishing'J' Apart from Fenner,

who singles out a particular group of figures, those which represent

the intrusion of the speaker directly or by apostrophe into the
l80

process of the speech, as having "a certain manly maiesty", writers

on rhetoric seem to regard detailing the traditional tropes and

figures, or a selection from them, and allocating them to the second

and third functions of the orator, as a suffjdent acplanation of how

and why these aspects of language appear and are integrated into dis-
x3x

course. Such an explanation would remain unavoidable until some

Xg2
progress filled out "the inquiry touching the affections", a

matter under investigation prior to Bacon's conclusions, as I have
183

already shown. The significant development is, as Wallace observes
184

with respect to Bacon, exploration through the rhetorical dialectic

179
Francis Bacon on Coramunication, p.196.

ISO. , ,

Artes, sig. Do .

8l
A bland distinction made in a work on rhetoric from well beyond
the period of my study emphasises this point. John Barton, in the
introduction to The Art of Rhetorick (London, 1634), says that he
has "read some Sermon-books stuft with Tropes and Figures, which
doubtlesse with a good deliverie would please, yet were very barren
of solid matter " (sig. A3V). The underlying idea, that in reading
one is more aware of content, involves the milieu of dialectic.

1 Qp
Advancement, p.207.

"^^See above, pp. 207-14, 57-62.
184

Francis Bacon on Communication, pp. 215-18.
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of the conditions for truthfulness, which continues at least the

dialectical part of the gjricolan distinction between dialectic and

poetry as the submission of language to, or dominance over, the

nature of things themselves.

There is however one suggestion which derives from the sharp divi¬

sion of parts in the Eamist rhetorics, concerning views about the

"application" of words to thoughts. In the previous quotation from
185

w'xlson, it would seem that no intermediate stage between "entendement"

and "vtterance" is envisaged, that is, that no account of the psycholo¬

gical processes leading from an item of knowledge to a prepred dis¬

course lies behind the art, except perhaps that the process of com¬

position through the fSlaces. is aggregative and that each step is

thought to be filed in order in the memory. Hfficult problems, many

of which have been traversed by Frances A. Yates in The Art of Memory

(London: Eoutledge & Kegan Paul, 1966) are intimated here, but my

purpose is simply to refer to a verbal distinction between "speech"

and "utterance". In agricola, as in Wilson, these seem to mean "words

spoken out, words sounded", but in the division of the Eamist rhetorics

between elocution and pronunciation they are marked off from each other,

"utterance" meaning nothing more than the addition of sounds to the in¬

tended speech, or order of words, which, formally at least, is un¬

expressed. The question which this formal division prompts is whether

it represents any increasing concentration upon the internal, mental

functions of words, especially in their relation to the formulation

of concepts. Fraunce's hints in this direction have already been men¬

tioned, and there is the more suggestive phrase, "priuie discourse",

^ ^See above, p. 466.
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used by Greenham. This me Iter has been taken up by Ong who says

that in Ramus oral delivery "perishes of neglect", and that the pre¬

ference of tropes to figures is a preference "against sound in

favour of /Mlenjgf thought. His analysis of this aspect of Bassist

doctrine is swmsariaed in the statement that "Speech is no longer a

medium in which the humn mind and sensibility lives. It is resented,

rather,as an accretion to thought, hereupon imagined as ranging nois©-
.J.88

less concepts or 'Ideas* in a silent field of mental space." The

doubt here, to be taken up later, is whether it is useful to speak

in terms 00 dichotomised, or whether the analysis correctly points to
189

more complex incremental psychological developments. It is perhaps
1QQ

in the areas of discourse rather than predication that the issue be¬

comes more apparent, or in the area of style, the "constant & contin-

uall phrase or tenour of op-caking and writing, extending to the whole

tale or processe of the poese or history ... /"it is_7 of words speeches

and sentences together, a certain© contrlued forme and qualiti© ...

the image of man /"mentis character 7 for man is but his mind®, and

as Ma ssinde is tempered and qualified, so are his speeches and lan¬

guage at large, and his inward conceits be the mo tall of Ms sdnde,
191

and Ms manner of vtterance the very warp & woof® of Ms conceits."

1
See above, p.l89.

^Ramus, p.281.
188
Ibid., p.391.

189
see below, p.5^2. Barbu casta further doubt from a different but es¬
pecially important viewpoint on fundamental assumptions of Gag's
thesis when he says that "increased introspection goes hand in hand
with increased observation of the external world. More 'real* means
also more plastic and differentiated, that is, appealing sore and
more to vision, the most differentiated perceptual function in man"
(Brobleme of Historical Psychology, p.30J.

190
Ong, "Gymtern, Epaee, and Intellect ia Renaissance Symbolism",
Bibliotheque d'Humanism® at Renaissance , 18 (1936), 22^, regards
ways of conceiving knowledge associated with "discourse and hearing
and persons" and "observation and sight and objects" as polar opposite®.

^George Puttenham, The .■ rte of English Poesie <15891 facsimile rpt.
Men®ton: Gcolar Presa, l9<5S), ppV 123«2^V " cf. J.W.H.Atkins, English
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Futtenham does not expand on these remarks, and analyses of dis¬

course tend to confirm the points already made about the lack of theoreti¬

cal progress in rhetoric. However, it is important that various at-

tenpts were being made to define a growing awareness that principles

of organisation different from those set out in the traditional gram¬

mars, logics and rhetorics were active in the formation of verbal units

of greater than sentence length. Ramus, as Howell describes him, was

the "first thinker of the modern era to insist upon adding to the an¬

cient doctrine of persuasive arrangement theconcept of expository or

192
learned discourse as having its separate theory of form." Ong

also suggests that the Ramist form of rhetorical analysis in conjunction

with dialectical analysis "demanded that the pupil get into the text ...
193

and, in general, involve himself in the linguistic situation."

A brief consideration of two examples of dialectical analysis will, I

hope, act as a useful summary to this section.

The first is Fenner's The resolution and interpretation of the

Lords Prayer which was published together with The Artes of Logike and

Rethorike and The order of Housholde. Two sections from it will show

clearly his approach to interpretation. "The entrance doeth conteyne

such a description of God, as is meete for vs, whensoeuer we adresse

our selues to prayer, to haue feeling of in our hartes. It is disposed

in an Axiome or sentence copulatiue or coupling. The first reason is

from the adioint of relation Our Father, which is adorned with the maner

Literary Criticism: The Renascence (London: Methuen, 19^7). PP. 3^7-
on the complementary development of ideas concerning discourse

as the articulation of orderly thought, style as the expression of
personality, and the demand for simplicity and perspecuity.

^^Logic and Rhetoric, p.237.

^^HaBiue. p. 283.
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of exclamation which vttereth a familiar affection, as fl[y father, my

194
sonne: Gene. 22.7." dven this short piece indicates something of

the usefulness of the dialectical system and its permitted rhetorical

associations, and is particularly interesting because the prayer is

offered as our prayer, and hence our conception. Fenner thus teaches

the reader the significance of the first sentence by indicating that

it is what he would "dispose" if he had been "inventing" the prayer him¬

self. In the second sentence he makes clear, in the characteristic

terminology of Eaiaist dialectics, the argumentative quality of the

first significant part of the section "Our Father, which art in

heauen", and incorporates the elements of situation or person through

the rhetorical "exclamation".

The underlying assumptionof this analysis is that the text can

be shown to be using language according to the canons of universal

logic, or formalised natural reason. Hence the ability of the prayer

to conform in its parts to the logical relations defined by dialectic

is the fundamental demonstration of its truthfulness, as well as pro¬

viding an objective means of testing the correctness of the exposition.

In this respect, the analysis has a function comparable to that sug¬

gested for the grammatical analysis of poetry by J.P. Thorne, when he

says that "the study of a grammar that someone ;6lse has provided for

a poem may throw light on possible meanings of it which would have
195

otherwise escaped" a particular reader.

The petitions of the prayer are dichotomised twice. There is,

first, a division into petitions "concerning God onely" and petitions

"concerning our selues," and then a subdivision of the second group

"*"^Lords Prayer,pp. 63-6h.
195

"Stylistics and Generative Grammars", Journal of Linguistics. 1
(1965), 57.
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into petitions for "the things of this life", and for "the things

of the life to eotse." The first of the latter

is disposed in an axioms simple of the subiect &
adioinfc, Father regit ve our debtee. Where la an
aiiegorie of a Metaphor, the similitude being
boroved of debtee ... Nov by remission of sirrnes
is meant, iustification, peace of conscience
and all such of that kind. Rom. 5*1. &c. And this
petition is when we are troubled, terrified in con¬
science , and thorough dulmss haue not feeling of
these. This is confirmed by a reason drawen fro® com-
pirison of the less©, and i© concluded is a Syllogism**
connexiue or knitting©, in the first kinds both parts
being conteyned in one, the assumption in the prrpo-
sition. §££&£& cuen *°ee fonciue our debtegg •♦•*96

Here the other major operations of the analysis are demonstrated, in
197

the reduction of the metaphor to "express© werdes", and the dis¬

covery of a proper syllogism within the supplication. The former de¬

pends upon the principle, as Fanner states it, that metaphor is "a

fineness of speaca"1"^ and is therefore a projection i'romome more

199
natural, more objective base. In this and the discovery of the

syllogism, the purpose is evidently not the simple paraphrase of

a difficult text in the interests of popularising it, as the terminological

additions demonstrate, but rather the discovery of the sequences of

reason which it is thought must necessarily bind together the proper

200
term embedded in the multiform surface of the text.

fords Prayer.p.69.

197Ibid,, p.70,
^^Ibid., p.66, and throughout the Khetorike.
199"

"ahe unavoidable correlate with all such discussion is one cf Bacon's
fundamental principles , expressed for example in the meditation,
"Of earthly hope",in Essalea, Religious Meditations. Places of per-
sv/asicn arc dissuasion (London. 1598). folV 17^ s "Pvre sence re-

ceiuing euery thing according to the natural1 impression makes a
better state and gouemment of the mind then these same imaginations
and apprehensions of the wind: for the sdnd© of man hath this nature
and propertie, euen in the graueat and most setled wits, that from
the sence of every particular, it doeth as it were bound and spring
forward ..." I would suggest that the psychological experience
described here is a general form of that described above, pp. 183-85.
Incidentally, the text for the meditation is, "Bettor is the sight
of the eye, then the apprehension of the mind" (bccl.6.9).

200
bee Cog, "Johannes Piscator: une Man or a Racist lieho tossy?", Harvard
library Bulletin. 8 (195*0, 155.
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These observations are sucinctly coordinated by William Tempi®

in the introduction to A logical! -'nalysis. He begins with the

customary remark about logic's true value being hidden while it was

"imprisoned within the lists of the school© and the cabinets of the

learned", and goes on to state that its true value stands in its

ability "first to contrlue and perfit the frame of a discourse: and

then againe to discouer and lay foorth in the pure naturals not onely

the seuerall member®, but the particular structure and conformation

of the same."201 Thevord "natural" is used again when!fee says that by

logical analysis the subject (in this case "a meditation performed by a

great Prince") is "stripped as it were of all outward habit, and laid
202

foorth in the first and natorail lineaments", and he manages to

make comparisons with gunnery, navigation, magnetism, painting, optics

and mathematics in setting out its particular utility.

His actual analysis uses very few special terms, although in his

short address to the reader he notes that "he could haue jStecceded

therein after a more Logicall formal!tie", but designed his analysis

as "an argument divulged for the vse of all." ' It is evident from

the procedure adopted in treating the pe&lrss that the "seuerall mem¬

bers" are syllogistic arguments, amplified in various ways but most

frequently by comparison®, and that the "structure and conformation"

of these is the progression of arguments which develop out of the sub¬

ject. For example, Psalm 16 has two parts, a request and a thanksgiving:

)<3r.

202Ibid., sig.K k*9 Sea above, p» 27^.

**It is very instructive to compare Temple's approach to the prin¬
ciples of interpretation laid down by the translators of the Douay
Bible. Lee ppendirt Four.
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The request is this:
That the Prophet might be preserued in the

whole traine of his life.
To induce the Lord to yeeld hereto, the Prophet vseth

three arguments. The first is concluded thus:
Arg. 1 (Who trust and rest vpon thee, let them be

( be preserued by thee.
(I sun one who doth trust and rest vpon thee,
( vers. I in the end.
(Therefore let me be preseruved by thee. 0 Lord?
( ver. I. in the beginning.

The Proposition though it be omitted, yet must w® conceiue
of it as the ground and foundation of this motion made
by the Prophet. For it doth remember vnto the Lord his
gratious promise and the condition thereof: which is a

this dutie of resting vpon the Lord,

In his concern to discover and establish the "natur&ll lineaments"

of his text Temple pays no attention to the surface order of the psalm,

as the first argument shows. It is instead necessary to supply the

proposition, and to re-arrange the first verse syllogistically, because

to do this restores (or displays) the true or natural order of things.

Furthermore, it is important to see how this one argument derives its

cogency from the ultimate rationality of the universe, which human
205

reason shadows. Of the conclusion Temple says that, "out of a re¬

gard to the condition thus accomplished, doth challenge at the
20g

Lords hands an actuall and readie performance of the said promise."

The universal method, that is, represents both an external (natural.)

and an internal (psychological) order, although the dialectical struct¬

ures discovered by it represent protectively the individual configuration

of each psalm. This is shown particularly in the treatment of emotionality,

whether David "earnestly persvadeth" or speaks with "extraordinary
207

vehemencie." These occasions are not described as ornament, but

20*tT. . ,Ibid,, p.15.
205

Lee above,pp. Iio-ll.

Logicall .nalysis, p.l6.

20^Ibid., sig. Hlr,p.70.
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are recognised as integral to the psalm and to the experience of

faith which it represents. Consequently, sin approach with notable

similarities to that suggested by , gricola is adopted, whereby all

such occasions are recognised, as intimately linked with the argument

or "thing" of the psalm, affecting us as readers or hearers for that

reason and not as rhetorical blandishments. There is however no sug-

20§
gestion that the imagination is in any way involved.

When Thomas Spencer in The Art of Logick (London, 1628) defines

logic as "an Art of discoursing well" he is merely bringing into

logic a notion of iis relation to those configurationsof language

which are given practiced exemplification in the workes of Elizabethan

Ramists. "To Discourse is," he says, "to declare one thing that is
209

lesse knowne by another thing that is more knowneV 7 a process which

was first formally recognised by Ramus in. his, section on method. What

has altogether vanished is the link between disputation and the forms

of definition and syllogism which were its instruments and which was

maintained in Macllmayne's Ramus. The forms of argument and proof are

now understood to be subsumed in larger, more expansive, more experient-

ally grounded verbal forms. That the articulation of these "conforma-

tinns" is more complex than the highly generalised definition of dis¬

course would suggest is adequately shown in Temple's psalm analyses, in

208
de above, pp. 300-1. It is regr^table that Henry Smith did not offer
more cf an insight into the implications of his translation from poet
to preacher. In the last stanza of MICRQ-COSMQ-GRAPHI.' .trans. Josuah
Sylvester (London, l6l4), p.£8^, having discussed his conversion and
prayed for training in "the New Art.of Better Life." he simply con¬
trasts the two activities figuratively:

I cannot strike Applies string,
Study for Heav'n and timely ring

Sacred Aaron's golden Bell.
Nor sing at once the Thespian Songs,
And serue my Countrey, as belongs.

Therefore, MV3ES, heere Farewell.

pp. 1, 7•
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which dialectic is responsive to a flow of thought and feeling which

does not coalesce about a definition* so much as about purpose re¬

vealing itself verbally. It may also be suggested that the reverse of

analysis is not in the first instance the composition of a psalm,

although that is undoubtedly what the first function of dialectic in

Temple's dedicatory epistle would imply. What Prince Henry is in

fact advised to do is to learn about life, faith and behaviour from

Prince David, and, lessdirectly, to learn something about the integrative

and expressive functions and powers of language as these structure and

make known, not external natural events, but the mixed cognitive

and effective character and immense variety of human psychological events.

Discourse by implication becomes, not the ape of the physical world,

but the unique environment within which contact between that world

and self is perceived and revealed. It is perhaps this intimation

which Jewel lacked, without which that area of uncertainty discussed
210

above could not be distinguished. The justice of Howell's insist¬

ence that the strict separation of logic and rhetoric in the Ramist

system "did not mean that the presentational aspects of Ciceronian

rhetoric, alone and by themselves, constituted the whole of the

speaker's art" is apparent, and he instances Fenner's two arts in

the one volume as signifying that "both were requisite for perfection
211

in the art of communication. To adopt this view is to question the

accuracy of Ong's previously quoted interpretation of the Ramist

dichotomy between logic and rhetoric. What he calls the "silent field
212

of mental space" is more akin to that experience of mind described

210
See above,pp.369-80.

2 ' 'pogic and Rhetoric, pp. 25^-55•

2<12See above, p.^73.
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by Granger v/hen he says of induction that "Among the multitude it is

of greatest force, whose vnderstanding and disccurse lyes in their

sences, their agent vnderstanding weake, their extent short, their
213

apprehension shallow, and comprehension strait"; from thispoint of

view the development of the universal art with its corresponding develop¬

ment of the notion of discourse can be seen to represent a crucial at¬

tempt to colonise that private voidc with the rudiments of intellectual

and,psychological self-hood. Greenham was perhaps thinking of some or

all of these things when in his Godly Instrvctions. he modified the

customary analogy between feeding the body and feeding the soul: "When

as in receiuing of meate, the meate that nourisheth, is changed into

vs, it is far otherwise in the chigurerie of our soules. For in re¬

ceiuing of the word & of the Sacraments which feed the soule, they are

21%
not changed into the qualities of vs, but we are changed into them."

(ii)

Preaching Theory

Without doubt the most sensitive indicator of these developments

is the thought given to the nature and function of the sermon, that

form of eDepression through which, more publicly than any other in the

period, attempts were made to come to terms with the new or reinvigorated

concepts of psychology and human equality. Thomas Wilson again provides

a useful base upon which considerstionof pertineht developments in

preaching theory can be built. In his ,.rte of Rhetorique, he says

that

213
Syntagma Logicvm, p.277. The subject matter of Appendix One is
invoked when he places a marginal note, "Like as in children",
against the word "senses".

2-1\torkes, p.367.

1
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if a C^arks do take in hand© to declare Goddes heste,
he will after his Enteraunce, tell what things ia
chiefelie purposed in that place, and nexte after,
how® other thingee annexed thereunto, whereby not
onely ths hearers may get great learning, and take
much# profit® of his doctrine, but he hymself® may.
know® the better what to sale, what order to vse,
and when to Bake an ehde.

lose doe vee after the literall cense, to gather a
mieticall vndorstandynge, and to expounds the eayinges
spiritually, aakyng their Narration altogether of
thyngee heauenly. Some rehernyng a texte particularly
spoke, appiie the same generally vntc all states, en¬
larging the Narration rnoste Godly by cosparyng wordes
long agoe spoken, with thingea and matters that are
presently done. N. • twithstandyng the auncient fathers,
because they dyd onely expound# the Scriptures for the
moste parte, made no artificial! Narration, but vsed
to folowe sue lie order as the plain texte gaue theim.
So that if cuery sentence were plainely opened to the
hearers, they went not much© farther, aauynge that when
any word© gaue them occasion to ©peake of some v ice, they
woulde largely ©aye their mynde in that behaulfe.215
The major elements of the sermon and their most usual corabina-

tiocs are summarised here," Wilson showing that while ths Scripture

text and doctrine or teaching derived from it are fundamental co¬

ordinates, their importance in the genera^ development of the sermon

can vary greatly, and that it is in the "narration" that ths dispo¬

sition of the preacher is most directly evidenced, from these various

possibilities, all practised by preacher© in the first Elizabethan
2^7

period, on# form of composition or organisation became accepted

by the English Church in the early 17th century as the most efficient

means of conveying theological knowledge and ensuring its proper

reception. Attention has been paid to the development of the hoctrine/

215fol. 55V.
2*6

Blench'© description of these forms of sermon organisation is
mentioned above, p/fO, n.51.

2^7
bee above, Ft. 1, Ch. 1.
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Reason/Use form by several scholars, but so far without relating it

either to a close comparison of preaching manuals or to the reformu-
2*18

lations of relations between logic and rhetoric.

The lines of development broadly speaking, two: the per¬

ception that preaching creates oratorical forms lacking precedent in

the manuals of rhetoric; and the gradual emergence of the Bible as

the absolute determinant in the articulation of a sermon. Wilson,

composing a rhetoric of general application, recognises that subject-

matter differentiates the preacher from the lawyer but does not sug¬

gest that the precepts for organising a sermon differ significantly
219

from those applicable to any other sort of public address. While

Hyperius also affirms this much in The Practis of Preaching, he is

very conscious of significant differences between the preacher and

other orators, so that while "disposition, Elocution, and Memorye"

are fully set out by the rhetoricians, "greater grauitie, yea maiestie"

in pronunciation is required in the church than in the courts of law,

and in the matter of invention there are many differences.22^ These

are explored fully in Book II in a discussion of the places of in¬

vention, the categories of which correspond to the five kinds of sermon

defined in Book I. In the first book Hyperius rejects the rhetorical

division into deliberative, demonstrative, and judicial, and says that

it is necessary instead to "endeuour our selues to dfaw out of the

218
E erett H. Emerson, "John Uc'all and the Puritan Sermon", Quarterly
Journal of Speech, 44 (1958)» 282-84; Wilma M. Sherin, "Rhetorical
Structure of the English Sermon", p.56, assumes uniformity through¬
out the period; Dorothy J. Parkander, "Rhetorical Theory and Pract-
ice", pp. 38—45, 109, 186-88; Blench, Preaching in England, pp. 100-
112. The best discussion remains that of Killer, The New England
Mind, Che. 11 and 12.

2l^The Arte of Rhetorique, pp. 105-6.

220fol. 9r"V.
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entrailes of the Scriptures, both what and how many kinds of diuine
22*1

Sermons there bee." ' Five kinds are discovered, on the authority

of 2 Timothy 3.16 and Romans 15.4 - "doctrinall or didascalick",

"redargutive or reprehensiue", "institutiue or instructiue", "correctiue"

and "comfortatiue" - and the remainder of the first book is given

over to a discussion of these kinds, especially the first. One

other point of particular importance is made in the observation

that "if thou shouldest requyre of the Rhetoritians a kynde of case,.

to which doctrin or consolation might be referred, they coulde giue

none at all, as those haue euermore set ouer the whole practise of

Teachinge and comfortynge to the Philosophers of Universities, and
222

thin-habitauntes of Scoles." Hyperius thus points out that the

two most notable elements of reformed preaching, the two most fruit¬

ful points of awareness and concentrated thought, teaching and the

cure of souls or practical divinity, derive from a scholastic and
223

philosophical rather than a rhetorical tradition.

These five types persist throughout the discussion of sermon form

and purpose, although with a significant change of emphasis. Hyperius

distinguishes the sermon from other forms of oration principally by

relrence to its special environment, the Church, and its content,

theological or revealed truth. Cpmposition as such corresponds closely

to rhetorical ordinance, and this is particularly important in two

areas, those of the form <f the subject, and its development. The

first step taken by the Hyperian preacher when confronted by a scripture

221Ibid., fol. l8r.
222 v r^Ibid., fols. 19-20.
22^For qualification of this point, see above, pp. 156-58.
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text is to "search, disclose and pronounce common places conteyned in
22k

the wordes of Scripture " which requires the preacher to have "afore

bene well exercised in the principall commonplaces of Christian doc¬

trine." This prior systematic knowledge, available in the books of

theological commonplaces but also built up in private commonplace

books"which may at all times, and vnto euery argumente proposed, stande
225

him in steade, and be in a readinesse," enables the preacher to

recognise the "simply declared asseriims of our religion" which are

hidden in "historicall narrations," those parts of scripture which do

not so readily declare their theme as do the sections "simply spente
22^

and consumed in teachinge." All of the attendent advice is aimed

at showing a preacher how he may most usefully amplify the ascertained

commonplace, that is, makeits meaning more accessible to his auditors.

Before discussing that, the first point of divergence can be set

out. In A Letter of Dr. Reinolds to his friend, concerning his ad-

uice for the studie of Diuinitie (London, 1613) John Rainolds writes

that "you know I do not like the comon customs of common places.

The best in my iudgemet,is to note in the marget or in some paper booke
227

for that purpose, the summe and method of that which you read." For

the better understanding of the Bible, he recommends Calvin's Institutes,

a commentary which gives much assistance in "the perceiuing of points
22

of doctrine, whither all things doe pertaine, and may of vs be applied."

22She Practis, fol. 67V.

225Ibid., fol. 33V.
228Ibid., fol. 67r"V. This difference is represented by the substantive

and eventual forms, the implications of which are discussed in Part One.

^^sig. A8r; cf. Udall, Commentarie vpon the Lamentations, sig.A2r,
and Bacon's qualified agreement during his assessment of the means
available for the retention of knowledge (Advancement, pp. 164-66).

228a Letter, sig. A7r"V.
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The change in emphasis conveyed here through disagreement over the

utility of commonplaces has wide implications, since it puts first

the principle that scripture is the best interpreter of itself, and

offers as a secondary guide not a summary collection of topics which

specific texts nay invoke so much as systematic exposition of the

whole teachings of the Church by which the conformity and relative

significance of various texts can be more accurately perceived. It

is also reflected in the other major preaching manual, Niels Hemmingsen's

The Preacher, or Methode of Preaching, trans. I.H^orsfall^ (London,

1574). This work, first published in 1559» is immediately distinguished

from that of Hyperius by its orientation away from the preacher him¬

self towards the Bible. Whereas Hyperius' art concerns itself with

the sermon as a public work of the preacher ("vhosoeuer taketh vpon

229 shim the charge o^f teching the people" and with "the whole kynde of
230well speakinge" , envisaging the preacher in authoritative performance ,

Heomingsen offers "a ready and easy Methode, or waye of preaching out

of the worde of God vnto others" which principally treats of "the
231

true deuision of the scriptures."

The first section of Perkins' The Arte of Prophecying confirms

this point, corresponding to Hemmingsen but insisting with greater

explicitness that "The perfect and equall object of Preaching is the
232

word of God." By contrast, the reader is aware throughout The

6

229fphe Practis. fol. 8r. This point is amplified in Ch.3, "The ende
of a Preacher what it is", fols. 8 -9 . On the brotherhood of
preachers, see above, p.136.

25°Ibid., fol. 44r.
p,?1 VI*

Horsfall's description from "The Lpistle to the Reader", sigs.A6 -A7 .

2^2Workes, II, 646. This manual was first published in Latin in 1592.
A marginal note expounds the phrase "perfect and equall" as follows:
"Or, the word of God is the whole and onely matter, about which
preaching is exercised: it is the field in which the Preacher must
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Practis of Preaching of the preacher's liberty "as one raunging in a

233
champion field©" associated with Ms employment of the rhetorical

or popular method of interpretation and opposed to the scholastical.

An exponent of the latter is said to be "shvt. up" in the "streight

prison" of the text . It is apparent in fact that the "Mxt" kind

of sermon, which is noted by Hyperius as a sixth possibility but is

not discussed, is the single form most agreeable to Hemraingsen. He

distinguishes it not as a kind of sermon but as a method of inter¬

preting scripture, the fourth and most modern kind, superceding the

grammatical, logical and oratorical kinds and associated especially
p*2C

with Melanchthon. What occurs here, in other words, is a re-

236
jection of the "bountifulnesse" of rhetoric, encapsulated in the

method of commonplaces wMch permitted expatiation upon topics rather

than texts, in favour of a more rigorous, "texWbound" approach,
237

sensitive to "the Methode of a treatise". In the former the common¬

place is the vehicle by which the preacher links the text (which is a

given, rather than some thing chosen) to the circumstances of place,
<238

time, and audiences, " whereas this accommodation is acMeved by the

containe himselfe" (my underlining). 3ee above, p.78, and Andrewes'
definition of "systasie" (p.270, n.k?k).

233fol. 12?V.

23**Ibid., fol.lr.
233The Preacher, fols. llx-l4V. Note that a categorisation based

upon the trivium is superceded here. See below, p.5^0.

236The Practis. fol. 1V.
237 p

The Preacher, fol. 11 . The direction implicit in this approach finds
explicit statement in Richard Bernard's The Faithfvll Lhepheard (London,
1607), when he says with reference to passages of the Bible which
contain no explicit doctrine, that "the doctrine is not to be written
from the text, as if the text were drawen to the lesson, and not the
doctrine from it. but it must follow iusta. consequently ... wMch
is by helpe of Logicall affection of arguments" (p.kk). Bacon makes
the same point concerning the relation between example or fact, and
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Hemmingsenian preacher through his initial choice of text. He does

not have to decide which of the five kinds of sermon is required by

his text, since his assessment of the auditors would include this
239

question. Although Hemmingsen does not treat this matter specifi¬

cally, definition of the kinds of auditor becomes the basis for Perkins'
2*»0

discussion of the ways of applying doctrine.

What Hemmingsen does say is that "the diversity of hearers brings

about the diversity of kinds in one sermon", an observation which points

out the direction being taken by reformed thinkers on the question of

developing the subject. The five types of sermon derived by Byperius

are effectively reduced to two by Hemraingsen, that is, to teaching and
2*M

exhortation, and are further reduced by Perkins to teaching only.

Central to this reduction is the importance of doctrine, or the teaching

sermon. For both Hyperius and Hemmingsen it is associated principally

with "ignoraunte hearers", the "confused multitude", or "very rude,
2b2

senseles, and vnciuil people", whereas Perkins makes no such

theory, in civil knowledge, " a subject which of all others is most
immersed in matter, and hardliest reduced to axiom," Linking his
observation with Machiavelli's practice, an authority no preacher
would admit, he says that "knowledge drawn freshly and in our view
out of particulars, knoweth the way best to particulars again. And
it hath much greater life for practice when the discourse attendeth
upon the example, than when the example attendeth upon the discourse "
(Advancement, pp. 217, 225? cf. above pp. 290-9*0. Another doctrine
also : is 3 in sympathy with the underlying and evidential principles.
Miller, in The New England Mind, observes that .the Ramists put the
syllogism into a subordinate position because "the basic certain¬
ties are the arguments and the axioms, not conclusions: syllogisms
sire built upon them, not they on syllogisms" (p. 13*0.

2~^The Practis , fol, 67V.
239 r

The Preacher, fol. 17 . This point is made by Bernard in The
Fsdthfvll Shepheard, pp. 18-20.

2^Workes, IX, 665-68.

2^1The Preacher. fol,17r.

2tf2The Preacher, fol. l8V; The Practis, fols. lr, 31V.
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distinction because he defines preaching as "pertaining to the worship
243

of God, & to the saluation of our neighbour." For Hyperius, not

only is this intimacy apparently inconceivable, but he goes so far

as to recommend for this audience the kind of preaching which deals

with thepLaces "that teache the duties of love, wherein sinnes are

corrected and corrupt maners amended, seeinge the multitude is vnapt
244

to conceyue that doctrine ^he assertions of faith7", presumably

the kind called Instructive, which Hemmingsen says is appropriate
24S

for children.

The teaching sermon is nevertheless the primary kind, and increas¬

ing concentration upon it occurs in conjunction with the evolution of

a verbal form called "the doctrine". Hyperius defines this form,

which develops out of the commonplace, as that "which compriseth an

assertion and comprobation of true opinions", a flexible arrangement

which is otherwise called a "sentence" or "thes:ope and certaine mean¬

ing ... of that part or parcell, which is taken out of the holy Scrip-
246

ture to be declared to the people." It is not very clear from

Hyperius' discussion how the state, theme, scope and doctrine differ,

since all share the characteristic of brevity, sententiousness, or

propositional form, except that the doctrine is associated with the

doctrinal kind of sermon and seema to include the notion of argument

or proof. The work of the sermon is not concentrated at this point,

2^Workes. II, 646.

2^The Practis. fol.73r.
2^5

The Preacher, fol. 18 ; cf. Udall's admission of commonplaces only
in the first stages of religious instruction, that is, at the level
of catechising (Commentarie vpon the Lamentations, sig.A2r).

Oil £. . r i ,

The Practis. fols.55 ,62 ,95 . Concerning the doctrinal form, see
above, pp. 131-32, 307-10.
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however, but upon the next two steps, the "illustration" of the

doctrine by "producinge certaine groundes or testimonies, certaine

examples, similitudes^and the addition of "lights and ornaments

of thinges" to mitigate the "breuitie and straightenes" of logical

proofs, and then, "without delaye", the provision of "the manifolde

spirituall vse, of those thinges which are duly collected to the ex-

247
plication of any question." The principle here is that which ani¬

mates all discussion of this aspect of sermon preparation, namely,
248

"Of the doctrine, whose vse lieth hidd, the knowledge is vayne."

As a particular form, doctrine is not mentioned by Hemmingsen.

Instead, he refers variously to definition, division, and exposition,

each of which seems to comprehend both an activity and a verbal form,

the characteristics of which are "breuitye, the perfectnes and fev-
249

nes of words", providing the focus for teaching. It is only in

Udall's preface to his commentary on Lamentations, and in. Perkins'

The Arte of Prophecying, that establishing or "collecting" the "generall

doctrine" becomes the first action of the preacher after he has under¬

stood "the sense of the text in hand", and one which must occur in the
250

preparation and articulation of every sermon. However, Hemmingsen

does insist upon the methodical development of the treatise (the

section concerned with division, exposition and arguments), which is

essential to the establishing and confirming of doctrines, and he adopts

a variant of the "didascalike" defined by Hyperius as that which is

appropriate to texts containing "some doctrine ... simply expressed"
251

without narrative elements. Hyperius' example of this kind simply

2if7Ibid., fol.l29r"V.
2**8Ibid., fol.64v.
2^9The Preacher. fols.l6r, 25r,31v.
p50 v

Commentarie vpon the lamentations, sig. A2 ; Workes. II, 662-64.

291The Practis. fol.95r.
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breaks the text down into its constituent arguments, following their

order, and characterises the "reasons" in terms of the five theologi¬

cal places. However, his preference for other methods is indicated

when he describes a third, alternative kind for those "to whom the pre-

cedinge order of drawyng forth so many commonplaces seemth to be ouer

busye and painfull", in which "the whole readyng of scripture ... may

be distributed into two or three chapters onely, or parts, or common¬

places. "2^
Generally speaking, Hyperius associates the second form and its

tight dependency of proposition and argument with the spare, logical,

non-popular form of teaching, and is concerned always to mitigate the

congesting effect of proofs by rhetorical expansiveness directed at

the auditor's emotions. It is not anapproach to sermon composition

which he regards as generally appropriate. By contrast, Hemmingsen

looks to this method as the key both to effective teaching and amplifi¬

cation. The parts of the treatise in a teaching sermon are definition,
pC7

division, causes, effects, the use and the abuse, and contraries,

and he notes that if each member of the division is similarly "ioyned

with definitions, deuisions and their reasons, a greate, profitable,
25if

and plentiful Oration wil ensue." He goes on to give "the principal

rules of inuention of places, whose fountaines are places of Logicke,

& rules of consequences", and discusses the sources of proof, which

are: "the e.uidet and cleare propositions of the Scripture"? "reason

ing... gathered by a stronge and vnmouable consequence"; and "the

252Ibid., fol. 102V.
25^5 r

The Preacher, fol. 25 . Hemmingsen says that a proper definition
has "fours parts in the treatise, Exposition, Reason, Confirmation,
& Conclusion." He defines a reason as "the proofe of the definition,"
and shows that "confirmation" is the place for less conclusive mater¬
ial which can be used to support the proof.

2"^fIbid., fol.31V.
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testimonie of the church." Furthermore,he openly prefers "the

Expolition or dilating of arguments" to "Congeries" or "heaping",

saying that a "copious Bjqaolition consisteth of a proposition, of

a reason, of a shevdng, the cause of the reason of Exornation /sen¬

tences, comparates, contraryes, similitudes,examples^, and of Con¬

clusion." He adds that tie first, second and third (the comma after

"shewing" should follow "reason", I think) are hest expressed in
255

syllogistic form.

It is clear from this account that the distinction so necessary

to Hyperius between scholastical and popular forms of teaching is to

all intents and purposes obliterated in favour of a view of teaching

which stresses its logical, reasoning character. Hemmingsen in¬

structs "yonge beginners" to follow "the LogitLa 1 his kinde of inter¬

preting" in the invention or finding out of common places", and Perkins
256

gives the Ramist places for the same purpose. The motive behind

this form is aptly summarised by Udall when he says that the doctrine

must be "enlarged by the examples and testimonies of the Scriptures,
257

and manifested by the force of reason grounded upon the same." Thus,

while Udall may be the first, as Itaerson argues, to specify doctrine,

reason, and use as thfb .three necessary parte of a sermon, these

elements can be observed elsewhere in this order, although lacking

the decisiveness and directness of his formulation. It is certainly

the case that while Perkins speaks usually of two parts, knowledge and

application, "reasoning" is an integral part of his teaahing method,

being associated with doctrine as "proofe", and with application as

2^Ibid., fols. 42r, 46r, 47v-48V. Concerning the syllogism, see
above,pp..lHrl4, 301.

256Ibid., fols. 36V-37r; Workes, II, 663.
251 v

Commentarie vpon the Lamentations. sig.A2 .
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258
"the information of the mind to a right iudgement."

This reorientation of theory depends partly upon what I have

previously referred to as theory or beliefs about human nature.

Hyperius reflects what one might call a "realistic" view of the audience,

ih that while he is as committed as any reformer to an educational

imperative, his attitude towards the audience is highly traditional,
259

especially in its reliance on rhetorical means of presentation.

Freacher and orator are as one in nearly every aspect of rhetoric, and

particularly important is "the whole crafte of varienge the Oration by

Schemes and Tropes". since "nothing maketh more account, then that

he may draw and stir vp the mindes of his auditors into what part he
260

will, after the maner & quality of things incident." This quali¬

fication is important because it refers to the truthfulness of preach¬

ing and the danger that amplification may make "the matter ... appere

either greater or lesser than it is of itself ... in which point the

Rhetoritians doe most chiefely laboure", but the activity itself is

not reduced in significance, as may be seen in Hyperius' instruction

that in "the tractation of what place soeuer thou shalt iudge to be

most profitable ... in the illustration thereof chiefe3.y, beyonde the

Workes, II, 664, 668, 670. Perkins' division of application into
two parts, "Mentall" and "Practicall", indicates in another way the
growth of the preachers' concentration upon intellectual development,
especially when compared with Hyperius' dominating concern with "en-
fcrmation of lyfe" (The Practis, fol.72v). Hyperius does stress the
importance of "Confirmation", which "foloveth next after proposition
or diuision, & is in very deed the most worthy part of all the ser¬
mon" (ibid., fol.30r), but not to the extent of formalising the dif¬
fering status of proofs as Hemmingsen does.

259
See Leonard Wright, A Patterne for Pastors, printed together with
A Summons for Sleepers (London, 1589). PP. 45-46, for similar views.
Wright makes an unqualified identification between the methods of
traditional rhetoric and the character of the populace as "a mon¬
strous beast with many heades ... without change and varaetie, nothing
seemeth pleasant to his lothsora appetite."

260 r v
The Practis, fols. 9 , 1
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rest, thou shalt employ thy diligent labour, and also endeuour thy

selfe to moue the affections of the hearers." " Examples, simili¬

tudes, comparisons, and histories are "the most apt ... to teache and

enstructe the common people", and imagination is themeans by which

the preacher achieves intensity of concentration upon "the formes

and simylitudes of the thinges whereof he entreateth" and affective

responses in his audience.

While Hemmingsen includes a section on "the perswasible Sermon",

gives a list of suitable figures of rhetoric and notes that their pur¬

pose is to enable the sermon to "altogether pearce into the rayndes of
0&"2.

the hearers, and so possesse the whole hearte itself, he does not

suggest that the condition of a particular audience might influence

him against his preference for the teaching sa-mon and its logical

Aaboration. The reasnn for this may be inferred from the translator's

description of the treatise as containing "a ready and easy Methode,

or waye of preaching out of the worde of God vnto others, orderly of
26k

the helpe both of thine owne memorie, and also of ihy hearers", that

is, the approach suitable for a minister's ovai instruction is also

suitable for his hearers, his "neighbours", as Perkins calls them.

Confirmation of this point can also be found in the distinction made

earlier between Hyperius and Hemmingsen in terms of the centrality

of scripture in their discussions: in principle at least Hemmingsen*s

audience is involved with the preacher in the interpretation of the text,

26lIbid., fols. 36V,^1V.
262Ibid., fols. 31V,**3V.
2^The Preacher, fols.53V-5^V.
q ZJ,

Ibid., "The Epistle to the Reader", sig.A6r.
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rather than submissive to an act of authoritative presentation.

Furthermore, this orientation towards the text rather than a scheme

of theological commonplaces is accompanied by a quite different use

of examples, similitudes, comparisons, and histories. They are not

rejected, but become an important element in the establishment of

doctrine. The narrative parts of scripture establish an interpretative

criterion: not the difficult search for the commonplace, but the ob¬

servation of "two things in examples to witte, the facte in it selfe,
265

and then the circumstances of the persone, and the facte." The

preacher does not persuade by the intensity of his appeals to the

imagination, but by building doctrine out of his iuanersion in the

mechanics of situation.

By the time Bernard came to write The Faithfull Ghepheard this

"ready and easy Methode" vas regarded as suitable for "the capacities

of the simplest hearer", and logic was integral to it: "By Logicke we

see the method of the spirit, we behold the arguments, the coherence

and the scope; by it we collect doctrines, confirm them, enlarge the

proofes, gather thence consequently apt vses, and vrge them by reasons

266
vpon the Hearers." The single form of the sermon, the doctrinal,

is a formal recognition that knowledge must "go before zeale to guide

the same", and concentration upon this part is for Bernard and the

tradition which he continues the crucial means by which "a talke of the

toong from a disordered affection, without knowledge", is replaced by

"a goodly instruction rightly disposed by setled iudgment."

265 I*
Ibid., fol. 2 . On the question of causes, see above pp. 23&-A2,
290-9^, and pJ+86 , n.23?, and below,pp.525-3^.

266
pp. 23, 25.

267 X*
Ibid., p.^2, and the epistle to the reader, sig.A3 .
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What, then, of the affections, both of the preacher and his

audience? The suggested or approved mode is to be found mostly in

hints and affirmations, because it does not achieve a systematic

form comparable to the traditional rhetorics. Two issues are in¬

timately linked here, as Bernard suggests; the demand for order and

knowledge on the one hand, and zeal on the other.

As in other matters Hyperius comments upon two essential as¬

pects of this question, the relation of the preacher to his subject,

and the articulation of its parts. He refers to the most significant

Christian addition to classical rhetorical theory, the fact that it

"commeth to passe, that in thapostles speaklnge so simpely and playnely,

(I had almoste sayde also rudely and disordredly) is so ofte tymes com¬

mended their wonderful power in speaking and teaching", in a section

treating of other means to move affections besides the imaginative
268

kind already mentioned. He then adds that "the matter themselues

(many tymes) ... be of great weight and force to the stirring vp of

the motions of myndes", and makes the further observation^ essential

to any consideration of the affections, in terms of the private ex¬

perience of significance rather than the application of rhetorical

formulae to an undifferentiated or mass audience, that such power as

was possessed by the Apostles, for example, derived from "Gods interiour
269

grace." This cluster of ideas comes to dominate thought about this

aspect of preaching, and it is clear how well adjusted it is to the

needs of "continuall discourses", that form of utterance in which "the

268 1 , 1VV
The Practis. fol. 44 . For a full discussion of this subject, see
E. Auerbach, Literary Language and Its Public in Late Latin ; ntiquity
and in the Middle Ages, trans. Ralph Manheim (London: Rout ledge
Kegan Paul, 1965), PP. 27-66.

269The Practis. fol. 44V.
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word of God is persuaded vnto our consciences" by having its "trueth ...

tolde in plaine and clear termes",in which "a good thing" is not "pro-

pouded generally", but is"laid open, & inlarged by the causes,

270
commodities & circumstances therof." It is also an adequate re¬

capitulation of the distinction made by Agricola between persuasion

which derived naturally from the matter, in this context, "the perfect

and equall object ... the word of God", and that which was deliberately

devised by the preacher. The idea that one of the preacher's functions

is to delight, affirmed by Hyperius,is entirely ignored by this approach

to the nature of persuasion.

This point is suggested by both Hemmingsen and Perkins when they

claim, as an important characteristic of the order of their writings,

that "the Prophets and the Apostles ... whilst they teach, they

oft-times fall into admonitions, reprehensions, prayses, threat-

nings, comforts, &c. wherewith they applye their doctrine to the hearers,

but it is most fully developed by Perkins in commentary on Galatians

when he identifies the two fundamental properties of preaching as

plainness and powerfulness. He defines the latter in terms of sermon

form or, more properly, in terms of the procedures exenplified in The

Arte of Propheeying, since the first step occurs prior to the sermon

in the preacher's preparation. The first requirement for "effectual

and powerfull preaching of the word" is "true and proper interpretation

of the scripture, and that by it selfe: for Scripture is both the

glosse, and the text. The second is, sauoury and wholesome doctrine,

gathered out of the Scriptures truely expounded. The third is, the

Udall, Famine and warres. fol. 71V.
^^The Preacher, fol. 13r*"v. Parkin's word is "mingle". (Workes. II,

OTT)
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Application of the said doctrine, either to the information of the

272
iudgement, or to the reformation of the life." Most importantly,

the matter upon which the sermon is built, th® doctrine, is qualified

in a way which refers back to Hyperius' "weighty matter". It is not

simply objective knowledge, truth defined by the application of ana¬

lytical and critical instruments, but significant knowledge the com¬

prehension of which has emotional concomitants because it involves the

whole personality. It can be seen how important is the recognition

by an auditor that "the Lord is within you", since it demonstrates for

Perkins both that the fundamental, affective response, the conviction

that the minister is teaching tmxe doctrine which is personally meaning¬

ful, has occurred, and also that the objective truth of that doctrine

is uncompromised by persuasion, by the preacher's attempt to "vrge,
278

and (as it were) inforce it" 9 because that which is "effectually

perswading" the auditor is not verbal artifice, a work of the preacher,
27*f

but "the inward testimony of the holy Ghost speaking in the Scripture^."

The only theoretical explanation to adequately generalise the experience

of perceiving the significance of knowledge and the individual, pri¬

vate, psychological character of that experience is the belief in the

universal and humanly undetermined operation of the holy spirit. That

272Workes, II, 222.

^^Udall, Famine and warres, fol.?lr"V.
2<^Perkins, Workes. II, 670, 6*f9. The frequent references to the in¬

adequacy of printed sermons because they lack "the zeal© of the
preacher, and the attention of the hearer," do not represent regret
at the loss of a personal authority so much as an important express¬
ive problem,that of finding a linguistic means other than the spoken
word to express simultaneously "true doctrine, or the affection of
the minde whence it proceedeth" (Chaderton, An Excellent ... sermon.
sigs. A3V, F5r.). For a collection of references on this topic, see
Lawrence A. Sasek, The Literary Temper of the English Puritans.
Louisiana State University Studies: Humanities Series, No. 9 (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State Univ. Press, 1961), pp. 23-27.
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this should be experienced as power, not of the imagination but in

the context of reasoning, order and consequence in the expression

of thought, further indicates the nature of this attempt to create

a verbal form free from the egocentrism of rhetoric and potential
275

corrupting by unbounded emotionality. It must be assumed that

this belief in the existence of two distinct origins of affective

expression, the holy spirit or the self, is not simply ingenuous but

represents the attempted resolution of a deeply entrenched psycho¬

logical and conceptual problem. The fact that a form was created, in

the pattern of doctrine, reason, and use emphasises that despite the

paucity of theory what might be termed a psycho-cultural pressure to¬

wards a new comprehension of psychological powers became objectified

in a form in which the continual activity of thinking and the con¬

junction of thought, feeling and action, individually experienced,

were permitted an approximate realisation.

It is not sufficient to say that this form as found "in its purity

in the sermons of Cartwright ... becomes unbearably tedious to the
276

modern reader after but a few pages", or that "It was the Raraistic

synthesis of rhetoric withdialectic in the study and practice of

amassing and arranging the content of any verbal structure which fired

young teachers like Harvey and which led eventually to some modifi¬

cation in literary practice in the early part of the seventeenth cen¬

tury. Nevertheless one must point out that fine writers had produced

coherent and cohesive verbal structures although their education had

^^See Miller, The New England Mind, pp. 22^-26.

Blench, Preaching in England, p.102.
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277been quite independent of Ramist concepts," A true understanding

of this theory and practice (and of the special character of its

"verbal structures") can only be achieved through a clear conception

of the psychological and cultural circumstances out of which it evolved,

and with which it reciprocated in its later history,

A brief note concerning memory will underline these conclusions.

Although Hyperius frequently comments upon the importance of brevity,

perspicuous speech, and right ordering of the parts of a sermon to
pnQ

encourage attention and memorising, among other things,he does not

further discuss what this implies for the operation of memory. Hy

Hemmingsen, and more explicitly by Perkins, it is made very clear. The

invention of "Images and signes" is described by Henmiingsen as "the

maner of the olde fathers," and "of two maner of wayes of helping the

meoorye, "that which is "the more artificiall ... doth consist of two
279

thinges, that is to witte, of order and nomber." What this means

in practice is the proper arrangement cf those things to be discussed

and the sequential numbering of the parts. This method, the basis of

sermon organisation, also becomes the proper order to follow "in the

minde" when learning anything, and its abstraction is emphasised.

What one learns is not the whole discourse, or any arrangement of

imaginative representations, but a "brief comprehension of the matter"

and the parts in their numerical order. This abstraction to verbal

and numerical signs, with strict suppression of any figurative elements,

is carried much further by Perkins. His instruction is worth quoting in

full, because of its strong reaction to the use of mental images and

its confirmation that the debate over images discussed above was no

277
Lee A. Sonnino, A Handbook to Sixteenth-Century Rhetoric, (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1968), p.7.

^^The Practis. fol,15V.
2<7^The Preacher, fol.Sjv.
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simple liturgical issue. The reasons for not approving the place

and image type of artificial memory are two;

The animation of the image, which is the key of memorie,
is impious; because it requireth absurd, insolent and
prodigious cogitations, 8c those especially, which set
an edge vpon and kindle the most corrupt affections of
the flesh. 2. It dulleth the wit and memorie, because
it requireth a threefold memorie for one: the first of
the places: the second of the images: the third of
the thing that is to bee declared.

It is not therfore an vnprofitable aduice, if he that
is to preach doe diligently imprint in his mincie by the
helpe of disposition either axiomaticall or syllogisticall,
or methodicall, the seuerall proofes and applications of
the doctrines, the illustrations of the applications, and
the order of them all: in the meane time nothing carefull
for the words.280

The content of memory, in other words, is comprised of the forms and

orders of reason which are verbal, not imagistic. Perkins emphasises

that therelation between knowledge and. object is something more ab¬

stract than that between mental image and object, that it exists in

verbal organisations which have no direct imagistic equivalent. Fur¬

thermore, he builds into this memory scheme the basic elements of the

"continued speech", the primary structure of "conformation"of truth

determined by the activity of reason, and the counterpoint of af¬

fection which conveys the impression upon the preacher of the truth

he expounds. There is no instruction to remember verbatim, that is,

2S0
Woilces, II, 670; cf. above p„44l , and his identification of this
sort of memory with "minde". Perkins' argument may be usefully
compared with Huarte's answer to a question concerning a common
analogy by which memory functions were described, ramely, if memory
is like wax stamped with an image, how is it that subsequent images
do not obliterate the former'.- He does not change the basic visual
and material analogy but offers another which explains that "these
figures are bodilesse, and cannot be mingled nor corrupt one the
other", remaining both fixed and yet distinct in the same way that
"flies sticke in honnie" (The Examination of men's Wits, p.84).
Foster Watson shows that Vives associated effective memorising and
the provision of reasons, in "The Father of Modern Psychology", The
Psychological kcview, 22 (1915)» 548.
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to memorise the images of words, but the preacher is encouraged

to retain oriLy abstracts of the matter to be preached. Absolute

freedom of speech is disciplined by order and by the fear of subjecti¬

vity, but within that scope the preacher is able to model the ex¬

perience of knowing, to represent both the absoluteness of truth and

2>3X
the individual configuration of its discovery and reception. To

abstract the contents of memory is to insist that this experience

does not exist in a simple, reciprocal relation with visual reality,

that it is a singular action of the mind, and that its instrument is

language in a manner if not cleaijy defined, yet nevertheless remote

from any simple identification of word and object.

(iii)

The Plain otyle

The topics discussed in the previous two sections provide a more

satisfactory basis for consideration of the notion of plainness than

any literary discussion, since in its stylistic manifestations it has
282

proved difficult to categorise. Ong puts the stylistic issue in

the largest possible historical context by saying that "the dialecti¬

cal structure absorbs decorum and the three traditional styles also.

Ramus finds the division of styles in Cicero confusing and superfluous,

since dialectic takes care of this by disposing arguments in their

proper order. The Ramist plain style is none of the three but foreshadows

281
Bernard repeats these ideas when discussing what abilities are
needed by a preacher if he is to compose and deliver a sermon on
the model delineated ip The Faithfvll Bhepheard. His particular
emphasis, which has important implications for the psychological
consequences of literacy, can be summed up in the injunction:
"write what thou wouldest speak: writing confirms meditation,
showes the minde to the senses" (p.83).

282
Parkander, "Rhetorical Theory and Practice", p.72. C.H. and K.
George, The Protestant Mind, pp. 335-^1» for rejection of the notion
that plain preaching is a distinguishable form.
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283
the Royal Society 'mathematical' style". " In distinguishing from

the accepted literary modes a form of expression particularly associ¬

ated with the Ramists, Ong is making a point similar to that made by

Eigman about Calvin and Wallace about Bacon, ";x>th of whom describe the

mode of expression characteristic of their respective subjects as

28*f
"functional". However, the most pertinent general observation has

in my opinion been made by Ruth Bozell, in a criticism of R.F Jones'

attribution to the Royal Society of great influence in the development

of the plain style. Writing of the seventeenth century she says that

"we have seen that plainness of expression is the ideal throughout the

century; but inspection of the sermons shows that plainness is indeed

a 'character of great latitude', and that the style actually employed

changed with the years, and in the direction of plainness as we under¬

stand it today. Practice seems to lag behind theory inthis instance,
285

or perhaps the concrete meaning of plainness alters with time."

It is evident that these observations can justly be extended back

into the sixteenth century, with the result that Bozell's notion of

development, confirmed by the inspection of individual sermons,

questions the usefulness of hoping that there may be a "concrete mean¬

ing of plainness." What is necessary is an attempt to understand not

only the practice of plainness in its verbal manifestatins, but the

whole scope of this notion as it embraces psychological and cultural

issues.

^^Ramus, p.213.
28^

Francis M. Higman, The Styleof John Calvin in his French Polemical
Treatises. (London: O.U.p". 1967). p.122; Wallace. Francis Bacon
On Communication, p.15^.

285
Ruth B. Bozell, "English Preachers of the Seventeenth Century on
the Art of Preaching", Diss. Ithaca, New York 1939, pp. 258-59.
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At the beginning of the first period three traditions may be

determined, all of which are concerned with plainness in some way.

There is the anti-Ciceronian, exemplified in the logic of Ralph Lever

and the lectures of Jewel and Harvey: the scholastic, defined by

Hyperius as "a simple, yet pure and perspicious kynde of speach",

in which are "mani things exacted after the rule of Logical breuitie
pQri

and simplicitie", and the humanist educational,which deliberately

omits

a number of things,which are of necessitie to be looked
for in such workes, as are layde forth for learned men
to traueil in. They shall not finde here either eloquence
in penning, or great shewe and varietie of learning, or
curious triall and conference of expositions and trans¬
lations, or large discourses of difficult matters in con-
trouersie ... They shall finde here a briefe and easie
exposition of the texte, whereby the vnlearned reader may
not only the sooner attaine to the true sense and meaning
of the holyghost, the authour of the Scriptures, but also
leame some godly instructions out of the same. If I had
written to the learned, I woulde haue indeuoured to my
power in some other points to haue satisfied their ex¬
pectation: but in this I haue tempered rr.y selfe wholye
to the vnderstanding of the most simple.2oo

It is apparent that this is to some extent*an artificial cate¬

gorisation since each element represents a manner of dealing with

specific situations. Common to them all, moreover, is a cluster of

primary notions or problems, the complexity of which has recurrently

suggested itself throughout this study, namely, conceptions of the

nature and proper form of knowledge, its object and its origin; the

function of language in making this knowledge available both to the

knower and his audience; and the purposes for which this knowledge is

formulated and expressed. The notion of plainness represents, at least

286
Ralph Lever, The Arte of Reason, rightly termed. Witcraft (London,
1573). See "The Forespeache", sigs.

287The Tract!a. fols. lV,lr.
288

Thomas cooper, A Brief exposition of such chapters of the old testa¬
ment as usually are red in the Church at common praier on the Son-
dayes. set forth for the better helpe and instruction of the vnlearned
(London, 1573)| "An Epistle to the Reader", sigs. A*fv-Blr. It is
interesting to note that the simple are nevertheless readers.



in the Hisabethan period, what might be termed a working response to

these persistent problems mfcher than a theoretical formulation, expressed

not philosophically but through a style of life or a "reorganisation of

personality structure."*""^ The very fact that the object of knowledge

became so important that distinction® between individuals or classes

of men were levelled, at Least in principle, and that it ccaaae possible

to generalise about human nature and its powers free from the layers of

adventitious social classification, indicates how widely ramified these

issues are.

In the process of its formation, concepts fell out fro® the three

traditions and settled into a pattern which was perceived principally in

teres of a psychology, a means of describing the operative relations

^£ee above, p.^58, ».l38. The difficulties which arise when only
partial aspects of this multiform character are considered are shown
in M.M.Knappen's introduction to hi© edition of the diaries of
Richard Rogers and Samuel Ward, entitled Two l-lleabethan Puritan
iaries. studies in Church History* Vol. 2 ^CMcagoV Aeerican Society
of Church Hiefcory, 1933). Knappen bases his description of the
"puritan character" upon the ethical teaching contained in the diaries,
which he first associates with aonssticis® and the practices of the
medieval church, and then describee as implying "a surprising amount
of what was later called /.rminianisa" (p.15) „ In such a loose frame¬
work the character becomes highly attenuated. imiiariy, on the
question of ethical/literary attitudes, Saaek shows that the puritans
are difficult to classify, "Literature did suffer - how such we
cannot know - but its main enemy was the single-fldLadedness inherent
in the revolutionary spirit," and not a "definable principle in what¬
ever creed or philosophy distinguishes puritanism fro® other re¬
volutionary movements" (literary Temper, p.125). Barbu's analysis
of "the Puritan mind", in Problems of Historical Psychology. eep. pp.
180-190, is much more suggestive although it tends to definition in
terse of categorical opposite® in its treatment of psychological and
political developments, a similar criticism can be ma# of Lewis b.
Feuer'a analysis of the scientific mind in The Scientific Intellect.al
(Hew fork; Bosic Books, 1983)* although his concept of a 'Tsodal
personality structure" has considerable significance (see esp. pp. 93-9*0.
The most Jaopeful theoretical statement upon which an approach to ade¬
quate discussion and analysis can be built is that of Robert Jay -ifton,
in an article entitled "1sychohistory", Partisan Review, 37 (1970), who
argues that description of social and psychological change should be
based upon "shared behaviour ... seen as simultaneously involved in a
trinity of universality (that which is related to the psychobiological
quests of all men in all historical epochs), specific cultural emphases
and style (as evolved by particular people over centuries), and recent
and contemporary historical influences" (p.23).
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290
between mind or person and the external world. Awareness that the

291
content of this external world was uncertainly determined ? occurred

in the context of a search for a "certain® rule of trueth, ^Snd^ con-

stancie in iudgement", for the means of achieving "plaine euidence
292

and demonstration of the trueth". The means discovered, as they

have been discussed above, were the art of logic as the image of reason

and hence the mediating instrument between experience or perception

and the truththese concealed, and the signifying power of language. One

of the reasons why a subject like puritan literary theory has no clear
293

boundaries is that the nature and possibilities of language were

only inchoately perceived, requiring that expressive norms could be
29^

decided only in negative terms, for example, neither "rusticall"
295

nor "the inticyng speach of mans wisedome". fierkins? himself uses

a highly doubtful analogy, which indicates how difficult it was to

escape visualist concepts, when he says that a sermon "must bee plaine,

perspicuous, and euident, as if the doctrine were pictured, and painted
296

out before theses of men."

The area in which most positive light is cast is in fact that

of the conjunction between knowledge or psychological condition and

behaviour. It was insisted by all commentators on the preacher's

function that the life must bear witness to the doctrine, and this

correlation is expressed in a particularly illuminating way by Richard

Turnbull, in An Exposition vpon the XV. Psalme. In his dedicatory

epistle he comments upon the style of the work and says, "I haue (as)

290See above, pp. 214-224, and Pt. 2, Ch. 4.

^91See above, pp. 242-50, on expositions of Christ's temptations.
292 T v

Chaderton, An Excellent ... sermon, sigs. I? , A5 .

29^See Sasek, Literary Temper, pp. 54-55.

29Slenry Smith, The Trve Trial1 of the Sdbrits, p. 143.
295 v
^■"chaderton, An Excellent ... sermon, sig. A5 .

296Workes, II, 222.
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you shall perceaue) affected neither curiosity of words, neither elo-

queosof speach, neither gloriousnes of stile, neither obscuritie

and darknes of matter, to declare a deepe profoundnes: but haue in-

deuoured in simplicity of spirit, in sinceritie of heart, in plain-
297

nesse of phrase,and in most sensible maner, to deliuer the <aely truth."

The contrast between the lying rhetorician and the truthful plain

preacher is not made simply in terms of the verbal surface of a compo¬

sition, but in terms of the inner constitution of the man and the con¬

formity maintained between that constitution and its self-expression,

and the objects of knowledge. This conformity and its essential character

is invoked by a cluster of terms - plain, natural, evidence, demon¬

stration, simplicity - which come together almost compulsively and

ramify into every aspectcdf life. The point is emphasised and made

general in the second sermon where he shows that Christ requires us

"to show forth in the actions of our life an euident clearnes and

plainnes of our mind; to practise all godly purenes and sinceritie

towardes all men", characteristics which are fully exemplified in "the
298

patriarkes ... and the Prophets."

Throughout the sermons, consistent with their primary purposes,

the preachers direct their energy for definition into the formation of
299

this life-style, and into the discovery of the means by which men

may achieve this "plainnesse of ... minde." Consequently, what plainness

means in the matter of prose style can only usefully be approached

through a detailed investigation of the psychological and cultural

297eig. Af.

29^Ibid., fol. l4V; cf. Greenham, Workes. pp. kkl-k2.
299"See its notable realisation in the character and perplexities of

John Frsnkford in Thomas Heywood's A Woman Killed with Kindness.
ed. R.W.van Fossen (London: Methuen, 196l).
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conditions which preceded and accompanied the formation of this concept

of human nature, and the discovery of a technique of style analysis

capable of incorporating these factors.

The new awareness, that the inner natures (the "hearts") of
300

men were accessible through their speech,-*' is one indication that

a more complex understanding of human nature found a partial reali¬

sation in the cluster cf element® making up the plain style. The ex¬

tent to which the plain mind realised, or suppressed, the possibilities

time discovered or anticipated, is quite another question. Perhaps

the aost interesting positive conjunction, assuming that the rejection

of Kaehiavelli and the poets represents an incomplete treatment of the

socio-political, sensual and imaginative aspects of human nature, is

the conversion cf truth as defined by the hard, objective, visible

character of natural objects into a criterion for moral-intellectual

behaviour, the copula being the "word of God." Suae attention will

be given to the latter part of this comment in the following section;

in general, intensive consideration of questions such as these mist

be an integral part of the exact characterisation of expressive forms

associated with the notion of plainness.

*^®be© above, pp. 156-58, 451-56.

*■
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Chapter Six

RELIGION AND SCIENCE

Two recent articles have attempted a summary and reformulation

of the scholarly debate over the origins and development of scienti¬

fic activity in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.^ Although

both Greaves and Kemsley refer to a similar bibliography, their approach

to assessment is significantly different. Kemsley concentrates upon

social historical questions, finding that categorical distinctions be¬

tween kinds of religious belief are inadequate to the evidence and

do not permit any simple causal relationships to be argued between,

for example, puritanism and "the scientific mind." The problem is

expressed in a different way by Greaves, who accepts a categorical

formulation of the issues and whose principal point is made when he

says that "the Puritans valued an empirical methodology in religion

as much as advocates of the new science did in their field. What has

not been conclusively demonstrated, however, is a conscious awareness

oh the part of Puritans and/or scientists that such a parallel in

methodology existed.

Put in these terms, the discussion is principally focussed on

the seventeenth century, and in particular on the period of the Cocaaon-
303

wealth, since it is in this period that the "mediating link" of

revolution can be found to connect, but only instrumentally, the di¬

verse "fields" of science and religion. Kemsley does not agree that

301
Lonald S. Kemsley, "Religious Influences in the Rise of Modern Science:
A Review and Criticism, particularly of the 'Protestant-ftaitan Ethic'
Theory", Annals of Scienee, 24 (1968), 199-226; Richard C. Greaves,
"Puritanism and Science: The Anaton^y of a Controversy", JHI, 30 (19&9)»
3^5-68.

^PP. 354-55.

•^^Ibid. , p.368; cf. Kemsley, p.211.
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the discussion must terminate here or, at least, does not accept

Greaves' judgement that there was "nothing inherent in Puritanism

itself which was of significant import to foster scientific inter-
30k

est," since he quotes Bishop Sprat's own link between the "present

Inquiring Temper of this Age" and "the liberty of judging, and
• 305

searching, and reasoning, which was us d in the first Reformatio#,

a view which would suggest that one seventeenth century thinker was con¬

scious of some intrinsic connection. Kemsley agrees with Sprat that

"each movement was a reformation in the use of evidence and the method

of interpretation of its relevant 'book'", and says that "if Sprat's

parallel can be sustained and supported in detail ... there would be

sound reason to regard the use of those approaches to evidence and

interpretation employed in the English reformation as the source of
30c

the scientific methodology of the Royal Society."

It is clear from their respective discussions that Kemsley is

approaching the subject from a point of view which accepts that the

evidence to be called and analysed is more complex and imprecise than

the categorical formulation of theses evaluated by Greaves would sug¬

gest. Discussion of the origins of modern science, particularly when

it is recognised that the history of the Royal boiety as such does not

provide many of the answers, achieves an almost embarrassing complica¬

tion in the diversity and perhaps, inaccessibility, of those matters

which must be taken into account. In so far as an investigation needs

to find groupings among its particulate evidence before any structure

or set of relations can be proposed, it will not be possible to simply

30ifIbid., p.368.
305p.225.
306p.226.
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dismiss the use of terms like "puritan", "proteetant", "capitalist"
307

or "hedonist-libertarian", and the like. The question to be asked

is, in what relation did identifiable groups stand to each other, and

to the inherited body of common notions, principles, and theories,

about themselves and the world, at a particular point in time or

through a sequence of such points within a carefully defined historical

period. While it is evident that to describe an analogous relationship

proves little, it is equally insufficient to attempt a comparison be¬

tween abstract or generalised "fields" or "methodologies"in which the

"content" may be undergoing significant modification while the "forms"

remain ostensibly the same. A good example of this is the use of "puri¬

tan" and "scientific mind" as terms of constant and certain reference,

rather than as labels applied to phenomena which recognise their im¬

mediate ancestry but which are variously projected in different genera¬

tions.

A profitable although unexploited approach to these problems is

suggested in ^nderson's description of Bacon's thought as "pluralist",

in that theology, civics, and science are "three areas of knowledge not
"2/"\Q

br ught by Bacon under a simple classification of sciences." It

is necessary to know (and in the individual case of Bacon much help is
"*09

given in the work of Farrington and Rossi ) what are the essential

■=507 term
This is the key Established by Lewis S. Feuer in The Scientific In¬
tellectual to denote o what he argues is the crucial dispositional
and attitudinal characteristics of all those, regardless of religious
affiliation, who can be identified with scientific developments in
the seventeenth century.

308
Fulton H. Anderson, Francis Bacon; His Career and His Thought (New
York: Univ. of Southern California Press, 19^2), p.319.

309
Benjamin Farrington, The Philosophy of Francis Bacon (Liverpool:
Liverpool Univ. Press, 1964); Paolo Rossi. Francis Bacon: From
Magic to Science, trans, by Sachs Rabinovitch (Iondon: RoutMge &
Kegan Paul, 1968).
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notional, psychological and experiential factors which both comprise

this pluralism nd make it nevertheless coherent (although not static)

and capable both of sustaining the desire for knowledge and of re¬

solving fuestions which affect the stability and certainty of that

knowledge. It might be said that the single classification under

which any areas of knowledge may be brought is that of the active

mind, and that the quality and extent of its activity and expression

is proportional to its perception of potentiality and constraint with¬

in the traditions and resources of its society and period. The im¬

mense amount of information about and interpretation of the sixteenth

century environment of such a mind contained in the general and thematic

studies of scholars like Frances Yatss, Ong, Walker, Gilbert, Rossi,

Kocher, Wightman, Williams and Haydn, and in the social histories of,
310

for example, Wright, Collinson, and MacFarlane, shows that Kerne-

ley' s "clarification of ... parallels" could never sufficient^de¬
monstrate that there were intrinsic relations between science and re¬

ligion, at least & the terms he seems to anticipate. As I have said

in the Introduction, it has become necessary to talk in terms of

interaction and socio-cultural evolution, rather than cause, when

evaluating historical relationships. It is necessary to grasp the

experience (the mental and physical worlds) of a particular time and

its transmutation in the experience of following generations before

an adequate descriptionof the interrelationships between distinct or

distinguishable activities can be attempted.

All that I can do in the remainder of this section is to in¬

dicate how certain preoccupations which I have already discussed have

310
See the bibliography for titles. There is a useful summai-y and
review of works in the second category, concerned principally with
the subject of witchcraft, by Lawrence Stone, "The Disenchantment
of the World", Kew York Review of Books. 2 Dec. 1971, pp. 17-25.
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implications for further consideration of the particular historical

problem, the rise of modern science. The point of continuity vdth

the preceding discussion is established first of all in descriptions

of the content of knowledge contained in the works of several preachers.

The primary division represents the two means by which men have know¬

ledge of God, that is, "not onely by the Heauens, which declare his

glorie; nor by the firmament, which sheweth his worke; nor by any of

Gods creatures, in which his eternall power and Godhead dooth appeare,

and shine: and of which light, all nations are made partakers, but they

are also lightned with his holy word, which is a lanthorne vnto their
311

feete." Dering stresses that he is concerned with "matters of re-
312

ligion", and in common with all Elizabethan preachers emphasises

the mystery and wonder which characterises even the simplest natural
313

events occurring in that "most beautifull pallace" which is the

world. The requirement of knowledge, important to all humanists and
3lk

stressed by the puritans in England, was not fulfilled in reverential

contemplation, however, a point neatly made by Perkins when he ex¬

plains that God created the world in "sixe distinct spaces of time...

to teach men that they ought to haue a distinct and serious considera¬

tion of euery creature: for if God had made the world in a moment,

some might haue said, this work is so mistical, that no man can speak

of it."*^ Greenham did not notice significant tendencies in this

direction, except for those "vnaduised friends" who, in "superstitious

austeritie" and "weaknes of iudgement" rejected "the knowledge and

311 v
Dering, XXVII Lectyres, sig. Cc3 . He is speaking of apostates here.

312Ibid., sig.B8V.
^^Perkins, Workes. I, 16.

^llfSee above, pp. l80-8l. 52-53.

Workes, I, 1*0.
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practise of Arts, Sciences, tongues, and handicrafts." His criticism

was reserved for those, the majority, for whom learning was simply a

means to "promotion, profit and pleasure. It is important that he

condemns only these social abuses of learning, because it suggests the

point, to be confirmed shortly, that iheither he nor his contemporaries

conceived that the character of secular knowledge and its authority

could significantly change.

More precise delineation of the two spheres of knowledge, involv¬

ing their complete separation in terms of human faculties - "let vs ...

confesse that God is incoprehensible, and not like to any thing, which
317

possibly our bodily eies can see" - is given by William Fulke when

preaching on the text, "Sanctifie them in thy trueth, thy worde is

the trueth" (Jn.17.17). He says tha£,"although in matters pertaining

to this world, and this present lyfe of man, much truth may be founde

out by studie and sharpenesse of wyt, by experience and by demonstration,

as in the sciences of Arithmetike, Geometrie, Philosophie. and other

Artes: yet this trueth ... by no sharpnesse of witte, by no diligent

search, or studie, by no experience, or demonstration of any science

can be founde out, without the reuelation of God, and the authoritie

of his holy word." However, this division in the sources of know¬

ledge does not involve a schizophrenia in the reception or treatment

of knowledge, since "the books of Scriptures contain maqay pysteries

aboue the reach of mans reason, yet not against reason: because we

may discerne a truth in them, and that by the grounds and principles

^"^Workes. p.805.

3i7Dering, XXVII Lectvres. sig. B6V.
^18 V T

A Sermon »«» within the Towert sigs. CI -02 .
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of reason.In their respective spheres, nature and the Bible

are authoritative and to some degree mysterious: in the centre, de¬

pending on the perspective taken, is either manor God, the latter

declaring himself through creation and word but always incompletely

known to minds dependent on sense data for knowledge, the former able

to achieve some true knowledge of the world and God by means of his

natural faculties.

The context within which truth is invoked and discussed by these

preachers is more limited than these statements would suggest. The

sciences and arts arc given, a body of knowledge which can alter and

be improved upon, as I.cring implies in his remark, "wee are sure the

earth is round? our own® trauell hath found it so", but they are

not able to be deter&infttive in religion. Vive*? statement, "No eutjact-

matter, no knowledge is, of itself, contrary to piety. I call that

contrary which is at variance with faith and love", would receive

general endorsement, especially sin. e the preachers' concern is for

truth about God and man. This orientation is specified with some pre¬

cision when, on the subject of truth and error, Greenham observes that

there are three truths: "First, The truth of life, which euery man ruust

^ ^Perkins, Workea. I, ^6^. Bacon discusses this principle in seme de¬
tail in the ■ dvanceaent. pp. 25b-6j, and John I'dali addresses a
lengthy preface to the Earl of Bedford on the subject of that "diuine
parte of mans mind (1 means reason)", in Peters Fall, u: the subject
of reason and logic, see above,pp.459-65.

^20XX¥IX i.ectvres. sig. HI*. Most instructively, Bering's next words
are "and our eyes doo see the bunne doth compass® it about", which
shows both the readiness to accept new knowledge derived by sense ex¬
perience, and the manner in which it is integrated into the existing
schemes built upon such knowledge. This is a single example of the
general point made by Percy Miller concerning attitudes towards the
Ptolemaic and Copernican systems. He says that "The employment of
nature as symbol or as doctrine was for the Puritan mind much more
important than the choice of which particular system of physics was
used to explain nature... If the religious and theological interests
were protected as much by the one as by the other then Puritanism had
few qualms over leaving to the verification of experience the determina¬
tion of which was correct"(The New kxmland Hind. p.2l6). It should not
be supposed from this that the "puritan" commitment to fact was slight?
indeed, the reverse was the case. The problem arises over the inevitable
discrepancy between theory or hypothesis and experience, and the extent
to which scientific knowledge as distinct from scriptural revelation
could be accepted when it entered the realms of that which could not be
directly verified by experience. See below, p.516.

2<tlWatson- Vivas,: Go EduaaAifin, 0,30,
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labour for. The second is, The truth of justice, which is in Common¬

wealths. The third is, Truth in doctrine and religion, which is in

the Church." He concentrates upon the first and, using the standard

set up by Fulke (and Christ), "Thy word is the truth", says that, "If

our thoughts bee agreeable to this standard, and then our tongues be

agreeable to our hearts, well agreeing to the standard, if our

doings agree with our tongues: then comes sinceritie of heart, sim-

plicitie of speech, and eonstancie of life. How here is the question

then, whether the conclusion wee make in our braine, be equall with

the standard ... looke what conclusions the word hath set downe of

the world, and of other things, that must be our conclusion and prin¬

ciple in euery thing."^22
The total absence of any reference to the sciences and arte is

very significant, and demonstrates two things. Firstly, that the sphere

of truth centres upon man and his self-expression, and its content is
323

spiritual/psychological, moral and social. This point is emphasised

in Perkins1 classification of the "natural cogitatims of euery sinfull

man" (which are "almost infinite") into three groups: "They either
32**

concerne God, or a mans neighbour, or else a mans owne selfe". The

significant elements in any man's environment are principally social,

in effect, his actions and the actions of other identifiable men: the

operatins of the natural world do not impress themselves in the same

way, except on extraordinary occasions, since "custome hath made them

•^22Workes. pp. **66-67.
323

Cf. Salomon Bochner's description of the pre-modern world view as
"under the sway of a certain feature of anthropocentric sphericity",
conceiving thephysical universe as a "sphere whose radius is unbounded"
with "the perceiving human mind at its centre," in "Why Mathematics
Grows", JHI, 26 (1963), 23.

?2V>rkes, II, **59.
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325familiar vnto vs." It persists, like a background landscape, as

habitual in its configuration and behaviour as the natural senses

which permit human experience of it. Furthermore, the standard of

truth is also fundamentally social, the word which is the medium of

communication between men and in some way represents their otherwise

inaccessible natures, accessible to reason and "equall" to the moral-

intellectual aspects of plainness.

Secondly, there is the question of what Greenham means by "con¬

clusions". From all his references to human knowledge, and the context

of this assertion, it is clear that they relate to matters of social

behaviour and religious belief. There is no anticipation that they could

beconclusions about the natural world as such, or that the ordinary

"sinfull man" could recognise this as an area of possible knowledge

which might seriously influence him. Even in one of the most trenchant

condemnations of the two truths argument, natural philosophy is not

called into question. Rainolds denies that there is "a two fold

Truth; a Philosophical Truth, and a Theological Truth", in the course

of dealing with the Aristotelians' argument that "Aristotle was in error

according to a Theologicall Truth, and in that sense he is blameworthy;

but Aristotle erred not in a Philosophical:- Truth, for in that sense

326
hee could not bee mistaken." With one exception, each example

given by Rainolds in his condemnation of philosophers concerns their

teaching on metaphysical topics, where there is a clear conflict with

Christian and more particularly with Reformed doctrine, and at the

beginning of the lecture he states that it is his intention "to shew

325 V
Udall, Famine and warres, fol. 17 .

326
An Excellent Oration, pp. A similar point is made by Vives
in Watson, Vives: On Education, pp. 166-68.
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Aristotles erroneous opinion concerning Sufum Bonum."^27 The ex¬

ception is of considerable interest, since it puts into the mouth of

Cicero a condemnation of the Schoolmen and a definition of true

philosophy. Cicero claims that he "searched out Philosophy by the light

of Nature, living creatures, plants, & the probable conjectures of

God; yee for the most part search after nothing but certain© trif¬

ling conceits, of motion, time, infinite, empty matter, and privation;

which you apply to no practice, but pul in pieces (as it were) with

your disputations."^2^ There is no suggestion that the Schoolmen are

dealing in matters which conflict with theological truth. Their study

is invalidated in R^-inold's view by its apparent lack of utility and

concreteness.

While this position makes the distinguishing of natural and meta¬

physical questions relatively straightforward, it also demonstrates

the manifold difficulties which could arise if one's "natural science"

attempted to deal with questions not obviously belonging to the cate¬

gories of natural history. In this area the line between theological

and philosophical truth becomes extremely tenuous (and perhaps in¬

distinguishable in practice if not formally) for those who seek to

maintain a division, and great difficulties are created for those who

would maintain the one truth, consistent with visible nature, because

such "immaterial" questions appear as attenpts to broach the forbidden

mysteries of God's nature (beyond his self-revelation in the Bible)

and the creation. Such a confusion of intention and scope of enquiry

seems to have associated itself particularly with mathematics as is

327Ibid., pp. 2-3.

^2 Ibid., p.30 See also Watson, Vives; On Education, p,l67.
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shown below. However, it could not be said that the issue was con¬

ceived in these terms: It was only amongst the "vnaduised friends"

that condemnation of philosppfc&al and metaphysical teaching in con¬

flict with Christian doctrine was applied to all non-scriptural

learning. For the majority in the Elizabethan period, both the

general range of cognitive experience and the small degree to which a

systematic technology had either developed or impinged upon that ex¬

perience prevented any engagement in theoretical or applied science,
329

although there was evidently much speculative religion. We may

see in Bacon's failure to have his projects for the establishment of

scientific activity accepted both the generality and long continuance
|j"

of this cognitive character, and that^is in his pluralism, which in¬
volved the establishment of nature as a distinct areaof truth, that

the essential nature of his isolation is declared.

Another example, from Huarte's The Examination >of Mens Wits, neatly

underlines the fact that there is no necessary connection between valid

principles and true science. In the second chapter, Huarte begins

his investigation of the part nature plays in the formation and de¬

velopment of human abilities by contrasting the attitudes of the "ig-

noraunt vulgar" and "naturall Philosophers" to this problem. The

former, "seeing a man of great wit and readiness©, straightwaies assigne

God to be the author thereof, and looke no further", whereas the

latter "despise this manner of talking, for put case that the same be

godly, and contains therein religion and truth, yet it groweth from not

^ See above, pp. 178-79. The mixing of different categories of know¬
ledge and its dangers underlies a warning given by Vives, which is
echoed in one way or another by educators throughout the Elizabethan
period. Speaking of the higher studies of logic and natural philo¬
sophy he says that "those who are weak in religious convictions
^/should not7 be introduced to this study, unless the indisputable
axioms of the first philosophy, which extend to a knowledge of the
divine, are added to their studies at the same time" (Watson, Vives:
On Education. p,l66).
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knowing the order and disposition which God placed amongst naturall

things that day when they were created." This contrast is confirmed

by the example of a "natural Philosopher" and a "Grammarian" who

were approached ty an "inquisitiue Gardener" seeking to know why a

piece of ground to which all his skill had been applied was less pro¬

ductive than another left to its own devices. The Grammarian answered,

"diuine prouidence", at which the Philosopher laughed because the

Grammarian had failed to distinguish "supernaturall" from "naturall"

questions. Since the question concerned "certaine ordered and manifest

causes, from which this effect may spring", the Philosopher's authori¬

tative explanation was that "the earth is conditioned like a step¬

mother, who very carefully brings vp her owne children which she breeds

her selfe, but takes away the sustenance from those which appertaine
330

to her husband."

Early in the first period Thomas Bacon says that "The science

of Gods worde alone without the knowledge of other foreyne sciences

maketh eufficientlye vnto the obtaynyng of euerlastyng saluacion:

but all the sciences of the world without thys science are ... vayne

331
and vnprofitable." While the latter part of the statement would be

"5*50
PP. 13-14. The magisterial tone of this discussion is quietly under¬
lined when the Philosopher explains that his laughter is not directed
at the Grammarian but at "the maister who taught him so ill." A
larger perspective is given to the subjects of the last three para¬
graphs in Hiram Haydn's The Counter-Renaissance (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1950)» pp. 76-121. Of particular interest are two
quotations from Fulke Greville's Treatie of Humane Learning. The
first refers to education and says: "What a right line is, the
learned know; But how availes that him, who in the right/Of life,
and manners doth desire to grow?" (st. 34; Haydn, p.78), underlining
the difficulty, comparable to that posed by "decorum", of defining
a mean in knowledge, judgement and behaviour; the second explicitly
equates the subjects of speculative thought with those proper to
theology: "Schoolmens sleepy speculation, / Dreaming to conqprehend
the Deity / In humane reasons finite elevation" (st. 55? Haydn, p.111).
Much more thotight must be given to the highly problematical function
of religious knowledge as explanation in this period, and the complex
perceptual and cognitive interrelation of spiritual or non-material,
and physical, states which, it seems, Bacon was among the first to at¬
tempt to untangle. He did a great deal better than many of his recent
interpreters who want to wisha»/ay the religious and fail to place the
psychological elements of his thought.

^The Workes of Thomas Bacon (London, 1564), II, fol. 470r
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unequivocally affirmed, the more radical preachers, more especially in

the second period, would want to qualify the former assertion by re¬

quiring an increase in such knowledge to bring about greater competence
332

in "the science of Gods worde." That this reflects a positive con¬

cern with information about natural occurrences and the satisfactory

explanation of natural mysteries is demonstrated at large by Arnold

Williams in The Common Expositor. An Account of the Commentaries on

Genesis, 1527-1633 (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 19^8),

who says that "the exegetes of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

incorporate within their work a larger amount of what they took to be

science than any exegetes before or since their day... their science

is of a higher order than is that of their predecessors, and they see

333
more phenomena that need explanation," This activity or motive,

worked out on the Bible and shared by certain radical clergy in their
33*f

acceptance of a lack of finality in doctrine, is concentrated in

Bacon's general description of "the inseparable propriety of time,

which is ever more and more to disclose truth."

What time did in fact disclose is another question, intensively

discussed in relation to such topics as the reception of the theories

and demonstrations of Copernicus and Galileo, and clearly involving the

Bible's status as the authority in matters of natural philosophy. Its

importance in this respect is shown by Williams, who says that, "In

the sixteenth century the account of creation in Genesis as it is

*^Bee above, pp. 177-78.

See above, pp. 23^-35•

^^Advancement. p.252.
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expanded in the commentaries had no serious competitors", because "it

gave the only authoritative account of the beginning of things", and

that "One can view DuBartas (or Paradise Lost for that matter), the first

five chapters of Ralegh's History of the World, and Pererius' comment-
336

ary as parallel ministrations to the same cultural need." ^ Two major

developments in the seventeenth century,the development of Protest¬

ant scholasticism in Europe and its corresponding intensification of

the doctrine of scriptural inerrancy, and the alternative rsdiness to

accommodate new scientific knowledge with Biblical teaching, are beyond
337

the scope of this study. ^ Jt is important to insist upon the fact that

these were seventeenth century developments in response to changing con¬

ditions, and that in the Elizabethan period there was little awareness

of either problems or solutions. With hindsight the shape of these

solutions can be detected, but their formulation had to wait until the

nature of the problem was known. In the latter part of the sixteenth

century, in England, a growing need for explanation could still be

satisfied for the majority from available resources. The< constructive

energies of the reformers were instead concentrated upnn "the central
338

problem of achieving order in the state", a preoccupation reflected

in their formulatinns of the contentof truth and their recognised affi-
339

nities with the other professions of law and medicine.

There are however, other aspects of this "cultural need" to

which reference must be made, since they have considerable bearing on

•^^The Cotmnon Expositor, p. 266, n.31.

"^Miller, The New England Mind, pp. 90-102 , 216-22; John Dillenberger,
Protestant Thought and Natural Science (London: Collins, 1961), pt. 1,
ch. 2.

338
Cremeans, The Reception of Calvinistic Thought in England, p.19.

*■* See above, pp. 146, 163-64. When Bering, for example, thinks of
questions which are not "matters of religion", he turns to problems
of law and social conduct (XXVII Lectvres. sigs. B2r-B4r,Cir).
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our understanding of the environment out of which modern science grew.

These may be specified as two interrelated problems: the means to and

the representation of know^eug^. Ong creates a useful general per¬

spective when he says that Kamus "conceives of knowledge as though

it were supported entirely on a fund of readily available common

experience. Full contact with 'things themselves' is taken to be the

common acquisition of all adults, so that nothing need be sought by means

of any special experience or experiments. The position taken here by
and

Kamus reminds us that the science in his/earlier days differed from

modern science largely in that it was based not on mere 'deduction',

but rather on the data of common experience, more or less critically
3^0

processed." A description of the psychological process which pro¬

duces this science is given by Thomas Spencer in his Art of Logick,

in which he shows that knowledge of the causes of a tiling, the achieve¬

ment of a "principium of science", is gained by "a mans own practice,

and obseruation", from which "one thing wherein a mans minde doth rest

satisfied abou? many" arises, that is, the principium.

There are two intimately connected issues here, that is, the

character of a primitive act of knowing, and the manner in which common

experience achieves the status of science. Spencer's description reflects

a form of basic induction - "by sence we get memory, by the remembring

the doing of the same thing often, we get experience, by our many times

remembring. our experience is one" - in which repeated acts of per¬

ception finally result in a conviction - nothing more rigorous than

that - that a certain factor or principle must be common to them all.

It also represents the act of invention which creates material for the

^^Ramus, p. 195-
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establishment of an art, an activity restricted to the wise men of

the past but generalised as the common behaviour of all men. How¬

ever, it is not at all clear how these principles become recognised
A

as rightful elements in either a science or an art, although Spencer's

account follows his recognition that "it is very hard for vs to vnder-

stand those principles of a thing that are true, first, and of ihe

341
same kind". in other words, to compose a true definition of the

essence or form of any thing.

The same process is described prior to the Elizabethan period by

Vives who says, "But I only call that knowledge which we receive when

the senses are properly brought to observe things and in a methodical

way to which clear reason leads us on, reason so closely connected

with the nature of our mind that there is no one who does not accept
342

its lead." As a subsequent comment shows, Vives assumes the in¬

herent consonance of reason and nature which is later to be such an

343
important principle of Ramist thought, the perfection of art being

"founded in the nature and power of things, and in the minds of men."

When he sets down principles and a curriculum for education, it be¬

comes apparent that he is not thinking of individual minds - "For

that which we discover, attain and practice by our own stupidity, is

generally not an art, but the image of an art" - but of the accumulated

resources of human knowledge. Hence his warning that "In all natural

philosophy, the scholar should be told that what he hears is only

thought to be true." The activity of the senses is not applied to

nature itself except in that adult recreation which he calls "the

•^pp. 285-86.
342

Watson, Vives: On Education.p.22.

"^£e© above,pp. 474-78.
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silent contemplation of Nature", but by analogy defines the first

stage in education: "The senses open up the way to all knowledge.

There should be,in the first place, a general explanation, an exposi-
344

tion, or, as it were, a picture of the whole of nature." The

next stages in education represent the various steps towards increasing

generality, and hence true knowledge.

By representing the process of attaining knowledge in the form

of a curriculum Vives avoids the difficulty experienced by Ipencer be¬

cause he has accounts of the "hidden workings of nature" in the various

text books which follow in their proper sequence. One consequence is

that no particular anxiety attaches to the knowledge of principles,and
345

the particular simply "affords vs pleasure". In fact, as he says

elsewhere, "a knowledge of nature is ... much easier than an abstract

subject dealing with the experiences of life, for it can be acquired
346

by the sharpness of the natural senses." The same attitude, without

the sophistication of an educational and psychological theory, is

expressed directly and without question by Wilson in the opening pages

of The arte of Khetorique, in the affirmation, "yet is art a surer

guide, then nature, considering we se as liuelie by the art, what we

doe, as though we redd a thing in writing, whereas natures doinges are

34-7
not so open to all men,"

The first part of this statement is repeated throughout the

Elizabethan period, and may be exemplified in Fennsr's words: "The arti¬

ficial! forme of thynges is muche more easie to bee conceiued in reason,

Watson, Vives: On Education, pp. 25, 168.

^5Ibid., pp. 172,174.

•^Ibid., p.l66.
*7fol. 3r.
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and vttered in words: and therefore of such speeches there be many ...

So God set downe the artificiall forme of the Arke and of the Arke of

couenant, the Table, the Candlesticke ... by which artificiall forms
348

they bee that they be, and differ from all other thinges." The

elements of reliance on the work of othermen and the passive reception

of an inherited and habitual technology in which "the old governs

349
their imagination", are brought out sharply when this epistemological

principle is juxtaposed with Bacon's modification of it, expressed in

his well known phrase, "the passages and variations of nature cannot

appear so fully in the liberty of nature as in the trials and vexations
350

of art." Here the art is mechanical rather than pictorial; also,

knowledge is not simply derived from the inspection of a product of

art, but from the process of production itself.

It is the second part of Wilson's statement which seems to become

the centre of increasingly troubled commentaiy, a phenomenon most readily

observed in the textbooks on logic, and particularly in those of the

Ramist tradition. That nature is not readily knowable is taken for

granted by Wilson, but later writers display a greater urgency concern¬

ing this state of affairs. Since it is universally understood that true

knowledge is a knowledge of causes - "We are said to know a thing, when
351

wee know the time causes thereof"— - it is perhaps not surprising

that commentators upon Ramus' -Logike, which places the efficient cause

352
first in the table of invention as the "fountaynecof all sciences",

^^Artes. sig.B2r.
^ ^Farrington, The Philosophy of Francis Bacon, p.96.
350
-^Advancement, p.90. His redefinition of the term "form" shows how

deeply he was concerned with this problem. See below, p. 531.

■^"Blundeville, Artof Logike, p.l40.
^2P.18.
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should be confronted by this problem. Furthermore, the provision of

artistic rather than natural examples appear in this context to be

a pointed confirmation of this disability.

Close attention to the English commentaries reveals a most in-

teresting situation, Abraham Fraunce says that "although by effects

and other arguments wee may haue a probable gesse and make sensible

conjectures at thinges: yet no true science or knowledge is had but

fromthe causes", and in his annotations on the definition of the formal

cause he confirms and extends this point, saying that

as the vnderstanding of the formal! cause causeth surest
knowledge, so hardly can we understand what theformal
cause is ... Indeede, wee generally conceaue and gather,
that euery particular thing hath his peculiar forme, but
what is the peculiar forme of euery particular thing,that
we know not; or if peraduenture wee gesse at them now and
then, yet hardly can wee expresse our conceits with labour-
some and tedious circumlocutions. So that, for the most
part things bee not knowne, and if they bee in part per-
ceiued, then haue wee no names for the things.353

To emphasise that this is not a recent problem he instances the at¬

tempts by Pythagoras and Plato to find a way out of this impasse,

with their "numbers" and "Idaes".

His'feesse" is obviously comparable to the hazy centre of Spencer's

psychological account, and by bringing these together we can sense the

outline of a massive problem encompassing psychological, epistemological,

scientific and methodological issues, with important implications for

symbology in that Fraunce is aware of three different means, - words,

numbers, and ideas - which have not to his knowledge proved satis¬

factory as means to a solution of this crucial problem. The diffi¬

culties are magnified because he wants true knowledge about individual

things, something to which he is impelled by the very structure of

~^^The Lawiers Logike. fols. l6V,2ifIWV.
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the Ramist logic, and by its reappraisal of the function of the syllo-
55k

gisffi". If it is almost impossible to achieve true knowledge, or to

represent it in words, then the syllogism is frustrated as the principal

instrument of science. Blundeville exemplifies this situation when

answering the question, "What is to kno'?" He says that "vnlesse a man

knowe what the nameof the subiect signifieth, whereof the Question

riseth, and also the proper qualities of the same, how shall he bee

able to iudge whether the proofe which is brought in to proue the

355
question withall be to the purpose or not." ^ The circularity in¬

herent in this situation is set out with disarming frankness by Anthony

Wotton in answer to the question

how shall I know, whether this be true or no, that is,
whether reason be truly attributed to man, or no; if
I be ignorant, what arguments man and reason are; that
is, what respect these haue each to other? When I haue
leaned, that reason is the forme, and man the thinge
formed, I vnderstand withall, that I know the very nature
of man ... But some man perhaps will say: Can you know
by Logick, that reason, is the forme ... of man? Not
immediately, but sis it were at the second hand. I must
enquire of naturall Philosophy, how reason belongs to a
man. By that I am taught, that Reason is that, by which
man is man, and differeth from all other things whatso¬
ever. This being found, I looke into Logick to see what
agreement they haue together. There I am given to vnder¬
stand, that the one (as I signified before) is the forme,
the other the thing formed; and that therefore, they agree
absolutely as cause and effect, and giue me the true know¬
ledge of the nature of man.35°

The difficulties are not so apparent when it is a matter cf learning

35^f
Gee Bacon, Advancement. pp. 255-56, and below, p. 56k.

*^Art of Logike. p.l^tO.
356

The Art of Logick (London, 1626) "To the Reader." He also suggests
at the end of these introductory remarks that since recourse to the
particular arts is a necessary part of determining what is true,
"the vse of Invention... might appeare to be worth our labour and
industry." The move away from common places gains further signi¬
ficance in this context.
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something which is thought to be true, a consequence of "inbred prin-
357

ciples" and "vniuersall experience". Nevertheless, it is evident

that Vives' pedagogical assurance is not shared by these men. Instead,

proverbial wisdom encapsulates the intellectual humiliation attached

to this circularity, as Granger shows when he defines a "Reciprocal

axiome" and adds that "When a question is made of the same, for defini¬

tion, Knowledge, and Science or proofe thereof, no other reason can be

given thereof (a priori, seu causa) by the wit of man at the least,

then (as it is in the proverb) the woraans reason which in such case is

the best."^^
Quotation from writers beyond the Elizabethan period is necessary

to indicate the development of attitudes towards this critical prob¬

lem, which attains the character of a profound despair in Thomas Granger.

The emphatic addition which he makes is shared with Vives and the whole

Reformed tradition, but achieves for him an intense significance

notably lacking in Vives account. Although "human sinfulness has

matured all over the world" and "shadows ... envelop and oppress the

human mind", Vives blames the degenerate state of learning not upon "the

limitations of the human intellect" but upon the impiety and error of

the ancient philosophers, believing that the sciences will be "handed

on more purely, more simply" when they are brought out "from their

heathen darkness into the light of our faith." This belief is the

basis of his confident affirmation, "Truth stands open to all. It is

357
Thomas Granger, Syntagma Logicvm, pp. 3*1-1-42.

358
Ibid., pp. 231-32. The longstanding philosophical alternatives which
seem here to have become exhausted of any new possibilities are briefly
summarised by J.H.Randall, Jr. in his article, "The Development of
Scientific Method in the School of Padua", JHI, 1 (1940), 194: "The
Posterior Analytics seemed to say that while the principles and causes
in terms of which a given subject-matter might be understood were to
be discovered through sense-experience, they were to be seen to be
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not as yet taken possession of. Much of truth has been left for
359

future generations to discover." Granger's position is absolute and

is declared in his opening chapter on the definition of logic. "The

maine end, and height of Logicke is knowledge, or science, that is,

the simple apprehensio of truthes as they are in God, and were from

God in Adam, (who was more intelligent, and lesse discoursiue) whereof

we attaine to some shadow in the vnderstanding of definitions, to wit,
360

how they should be made, not that we can make any of naturall things."

It is hard not to attribute bitterness to a later remark which follows

his description of our attainment "gropingly, and creepingly to some

apprehension of the forme", in which he represents the weakness of

human comprehension as "this shipwracke, which adam brought vpon him-

selfe, and chiefly his posterity." In this work, which is dedicated

to Bacon, there is expressed the feeling that men of his age suffered

much more than Adam ever did from this disabling of the intellect.

What we find, in other words, is that within the Ramist tradition

there is a growing awareness that the traditional philosophical account

of the source and content of true knowledge about the world is not com¬

petent to produce such knowledge, not because the account is necessarily

wrong but because the nature of the human mind makes it impossible to

true by Vfi&S^by sheer intellectual vision. The scholastic theo¬
logians, like Thomas and Duns Scotus, had been led by their
Augustinian Platonism to emphasize this power of intellectus to
recognize the truth of principles. It is significant that at no
time do the Paduan medical Aristotelians attribute any such per¬
ceptive power to intellect. The method by which principles are
arrived at is rather the guarantee of their validity."

"^Watson, Vives: On Education, pp. k?, 166, 7-9.

^^Syntagma Logicvm, p.2.

Ibid., p.A-1. These issues are raised again under "Notation" (pp.
16^-65), "Of Diuision of the Totall Generall into Specialls" (p.
189), and "A Recapitulation" (p.251).
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operate. The equality of name and thing, the answer to this problem

given by the advocates of plainness, is as pre-empted as the syllogism

if the name of a thing (that is, the word, definition, or axiom re¬

presenting the thing itself) is recognised as only ajartial approximation

to its true nature. The increased emphasis upon the "discoursive

faculty" which accompanies belief (and clearly experience) that direct

intellectual apprehension of the nature of things does not occur in

human minds, even if it is the mode of knowing characteristic of God

and the angels, may be regarded as a negative argument underlining

the particular qualities of the human mind as these are positively

defined in the Ramist "puissance naturelle" and "Fraunce's "reasoning".

Furthermore, the persistent attempts to free logic from philosophy,

particularly noticeablein Granger's insistence that logic is a "Rationall,
363

not reall art" can be seen as an indication that the powers and

operation of the mind and their relation to nature do not necessarily

conform to the theoretical description given of them in the traditional

logic and psychology.

It is unnecessary to discuss Bacon's answer to these problems,

since his redefinition of the formal cause has been fully expounded,

but it is important to see that it does intimately relate to a set of

362
Granger defines this relationship by analogy, saying that we "not
knowing the nature and true sence of the word, know not the thing
signified, as signified thereby, but as the wine is knowne by the
iuye bush" (Syntagma Logicvm. p.165). This attitude is in strong
contrast to the confidence in etymologies shown by Playfere, see
above, pp. 272-7^.

^^Ibid., p.1^3. cf. Fraunce, The Lawiers Logike. fols. 3V-^r. This
attempt to dissociate logic from natural philosophy is paralleled
by the substitution of the Bible for the determinations of ethical
philosophy. £ee above, pp. 156-58, 208-13, $"6.
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problems present in the thinking of clerical and other contemporaries.

His recognition of a growing despair and its constituent factors is

summarised in Cogitata et Visa when he observes that some "give up

hcpe of any improvement in the sciences, alleging the obscurity of

nature, the shortness of human life, the deceitfulness of the senses,

the insecurity of judgment, and the difficulties and endless varieties
364

of experiments." His grappling with the issue can in a way be

dated, as Rossi shows when he says that "In the Valerius Terminus Bacon

gives no indication of the method by which to effectuate the passage

from common to scientific experience, and his reticence concerning

the thorough treatment of the rule of liberty may be connected with

this omission. As Bacon had written in the / dvancement. the new method

of science for the detection of forms was, indeed, only a promise and

though he dedicated twenty years of his life tc the study of these
365

problems, it was never to be anything else."^ Although mathematics

provided the way out, and is conventionally regarded as the "blind spot"

of the scientific effort which temporarily culminates in Bacon, I hope

it is becoming apparent that the perceptual and conceptual achievement

which this solution represents required complex qualitative changes in

habitual mental behaviour and iBitheitiAUitudes towards it, among

highly educated men.^^
A second topic which arises in commentary on the causes elaborates

the scope of the impasse embedded in this discussion. On the question

364
Farrington, The Philosophy of Francis Bacon, p.80.

365
Rossi, Francis Bacon, p.201.

•zCC

See, for example, Haydn's very useful appraisal of Bacon's place
in the history of science which is accompanied by his ready accept¬
ance of a group, not including Bacon, who were "the true participants
in the Scientific Reformation" (The Counter-Renaissance, p.271).
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of the order of the causes Fraunce gives a survey of opinion and

describes Ramus* variation of view befre expressing his own, clearly

regarding the matter as undecided. The choice arises because, as

Alexander Richardson puts it much later, "we say in Schools, finis et

primus in intentione, posterius in executione." Richardson's prefer¬

ence for the traditional view, that "the former causes work to effect

the end", is accompanied by a division of the four causes into two

groups, efficient and material being called "potential causes", and

form and end "acting causes!' This arrangement is attributed to Ramus

by Wotton, who also adopts it and notes that "Ramus doth not say that

there are no true kinds of the efficient cause, but that we cannot
368

find any." Another large area of impeded awareness is uncovered

here, and this particular division of the causes offers a formal means

whereby the two groups might be absolutely dissociated. However,

Richardson unequivocally affirms the traditional philosophical position

and does not elaborate the other possible arrangement which is adopted

by Fraunce and alluded io by Wotton when he repeats the arguments used

by Fraunce concerning the final cause. This arrangement involves a

division of the causes into efficient and end, and matter and form,

and special attention is given to the question, what is the place of

the final cause in the proper sequence of the causes'.

Fraunce reports that Ramus initially thought that the final cause

should be the first in order, but "in the j.last edition of his Latine
369

Logike he setteth it in the JLast' place", ' himself inclining to this

367
The Logicians School-Master: or, A Comment upon Ramus Logick (London,
1657)* pp. 88, 86.

368
The ..rt of Logick. p. 13.

369 r
The Lawiers Logike. fol.25 .
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view but being prepared to listen to arguments for the other. In

his account of them, it becomes clear that the debate develops out of

two interrelated issues: what rGation do the causes bear to the thing

caused, and is the efficient cause always or necessarily the expression

of an intention? Fenner adopts the most radical resolution of these

questions, defining the function of the final cause as "to moue the

making cause to worke", and equating effect and thing caused as the

finished object, matter and form being those causes which "are within

the thing ... alwayes inseparablie remaining together for the being of
370

the thing." In this way he declares that the radical origin of all

things lies in the purposes of God as maker, and that their perfection

derives from their making - "for all the perfection of the thing com-

meth from the efficient, and lyeth in the matter and forme as the

causes of the thing" - rather than from any potential or purpose in-
371

vested in them. More circumspection is shown by Frausc©# but the

conclusion is ultimately the same: that it is improper to attribute

purpose to agents incapable of it, and hence "in all artificiall thinges,

and such naturall things as haue no deliberation ... the cause finall

is the purpose of God in naturall thinges, and the intent of the arti-
372

ficer in things that bee artificiall."

^°Srtds, sig.Blv.
371 r

Ibid., sig. A3 ; cf. Howell's estimate of Fenner's argument here
as "capricious" (Logic and Rhetoric, p.221). His position seems to
be fundamentally that of the "English virtuosi" as it is described
by Richard S. Westfall in Science and Religion in Seventeenth Century
England (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1958)i PP. 51-52.

372 v
The Lawiers Logike, fol. 25 . Randall states that the notion of
cause was the centre of three "successive debates" at Padua, from
the end of the fifteenth century to the end of the sixteenth, the
outcome of which was to "delimit the conception of 'cause*, and to
make the Galilean position inevitable." ("Scientific Method", p.l83).
It is iaportant to recognise that the problem could arise in other
contexts and that discussion should be focused! on the status of the
final cause.
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This division of the causes is in many ways more serviceable

than the first mentioned, because it retains a way of discussing pur-

posiveness in those agents which actually demonstrate this quality,

but destroys any analogical extension to the whole of nature. In

thought at least the same cluster of questions is being explored in this

context as by the scientists whose work "influenced them to become less

anthropocentric, more sure that when God acted through nature he did
373

so in an impersonal rather than a highly personalized manner." For

the theologian or practical divine the question of purpose must never¬

theless remain central to his analysis of behaviour; in Fenner's

account especially it is apparent that the cause of greatest "scientific"

interest is the efficient, since it is the means by which purpose or

intention is realised and made known, and is the intermediary between
37/f

this invisible initiator and impenetrable formed matter. In re-

375
lation to God, the efficient is equated with "the word of truth",

which is perhaps why he makes no comment comparable to Wotton's about

the inaccessibility to knowledge of this cause.

Of most significance is the fact that this resolution depends

upon the notion of God as workman, usually described by analogy with

the stages of human manufacturing. The point is made during John Bridges'

sermon on the text, "For God so loved the world...", in which the first

part . deals with "the eternal purpose of Almighty God in these endes,

that the world should not perishe, but haue euerlasting lyfe", and the

^•^Kocher, Science and Religion in Elizabethan England, p.ll'f.
374

Spencer divides the efficient cause into two classes, "Physicall"
and "Morall", a distinction which is not specifically drawn by the
Elizabethan Ramists (The Art of Logick, pp. 36-37).

^^Artes, sig.Blv.
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|
second develops the observation that while these words represent "the

last end that wee shall come vnto", and while we "direct the leuell

of all oure life ... to escape perdition, and to obteyne life

eternall, not vnorderlye it commeth to bee fyrst considered. For

although the ende is laste in practise, yet in mynde the end is

fyrste of all. Hee that is aboute to buylde an house, fyrste hath

his generall ende and purpose wherefore he wold build, and or euer he

set on the building, he deuiseth his platforme, & how he shal be
376

able to compasse the same.!! Several comparable examples are given,

supported by scriptural texts, and the moral and dogmatic conclusions

are clearly drawn. While there is no reference to natural philosophy
377

as there is in Wotton's use of the same analogy, the idea of the

workman who independently conceives a project and effects it, and the

use of the causes as the means of explaining the ordered stages of

this event, are here integrated into an understanding of an individual's

relationship to and awareness of his own acts. However, the applica¬

tion to natural philosophy is made by Lambert Daneau when, to support

his argument that the Bible is the only source of "Generall naturall

Phylosophie", he asks rhetorically, "who knoweth, seeth, and vnder-

standeth more truely the causes of all things, their properties,

effecte, the maner of their beeing, & the times when first they began,

then hee who is the maker of them all, and the perpetuall gouernour
378

of them all?" The awareness that knowledge of arti ficial things

is more readily acquired than knowledge of natural objects permits an

376
A Sermon preached at Paules Crosse on the Monday in Whxtson weeke
Anno Domini.' 1371 (tendon.' /T371/0. pp. 3-b

•^The Artof Logick, pp. 30-31.
•vnQ

The Wonderfvll Woorkmanship of the World, trans. Thomas Tymme
(Lon on, 1578), fol. 6v.
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analogical characterisation of God's own relation to the world as

that of "wporkman" and "woorke", which suggests in its turn that know¬

ledge of that world may be discovered through his revelation of pur¬

pose in the Bible, or by those very arts which men have discovered
379

through the use of their God-given faculties.

It is not possible to underestimate the significance of this

analogy since it may be fairly said that it offered the only general

model of man's operative relation to nature and, by reverse implica¬

tion, the prospect that knowledge of operation might reduce the degree

of nature's impenetrability. The massive problems involved in using the

Bible as a guide to world-making by the master of that process, and

their contemporary appreciation, are described in the arguments advanced

by Daneau for and against his position. The claim that the Bible con¬

tained necessary truth only in matters of religion, generally endorsed

in England, is represented there but regarded as insufficient - Daneau's

inclusiveness can most usefully be seen as an attempt to make the ana¬

logy with artistic production effective in the generation of true know¬

ledge about nature, but applied to a body of knowledge which could

not by its very constitution reward such an attempt. Che of its great¬

est weaknesses is demonstrated by the necessity of permitting then use

of natural history compiled by writers outside the Biblical tradition,
/

because of the Bible's deficiency in this respect. Nevertheless, the

"intellectual need" which Daneau and other writers of hexameral com¬

mentaries attempted to meet is clearly more ramified than William's

description of it as men's "deep desire to know whence they had come."

379
Granger descrxbes this compound as our "Art-holpen-mother-wit"
(byntagma Logicvia, p.387).

^ The Common Expositor, p.31.



The development of the afcts and the appreciation of their signi¬

ficance during the sixteenth century has been closely investigated by

Paolo Rossi in Philosophy. Technology and the Arts in the Early Modern

Era;v r.rans. Salvator Attanasio, ed. Benjamin Nelson (New York: Harper

& Row, 1970), and in The New England Mind Miller gives an exhaustive

account of the consolidation of a philosophy of the arts deriving from

Ramism. It may be suggested that the fundamental connection between

proto-science and humanism is the awareness of human nature and its

capabilities, for this period crystallised in the mind and action of

the artist. Whether his work be the whole world, or a machine, an

artifact, or "sinceritie of life", the artist holds a key place at

the centre of an increasingly elaborated concept of human power. Our

discussion generally indicates that it was the deliberate assessment

of private experience which most rewarded attempts to extend knowledge

in the Elizabethan period, and that the general impetus towards know¬

ledge of a strictly scientific kind was largely frustrated for those
381

who approached the task in terms of this analogy. As Rossi implies

in his discussion of "The Nature-Art Relationship and the Machine of

the World", before natural objects can become the subject of productive

investigation it is necessary for analysis to be turned from concentra¬

tion upon the God-mind aspect of the analogy to its other aspects, the
382

objects produced and the means of production. A glance at Fermer's

See, for example, Rossi, Philosophy. Technology, and the Arts, pp.
112-116, and Haydn, The Counter-Renaissance, pp. 197-20*».

382
This translation is made by Descartes when he advocates "a practical
philosophy" which would permit men to know "the force and the actions
of fire, water, air, the stars, the heavens and all other bodies
that surround us as distinctly as we know the various crafts of the
artisans" (quoted by Rossi, Philosophy. Technology and the Arts.
p.lCfc).
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examples also &ows that he could make no progress towards understanding

the nature of created things because his choice of entities like the

candlestick could only permit description of their manufacture, not

their natural constitution. One more especially interesting implica¬

tion of the machine analogy is that it does in fact reverse the direction

of analysis in a way readily disguised when the nature of God or his

working was expressed in terms of human behaviour, since the world is

not obviously a machine. It could not be said, however, that the hypo¬

thetical possibility, that God himself was to be regarded simply as an

objectification of human psychological functions, was taken up. In¬

stead, as Hossi shows, the less palatable alternative, of conceiving
383

human nature in machine terms gained currency.

There is another use of the analogy which does not fit into this

pattern but possibly indicates the direction implicit ii the empiricist

concentration upon natural history and ultimately upon the biological

sciences. In the long, sensitive discussion of the principles of

education which prefaces his Syntagma Grammaticvm (London, l6l6),

Granger makes a comparison between growth and development in nature

and in man. Beginning with the development of corn from its seed, he

says, "Here in, and in all other things obserue the imagination or

science of the cunning artificer nature, how distinctly, and methddi-

call£e she contriueth, and in time perfiteth the building vp of her

selfe. The Carpenter, or Grauer by Ms science or imagination beginneth,

and perfecteth Ms worke without himselfe, but nature with in her

selfe: euen as if the science and imagination of the ingrauer should

be operatiue within the tree ... in the seede of all vegetables, or

^ ^Ibid., pp. l4o-*f2. See also Butterfield, The Origins of Modern
Science, pp. 105-8.
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growing things, and of all sensibles ... is vniformally conteined the

whole nature, properties, qualities, colours, fruites, actions, &c.

of the plant, or beast whatsoeuer. Which after that it hath a wombe,

or matrice beginneth to worke out of it a body vpon it selfe: The

full growth, and perfection of which workes, or edifice plainely shew-

eth to manns sences what nature, or science, lay hid in the seeae.in-

vieiblie." One of the most interesting elements in this account is

the repeated pairing of "science" and "imagination"- the biological

process of conception, generation, and growth places significant

strains upon the typical contrast between intellective and imaginative

powers (itself deriyed from a consideration of knowledge in terms of

stable, distinct and arithmetically quantifiable entities), and upon

the functional and hierarchical demarcations which were generally
584

maintained between them.

However, the course of change does not absorb this other, pro¬

foundly important awareness. The development of immediate importance

in the middle and late sixteenth century iB succinctly defined by R.

Hooykaas in a way which puts both Ramus and the broad evolution of

sixteenth century interests into a more sympathetic perspective than

that drawn by Ong. In Humanisme, Science, et Reforme (Leyde: E.J.

Brill, 1958), Hooykaas concentrate* upon Ramus' activity and inter¬

ests in areas other than logic, and when summarising his argument says

that, "At first sight it seems paradoxical that Ramus, in all respects

a typical humanist of the purely 'literary' kind (and 'literary* human¬

ism showed in general little appreciation of science), became an ardent

■^sigs. A8v-Blr. See above, ppi+21-35 , and pi+28 , n.4-7. See also
Haydn, The Counter-Renaissance, pp. 275-76.
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apologist of mathematical practice, of applied sciences, and of
385

scientific empiricism." Ramus' transfer of attention from the

trivium to the quadrivium is seen by Hooykaas to exemplify contera-

por&raneousefforts,to close the gap between common and scientific

experience, to find a method or means of representation which would

permit this metamorphosis of knowledge to take place.

One of the central factors in this seeming paradox is the prob¬

lem of the means of representation, an issue which has already been

mentioned in the discussion of explanations in the logic text books of

"What is to know?". In a comparison which stresses the unfamiliarity

of natural observation as a habit and clearly invokes the point al¬

ready mentioned, that the orders and systene of the arts make knowledge

more accessible than does nature itself, Vives states that'those

things which serve for observation and knowledge involve first the

exercise of sight on the external face of Nature, which means, clearly,

the use of the senses, like as, for instance, we gaze at a picture,
7Qc

and just as in the same way as we looke at a map". Also invoked

is the general conception of the mind as a mirror which reflects the

external world, a concept fundamental to psychology and epistemology.

In his discussion of the forms by which knowledge of the external world

is mentally represented Blundeville equates the Greek word "Idea" and

the Latin "Species" and describes them as "a common shape conseyued in

the minde, through some knowledge had before of one or two individuums

-zQC

Watson, Vives: On Education. p.*fl. He defines as "spiritual
questions" the subjects which are the properly of true science or
"the studies which escape every observation of the senses." On the
use of the word "spirit", see above, pp. 215-20, 335.
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hauing that shape: so as after we haue seenone wolfe or two, we

beare the shape thereof continually in our mynds, and thereby are able

to know a wolfe whensoeuer we finde him, or if neede be to paint him.

But genus extendeth too far, and comprehendeth too many special kinds

to be so easily painted." Two central issues, the accuracy of re¬

ception of these shapes, and the relation of the form of the uni¬

versal to the particular, are dealt with here, by the assumption that

there is no error of transmission and by the recognition of a diffi¬

culty which can only be phrased in negative terms. What are thought

to be the general instruments of mental activity, images of objects,

do not permit a satisfactory account of the process of moving to in¬

creasingly high levels of abstraction* but no alternative is suggested.

The deep concern with images which was a characteristic feature
of reformed teaching does not seem to have influenced Blundeville's

use of this traditional description of receptive and abstractive

functions. In fact, as Chaderton shows inhis contrasting St Paul,

in whom, "as in a most cleare glasse", we may see "a perfect pateme

of a good and faithfull seruant of God", ,to ourselves, whose "woordes

are of our owne making ... our matter for the most part is the deuises
388

of men, the dispotio of our hearts prophane",-^^ doctrinal and psycho¬

logical descriptions were not habituated to each other, and the location

of corruption in the "heart", albeit a heart capable of "thoughtes and

intentes", did not compromise the nature (as distinct from the per¬

formance) of reason. Wilful interference with its performance was

•^Arte of Logike. pp. 5-6.

^^An Excellent ... sermon, sigs. G2r-G3r.
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mediated through the imagination (the poetical faculty), a power which

nevertheless worked with "shapes" truly received, and through the ear,

389
in words spoken and heard. As Rossi says, the action of the mind as

a distorting mirror "plays an important part in Bacon's philosophy and

distinguishes Ids attitude from that of most Elizabethan thinkers and

390
poets", although it must be said that his particular achievement

is to correlate these variously tending doctrines about the nature and

forms of human error into a consistent psychology which is both a syn¬

thesis and an acute development of reformed teaching, it its very

centre, typified by the four idols, lies the deep antipathy tov.'ards

images and a perplexed assertion of the greater importance of language
391

in the acts of knowing and learning.

Blundeville does not suggest that language has an intimate part

to play in mental activity, and his attitude, like that of the majority

of his time, can be summed up in John Hoskin's unqualified affirmation:

"The conceits of the mind are pictures of things and the tongue is

interpreter of those pictures. The order of God's creatures in them¬

selves is not only admirable and glorious, but eloquent; then he that

could apprehend the consequence of things, in their truth, and utter
1 392

his apprehensions as truly were a right orator." The production of
393

language is understood as a physiological event, ^ one of the functions

^^See above, pp. 186-97.

~^°Rossi, Francis Bacon, pp. 148-51.
391

Rossi discusses at some length the "basic materialism of Bacon's
conception of language" (Francis Bacon, pp. 166-72)*.

392
* Directions for Speech .and Style, ed. Hoyt H. Hudson, Princeton

Studies in English, No.12 (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1935)»
p.2.

3@3
'See Batman vpon BaAholome. his Booke, De Proprietatibus Rerum
(London, 1582), Bk.5Tchs.19, 21-
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of the tongue and breathing, and consequently reflects not only that

which it - signifies, but also the quality of apprehension of the mind

which has chosen that word through which to express its conceptions.

It is very important to emphasise the strict sequence of events

which is understood to occur, a sequence which relegates the word to

the very last act of the mind and does not suppose that its partici¬

pation is more integral to the achievement of knowledge. As expression,

the word is linked more emphatically with the speaker than with its

referend, with several important consequences.

Firstly, it is regarded as the only means of conveying to an¬

other that which is "in one's mind". The exact nature of this situ¬

ation is described by Vives, with most interesting implications, when

he says that speech has been given to man "for the exercise of the

social instinct ...how otherwise could society exist, since our minds
■ZQk

our hidden away in so dense a body." Human beings are exactly like

natural objects, in the sense that without language human nstnre would

be as incomprehensible, because as inaccessible, as natural objects.

The chain of events from perception to expression is however all that

is meant here: what is to be communicated is the contents of the mind,

which derive solely from commerce with the external world. Knowledge

of self or of other selves, except within the range of these expressible

"conceits", and a concept of knowledge as something more than a one to
395

one correlation with objective entities, are not supposed here. This

correction is explicitly continued by Bacon in his description of words

7,QIL
Watson, Vives: On Education, p.39; cf. La Primaudaye, The French
Academie. pp. 377-78.

395^Concerning the hidden nature of "the heart", see above, pp. 207-1**.
57-62.
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as images, either of things or thoughts, and his frequent trans¬

lation of "res" (thing) into "notion" or "cogitation".^7 In

addition, the conventional rather than -ssential relation of word to

thing, condensed in the difference between acts of naming when per¬

formed by pre-lapsarian Adam or by ourselves, and the impermanence

and instability of the word defined through association with breath and

eloquence, serve to underline its secondary importance among the powers

and functions of human nature concerned with acts of knowing. Of course,

this condition is also a positive advantage in the reformulation of

knowledge, since the lack of any intrinsic connection between cogni¬

tion and language undercuts scriptural literalism, permitting the

tradition of knowledge to be modified or redefined, and things pre¬

viously unknown to be admitted to the corpus of knowledge through the

invention of new words.

Within this situation, in which the visible entity and its corre¬

lative mental image are the principal terms of knowledge, there is a

linked body of thought which attributes more intimate mental functions

to language. It could be labelled "Augustinian", just as the foregoing

could be labelled "Aristotelian", butto do this would distract attention

from the most important point, that thoaghtful people in the late six¬

teenth century were apparently struggling with a sense of the nature

of language which did not deny the basic perceptual and conceptual

scheme already discussed, but sought to understand more of its mental

character. La Primaudaye isolates the central question, which could

otherwise be expressed in the form, by what mentalprocess do concepts

^Advancement. pp. 30, ^9, 166.
397^ Rossi, Francis Bacon. jiL70.
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("objects of the intellect") become words and sentences?, when he

says that "howsoever ^/speech^ is framed, the reason thereof is

hard to bee comprehended of humane sence," and thanks God that men have

both speech and the means of preserving it in writing: "Wherefore the

lease wee can ceneeiue botf.jJthis may be done by the tongue and by

letters, the more ought we to wonder at this great work© of God in

,398man.

Two topics which are broached in this context concern the power

of signification possessed by language, and the nature of memory. The

first can be approached directly. Having given a description of the

orator in which he compares his eloquence to a "chaine of golds", La

Primaudaye then says that it is impossible

to tell the causes, how a man can by the tongue frame so
many sortes of wordes and so diuers, which are as it
were the markes and paintings, not onely of all visible
things, but also of all things inuisible, & of al the
thoughts of ma ... In a word®, God hath giuen this
benefit© to man, by meanes of the tongue and the eares,
that they can represent one to another, and cause each
other to know and vnderstand as well diuine things as
humane.399

While the tongue is regarded as the origin of words, the range of

mental activity encompassed by them is extended beyond the cluster of

thing-image-word to include that large resource of knowledge already

available in language and distributed into the second and third cate¬

gories mentioned by La primaudaye. This knowledge is approached posi¬

tively because, although it lacks an immediate sensible correlate and

is, therefore, potentially more open to error, it includes both the
ifOO

subject matter of divinity and the products of human invention. This

~^The French Academie. pp. 52, 383-84.

?99Ibid., pp. 383-84.
4oo

However, La Primaudaye warns of the dangers of "fantasie" (pp„4l4-15).
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awareness complements the insistence in the Kamist tradition upon

logic as an art properly applicable to all areas of knowledge, that is,

to all forms of language use. In this acceptation, "voices framed

into words are signes and significations of the whole soule and minde,

both generally and specially, namely of the fantasie and imagination

of reason and iudgement, of vnderstanding & memory, of wil and affections ...

We see then how the voice and speech of man lay openhis whole heart,
ifOl

minde, and spirite." This expansion of what language reveals is

consistent with concentration upon its expressive character, but is

more deeply rooted in a;. psychology of knowledge. Speech makes the

affectionate and spiritual as well as the cognoscitive and sciential

powers of human nature accessible to others: it discloses much more

402
of a man's nature than does physiognonjy.

La Primaudaye also gives particular gttention to the impermanency

of the spoken word, and his conclusions modify the view of the contents

of the mind and the memory. Having spoken of the need for speech to

reveal "that which was inclosed fit hidden" in "this tabernacle of

flesh", he goes on to show that this state of affairs requires "two

kindes of speach ... one internall and of the minde, the other externll,

which is pronounced, and is the messenger of the internall, that speak-

eth in the heart." The internal word is a means of understanding how

a word spoken by one man, which "passeth so suddenly, as if presently

it flew away", nevertheless remains unaltered in the mind and memory both

of the speaker and of the listener "by reason of the agrement that is

between® the spirits & mindes of men, & the speach that is bred there,

hoi
Ibid., p.379-

^Ibid., p. 381.
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and because it differeth not much from the rainde, & from the thought
if03

where it first began and was bred." ^ With its clear correspondence

to the printed word as a means of recording knowledge, it is not sur¬

prising that the memory is understood to have a verbal as well as an

iraagistic capability. When brought together with the idea of reason

as a judge it is inevitable that the mind's "conclusion & definitive

sentence should be registered in Memory, as it were in a roll or booke

of accompt, that it may alwayes be ready and found when neede requir-
ifQi|

eth." However, the earlier difficulty of distinguishing Perkins'
405

use of "minde" and "memorie" is recalled when we are told by La

Primaudaye that "the minde is as a white paper, wherein as a man grow-

eth in age and iudgement, hee writeth his cogitations & thoughts,

which the study of letters and learning do affoord him", and following

the previous quotation, that "the images of sill things brought and

committed vnto /The memory/ by /The senses/, are to be imprinted there¬

in, as the image and signe of a ringe or seale is imprinted and set

in the waxe that is sealed. The rejection of the commonplace book

for a less simply aggregative, more relational means of organising the

recollection of arguments rather than sentences can be seen in this

context to have considerable symbolic value.

What is suggested by the introduction of the concept of the in¬

ternal word, and the association of memory with words as well as images,

is the existence of a growing awareness that the character of mental

activity, especially as it is represented in written language,is of a

^°"^Ibid., pp. 378-79 (ray underlining).

^Ibid., p.417.

^See above, p. 4l4.

**^The French Academie. pp. 36, 417.
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more complex order than the basic doctrine of the conformity of words

to things would allow. Not only does the mind frame ideas, but its

judgements, which are not considered in terms of language in the basic

theory,are here associated with the forms of language before their

expression. Furthermore, although it is clear that La Primaudaye
kCv

regards the memory as most properly compared to a picture,

the images composing that picture may be either words or figures.

The key point is that this theory of the reception of speech, in its

account of both judgement and memory, does not require a conversion
*+08

back to images, as did Sander's description. For these reasons,

and perhaps most justifiably because La Primaudaye and others find a

mystery unexplained by previous accounts, it is necessary to qualify
*+09

Ong's description of Ramism as a "corpuscular epistemology",^"^ since

in England at least the Ramist logic was associated with a strong em¬

phasis upon verbal rather than imagistic forms of thought and memory,

and upon a rapidly evolving concept of mental processes which gave

highest place to discourse (the continuous activity of thinking,

corresponding to the flow of speech and experience), understood in

terms of the methodical arrangement of related statements rather than

the attempt to frame singular definitions.

The most conplete development of these views occurs in trini-

tarian references, where the Father and the Son provide the most fully

worked out analogy to this aspect of human psychological behaviour. In

the Catena Aurea Aquinas provides a selection of quotations from the

2+07Ibid., pp. *+09-10, *+l8.

above,pp. 359-65.

**Ramus, p.203.
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Fathers on John 1.1, varying from what might be termed the most to

the least mentalist of interpretations. Not even the closest approxi¬

mation to Augustine's views indicates as subtle an awareness of the

word as a phenomenon of mind, as is conveyed in the degree after de¬

gree of remoteness from the forms of sense perception of his description:

whoever can conceive the notion of word, as existing not only before its

sound, but even before the ideaof its sound is formed, may see enig- #

matically, and as it were in a glass, some similitude of that Word of

which it was said, In the beginning was the Word.* By contrast Hilary

rejects any comparison of the Word with human words: "No more then of

the sound of the voice, of the expression^ of the thought. The Word here

is a Substance, not a sound; a Nature, not an expression; God, not
*flO

a nonentity." From these quotations it is possible to typify one

aspect of the conflict between romanist and reformed teaching, in the

debate over transubstantiation, since , ugustine and Hilary represent

contrary tendencies, respectively away from and tov.ards concepts of

boundedness, specificity, substantiality, and imagistic representation.

For Augustine the word is the most spiritual, most inward activity

of the mind; for Hilary, it is a vanishing, momentary, outward ex¬

pression of that mind.

A third, intermediate position is attributed to Basil, and it is

this more than either extreme which seems representative of English

expositions in the late sixteenth century. In a comparison between the

Son and "our outward word", Basil says that "what we conceive in the

410
St. Thomas Aquinas, Catena Aurea. Commentary on the Four Gospels,
collected out of the works of the Fathers (Oxford. 18^1-^5). IV(l),
1, 9. Etienne Gilson, in The Spirit of Medieval Philosophy, trans.
A.H.C.Downes (London: Sheed & Ward, 1950), p.20*+, says that "almost
sill that we know of the philosophy of the personality is found in
the mediaeval thinkers in the questions they devote to the theology
of the Trinity."
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mind we bring out in the v.ord. Indeed our heart is as it were the
£*11

source, and the uttered word the stream which flows therefrom."

Here the concealed activity and its expression are defined in terms

of an intimate although unexplained relationship with connotations of

force and power. Neither Perkins nor Musculus, for example, internal¬

ise the word but instead speak of Gcd as the "operative word" (thought
ifl2

and will made effective without speech) or as "a liuely & endles
1*13

foTItayne"; •" in each case the Son is "begotten", and in neither

case is there any use of the "two words" concept. (Taken together with

Perkins' position in the interpretative spectrum composed with Andrewes

and Udall, in their expositions of Christ's temptations, his doctrinal
•»

preference here provides a quite sensitive gauge of the degree of
£*l£*

"inwardness" or psychological integration achieved by him ).

Musculus makes explanation of the trinitarian doctrine explicitly a

function of his understanding of human mental processes, when he begias

his exposition by stating that "the minde of man ca not be idle, but

doth expresse in worde what so euer it doth conceaue in it self, by

the meane of the spirite, whiche is as it were, the conduyct whereby

the worde is brought forth from the depe secrete partes of the minde.
— bl3

Imagine that God the Father were like as a liuely & endles foutayne..."

However, he does not suggest that there is any similarity between word

and spirit, or word and God, but succeeds in establishing a trinitarian

sequence to describe mental organisation while at the same time avoiding

£*11
Aquinas, Catena Aurea, IV(l), jM*.

^^Perkins, Workes. I, 1^2.
£*13
"Wolfgang Musculus, Common PlaceaMaf,the Christian Religion, trans.
John Man (London, 15&3), fol.l3V.

if lif ,

See above, pp. 2^2-50.

^"Wsculus, Common Places. fol.l3^V.
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any closer analysis of the implications.

A quite different course is taken by La Primaudaye, in that he

summarises his whole discussion in a trinitarian reference which never¬

theless specifies only Father and Son:

For the glory, maiesty, and vertue of the Father is always
hid fro vs, but only so far forth as it sheweth it selfe
ingraued in his son & in his word, as the image of the minde
appeareth imprinted & ingrauen in the speach that is
vttered. And as the internal word bred in the minde depart-
eth not from it neither is separated, & yet it imprinteth an
image therof in the mindes of the hearers, to who it is de¬
clared: so the diuine 8c eternal word begoten of the Father,
is alwaies residet in God, & yet imprinteth his image in the
harts 8c mindes of men, to whom it is manifested by those meanes
which hee hath appointed for that purpose.^1^

La Primaudaye has here integrated within trinitarian teaching the

fundamental problems of the stability and hence truthfulness of know-

lodge and its equally important corollary, the accuracy of its trans¬

mission to and storage by another, a concern underpinning his whole

discussion of language and intimately related to the reformers ' con¬

centration upon the Bible as the only means through which God made him¬

self known, not to the eyes but to the ears of men. He concludes with

the phrase, "Thus you see a gappe laide open unto these high and great

secrets of God in which is indicated both the direction of

analysis, in the sense that La Primaudaye believes that the mystery to

be broached is the mystery of God's nature, and its implication, which

is that before the impossible remoteness of God's nature in itself,

men were penetrating into the complexities of their own, fruitfully, in

terms of their linguistic behaviour, and furthermore, that this behaviour

was itself undergoing expressive modification.

A confirmation of both the importance and complexity of this sub¬

ject, and its centrality to the interpretation of humanist educational

" The French Academie, p.379.
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and social aims, can be found in a recent article by Robert J. Bauer,

in which he discusses the question: "What ... happened to the conceit

in the seventeenth century? Why did the analogy between physical pro¬

creation and mental propagation, universally acknowledged throughout

the centuries and so widely employed in the Renaissance ... suddenly

pass from aesthetic theory into oblivion?" His suggestion that "One

cause lay in the revolution in epistemology initiated by Rene Descartes
^■17

and John Locke", points to changing theories (and experience) of

mental behaviour but does not illuminate the special relations of this

analogy to the period prior to their formulation. Two which are of

considerable interest in the context of this chapter are the definition

of conceits, as "imitations, not in the sense of mere copies, but as

wondrous images, superior reproductions, derived from the sensible
ifl8

phenomena of Nature and projected back into tangible metal" and

the emphasis upon conception and birth not as a process but as the dup-

lication of entities.' As Bauer points out, "thought" in these terms
4i9

is not abstrative but idealising, not theoretical but productive of

objects which have a mirror relation to the mental conception. The

analogy is thus much more complete and "materialistic" in its application

than in trinitarian doctrine, especially as that doctrine is expounded

by those who recognise an "internal word", and Bauer does not suggest

that its extension to poetry involved any modification of principle.

Metaphysical poetry is itself placed in a revealing perspective if

this view is correlated with Ackerman's more general observation on the

changing relations between art, poetry and science from the fifteenth to

the early seventeenth century. He says that "The written image proved

sensitive to the kind of natural phenomena newly revealed by science,

^"A Phenomenon of Epistemology in the Renaissance", JHI, 31 (1970),
p.287.

^Ibid., p. 286.
i^ig

For reference to this matter in the context of geometry, see
below, p. 563.
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while the painted image was not ... the great hypotheses of Copernicus

and Galileo explained celestial and terrestrial motion in ways that

contradicted common sense experience, and there was no immediate way

in which they could affect the painter's representation of objects.

Poets, however, were not confined to the visible - like scientists they
420

expressed themselves in the less concrete form of words ." Many

questions are raised by such a sweeping comment, but the one which is

immediately pertinent here is whether it is proper to contrast written

and painted images, or whether, as I think is shown by the sermon analyses,.'

this developing linguistic capability meant that both the written and

painted images were superceded by less imagistic forme of verbal ex¬

pression.

The area of the arts in which a growing identification of thought

with language rather than images, and with relationships rather than

entities, was taking place, was centred upon what Ong calls Ramus'

"crude conceptualizing tendencies", demonstrated in tables, diagrams,

and dichotomies. The point necessary to question is not whether Ong's

judgement about the philosophical incompetence of those forms of

representation is correct, but whether to say that "persons, who alone

speak (and in whom alone knowledge and science exist) will be eclipsed

in so far as the world is thought of as an assemblage of the sort of
421

things vision apprehends" , is to offer an accurate description of

the mid-sixteenth century alternative. The most significant point about

the tables, diagrams and dichotomies is that they represent knowledge
422

as an organisation of silent words. Even if thought at the beginning

420
/.ckerman, "Science and Visual Art", in Stephen Toulmin, Douglas Bush,
James S. Ackerman, and Claude V. Palisca, Seventeenth Century Science
and the Arts (Princeton. N,J.: Princeton Univ. Press, 196l), pp. 64-65.

^21Ramu£, pp. 8-9.
422

When evaluating the diagrams Ong stresses the aspect of organisation
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of this development is still understood in term® of entities and only

tentatively separated from images, and if the attack on images seems

to have a primarily doctrinal and liturgical, and hence restricted,

application, it is nevertheless necessary to ask whether they do not

represent the first steps towards "increasingly powerful representa-
q.23

tional systems." It is not basically a question of regarding "space
424

as a vehicle of intelligibility", because the space involved on the

printed page is two dimensional and therefore as conceptually limiting

as geometrical figures which occupy such a plane? the issue lies in

whatever differences in power and competence there are, between repre¬

sentation and exception in words rather than images. Qng does say at

one point that ^Exemplar thinking is missing from the central Ramist

tradition in its serious moments ... Nor does Platonism make itself

felt as an exaltation of intuitive knowledge arrived at by nor® pedestrian

processes, much less as connected vdth a Sir Philip Sidney's aesthetic
25

sensibility." It has already been shown that the latter elements

are displaced from their old formulations but are nevertheless present

in space, stating that "Preoccupation with quantity ... translated
itself into geometrical arrangements of words in space" (Ramus, p.
82). A more historical explanation for this preoc upation is pro¬
vided by Neal W. Gilbert in Renaissance Concepts of Method (New
York): Columbia Univ. Press, i960), when he writes that "to the
Humanist educational reformers, weary of the endless disputing
of the Schooles, the study of geometry seemed a welcome relief
from the traditional quibbling of logic. They liked to stress the
fact that the study of geometry could be carried on in complete
silence" (pp. 83-84). fee below,pp.563-65 , for further elaboration
of this context, in which more emphasis is placed upon the means of
symbolisation than upon its "spatial" characteristics. This point
could be made in another way, by subjecting the tree-diagrams of
transformational grammar to a comparable analysis.

423
Jerome S. Bruner. Towards a Theory of Instruction (Cambridge, Mass.:
Melknap Press, i960}, p.21.

424- nrRamus, p.76.

^^Ibic., p.206. fee below,pp.561-62.
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in discussions of the conscience and the affections by writers in

the Ramist tradition. The attempt to break away from a model of the

mind as a sequence of images is deeply implicated in the development

of later, much more sophisticated and symbolic modes of thinking,

and of expressing and organising thought. In the first instance, the

advocates of plainness seek the conformity of moral-intellectual

characteristics of human nature and activity with objective, "simple"

nature, the full achievement of this conformity being the perfect re¬

plication of the "thing", say, a moral act deriving from knowledge or

example. This truth is increasingly located in language rather than

physical behaviour (the direct imitation of examples) so that lan¬

guage itself is forced to reject its "non-scientific" creativity,

that is, language more generally than the imagination comes to be

regarded as the vehicle of error and pretensin, this view achieving

its apotheosis in Bacon's four Idols. While the accepted superiority

of language over all other known symbol systems, with its finite

number of letters and infinite possible combinations, is not denied,

its inventive potential linked with that of the imagination is seriously

constrained by the requirements that the scope of its reference

should be limited to objective (and perceptible) things. The earlier and

simpler equation between object, image, and truth, expressed for

example in La Priraaudayd*s description of the knowledge reception

and transmission process as the duplication in the hearer's mind of

the (true) image-concept in the mind of the speaker, which does not

mention the imagination or suggest that the speaker or hearer might

engage in autonomous modification of what he sees and knows, or hears,

achieves with the incorporation in Bacon's thought of these latter

elements a much more complex expression.

Upf)
See above, jp. 5^-6-^7. La Primaudaye's lack of emphasis upon the
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For the Elizabethan period at an early stage in these develop¬

ments, the supreme importance of the Bible can be readily grasped.

Not an object, but a word; not utterly obscure, but a means of knowledge

like the other arts, and especially the verbal, because its form was

accessible to human effort and "discouered" knowledge which no human

technique of analysis could provide; authoritative, because it re¬

vealed the mind of God or at least the meaning of his acts, as human

language does the mind and acts of men; true^because the mind from

which the word proceeded maintained a perfect relation between words

and their referends, and because as maker God knew the true nature of

what had been made. The sermon analyses show the great range of

possible responses to the form, organisation, and representation of

this knowledge; it might be that the very malleability of the Bible

was its most important quality, since at a time of unprecedented con¬

cern for certainty of knowledge in the context of a rejection of pre¬

vious acceptations, it provided both the means by which unexplored

resources of the human mind could be discovered and realised, and the

discipline of doctrinal boundaries to give initial direction to the
4-27

search. There is no need to dwell upon the negative effects of

imagination is in conformity with his description of poetry as a
branch of mathematics. As in other applications of the maker/
manufacture analogy, that which is made is never a free form but
the representation of an already existing form. According to Murray
W. Bundy, in "'Invention' and 'Imagination' in the Renaissance,"
JEGP, 29 (1930), 539-4-1, the first expression of the free-form
capability of the Sydnean artist, who personifies the analogy between
the powers of the imagination and God's creator functions, is to be
found in Stephen Hawes' The Pastime of Pleasure (1509). It repre¬
sents, however, only a rudimentary insight into the type of "ab¬
straction from possibility" spoken of by Boehner below, p. 563.

427
bee II.C.Porter, "The Nose of Wax: Scripture and the Spirit from
Erasmus to Hilton", Transactions of the Royal Historical Society,
5th series, 14 (1964), 155-74.Of particular interest is his
discussion of Hilton's transference of the Reformers' basic argument
against literal interpretation of the words, "This is my body", to
support his own "spiritual" interpretation of the texts determining
the conditions, i.e., the physical ac t of adultery, under which
divorce was lawful (pp. 170-71).
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dogmatism and orthodoxy, which is a quite different subject and ex¬

pansively treated in most discussions of the movement towards modern

science. Instead, it is more helpful to interpret the Bible's signi¬

ficance in the terms of a general observation by Bruner, that "the

heart of the educatinal process consists of providing aids and dialogues

for translating experience into more powerful systems of notation and
428

ordering." We may wonder if the heart of the scientific process

is not its discovery, formulation and interpretation of such systems,

free from experiential determination. Without doubt, this is the con¬

text within which the aims and achievement of the humanist vernacular

movement of the sixteenth century should be evaluated.

A brief considerdion of mathematics and its association with the

problems already discussed offers a useful, if tentative, conclusion.

An initial perspective can be composed out of Randall's general comment

that "the gradual emergence of mathematics into dominance in the seven¬

teenth century was due to its cultivation by a small group of men on

the periphery of the main intellectual movements of the sixteenth cen-

429
tury", and the specific attribution by Rossi to Galileo of being

the first to manifest "the full convergence of the two tradi.ions:

the one based on the experimentation and practices of artisans and

technicians, and the other based on the great corpus of theory and

428
Towards a Theory, p.21. The application by Higman of Whitehead's
description of sixteenth-century scientific thought as a "return
to the contemplation of brute fact" to Calvin's scriptural exegesis
also makes the preceding point, but his concentration upnn the
didactic and persuasive activity of the teacher without complementary
analysis of an individual auditor's response causes him to make too
firm a distinction between explanation and discovery (The Style of
John Calvin, pp. 43-46).

^"Scientific Method", p.204.
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2^30
methodology of European science." The power of mathematics as

an instrument of science rather than art is realised only within

a broader sixteenth century movement concerned with its practical

applications. The distinction is emphasised by Wightman in the terms

"mathematical thought" and "mathematical cu ture", and he says that,

"Important as is the former, the latter is perhaps the more character-
4.31

istic" of the century. La Primaudaye provides one summary of the

various manifestations of number when he divides "studie and letters"

into three parts, philosophy, rhetoric, and mathematics, including

in the latter arithmetic ("the first, which is the science of numbers,

and the foundation of all other parts of Mathematike") geometry,
432

cosmography, geography, astronomy, music and poetry. The extent

to which this list represents a liberal more than a "mechanical"

tradition is emphasised by a comparison with Wightman's own summary:

"the great majority of mathematics books published /in the sixteenth

centur^ bear witness to the concern to apply mathematical techniques

to problems of accounting, navigation, surveying, gunnery, battle

formation, and fortifications. Perhaps greater than any of these ...
433

was the demand for greater accuracy in astrological prognostication",

a difference in orientation which does not disqualify Primaudaye's

other comment, that "Naturall Philosophie consisted chiefly in the

Hathematicks", but sharply focusses the background to his acceptance

of contemporary fears that many of its parts "seeme to many not greatly

430
Philosophy, Technology and the arts, p.112.

431
W.P.D.Wightman, bcience and the Renaissance (Edinburgh; Citiver &
Boyd, 1962), p. 99. ^ee also pp. 82-83.

432
The French /.cademje, p.31.

433̂Lcience and the Renaissance, p.83.
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necessarie, as that which intreatheth of the nature of the heauens,

of the sunne, of the moone, of their motions, measures, and of the

naturall causes of all things.which often times serueth rather to con¬

tent the curiositie of hawtie spirits, than to make them better, in¬

somuch that sometimes, by speculations and by vaine and friuolous

questions, they seeke out the naturall causes of things so curiously,

that in the end they striue to finde out another beginning of all
4-34

things than GOD." John Dee's bitter feelings of rejection and

his criticism of his countrymen *s ignorance, and the specific choice

of "the wise men of the North, and the Philosophers of England" by

Henry Smith when he wants an example of the vise fool, are linked to-
435

gether by this deep anxiety.

H wever much importance is given to mathematics in this view it

is nevertheless the case that when knowledge is generally considered,

its form is verbal: "the studie of letters is rich, and vndoubtedly
436

giueth vs the knowledge of things." I have already shown that

acquisition of this knowledge was towards the end of the century assum¬

ing a rather more troublesome aspect, particularly because the in¬

efficiency of language ( from thejftint of view of its inherent ambi¬

guity and essentially social nature) and the inaccessibility of natural

objects conspired to undermine confidence in statements which claimed

toKpresent true knowledge. The question which naturally follows is,

was there any alternative form of representation available to the period

434
The French Academie, p.17.

h-35
"^Euclid, The Elements of Geometrie of the mast auncient Philosopher

EVCLIDE of Megara. Faithfully (now first) translated into the *
English toung, by K. Bilhngsley, citizen of London (London. 157-'),
"The Mathematicall Praeface", sigs. Alv-A3r; A Looking Glasse for
Christians, p.451.

436J The French Academie, p.30.
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which did not have these disadvantages^

A short collection of instances points to a tentative answer.

It has been suggested by Butterfield that "the lack of mathematics,

the failure to think of mathematical ways of formulating things, was

partly responsible for what appeared to be verbal subtleties and ex-

437
cessive straining of language" in scholastic disquisitions.

Similarly, when evaluating the background toEamus' thought, Qng ob¬

serves that "By the end of the fifteenth century, the age when Peter

of Spain had been superceded by Agricola, scholastic logic was dying

of the frustration attendent upon its failure to develop a symbol
438

system adequate to its ambition", later extending the implications

of this statement when he says that "Kamus' unavowed entanglement with

medieval developments is nowhere better illustrated than the way in

which he heaps scorn on Aristotle precisely for this use in logic

of letters - which, in his own view of the arts, belong really to
439

grammar." The slow development and regularising of symbolic repre¬

sentation is shown ly Wightman to begin with Record© and by Carrucio
0

to achieve systematic coherence in Descartes, a long period during

the greater part of which an awareness of the necessity of an effect¬

ive means of symbolic representation was not accompanied by any achieve¬

ment which appeared to be generally significant. Bacon's evaluation

of Galileo is notorious, but in this respect a more useful indication

of his readiness to use other forms of representation besides the veibal

*^H. Butterfield, The Origins of Modern Science 1500-1800 (London:
G. Bell and Sons, 19^9), p. 3-

438
Ramus, p. 7^.

^39Ibid., p.83.
^^Gcience and the Renaissance, pp. 87-90. For Carruccio, see below,

p. 56^ , n.449.
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is ids conviction that "it is not of necessity that cogitations be

expressed by the medium of words. For whatsoeuer is capable of

sufficient differences, and those perceptible by the sense, is in

nature competent to express cogitations." The lack to his knowledge

of conpetent media is vividly expressed in his examples of other

forms - Chinese characters, gestures and hieroglyphics ■* and his con¬

clusion that "although it may seem of no great use, considering that

words and writings by letters do far excel all the other ways; yet

because this part concerneth as it were the mint of knowledge (for

words are the tokens current and excepted for conceits, as moneys are

for values, and that it is fit men be not ignorant that moneys may be

of another kind than gold and silver) I thought good to propound it
^fl

to better enquiry.". This constraint does not inhibit him from appre-

¥f2
ciating the great and rapidly increasing importance of mathematics,

just as Ramus, according to Hooykaas, was not prevented from attributing

"aux mathematiques un meme rSle dans la formation de 1'esprit que les

autres humanistes accordaient deja a 1'eloquence'" by his failure to

grasp the possibilities of alphabetical symbolism. Hooykaas claims,

in fact, that "Chez Ramus nous voyons s'accomplir la transition qui

conduit de l'humanisme philologique et litteraire aux scienes raathe-
kk~5

matique et naturelles de la Renaissance." The particular point

which Hooykaas insists upon is not that Ramus invented a new mathe¬

matics or properly understood its scientific application, but that he

opposed Pythagorean and neo-Platonic number mysticism, and the humanist

Advancement, pp. 166-67.
442

Ibid., pp. 121-22.
4^3 %

Humanisme, Science et Reforme, p.30.
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beliefs that the main use of mathematics was to sharpen the mind,

inaugurating by his preference for "la geometrie practique ... une

nouvelle tradition positivement utilitaire, qui n'est ni medievale,

ni humanists."

Other areas of what might be termed inequity between theoretical

possibilities and actual conception can be mentioned to emphasise that

what is implicated here is the gradual discovery of conceptual powers

unrealised before and hence unavailable in any form for imitation,

when sufficiently formulated capable of being taught but prior to that

manifested in partial anticipation in the thought of many individuals.

For example, Randall describes the elaboration of the Aristotelian

method in the context of Paduan medical studies and its culmination

in the work of Zabarel]ft, and affirms that the originality of Zabarella

and of the tradition behind him consists in the distinguishing of

"a 'scientific experience' from mere ordinary observation, the acci¬

dental or planless collection of particular cases." However, he also

notes that there was "one element lacking in Zabarella*s formulation

of method; he did not insist that the principles of natural science

be mathematical, and indeed drew his illustrations largely from Aris¬

totle's biological subject matter." Mathematics, optics and astronomy

"failed to leave any fundamental impress on his thought." la

Primaudaye's attitude to the mathematical sciences in many respects

demonstrates a comparable "failure", for he says in his chapteron

the eyes which rapidly becomes a panegyric on light, that they "cannot

be well and rightly shewed and taught, as many others may, without the

f
Ibid., p.82. See also Haydn's similarly qualified reference to
Ramus' position in the development of mathematics. (The Counter-
Renaissance. pp. 201-^).

^''"Scientific Method", pp. 199» 2C&.
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helpe of the eies: because a man must make the demonstrations by

figures, which are their letters and images."

A singular relevance must be attributed here to Boehner's dis¬

cussion of Greek mathematics, because his interpretation of their

achievement links in a multitude of ways with the foregoing discussion.

He says that "The Greek employment of letters in lieu of numerals,

propositions, and syllogisms, falls indeed within the general area of

mathematical abstraction", but argues that it is not identical to

modern mathematical abstraction and that the two are separated by

more than

a single cognitive step... As viewed in retrospect,
the Greeks ... were not able, or not yet able, to make
abstractions that were more that idealisations from
immediate actuality; their abstractions were rarely
more than one-step abstractions, and as such they remained
within the purview of what is called 'intuitive* in an
obvious and direct sense. They did not make second-level
abstractions, or, alternately, abstractions from intel¬
lectually conceived possibilities and potentialities ...
neither Euclid, nor even Archimedes, clearly conceptualized
this two-dimensional space of 'ordinary' geometry into a
special entity in its own right ... It somehow always re¬
mained, conceptually, a planar figure (epipedon) of re¬
lative existence only, that is one which was somehow im¬
mersed in the three dimensional space of totality.^7

It is a matter of considerable importance to know to what extent

Blundeville's description of mathematical abstraction represents an

advance on this position. In his chapter, "Of Quantitie", hecfescribes

the three kinds of "whole quantitie" as lines, planes, and bodies, and

says that they are to be "considered only with the minde mathematically

as thinges abstract and separated from all kinde of matter, (that is

to say) as thinges,., that haue no being at all, but imaginatiuelie,

LlIL£\
The French Academie, pp. 367-68.

kk7
"Why Mathematics Grows", pp. 20-22.
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& yet so necessariiie inuented by man, as nothing can be measured

448
without them," These apparent repetitions of the mental habits

associated with the view that images were the prime medium of thought,

stressed in reverse by Ettore Carruccio when he says that "Descartes,

interpreting geometrical relations through relations between numbers,

frees mathematics from the observation of sensible objects and from

the imagination of figures," suggest that essentially similar

difficulties and constraints experienced by those who perceived the

possibility of more complex mental functions in terms of language were

shared by those whose energies were put into the expansion of mathemati¬

cal knowledge. For example, a point of most curious connection be¬

tween these two realms of thought is the syllogism. 1% have already

shown that the syllogism was replaced by a greater interest ii narrative

and methodical discourse in the Earaist logical tradition and, in

addition, by the order of doctrine, reason, and use in Elizabethan

sermons. According to Gilbert, the chief philosophical issue raised

by the revival of mathematical studies could be defined in the question,

"If the syllogism as Aristotle had developed it was the instrument

par excellence of science, how was one to explain the fact that the

proofs of Euclid were not sequences of syllogisms but linear proofs',

to use the ancient phrase?" This issue resulted, in the mid-sixteenth

century in Padua, in "a standing dispute as to whether geometrical
450

proofs conformed to Aristotle's requirements of an ideal science."

The bondage of thought to figurative terms is also implicated in the

448
Arte of Logike. p.20.

Mathematics and Logic in History and Contemporary Thought, trans.
Isabel Quigley (London: Faber and Fafcer:"" 1964), p.l80.

^Method, pp. 89-90.
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problems posed by imaginary and complex numbers, multi-dimensional

space (in geometry and the solution of algebraic equations), and the

idea of the infinite, regarded as philosophicslly possible if associated

with the mind of God, but mathematicanty (that is, naturally) impossible.^1
Mathematical symbolism makes possible the conceptualizing and

representation of that which is impossible to common experience, in

a way which ties acts of the imagination (or invention or discovery)

to science rather than poetry in so far as the latter's imaginative¬

ness is conceived in terms of direct sense experience. The corre¬

lation between verbal imprecision, fantasy and poetry, in opposition

to a quantitative language, objectivity, and science, represents in a

fundamental way the distinction between scientific and social "truth",

a distinction the outlines of which were beginning to be perceived

towards the end of the sixteenth century. Before this, and for long

aftewards in many respects, the constraints upon progress in understand¬

ing and achievement exercised by the apparent impassibility and obtuse-

ness of matter were effective in both fields, for example, in the

attempts to establish counselling techniques and a body of systematic

knowledge to assist clergy in dealing with psychological disorder, and

in the development of mathematical symbolism and its gradual release

from subordination to computational operations and natural history.

From this point of view it becomes as relevant to ask in what ways did

the formulation of techniques for mathematical representation assist

in the development of analytical psychology or sermon style, as to

ask hpw religion aided at the birth of modern science. We are not

dealing with causal relations so much as the specific articulations of

451
Wightman, Science and the Renaissance, p.87; Carruccio, Mathematics
and Logic, pp. 164-66, 169, 174, 197.
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increasingly elaborated mental and technological capabilities and

resources, or, in other words, the specific expression and generalisation

of the innate powers of the human mind and body, in society. The

achieved form and development at any point in time of the two lan¬

guages defines the experience of mind, and the degree of its freedom

at that point within the constraints of the natural and social orders.
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C ILLUSION

The immediate goal of my analysis of Elizabethan sermons has been

the location and description of linguistic elements which constitute

the foundations of style for those sermons. The results of this

analysis are set out schematically in the two summary sections of

Part One, which together stand as a working conclusion with respect tp

this complex descriptive and analytical problem. Because of the inter-

relatedness of the matters discussed in this study, and because there

is no definable terminal point which would mark the resolution, however

temporary, of conflicting dispositions and programmes, and of the

pressures of social change, my attention has been concentrated more

upon hesitant approaches to new modes of thinking and acting than upon

a clear sequence of solutions and influences.

I have instead traced the lineaments of the Elizabethan period in

the process of formal evolution, in the special case of the sermon. By

concentrating upon the immediate contextual constituents of the

sermon, that is, the preacher, his audience, and the Bible, and then

upon the modes in which the meaning of the biblical text was manifested,

it has been possible to show that variations of arrangement in this

single expressive form represent profound, general changes in thought

and experience. The elements of change to which I have paid most

attention are those most deeply engaging the preachers, that is, human

nature and its transformation^ both in the labyrinth of the heart

and in the organisation of society. In the first period the formation

of a working model of Protestant English society, in contradistinction

to fete romanist principles, permitted a superficial consensus the

erosion of which became apparent in the later period with the institution-
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alisation of one version of this consensus and the formalisation of

competing models. These various models and their persistent, often

aggressive, interaction, typify the dynamic evolution of knowledge

out of Informed social action, and the creation of possible futures. I

have explored some of these possibilities, in terms not of Jacobean

institutions but of less readily charted skills, particularly the

discovery of language as an instrument of knowing independent of

pictorial representation, the more hesitant development of mathematical r pr Hv

representation, and the demarcation of self-hood.

The progressive revelation of innate human powers is a more general

phenomenon manifested through the diversity of historical events.

While from one point of view this perspective results in an undoubted

sense of remoteness from what are usually recognised as the critical

historical events of the period, from another it provides access to the

most truly universal constituents of all history, the individual

person and his social history, and the forms created to express the

social purposes of that person. The primary value of concentration

upon expressive forms is that they provide a concrete and thoroughly

objective basis for the interpretation of a period in the way that

archeological remains continue to exist although their "events" are

now only partially accessible. The greater our skill, both analytical

and critical, in the identification and description of such forms, and in

the reconstruction of their meaning, the more certain and truthful to the on

the complex nature of human behaviour will be our interpretation of those

historical events which are its local manifestation.
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My emphasis upon the manifestation of awareness or "consciousness",

and the cooperative invention of forms by which this awareness could

be objectified and so communicated to others, has inevitably led to

its interpretation in terms of psychological functions. This is un¬

avoidable in any study which takes as the locus of historical events

the perceiving and acting man, regarded not as their cause but as the

only final resource of explanation for those events. It is apparent

that a properly scientific analysis of history depends upon a profound

testing and application of contemporary discoveries in the human sciences,

especially anthropology and child development studies, and upon the

refinement of analytical techniques which will permit the specification

of individual, contextual, and generative characteristics of any ex¬

pressive form.
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Appendix One

LANGUAGE. CULTURE. AND HISTORY

At many points in the process of this study, inferences have

been drawn from behaviour and language use in an attempt to describe

and interpret the significance of changing sermon style. Large

questions concerning the relation between expressive form, psychological

behaviour and cultural change have been taken up, at times directly

but often only by implication, principally because the nature of the

subject required investigation on these fronts although little specific

guidance is available in work particularly concerned with this period.

However, some very stimulating research in education, drawing upon

previous work in anthropology and the various fields of psychology

and linguistics, has reached conclusions which I find are of consider¬

able relevance. I intend in this appendix to give a brief account of

some of the more important aspects of this work.

Professor Basil Bernstein provides one focus of this research

in his articles, "Some Sociological Determinants of Perception",

British Journal of Sociology. 9 0958), 159-7^, and "A Public Language:

Some Sociological Implications of a Linguistic Form", British Journal

of Sociology. 10 (1959)» 311-26. These, and his work to 1965 which

refines and clarifies their theoretical basis, are evaluated and their

main conclusions confirmed and elaborated by Denis Lawton in his Social

Class, Language and Education (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1968).

In these early papers Bernstein compares language and behaviour

characteristics of children categorised as working and middle class,

and establishes a set of general differences which help to explain

both learning problems amongst working class children, and the influence

of class (sub-culture) norms upon perception and self-expression. The
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principle underlying his analysis and description is stated most

clearly in the second paper, when he says in summary that "it would seem

that a linguistic form orients the individual in one direction rather

than another and once this direction is given it is progressively re¬

inforced. The implications of the direction are manifold and subtly

modify cognitive, effective and social ejqperience. Put in an¬

other way, the linguistic form is a powerful conditioner of what

is learned, how it is learnt,and so influences future learning."1 The

two most general categories which correlate directly with those arrived

at in Part One concern the manner of perceiving and ordering objects,

and the linguistic forms which elaborate this fundamental distinction.

Initially, Bernstein proposes "two types of ordering of relation¬

ships: that which arises out of sensitivity to the content of objects,

and that which arises out of sensitivity to the structure of objects...

Sensitivity to the structure of objects is here defined as a function

of a learned ability to respond to an object perceived and defined

in terms of a matrix of relationships. Sensitivity to content is a

function of a learned ability to respond to the boundaries of an ob¬

ject rather than to the matrix of relationships and interrelationships
2

in which it stands with other oojects." Later, the words "structure"

and "content" are changed to "processes" and "things"^ terms which

have more clearly specified reference to external and non-linguistic

events, the former emphasising that an important difference lies in

the perception of dynamic relations between objects, rather than their

unitary existence. This disjunction between two perceptual characteristics

1AFL. p.322.
2SSPP. p.160. See above, pp. 186-97, 258-62. 96-102.1 / \

^Lawton, Social Class, p.86.
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correlates closely with developments in scriptural interpretation,

the emphasis upon context and the rejection of allegory, and in

sacramental theory, in the multilayered experience of communion com¬

pared with the unilateral priestly sacrifice. It also parallels the

nature of object-relations isolated in my style categories, respectively

the eventual and substantive forms.

This primary perceptual distinction is expanded by the addition

of other behavioural and cognitive characteristics, and these are

gathered into two sets or categories of linguistic form, the working

class identified by their use of a "public" language, and the middle

class by a "formal" language. The relation between these categories

and ny stylistic forms is made more evident by Bernstein's later

revision of terms, to "restricted code" and "elaborated code" re-
k

spectively. I will touch principally upon those features of the

public language which seem to have illustrative and theoretical sig¬

nificance for ay study.

When delineating the major aspects of the "public" language

Bernstein says that "qualification ... is limited to a global rather

than a differentiated response. The verbal statement seems to arise

out of an abstracting process without prior differentiation which

leads to a condensation of experience to a work or to the use of a

portmanteau tens or phrase which Murs the nature of the experience."^
The processes referred to here are also apparent in those sermons in

which the substantive and situational forms are found, for example in

the use of examples as memory-images, the simplification of experience

to type> and the use of figures to express psychological states.

^Ibid., p.93.
5APL, p.325.
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Another aspect confirms and extends this correlation: "Instead of

an individual learning to create a language-use within which he can

select to mediate his individual feelings, a public language user

tends to attach his feelings to social counters or tags which

maximise the solidarity of social relationships at the cost of the

logical structure of the communication, and the specificity of the

feeling. For traditional phrases, idioms, etc., tend to operate on

a low causal level of generality in which descriptive, concrete,

visual and tactile symbols are employed, aimed at maximising the

emotions rather than the logical impact."^ An almost perfect exempli¬

fication of this characteristic can be found in Bedel, which, more

than any of the specimen sermons, lacks an argumentative structure

or logical extension of its topics.

Taken together, these aspects of the "public" language illuminate

a particular problem of comprehension which seems otherwise to repre¬

sent either extreme simplicity or wilful ignorance. This problem is

intimately connected with fundamental conceptions about the relation¬

ship between word and thing, and it must be taken seriously because

Henry Smith, who reports it, deals with it at some length. He is dis¬

cussing the implications of the commandment to love God and one's fellow

men: "But here a doubt ariseth: Seeing God requireth the loue of

all the heart, soule, &c. what loue remaineth for our neighbour? ...

as the light of a candle doth not dazle, but rather commend the light

of the Sunne; so our loue to our neighbour doth not diminish, but
7

rather accomplish your loue to God." His resolution, using an analogy

which derives from the least material of substances, bears eloquent

6Ibid., p.315.

The Law-givers Answere to the Lawyers Qvestion. p.578.
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witness to the fact that many aspects and qualities of experience

are not adequately represented by this object-bound, crudely quanti-
8

tative mode of perception.

In the discussion of the audience in Part One, an attempt was

made to explain certain differentiating features in terms of personal

behaviour and experience of self. Such considerations are also central

to the choice of factors which make up Bernstein's linguistic forms.

Firstly, the group norms are shown to be very influential. "The public

language is primarily a means of making social and individual qualifi¬

cations ... The very means of communication do not permit, even dis¬

courage, individually differentiated cognitive and affective responses.

This group orientation has significant consequences. "The structure

of a public language inhibits the verbal expression of those experi¬

ences of difference which would isolate the individual from his group

and channels cognitive and affective states which Blight be a potential

threat. For example ... the concern with the immediate prevents the

development of a reflective experience ... Conservatism is also re¬

lated to the way authority itself is justified or legitimised, for

with a public language the authority will inhere in the form of the

relationship rather than in the reasoned principles."10 It is il¬

luminating to consider the formalist character in its institutional

manifestations, with its emphasis upnn the forms of the church and its

doctrinal and disciplinary paternalism, as both a reflection of and a

counter-weight to this subordinate and subordinating culture. These

observations also suggest a perspective from which the fear of subjecti

vity, a very complex question raised particularly in discussion of the

8
See above, p. 539.

9apl, pp. 315-16.

10Ibid., pp. 316-17.
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Jewel-Harding controversy, could be approached.

Other cultural characteristics are also shown to be represented

in language use. For example, Bernstein shows that "a critical differs

ence between the two speech fortes is that whereas in a formal language

subjective intent may be verbally elaborated and made explicit this

process is not facilitated by a public language."11 It is apparent

from the sermons that such a linguistic potential underwent consider¬

able development, especially in the second part of the iilizabethan
12

period, for example, in the intrusion of the reflexive. The pressure

to express "subjective intent"is signified also in the rejection of

purely typological representation, and the consequent explicit treat¬

ment of individual motive and history for itself.1^ These points are

re—emphasised when Bernstein suggests that "one" and "we, you" are im¬

portant discriminants, since the impersonal pronoun means that "the

subject is made general and so freed from the confines of a personal

experience" whereas "'we1 and 'you* refer to the local experience,

the local social relationships, the immediate normative arrangements,
1^

and are bounded by the personal" Since the personal pronouns are

generally characteristic of the sermons, for reasons clearly related

to their specific context and function, it becomes even more curious

than it seems at first sight that some preachers should occasionally

use the impersonal form.1*' It may be inferred from this that certain

potentials of cognitive experience impressed themselves upon situations

in which the use of terms respecting local and social relationships

nAPL.. p.316.
12

Oee above, p.222.

^See above, pp. 259-60.
1
APL.. p.31^.

^Oee above, p.222.
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would be expected regardless of their more general cultural significance

as Bernstein defines it.

Violence in personal behaviour, inattention and shortness of

memory are other features of the audience as it is described by the

ministers. While it cannot represent a complete explanation, it is

significant that these are accommodated into Bernstein's desc ription

because they are explicitly identifiable with the behaviour of working

class children. He shows that language is sin extremely important

means by which the direct expression of feeling is interrupted and

channelled into speech rather than physical acts. "Within middle

class and associative levels direct expressions of feeling, in parti¬

cular feelings of hostility, are discouraged.The word mediates between

the expression of feeling and its approved social recognition, that

is, a value is placed upon the verbalisation of feeling." By con¬

trast, for the working-class child "present gratificationsor present

deprivations become absolute gratifications or absolute deprivations

for there exists no developed time-continuum upon which present

activity can be ranged. Relative to the middle-classes, the postpone¬

ment of present pleasure for future gratification will be found diffi¬

cult. By implication a more volatile patterning of affective and

expressive behaviour will be found in the working-class child.

The discussion of educational failure which accompanies such

observations correlates exactly with the express purpose of the puritan

preachers, in their attempt to interpose "acts of consideration" be¬

tween perception and response, and in their emphasis upon the re-

17
membering of verbal rather than imagistic material.

l6
SSDP, pp. l6l, 168; cf. Bruner's discussion of "mediating pro¬
cesses" and "sentiment formation" in Toward a Theory, pp. 5» 86.

^See above, pp. 193-97.
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The importance of this research and its theoretical formulation

for study of, say, educational and linguistic changes in non-contemporaneous

cultures, lies in the explicit corrective which underlies its application.

Having defined his distinction between "structure" and "content",

Bernstein states that it is "analytical and the two predispositions
l8

to perceive are not dichotomous but stages in a social continuum."

Not only does this qualification place discussion firmly in the area

of social psychology, thus removing any suggestion that one is estimat¬

ing innate limitations of intelligence, but it frees the theory from

any particular time or place. In his own research Lawton adds a

further qualification, that particular local conditions must be taken

into account when applying the theory, but he confirms its fundamental

accuracy.

It will be useful to add a further terminological set at this

point, related not to educability and cultural background so much as

to the more diachronic framework of child development. I will only men¬

tion the terms and their definitions, since their suggestiveness is

complemented by the complexity of the subject.

In his book, Toward a Theory of Instruction, Bruner categorises

three phases of development which refer in the first instance to

universal human growth characteristics, but which have the important

general property that they offer "a view of human beings who have de¬

veloped three parallel systems for processing information and for re¬

presenting it - one through manipulation and action, one through per¬

ceptual organisation and imagery, and one through symbolic apparatus.

It is not that these are 'stages' in any sense; they are rather em¬

phases in development." This point, which links the underlying ten¬

dencies of Bruner's argument with that of Bernstein's in education,

l8SSI£, p. 160,
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emphasises both the cultural and social components of these "systems"

and their historicd or developmental context. This latter element

is expressed in a remark preceding the above quotation, which says of

the third stage that "hormonal adolescents in technically less

19
mature societies do not enter this stage."

In their immediate relation to child development these stages

are defined by Bruner as the enactive, iconic and symbolic modes

of representation. He says that "Enactive representation is based, it
20

seems, upon a learning of responses and forms of habituation." In
♦

these circumstances, "Knowing is principally knowing how to do, and
21

there is minimum reflection." The second system or stage "depends

upon visual or other sensory organisation and upon the use of surnmar-

22
ising images." This is a period of "more feflective functioning in

which the young human being is capable of an internal representation,

by representative images, of greater chunks of the environment."

achievement df the third stage occurs "when language becomes increasingly

important as a medium of thought. It is evidenced by an ability to

consider propositions rather than objects; concepts become more ex¬

clusively hierarchical in structure; alternative possibilities can

23
be handled ina combinatorial fashion." ' It is language which in

Bruner's view provides the crucial way out from dominance by external

events and forces, "the means of getting free of immediate appearance

2k
as the sole basis of judgement." This power of language is also

^Towards a Theory, p.28.
20
Ibid., p.ll.

2lIbid., p.27.

22Ibid., pp.10-11.

23Ibid., pp. 27-28.

2i*Ibid., P.l6.
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referred to by Lawton through a report of experiments by Luria which

demonstrate the way by which language breaks down what Luria calls

"the rule of force", p a concept reflecting a quality of early child¬

hood experience which is remarkably similar to that of certain groups

in the Elizabethan preachers' audience, and which is built into the

inherited forms of the language. Equally, Bruner's third stage definition

describes a transition which has remarkable similarity with that shown

to occur between Jewel and Harding in the area of meaning. He also

defines the critical enabling powers of language in terms of its sym¬

bols (words) which are "arbitrary ... they are remote in reference,

and they are almost always highly productive or generative in the sense

that a language or any symbol system has rules for the formation and

transformation of sentences that can turn reality over on its beam
26

ends beyond what is possible through actions and images."

In general terms, th e implication of this research is unavoid¬

able. Within its analytical resources must lie the appropriate tools

for more significant explanation of historical change than has hither¬

to been possible. The conclusion that the appearance of scientific

and technological knowledge is intimately related to an historical-

cultural extrapolation of these developmental processes must be fol¬

lowed by a systematic use and, where necessary, modification, of

these theoretical principles and the complementary analytical procedures.

These scattered references, which I hope nevertheless fairly report

the work of those from whom they are taken, suggest also that the

ancient analogy between the human body and "the state" has continuing

^Social Class, p.47. See above, pp. 191-92, 198, 21*f-l6.

Towards a Theory, p.11.
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force. As knowledge of the former grows, so more profound means of
27

investigating the latter become available.

Some elaboration of the questions raised in the introduction

about the meaning of literacy is also made possible by these in¬

vestigations. The fact that a simple equation between literacy and

the progress of civilization is no longer taken for granted is shown

by Lawton when he quotes the terms of reference of Project Liter¬

acy, a Cornell University programme begun in 196^. For what is

described as a "crucial educational research area", the members of

the project "believe that much current and potential research in

learning psychology, visual perception, cognitive behaviour, neuro¬

physiology of vision, child development, descriptive linguistics,

psycho-linguistics, the sociology of educational innovation, research

with culturally disadvantaged children and programme instruetinn...
pQ

are essential to understanding literacy.

If we accept the definition put forward by Mf.M.Lewis that "to

be literate is tohave met the demands of society by acquiring a suffi-
29

cient. mastery of the arts of comraunication," two important conse¬

quences follow. First, that the dimensions of the task change as

the contents and modes of communication change, and second, that such

a person remains basically a receptor. The problems of the relation

between this skill and the capacity of individuals or cultures to in¬

novate beyond what is conventionally or traditionally known is not

broached.

27
See Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols. Explorations in Cosmology (London:
The Cresset Press, 1970). The work of Bruner and Bernstein is given
a useful perspective in the general context of psychology and lan¬
guage study in Herriot, Psychology of Language.

pQ
Social Class, p.1^7.

29
■The Importance of Illiteracy (London: Harrap, 1953)» p.l6j.
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Part of the historical and cultural distance which separates us

from the Elizabethans is suggested in a comparison between this de-
30

finition and that quoted from Adamson. Not only is there the sense

31
of an incommensurable volume of knowledge to be assimilated, but

it is taken for granted that writing is intrinsic to literacy. The

greater demands which writing makes upon linguistic, conceptual,

and organisational resources have been discussed by Lawton and Bruner,

both centring their remarks upon a quotation from Vygotsky, who has

observed that "Written speech is a separate linguistic function, dif¬

fering from oral speech in both structure and mode of functioning. Even

its minimal development requires a high level of abstraction. It is

speech in thought and image only, lacking the musical, expressive,

intonational qualities of oral speech. In learning to write the child

must disengage himself from the sensoiy aspects of speech and replace
32

words by images of words." It is not clear from this quotation

whether reading is thought to make the same demands or whether it

hats greater affinities with oral speech, although this is partly ex¬

plained by the assumed situation, the child expressing itself either

orally or in writing. What is most important, and most significant in

its reflection upon Adamson's definition and any judgements made about

literacy in the Elizabethanperiod, is the qualitative difference be¬

tween writing and speaking. Lawton reports from his comparison of

middle and working class essays, "It is probable that the verbal plan¬

ning required for writing is much closer to the verbal planning of

"^See above, p.

31
e.g. Bruner, Toward a Theory, p.36, and especially Ch.

32
L.S.Vygotsky, Thought and Language, trans. Eugenia Hanfmann and Ger¬
trude Vakar (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1962), p.98, quoted in
Social Class, p.107.
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the Elaborated Code than the simpler planning processes associated

with the Restricted Code", and that "the content of the essays

certainly reinforces the view that the working-class world is

dominated by concrete things rather than by ideas, by events rather

than reflections on those events." Furthermore, another aspect

of these essays, choice of vocabulary, "shows clearly... that

although extension of vocabulary is an important factor in develop¬

ment, knowledge of a word's meaning does not ensure its use in speech

or writing."^ This observation may be compared with a question put

by Bruner: "why is it that a man through his entire life as Homo

scribens will continue to write with no improvement in! Sis sense

34
of craft and little improvement in his use of mind?" It is not the

innate faculties of mind which are at issue, but the cultural en¬

vironment and motivation of the individual. Reading does not neces¬

sarily mean the acquiring and use of greater verbal resources, just

as writing does not of itself generate greater powers either of intro¬

spection or abstraction. Instead, it is presumably susceptible to

"translation", a process shown by Bernstein to occur when a restricted

code speaker is presented with an utterance in the elaborated code.

"The working-class child has to translate and thus mediate middle-

class language structure through the logically simpler language

structure of his own class to make it personally meaningful. Where

he cannot make this translation he fails to understand."^ The noting

of sermons, for example, is best regarded as a receptor or memory

function - it is the act of composition which provides significant

evidence of perceptual and conceptual behaviour, and has been shown

^Social Class, pp. 106, 112, 111.
34
Toward a Theory, p.111.

55SSIXP, pp. 162-63.
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by analysis of the sermons to embrace a range of behaviour as wide as

that suggested in Lav;ton1 s comment about the working-class world above.

What may be mirrored by activities such as note-taking is the more

highly verbal, less imagistic character of that which audiences were

being asked, by some at least of their preachers, to commit to

memory, that is, mastering of the arts of communication had begun to
36

require more developed skills. The writing of letters may appear from

this point of view to be the primitive act of written composition,

most embedded as it is in immediate situation and personal relation¬

ships.37
The problem of cultural environment and motivation can be en¬

larged upon in ways which are very suggestive for the Elizabethan period.

In the first instance two broad categories can be established, compar¬

able to those of the "learned" and "unlearned", containing respectively

those literate in the traditional culture of Elizabethan England, and

those not. The latter group can properly be describ d as culturally

deprived, or more pointedly, in Josephine Klein's phrase, as experi¬

encing "cognitive poverty". Her expansion of this phrase is also

significant, for the working class children to whom it is applied

"manifested" a very low level of imagination and aesthetic appreciation.

There was also a mistrust of the -unfamiliar and the abstract with a

correspondingly low rate of exploratory behaviour and curiosity."

If one compares this condition with that attainable by the literate

as revealed in what was published for them, the distance is clearly

very great. However, a qualification must be made concerning the mode

of representation characteristic of this literature. If it can be

described in terms of the iconic mode, then its assimilation can be

36"
Cf. Bacon's observation that "the great heop to the memory is writing; and.
it must be taken as a rule that memory without this aid is unequal to
matters of much length and accuracy" (Works, IV, ^35).

37See Joan Simon, Education and Society in Tudor England (Cambridge:
C.U.P., 1966), p.123$ on the ways in which Cicero's letters "bore
directly on the deepest contemporary needs."

^8^ Quoted by Lawton, Social Class, p.9.
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argued to have cognitive effects identifiable with that mode, a state

of affairs not unlike that of the illiterate in so far as its funda¬

mental modes of perception were not qualitatively different. It is only

with reference to literature which contains evidence, however rudi¬

mentary, of the development of functions associated with the symbolic

mode, that the correlation between literacy and intellectual develop¬

ment can be properly drawn. This conclusion is suggested in many as¬

pects of Wright's study of middle-class culture. The fact that the

middle class aspired to conventional status achievement and education

is less important than itsresponsibilityfor formulating and disseminat¬

ing experience and knowledge of new mercantile and productive acti¬

vities. Once this knowledge achieved bocif form and moved out of the

realm of apprenticeship and craft, it became a resource for independent

cognitive growth, in the terms of Bruner's symbolic mode. What is

needed here is an extension of Wright's study of this literature,

which would reveal the progress from inchoate facts, imitative

skills, and empiricism, to the construction and articulation of

predictive theory. Such a study may also suggest that the Bible was

more strictly instrumental than structural, since its protean character,

shown for example in the specimen sermons' various treatment of

psalm texts, gave it the form of a prima materia capable, to a certain

point, of being shaped into patterns exemplifying any mode of repre¬

sentation, Bruner's suggestion, "that mental growth is in very con¬

siderable measure dependent upon growth from the outside in - a master¬

ing of techniques that are embodied in the culture and that are passed
39

on in a contingent dialogue by agents of the culture" - adapted to

this context, would place responsibility for structural change squarely

upon the shoulders of the ministry.

39
Toward a Theory, p.21,
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Appendix Two

THE PROBLEM OF STYLE

In the Introduction I made some mention of the traditional

scholarly approach to the matter of sermon style and of its con¬

centration upon the formal terminology and categories of contemporaneous

rhetorical and homiletic manuals as the principal means of description

and interpretation, indicating my intention to discuss the sermon

literature of the Elizabethan period from a different point of view.1
The obvious methodological alternative for stylistic analysis is that

which has grown out of modern linguistics, and it is about my apparent

avoidance of the descriptive terminology and procedures of stylistics

that I must make some comment.

A useful summary and evaluation of the various approaches to the

problem of style in language is provided by Enkvist in his monograph,

"On defining style", in which he surveys the range of possibilities

from equation with the writer's individuality to separation from
2

"content or styleless language" as a qualitative addition or effect,

before putting forward and discussing his own tentative definition.

In a similar assessment Ohmann describes twelve methods of stylistic

analysis and comments that "the inadequacy of these and other methods...

to yield a full and convincing explication of the notion of style seems

in general to follow from the absence of an appropriate underlying

linguistic and semantic theory."^ His basic conception, that "style

"'"See above,pp. 1-5.
2
Enkvist, Spencer and Gregory, Linguistics and Style, pp. 10-27.

3
Richard M. Ohmann, "Generative Grammars and the Concept of Literary
Style," Word. 20 (1964), 425.
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implies that the words on a page might have been different, or

k
differently arranged, without a corresponding difference in substance,"

to which it is clearly assumed that these theories would conform,

places him unequivocally among the group of theorists who emphasise

concepts of choice, deviance, and effect in their definitions of

style. The ward "substance", as the remainder of his discussion

shows, refers to a notion of semantic invaiiance fundamental to the

descriptive usefulness of these concepts. Leech defines this notion

in the phrase, "cognitive meaning," differentiating it from "stylistic
5

effects, emotive associations, etc."

An. illustration of what this approach means for the understanding

of style is provided by Joseph A. De Vito, who defines style as "the

selection and arrangement of those linguistic features which are

6
open to choice." He shows that each linguistic level permits a

different degree of freedom of choice, in the following manner: "In

the sentence 'The was good', to use Charles Fries' famous

example, the grammar of the language merely requires that the noun-

word he used after 'the.' Semantics imposes a further restriction and

requires that the noun-word make sense. The remaining choice is then

a stylistic one." To the immediate objection thwt it is difficult

to see how "semantic" and "stylistic" choices differ at this point,

or why a choice at either "level" should not have implications for

the other, De Vito only says that "of course, semantic constraints

k ,

Ibid., p.M-27; cf. his earlier discussion of this point in his essay,
"Prolegomena to the Analysis of Prose Style," in Style in Prose
Fiction; English Institute Essays, 1958 (New York; Columbia Univ.
Press, 1959), pp. 19-24.

5
^Geoffrey N. Leech, Towards a Semantic Description of English (London:
Longmans, Green, 19^9), pp. 4-5. ~~

£

Joseph A. De Vito, "Style and Stylistics: An Attempt at Definition",
QJS. 53 (1967), Zk9.
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are never entirely absent in connected discourse. This, however, is

not to imply anorganic view of style, a position which holds that

the manner of expression cannot be divorced from the content of ex-

7
pression." I will return to the difficulties with this position which

ere concentrated in the admission that "connected discourse" creates

linguistic situations requiring a more complex theoretical approach

than those in which the provision of referents is the principal operation,

but at this point and in the context of my discussion of the sermons,

the philosophical limitations of "substance" and "content", opposed to
8

stylistic "accidents", should be apparent.

Enkvist's own definition is condensed into the statement, "The

style of a text is the aggregate of the contextual probabilities of
9

its linguistic items," which incorporates the notions of norm and

formal units in the terms "probabilities" and "aggregate" and implies

that "style ... is a link between content and linguistic form.

These points are re-stated by Spencer and Gregory with more emphasis

when they summarise their introductory remarks by saying that the

"interpenetration of literature, language, and culture makes style,
11

in the final analysis, a cultural phenomenon," although, as I have

7Ibid., p.250.
Q

The technical use of "substance", "form", "content", and "expression"
in linguistics is discussed by John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical
Linguistics (Cambridge: C.U.P., 1969), pp. 5^-70, 13^-37j who says that
the "organic" approach to language is less productive in linguistics
than the methodological separation of grammar and semantics. It is
nevertheless questionable whether this principle is most suitable
for stylistic analysis, at least as it is applied by De Vito. The
difficulties associated with conceiving of language in terms of
"levels" or "planes'* are recognised in various 3ways. Enkvist postu¬
lates "four levels or types of selection - pragmatic, grammatical,
stylistic and non-stylistic", which "presumably form a sequential
hierarchy" but do not provide distinct planes for expression and con¬
tent (Linguistics and Style, p.56). David Crystal and Derek Davy in
Investigating English Style (London: Longmans Green, 1969) base their
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suggested earlier, their notion of culture is limited by a too ab¬

solute formality, in which substance, form, and context become equally

categorised (or stabilised.') and are thought to exist formally a©

distinct levels or classes enjoying a formally potential but not

necessarily activated relationship.12 Enkvist avoids the dangers of

this categorisation by suggesting that style is a function of mediating

processes rather than a distinct set of linguistic elements, which

perhaps explains his awareness that context analysis is both difficult

to formalise and yet very necessary in the study of language use.

Inhis conclusion he enjoin® fellow linguists not to "lose sight of

the fact that men, vomer, and children use language for social purposes

and in a sociophysical environment. Unless this sociophysical context

analysis upon the accepted levels of formal linguistics, but reject
any necessary-priority of sequence when they say that "the order in
which the levels are studied is not significant." (p.15) Their
recognition that "inter-level ' features" complicate both analysis
and description (pp. 20-21) is repeated with a different emphasis
by Leech, whosees that cooperation between semantic and grammatical
descriptions would aim at "reducing the number of relations which
have to be covered by 1he rules of expression" (remantic D scrlption.
p.82). The implication of these remarks is that the most adequate
description of language is that which most adequately represents the
psychological and social nature of language behaviour (See Herriot,
Psychology of Language. Ch. J).

^Linguistics and style, p.28.

10Ibid., p.35.
nibid., p.60.
12
e.g. "it is this relationship between the substance and form of a
piece of language on the one hand and the extra-linguistic circum¬
stances in which it occurs on the other, which gives what is normally-
called 'meaning' to utterances." (ibid., p.68); cf. Harriot's
remark that "generative psycholinguists ... treat the ask of lin¬
guists as that of investigating competence assuming that performance
features are constant; the task of psychologists as that of investi¬
gating performance assuming competence is constant" (Psychology of
Language, p.165).
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is admitted at some level of linguistic analysis, we run the risk of

ignoring a crucial aspect of linguistic communication.""1"^ That formal

linguistic description of "stretches" of written or spoken language

should find difficulty in accommodating these "contextual" or "situ¬

ational" aspects of conauunication, and in relating them to the verbal

organisation displayed by linguistic analysis, is of immediate interest

in the problem already touched upon in reference to De Vito's definition,

that of the relation between phonology, morphology, grammar and syntax,

and semantics.

In the procedural chapters of Investigating English Style Crystal

and Davy establish their principles and method of stylistic analysis

upon the various levels of linguistic description, "from sounds", through
l*f

grammar and vocabulary to semantics." They define "semantics" (as

they note, idiosyncratically) as "the meaning of stretches longer than

the single lexical item," and go on to say, when distinguishing this

level from that of vocabulary, that "there does not seem to be any clear

way of explicating the meaning of grammatical unite such as the clause

or sentence in terms of the meaning of their constituent lexical items.
15

It is not normally an additive process." The difficulties surround¬

ing this issue, which includes not only the correlation of linguistic

and semantic description but also the question of what may be generalised

from the perception of systematic patterning in both, are made very

clear in their discussion of religious language, one of the later chap¬

ters in which their methods and principles are put to work. Because

these difficulties have considerable bearing upon my approach to the

sermons, I will spend a little time with them.

The veiy first sentence of this chapter is problematic - "The kind

13
Linguistics and Style, p.56.

l*f
p. 16.

1^Ibid., pp. 19-20; cf. Herriot, Psychology of language, pp. 18-19.
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of language a speech community uses for the eqaression of its religious

beliefs on public occasions is usually one of the most distinctive

varieties it possesses" - since its apparent clarity and range of

specification is rajidly blurred and restricted. The language becomes

"liturgical and biblical language, " which is notobjectionable unless

it is assumed that the forms of expression characteristic of these two

environments represent the whole range of "religious language." In

fact, without any substantial justification it is made clear that

••public occasions" means "public worship", and that the language of

sermons and theological discourse are both sufficiently different to

be more like public speaking or "learned descriptive or discursive

narrative", even though in certain traditions they are very closely

connected with "the expression of ... religious belief otf public
17

occasions." While not denying that these are all modally different,

and that liturgical language does have special linguistic features,it

is still open to question whether analysis within these restrictions

achieves anything more than confirmation of knowledge readily derived

by other means. A good example is the discussion of the special re-
l8

quirements of a liturgical language, (which is later called "the
19

single variety of religious English", showing that religious experi¬

ence, while undefined by the authors, nevertheless represents for them

a precisely delimited situation and quality of experience). The matter

of biblical translation is also effectively by-passed, since a massive

l6Ibid., p.147.

17Ibid., pp. 147-48.
l R
Ibid., pp. 149-50.

19Ibid., p.159.
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reduction in the scope and significance of the subject is achieved

when Crystal and Davy write that the Authorised Version, "while retain¬

ing a certain grandeur and power of evocation lacking in other

versions, is no longer relevant to modern needs, because the linguisttic

differences between the language of the late sixteenth and twentieth

centuries are sufficiently marked to provide regular obscurity and

often unintentional humour."2^ Another indication of the way in which

concentration upon linguistic criteria alone achieves this reductive

effect is a parenthetical comment which is added to the description

of a tendency "to choose items which have a clear antithetical balance

(a feature explicable in the Book of Common Prayer by reference to the

stylistic fashion of the sixteenth century; in IV and V largely
21

accounted for by reference to the latin originals)."

These qualifications upon the results of this analysis are

strengthened when the semantic level is discussed. Generalising to

the "semantic structure of theological language", the authors find most

remarkable "the way in which there is a clear linguistic centre to

which all lexical items can be ultimately referred, namely, the term
22

'God'." Examples given are "a statement of belief, or a prayer of

praise or supplication," which again narrows the range, and the com¬

plex functions of the term "God" are glossed over by describing it as

a "linguistic centre", or, later, as a "focal point". The "semantic

structure" is subsequently represented in a diagram which purports to

show how the various "concepts" or "phrases" of IV are connected to the

"central semantic link of the Father-Son relation." Here "religious

20Ibid., pp. 150-51.

21Ibid., p.162. "IV" and "V" refer to the Gloria and the Credo from
the Catholic liturgy, in English translation.

22Ibid., pp. 165-66.
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language" is distinguished from the language of scientific texts

because "from the linguistic point of view" this dependence on "some

fundamental notion, law, or set of laws ... is rarely stated explicitly."

Apparently that which distinguishes "theological expression" from

"religious language in this liturgical mode is the differing de-
23

grees of meaningfulness required by theologians and non-theologians.

To emphasise the point that linguistic description particularly at

the semantic level does not seem particularly productive, it could be

suggested that a more exemplary comparison could be made with the forms

of address used by other religious or mystical philosophies. If the

terras "sun" and "light" function similarly in neo- pLatonism, for

example, what would this mean "semantically" or "stylistically"?

These objections represent three general doubts about the product¬

iveness of linguistic description vised in this way, even when it is

granted that the authors' theory is explicitly oriented towards peda¬

gogical concerns. Firstly, it may be doubted whether the compaiison

of texts with a high degree of linguistic similarity is the best way

of revealing their stylistic character and cultural significance, or

of providing the most adequate basis upon which this character and

significance may be evaluated. Secondly, the distinction between

situation and extra-linguistic context, although descriptively and

theoretically workable, involves a notable reduction in analytical

subtlety and implication, especially at the semantic level. Thirdly,

while limitation to a synchronic range of examples is pedagogically

useful and to some degree diminishes the pressure of semantic and extra-

linguistic considerations, it may also disguise this pressure and

^Ibid., pp. 166-67.
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substantially invalidate the description of style or any interpretation

placed upnn it. For example, the use of archaism is advanced as an

almost unique feature of "religious English". It is implied that

these features serve (or have served until very recently) a positive

although undefined purpose; definition of this purpose - perhaps

archaism is an extreme case of the conservatism which characterises

all institutions and conventions to various degrees and is complicated

by referential problems inherent in religious experience - must be a

function (and a dimension) of stylistic analysis. Furthermore, if

they are affected by the same obscurity of reference as are passages

in the Authorised Version of the Bible, it becomes necessary to ask

what implication this might have for consideration of their semantic

function, or of the "state of mind" or quality of belief or conception
pc

of believers who use (or are required to use) such language. It

is impossible to avoid such questions as these in a diachronic study.

One further subject, of the same class as the two so far men¬

tioned in that it concerns the extra-linguistic ramifications of lin¬

guistic theory and description, is the psychological aspect of lan¬

guage behaviour, particularly its involvement in the processes of cog¬

nition, and the claim that the transformational processes of generative

grammar describe psychological processes. The complex theoretical

and experimental constitution of this subject is dealt with very in¬

structively by Herriot, who insists that any theory or description

adequate to this complexity must account for the trinity of relations

between person, world, and linguistic behaviour. His approach stresses

the crucial mediating function of language and the inutility of con¬

sidering language apart from its role in conmiunication. As he says at

2ifIbid., p. 165.
25
^These matters are touched upon during tie discussion, e.g., at pp.150,
158, 167-68.
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one point

the purposes of language must be taken into account,
there are few case® where language is not used for tie
purposes of communication. Caarauiiication may involve
primarily the imparting of factual information to another,
the manipulation of behaviour, or the arousing of emotional
reaction. In all these cases "meaning" is involved, in the
sense that internal (possibly representational) processes
are required to encode and decode the message. This being
the case, all thefeatures of language may b® treated an
cues to meaning.*^
With the contents of this work and their breadth of reference

taken into account, I tope that the reasons for ray concentration upon

context rather than upon an attempt to discover a system of linguistic

description able to account for the formative presence of that context

in the sermons are sad© clear.

However, while the context of language theory within which stylistic

analysis takes place is without doubt extremely complicated, no good

purpose is served by attempting to confine discussion to the limits
28

of one or other of the various disciplinary fields. % contrast to

the synchronic emphasis of linguistics, theorising about style in more

fu% "huisaristic" subjects develops out of historico-cultural investi¬

gations, whether in the fields of anthropology or art history. A most

important essay linking the major approaches to a definition made

available by this perspective on the subject is Meyer bchapiro's ©©say

2/IUd., p.77,
^Harriot makes this point with reference to psychological theory

when to welcomes the teaching of physiology to students of psychology
"with the result that the unlikelihood of simple psychological
constructs being adequate when physiological structures are so com¬
plex becomes evident to all" (p.l6l).

^"Humanistic" is used in conformity with the remark made by Stephen
Cllmana, in The Principles of tomantics, 2nd ed. (Oxford t Basil
Blackvell, 1963), that "linguistics" 'tends to become a purely formal!-
stic discipline,a kind of 'pseudo-mathematics' devoid of any humanistic
content" (pp.318-19).
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"Style", in Anthropology Today, ed. A.L.Kroeber (Chicago: Univ. of

Chicago Press, 1953). Schapiro's definition emphasises stability -

"By style is meant the constant form - and sometimes the constant

elements, qualities, and expression - in the art of an individual

or group""50 - although the historical or geographical perspective

introduces a qualification of considerable importance, that "the

characteristics of styles vary continuously and resist a systematic
31

classification into perfectly distinct groups." A position of this

g>rt leads Ackerman in a more recent discussion to errphasise change

more than stability; firstly, by saying that "This definition of a

style in terms of its stable factors is a hypothesis (and one which
*2p

we must challenge constantly) that makes it possible to study change;"

and secondly, in his insistence that

What is called "evolution" in the arts should not be
described as a succession of steps towards a solution
to a given problem, but as a succession of steps away
from one or more original statements of a problem...
The pattern of style change, then, is not determined
by any destiny, nor by a common goal, but by a succession
of conplex decisions as numerous as the works by which we
have defined the style.33

One of his conclusions, that a style "may be thought of as a class
3lf

of related solutions to a problem - or responses to a challenge",

need not be restricted to art history. As the course of my discussion

of the Elizabethan period shows, a concept of styles as the character

of discovery or perception allows a potentially remarkable insight

into psycho-historical process. It is particularly significant that

style in these discussions, as with some linguists, has been freed from
35

any automatic association with aesthetics.

31Ibid., p.288.

^Ackerman, "A Theory of Style", p.230.

^Ibid., p.232. See above,pp.^-7.

"^Ibid., p.236.
35^See Leech's acceptance of a distinction between "stylistics" and
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A conclusion is, in the nature of the subject, impossible.

However, a tendency or disposition has been declared which can be

specified a little more. Spencer and Gregory quote Dell H. Hynies as

saying that "style may be investigated both as deviations from a norm
"zC.

and as 'a system of coherent ways or patterns of doing things.'"

The second part of this statement indicates both the most general

level at which the function of style should be conceived, and also

suggests that "style" must become the term for the most general description

of any "formal item", the final "level" and not an aspect of "connected

discourse", in which are coordinated the expressive and contextual

functions of all elements in a linguistic (or pictorial, sculptural,

or musical) structure. In an absolute sense it may be questioned

whether style can ever be investigated synchronically, since a com¬

pleted discourse or act of communication necessarily possesses its

own life-history.

"general stylistics", the former designating "the linguistic study
of literature" (Semantic Description, p.83, n.2).

Linguistics and Style. p.lcA.
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Appendix Three

SHE SPECIMEN SERMONS

By the presentation of these sermons I hope to provide for a

more complete perception of stylistic character than that which

attends selective quotation. although it has been said that, with a

few exceptions, until the advent of the Tillotsonian sermon no truly

"literary" sermon form had been achieved,"'" it is nevertheless the case

that to make an accurate description of the style of any serifton re¬

quires constant reference to the whole. Also, the par ticular case

provides a useful corrective to any inclusive description or inter¬

pretation.

In the first instance, the most illustrative comparison seemed

to be offered by sermons preached by different ministers upon the

same text. However, even the multiplicity of Elizabethan sermons could

not provide enough examples, and those which were forthcoming were

sufficiently divergent in their choice of topics or expositoiy emphasis

to provide little that was not otherwise shown in a random selection.

The second alternative was to choose sermons based on texts from a

particular book of the Bible, but with one important exception,

the previous state of affairs was simply repeated. However, this

exception, the book of Psalms, whether thought to be the work of David

alone or of a number of Hebrew poets, didoffer inteipretative dimensions

lacking or relatively insignificant in other books, which meant that

Psalm texts could potentially invoke a very wide range of responses.

John Rainolds illustrates the general importance of the Psalms

in his advice to a friend concerning those books essential to a know¬

ledge of divinity. The two means by which knowledge of God may be obtained

*£ee Mitchell, English Pulpit Oratory, p.995 Herr, The Elizabethan
Sermon, p.87.
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are prayer and reading the Bible, the former because "without the grace

of the holy spirit, all study, especially in divinity, is vaine",

the latter because "the holie bpirit doth teach the same doctrine

which our bauiour did, which is set forth vnto vs in the Law, and

■foe Prophets, and the Euangelists." ..lthough "continuall reading" of

the Bible is necessary, certain books have a representative value: "L.

Iohns Gospell and the Epistle to the Homanes, the summe of the new

Testament: Esay the Prophet, and the Psalmes of Dauid. the summe of
2

the old." Further to this is the pai-ticul.ar and consistent form of

the book, its poetry a concentration of personal ana private experience

virtually undiverted by historical or philosophical matters, and yet

readily personified by David and his life-history as it is recounted

in Lamuel. This life-history and its allegorical and typological inter¬

pretation are well enough known, although not significantly represented

in the specimen sermons since David as the most complete pre-figuring

of Christ occupies the attention of Elizabethan preachers much less
3

than others of his attributes. As king, his exemplary value in questions
k

touching government and people is persistently exploited and becomes
5

an ingrained part of E izabethan political mythology. However, the

transition from symbol to example and then to case history is not fully

represented here, but is completed in the puritan endorsement of Calvin's

description of the Psalms as "the Anatomy of all the partes of the Louie,

inasmuch as a man shai not find anie affection in himselfe, wherof the

Image appeereth not in this glasse. Yea rather, theholy Ghost hath

heere lyuely set out before our eyes, all the greefes, sorowes, feares,

Letter , sigs. A5* $ A6r.
"'Lee above, pp. 259-60, 76-82.

e.g. Rainolds, ■ Lermon vpon partof the eighteenth Psalm (Oxford,
1586); Dering.

"'e.g. Maclure, The Paul's Cross Lermons, pp. 68-71.
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doutes, hopes, cares, anguishes, and finally all the trublesome

motions wherewith mennes mindes are wont to be turmoyled." In this

book is summarised, in a way unparalleled by any other part of the

Bible or by any other work treating of private experience and self-

knowledge, the complexity of this experience and the means of com¬

prehending it. Thus, while "the rest of the bcripture conteineth what

commaundementes God hath enioyned to his seruantes to be brought

vnto vs ... in this booke, the Prophets themselues talking with God,

bycause they discouer all the inner thoughtes, do call or drawe euery

6
one of vs to the peculiar examination of himselfe." Calvin goes on

to draw the conclusion that a personalrelationship. however qualified

by his inferiority, is to be discovered between himself and David

(the "cheef" amongst writers of the Psalms) because of their similar

experiences: "to thintent I might the fuller vnderstadhis copLaints

concerning the in-ard mischeeues of the Church, it auailed mee not

a litle that I had abiden the same thinges that he bewaileth or much
7

like." The prefiguration of Christ and his cross becomes the experi¬

ence of every Christian, since the Psalms "will cheefly instruct vs

to the sufferance of the Crosse, whiche is the true tryall of obedience ,

whe vtterly forsaking our owne affecticJs, we submit our selues to
0

god, and suffer our lyfe to be ... gouerned at his pleasure."

^The Psalmes of Dauid and others. With M.lohn Caluins Commentaries,
trans. Arthur Golding (London, 1571), sig. *6V.

7 v v
Ibid., sig. *7 ; see also sig. **2 .

8 r-v
Ibid., sig *7 . These values are also expressed in The Whole Booke
of Psalmes collected into English mefeter, by T. Sternehold, I. Hopkins,
and others (London. 158l), in a prefatory translation of "A Treatise
made by Athanasius the Great concerning the vse and vertue of the
Psalmes." The Psalms are said here to "expresse after a certayne
manner the very state and condition of the soule" and to inform "all
such as be desirous to leade their lyfe in vertue, andknowe the lyfe
of our Sauiour ... of all their affections and passions, whereto their
soule is inclined." They also instruct the individual "with what forme
of wordes he may amend himselfe, & how to geue God due thankes, least
if he should speake otherwise than were couenient he should fall into
impiety by his vnreuerent estimation of God"(sig. A8r). No mention
is made of David, however.
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It is clear that these reformation emphases, in combination

with traditional interpretation, could produce a very complex set of

homiletic possibilities. However, it is equally apparent from the

Bermons that separation from the catholic tradition is almost com¬

plete, at least in matters like allegory and typology which were its

prime symbols. The essential features of that tradition are nowhere

better illustrated than in the principles of interpretation I&ird down

by the translators of the Douay Bible. In their "Proemial Annotations

vpon the Booke of Psalmes", they define the "argument, or contentes

of this diuine Psalter" as "the abridgement, summe, and substance of
9

al holie Scriptures, both old and new Testament." While this is,

in itself, a general understanding of the Psalms, it provides the

basis for emphasis upon "the hidden treasures of Gods word" and the

necessity of a key. To interpret any psalm, it is necessary to dis¬

cover which of "tenne general pointes, or seueral matters, to which

al the contents may be reduced", is the "proper key".10 By analogy

with the psalter, "which hath tenne strings, signifying the tenne com-

mandements",11 we are told that "the tenne stringes of this diuine

instrument" are: 1. "God himself"; 2. "Gods workes"; 3."Gods

Prouidencd1; k. The "peculiar calling of the Hebrew people"; 5. the

promise of "Christ the Redeemer"; 6. The "Propagationuof Christs

name and Religion"* 7. The "true maner of seruing God, with sincere

faith, and good workes"; 8. "holie Dauid interposeth manie thinges

concerning himself"; 9. The "end and renouation of this world";
12

10. "Eternal felicitie and punishment." As a supplement to these

9The Holie Bible (Douay, 1609, 10) II, 5.

10Ibid., II, 6-7.

X1Ibid., II,; l^f.

12Ibid., II, 7-8.
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topics the reader is advised, "for more exact knowledge" to "search
13

the iudgement of ancient Fathers, and other learned Doctours."

It is of further interest to note that the work of the holy spirit in

assisting us to knowledge is particularly identified with "sacred
14

Musieke" and that "the Holie Ghost condescending to mans natural

disposition, inspired Dauid to write these Psalmes in meter, mixing

the powre of diuine doctrin. with delectable melodie of song, that

whiles the eare is allured with swete harmonie of musike, the hart

is indued with heauenlie knowledge, pleasant to the mind, and profit-

15
able to the soule."

This doctrine of persuasion is far removed from that expressed

by Temple,1^ and the ten keys of interpretation nowhere indicate the

difference between the Psalms and the rest of the Bible so important

to Calvin. Even attitudes towards the Psalms as poetry offer evidence

of this difference, 6ince the Douay translators stress the metrical and

musical aspects while Arthur Golding, in the dedication to his trans¬

lation of Calvin's commentary, links the psalms with invocation, which

incorporates prayer and thanksgiving and is characterised by "rather

an earnest and deuout lifting vp of the minde, than a loud or curious

vtterance of the voice: there be many vnperfect sentences, many broken

speeches, and many displaced words: according as the voice of the

partie that prayed, was eyther preuented with the swiftnesse of his
If

thoughtes, or interrupted with vehemency of ioy or greef." This

13lbid., II, 9.
i L
Ibid., II, 6.

J^Ibid., II, 11 (The quotation is taken from Ct. Basil).
16
bee abovejp.477-78.

^Calvin, Psalmes:, sig, *4V.
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association of the form with powerful emotion, with the atterapt by

individuals to express profound experience and their consciousness

of it, stands in very strong contrast to the balanced, generalising

harmony of music understood in rhetorical terms as the means of

transmitting doctrine and precept.

The shape of these developments is suggested by the various forms

of sermon represented among the specimen sermons, and its "inward

meaning" is the subject of this thesis. Apart from the centrality of

the Psalms, nothing more rigorous is claimed for the selection of

sermons than that it achieves a certain proportion with the various

tendencies of the Elizabethan sermon, and that the congruence or dis¬

junction between facets of the six sermons mirrors both the diverse

reception of psalm texts, and more generally, the protean character

of the Bible itself.
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Appendix Four

EXAMPLES FROM THE LIFE

The transfer from exemplification by generalised images to the

use of individual life histories for this purpose has been discussed

at several points."'' A positive model, both of behaviour and of the

trials which a Christian would expect to undergo at the time of death,

is offered in a description of John Knox's death which is quoted at

the end of Perkins' treatise, The right way of dying well. Knox "lay

on his death-bed silent for the space of foure houres, very often

giuing great sighes, sobbes, and groanes, so as the standees by well

perceiued that he was troubled with some grieuous temptation, and

when at length he was raised in his bed, they asked him how hee did,

to whom he answered thus: that in his life time he had indured many

combates and conflicts with Satan, but that now most mightily the

roaring lyon had assulted him: often (said he) before he set my

sinnes before mine eyes it often hee vrged mee to desperation, often

hee laboured to intangle me with the delights of the world; but being

vanquished by the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God, hee

could not preuaile. But now he assaults me another way: for the wily

serpent would perswade mee that I shall merit eternall life for my

fidelity in my ministerie. But blessed bee God which brought to my

minde such Scriptures whereby I might quench the fierie darts of the

diuell which were, What hast thou that thou hast not receiued? and,

the grace of God. I am that I am: and, not I but the grace of God

in me: and thus being vanquished he departed.'^
At the conclusion to his sermon "Of Repentance", Greenham provides

a clear instruction for the best use of such occasions. Having discussed

"'"See above, pp. 198-201, 253-61.37©.

2Workes, I, 15^.
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the ways men become aware of their sinful condition, he says, "it is

profitable for vs to frequent them that are sicke, readie to dye, per¬

plexed in spirit, imprisoned in chaines, and oppressed with miserie,

that in them we may see our selues, as in a mirrour: and so with

Moses to chuse rather to suffer afflictions, than to enioy the pleasures

of sinne for a time. This acquainting our selues with the iudgements

of God, will both rubbe off securitie, and stirre vs vp to greater

thankfulnes for our selues, and pitie towards others. Wherefore they

are not in the way of humilitie to obtaine glorie, who are so tender

sighted that they cannot abide to the iudgements of God: they are too

daintie eared, tint cannot or that will not heare the threatnings of the

law: saying, oh I cannot abide to heare one in desperation, I cannot

away to heare such fearefull speeches, to heare the diuell speake in

one; I loue not to see one lie gasping and panting in death; these

things would deprive me of all mirth, breede melancholia, and stirre

me vp to madnes. Nay, this delicatnes to flye from the Lord thus drawing

neere vs, will hasten these things vpon vs, which wee will not profit

by in others."^

^Workes, pp.85-86. Gee above, pp. 203-4.
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Appendix Five

SUBSTAKCE AND PERSOM

Some elaboration upon my previous references to this important

subject will be useful.1 Several writers have shown that "substance"

was a crucial term in discussions of the sacramental union, and that

Calvin was responsible for defining a new relationship between "sub¬

stance" and "person", such that "substance" became part of the re¬

formers' "dynamic understanding of personal existence" and was not
2

restricted to "corporeal-physical reality." The remarkable diversity

of view among the reformers, deriving from their attempts to state

clearly what was meant by "participation in Christ" and "real pre¬

sence", is exemplified in Francois Wendel's discussion of Calvin. He

first interprets Calvin's statement, "our souls are fed upon the sub¬

stance of the body of Christ" by showing that "He is not using the

word 'substance* with the meaning it had for the scholastics when

they opposed the substance of a thing to its accidents. There is no

question of making Calvin say that in the Eucharist we receive a kind

of invisible material substrate, or, if one prefers, a kind of fluid,

either material or of celestial essence, in which the body of Christ

comes and melts into ours." The persistent importance of the term

is then emphasised when Wendel quotes the following analysis of its

three-fold meaning for Calvin from H. Gollwitzer:

1. The 'substance or nature' of a thing, therefore the
bodily substance; that is, 'the real and natural body of
the Christ'; after 1536 Calvin never ceased to deny that
this substance was given ue; its function was tote the
source from which flo. ed the life that was destined for us...
2. Christ himself considered as 'the substance of the sacra¬

ment'. He is received by faith, in a personal union with him.
3. The substance of that which is given to us when we receive

1See above,pp.330-^1, kk2, 5^0-^1.

^HcLelland, Visible Words, pp. 166-68.
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Christ; namely, the life, the benefits, the strength
proceeding from his body. That is a spiritual substance.
It is at the same time the 'spiritual substance of the body
of Christ', whence 'it flows into our souls.'

Wendel's own summary of these different uses involves the ad¬

mission that, "by using the word 'substance' sometimes in its material

and scholastic meaning, sometimes as equivalent to 'foundation', or

again to spiritual gifts, Calvin tinself helped to give an appearance

of ambiguity to his doctrine."^
The most specific indication of what was being sought through

this variation of meaning is given by Peter Maityr, in his addition

of terms such as "virtus", "vis", and "potestas" to the scholastic

sense of "substance". The extension of reference which is sought

through these additional terms, and the conceptual difficulties (and

ambiguities) involved, can be demonstrated by a comparison with the

scholastic Application of "substance" to the understanding of human

nature. A suitable outline is provided by Robert Edward Brennaij,0.P.,

in Thomistic Psychology. A Philosophic Analysis of the Nature of Man

(New York: Macmillan, 19^1). During his discussion of the Boethian

definition of "person" as "an individual substance of a rational nature".

Brennan makes a series of clarifying statements. Firstly, "person is

an individual substance. It is undivided in itself and divided from

everything else." The precise significance of this initial emphasis

upon "person" as a bounded entity is shown by its being distinguished

from the "soul of man" which "can exist apart from his body" and is

therefore "not a complete substance, since it requires to be united

with matter before it can constitute a human being." The self-sufficiency

•^Calvin, pp. See also, pp. 2^~h2.
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of "person" is emphasised by contrast, since it "excludes the idea of

its being communicated to something else or of its being assumed by

something else." Having explained the scope of the terms "essence"

and "nature", Brennan returns to the principle point that "when we

think of man as a person, we think of him as an individually subsistent

being, existing by himself demanding no subject in which to inhere,

and supplying a foundation for all the accidents that he possesses as

if
well as sin ultimate basis for all the actions that he performs."

It is apparent that the critical factor in these definitions is the

analytical regression from observable and changeable parts to a

hidden, unchanging, and unitary principle. It is a form of explanation

which is applicable to all existents, and which distinguishes them

in terms of their aggregate of parts or attributes. Theypsychological

concepts of "personality" and "individuality" are not invoked, and

there is no positive concept of temporal and duratinal relationships.

The implication of such concepts in a "dynamic understanding of

personal existence" is clear, but may be usefully reinforced by a

description of Luther's understanding of "substance". When discussing

the relation between philosophy and theology in Luther's thought,

Gerhard Ebeling shows that Luther distinguished between philosophical
5

and scriptural uses of the term:

in philosophy substantia signifies the inner nature of a
thing, while in the Bible it is used in the opposite sense
of something external, v/hich gives a thing duration...
it has this in common with the philosophical concept of
substance, that it is concerned with the question of what
makes a thing what it is. But while philosophy proceeds
logically from the phenomenon to the timeless inner nature,
the quidditates rerum ... the scripture, as Luther confirms,
is not concerned with the quidditates. but merely with the

pp. 282-86. See above, jp. 366-69.

^See above, pp. 183-85.
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qualitates, that is, with the external relationship of
a thing, its links with other things, and therefore also
with what impinges on it from outside. This concept is
not concerned with the essentia, but with the existentia. not
with the logical and metaphysical aspect, but with the
historical."®

The process of distinguishing person from thing in other than

hierarchical terms, and of achieving this distinction by means of

concepts of power and history, is of profound importance at all

levels of thought about the sixteenth century in Europe. One implica¬

tion concerns the nature of "corporeal-physical reality" itself, and

the possibility that this reorientation of thought about a central

philosophical term in the area of human nature may have influenced
7

thought about physical nature. However, the direct application of

the contrasts in definition outlined here is to the sacramental

controversy, because they both confirm and elaborate upon the differ-

encesin principle which separated Jewel and Harding. Even though their

conflict was overtly theological, its ramifications were manifold

because fundamental philosophical, scientific, and psychological con¬

cepts were brought into question or redefined. Both the principal
motive and its general significance are neatly put by Cartwright

in a protest against the Rhemists' commentary on Colossians 2.8,

where he insists that "we reiect not your Transubstantiation. be¬

cause it is Metaphysicall, or aboue nature (which thing we willingly

accord to be agreeable enough to the nature of a Sacrament) but we

refuse it as .ntiphisicall, or against nature, gainst the which,

albeit we embrace the helpe and aid of these weapons, which common

reason putteth into our hands, yet we bring them not, but sharpned,
O

and headed out of the holy Scripture."

^Luther, pp. 87-88.

See above, p.539.
8
A Confvtation. p.510»
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